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Preface 

This book is about leadership in organizations. Its primary focus is on manage
rial leadership as opposed to pariiamentalY leadership, leadership of social move
ments, or emergent leadership in informal groups. The book presents a broad survey 
of theory and research on leadership in formal organizations. The topic of leadership 
effectiveness is or special interest, and the discussion k<:cps n.'turning to the question 
of what nukes J person an effective leader. 

In the seventh edition, the basic structure of most chapters remain.s the same, hut 
the order of SOl1k' chapters was changed and one chapter was divided into two sepa
rate cbaplers that include new rnaterial. There is now a separate chapter on ethical, 
spiritual, servant, ~1l1d authentic leadership, and J separate chapter on cros~H:ultural 
leadership and diversity issues such as leader gender. The chapter on strategic leader
ship was extended and reorganized to provide a better description the growing litera
tllre in this suhject. The growing interest in emerging theories of distributed, relation
al, and complexity leadership is described in a new section ;added to the la.st chapter 
of the book. Finally, the literature revie\,vs found in the other chapters were updated, 
and a few new cases \vere added. 

The content of the book still reflects a dual concern for theory and pr<.lctice. 
have attempted to satisfy two different audiences \:vith somewhat different prefer
ences. Most academics prefer a hook that provides a detailed explanation and criti
cal evaluation of major theories, and a comprehensive review and evaluation of em
pirical research. They are more interested in how well the research was done, what 
was found, and what additional research is needed than in the practical applications. 
Many academics are skeptical ,thout the value of prescriptions and guidelines for 
practitioners and consider them premature in the absence of further research. In con
trast, most practitioners \vant some immediate answers about what to do and how to 
do it in order to be more effective as leaders. They need to deaJ with the current 
challenges of their job and cannot wait for decades until the academics resolve their 
theoretical disputes and obtain definitive answers. Most practitioners are more inter
ested in finding helpful remedies and prescriptions than in finding out how this 
knowledge was discovered. 

These different preferences are a major reason for the much-lamented gulf be
tween scientists and practitioners in management and industrial-organizational psy
chology. I believe it is important for managers and administrators to understand the 
complexity of effective leadership, the source of our knowledge about leadership in 
organizations, and the limitations ofthis knowledge. Ukewise, I believe it is important 
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16 Preface 

for academics to thjnk more about how their theories and research can be used to 
improve the practice of management. Too much of our leadership research is de
signed only to examine narrow, esoteric questions that only interest a few other 
scholars who publish in the same journals, 

Academics will be pJe;3sed to find that major theories are explained and cri
tiqw:d) empirical research on leadership is reviewed and summarized, and m~l11y refer
ences are provided to enable them to follow up with additional reading on topics of 
special interest The field of leadership is still in a state of ferment, with many contin
uing controversies ahout conceptual and methodological issues, The b(Jok uddrcsscs 
these issues whenevt'r feasible rather than ml'rely presenting theories and summariz
ing findings without concern for the quality of research that lies behind the ti1t'ories. 
However, the literature review was intended to be incisive, not comprehensive. Hather 
than detailing an endless series of theories and studies, the book fO(,llSt'S on the unes 
[har are most relevant and informative. The hook rcvkws \vhat we know about lead
ership effectiveness, anti the current edition reflects significant progress in our un(k-r
standing of leadership since the first edition wa:-; puhlished in 19HL 

For practitioncrs. I attcmpted tn 1.,:oo\,e1' :l hetter apprL'("i~ltiol1 of the complexity 
tlf managerial k-adL'rshjp, the imp0ri:m"'e of h<l\-ing theorctical knowledge ah()ut kad
efship, and the need to he flexible ,and pragmatic in ~Ipplyjng this kno\,v!LxJge. TIK' cur
rent edition provides many guidelines ~md recommendations for improving m~magt,Ti~tl 
effectiveness, hut it is not a "pmctitioner's manual" of simple techniques and send 
recipes that guarantee instam success, The plllvose of the guidelines is to help the 
[,,"ader understand the practkal implications of leadership theory and rest:arch, not to 

prescrihe eX:1(11y how thing:-; must he done hy a leader. Must of the guidelines are 
hased on ~l Hn1ilL'd arnollnt of research and are not il1t~tllihle. Being a t1exibJe, adaplive 
leader includes determining whkh guidelines are rdevem for e;lch unique :-.iluatioJ1. 

,\;lost chapters have ont' or l\VO short cases designed to help the reader gain a 
hdter understanding of the theories, concepts, and guidelines presented in the chap
k'r, The cases (it,:'scribe events that nccurn:d in real organizations, hut sorne of the 
l.."ases \vere modifit:xl to make them more useful for learning h~lSic concepts Jnd effl.'c
Ih ,,' practices. Thl.:.· n:lmes of the organiz;l1ions and individuals ;:lrt,' usually changed to 
kc'ep the- analysis focused on the CYe-nts that occurred in a defined time period, not on 
J'lT('nt events that may involve different le:lders and a ne\\-' con1l:'xt. The (\!ses ask a 
ft:'aJt:'r to anaJyze 1)(.'11:1\'101'<11 processes, idt:ntify examples of efkTtJve and ineffective 
behavior, and suggest effective ways to handle the situ;ltion Ih~ll is (kpktcd. 

An instructor's manual is available with detailed analyses of the cases and sug
gestions on how to use them. The instructor's manual also includes a multiple-choice 
exam for each chapter with items on the major points in the chapter. The manual in
cludes exercises for use in class (e.g., role plays), and some out-of-class activities that 
help students to understand how they can apply the theory and guidelines, 

The book is widely used in many different countries, and some editions have been 
translated into other languages, including Chinese, Korean, Indonesian, Spanish, and 
Greek, Wirh irs focus on effective leaderShip in organizations, the book is especially rel
evant for people who expect to become a manager or administrator in the near future, 
for people who will be responsible for tf'dining or coaching leaders, and t,)r people who 
will be teaching courses or workshops that include leadership as one of the key topics, 
The book is appropriate for use as the primary text in an undergraduate or graduat!= 
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course in leadership. Such courses are found in many different schools or departments, 
including business, psychology, sociology, educational administration, public administra
tion, and health care administtdtion. The book is on the list of required or recommended 
readings for students in many doctoral programs in leadership, management, and indus
trial-organizational psychology. Finally, the bex)k is also useful for practicing managers 
and consultants who are looking for something more than superficial answers to difficult 
questions about leadership. 

Gary Yuki 
Albany, New York 

April, 2008 





C H A PTER1 

Introduction: The Nature 
of Leadership 

Learn ing Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should he ahle to: 

• Understand why leadership has heen defined in so mJny different W:t)iS. 

• Understand how leadership will be defined in this hook. 

• Understand the controversy about differences hetween leadership and 
management. 

• Understand \vhy it is so difficult to assess leadership effectiveness. 

• Understand the different indicators used to assess leadership dTectivcnes,S. 

• Understand what aspects of leadership have been studied the most during the past 
50 years. 

• Understand how leadership can be described as an individual, dyadic. group, or 
organizational pnKcss. 

• Understand the organization of this book. 

Leadership is a subject rh~H has long excited interest among people. The term con
notes images of pc)\verfuL dynamic individuals who command victorious armies, direct 
corporate empires from atop gleaming skyscrapers, or shape the course of nations. 
The exploits of brave and clever leaders are the essence of many legends and myths. 
Much of our description of history is the story of military, political, religious, and social 
leaders who are credited or hlamed for important historical events, even though we do 
not understand very well how the events were caused or how much influence the 
leader really had. The widespread fascination with leadership may be because it is 
such a mysterious process, as well as one that touches everyone's life. Why did cer
tain leaders (e.g., Gandhi, Mohammed, Mao Tse-tung) inspire such intense fervor and 
dedication' How did certain leaders (e.g., Julius Caesar, Alexander the Great) build 
great empires? Why did some rather undistinguished people (e.g., Adolf Hitler, 
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20 Chapter 1 • Introduction: The NatLlrc of Leadership 

Claudius Caesar) rise to positions of great power' Why were certain leaders (e.g .• 
Winston Churchill. Indira Gandhi) suddenly deposed, despite their apparent power 
and record of successful accomplishments? Why do some leaders have loyal followers 
who are willing to sacrifice their lives, whereas other leaders are so despised that suh
ordinates conspire to murder them? 

Questions ahout leadership have long been a subject of speculation, hut scientific 
I"{~search on It:ader~hip did not begin untH the twentieth century. The focus of much 
of the research has been on the dt:terminants of leadership effectiveness. SOCial scien-
11:4{5 have attempted to discover what traits, abilirleH, behaviors, sources of POWt:f, or 
aHpccts of the situation determine how well a leader is able to influence followers and 
accomplish task objectives, There is also a growing interest in understanding leader
ship as a shared process involving different people in a team or organization, and the 
reasons why this process is efft>ctive or ineffective. Other important questions int-'lude 
the reasons why some people emerge as leaders, and the determinants of a kader'S 
arLions, hut the predominant concern ha.<; been leadership effectiveness. 

Some progre .... s has heen made in probing the mystt.'ries surrounding leadership, 
but many questions remain unar1.S\vered, In this honk, J1l~ljor theories and fL'scarch 
findings on leadership etfCl..:livenesf, will he ft'viewcd, with particular cmph~isis on 

rnjJnagerial leadership in formal org:Anizatiuns such as business corporations) govem
rnent agencies, hospitals, jJ1(j univer . ..;,ities, This first chapter introduu .. 's the suhject hy 
considering different conceptions of leadership, different ways of evaluating its cfkc
tivenl'SS. and ditrerent approaches f(x studying leadership, l11c chapter ~llso provides 
an oycrvie\\' of the book and explains how the subjects are organized, 

Definitions of Leadership 

The term leadcrsbijJ is a word taken from the common vocahulary and ino)rpo
m.ted into the technical vocabulalY of a scientific disl.:ipline without being precisely 
redefined. As a consequeno:, it carries ex1raneous connotations that create amhiguity 
of meaning (janda, 19(0), Additi!mal confusion is caused by tht." usc of other impre
cise H.:rms SUdl as pOll'er, (j{ftb()ri~}', lll(J1wf,?eJ11ent, admiJll\tra/{O/l, cUIl/ro/, Jnd 
slfjlerlJistoJl to descrihe similar phl'110Illl..'I1a. An observation hy Bennis (19')'), p, 2::;9) 

is :15 true today as when he made it many years 'lgO: 

Always, it st'ems, the concept of leadership dudl.:'s us or turns up in another I"onn 
!o taunt us again with its slippt:'riness and complexity. So we haye invented an 
endless prolikr.:ttion of terms to deal with it .. , and still the concept is not 
sufficiently defined. 

Researchers usually define leadership according to their individual perspectives 
and the aspects of the phenomenon of most interest to them. After a comprehensive 
review of the leadership literature, Stogdill 0974, p. 259) concluded that "there are 
almost as many definitions of leadership as there are persons who have attempted to 
define the concept." The stream of new definitions has continued unabated since Stogdill 
made his observation, Leadership has been defined in terms of traits, behaviorS, influ
ence, interaction patterns, role relationships, and occupation of an administrative posi
tion, Table 1-1 shows some representative definitions presented over the past 50 years. 
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• Leadership is "the behavior of an individual, , directing the activities of a group toward a 
shared goal," (Hemphill & Coons, 1957, P9, 7) 

• Leadership is "the influential increment over and above mechanical compliance with the 
routine directives of the organization:' (Katz & Kahn, 1978, P9, 528) 

• "Leadership is exercised when persons, , , mobilize, , , institutional, political, psychological, 
and other resources 50 as to arouse, engage, and satisfy the motives of followers<" (Burns, 
1978, pg, 18) 

• "Leadership is realized in the process whereby one or more individuals succeed in attempting 
to frame and define the reality of others," (Smircich & Morgan, 1982, pg, 258) 

• Leadership is "the process of influencing the activities of an organized group toward goal 
achievement" (Rauch & Behling, 1984, pg, 46) 

• "Leadership is about articulating visions, embodying values, and creating the environment 
within which things can be accomplished," (Richards & Engle, 1986, pg, 206) 

• "Leadership is a process of giving purpose (meaningful direction) to collective effort, and 
causing willing effort to be expended to achieve purpose" (Jacobs & Jaques, 1990, P9, 281) 

• Leadership "is the ability to step outside the culture ... to start evolutionary change processes 
that are more adaptive." (Schein, 1992, pg. 2) 

• "Leadership IS the process of making sense of what people are doing together so that people 
will understand and be committed." (Drath & Palus, 1994, p. 4) 

• Leadership is "the ability of an individual to influence, motivate, and enable others to contribute 
toward the effectiveness and success olthe organization. ." (House et aI" 1999, pg. 184) 

Most definitions of leadership reflect the assumption that it involves a process 
whereby intentional influence is exerted over other people to guide, structure, and 
facilitate activities and relationships in a group or organization. The numerous defini
tions of leadership appear to have little else in common. They differ in many respecls, 
including who exclts influence, the intended purpose of the influence, the manner in 
which influence is exerted, and the outcome of the influence attempt. The differences 
are not just a case of scholarly nit-picking; they reflect deep disagreemem about iden
tification of leaders and leadershi p processes. Researchers who differ in their concep
tion of leadership select different phenomena to investigate and interpret the results in 
different ways. Researchers who have a very narrow definition of leadership are less 
likely to discover things that are unrelated to or inconsistent with their initial assump
tions about etIective leadership. 

Because leadership has so many different meanings to people, some theorists 
question whether it is even useful as a scientific construct (e.g., Alvesson & 
Sveningsson, 2003; Miner, 1975), Nevertheless, most behavioral scientists and practi
tioners seem to believe leadership is a real phenomenon that is important for the effec
tiveness of organizations. Interest in the subject continues to increase, and the deluge 
of articles and books about leadership shows no sign of abating. 

Specialized Role or Shared Influence Process? 

A major controversy involves the issue of whether leadership should be viewed as 
a specialized role or as a shared influence process. One view is that all groups 
have role specialization that includes a leadership role with some responsibilities and 
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functions that cannot be shared too widely without jeopardizing the effectiveness of fhe 
group. The person with primary responsibility to perform tbe specialized leadership role 
is designated as the "leader." Other members are called "followers" even fhough some of 
them may assist the primary leader in canying out leadership functions. The distinction 
between leader and follower roles does not mean that a person cannot peri()nll both 
roi-e,s at rhe same time" For eX3mple, a department 111:m:lger who j:; the le3der of depalt
rHent employees is also a foHo\-ver of higher-level managers in the organization. 
Researchers who view leadership as ~l t>pedaliz<,-'d roll.: afe likely to pay more anenti<m to tIle 
attrillutes tit.{t detemline seiecti<)fl of designated leaders, the typical hehavi{if of tk:signated 
leaders, and the d-Tc'cts of thi.:.; behavior on other members of the group or organization. 

Another way to view leadership is in terms of an int1uence proce,':> that occurs 
naturally within a social system and is diffused among the members. Writers with this 
perspective believe it is more useful to study "leadership'; as a sodal process or pattern 
of relationships rather than as a specialized role. According to this view, any member 
of the sodal system may exhibit le,l(lership at any time, and there is no dear distinc
tion bet\veen leaders and followers. Various k<ldership functions may be carried our 
hy differl'1H people \\"110 inJluencl' WlUI tile group does, how it is dune, and tht-' \va'} 
people in the group relate 10 each other. Important dn'isions about what to do Jnd 
how to do it are made through the usc of an inlcractivt.: proce::;s involving many differ
ent people who influence each 01 her. Researchers who view leldership as J. shared, 
diHu;,l' process are likely' 10 pay 1110re attention 10 thv {'omplc-x influence processes 
that OCVllr among members. tile context and conditions that determine when and how 
they occur, and the const.:queno.:s for the group or organization. 

Type of Influence Process 

Controversy ahout the definition of leadership involves not only who exercises 
influence, but abo what type of influence is exervised and the outcome> Some theorists 
\:vould limit [he definition of leadership to the exercise of influence n:sulting in enthusias
tic ('Omlilitnient !)y f()lk)wl'rs, as ()ppo~'ll t() inditlerent ('()Jnpiiancc or Jelut,.'tmr ()bedit:rx'e. 
'}'Il.ese theorists argtK tll~n the lise (l c(H1tn)1 over fCwards and punisluncnts (() manipulate 
Of ,,'{Jerce j()lIo'Vvcl's is not fl'ally ··1t.'';:ldinE( tIK'111 ~U1d may involve the unethical use of power. 

An opposing view is [hat this definition is too restrictive !X:GlUSe it excludes sorne 
influence pHKes'-;t::s that are impunant for umJerstanding \vhy a manager is dIe-eti\'(:, or 
ineffective in a given situation. f low leadership is defined sh( )uld not predetermine the 
3n.'i"Vef to the research question of what makes a leader effective_ The same outcome can 
be accomplished with different influence methods, and the same type of influence attempt 
can result in different outcomes, depending on the nature of the situation. Even people 
who are forced or manipulated into doing something may become committed to it if they 
subsequently discover that it really is fhe best option for them and for tlle organization. 
The ethical use of power is a legitimate concern for leadership scholars, but it should not 
limit fhe definition of leadership or fhe type of influence processes that are studied. 

Purpose of Influence Attempts 

Another controversy about which influence attempts are part of leadership 
involves their purpose and outcome. One viewpoint is that leadership OCCurs only 
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when people are influenced to do what is ethical and beneficial for the organization 
and themselves. This definition of leadership does not include influence attempts that 
are irrelevant or detrimental to followers, such as a leader's attempts to gain personal 
benefits at the follower'S expense. 

An opposing view would include all attempts to influence the attitudes and 
behavior of follow~rs in an organizational context, regardless of the intended purpose 
or actual beneficiary. Acts of leadership often have multiple motives, and it is seldom 
possible to determine the extent to which they are selfless rather than selfish. The out
comes of leader actions usually include a mix of costs and benefits, some of which are 
unintended, making it difficult to infer purpose. Despite good intentions, the actions 
of a leader are sometimes more detrimental than beneficial for followers. Conversely, 
actions motivated solely by a leader's personal needs sometimes result in unintended 
benefits for followers and the organization. Thus, the domain of leadership processes 
to be studied should not he limited by their intended purpose. 

Influence Based on Reason or Emotions 

Most of the Icader;;hip definition.s listed earliC:f emphasize rational, cognitive 
processes. For many years it was common to view leadership as a pn)(..'ess wherein 
leaders influence followers to believe it is in their best interest to cooperate in achiev
ing a shared task objective. Until the 19805, few conceptions of leadership recognized 
the importance of emotions as a basis for influence. 

In contrast, many recent conceptions of leadership emphasize the emotional 
aspects of influence much more than reason. According to this view, only the emo
tional, value-based aspects of leadership influence can account for the exceptional 
achievements of groups and organizations. Leaders inspire [0Ik)'\\/er5 to willingly sac
rifice their selfish interests for a higher cause. For example, soldiers risk their lives to 
carry out an important mission or to protect their comrades. The relative importance 
of rational and emotional processes, and how they interact, are issues to be resolved 
by empirical research, and the conceptualization of leadership should not exclude 
either type of process, 

Direct vs. Indirect Leadership 

Most theories ahout effective leadership focus on behaviors used to directly influ~ 
ence immediate subordinates, hut a leader can also influence other people inside the 
organization. Some theorists make a distinction between direct and indirect form':> of 
leadership to help explain how a leader can influence people when there is no direct 
intemction with them (Hunt, 1991; Lord & Maher, 1991; Yammarino. 1994). 

Indirect leadership has been used to describe how a chief executive can influ
ence people at lower levels in the organization who do not interact directly with the 
leader. A CEO has many ways to influence people at lower levels in the organization. 
Examples include sending memos or reports to employees, communicating bye-mail, 
presenting speeches on television. holding meetings with small groups of employees, 
and participating in activities involving employees (e,g., attending orientation or train
ing sessions, company picnics). Most of these forms of influence can be classified as di
rect leadership. 
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One form of indirect leadership by a CEO is called "cascading" (Bass, Waldman, 
Avolio, & Bebb, 1987; Waldman & Yammarino, 1999; Yammarino, 1994), and it occurs 
when the direct influence of the CEO on immediate subordinates is transmitted 
down the authority hierarchy of an organization (e.g., from the CEO to middle man
agers,to lower-level managers, to regular employees). The influence can involve 
-changes in employee attitudes, belief.:.;, values, or behaviors. For example, a CEO 
who sets a good example of ethical and supportive behavior may influence similar 
behavior by employees at lower levels in the organization. 

Another form of indirect leadership involves influence over formal programs, 
management systems, and structural forms (lIun!, 1991; Lord & Maher, 1991; Yuki & 
Lepsingerj 2004). Many large organizations have progran1s or managen'!ent systems 
intended to influence the attitudes, skills, behavior, and performance of employees. 
Examples include programs for recruiting, selection, and promotion of employt:'cs. 
A CEO can select only people with similar trajt,s in order to develop a strong culture 
of shared values (Giberson, Resick, & Dickson, 20(5). Structural forms and various 
lypes of programs can be used to increase control, coordination, dficiency, and 
innovation. Examples include formal rules and procedures. ~pecializt'd suhunits, 
decentralized product diVisions, standardized facilities, and self-managed teams. In 
most organizations only top executives have sufficient auth()rlty t(J implement new 
programs or change the structural forms (see Chapter 13). 

A third form of indirecr leadership involves leader influence over the organiza
tion culture, which is defined as the shared belief;' and value.s of members (Schein, 
1992; Trice & Beyer, ] 991} Leaders may attcmpt either to strengthen exi.sting cultural 
beliefs and values or to change 1hem, There are many \vays to iniluence culture, and 
they rnay involve direct influence (e,g" communicating a compelling vision or leading 
by example) or other forms of indirect influence, such as I..'lunging the organization 
structure or reward systems (see Chapter 10), 

111e interest in indirel..1 lC:1dership is useful to remind scholars that leadership 
influence is not limited to the types of observable behavior emphasized in many the
ories of effective leadership. However, there are many different types of direct and 
indin:ct influence, and some forms of int1uence L'annot be classified easily as either 
direct or indirect leadership. Thus, a simple dichotomy does not capture the com
plexity involved in these inf1uence processes, Moreover. the direct and indirect 
f()rms of influence are not mutually eXdlt,>ive, and "vhen used Iog<:ther in a consis
tent way, it is possible to magnify their effects. 

Leadership vs. Management 

There is a continuing controversy about the difference between leadership and 
management. It is obvious that a person can be a leader without being a manager 
(e.g., an informal leader), and a person can be a manager without leading. Indeed, 
some people with the job title "manager" do not have any subordinates (e.g., a man
ager of financial accounts). Nobody has proposed that managing and leading are 
equivalent, but the degree of overlap is a point of sharp disagreement. 

Some writers (e.g., Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Zaleznik, 1977) contend that leader
ship and management are qualitatively different and mutually exclusive. The most 
extreme distinction involves the assumption that management and leadership cannot 
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occur in the same person. In other words, some people are managers and other peo
ple are leaders. The definitions these writers offer for leaders and managers assume 
they have incompatible values and different personalities. Managers value stability, 
order, and efficienCYI and they are impersonal, risk adverse, and focused on shOlt-term 
results. Leaders value flexibility, innovation, and adaptation; they care about people as 
weB as economic outcomes, and they have a longer-term perspective with regard to 
objectives and strategies. Managers are concerned about how things get done, and 
they try to get people to perform better, Leaders are concerned with what things mean 
to people, and they try to get people to agree about the most important things to be 
done. Bennis and Nanus 0985, p. 21) proposed that "managers are people who do 
things right, and leaders are people who do the right thing." However, associating 
leading and managing with different types of people is not supported by empirical 
research, because people do not sort neatly into these two extreme stereotypes. 
Moreover, the stereotypes imply that managers are always ineffective. The term 
manager is an occupational title for a large number of people, and it is insensitive to 
denigrate them with a negative stereotype. 

Other scholars (e.g., Bass. 1990, Hickman. 1990, Kotter, 19?1H; Mintzherg. 197} Host. 
1991) view leading and managing as distinct proces,<;es or roles. hut they do not assume 
that leadt'fs and managers are different types of people. How the two processes are 
defined varies some\-vhat, depending on the scholar. For example, l\-1jntzberg 097;1) 
desclihed k:;Idership as one of 10 managerial roles (see Chapter :)). Leadership includes 
motivating suhordinates and creating favorahle conditions f(Jr doing the work. The other 
nine roles (e.g., reS<)Ufce alkK<ltor, negotiatt>r) involve distinct managing responsibilities, 
but lcadeL<.;hip is vie\ved as an essential managerbl role Ih;1£ pervades the other roles. 

Kotter (990) proposed that managing seeks to produce predictability and order, 
whereas leading seeks to produce organizational change. Both roles are necessary, but 
problems can occur if an approptiate balance is not maintained. Too much emphasis 
on the managing role can discourage risk taking and create a bureaucracy without a 
clear purpose. Too much emphasis on the leadership role can disrupt order and create 
change that is impractical. According to Kotter, the importance of leading: and manag
ing depends in part on the situation, As an organization becomes larger and more 
complex, the importance of managing increases. As the external environment becomes 
more dynamic Jnt! uncertain, [he imp011ance of leadership increases. Both roles are 
important for executives in large organizations with a dynamic environment. When 
Kotter surveyed major large companies in a dynamic environment, he found velY few 
had executives who were able to cany out both roles effectively. 

Rost (1991) defIned management as an authority relationship that exists between 
a manager and subordinates to produce and sell goods and services. He defined lead
ership as a multidirectional influence relationship between a leader and followers with 
the mutual purpose of accomplishing real change. Leaders and followers influence 
each other as they interact in noncoercive ways to decide what changes they want to 
make. Managers may be leaders, but only if tbey have this type of influence relation
ship. Rost proposed that leading was not necessary for a manager to be effective in 
producing and selling goods and services. However, when major changes must be 
implemeted in an organization, authority is seldom a sufficient basis for gaining 
commitment from subordinates or for influencing other people whose cooperation is 
necessalY, such as peers and outsiders, 
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Defining managing and leading as distinct roles, processes, or relationships 
may obscure more than it reveals if jt encourages simplistic theories about effective 
leadership. Most scholars seem to agree that success as a manager or administrator 
in modern organizations also involves leading. How to integrate the two processes 
has emerged as a complex and important issue in the organizational literature (YukI 
& Lepsinger, 20(5). The answer will not come from debates aoom ideal definitions. 
Questions abotll what to include in the domain of essential leadership processes 
should be <.:xplored with empirical research, not predetermined by subjective 
judgments. 

A Working Definition of Key Terms 

It is neither feasible nor desirahle at this point in the development of the disci
pline to attempt to resolve the controversies on:r the appropriate definition of leader
ship. Like all constructs in SOCi:ll science. the definition of leadership is ~lrhitr:ary and 
suhje~·tive. Some definitions are more llst'ful than 01 hers. but there is no single "('01'
n:'c( definition that ClplUfCS the (:','>scncc of Icade1':-.hip. For the lillie lx-ing, it is lx-Her 
to usc tht' various conceptions of kadership as a source of different perspectives on a 
complex, multifaceted pIWJ1()Il'lL'I1{H). 

In research. the oper~ltion:l! definition (If !<.:adt:rship dt'pends to a gre~H extent on 
the purpose of the rcst'<.lrcher (Campbell, 1077). The purpose m~ry he to id1..."ntify lead
ers, to determine how they ;Irc se1L'cted. 10 discover what they do, to di:-.cover \vhy 
they afe effective, or to determine \vhether they are necessary. A:-; Kanne! (1978. 
p. /i7()) notcs. hIt is con:-;equl.>ntly vcry difficult to settle on a single definition of k'ader
ship th:H is gt:neral enough to accollllllodate Ihese lllany meanings and specific 
enough to :-;erve as ;1n operationalization of the variahle" \'\-'hencver feasible, leader
ship rcsearch should be designed to provide information relevant to a wide range of 
definition~, so that over tim:e it will Ix? possible [0 compare the utility of different con
ceptions and Mrive at some consensus 011 The matter. 

In this book, !e~ldcrship is defined hrO<ldly in a way that t::lkc-s into account sev
<:ral things that determine the stKC('SS of a collective effor! hy memhers of a group ()f 

organization to accomplish me-aningful tasks. The follOWing: {kfinition is used: 

Leadership is the process ()f influencing others iO understand .1nd :!gn.'c about 
what needs to he done alld how lu do it, and the procc,s.:- of facili[:lting individu~J! 
and colhxtive efTorts [0 accomplish shared objeLtives, 

The definition includes efforts nOt only to influence and facilitate the current work 
of the group or organization, but also to ensure that it is prepared to meet future chal
lenges. Both direct and indirect forms of influence are included. The influence processes 
may involve only a single leader or it may involve many leaders. Table 1-2 shows the 
wide variety of ways leaders can influence the effectiveness of a group or organization. 

In this book, leadership is treated as both a specialized role and a social influ
ence process. More than One individual can perform the role (i.e., leadership can be 
shared or distributed), but some role differentiation is assumed to occur in any group 
or organization. Both rational and emotional processes are viewed as essential aspects 
of leadership. No assumptions are made about the actual outcome of the influence 
processes, because the evaluation of outcomes is difficult and subjective. Thus, the 
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TABLE 1·2 What Leaders Can lilfIuence 

• The interpretation of external events by members 
• The choice of objectives and strategies to pursue 
• The motivation of members to achieve the objectives 
• The mutual trust and cooperation of members 
• The organization and coordination of work activities 
• The allocation of resources to activities and objectives 
• The development of member skills and confidence 
• The learning and sharing of new knowledge by members 
• The enlistment of support and cooperation from outsiders 
• The design of formal structure, programs, and systems 
• The shared beliefs and values of members 

definition of leadership is not limited to processes [hat necessarily result in "successful'" 
outcomes, I--Iow leadership processes affect outcomes IS a central research question 
that should not be hiased hy the definition of leadership. The foclis is deady on the 
process, not the person, and they are not assumed to be equivalent. Thus, the h-:rms 
/eado: nWJU1Ret~ and hoss art: used interch~lI1geably in this book to indicate pcople 
who occupy positions in which they afe expected to perform the leadership role, hut 
without any assumptions about their actual behavior or success. 

The terms subordinate and direct rt',/)ort are used interchange-ably to denote 
someone whose prim:l1Y \vork activities 3rt: directed and evaluated by the focal le~ldef. 
Some \\Tiler::; usc the term staf/as ;:1 substitute for subordinate, but this practice (Teatcs 
unnecessary confusion. c)'ta:!l connotes a special type of advlsolY position, and most 
subordinates are not staff advisors. Moreover. the term sta//is lIsed both as a singular 
and plural noun, \vhich creates a Jot of unnecessary confusion. The tenn a_\'..>;ociale has 
become popular in husiness organizations as another substitute for subordinate, 
because it conveys a relationship in which employees are valued and supposedly 
empowere<L However, associate is a vague term that f3i!s to differentiate between 
a direct authority relationship and other types of formal relationships (e.g., peers, part
ners). To clarify communication, this text continues to use the term subordinate to 
denote the existence of a formal alHhority relationship. 

The term follower is used to describe a person who acknowledges the focal 
leader as the primal}' source of guidance about the work regardless of how much for
mal authority the leader actually has over the person. Unlike the term s'ubordillate, 
the term jollOll'er does not preclude leadership processes that can occur even in the 
absence of a formal authority relationship. Followers may include people who are not 
direct reports (e.g., coworkers, team members, partners, outsiders). Howevee the 
term follower is not used to describe members of an organization who completely 
reject the formal leader and seek to remove the person from office; such people are 
more appropriately called "rebels" or "insurgents. ,. 

Indicators of Leadership Effectiveness 

Like definitions of leadership, conceptions of leader effectiveness differ from one 
writer to another. The criteria selected to evaluate leadership effectiveness reflect a 
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researcher's explicit or implicit conception of leadership. Most researchers evaluate 
leadership effectiveness in terms of the consequences of influence on a single individ
ual, a team or group, or an organization, 

The most commonly used measure of leader effectiveness is the extent to which 
the performance of the team or organizational .unit b enhanced and the attainment of 
goals is facilitated. Examples of ohjecHve measures of performance include sales, net 
profits, profit 111Jrgin, market share: return on investment return on ass(:t-;, productivi
ry: cost per unit of output, costs in relation to hudgeted expenditures, and change in 
the value of corpomte stock. Subjective measures of effectiveness include ratings ob
tained from the leader's superiors, peers, or subordinates. 

Follo\v£'f attitudes and perceptions of the leader are Jnother common indicator of 
leader effectiveness. How well does the leader satisfy their needs and expectations? Do 
followers Hke, respect, and admire the leader? Do followers tnJ:;t the leader and perceive 
him or her 10 have high integrjty? Are {{)llowers strongly committed to carrying out the 
leader's request", or will they resist, ignore, or sUhVClt thern? Does the leader improve 
the quality or work life, huild the self-confidencc of followers, incre~lse their skills, ~lI1d 
contrihute in their pSydlOJogicll grovv'th and dt.'vdopmem? Folhy\vcr :mitude:-., pt.'n,,'~'p

(ions, and beliefs :.lfe u;')ually ll1easun:d with ql!estjon!l~lirl's Of intcITic\vs. Such aspects 
of follower hehavior also provide an indirect indicator of diss;Jtisbnion :md hostility to
vvard the leader. Examples of sllch indicators include absentec1sm, voluntary vacancies. 
grievances, con1plaims to higher management, requests for transk'r, work slowdowns, 
and deliherate sabotage 1.)f eqUipment and Llcilities. 

Leader effectiveness is occaSionally measured in term;;; of the leader's contri
hution to the quality of group processes, as perceived hy followers or by olltsick 
()bSefv-efs. Does the leader enhance gn)up u)hesivenl'ss. mvmber c{)operation, 
n1cmber commitment, ;lnd member txmfit..h.:nce th~lt the group can achieve its uhjec~ 
lives? Do(';'s the leader enhance prohlem solving and decision making hy the group, 
and help to resolve disagreements and conni('ts in a constructive \-vay? Does the 
k:adef contribute to the effiCiency of role specialization, the organization of activi
ties, the accumulation of resourCeS, and the rc:!diness of the group to de;tl \-vith 
ch~mg(:' and crises? 

A final type of ;"riterion for leadership effectiveness i.<.; the extent to which a per
son ha;-; a successful career as a leader. Is the person promoted r;lpidly to positions of 
higher authority? Dues the person serve a full term in a leadership position. or is he or 
she removed or forced to resign? For elected positions in urganizations, is a leader who 
seeks re~le('tion succes. ... ful? 

It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of a leader when there are so rrwny 
alternative measures of effectiveness, and it is not clear which measure is most 
relevant. Some researchers attempt to combine several measures into a single, 
composite criterion, but this approach reqUires subjective judgments about how to 
assign a weight to each measure. Multiple criteria are especially troublesome 
when they are negatively correlated. A negative correlation means that trade~offs 
occur among criteria, such that as one increases, others decrease. For example, 
growth in sales and market share (e,g.) by reducing price and increaSing advertis
ing) may result in lower profits, Likewise, an increase in production output (e.g., 
by indUCing people to work faster) may reduce product quality or employee satis
bction. 
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FIGURE 1~1 Causal Chain of Effects from Two Types of leader Behavior 

Immediate and Delayed Outcomes 

Some outcomes afe more immedbte than others. For example, the irnmediate 
result of an influence attempt is whether t()llowers are willing to do v.--hat the leader 
asks, hut ~l delayed effect is how well followers actually perform the ;Issignment. The 
effects of <l leader can he viewed as a GHlsal chain of variahlc'-';, \vith each "inlervcn~ 
ing variable" Il1cdiJling the effects of the pn:ccding one on the next one. An eX~W1-

pIe is provided in Figure 1-1. The farther along in the causal chain. the longer it rakes 
t()f the effect to occur. For criteria at lhe end of thc causal ch~dn, there is a consider
,ible delay (months or years) before the effects of the leader's al.:tions are evident. 
Moreover, these end~result criteria are more likely to he influenced by extraneous 
events (e.g" (he economy, Burkel conditions), When the delay is long and there is 
considerahle "cont~ullinalion·' of end-result criteria by extraneous events, then these 
criteria may be less useful for assessing leadership effectiveness than more immediate 
outc()tl1es. 

In many cases a leader has hoth immediate and delayed effects on the same 
criterion. The two types of effects may be consistent or inconsistent. When they 
are inconsistent, the immediate outcome may be vety different from the delayed out
comes. For example, profits may he increased in the short run by eliminating costly 
activities that have a delayed effect on profits, such as equipm<:ot maintenance, 
research and development, investments in new technology, and empluyee skill train
ing. In the long run, the net effe(t of cuning these essential activities is likely 10 be 
lower profits becallse the negative consequences slowly increase and eventually out
weigh any benefits. The converse is also true. Increased investment in these activities 
is likely to reduce immediate profits but increase long~term profits. 

What Criteria to Use? 

There is no simple answer to the question of how to evaluate leadership effec
tiveness. The selection of appropriate criteria depends on the objectives and values of 
the person making the evaluation, and people have different values. For example, top 
management may prefer different criteria than other employees, customers, or share
holders. To cope with rlle problems of incompatible criteria, delayed effects, and the 
preferences of different stakeholders, it is usually best to include a variety of criteria in 
research on leadership effectiveness and to examine the impact of the leader on each 
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criterion over an extended period of time. Multiple conceptions of effectiveness, like 
multiple conceptions of leadership, serve to broaden our perspective and enlarge the 
scope of inquiry. 

Overview of Major Research'Approaches 

The attraction of le~l(lershjp as a subject of research and the many different COD

ct.:ptions of leadership have created a vast and be"\vildering literature, Attempts 10 

organize the literature according to m:.tjor approaches or per,spectives show only partial 
success. One of the more useful ways to d:lssify leadership theory and research is 
according to the type of variable that is emphasized the most. Three types of variables 
that are relevant for understanding leadership effectiveness include (1) characteristics of 
kaders, (2) chamctcristics of follovvers, and (3) ch:.uacteristlcs of the situation. 
Exam.pIes of key variables within each category are shown in Table 1-3. Figure 1~2 

dl'l)iClS likely causal relationships among the variables. 
Most leadership thcorie<.; t,'tnphasize nne cltt:gory more th~lt1 the others as the pri

mary basis for explaining effective lcadt.:'rship, and leadt.:'r characteristics have heen 

TABLE 1·3 Key Variables in Leadership Theories 

Characteristics of the leader 
• Traits (motives, personality, values) 
• Confidence and optimism 
• Skills and expertise 
• 8ehavior 
• Integrity (honesty, behavior consistent with values) 
• Influence tactics 
• Attributions about followers 

Characteristics of the Followers 
• Traits (needs, valueS, self-concepts) 
• Confl'dence and optimism 
• Skills and expertise 
• Attributions about the leader 
• Trust in the leader 
• Task commitment and effort 
• Satisfaction with Job and leader 

Characteristics of the Situation 
• Type of organizational unit 
• Size of unit 
• Position, power, and authority of leader 
• Task structure and complexity 
• Task interdependence 
• Organizational culture 
• Environmental uncertainty 
• External dependencies 
• National cultural values 
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FIGURE 1~2 Causal Relationships Among the Primary Types of leadership Processes 

emphasized most often over the past half-century, Another (ommon practice is to limit 
the focus to one type of leader characteristic, namely traits, behavior, or power. To Ix: 
consistent with most of the leadership literature, the theories and empirical research 
reviewed in this hook arC' cbssified into lhe follovdng r1\'e approaci1e:::.: (J) the trait 
approach. (2) the beh~lVi()r approach, (3) the po\ver-influence approach. (4.) the situa
tionaj appro:lCh, and ('j) the integrative ~!pproJch, Each ;lppro;J(h is described hriefly 
in the following sections, 

Trait Approach 

One of the earliest approaches for studying leadership \V~IS the trait approach, 
This approach el1lph~tsiz(:'s attrihutes of leaders such ;]s person;:t!ity, motives, valucs, 
and skills, Underlying this approach \-vas the a,Ssumption tJut some peopk: are natural 
leaders, endo\-\'ed v,:ith certain traits not possessed hI' other people, Early leadership 
theories attrihuted managerial success to extraordinary abilities such as tireless energy, 
penetrating intuition, uncanny foresight. and irrl'sistil)ie persuasiYc po\vers. Hundreds 
of trait studies conducted during the 19jOs and 19<10s sought to discover these elusive 
qualities, but this m<ls . ..,ive research effoI1 failed to find any traits that would guarantee 
leadership success. One reason for the failure W~JS a hick of attention to intervening 
variables in the causal chain thar could explain 110\\7 traits could affect a delayed out
come such as group performance or leader advancement. The predominant research 
method W,lS to look for a significant correlation hetween jndividual leader attrihutes 
and a criterion of kader success, \vithout examining any explanatory processes. 
However, as evidence from bettel' designed research slowly accumulated over the 
years, researchers m~!de progress in discovering how leader attributes are related to 
leadership behavior and effectiveness. A more recent trait approach examines leader 
values that afe relevant for explaining ethical leadership, 

Behavior Approach 

The behavior approach began in the early 19505 after many researchers became 
discouraged with the trait approach and began to pay closer attention to what managers 
actually do on the joh, The behaviof research falls into tVllO general subcategories, 

One line of research examines how managers spend their time and the typical 
pattern of activities, responsibilities, and functions for managerial jobs, Some of the 
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research also investigates how managers cope with demands, constraints, and role 
conflicts in their jobs, Most research on managerial work uses descriptive methods of 
data coHection such as direct observation, diaries, joh description questionnaires, 
and anecdotes obtained from intervic\vs. Although this research was not designed to 
directly assess effective leadership, it providesusefuJ insights into this suhjecL 
Leadership effectiveness depends in part on how wen a m:lnager resolvc's role con
flicts, copes with demandfi, rec(}gnizes {)pporrunities, and oVercomes u)flsrfainrs, 

Another suhc<1legory of the behavior approach fi:)('uses on identifying effective 
leadership behavior. The prefcrn.:·d research mefhod involves a survey field study \'\:ith 
a behavior desniptlon que:-.tionnaire. In the past 50 years, hundreds of survey studies 
examined the correlation between leadership behavior and various indicators of lead
ership effectiveness. A much smaller number of studies used laboratory experi
ments. field i.:.~xperiments, or critical Incidents to determine how effective leaders 
differ in behavior from ineffective lC;1dcrs. 

Power-Influence Approach 

Power~innUt.:n ... :(' n::-.earch vxamines ini1u(;,IH v procc,>-"es hetwecn leaders and othvr 
pcoph:. Like most research on traits and behavior, some of the po\ver-influence rcs(;"arch 
takes a leadt'T~c~;ntered perspectiVe" wilh :m implicit assumption Ihat clusality is unidin.:c
{ion:J! (leaders ;1(1 and j()II{)\vers n.:~lCt). Tlli.;; rcsc,!fch seeks to cxpbin leadership e!Tec
tiveness in terms of thc amount and lype of po\ycr possess,-'d hy a lc~lder ~ll1d htw; 

power is exercised. POV""~'r j,.;; viewed as impol1ant not only for inllucncing suhordinates, 
hut also for influencing peers, superior;." and pl.'ople outside the organization, such as 
clients and suppliers. The bvorlle rnethodology has hCL'n the use of survey question
naires to rdatl' leader power [0 various measures of leadership etTectivenl.'ss. 

Other PO\",'cf-influence n;,s~::Jrch used qlH.:stionn~1in.:s and descriptivc incidents to 
determinc how leaders intluenn: the attitudes and hehavior of f()llo\.vers. The study of 
influence tactics can he viewed as a bridge linking the puwer-influel1ce approach and 
the bt:'h~lvior approach. 11K' lise or diffi..':rl"nt influence ta,,'tics is cnrnparcd in ternh nf 
their reLtti\'(:, dk"ctiveness t()f getting pc>ople to do \vbat the leader wants. 

Pal1icipative leadership is concerned Wilh PO\VCT sharing and empowerment of 
followt:r:-., but it is firmly rooted in the tradition of hehavior research as well. Many 
studies used questionnaires to correblc subordinme perceptiun:-. of partJcipative lcJJer
ship with lTiteria ()f leadership effectiveness such as subordinate satisfaction, eff0!1. and 
performance. Laboratory and field experiments compared autocratic and patticipative 
leadership styles. Finally, descriptive case studies of effective manJgers examined how 
they use consultation and delegation to give people a sense of ownership for decisions. 

Situational Approach 

The situational approach emphasizes the importance of contextual factors that 
influence leadership processes. Major situational variables include the characteristics 
of followers, the nature of the work performed by the leader'S unit, the type of organ
ization, and the nature of the external environment. This approach has tvio major sub
categories, One line of research is an attempt to discover the extent to which leadership 
processes are the same or unique across different types of organizations, levels of 
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management, and cultures. The primary research method is a comparative study of 
two or more situations. The dependent variabJes may be managerial perceptions and 
attitudes, managerial activities and behavior patterns, or influence processes. 

The other sulxategory of situational research attempts to identify aspects of the 
situation that "moderate" the relationship of leader attributes (e.g., traits, skills, behavior) 
to leadership effec.tiveness. 1he assumption is that different attributes will be effective in 
different situations, and that the sanle attribute is not optimal in all situations. ll1cories 
desctibing this reiatioIl.',hip are sometimes caJled '"contingenty theories" of leadership. 
A more extreme form of situational theOIY ("leadership substitutes") identifies the concli
tion..., that can make hierarchical leadership redundant and unnecessary (Chapter 6). 

Integrative Approach 

An integrative approach involves more than one type of leadership variable. In 
recent years it has become more common for researchers to include two or more 
types of leadership variahlt:'s in the same study, hut it is still rare to tlnd a theory that 
includes all of them O.e., tr~lils, hehavior. influence processes, situational vari:Jhles, 
and outcomes), An exampk' of tht:' integrative approach is the self--concept theory of 
dwrismatic leadership (see Chapter 9), \vhich attempts to explain why the fo!1o"\vers 
of some leaders are willing to exert exceptiol1fd effort and make persomll sacrifices to 
accomplish the group objective or mission. 

level of Conceptualization for leadership Theories 

Another way to classify leadership theories is in terms of the "level of con(\.-:ptual
ization" or lype of constructs used to describe leaders and their influence on orhers. 
Leadership can he described as (1) an intra-individual process, (2) a dyadic process, 
(3) a group process, or (4) an organizational process, The levels can be viewed as a 
hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 1-3. What level is emphasized will depend on the 
primary research question, the type of criterion variables used to evaluate leadership 
effectiveness, and the type of mediating processes used to explain leadership influence. 

Organization 

Group 

Dyadlc 

Individual 

FIGURE 1~3 levels of Conceptualization for leadership Processes 
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Typical research questions for each level are listed in Table 1-4. The four levels of con
ceptualization and their relative advantages and disadvantages are described next 

Intra-Individual Processes 

Because most det1nitioflS of leadership involve influence processes hetw£"'Cn indi
viduals, leadership theories that dcsetibe only the leader are rare. Nevertheless, a 
number of researchers used psychological theories of personality traits, valut:s, skills, 

TABLE 1-4 Research Questions at Different Levels of Conceptualization 

Intra-Individual Theories 
• How leader traits and values influence leadership behavior 
• How leader skills are related to leader behavior 
• How leaders make decisions 
• How leaders manage their time 
• How leaders are influenced by role expectations and constraints 
• How leaders react to feedback and learn from experience 
• How leaders can use self~management techniques 
• How leaders can use self-deve~opment techniques 

Dyadic Theories 
• How a leader i'nfluences subordinate motivation and task commitment 
• How a leader facilitates the work of a subordinate 
• How a leader interprets information about a subordinate 
• How a leader develops a subordinate's skills and confidence 
• How a leader influences subordinate loyalty and trust 
• How a leader uses influence tactics with a subordinate, peer, or boss 
• How a leader and a subordinate influence each other 
• How a leader develops a cooperative exchange relationship with a subordinate 

Group-Level Theories 
• How different leader-member relations affect each other and team performance 
• How leadership is shared in the group or team 
• How leaders organize and coordinate the activities of team members 
• How leaders influence cooperation and resolve disagreements in the team or unit 
• How leaders influence collective efficacy and optimism for the team or unit 
• How leaders influence collective learning and innovation in the team or unit 
• How leaders influence collective identification of members with the team or unit 
• How unit leaders obtain resources and support from the organization and other units 

Organizational-level Theories 
• How top executives influence lower~level members 
• How leaders are selected at each level (and implications of process for the firm) 
• How leaders influence organizational culture 
• How leaders influence the effiCiency and the cost of internal operations 
• How leaders influence human relations and human capital in the organization 
• How leaders make decisions about competitive strategy and external initiatives 
• How conflicts among leaders are resolved in, an organization 
• How leaders influence innovation and major change in an organization 
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motivation, and cognition to explain the decisions and behavior of an individual 
leader. Roles, behaviors, or decision styles are also used for describing and differenti
ating leaders, Examples can be found in theories about the nature of managerial work 
and the requirements for different types of leadership positions (see Chapter 3), 
Individual traits and skills are also used to explain a person's motivation to seek 
power and positions of authority (see Chapter 2), and individual values are used to 
explain ethical leadership and the altruistic use of power (see Chapter 11), Another 
intrd-individual approach is the lise of self-management theory to describe how a person 
can become more effective as a leader (see Chapter 8). Self-management (sometimes 
called self-leadership) involves identifying personal objectives and priorities, managing 
one's time efficiently, monitoring one's own behavior and its consequences, and trying 
to learn to be more effective in accomplishing personal objectives. 

Knowledge of intra-individual processes and taxonomies of leadership roles. 
behaviors, and traits provide insights that are helpful for developing better theories of 
effective leadership. However, the potential contribution of the intra~individual 
approach to leadership i,s limited, because it does not explicitly include what most the~ 
orists consider to he the essential process of leadership. namely influencing others 
such as suhordinates, peers, bosses, and outsider-;, 

Dyadic Processes 

The dyadic approach focuses on the relationship between a leader and anoth
er individual who is usually a subordinate or another lype of foll()\ver. The need to 
influence direct reports is shared by leaders at all levels of authority from chief 
executives (0 department managers and \vork crew supervisors. The explanation of 
leader influence is usually in terms of how the leader causes the suhordinate to be 
more motivated and more capable of accomplishing task assignment.s. These theo
ries usually forus on leadership hehavior as the source of inf1uence, and on 
changes in the attitudes, motivation, and behavior of an individual subordinate as 
the influence process. Reciprocal influence between the leader and t~)Uower may 
he included in the theory, but it is usually less important th~lfl the explanation of 
leader influence OVer the follower. 

An example of a dyadic leadership theory is the leader-member exchange (LMX) 
the-OIY described in Chapter 8, which describes how dyadic relationships evolve over 
time and take different forms, ranging from a casual exchange to a coopemtive alliance 
with shared objectives and mutual trust. Although LMX theory recognizes that the 
leader has mUltiple dyadic relationships, the focus is dearly on what happens within a 
single relationship. Much of the research on power and influence tactics (see Chapter 
6) is also conceptualized in terms of dyadic processes, Most theories of transformational 
and charismatic leadership were initially conceptualized primarily at the dyadic level 
(see Chapter 9), 

Since real leaders seldom have only a single subordinate, some assumptions are 
necessary to make dyadic explanations relevant for explaining a leader's influence on 
the performance of a group or work unit. One assumption is that subordinates have 
work roles that are similar and independent Subordinares may not be homogeneous 
with regard to skills and motives, but they have similar jobs, There is little potential for 
subordinates to affect each other's job pertormance, and group performance is the 
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sum of the performances by individuals. An example of minimum interdependence is 
a district sales unit in which sales representatives work separately and independently 
of each other and sell the same product in different locations or to different customers. 
Subordinates do not influence each other or help each other, nor are they in competi
tion for scarce resources or rewards. Yammarino and Dubinsky (994) found that 
effective leadership was explained better by a dyadic model than by a group-level 
model in a study of sales representatives, However) when these assumed conditl(:ffL'S 
are not present, dyadic theories are not :ahle to explain how leaders influence the 
coHective performance of a team or organization, \Xlhcn there is high iniler"dc·pt""j
cnce among group members) a high need for coHective learning, and strong extcf~ 
nal dependencies, a group-level theOlY is needed to explain how leadership can 
influence group performance. 

The dyadic theories do Dot include some leadership behavjors that arc neCess:;}wy 
10 facilitate collective peri()rmance by a team or organization. Mon:over, some of the 
dyadic behaviors that are effective in terms of dyadic influence will be ineffective \t7itb 
regard to tC:Ul1 pertormance or organizational performance. For example, attempts to 
develop a closer febuionship \vith one subordinate (e,g .. hy providing more henefits) 
may he dysfunctional if they create perception:-> of inequity by other suhordinaLz;'s> 
Effo!1s to empower individual subordinates may create problems when it is ntx:-cStihKi1/ 
to have a high degree of coordinati,ol1 among all of the 5uhnrdinates> The extra titHe 

needed by a leader to maximize performance by an individtul subordinate (e.g.; pro
viding intensive coaching) may he more effectively used to deal with problems that 
involve the team or \york group (e,g., obtaining necessaty resources, facilitating coop
eration and coordination). 

Another limitation of most dyadic theories is inadequate attention to the context. 
In most dyadic theories of effective leadership, aspects of the situJtion afC likely to he 
treated as moderator variabh:s that constrain or enhance leader influence 00 individual 
subordinates. The dyadic theories underestimate the importance of the conte'S! for 
determining what type of leadership is necessary to enhance collective perfomUl'Dce 
by multiple subordinates. 

Group Processes 

\\"hen effective le<-1dership is vie\ved from a group-level perspective, the ti:XU$ is 
on the influence of leaders on collective processes that Jetermine team perfomuHce. 
The explanatory influence processes include determinants of group effectiveness that 
can be influenced by leaders, and they usually involve all members of a group or tcam, 
not only a single subordinate. Examples of these collective explanatory processes include 
how well the work is organized to utilize personnel and resources, how much mem
bers are committed to perform their work roles, how confident members are that the 
task can be accomplished successfully ("potency"), and the extent to which members 
trust each other and cooperate in accomplishing task objectives. The leadership be
haviors identified in dyadic theories are still relevant for leadership in teams, but other 
behaviors are also important 

Behavioral theories describing leadership processes in various types of groups 
and teams are discussed in Chapter 12, and leadership in executive teams is discussed 
in Chapter 13. Much of a manager's time is spent in formal and informal meetings, and 
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the leadership processes that make group meetings more effective art' described in 
Chapter 12. Another key research question in the group approach is to explain why 
some memht.:rs are more influential than others, Jnd how Jeadt'fs are selected. An 
example of a theory dealing with these que~tions b the "sociJI exchange theory" discussed 
in Chapter 7. 

As compared to the dyadic theories. most group-Ien,::,l theories provide a much 
bettef explanation of effedin: leadership in te;:Hl1S with interactive members, hut tlK~se 
theories also !U\'i::' limitations. The need to describe jelder innut~nce un member 
motivation is usually recognized. but the theory may not include psychological 
processes that an: useful for explaining this intluence. The need to influence people 
and processt'." outside of the team is usually recognized, bur external relationships are 
usually vic\',.-ed hom the perspective of the team. The focus is un the <:'fTol1s ()f leaders to 
improve team perfOfmanCt: (e.g., hy getting more n:SOUfces). hlll the implications of 
leader actions for other suhunits or tlit' brger ()rg~miJ~ltion ~lri.:" .;;ddo1ll cxplicitly l.'on
sidcred. Slun:d h.-'adership is more likely to he induded in a group~level tl1l..>ory 
than in ~l dyadic theory, hut di~trihu!t.'d k>~!(kfShip h;. multi pIc f(lfm~d !e~!ders is 
seldom cxp!kitly included, C\'en though it is common in ,"'01HV [>'pcs of kant-> (e,g .. 
military (,()llll);!1 units \\ith;t U)OllllJl1dcr ~!nd ~ln CXL'\..uthc ()fli(\:r), 

Organizational Processes 

The group approach provides a bellel' undvrst,tnding of lcuJership efkcfi\e
ncss than dy~!dic or i!1tr~j-·indi\'idu;!1 :tppr{}~lches. hut it ha .... some inlportanl lilnita
lions, A group u:--ualJy exists ill a larger ,,>(),,-'ial systi.'m, ~JIld ilS dT .. ,xt!\c!les.., cannot Ix: 
understood jf the focliS of the re.'>(';lrch is limited to Ihe group',.., internal processes. 
The organiz<-It!onallcvel of an~llysi,-; descrihes Icader~hip <-1'<> a process that O(t..'UfS in ;1 

larger "open system" in \yhich group .... ~m: suhsystems (F1t:ishman et aL ltJl)l: K~llZ &: 
Kahn, 197H: !\iumfurd, 19H(), 

The sur,,- ivai and prosperity of an organization depends on JtLtptation to the 
envinmmelll ~lnd the acquisiti{)!l (ll' nect:.<>sary reS(Hln.'es. A husiness ()rgJnizati()1l 
must he ahle to market its product:-; ~l!1d ser\'kes :;Ut'cessfully. Ad:!pl<!tion is 
imprun:d hy antit.·ipating t'lll1sumer lleeds and desires. assessing tilt.' actions and 
pbns of competitors, lTaluating likely constr~ljnts Jnd threats (e.g .. government rcg
uiati(lIl, input scarcity. IH)srile ;Ictions hy t"nemies). <lnd itk'ntifying lll~lrkctal)le pnKI
lids and selyit'es {kit the organiz;nion has- unique capahilities ro pnn'idt:, Some 
eX:l1np!es of anivitil.:'s relt:'\'~lllt for (ltbpl:ltion induue gathering and ink'rprcting 
information ;lbout the environment, identifying thrt::·~lts :lnd opportunities. den:lop
ing an t,'ffL'ctive strategy for adapting to the environment. negotiating agret:'ments 
thJt are favorable to the organization, influencing outsiders to have a favorahle 
impression of the organization and its products, and gaining cooperation and sup
port from outsiders upon \vhom the organization is dependent. These activities are 
aspects of "strategic leadership." 

Survival and prosperity also depend on the efficiency of the transformation 
process used hy the organization to produce its products and services. Efficiency is 
incrt'<lsed by finding more ration;.!l \yays to organize and pelform the work, and hy 
deciding ho\\' to make the hest U..:;e of a\'aiJabJe technology, resourceS, and pefson~ 
nel. Some examples of leadership responsihilities include designing an Jppropriate 
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organization stnlcture, determining authority relationships, and coordinating opera
tions across specialized subunits of the organization. Strategic leadership in organi
zations is descrihed in Chapter 10 and Chapter 13. 

As c()mpared ttl dY~ldic ()r gn)up-lcveI theories ()f leadership, {)rganization-Ievel 
theories usually pro':.'ide a hencr explan;Jtion of fio;lDcial pcrrormancl;.~, Distributed 
Ivadcrship i:-, less Iikcly to he ignored in ~m organization level lht-'ory. ht.'C~1USt' it is 

ohviou$ thJt ;\11 organizalion Ius nuny <ivsignated leaders wllo;,;e actions must he 
coordinatcd. \Lin:'!gement pr:lCtJn:s and systems (e,g" human resource managemt.:'nt. 
operations rnanagcmenL strategic management> afc also ignored or downphtyed in 
dyadic ~lIld lc;tlH kadership theories, hut in theories of organizational k"ltiership the 
need to integrate le~lding :Ind managing is mort.? o}wious (YukI &: Lepsinger, 20(4). 
More attemion is likely for subjects sLlch as organization~ll structure and culture, organ
ization change. executive SLlcc('ssioll" and influell('\.: proc~·ss\.'s hetwevn the CEO and 
Ihe top man:tgement tellll Of hO~lrd of directors. A limitation of 1110;,;1 theories or orga
nizational ie:j<.krship is that they do not L'splain influeli<.'e proce-.;st's for individu~d 
le;ld\."rs (except sometimes for the ,-'hief excclJlivcl. or influencc processes \Ylli1in 

It";lms {ext·cpt in SOl1K' cases lhe top'-llun:lgl'1l'lc11l lc:nllL 

Multi·Level Theories 

\lulti-lcvel theories include ('onstntds from l1lort: {lUll on\." lC\TI of l'xpLinalinn 
(Klein, l);lf1St-1T:lU. 1..'{ ILlI!. P),),L lk;usst.'~HL 19K)), FOfl..'xample, the independent ~lnd 

dt~pcnd(>nl variables Jfc :It the s~!mt' k:n,j of conct.'prua!izalion. hut fllodecltOf \'ari~ 

Jhles :lre Jl J dift~'n:nt l('veL An nen mort' cotnpk'x type of mulri-!c\·c! tl1I.:(JlY nuy 
include kadt.T inllut;,'l1z't.' on ("Xpi:tfLHory processes :!t more than one le'.'·c! and n:cipro
c:ll t'ausalit~, ~l!nnng SOIlK' of the \":lrbhks. !\'luhi~ln-d thl'orics of dT!.'<."tivc Icadc-I"ship 
provide :1 W:ly to oVCrnl111c the lill1iUtlons of singl<.>k'vi.:! theories. hut it is \"(>1)' diffi
cult to den'lop ~l multi-level theory Ih~!I is parsimoninu,<; ~lI1d e:tsy to ~lpply. The level 
of conceptualization Ius implkatinn..; for rhv ml..'aSUfeS ~lJ1d methods or ~lnalysis used to 
rest ;j theory, ;\nd !llulli·levcl {henrie,"; an,' usu:dly more difficult fO ll'sl !h~l!1 singk-Ievd 
theories (Y~llHm:!rino, Dionne. Churl, & 1 );inscfc:1U .. wn'S), Despite the dilTidllt!es, 
there is gr(l\ving intl."l\'st in dI'H:\op1ng and testing multi-\t,,\\:! rileoril's of leadership. 
Hfuft'> to devl'i()p 11lulti~levi..'i theories. simibritics in expl:Jlulory processes Jt different 
levels. and :tppro~lche:-, f()f t1lulti~lcvd In:ilysis ~lfC dl"'>LTihcd in Ch:lpk'r 16, 

Other Bases for Comparing Leadership Theories 

Key variahles and level of conceptu~llizatjon are not the only ways to compare 
leadership theories. This section hriefly describes three other types of distinctions 
commonly used in the leadership literature: (1) leader-centered versus follower
centered theory. (2) uniyersal versus contingency theory, and (3) descriptive versus 
prescriptive theolY, Each type of distinction is hetter viewed as a continuum along 
which a theory can he located. rather than as a sharp dichotomy. For example, it is 
possible for :.1 theory to have some descriptive elements as well as some prescriptive 
elements, some universal elements as well as some contingency elements, and an 
equal focus on leaders and followers. 
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Leader- vs. Follower-Centered Theory 

The extent (0 which a theory is focused on either the leader or fol1o\vers is anoth
er useful \V:lY to cbs,sify leadership theories. Most leadership theories emphasize the 
characterisrics :md actions of the leader without much concern for follower characteris
rics. The leader focus is strongest in theory <md research that'identifies traits, skills, or 
behaviors that comributt: to leader effectin.:'ness" Most of the c()ntingency theories (ill 

C!laprt:r ()) also emphasize Jetder characteristics more th::tn follo\ver ('har~tCteristics, 
Only ;1 small amount of research and theory emphasizes char~lcteristks of the 

fullowers, EmpO\vt:rnK-'nt theory describes how followers vkw their abililY to infhlt:1Ke 
impOli;tnt eYU)lS (,..;(:c Chaptcr », Aurihution tilc(JlY descrilx;,s ho\v followers V!C\\.' a 

le~l(k'r's influence on events and outcomes (see Chapter ?it Some other theories in tht: 
sank' chapter t.:'xpbin how followers can actively influence their work role and rcbtion~ 
ship with the It.:'adcr. rather than being IXlssive recipil'nts of Je~lder inJluencl;'. Thl'leader 
suhslilutcs theory (set: Chapter (,) descrihes aspects of the situation and follo\VeT :Htrih~ 
utes t!Ul m:!ke <l hicr;.trchical k::l(J",'r less impol1:!nL Thv emotional l'ol1Ugion theory of 

ch;tri,<"!11;! he,,-' Chapter \)1 de,<.,crihes how followcr_"> inllucllce l\!d1 (Jther. hn:d!y, thvoric_", 

of sl'I( .. nl:m:!gl'd gruups c111pkL"ize sklring of leadvrship fllnclions ,111l01lg lhe J11t;·mht.:T" 

of ,I group: in this appnuch. lht.: followers ;11\,' ;11:<"0 thc 1t:;J(Jers !.'''IT Chapter 12 J. 

Thc'orics that focu", ,timos! exdusl\'c!y on either the It':!der or 1hz: follower ~!n: 
!l'SS USl..t'ullhan tlk'()ril's that offer a 11101'1..' hJblll'l.'(j t:'xplan~Hi()n, For l.'x:ullpll' . ..;omc 
of the thei)ri,,~s in Chapters () ~tnd ') include- b()!h ic!dcr ;lnd folh)\ver ci1:1ractcrlstics 
as important ddl'rmin;!nts of dT(.'ctivc It'adership. :\Ios! theories of lC;I(lt:r powl:'r 
(C!uptl'r:) l·mphasizl' rh;H influence O\-ef followers dl'pcnds on fol!o\vl'J' pCfn'ptions 

of the 1(.':ldcl JS \Vl'!1 ;is on obj(.'ctin-, cunditions :1I1d the ll'~j-(Jl'(s influl'nce hl'lu\'!uf. 

Descriptive vs. Prescriptive Theory 

Another important distinctiun among k;tdl'rship theories is the extent to \vhich 
thcy are "(kscriptin·" or "'prescriptive. -. Descriptive theories t:xplain leldefshir 
proCt'sses, descrihe the typical ~lCti\,jtieS of leadef:-:', and explain why certain behav
iors (){'CUf in pJrticular situations. P1'escripti\'l' theories sped!"y what it.:,aders must 
do to hc~'o!lle effective, <lnd they identify any necessary vonditions for llsin~ a par
ticular type (}f bt.'il<lvi()f dlt'ctively, 

The two perspectin:.'s afe il(.t mutually exclusive. :lnd a theory can have both 
types of l.'kJl1t.'nts, For l;'xample, a tht.'ory that l'xpl:iins why ;j pal1icular p:lttcrn of 
hl"ha\'ior is typicli for it.:adcrs (descriptin.:) may also explain which aspects of behav
ior an;, most effectiH~ (prescriptive). [Io\vever, the two perspectives are not ahvays 
consl.stent. For example, the typical pattern of hehavior for leaders is not always the 
optimal one, A prescliptive theory is especially useful \vhen a \yide discrepancy exists 
between what leaders typically do and what they should do to be most effective. 

Universal vs. Contingency Theory 

A lfllirersa! tb(-,()I), describes .some aspect of le<.Idel'ship that applies to all types of 
situations. A universal theOlY can he either descriptive or prescriptive. A descriptive 
uni\"t;;'rsa! theory may descrihe typical functions performed to S0111e extent by ~dl types 
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of leaders, \Vherels a prescriptive universal theory may :;pecify functions :111 leaders 
must perform to be effective. 

A c()IlIfJ~gellcJ! tbeoJ)' describes some J.;<ipcct of leadership lhat ~1pplies to S0111e 
situations hut not to others. Contingency rheorie:-. tan also be either descriptive or pre
scriptive, A descriptive contingency theory '1luy cxpbin 110\\/ leader behavior typically 
\~:irit:s from one ;-,itualion to another, \',:hereas ~l PR'StTiplivt:' contingency the'orr m~ly 
specify the most cffi..':ctivt" hehavior in each type of situation. 

The distinction bd\vc,-'n uniycrsal ~l11d contingency theories is <-t mattt:f of tkgn:e. 
not a sharp dichotomy, Some theories fall in bct\veen the two extn:mcs, For exarnplc, 
:J rrescriptive theory may specify that a particubr type of leadership {e,g., transforl1la
lionalleadership in Chapter 9) Is al\vays t..-:tlective, but :llso ~ll'knovdedge that it L" more 
effective in some situations than in others. 

Organization of the Book 

The dj\-vrsirv ~ll1d UHl1plcxity of the rek'\":l!)l iitcr:!lUfl' lluke it diHkult to ()rg~!!1-

'Zle' a SUlYVY hook on leadership. \'0 "'Ingle v,ay ill' da,,-.,ifying the literature CapWfl'S ~dl 

(lr tht:' impt lfunt di...,lifKfi, )11S. The prim:uy basis for organizing dl:!ptcr", is ;lcc<mJing to 

type of lV:ldersilip \'ari~lhle studied, Till' trait appro.lt'll is revit.:'\vcd first (Ch:lptcr 2J. 
then the heh~l\,jor ;tprrq~lCh (Chapters 3 and -t), the sjtuaij()n~ll appn)<lch IChaptt:r ()), 
and the po\Yer-jnnw ... 'nn~ ;lppro;h'h {Ch~IPter 7). Important lines of n..:'sl'arch tl1:11 cut 
:!cros') lIlt: diftt.'j\.'nr approaches ;lrc trealed in st.-'paratc chapters wll<:nt'ver pl)~sihle. 
Pankijxttive leadership, \,-,hieh involves hoth the lwhaviof and Po\\ er-intluenci..' :Jp~ 

proaci1t..'s, h c()vt.'rcd in Chaptcr 'S. The major theories of durism:uic and Iransforma
tlorullcldc!'ship ~lri..' lL-iu:dly cbssified :lS "inIcgrarin.;'·' hecause th,-~y in\'oln." mqH.' than 
nne ;lppro:H.'h, and tlwst..: theories :lfe covered in Chapter 9. Other w~!Y-s of ink'grating 
the liwralurt.' and some newer rheorie;o; that arc not easily ciassifiL'd into lilt..' otl1l..:r ap
pro~h .. hes are briefly descrihed in Cl1:lPh.T 16. 

Levc'l of conceplu;diz;'!lion is used ~IS ~l ."ieCOnd~lry hasi" for org:lnizing tht.' ma~ 
teriaL CL~lptL'r.2 describes !e;ldt..'f skiH", ~lIjd person~l!jly traits that dl"C C()I1('vptualized 
pri111~jri1y Jt the individ\ullevt..'l hUl han..' implicnions for tbe( lries J! ~l11y len'1 of ('on
l\,,'ptu;iliz:ltiun. The k;H.k~r rolt..'...; <lnd heha\~ioL" iJesnihed in Ch~lpters 5 ;111(1 ·-t C~1I1 he 
u:->Ic'd in tht.:'orit.'s at any' k'\'d but .Ife most often used in dyad it' theories. P:lrticijxl1ive 

leAdership ~l11d \..?!llpuwermcnI are pritil:trily dyadk :lnd group-le"d theories, :md 
they arc de';i:rihcd in ClUpler), Chapter (; descrihes e .. lrly contingency theories that 
are conceprualized prinurily at the dyadic or group level. Chapter "'7 <.it.:'seribes leader 
power and influence, \vhleh arc usu;111y conceptualized at the dyadic level but can 
be used in group-level or organization-level theories a;-;; well. Chapter Ii de;-;;nibes 
some dyadic leadership theories and some cognitive and follower-centered theories 
that are primarily dyadic. The transformational and charismatic theories in Chapter 9 
arc also primarily dyadic, hut they are sometimes extended to include some group
level and organization-level elements. Group-based approaches are described in 
Chapter 12, hut executive teams have implications for organizational theories and are 
discussed in Chapter 13. The organizational-level approaches are described in 
Chapters 10 and 13. Ethical leadership theories such as transforming leadership, ser
vant leadership, spiritual leadership, Jnd authentic leadership afe de:-;cribed in 
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Chapter 11; the key construct is leader values, whkh are conceptualized at the indi
vidual level, but the theories include the implications of ethicd leadership for indi
vidll~ds, groups, and the overall organization. How to develop leaders is a distinct 
topk: that cuts across le\'t~ls of analysis, and it Is discussed In Chapter 14. Chapter 1 S 
deJI~ with some special issues tbat have implications for different levels, including 
gender and leadership, cross-cultural differences in le~ldershjp. and management of 
diversity. Chapter 16 provides ~m overview that includes a summary of m~tjor find
ings about effective leadership, J cri{ique of conceptual and methodological limita
tions, emergent approaches for describing leadership, and .some concluding ide~lS 
ahout the essence of le!dershlp. 

Summary 

Leadership has been defined in many different ways, hut most definition;', shart: tbe 
~lss"umpti()n th~!t it inyoh'cs an influence process concerned \\"ith Lll'ililating [he jJer
fOrllw!1ce of:! col!ecti\"l' task. ()111(:'1'\\ isv. the definirion"> differ in many respects. sl!l..-h 

;JS wilo eXI'!1S 111v influence, the intt,:nded beneficiary of the intllH':lll'C, the 1l1anner in 

whid1 the intluenu: is l"xeJ1ed, Jnd the outcome of the influence ~Hlt:mpt. Some the\)
risb ~llh"()cate treating leading and maruging as SeIXlrJle roles or processes, hlH fhl.: 
proposed definitions do not resolve import~lnt questions ahout the scope of each 
p1'o<:('ss and how they art' interrelated. ~o single, "correct" uefinirion of leadership 
COVt'fS all si!Uations; what maUL'rs is how useful the uefinitioll is for increasing our 
undcfManding ()f efrenin.' Jeackrship. 

,\-ius! rL'se~lrdwrs evaluate le:lllt:rsbip effectiveness in terms of the consequences fix 
follo\\'crs and other organiz.<Hion stJkeliulders, hut the choice ()f outcome variahles has dif
fefed considtTJhJy from researcher to ft'searcher. Criteria differ in many importanr 
respects, including how immediate [hey arc. and whether they h~ln;. subjective or objecli\<e 
meaSUfI ... "S, Wlll'l1 evaluating leldefsilip effectiveness. multiple criteria should he consid~ 
t:Tt"d [0 deal \Vilh these complexities and the different preferences of various stakeholders. 

Leadership has been studied in different W:1Ys, depending on the researcher'S 
nl\.:[hodologic~ll preferences Jnd definition of leadership. Most rese~m.'hers dt'al only 
\\'Ilil a narrow aspect of leldt:rship, and most empirical studies fall into distinct lines of 
resem:h sllch as the trail, behavior. po\ver, and situational approaches. In recent years 
there has been an incre:!sed effon to nrt :lCross and integrate these :lppro:lches. The 
best example is sol11e of the research on charismatic leadership. 

Level of analysis is another basis for classifying leadership theolY :1Od research. 
The levels include intra-individual, dyadic. group, and organizational. Each level pro
vides some unique insights, but more research is needed on group and organizational 
processes. and more integration across levels is needed. 

Another basis for difft:Tentiating theories is the relative focus on leader or follower. 
For many years the research focused on Jeauer characteristics, and followers were 
studied only as the object of leader inlluence. A more balanced approach is needed, 
and some progress is being made in that direction. 

Leadership theories can be classified as prescriptive versus descriptive, ac(:ording 
to the emphasis on "'wilat ~houtd be" rather than on "",vhat occurs no\\':' A final basis 
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for differentiation (universal verSHS contingency) is the extent to which a theory 
describes leadership prtK'esses and rehtionships that are essentially the same in all sit
Hation:; mther than ones th~t vaty in specified ways :.Icross situations. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. \\ll~lt arc ;:.;ome similarities and differences in the way leadership has been defined? 
2. Does it re:.Illy matter how you define leadership? Expbin -:111d defend the position 

you take on this question. 
3. Wnat are the arguments t{)r and again.;;t making a distinction betwet'l1 leadt.:'1's and 

managt:-rs? 
4. \\!hy is it so difficult to iHL';lSUre leadership effectiveness? 
). \\/hat (Titcria h~lYt: been used to evaluate leadel~hip dTcctivcnes,<:>? Are some crite

rLl more useful than others! 
6. \Vkl! :!rv lIlt, trait, h:havioc :md power-intluUl{'C' app1'o:l"'hcs? \Vh;,lt uniqul.-' insights 

does each ~lppr():\1._'l! provide about effc,,"live 1l';idC'l...,hip~ 

7 \Y'}jy docs i1 matter \vhetl1c1' leadership is desl..Tihed as an intra-individual. dvadic. 
group, uf ()r,l..pniz;J!ion~lI process'~ \'('h1"'h len.:l of an;dysis is emplnsized in most 
k:tdership ll)t.;'(}rics ;lnd r<.:se~lrcl)( 

K. Compare descripthl' :1J1d prescriptive thcnJics of It.';ldcrship. Expl:lin \vhy hoth 
ty-p('S of 1Ik-'ory ;If{: u'>l.'ful. 

9. Compar(' uni"L'rsJl ~lOd contingency tht.'ories, Is it po. ... sihle to h~lve ;\ rl1I..'ory \vith 
hoth uni\'crs:d and comingent aspects? 

Key Terms 

l)IA;;tvior JpPl\);l('h 

(")iJlingcn,cy thv(lrll..:s 
('rltc'ri:l of k:adcr."ihip 

f(}!h)\"\'cr~cvnkr(.:'d thetHY 
inll..'gr:111vc appnJ:tI..'h 
inll..'rvening vJrial)k: 
\e;jder~cent('red tlK'ory 

\('\'1..'] of conceptualiLttl('n 
p()\-ver-intluenc(.:' apPf();'lcil 
prescriptive theory 

sh:tn:d inJ1u(.:n,,:e process 
."ii1U~ltion:d ~Ippr{);!dl 

spcl..'ializcd lCJdc'rship 1"1)1(' 

trail appn,;lz'h 
univ{;'rs~lllhl..'()Jit:s 

t:'ffl'I..:1Ivcness 
,-kbyed (.:'ffL"cts 

llcscriptivt' tI1(,'01), 
dyadl\.' prtK(.:'SSCS 



CHAPTER 2 

Managerial Traits 
and Skills 

learning Objectives 

After ~tud~ ing {hi", dl;tpter IOU :.;hnuld he ahle to: 

• llndcr .... {;md 110\'\-' conn:.:ption:-. ahuut tht.: imporlal1l't.:' of If;lits 11:1\'C t'il,lngcd over the 

year ...... 

• l lndersund the different types of tLlits that hJ\'t..' becn used in leadership resemch. 

• Cnder.<,tand thl' types of r<:~t.:Jrch Illdhods used to study' leadership rraits :lIld 
skills. 

• {'nderstand what trait" :md skil1:-i arc most releY~lIlt for effecth-e Je;!dL'fShip. 

• 1 'lldf..'rst~!nd ho\v Iraits and skills arc n:bred to leadership hehavior. 

• lltH.k:rstand how rhi::' relevance of a trait or skill depends on rhe siluation, 

• UntiefsLH1d tile tr~lits Jnd skills th:H GlUSe SOille people to derail in their 
m~lnageri;ll careers. 

• Undersl:md the' Iimit:ltions or the trait approach. 

One of the earliest approJI..'hes to srudying leadership was the trait approach, v~'hich 
assumed that some fraits and skills can predict whether a person will ;lOain posilions 
of leadership and he effective in these positions. This chapter revie\v!-\ research on the 
personal attributes of successful leaders. The emphasis is on traits and skills that con
tribute to managerial effectiveness and advancement, rather than on traits that predict 
\vho will emerge as a le~lder in an informal group. 

Nature of Traits and Skills 

The term trail refers [0 a variety of individual attributes, including aspects of per
sonality, temperament, needs. morivt"s, and values. Personality trait:; are relatively sta
ble dispositions to behave in a p;;uiicular way. Examples include self-confidence, 
extrO\<ersion, emotional maturity, and energy k:vel. 
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A need Of motive is a desire for particuLtr types of stimuli or experiences. 
Psychologi;.;ts usually differentiate bet\\'een physiological nt:eds (e,g., hunger. thirst) 
and social motive;.; SllCh as achievenh:nr, esteem, affiliation, power, and independence, 
Needs :1nd motives are impol1ant hec~lLlse they influence aHentloI1 to information and 
eVCl1b, and they gukk. en;,::rgizc j and sustain behavioL 

Values afc inwm~dized altitude·s :lhout \vhat is right :,n£1 WIymg, ethical and Ul1-

cthied, l110Dl and immor~ll. Examples include fairness. justice, honesty, freedom, 
~'quality, hum~lnit~lri;lnisnl. loyalty, patri(Hism. pn;gress, self-fll!fi1lmcnr. eXO.:lJencc, 
pragm;ltism. cowtcsy,. poHteness, and cooperation. Values an.: important jx:cJ.use they 
intlucnce a person's preferences. pero.:'ption of problems. and choice of behaviuf. 

Considerahle evidence shows that traits arc.' jointly determined by learning and 
by an inherited capacity to gain satisfaction from pankuiar types of stimuli or experi
ences (Bolh.:hard \.'t :11., 199()). SOUl.{.:' tr:lits (e.g .. \'allK's, sodal needs) are probably 
more inl1uenccd hy learning than {)(ht.:rs (It.'mperament, piJysiolf 19ical m:eds), 

TIR" telTH ,,;kill rvk'fs to the :lhilily to do something in an t.:ff(:ctivc InanneL Like 
tr~lits. skills arc d~'krmjnt.:d jointly hy lc:!rning and hcn.:dity (:\lYC)", Zhang, Avolio, 8>: 
KrlH.:gcf. 2\){)""J. Ski.lb m:ly hi..' dcfin..-d al dUlcrt,'nt !evds of ~lh."tr~h.'tjl)n, r:mging from 
gcnvr;ll, hnud!y dt'fincd :lhili!ics (1..'.;2:,. intclligcnCt.:, inlt..Tpcc"i{Jn;d ",kill) !o n:lJT()\\'t.T. 

more ,"peciric abjlilk'~ (n.'rhal reJsoning, PV1'"S1..1:l:.;in- ahility). or lIlt.' m;lny different tax
onomies of skills. :l \\'1ddy :I~"ccptl'd :tpproach for cbssif\'ing managerial skills uses tilt: 
:hrvc hro;;dly defined skiU cllegorics shown in Tahlv 2-1. Simibr vlT"jon-" of this t:tX

onomy \Verc prnposcd hy Katz {]<)S::;) and ;\·1:li1n (liJ(}S). The technical skills ~lfI,: p1'i
Il1Jrily concerned \\'ith things, the imerpcrsonal skills (or "social skills") :m.:' plilll~lrily 

t'ont'~:rned \\ ith jx.'opk .. :ind I hc ~'(Jnccptu;d skills (or "'l·0.:.4nitiYc skills") are primarily 
concerned \\:ilh ide:\.:-; JnL.! concepts. 

SOllle \\Titcrs ddlcfI..'mi;l\e ;! fourth c:ncgory of skills i c:dlc(\ Jdminbtr:ttin: skills) 
[hat arc definc'd in tenns or the ahility to perform J p:micubr {ype nf managl'rJ:tl fUl1l'

tif)J1 ()f lK'ha\']{)}' i.L'.g .. pbnning, !1eg()lbting. c(}:lching), Other \\TllerS idvmify '-';lr;lk'gic 

m~m;lgcmi,,'"nt skills lh:n ;lfe primarily n:k'\'~lnt for llpp('r~!L'vd m;magt.:'f:<-' (e,g., Hooijberg 

et ~tI .. I'YT: ,\1umfnl\L C:lmpiol1. \'lorgcs()n. 2.l)1F). The Jdminisrrali\'"", and slr:ltcgic 
m:tn:lgcille11t skiils USU;il1y i1'1\ niH:' ;\ t..·()lrlhin~Hi()n of k·l.:hnictl. cngniliyt..'. Jnd ink'rpl'r~ 
son;!l skills. The line hl'l\\'el'n ,,,kills and hduv!ors hecomes. hlurred when ,'>kills ar .... 

TABLE 2·1 Three-Factor Taxonomy of Broadly Defined Skills 

Technical Skills: Knowledge about methods, processes, procedures, and techniques for 
conducting a specialized activity, and the ability to use tools and equipment relevant to 
that activity 

Interpersonal Skills: Knowledge about human behavior and Interpersonal processes; ability 
to understand the feelings, attitudes, and motives of others from what they say and do 
(empathy, social sensitivity); ability to communicate clearly and effectively (speech fluency, 
persuasiveness); and ability to establish effective and cooperative relationships (tact, 
diplomacy, listening skill, knowledge about acceptable social behavior) 

Conceptual Skills: General analytical ability, logical thinking, proficiency in concept formation 
and conceptualization of complex and ambiguous relationships; creativity in idea generation 
and problem solving; ability to analyze events and perceive trends, anticipate changes, and 
recognize opportunities and potential problems (inductive and deductive reasoning) 
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defined in terms of ability to perform managerial functions. There seems to be little 
difference between the two constructs when they are both measured at a low level of 
abstraction with items containing examples of effective behavior Olunt, 1991). Thus, 
much of the research on the relationshjp of these skills to effective leadership is dis
cussed in relation to specific managerial behaviors in other chapters. 

Research on Leader Traits and Skills 

The relationship of tr:'lits to man~Jgerial su<.."cess has been inve:;tigateu in many ways. 
Some studies look for traits (liar predict emergence as an informal leader ill groups, some 
.-,tudies look for traits that predict advancement to higher ien.:'ls of management, ~lnd other 
studies look f{)r traits retired to effective perfurmance hy a manager in the current job. ft 
is impO!1ant to H:-rnemher that SOlne traits may Ix: rdevant for om:, criterion hut not the 
other. For example, ~! lllan~lger who is highly amhitious ;:md skilled at Impression m;ln
agement BUY ~llh-ancc bster th;m other man;Jgers \vho have greater competl'nn' in doing 
rhe curn:nt joh hut ,lfe not ~I.'" amhirious or adept a\ seHing themseh"es. \l()fc()vcr, the 
traits and ,.,kills n:quired for efft:ctivl' perJ"unrunn: in the curren! m:magemcJ1[ position ,In: 
not lK',T",;s;lrlly the same :IS thOSl' lK'l'ded ,It;( higher 1\':\'1...'1 of lIunagl'11K'1lt. ThL' J1)u:·,t lL"'e
ful studies :Hll'mpt to t'xphlin why J person i . .., effective in :1 P:U1it'ubr m:!n:lgeriaJ posiTion. 
or why the person is promoted to ;1 higher position, Scvera! ditTercnt fL'<,earch programs 
will be descrihed briefly. 

Stogdill Reviews of the Early Research 

The early leadership researchers wl..'re confkknt that the trail.'> t: .... sellli:il for le~!d
ership dTectl\ l'ness could bt.' idL'n!ified by empirit'al n:search comparing Il'Jders \vitll 
nonleaders. Of comparing I..'rtt.'ctivL' le:.lders to inefkctiVt.:' le:lders. Tht.,' kinds of traits 
studied Jllost often in the e~II'ly research included physical characteristics (e.g., height, 
appearance), aspects of pers01ulily (e.g., self-esteem. dominamT. emotional stahility>. 
and aptitudes k.g., gener~d intdligel1l..·c. verbal fluency, creativity). 1Vbny of the stud
ies comp:lred kaders to nonk-adcrs Of eXJmined tht: attrihutes of emergent leaders in 
nc\vJy f()rt1w(1 gn)ups. 

Stogdill (19-4H) !\'\·je\.ved 12·1 trait studie" ('onduCit'd from 1904 to 19·H~ and found 
tklt the pattern of results \V:IS consistent \vith the conception of a leader as someone' 
who acquires sUtus hy showing the ahility to help the group in ~!tuilling its goals. 
Re!t5;11lt trJits included intelligence, alertlK'ss to the needs of othc:rs, undlTstanding of 
the task, initiative and persistence in dealing \vith problems, self-confidence, and de
sire to accept responsjbility ~Ind occupy a positlon of dominance and control. The 
rt:vie\v [:.tiled to SUpp011 the basic premise of the trait approach that J person must pos
sess a particular set of traits to become a successful leader. The impol1ance of each 
trait depended on the situation, and the research Jid not identify any traib that were 
necessJry or sufficient to ensure leadership success in all situations, Thus, Stogdill 
(1948, p, 64) concluded: 

A person does not become a kJdef hy \'irtue of the pos:o;cssion of some comhin<l
[ion of traits ... the pattern of personal d1ar~.Ic[eristics of tlw leader must hear sO!1lt' 

relevant rebtiunship to the characteristics. activities. :lod g()~tls of the followers. 
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TABLE 2·2 Findings in Early Research on leader Traits and Skills 

Traits 

Adaptable to situations 
Alef't to socia! environment 
Ambitious, achievement oriented 
Assertive 
C ooperativ€ 

Decisive 
Dependable 
Dominant (power motivation) 

Energetic (high activity level) 
Persistent 
Self-confident 
To1erant of stress 
V'v'i!Hng to assume responsibility 

Skills 

Clever (intelligent) 
Conceptually skilled 
Creative 
Diplomatic and tactful 

Fluent in speaking 
Knowledgeable about the work 

Organized (administrative ability) 
Persuasive 
Socially skilled 

In 1971. Stogdill rC\ ic\ved 163 luit studk's condu,-'tcd from 194910 11j71). This hody of 
n..:'search included mort..:' m~\n:lgcrial SdvClidO swdk's, more traits and skills likely to he 
relevant fi)f f<')ffnal le:ldL'fS, and a gre~lter v;lriclY of mCaSUfC!1)Cm k'chniqul's. \1alryof 
fhe same lLlits: w{.'r~· ag~1in related to !cader efknivel1css. hut 'lorn" ;Idditional {rJih ~Hld 

skills ;Yen: found to he rc!t:v:lnt as wdl (sec 'E!bk 2-21, En:n though thc results \VCR' 

srrongl'f in this :->ccond rcvk'\\-, Stogdill { 19;'1) m:!de it clc:!r 111:11 theft:' W;!S still no ,:vi
dence of universal k:ldL'rship rrairs. Posscssion of some tr~lits and skills increas(.',<, the 
likelihood that ~\ leader will Ix: effectivc. hut they do not guaranH:c ent:cti\'ent:s~. A 
leader \Vil11 ,-'L~rt;1in traits \,:ould he dTectivc in one sitll~llion hut inefll'l'riy" in a different 
sitU:ltion. FUl1hcnnore, two lelders with J diffvfcnt pattern of traits could he successful 
in the sarlie siiU~triun. 

McClelland's Research on Managerial Motivation 

An l'xlensivL' program of rL''''l'Jrch on !lunagerial moriV:lliun wa" conducted by 
McClclLmd and hi;.; a~hod:I{(.:'S (!vk'Clclland, 19('r1, 19K!)). In !11ost of the research, need 
slrength \vas rneasured with a projective technique called the Thematic Apperception 
Test (TAT), The test con;.;ists of a series of pictures of people in ambiguous situations, 
Anyone who takes the test is asked to make up a St01Y about each picture, and the sto
ries reveal the person's daydreams, fantasies, and aspirations. The srolies are coded by 
the experimenter to ohtain a measure of three underlying needs: power, achievement, 
and affiliation. 

A person with a high need for achievement obtains satisbction from experienc
ing success in accomplishing a difficult task, attaining a standard of excellence, devel
oping a better way of doing something, or being the first person to accomplish a diffi
cult feat. Such people prefer tasks in which success depend.; on their own effort and 
ability rather than on chance factors beyond their controL or on a group effort. They 
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prefer a job in \vhich they can exercise individual initiative in solving problems, and 
they desire frequent, concrete feedback about their performance. 

A person with a strong need for affiliation is especially concerned about being 
liked and accepted and is vecy sensitive to cues indicating rejection or hostility from 
others. This type of person seeks social interaction with friends and enjoys working 
<vvith other people in a friendly and cooperative team. In contrast, a person with a low 
need for affiliation tend;.; to he a loner, avoids social activities, and feds uncomfortable 
\vhen required to attend parties or receptions. 

A person \vith a high need for power finds great satisfaclion in exercising influ
ence over the anitudes, emotions, and hehavior of others. This type of person enjoys 
\vinning an argument, defeating an opponent, eliminating a rival or enemy, and din.:ct
ing the activities of a group. People with a strong power need usually seek out posi

tions of authorit)/ <e.g" a nunager. administrator, public official, police officer. barrister, 
military offiet:r) in which it I;'; pussible to exercise innuence ;Jnd direct the activities of 
others. In contrast, someone v.:ith a weak need for power is unlikely to hi.: assenive 
~Ind nul' sincerely believe that it b improper to tel! others \\'hat to do. 

;\kCld!and and his colleagues found that people \\ ith a hi,t;h need for power 
call he grouped inIO two subtypes depending on their 'icon: on another {r~tit cdied 
~tctidty inhihition, which is also ohtained from coding "fAT re.'>ponscs. Someone with 
~l "sochlized power orit:nt~Hjun·· has :-.trong ,..,df-control and is motivated to ~~!tisfy the 
nct.'d f(lr po\\:cr in SOCi~llly J(:ceptahle \vays, such as inl1uendng others to accomplish 
a worthy CJlbl., or helping others to dcvelop their skills and confidence. In contr~tst, 
,..,()ll1eo!Jc with a "personalized po\vt:r orientation" is motivated to satisfy the need for 
power in selfish way:', hy dominating others ~l!1d using power to fulfill hedonistic de
sires. These two different power orh.:ntatiuns are described in more dtl:.Jil later in the 
chapter. 

A sizahle numher of studies investiga!l'd huw nccds are related to lll<l!1J,Q;eriJI ef
fecliH:'Ill'SS. In general, the results slIppol1 the proposition that the optimal fxHtern of 
needs for managers in hirge organiZations includes a strong socialized power orienta
lion, a moderately high need for :lChievement, and ~t rchltively low need for affiliation 
(Boy,nzis, 19K2.: McClelland, 197')'. McClelland &: BOy~Hzis, j()R2; McClelbnd & 
Burnhalll, 1976: Varga, }CPS: \x/inter, 197.1). Need for achievement appears to he the 
most impot1ant motive for rrl~dicting Success for o\vner-managers of small businesses 
(Collin,,,, ;\iloore & t '/l\valla, 196·:[; Bunda!. 197J; \1cClelland, 196'5; ;vlcClelland & 
\X/inter, J969: \Vainer & Ruhin, P)()9). Of course. success in gro\ving a new husiness 
dcpend~ on ahility as well ~IS motivation. An entrepreneurial manager needs relevant 
technical expertise as an inventor, product designer, promoter, financier, or marketing 
specialist. 

The results for motives relevant for advancement in large organizations are less 
dear, perhaps because the relationship depenus more on the type of organization and 
managerial position, In one study by McClelland and Boyatzis (J982), advancement of 
nontechnical managers to higher levels was predicted by need for power, but advance
ment through lower levels of management was predicted only by need for achieve
ment. For technical managers, advancement \vas not predicted by either need, which 
is consistent with results found in an earlier study of navy officers by \\.'inter (979). 
Thus, advancement for technical managers may be more dependent on technical skills 
and \Cerha! fluency than on moth'Jtion. 
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Miner's Research on Managerial Motivation 

;\Hnef 096S) formulated a theory of manageri~tl role motivation to describe the 
type of motivational traits required for StlC<-'Cf)'S in 11).o<;;t management positions in l:u:ge, 
hiemrchka! organlzatiol1s. Mana-gerial motivation was measured with a projective test 
called the Miner sentence completion scale, "'('he test provides ~ln oVt:'rall scOre ~LS "veIl 
~IS sepanne scores on -each of the six aspects of rnanagerial m.otiv<ltion. 

Miner'S research includes many studies on the relationship hef\vct'n managerial 
motivation and adv~lllCem(-'tlt (Miner, 197H, 19B5} In large bun::illcratic oQ.~·anizatit)ns, 
significant correlations were found bet\vcen a manager's overall score on nunagerial 
motivation and advancement to higher levels of management The palticuiar motivation 
suhscales that correlated most consistently with advancement included desire to exercise 
power (similar to need for po\ver), desire to compt-'te \vith peers bimibr to neLd fell' 
achievement). and :1 positive attitude to\vard authority figures. Desire to stand out from 
the group, perform routine aoministrati\/e function..:;, and be actively asscl1ivt: wen: not 
u;.;<:ful for prt-'dkting ~tdvan{"\:ment. 

Hesult;.; from n::--carch on h.:·ader:-. in sllulk'l", k·ss huft.:aucr:ltic org~tniz;.l!i()n-.; 
vducl1ion:d :ldn)ini."ir~lforS in small schoo! distril,'ts) indic:lkd that mJna~erial motiva

tion was not u,'l-l'ful for pr. .. xlh,1ing advancl,'ment (1\iiner. 1967, 1<)77). However, ~t later 
study found positive rcsuil.S even for sm:1H org:ll1iz~llions (jk'rm~m ('\: \11ne1". 19K5). Top 
executives \\/110 had risen up through the r:tnks in brge bureaucratic organi.%alions had 
higher Hlan~lgerb! mo!iv~nion than lOp exz'curivl's of ",mallel: 1:1mily~owned COJllIX1I1ics, 

hw hoth samples of l'XL',--<utivi.:S Iud higlh.J snm.,-s th:m a comparison group or nun~ 
Jgers at lo~.vcr leveb VdlO wen.: the samt: age. To sumnl~iriJ:e the results for Minl.:r's 1"1':

::--C;lfCh, mJn~lgt.>ri~JI Hll)tlv;ltion predicted ~"Jvan\'cmcnt in brgt: organiz~ltions, hut the 
resuhs w,-:n.: inl,'lmsislt:nt f{)f small ()rg:mi.z:1tions, 

Critical Incident Research on Competencies 

BOFltZ!,'':; (1t)B2) lk"icribed;} prograrn (jf {'('se~lI\'h conducted in a variety of d!tTl...'r~ 
em ~lnd puhlic st.:dol" organi/;ttions tq discovcr 1..'~)mpl'lvncjes ft.:'bh:d TO m;lI1J
gl'riaj cffcctivenvss. The I'Omp{'lefk'i(:s included pl,.'J""Sonality Ir~lits, 1l1otiVt''s. ~kilJs, 

knowledge. sdf-im~lge< and some :",pcl,.'ifit hduviors. The primary tneJSllre l)f C(j!llPI.:'
tcncil's. thl.:' '"j)eha\'inra! event interview," w;\S a version of the critkal inckknt method 
dt.'scrihl.:.'d in Cluptt'f t Eftl.X't!\vncss ratings \Yen..' used lu sdect samples of efr;':t'tivt' 

~md less-effective l1unagers at e;tch lev1.:'1 of management, and the managers were in
tervlc\.yed to collect critical incidents, Incidents were coded into competency cate
gories, with traits and skills inferred from analysis of behavior in relation to rhe man
ager's intentions and the situation. The competencies related to managerial 
effectiveness included personality traits, motives, cognitive skills, and interpersonal 
skills. 

Several persOnalir)l trail'; differentiated between effective and ineffective man
agers. Effective managers had a strong efficiency orientation, which included high 
achievement motivation, high inner work standards, and a concern for task ohjeCtives, 
Effective managers also had a strong socialized power orientation, as evidenced by a 
high desire for power, concern for power symbols, a&<lertive behavior, attempts to in
fluence others. and concern about the reputation of the organization's products and 
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services. Effective managers had high self-confidence, as evidenced by a helief in their 
own ideas and abiHty, and by behavior such as taking decisive action rather than hes
itating or vacillating, and making proposals in a firm, unhesitating manner, with appro
priate poise, bearing, and gestures. Finally, effective managers also dernonstrated a 
strong belief in self-efficacy and jntt~rnal locus of control, as evidenced by behavior 
such as initiating: action (nther than waiting for things to h3ppen), taking steps to cir
cumvent obstacles. seeking information from a variety of sources, and accepting re
sponsibility for success or bilure. 

Interpersonal skills also differentiated het\veen effective and ineffective man
agers. Effective managers had strong oral presentation skills, including the ability [0 

use symholic, verbal, and nonverh~ll communication to m<.1ke clear and convincing 
presentations to othtTS. These managers also had interpersonal skills, including the 
ability 10 dev<:iop networks and coalitions. gain cooperation from uthers. resolve con
flicts in J constfuc!in.: m~!nncr, and usc r(lle modeling to influen .... e others. Another 
type of interpersunal skill that WaS strong in l:l1eClive manager.'> \\"~!s the ahility to nun

age group processes and build memher identification and !Call} spirit. hy hehavior 
such as cn,';!ting symhols of group identity, emphasizing common intl'l"csts and nced 
for collahor;Hion, bciliuting successful tC";lmwork. and pro\'iding puhlic recognition of 
111l:J11!KT contril)uti(ms. 

Effective manage!"s Iud strong conceptual skills. One c()nccptual skill that is 
somelimes edict! inductive reasoning: includes rlK' ability to i<.ienlify pallcrns or relJ
tionships in information and events; the ahiliry to convey the meaning hy developing 
a concert model, or Ihel11(,. or by using appropriate !1wtaphor and an;IJogy: and rbe 
:!bility to (k'n:'loj1 cn:atin: solutions ~lf1d new insights into prohlems. Anollwr concep
tual skill (sometimes cailed deductive n.:~lsonjng) is the ahilllY to use a concept or 
model to interpret events, analyze situations. di .... tinguish bd,,'een relevant ;md irrele
vant informarion, and detect devi~Hions from piJns. 

Longitudinal Research with Assessment Centers 

Research on m;Hlagl'"fj~ll assessment l.'enters has yielded llseful insights ahout 
tf;1jts related [0 managerial :lJv~lDccment in ~ln organiz:.ttion. The term assC'.',smen! c{,lller 
refers to a standardized set of procedures used to idi..'IHify managerial potential. 
Although no two programs are exactly alike, they all utili7:c multiple ml.'fhods of as
sessing traib and skills. Typical methods include interviews. projective tests, situational 
tests (c.g .. in-hasket. leaderless group discussion), written tests of p<:rson~1iity and apti
tude, a Writing exercise <e.g .. a shorr autobiographical essay) to evaluate written com
munication skills, and a speaking exercise to evaluate oral communication skills. The 
assessment process in the centers typically takes 2 to 3 days. An overall evaluation of 
each candidate' 5 management potential is made by several staff members who inter
view the candidate, examine test scores and hiographical information, observe candi
date behavior in the situational exercises, and then meet to discllss their assessment 
and resolve any disagreements. The assessors attempt to integrate the information 
from these diverse sources into a coherent picture of the motives, skills, and behav
ioral tendencies of each candidate. 

The most useful insights for leadership come from the longitudinal studies that 
examined the predictive puwer of each trait and skill for leadership advancement. 
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A good example is the research condu(ted in the United States at American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company (AT&T) by a team of researchers (Bray, Campbell, & Gram, 
1974; Howard & Bray, 1990), Years after an early group of candkbtes was :!ssessed at 
AT&T, each candidate·s progress in terms of advancement into middle rnaoagemc:nt 
\V}b n::lat{~d back to the'asseSS1Hent $Cores, which had been kept confjdenti~]l so as not 
to :lffect promotion deci;.;ions. Prt'dicrlon of advancement \vas computed Jfler B years 
and aftt::r 20 years. The personal attributes that predicted advancement best after 20 
yt;axs included desire for advancement, dominance (need for power)" intJ:rpersonal 
skills (e.g., oral communication), cognitive skills (e.g., cn::ttivity, t.:ritical thinking), and 
~ldministrative skills organizing and planning), Some traits that pn.:dilted ad
v~m<.:emcnt in year 20 better when measured in year 8 \vere achievement orientJtion, 
~df-confidence, energy leveL and need for SL"CUrity (negative con'dation), 

An important disc'overy in the longitudinal re;;earch at AT&: T \Vas tht.' effect of the 
job situation on the rdevancc of individual traits for managerial success. The pn.:dic
linn of .success based <m ~l c~tndidate\ assessed traits \yas more accurate if the person 
bud 11 job ,,,itu:nion f;.l\-orahle to individual dC\'l'JopmcnL A favorable situalion existed 
,>\-hen J pt...'rson was L'lk-nuragcd 10 develop Il1~magt.:ml..'m _"kills, \Yas gin __ 'n chJlknging 
:hsignmenb with int'[e;IScd respon:-;ihility, :_wd had :1 huss \vho : .. ,t.;fvcd JS a rule modd 
hy sening ~H1 example of ho\',: a ~u{T('ssfuL achic\"t:mcnt-orienred man~lgl:'r should 
ad. Thus. :Klv~lDccmt.'nt \V~b dLIt..' to ~l comhination of the n:lt:Y~!11t pcr~onJI qualities 
and the opportunity for these qualities to he translated into compdem !)unagcrial 
hi..'havioc 

eel Research on Managers Who Derail 

Researchers at the Center for Creative Leadership (eeL) h~l\"e attcmpkd to idL'"!1-
tify traiLS and hehaviors <!ssociah:d \vith cvemual success O[ t~li1ure of top cxccutivL'"s. 
In the initial SH.HJ'y: C'vlcCJJl & Lomhardo, 19B3a), inte[vit.'w~ with lOp L"Xt:Tutlves and 
senior human f,AsoUfCe managers were used 10 gather descriptions of 21 managcr;:., 
who advanced 11110 middk' Of lOp management hut sU\);-;cqUt,'t111y biled to perform suc
<.'essfully. These '"dVr;lihxr man~tgvrs \vere dismissl:d or lransfcn'clL opfl:d for cJ.r!y 
fL'tirclHt:nt, or simply "pbteJlK'd" \yilhout any chance of funhel' :Kh-:mtuncm, The 
inH:n-kws also provided dcsniptions of 20 managers who m~l(k it to thl...' lOp SUCt'C<':;S

fully. Thl...' tv,-'o sets of des"Tiptions \y<:n:: analyzed to identify similaritk'-; :tnd differ
ences hetween tlt.:railcd and Stlccl'ssfu! man~lgl'r:-;, In r{)lIow~llP sIlldics. eXl..'cutivcs and 
rniddk: m;lI1~tgef:S r:lted the extent to which \'arious flaws are likely to derail J manage
ment career in the United States and Europe (Lomb3rdo & McCauley, 198H; Van Velsor 
& Leslie, 1995). 

The research did nor reveal any foolproof formula for success, but it provided 
some important insights. Successful managers were similar in some res peers to the de
railed managers. Most of the managers were ambitious, they had strong technical 
skills, they had a string of prior successes as managers, and [hey were viewed as "fast 
risers" in their company< Every manager had both strenf.,.rths and weaknesses. None of 
the successful executives had all of the strengths, and none of the derailed managers 
had all of the weaknesses. Sometimes the reason for derailing wa,,<,; obvious, but other 
times it appeared to be just a matter of bad luck involvjng events beyond a manager's 
control (e.g., unfavorable economic conditions or political battles), Sometimes the 
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importance of a success factor seemed to depend in palt on the organization culture. 
For example, derailment often involved weak interpersonal skills, hut thIs factor was 
more important in some organizations than in others. 

The researchers used a mix of traits, skills, and other competencies (e.g., <lbility 
to build Jnd lead a team, ability to adapt to change) to describe their interpretation of 
the descriptive data they coHected. The research results are summarized here by de
scribing the specific traits and sk iHs that seem to he especially relevant for predicting 
\vhether a manager adv~mct:d or derailed. 

1. Emotional stability. Managers who derailed were less abJe to handle pressure. 
They were more prone to moodiness. ang'Y outhursts, and inconsbtent hehavior, 
which undermined their interpersonal relationships with suhordinates, peers, and 
superiors. In contrast, the successful managers were ulm, confident, and pre
dictable during crises, 

2. DefensilJeness. ;\rianagers \:\'ho derailed were more likely to he defensive ~th{)ut 
failurt" They reacted hy artcrnpling to coycr up misrakc:-; Of hlame other people, 
Thl:' StlcCL'ssful m:tnagers admitted misr;lkes. accepted resp0J):-;jhility, :md then 
took ~H-'tion 10 fix the prohlem. \ioreo\'(,;'f, having dt.:;dl \yjt/l the prohlem. tlley did 
not conlinul' to dwell on it. hut lurnL'd their :Hll'llt!OJ1 to other things_ Tn the more 
recent sludiL's, lack of ahility to learn :md ;'ldapt to change \V;lS an especially im
pOllanl success LKlor, and it involves the lack of a lelrning ()rient~ltion and defen
sivL'nL'ss about failure, 

3. Integrity. The successful managers were morL' fOCllSL'd on the immediate ta.",k and 
the needs of subordinates tlwn on competing with rivals Of impressing superiors. 
In contrast, Inany of tht.' derailed managers were too ambitious ahout advancing 
their t'<lfelT at the ex.pense of others. These managers wefe more likely to hetray 
~1 trust or break a promise. McC~lll and Lombardo ( 19K3h, p, 2H) gave tbe follow
ing example: ·'One executive didn't implemL'nt J decision as promised, causing 
conflicts hetween marketing and production that rc\'(.:rhcrated do\vn through four 
Icvds of frustrated suhordinates.·· 

4. Interpersonal skills. :vlanagers \\'ho deraiJed were usually weaker in interpersonal 
skills. The most coml11on reason for der;.lilment \vas insensitivity, which w;lS re
flected in abrasin: or intimidating hehavior to\v;lrd others. This flaw h~ld been tol
erall'd vvhl:'n the person \YJS a lo\vl'r-Icvel !ll~lJ1ager. espec.:l:Jlly \\:hen the manager 
had outstanding technical skills, but at higher levels technical skill.'i could not 
compensate for heing insensitive. Some of the derailed managers could be 
channing when they wanted to, but over time it became evident that beneath the 
facade of charm and concern for others, the person was really selfish, inconsider
ate, and manipulative. In contrast, the sllccessful managers were more sensitive, 
tactful, and considerate. They were able to understand and get along with all 
types of people, and they developed a larger network of cooperative relation
ships. When they disagreed with someone they were direct but diplomatic, 
whereas the derailed managers were more likely to be outspoken and offensive. 
These interpersonal skills 3re especially relevant for building and leading a coop
erative team, which was a more important success factor in the recent studies. 

5. Technical and cognitive skills. For most of the managers wbo derailed, their tech
nkal brilliance was a source of successful problem solving <lnd teclmical achievement 
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at lower levels of 111anagement, where their cA:pertbe was usually greater than that 
of subordinates, H{)W0ver. at higher levels this strength c(mId become a \veak
ness if it led to overconfidence ;,md arrogance. causing the pl:'fSOn to reject sound 
advice. to offend others hy acting superior, and to mkrumanage subordinates 
who had more expertise. Some managers \\'cre unable to sh.ift from ;.1 focus on 
technical prd)icms II.) tlit: mOl"!.:' str::ttcgic pcrspL"X.1ive needed :H a higher h;vd of 

managul1t:nt. Some derailed managers had Iechnied expertise only in a narrow 
functional arc~l. and they adv:mced too qukkly to learn skills needl..-",J to p~:rform 
the higher-k:vd job dTl~ctivdy. Successful managt:TS usually had experience in a 
variety of different types of SiW:Hions where they :iL'quired a broader perspcctin: 
and t:xpenise in dealing \vith different types of prohk·ms. 

Managerial Traits and Effectiveness 

()\"ef ~l pvriod of ,'>cVL"r;!l z!txades rl:\Se;lfChers examined a v:nicty of different per~ 

sOl1alily tLdrs rdatvd to llun:lgvri;ll dfl'Lli\'L'iK','>S Jnd ;ldv:mccl1wnt. The dh)lcC of 
t(;;ih Jnd tbe Llheb \I;-.cd for lhem have \';!rkd from ,'>IU,J~ tn ,">tudy, hut thc' fl'SUIt:'> )):I\'l' 

IX','el1 bidy CUJl,,,>i.slcnt ;!Cl'OS:-. difrefcn! n::""L·~l!'ch methods. This SVl'!lon sU!llmJrizcs :Jnd 
inlegr~ltt.''' the findings reg:lrding the most fvk\':U1! a:-.pecls of per:--'Jna!ilY for effective 

~e:ldcrship hy llun:lgers and :Jdmini"rxatnfs in large ()rg;l11iz~ni()ns L'>L>~" ;!lso Tahle 2-:1). 
\Vhcnen:r p()ssil)lc, the rek:''Y~mc(' of trails and skilb is explained lJY linking !lH:m h:H'k 
10 bvh~l\'ior:-, and in!lue!1(.'e prOCt'ssl..'S d('snil1i.~d in earlier chaprers, 

Energy Level and Stress Tolerance 

The tLlit rL'sl"arch find;;: th;!l en~'fgy k:vcL physical stan1in:l, and strl"SS toh:ral1CL' 

Jfe ~i:-:'S{Kiak>d \yilb nun~!gLTjalI..'ITcdiven~'ss nbss, 19'JO; H()\'vard 8; Br:xy. It)HH). Ilijlh 

en~'l)ZY levd :md strl':-:'s lok'r:mZ'l: help man:lg~'rs cope with the I1c('t1(-11:lt.'(', long hour<." 
~;nd unrck_'nting dl'lH~H1ds of most managt'ri~d jnhs. Physi~':d \'iLlliry and l:"mo!jon~;l n.:
si!i~'n,x nuke i1 ~';bit'r to n)pe with ,.;rrc>,sful inh:rp-t.::r:..ona! ;;:itUclfl\)llS. sudol ;jS:I pUll;ti",--~' 

Iv iSS_ ;1 If! )uhled suh{)rdin~ltc. all unc(}()pt'r~itin' pt..'cr. or a hOSlilc' dicnr. '\-bn:lgeri:d 
johs often h,(\-e a high 1(:\-(."1 of stress due to the pre-;sllfc' [0 nuke imporunr d~'li',i():1S 
whhout adl'quate inflJrmalion Jnd the neLx! to reso!n: rok' ~-()ntlil"fS and ..;atisfy incom
P:liil)k d~>11und..; 1l1:tdc hy llifferent p:trtil..'s. EffL'("ll\,C pnll}lem s()j\-ing r~'(lujrcs an ahil-

10 rl:'lluin calm :1fHJ ~Iay focused on a pfohk'i11 rarht:f {han panicking, dc-nying thl:' 

TABLE 2-3 Specific Traits Related to Leadership Effectiveness 

• High energy level and stress tolerance 
• Self-confidence 
• Internal locus of control orientation 
• Emotional maturity 
• Persona! integrity 
• Socialized power motivation 
• Moderately high achievement orientation 
• low need for affiliation 
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problem exists, or attempting to shift responsibility to someone else. Tolerance of 
streSS is especially important for managers who must deal with adverse situations 
where the reputation and career of the manager, or the lives and jobs of subordinates, 
may hang in the halance, In addition to making better decisions, a leader with high 
stress tolerance and composure is more likely to stay calm and provide confident, de
cisive direction to subordinates in a crisis. 

Self-Confidence 

The term se(tconfidence is defined in a general way to include several related 
con~'epts such as self-esteem and self-efficacy. Most studies on lelder se1f~confidence 
or self-efficacy found that it is related positively to effectiveness and advancement (see 
Bass, 1990). Self-confidence differentiared between effective and ineffective managers 
in the study of critical incidents by Boyatzis 09H.2), and self-confidence predicted suh
sequent adv;mcernt~nt to higher levels of m~lnagement in the assessment center 
research at AT&T (lIo\vard &: Bmy. 1981-n. Other research finds {hat self-confidence is 
essential for charismatic lc:tdership (sec Chapter 9). 

The relationship of self-confidence to leadership cffecti\'CTWSS cm he understood 
by examining how this trait ~lff(xh a leader's bellavior. \\!'ithout strong self-confidence. 
a leJder is less likely to make influt'nce attempts, and any influcnce ::Htempts made 
are less likely [0 be successful. Leaders \Vl1h high self-confidence are more likely to 
attempt difficult tasks and to set challenging objectives for themselves. Leaders 
with high self-efficacy take mon: initiative to solve problems and introduce desir
able changes (Paglis & Green, 2(02). Leaders who have high (:'xpect;Hions for 
themselves an: likely to have high C'xpectatio!1s for suhordinates as \vell (Kouzes & 
Posner, 19BTJ. These leaders are more persistent in pursuit of difficult objectives, 
despite initial problems and sethacks. Their optimism and persistence in effort.s to 
accomplish a task or mission are likely to increase commitment by subordinates, 
peers, and superiors to support the effort. It is especially important to act confident 
and be decisive in a cri'sis, where success often depends on the perception by sub
ordinates that the leader has the knowledge and courage necessary to deal \vith the 
crisis effectively. Finally, self-confidence is related to an action-oriented approach 
for dealing \vith problems. Leaders with low self-confidence are more likely to put 
off dealing with difficult problems or to shift responsibility to someone else (Kipnis 
& Lane, 1962). 

There are some clear advantages of having self-confidence, but if i[ hecomes ex
cessive some dysfunctional behaviors may occur. Excessive self.-confidence may make 
a leader overly optimistic about the likely success of a risky venture, and it may result 
in rash decisions and denial of evidence that a plan is flawed. A manager with ex
tremely high self-confidence is inclined to be arrogant, autocratic, and intolerant of dis
senting viewpoints, especially if the manager is not emotionally mature, Because the 
manager is unresponsive to ideas and concerns expressed by others, the benefits of 
participative leadership are unlikely to be realized, Thus, in situations where the 
leader does not have vastly superior expertise than subordinates, a moderately high 
amount of self-confidence may be better than either extremely high self-confidence or 
low self-confidence. The arrogance and know-it-all attitude associated with excessive 
self-confidence has another negative side effect. An arrogant manager will have 
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difficulty in developing cooperative relationships "ith people who arc not dependent 
on the manager's specialized expertise. Acting arrogant toward people \vho have 
more expertise than the manager may create enemies who are able to derail the man
ager's career. 

Internal Locus of Control 

Another t1~tit that appe-:1rs to be relevant to manogt::rial eft"<:ctlvcness is ntHed the 
locus of control orientation, \vhich is measured \;,/ith a personality scak: devi.;:lolx.-'d by 
Rotter 09(6). People with a strong internal locus of control orient3.tion kaU,""'d "inter
nals") believe that events in their lives are determined more by their own actions than 
by chance or uncontrollable forces, In contrast, people \\/ith a strong external control 
orientation (called "externals") believe that events are determined mostly hy chance or 
fate and they can do little to improve their lin:s, 

Because internals helieve that they can influence their o\vn destiny, they take 
more rcspun"ibility for their O\\/n ;lction.-; and f{.)f lhe performance of their org::mization, 
Internals have a HJore fwun:-oricJ)tcd fK>rsp,""'clive, and they afe mon.: likely to pbn 
pro~iclively how to J,.xornpli.')h uhjcctiv'es, They take more initiative than extemal.-; in 
discovering and solving prohlems. They afe confident in their ~Ibility to inHuen .. 'e peo
pit- and art:' HIOft' likely In use persuasi<m rather than coercive or manipulative innuence 
tactics (Gondstadr & Hjdle, 197j) Tht,y Jfe m(lft.:' flexihle, adaptive, and innovative in 
their response to a probk'm and in their management strategies (\·1iller. KeLS de \Irk>;'), & 
Toulouse, 19H2), \Vhen sethacks or failures OenJI', they are 1110rc likely to l<:~jrn from 
thL'm ratlwf than lust dismissing them as had luck 

Research on the rebtionship of Ihl:,\ trait to managerial cffe<.'tivencss is still limit
ed, but tht' re:->ult.s sugge:-;l that a ;-,trong internal locus of control orienution is positive
ly associated with man:.1gerial eJfecriveness, For eX;,1mple, i'vliller and Toulou,s{' 09H6) 
conducted a study of chief executive officers in 97 firms and found that internals Were 
more dT~'l'tive tiuD exrc'nuls in tenl)S of objective criteria such AS profitahility ~lI1d 
sales growth. "J'he n:h1ti{)J1ship was stnmger f{)r finns in dynalnic el1virr)!1Jllet1rs \vhere 
it is more important to haH' nujor product innovations. Howt.-l1 and Avolio (1993> 
L'onJucted a study of '76 L'xccutivcs in a large financial institution and found that inter
nals had better husint:s.'>-uoit performance than externals for the year follOWing the 
measuren1t:I1t of personality. 

Emotional Stability and Maturity 

The term emotional matun'ty may be defined broadly to encompass several inter
related motives, traits, and values. A person who is emotionally mature is well adjust
ed and does not suffer from severe psychological disorders, Emotional1y mature peo
pJe have a mOfe accurate awareness of their strengths and weaknesses, and they are 
oriented toward self-improvement instead of denying weaknesses and fantasizing suc
cess. People with high emotional maturity are less self-centered (they care ahout other 
people), they have more self-control (are less impulsive, more able to resist hedonistic 
temptations), they have more stable emotions (are not prone to extreme mood swings 
Of outburst.s of anger), and they are less defensive (are more receptive to criticism, 
more willing to learn from mistakes} It is likely that such people are also at a high 
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level of cognitive moral development (see Chapter J 1). As a result, leaders with high 
emotional maturity maintain more cooperative relationships with subordinates, peers, 
and superiors. 

Most of the empirical research on trait') shows that key components of emotional 
maturity are associated "vith managerial effectiveness and advancement (Bass, 1990). 
A study by McCauley and Lombardo (990) with a measure called Benchmarks 
found that managers with good self-awareness and a desire to improve had higher 
advancement. Self-objectivity and general adjustrnent predicted advancement in the 
AT&T study by Howard and Bray (1988). Other research has found that effective cx
ecutives have a good understanding of their own strength..., and weaknesses, and 
they are oriented «)\vard self-improvement rather than heing defensive (Bennis & 
Nanu,s, 1985; Tichy & Devanna, 19R6)< The research on socialized and personalized 
power orientation provides evidence about the importance of emotional m:Hurity for 
effective lLJdership. 

Power Motivation 

Someone with a high need for power enjoys influencing pe()pit' :tnd events and 
is more likely to seck positions of authority . .\tIosl studies find :l strong rebtionship he
tween need for powt:r :ll1d advancement to higher levels of management in large or
gani7:ations (e.g., H(HYard & Bray. l<)KI-); '\kC!elland & Boy:I1Zis, 19KZ: Stahl, 19H.-)'l. 
People with ~I strong need for pO\'\'l.:r seek positions of ~lUthority and pmver, and they 
:lre likely to he more attuned to the power politics of organizations. 

A strong need for pmver is relevant {n managerial role requin .. 'menh involving 
the use of power and inHuenn:. Man:lgt.~rs in large organizations n1ust exercise power 
to influence subordinates, peers, and superiors. People who arc low in need for 
power USU'dJly lack rhe desire and assertiveness neces,'>ary to organize and direct group 
:lctivities, to negotiate fa vorable agreements, to lobhy for necessary resourCes, to advo
cate and prornott: desirable changes. and to impost.:' necess;lIY discipline. A person 
who finds such hehavior difficult and emotiunally disturbing or who believes if is 

'wrong to exercise power Over otht:'rs is unlikely to satisfy the role fl"quirc!1lents of a 
managerial j()b (:v1iner, 19k:;). 

A strong need for power is desirahle, hut ;l manager's cflt:ctiveness also depends 
on how this need finds expression. The empirical rest.'arch indicates that :l s()('ializcd 
power olientation is more likely to result in effective leadership than :l personalizt~d 

po\ver orientation (Boyatzis, 19H2; House, Sp~mgler, & Woyckt:, ]991; McClelland & 

Boyatzis, 19B2; McClelland & Burnham. 1976), Only a few studies have examined the 
behaviors associatt-d with each power orientation, but the results suggest that person
alized. power managers differ from socialized power managers in ways that have sig
niftcant consequences (McClelland, 1975, 1985). 

Managers with a personalized power orientation use power to aggrandize them
selves and satisfy their strong need for esteem and status. They have little inhibition or 
self-control, and they exercise power impulsively. According to McClelland and 
Burnham 0976, p. 103)' 'They afe more mde to other people, they drink too much, 
they tly to exploit others sexually, and they collect symbols of personal prestige 
such as fancy cars or big offices. " Personalized po\yer leaders seek to dominate sub
ordinates by keeping them weak and dependent. Authority for making important 
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decisions is centf:1lized in the leader, jnformation is restricted, and rewards and punish
ments are used to manipulate and control subordinates. TI,e leader tries to playoff 
different individuals or factions against each other to keep them weak. Assistance and 
advice to a subordinate is done in a way that demonstrates personal superiority and 
the inferiority and dependence of the subordinate. Sometimes personalized power 
leaders afe ahle to inspire subordinate loyalty and team spirit, but adverse conse
quence.';) are InOfe lJkely to (}CCUf. W'hen problems are en(ountered in the work, sub
ordinates are re1u{'t:1m to take any initiative in solving them. Instead ()f acting quk'kly 
to deal with a prohlem, they ignore it or wait for explicit diret1ions from the leader. 
Any subordinate loyalty that may occur is to tht: leader rather than t() the organization, 
and when the leader departs) there is likely to be disorder and a breakdown in te:1m 
spirit. 

Managers with a socialized pcnver orientation afe more emotionally mature. 
They eXt'rcise power mOre for the benefit of oth<:rs. afC hesitant about using power in 
a manipulative manner, arc less egoistic and ddensive. accumulate fewer material pos
sessions, h:Nt: :1 kmgl".~r~range view. and are more willing to take ~!(kice from people 
\yith reiL'\-anr expt.:nisc.'. Their strong need for POWt.:f is expn ... 's:-:.ed hy using influt.'llZ\::' 
to huild up the' organi.;:arion and make it SUCl..'t'ssful. Bl".'causc of {heir orientation tu
W;.lf0 huilding ()rganiz:ltional commjtn1l".~nt, this kind of leader is more likely to the a 
pafIjcip~ltive, coaching Style of managerial behuyior and is It';-;s likely to he coer,.'ive 
and autocratic Such leaders "help rnake their subordinates feel strong and responsi
ble, hind them le~:, with petty rult'S_ help pruduce a dear organi/~Hional structure. and 
create pride in lx·longing to the unit" C\r1cCldbnd. 197'), p. 3(2). 

Personal Integrity 

Integrity means that a pt.:Tsnn's lx.'ha\"ior is consistent with espoused values, and 
the person is honest. ethical, and rrusl\vorthy. Integrity is a priJ1ljry determinant of in
tcq)ersol1al trust. LnJess one i.s pCJ'ct:tv(,'d to be trustworthy, it is difficult to retain the 
loyalty of fol1o\\"ers ur to obt~tin cooperation and supp()ct from peers and superiors. 
\-Ioft.-> )ver, a major determinant of expen and referent po\ver is the PCfo:ptiun by oth
ers [hat a person is truslworthy. 

Several types of behaviors an: rl,:bred t\) integrity- One important indicator of in
h.:griry is the extent to which one L"i honest and trurhful r;:11her than deceptive. LeJ(krs 
lose credibility \\-"'hl".·n people discover that they have lied of made clairns that are gross
ly distorted. Another indicator of integrity is keeping promises. People are relucLmt 
to negotiate agreements with a leader who cannot be trusted to keep promises, A 
third indicator of integrity is the extent to which a leader fulfills the responsibility of 
service and loyalty to followers. The trust of followers will be lost if they discover the 
leader exploited or manipulated them in pursuit of self-interest. A fourth indicator of 
integrity is the extent to which a leader can be trusted not to indiscriminately repeat 
something said in the utmost confidence. People will not pass on important but sen
sitive information to a leader who cannot be trusted to keep a secret A key determi
nant of perceived integrity is the extent to which a leader's behavior is consistent with 
values articulated repeatedly to followers. A leader who hopes to inspire others to 
support an ideology or vision must set an example in his or her own behavior. Finally, 
integrity also means taking responsibility for one's actions and decisions. Leaders 
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appear weak and undependable when they make a decision or take a position on an 
issue, then try to deny responsibility later if the decision is unsuccessful or the position 
becomes controversial. 

Integrity was mentioned as an important value by most of the 4'5 British chief ex
ecutives in a study hy Cox and Cooper 09B9). The CCl study descrihed earlier in this 
chapter found that lack of integrity was common among the managers whose career 
derailtd. whereas managers who succeeded \J,.."ere regarded a::;. having strong integrity. 
The successful managers were hone5t and dependable, as reflecrcd in the following 
precept (McCall & Loml)3rtio, 19i13b, p. 30), "I will do exactly what I say I will do 
when I say J \\'ill do it. If I change my mind, I "viII tell you well in advance so yuu will 
not he harmed by my actions." integrity is an jmpott~lnt ~lspect of ethical, authentic, 
<md spiritual leadership, and it is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11. 

Narcissism 

Narcissism is a persona!ity sYlldronle that includes se\'t:'raJ traits n:Jevant tu effec
tive leadership, such :!s a strong n('('d for esteem {e.g., pn.:':-;{ig(', status, attentiun, :tdmi
ralion, adulation), J strong personalized need for POWI..'L :llld low emotiol1ctl tnaturity 
and integrity. This persol):liity syndrome c~,n he meJsured \dtll a self-report scale 
called the :\<1rcissistic Pers(J11ality Im\'lw}lY (R~1Skjn & flall, 19H1). 

Rcsearchel"s with ;1 hackground in clini~'~tl psychology ~ll1d psychoanalysis have 
descrihed the origins of narcissism ;lnd the hehaviors associated \vith it (Kets de Vries 
& Miller, 1()H4, 1 <)k1); Raskin, Novacl..'k, 8;: Hogan, 1(91). People whose p;lrenls h:1Ve 
been emotionally unresponsive and rejecting f11:,y conk' to helil've that tIll'}' cannot de
pend on :myone's love or loyalty. In an cfhAt to cope with thdr inner loneliness and 
fear. these extreme narcjs~ists hecorne preoccupied with I.'st~lhli.shlng their power. sta
tus, and control. They h~!vc LinUsil's of success Jnti power. They have ;,1 grandiose, 
t;'x~tggcfated s{,'nse of their o\\'n self-importance and unique talents, To support this 
self-deception, they seek continuous attention and admiration from othcrs, Because 
they afe so preoccupied with their o\\-,n ego nccds, narcissists have little empathy or 
concern for the feelings and needs of others. They exploit and manipulate others to 
jndul~e their dt:sirc for self-a~gfandizement \yjthoU[ feeling any remorse. They expect 
speci~ll f~j\·-ors from others \vithout feeling any neTt! for reCiprocity. N~lrcissjsts tend to 
oversimplify human relationships and motives and set;' everything in extreme good 
and had terms, Relationships arc poLlrized lX't\veen loyal supporters and enemies, 
Narcissists are very defensive, and any criticism by others is intell1rdecl as ;] sign of re
jection and disloyalty_ Although sOHletimes capable of heing charming and helpful, 
they have a tendency to be aggressive and cruel toward people who oppose them or 
stand in their way. The follOWing example describes ~l manager with these qualities, 

He was very talented in handling technica! prohlems, but his rt.'markabte results 
\vere :Khieved at a horrible cost to others. He was moody, volatile, and completely 
devoid of sensitivity, kindness, or p~Hience. Any subordinate who made a serious 
mistake W3.S loudly criticized in front of others wiTh scathing remarks or qtJestions 
sllch as "How could you be so stupid?" He did not to!er~lte any disagreement, 
and subordinates were afnlid to sUKgesr changes that would make the unit more 
effective. ironkAly, he could be ch;lrming and plea.sant when it suited hi.s 
purpose, which \V<lS usually \vhen interacting with top management. 



The research on narcissism provides additional insights into the difficulties 
encountered by leaders with low emotional maturity and a personalized power orien
tltion (House & Howell, 1992; Rosenthal & Pittlnsky: 2(06), l'iarcissists in leadership 
pusitions have -;,l number of characterbtk fl3\VS (Kers de Vries & Miller, 1984, 1985), 
They surround themseln:s \vith suhoroinates who are loyal and uncritjc~tl, They make 
decisions without gathering inf~:)fInati(jn 3bout tht.:· environment In the be
lief thm they alone are ~uff1cjently informed and Wil'l1ted to decide what is best. objec
tive advice is not ;.ought Of accepted frorl1. subordinates and pccrs, They tend to un~ 
dertake amhitious, grandiuse projects to glorify themselves, but in rhe absence of :Oll) 

adequate analysis of the situation, the project'i afe likely to be risky and unrealistlt..'. 
\X'hen a projt.'Z.1 is not going \yell, tht'Y tend to ignore or reject neg~ltive information, 
thereby missing the opportunity to correct problems in time [0 aVelt a disaster. \'Vhen 
bilure is finally evident. the narcissistic !e;:tder refuses to adrnit any !"esponsibllity, hut 
instead finds scapegoat" to blame, Finally, bei..';.mse they exploit. the organization to 
compensate for lheir own sense of in;ldequacy, extreme narcissist~ are unable to plan 
flff an onJerly sncce.s:-;ion of ie:I<.J.:r.'ihip. '!'hcy Sl~e rhi..'mse!vc'-l :IS indispens;lhk: and 
ding to pOWl'!', in cnntr;lst \0 el1hJtionally malure executive's \\-i1o art: ~lhlt: 10 J't.:tire' 
gracefully when their joh is done and it i:-. time for ncw k;!(Jefship, 

Despitc thL" many nt.:g~!live a-'peC1S of narci.sslsm, 111j:-. personality syndrome may 
abo h~l\'e S(Hllt: p()sili\ e ;I~ped':';, ~11 least in limited ,situations f Ro~emhal & Pitlinsky, 
200()), Research on l.:,S. pre~idcnt,:.; (IJeluga, 1997) and eEOs of computer and soft
ware cotTlpanies (ChaH<.:ri~'e & ILllllhrick In Pn,."ss) found that some of the most and 
k:a.;;,t successful Ie~lders were narcissistic. The strong self-contidcnce ~ll1ll optimism of 
run.:issisti~' !e:lders LlCiliUtcs their effons to inllu,'lKt: others [0 pursuL' bold. innoyative 
objectives. \vhich mayor 1l1JY nut prove 10 he feasible and \vorth,vhile. Thus. evcn 
{hough the mOlly!.:'s ()f:t l1arcissL",ric pcr:-'l)11 for proposing risky new initiati\'(:,s ;lrc 

questioluhk" they :In:.: SOIlK'limes SUCCL"ssful in k:ading the n:sponse to serious threats 
or UrHJsl..L:l1 opportunities, Of .cours\.;'. this potential benefit dot's not n1e:ln that :1 11<.11'

cis.-;isti,--< leader is mort: eftt'1..1ivt:' th~m a leader who has Stfong self-confidence ~md op
tirnism ~tlong with a ,s(KializL'd pOWt:'f orientation and high emoti{}!)al !l1~HlIrify', 

Achievement Orientation 

Achk~vejU:L'nt uriL'nt:Hlon includes a sd of related anitudes, values, and 11L'L'ds: 
nel..-'d for achic\4,:menL dt:"ire to l'\.~'el, dri\'t: to Sl.Kcct.:d, \villingncss to asslime respon
sibility, and cono:rn for task objectives, Many studies h;.lve bl.:'en conducted on the re
lationship of achievemem orientation to managerial advancement and effectiveness 
(see Bass, 1990), However, the results have not been consistent for different criteria 
(e,g., advancement, effectiveness) ~md for different types of managerial positions (e.g., 
entrepreneurial managers, corpof3te general managers, technical managers). 

The relationship of achievement motivation to managerial effectiveness is com
plex, Some studies find a positive relationship between achievement motivation a.nd 
effectiveness (e.g .. Stahl. 1983; Wainer & Rubin. 1969). but other studies find a negative 
relationship (HoLlse. Spangler, & Woycke, 1991) or no evidence of a strong, significant 
relationship (Miller & Toulouse, 1986), One possible explanation for these inconsis
tent findings is that the relationship of achievement motivation to managerial effective
ness is <.Llrvilinear l'dther than linear. In other words, managers with a moderately high 
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amount of achievement motivation are more effective than managers with low achieve
ment motivation, or managers with very high achievement motivation, If this explana
tion is correct, we would expect to find a negative correlation in studies of top-level 
leaders where all of the leaders probably have at least a moderately high need for 
achievement, as in the study of u.s. presidents by House, Spangler, and Woycke (991). 

Research on the behavioral correlates of achievement orientation is still limited. 
but some relationships appear likely, Compared to managers with a weak achieve
ment orientation, managers \Vlth a strong achievement orientation are likely to have a 
strong concern for usk objectives, they are more willing to assume responsibility fOf 
solving task-related problems, they afe more likely to take the initiative in discovering 
these problems and acting decisively to solve them, and they prefer solutions that in
volve moderate levels of risk rather than solutions that are either very risky or very 
conservative, These managers are likely to engage in task behaviors such as setting 
challenging hut realistic goals and deadlines, dcn:'loping spccitlc action pklns, deter
mining ways to ()vcrcornc obstacles, organizing the \vork effidently, and emphasizing 
performance when talking to otht:rs (Boy~Jtzis, 19H2), In contrast, a managt:r 'with a 
'weak achievement uricnlation is not motivated to seek opportunities involving dul
lenging o/)je('tives and moderate risks and is less willing to t;!kc the initia!i\'e to identify 
prohlems ~!J1d to :]ssume responsihility for solving them. 

A strong achil'vel11ent orientation m~!y also result in behavior thaI' undermines 
managerial efft·cti\'cness. If need I()r achievement is the dt Hninam motive for a man
ager, it is likely [hat rhe nun;1ger's dlorIS will be directed toward his or her own indi
vidtul achievement ~lnd advancement rather than t()\vard the achievements of the team 
or work unit he;tded hy the manager. The manager tries to accomplish t'very1hing 
alom:, is rt'iuct;lJ1t to ddeg;t[e, ~lnd J~li1S to den:lop a strong sense of fesponsihility and 
task commitment among subordinates (McClelland & Burnlum, 197(); Miller & 

Toulouse, 1~H6l, It is especially diffkult for this type of person to function effectively 
in a management team in which leadership responsibiliry is shared, 

The way in which achievement orientation finds expression in a manager's be
havior depends on the overall motive pattern ofthe manager. Achievement motiv~Hion 
enhances leadership effectiveness only if it is suhordinated to a stronger need for so
ci~llized pO\\icr, so that the manager's efforts are directed toward huilding a successful 
team. When combined with 3 personalized nc·cd for power. strong achievement moti
vation may he focused on c~lreer advancement at any cost, This r-ype of manager will 
neglect task objectives and the development of subordinates in an effort to huild a per
sonal reputation as a fast-rising star, Task decisions will be guided by a desire for 
short-term achievements, even though unit performance may suffer in the longer nm. 
The manager is likely to take personal control over promising, highly visihle projetts 
and will take most of the credit fOf their success. The manager may become so com
petitive that he or she refuses to cooperate with peers who are viewed as potential 
rivals. As found in the CCL study, the result is likely to be initial advancement but 
eventual def'J.ilment when a manager with overriding personal ambition and excessive 
competitiveness makes too many powerful enemies, 

Additional insights are provided by research on the Type A personality, which 
appears to combine a strong achievement orientation with a strong need for control 
over events (Baron. ]989; Nahavandi. Mizzi. & Malekzadeh. 1992; Strube et aI., 1984). 
:vtanagers with this personality syndrome have high expectJtioos for themselves and 
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are con1petitive, They set high performance objectives, compare themselves with oth
ers, and want to come out ahead. Type A managers are also highly concerned about 
tirne; they feel rushed much of the time: try to do more than one thing at a time) and 
are impatient with delays. They prefer to maintain control over all aspects of their 
work, which makes them poor delegators and reluctant to work as part of a team 
(J\1iilef; Lack, & Asroff. 1,)8')). Finally, T}'vc A m:ll1agers tend to be more angry and in
clined to express their hostility when u~lble to control events. They are demanuing, 
intolerant of mistakes, and critical of peopJe who afe not as intensely dedicated. This 
hehavior pattern makes it more difficult for them to nlaintain cooperative relation:;hips, 

Need for Affiliation 

As noted earlier in this chapter, people with .1 strong need for affili:ltion receive 
great satisfaction from being liked and accepted by others, and they enjoy \vorking 
with people who ;m~ friendly and I.:noperative. Most studies find a negat!u.: correbtion 
helween need for affiliation and m~l11agerial effectiveness. The indTC'ctivcness of man
~tgers with a high fwnJ fur ~JiTiliatinn em 1'\(: undt;"f;--d(lqd by ~_'x:1!l1ining the typical pat
[ern of behavior for such mJnagcr.'-';, These nl:tn~lgvr:-, an: conCt;>rn~x! primarily ahout 
intt'rpersonal relationships rather than the task, and they are un\,villing to :lliow the 
work to interfeft:: \vith harmonious rebtionships (Litwin & .stringer, 1966; McClelland, 
1975). These Inanagt'fs seek to avojd confHcts or smooth thC'm (jvC'r rather than con
front genuine differences. They avoid making necess:lIY hut unpopular decisions, 
They dispense r(,wards in a way designed 10 g<lin approval. rathe[ than re\varding d
tt:ctl\'(' performance, They show favoritism to personal friends in lluking ~lssignml.;nts 
~lDd allowing exceptions to ruk~s. This pattern of behavior often leaves subordinates 
feeling "\vcak, irresponsible, and without a sense of what might happen next, of where 
they stand in rdation to their manager, or even of \v11J1 they (Jught to be doing" 
"'vlcCleliand & Ilurnham, 1976. p. HH). 

It is dearly unlit'sirable for a manager to have a strong need for affiliation, but a 
\iery knv need for ;lffilialion may also have undcsirJble consequenl.-'es. A person \\ ith 
!o\y need for affiliation tends [0 he ~l "loner" who dots not like to socialize with oth
ers, except pt.:d13.ps tlk' immediare bmily or a te\-v dosl" friends. This type of per.-:;on 
nuy lack the nlotiv~llion to engage in [he many social and puhlic relations acti\-ilies 
that are eS!:Wential h')r;l nun-agel', including those involved in establishing effective inter
personal reiatinn.-:;ilips with subordinates, ~uperiors, and peers. As a result, this type of 
person may? bil to develop effective interpersonal skills and may lack confidence in 
being able to influence others. Thus, it is likely that the optimal level of affiliation mo
tivation is moderately low rather than either high or e).'tremely low. 

The Big Five Personality Traits 

Describing leaders in terms of their individual profiles would be easier if there 
was an integrative conceptual framework with a small number of metaconstructs that 
encompass all of the relevant traits. The proliferation of personality traits identified 
over the past centUlY has resulted in efforts to find a smaller number of hroadly de
fined categories that would simplify the development of trait theories. One such effort 
that appears promising is referred to as the five-factor model of personality or the "Big 
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Five" model (e.g., Digman, 1990; Hough, 1992). The flve broadly defined pe"onality 
traits in the taxonomy have somewhat different labels from one version to anothec 
The traits include surgency (or extroversion), dependability (or conscientiousness), ad
justment (or neuroticism), intellectance (or openne,,,,,, to experience), and agreeableness. 

In recent years, leadership scholars have shown increasing interest in using this 
taxonomy to facilitate interpretation of result'i in the massive and confusing literature on 
JCJ.dership traits (e.g., Goodstein & Lanyon, 1999; Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan. ]994). 
TalJle 2-4 sho\vs how the five broad trait categories coo"espond to many of the specific 
traits found relevant for leadership emergence, advancement, or effectiveness in the trait 
studies reviewed earlier in this clupter, Revie\vs and meta-analyses of studies <)f1 the five 
factors find that most of them are related to leader emergence, behavior, or effectiveness 
(e.g., Bono & Judge, 2004; Judge. Bono. Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002). In general, effective 
leaders had higher scores on extroversion, conscientiousness. and openness 10 learning 
from experience. ;lnd lower scores on neuroticism. Howcyer. the results were not 
consistent across studies or for different types of organizations. One likely reason for in
consistent results is tile use of diffcTt'nt !lll':lsurt;'s to repn:st.'nt till' five Ltctors, including 
surrogate l11eJsun:s that do not ~ldequar('lr represent ;1 factor. Another reason for inc()n~ 
sistt:nl results may he thL' use of diffen:nt criterion variahles k.g.. k·Jdership emergence, 
~Kh·;mct'ml'nt. or dk-<:tlvcncss; suhject!\"(: or objecti\"(:, lllt.:JSUres). 

:\01 all schol:lrs agree that the Big Five model of personality is heller than tax
onomies \vith morc specific traits (d., Block, 199'); Hough. 1992>. If hoth n:l(;vJnt and 
irrelevant traits afC included in a hroadly defined bctor, the accuracy of prediction will 
hc lowt'L Mon .. 'over. even whL'n tile ((jmponent traits ~lrt' all relevant, they may not 
have the .s:llne rdationship \vith different critt:riJ of lc;.ldcrship t·[fccth'cIl(:ss. More rc
sClrch is nt't'dcd [0 determine whether the hig fke traits predict and t:xpbin le~!der-

TABLE 2-4 Correspondence of the Big Five Traits with Specific Traits 

Big Five Personality Traits 

Surgency 

Conscientiousness 

Agreeableness 

Adjustment 

Intellectance 

Based on Hogar:, Curphy & Hogan (1994) 

Specific Traits 

Extroversion (outgoing) 
Energy/Activity level 
Need for power (assertive) 

Dependability 
Persona! integrity 
Need for achievement 

Cheerful and optimistic 
Nurturance (sympathetic, helpful) 
Need for affiliation 

Emotional stability 
Self-esteem 
Self-control 

Curious and inquisitive 
Open-minded 
Learning oriented 
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ship effectiveness better than the specific component traits. Such research should be 
based on a theory that clearly describes how specific leader traits are related to specific 
types of behavior that mediate the effects of the traits On leadership effectiveness. 

Managerial Skills and Effectiveness 

The research on leader characteristk\ identified several skiIis that are rdated to 
the advancement ~tnd effeCtiveness of leaders, The three broad skill categories defined 
earlier in this chapter will llC used to organize the findings about specific types of 
skills. 

Technical Skills 

Technical skills include knowledge about methods, processes, and eqUipment for 
conducting the specialized activities of the manage{s organizational unit. Technical 
skills also include factual kno\vledge about the organjz~jli;:)n (rules, StruCH.lfC. nLlnage
ment systems, employe,,' characteristics), anJ knowlt:Jge about the t)rgJniZ~~lion'.s 
products and services (technical specifications, strengths. and limitations). This lype of 
knuwledge is acquired hy :l combinmion of fonnal educltion, training, and job experi
ence. Acquisition of technic.3.! kno\vk:dge L" facilitated by ;t good menlory for derails 
and the ability to learn technical material qUi<..'kly. Effective managers are :lble to ob
rain information and idea.s from many sourceS and store it away in their memory for 
Llse when they need it. 

Manag("Ys \\'ho supen:ise thl.: \vork of others need extensive kno\vledge of the 
techniques and equipmem used hy suh()rdin~ltes to perform thi..' work. Technit.'~d 

kno\vledge of products and processes is necessary to plan :Ind organize work {)pt.>ra
tions, to (111'<::<-1. and train t'ubordinatt:s with spe,,>ialized activities, and to monitor and 
eyaluate their perfOrm:1nL>e. Technkal expertise is needed to de:ll with disruptions in 
the ,\york due to equipmt:nt hrt'akdowns. quality defen". accid~'nts. insufficient man.:ri
:lis. and l'oordin;HI011 pnlhlems. Ample eYidence indicatt:s [bat teL'hnic:d skilL-- are re
bted to the effcClivenes~ of civili:U1 :lDJ l11Hit:try leaders, L'sped~llly at \()\Yd k:vds of 
man~1gemem (see Bass, 109t)). The eel. ;.,tLidy described t-\lrlief fuund that technical 
knOWledge about products :md work pn1cesses is related to effectiYt.'ness and ad
'-ancemenr at lower It.:vds of ITI3.nagement, but it becomes relatively less import~tnt ~it 

higher levels of management (!vlcCall & Lombardo. 1983,,). 
Technical knowledge is also relevant for entrepreneurial managers. The inspira

tional vision of a new product or service may seem to spring from out of nowhere, but 
it is actually the result of many years of learning and experience, Research on entre
preneurs who started successful companies or introduced important new products in 
established companies suggests that their technical knowledge is the fertile ground in 
which the seeds of inspiration take root to yield innovative products (Westley & 
Mintzherg, 1989), Some examples include James Dyson. the English industrial designer 
who invented a revolutionary vacuum cleaner and founded the Dyson Company! and 
Steve Jobs. the cofounder of Apple Computer. It is not enough to have an intimate 
knowledge of the products and processes for which a manager is responsible. 
Managers also need to have extensive knowledge of the products and services provided 
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by competitors, Stidtegic planning is unlikely to be effective unless a manager can 
make an accurate evaluation of the organization '5 products (or services) in comparison 
to those of competitors (Peters & Austin, 1985). 

conceptual Skills 

In general terms, conceptual (or cognitive) skills involve good judgment, fore
sight, intuition, creaUvity, :md the ability to find meaning and order in ambiguous, un
certain events, Specific conceptual skills th~lt can be measured with aptitude tests 
include analytical ability, logical thinking, concept formation, inductive reasoning, and 
deductive reasoning. Cognitive complexity involves a combination of these specifk 
skills and is defined as the ahility to utillze cues to make distinctions and develop cat
egories for classifying things, as \vell as the ability to jdcntif~' complex rebtionships 
and develop creative solution;; to prohlems, :\ person with !ov.' cognitive comp!<:xity 
sees thing;; in simplistic hbck and white terms and has difficulty in seeing huw many 
diverse elcrnents fit together to make ~l meaningful wIHlj(" A person with high cogni~ 
tivL' compk'xit)/ is ahle to ,'"'ce many sh;ldes of gray ;lJ)d is ahk 10 identify complex pat
terns of rebtionships and predict future events from current tn.:nd", 

Conceptual skills such as n)gnith"e complexity ;Ire e,'>senlial for effective phm
ning, organizing, and prohlem solving. A major administr:!tiv{;: responsihility is coordi
nation of the separate, specialized IXl11.s of the organization. To accomplish effective 
coordination, a manager needs to understand how the various Iults of the organiza
tion relate to each other and ho\v changes in one part of thi..:' syste111 affecl the other 
parts, .\!LII1Jgers must also he ahle to compn.:ilend how changes in lhe' external envi
ronment \-vill JtTect the organization. Strategic planning reqUires considerable' ability to 

analyze en-:'nts Jnd perceive trenus, anticipate changes, :md recognize oppo11unilies and 
potential problems. A manager \yith high cognitin' l'omplexity is ahle to develop a 
berter mental model of the organization to help understand the most critical factors 
and the relationships among them. A model is like a road map [hat depicts the terrain 
t{>r a region, shows where things ~lre located in relation to each other, and helps you 
decide how to get from one place to anotheL Managers with \vcak conceptual skills 
tend to develop a simplistic mental mouel that is not especially useful becau~e it is un
ahlt: to descrihe the complex proce'sses. causal relationships, and flow of cv<::nts in the 
organization and externJI environment. 

Effective m~lI1;tgt.>rs often Lise an appropriate mix of intuition and conscious rea
soning for the type of decision situation confronting them (AgoI', 19H6; Lord & Maher, 
1991). Intuition is not a mystical pnxxss but rather is the result of extensive experi
ence with similar prohlems (Simon, 1987). The relevant knowledge gained from this 
experience can be rapped when needed without much conscious awareness, in the 
same way that a champion chess player quickly understands what move to make next 
without having to make a careful and detailed analysis of the chess pieces on the 
board. 

Conceptual skills have been measured with a v~{riety of different methods, in
cluding traditional aptitude tests, situational tests, intervle\vs, critical incidents, and 
constructed response tasks. Research with traditional pencil-and-Ixlper measures of 
conceptual skills finds strong cyjdence they afe related to managerial effectiveness, 
especially in high-leycl managerial positions (Bass, 1990>. Cognitiye skills measured 
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with incident interviews differentiated between effective and ineffective managers 
in the study by Boyatzis (982). Cognitive skills measured in an assessment center 
predicted advancement to higher levels of management in the study at AT&T 
(Howard & Bray. 1988). In a longitudinal study of managers in four companies, 
cognitive complexity me~5ured with an individual assessment interview predicted 
rnanagerial advancement l"t-'mark.lbly well <i--8 years later (Stamp! 1988). In the eeL 
.:-'tudy described previously, weak conceptual skills were one reason for managers 
who derailed (McCall & Lombardo, 1983b, p. ''The charnling but not brilliant 
find that the gets too big and 1be problems tuo complex to get by on interper
sonal skills," 

When cognitive skills are measured with constructed response tasks, leaders say 
how they would solve representative types of problems described in a set of scenarios. 
:md then raters determine the level of skill demonstrated by the ans\vers. In a large 
sample of army officers at different ranks, complex problem-solving skills that were 
measured in this way were related to Glreer achievement (Conneily I.:t a!., 2(00). 

Interpersonal Skills 

Inrerpersonal {or social) skills include knowledge about human behavior and 
group proce~ses, ahility to understand the' feelings. ~mitudes, and motin.:s of others. 
and abJIhy to communicate dearly :lnd persu:lsivdy, Specific types of lnterpersonal 
skills such as emp::uhy, soci:tl insight, c11an11, t~Kt and diplomacy, per5UHSl\'eness. and 
or:d conlmunication ability are es~cnri:.tl to dt..'yelop and maintain cooperarive rdmion
ships with subordin~ltes, :-;uperiors. peers, and outsiders, Someone \vho understand:'> 
peopie and is charming, t;1nful, ;ll1d diplomatiC \viH han·: more cooperative relation
ships than a perSl;)fl who b insen~itive and offensl\'e. 

Interpersonal skills afe essential for influencing people, Empathy is the ability to 

understand :·mother person's motives, vah .. lt:,..:,. and emotions, ;:l11d 50(i:11 insight is 1h..: 
:tbility to underSt:.H1d what types of behavior afe s{x'ially acceptable in a panicular sit
uation. t :ndcT:'>wnding what people \yant ~lfld how they perc<::'in: things makes it e:lS
i<::T to se!c",'t an appropriate influence strategy: persuasin:ness :md ('1ral commLll1iL':ltion 
skill enhano.,:· the SLlz'Cc-;S of intluenc(' attempts. Another interpersonal skill is the ~lbil
it;.: to USe cues from olhers to understand one's O\"\"n behavior ~tnd flO\\' it Aki.:ts other 
lli:ople. Thi~ :i.~iU b som-<limes l'alled "self-l11onitoring." and it helps people Jdiust their 
lk'havior to fit the n.::ql!in:111ent~ of the situation (Snyut:L 19":'4: Zacc:uo. FtitL &: Kenny, 
1991) .. Influence tactics and impression management tactics (see Chapter 7) are used 
more effectively hy people who have strong interpersonal skills (Harris, Kacmar. 
Zivnuska, & Shaw, 2007). 

Interpersonal skills also enhance the effectiveness of relationship-oriented behav
iors. Strong interpersonal skills help a manager listen in an attentive, sympathetic, and 
nonjudgmental way to somebody with a personal problem, complaint, or criticism. 
Empathy is important for understanding the needs and feelings of others and deter
mining how to provide support and sympathy. Empathy is also useful for determining 
effective ways to resolve conflicts, Even managerial behaviors that are primarily task
oriented (e.g., making assignments and giving instructions) require considerable inter
personal skill to be enac1:ed in a way that reflects a concern for people as well as task 
objectives. 
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Some people have a misconception that interpersonal skill is nothing more than 
considerate behavior to be "turned on" occasionally in special situations. Katz (1955, 
p. 34) takes a different viewpoint: 

Real skill in working with others must hecome a natural, continuous activity_ 
~ince it involves sensitivity not only at times of decision m;;lking hut also in the 
day~by...Jay behavior of the individual, ' > • Because everything a leader says ~md 
does (or leaves unsaid or undone) has an effect on his associates, his tmt" self 
will, in rime, show through_ Thus, to be effective, this skill must he natlifaHy 
developed and unconsciously, as well as consistently, demonstr.ated in the indi
vidual's every action. 

The trait research described earlier in this chapter shows consistently that inter
personal skills are important for managerial effectiveness <lOd Jdvancement (B~ISS, 
1990). In the AT&T study, interpersonal skills predicted a(h:al1cemenL In the study of 
1(:~ldefship competencies by Boyarzis (982), interpersonal skills differentiated be
twel'n effective and ineffective managers, regardless of the situation. In the eel. study, 
deficiencies in intefpt.'fsonal skills were ~l major relSon for managers who eventually 
derailed in their management elrens. ;'vlcCdl and Lombardo (1983b, p. 2;-)) recount 
the following incident involving an abrasive manager who derailed: 

Tht.' nunagtT \V~dked into the suhordinate"s office, interrupting;; fl1{;eting. and 
said, ··l need to see you .. · When [he subordinate tried to cxpbin that be was oCcu

ricu, his hoss snarled, ~I donor give ;J godd;Jmn. I said I wanted to see you nO\v." 

Other Relevant Competencies 

In recent ye~lrs some additional leadership competencies have been identified, 
including emotional intelligence, social intelligence, and metacognition. Although 
competencies are typically regarded as skills. they usually involve a cluster of specific 
skiHs and complementary traits. The "new" leadership competencies identified in re
cent years include some of the skills and traits described earlier in this chapter but they 
are defined and measured in unique ways. 

Emotional Intelligence 

Emotional intelllgence is another attribute that appears to be important for effec
tive leadership (Goleman, 1995: Mayer & Salovey, 1995) Emotions are strong feelings 
[hat demand attention and are likely to affect cognitive processes and behavior. Some 
examples of emotions include anger, fear, sadness, happiness, disgust, shame, sur
prise, and love. Even after the intensity of an emotion fades, it is likely to linger as a 
positive or negative mood, which can also affect leadership behavior (George, 1995). 
Emotional intelligence is the extent to which a person is attuned to his or her own feel
ings and to the feelings of others and is able to integrate emotions and reason such 
that emotions are used to facilitate cognitive processes, and emotions are cognitively 
managed, Although eI11()tion~d intelligence is distinct from cognitive intelligence, the 
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two types of psychological processes are interrelated (Forgas, 1995; Mayer & Salovey, 
19')7). Emotional inteltigence is conceptualized primarily as a skill, but it appears re
lated to personality traits such as emotional stability and maturity. 

Emotional intelligence includes several interrelated component skills. Self-awareness 
is an understanding.of one's own m.oods and emotions, how they evolve and change over 
Iilne! and their implk:ltions for task perfzmnance <Inel interpersonal relationships. j\nothL'f 
~hpect of emotional intelligence that requires both self-a\vareness and communication 
"kills is the ability to accurately' explt:'ss one's feelings to olht."fs with language and nonver
bal communication. Empathy is the anility to recognize moods and ernotions in others, to 
dHlerentbte betviCGl1 genuine and faL<;e expft:5<;ion of emotions, and to understand how 
someone is reacting to your emotions and behavior. Self-regulation is the ability to chan
nel emotions into behavior that is appropriate for the situation, rather than responding 
\vith impulsive behavior (e.g., lashing out at someone "who made you angry, or \vithd:raw
jng into a state of depreSSion after experiencing disappointment). 

Emotional intelligence is relevant for leadership effectiveness in many ways 
(Goleman, 1995; Goleman, Boyatzis, &. McKee, ;\Clayer &: Salovey, 199')). 
Emotional intelligence C-1n help k~lders solve complex prohlems. make hetter dl.:cisions, 
plan how to use their lime ef1i.xtively, adapt their behavior to the situation, and manage 
t.Tises. Self-awareness makes it easier to under.sw.nd one's own nc.."t.'ds and likely reac
tions if CC11ain eV('nts occurred, then:hy faciliwring evaluation of alternative solutions. 
Self-regulation faciliwtes emotional stability and information processing in difficult, 
stressful situJ.tions, and it helps leaders maintain theif O\""\/n optimism and enthusiasm 
about a project Of mission in the face of obstacles and setbacks. Empathy is associatcd 
with strong social skills th~H afe needed to develop cooperative interpersonal relation
ships. Examples include the ability to listen attentively. communicate effectively, and 
express appr<.:ciation and positive fegJrd. The ability to lmdersGmd and influence emo
tions in others will help a leader who is attempting to arouse enthusiasm and optimism 
for a prop(Hed activity or change. A leader with high emotion~ll intelligence will h~1ve 
more insight about the type of rational or emotional appeal most likely to be effective in 
a lxuticuhlf situ:1tiun. 

A:; yet only ;1 limited amount qf research supports the proposed relationships 
bet\vet.'n emotional intelHgenn: and k~ldL'rship effectiveness. A study by :\1cCldland 
(dt."scribtxl in Goleman, 199')} found that uivision managers \Cvith high emotional imd
ligence had significantly higher performance Un rebtion to earnings goals) than divi
sion managers with low emotional intelligence. \'(--ong and Law (2002) found that 
emotional intelligence was related to follo\ver jot satisfaction and performance. 
Emotional intelligence can be learned, but not as a result of knowledge-oriented 
training in a classroom setting (Goleman, 1995). Any significant increase in emotional 
intelligence probably requires intensive individual coaching, relevant feedback, and a 
strong desire for significant personal development. 

Social Intelligence 

Social intelligence is defined as the ability to determine the reqUirements for lead
ership in a particular situation and select an appropriate response (Cantor & Kihlstrom, 
1987; Ford, 1986; Zaccaro, Gilbert. Thor, & Mumford, 1991). The two primary compo
nents of social intelligence are social perceptiveness and behavioral fleXibility. 
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Social perceptiveness is the ability to understand the functional needs. problen'1'>, 
and oppOJtunities that are relevant for a group or organizatjon, and the member charac
teristics, social relationships, and collective processes that will enhance or limit attempts 
to influence the group or org::tnization_ A leader with high social perceptiveness under
stands what needs to be done to make a group or organization more effective and how 
to do it Social perceptiveness involves the conceptual skills and specific knowledge 
needed for strategic leadership, including the ability to identify threats and opportunities 
that are jointly determined by environmental events and the core competenCies of the 
organization, and [he ability to formuhlte :an appropriate response (sec Chapter 1:3)" 
Social perceptiveness also inv()lves interperS(Jn~ll skills (e.g., empatllY. sOl-iaJ sensitivity, 
understanding of group processes) and knowledge of the organization (structure, cul
ture, power relationships), which jointly determine whether it is feasihle to initiate 
change and the best way to do it (see Chapter 10). 

Behavioral flexihility is the ahility and willingness to VJry one's hehavior to ac~ 
commodatc situational requirements. A leader with high behm'ioral flexihJlity knows 
ho\\· to ust:' a variety of different hvhaviors and is able to l:'valuate his or her hehavior 

and modify it :!s needed_ I Ugh behavioral !lexihility implies a me'mal model with fine 
distinctions :!lllon,tZ different types of k'ade'rship heluvior fJther rhan a simplislic [;lX
onomy. The person must hayc ;1 brgc 1\:'!K'11oin: ,)f skilled hcha\'iors frolll \yhich to 
scicI.-I, as well as knowledgc about the effects ~lnd limiting conditions for c:!ch type of 
helwvior. Beh,lvioral flexibility is bciJitatnl by ,,,dr-monitoring, hectllse It:~iders \vho 
are high on self-monitoring arc mort' awan: of thcir o\\,n hehavior and flo\,\' it affects 
others. Whether social intelligence is lIsed primarily to achieve collective rather th~!11 
personal ohicctives proh~!bly depends on the leader's emotional maturity ;lnd s(Kjal~ 
izcd po\ver nl{ )tiv,Ition_ 

Considerable overlap is apparent hetwL'en soc-bl intelHgence and emotional intel
ligenl.'e_ alrhough the latter construct sC'ems to he more narrowly defined (K{)be, 

Ikiter-P<11mon. &: Rickers, 20(H; S:tlovey & :'vlayer. 1990). Social intelligence also JP

pears to include political skill, whkh is the ability to understand others ~lnd lise this 
knowledge [0 influence them. More research is needed 10 clarify J-l()\V S( )ciaf intelli
gence is related to emotional intelligencl' ;Ind political skill. .\c10n: re'·;earch is also 
net.:'ck'd to assess how each of the component skills in soci~ll intelligence is related to 
leadership dlectin.-'ness. 

Systems Thinking 

l fnderstanding the complex interdependencies ;:tmong organizational processes 
and the implications of efforts to make changes requires cognitive skills and "systems 
thinking" (Senge, 1990). It is important to understand that complex problems often 
have mUltiple causes, which may include actions taken earlier to solve other proh
lems. In large systems such as organizations, actions invariably have multiple out
comes, including unintended side effects. Changes often have delayed effects that 
tend to obscure the real nature of the relationship. A change in one part of a system 
will eventually affect other parts, and reactions to the change may cancel out the 
effects (sec Chapter 12). 

\'7hen making decisions or diagnosing the cause of problems, it is essential to un
derstand how the different parts of the organization are interrelated. Even when the 
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immediate objective is to deal with one type of challenge~ such as improving efficiency, 
leaders need to consider the likely consequences for other performance determinants 
and the possihility that any immediatt: benefit;.; will be nullified by bter events as the 
effects of a decisi()fi Of change eventually ripple through the system. Although strate
gic thinking about these issues is dearly mor(~ import:mt for high-leyd leaders than for 
lo>;ver-kvd leaden" It is rdev~mt ftJr leaders at ;111 levels. 

Ability to Learn 

In a turbulent environment in which org:tniz;Jtjon~ mu,st continually adapt. inno
vate, and reinvent themselves! leaders must be tlexible enough {() learn from mistakes, 
change their assumptions and belief.:;. and refine their mental models. One of the most 
irnporunt competencil':-< for successful le~ldl'fShip in changing situatiuns is the ~lhility to 

learn from cxperit.'nce and :Idapt to d1ange CArgyris. 1991: l)c\.'lwnt. 19t)O; ,\larsh:dl
\1ie:-; et aL 2UOO: :¥lumrord & Connelly. 1991 L Thb competency is distinct fnJm other 
concl'p!U~lI skill~ (e,g" verbal ft;'~ts()ning< creativc thinking) and from ,'"o(bl ___ hills. It in-

vokes "k'~lrning how 10 l'.':lnL . \\ihkh i~ tilt..' :lhility k} intro:-.peclin.+/ ;m~l1Y2c your own 
cognitive pnJ('t,':-'st'." iv.g., tll,-' v,',iy y!lU (J..'finc and sohc problems) ;llld {O find \\';tys 10 

impr(jv~' rhem. I! also im"olveS self.-;l\\':irent.:ss. \\'111ch is an understanding of your own 
'-';tn.:'nglhs and limitations iin,Juding both skills and e1l:loti()ns). 

in J swdy of J ,Hon high-level !l1iHi~lry officers. this L-l )1Jlpeten",'y predicted sl'lf
rl..'porh __ 'd carcer achit>\'ements (Zaz-c:ll"O, ;\1umford, l\-brks l'1 <11.. 109-'). A study of mil-
1ury' officers by .\'hlrsiu!l-0.'iies ~lnd coileagues (2unO) pru\'ides additional L'vidl'lKl' Ill:!t 

the ahility to Ivarll and ~Kbpt is important ror !v~j(Jt:rship cfk'uiveJ1vss, III n:s;.,.':lrch qn 

(iL'railment hy L'ivilian managcc:.;, this ability \""as consid;,:red :!n impOn~l!11 :'>UCCl','->S bc
t()r hy Ank'ril':m and Europc;l!1 t;'Xl'cutivt.'s tV;m Velsor.\: Leslie. 19<J'S), 

TIlL' ahility to k\lrn from experk'nc'e :md adapt to change proh~lbly invuln:'s tfailS 

~lS well ;1:-. skills (Spn'ilZL'L .\kCall, &. Mahont,>y, 19()'7). Tht'se 1raits :lppl,'ar to he tile 
same ones :lsso •. :iJk:'d with emoti()f)al ~lnd sDt'lal intelligence. Aci1ievl..'J11ent nrit>I11aliol1, 

('mOTional '!(ahility, intdlt'crann.:, sclf'~monitoring, and an inkrn~t1 locus of control ori
entation all ;lPPt'~tf rekv~lIH for !"::irning from :--u,xt.' . ..,s Jnd bihilT t"xperienl.l's, 

\1an:lgt.:r" with thc .... e tr:tits ar~> llloti\';!ll'd to ~h-,hit.:n' excdlt:"nce. [itL'}, art.' inquisili\'L' 
:md opt.'!Hnindt.:d. they have the cunrtdcn".T ;md l'uriosi!y !o cxpl..'fimt.:nt with 11('\\ 

;lppn lJcht."s, JilL! they :ldivt:'iy sl.'t.;'k fct.:dhaL'k ahout rheir strengths ;md weaknesses. 

Situational Relevance of Skills 

Managers need mJny types of skills to fulfill their role requirements, but the rel
~ltive importance of the various skills depends on the leadership situation. Relevant sit
uational moderator variables include managerial level, type of organization, and the 
nature of the external environment 

Skills Needed at Different Levels 

One aspect of the situation influencing skill importance is :1 manager's position in 
the authority hierarchy of the organization (Boyatzis, 19H2; Jacobs & Jaques, 1%7; 
Katz, 1955; ivlann, 1965; Mumford & Connelly, 1991; !v!umforu, Marks, Connelly. 
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FIGURE 2~ 1 Relative Importance of Skills for Different Levels of Management, 

Zaccaro, & Reiter-PJlmol1, 2(00). Skill priorities at different k'\Tls of m,ll1<.lgement are 
related to the differing role requirements at e:1ch level (see Chapter 3). Figure 2-1 
shows the rclativt: impor1ance of the three hroad skill categorit:s to leadt:fship effec
tiveness for 10w-le\"(:1 managers, middle-level m~U1agers, and top executi\·es. 
Man~tgerial level affects not only the rek:,v;:lt1Ct.:' of the three broad c.1tegories of skills 
described earlier (i.e., conceptual, interpersonal, technical), hut abo the relative impor
tance of specific types of skills within each category. 

In general, higher levels of management have a greater number and variety of activ
ities to be coordinated, the complexity of rebtionships that need to he understood and 
managed i~ greater, ~lI1d the prohlems th~1t need to be solyed are more uniqw:, and ill-de
fined (Jacobs & J~lques, 19B7, 1990; Jaques, 19H9; Mumford &: Connelly, ]991). Wher~'as 

a depal1mt:nt ,<;upervisor may have to coordin~lte the \vork of employees with mostly sim
ilar jobs, 3 CEC) must ('o()rdin~lte the diverse Jctivities of ,<.;evera! organiza.tional units, each 
with large numbers of people. Increasing complexity as one ascends to higher levels in 
an organization is reflected in incre-Jsed reqUirements for conceptual skills. Top execu
tives need to analyze vast amounts of ambiguous and contradictolY infoflnation about the 
environment in order to I113,ke strategic decisions and to interpret events for other mem
bers of the organization. Executives need to have a long-tenn perspetiive and the ability 
to comprehend complex relationships among variables relevant to the petformance of the 
organization. A top executive must be able to anticipate future events and know how to 
plan for them. The quality of strdtegic decisi()J1s ultimately depends on conceptual skil1s, 
even though some technical kno\vledge is necessary to make these decisions, :md inter
personal skills are necessary for developing relationships, obtaining infonnation. and in
fluencing subordinates to implement decisions (Katz & Kahn, 197B). 



The role of middle-level managers is primarily om: of supplementing existing Stl1JC

tufe and developing: ways to implement policies and goals established at higher levels 
(KJfZ & Kahn, 197Bl 'n1is role requires ~l roughly equal mix of technical, int('rpersonal: 
~l1ld cOfKeptu.al skills. Low-level managers are mainly responsible for impienlenting pol-

:md nl::Jintaining tlK' work flow within. the existing oJ:ty.lniz~lti()n.al structun,~: fOf these 
rn:lnagers, technical skills are relatively more important than conceptual skills or inrer
per:.! mal skills. 

Th~' skm requirements f()f managers at e~tch level VJI)' ;"f)J11C\vi1:n dt1K'nding on the 
type of organizarion. irs size. lhi.;' organization structure, and the degn.:>e of centralization 
of authority (McLcmun, 1967). For cxarnple, tcchnic~t1 skHls arc more imporLmt f(.)f top 
I..'xccutives in organizations where opl:'fating: decisions are highly centralized. Likewise. 
more technical skill is needed by top executives who have functionally specialized roles 
\t.',g .. seHing to key customers, product lit'sign) in addition to general admini"rfmive 
rc'sponsij)ilit1t-·s. Mort.:' "'oncq)tu~t1 skilb an: needed by middk- Jnd lo\',:er-levei llunagcrs 
who are t'xpccred 10 p~lJ1k __ ipate in slr~llegk phnning. produd jnnov~!tion, and ll'~lding 
change, 

Transferability of Skills Across Organizations 

An inrvn.:sting questiun :lhout managerial ,skills is the extent to \vhich they :lrc 

tr;rosit'r:d)k' fn JIn one type of O1:t:anization 10 :mothcL Writer') gellcr:dly ;lgn,:e that 
lowcr~leve! l1MnJgers cmnot t.'asily tLillsfer 10 a diffL'fent funL'lional :-;pcl..'ialty (e.g., 

frn!ll ,~;de.s 1I1<1n:iger to engint'tTing m:ll1ager), he(.\w:->c the teCllJli, __ ~d ,~kilb necded :H 

lhi:; k·\'cl of llnnag\.'lHcnl arc so different across function:.;. I iOWi-'\ LT k':-,s :lgrL'Clllcnt is 

t..'\ idem :liJOU{ rhc transferahility of skills Ji.:n lS::- ()rg~Hlizatjul1s at the t.;'Xt'dllJn! lcveL 
Katz (1')'))) proposed til:lt !or>lc\'e! manage'r:; with ~!lnple hum~ln relations and 

l'oncL'ptual skills cJn hI..' shilled from one indu';try Io antlthef with great L'~iSl' and no 

Io.s;-, (}f eni.:ctivent:s.'i. Some olher \vriters t:iJntend that thc tf:lnsll'ubility nf skill:-. t{)f 

top t..'Xl',,-'utiVt .. 's i,; limited due to vari~ltion:.; in OWlK'r. ... hip, tr~ldition.s_ urg;tni/.ation:l1 cli

;lute, ;md cultun: {i);ill..-', 1960; KOller, 10H2: \kLl'nn:m. 1 !)(17: Shdry ,,\!,; Pt..·ely. 1,:r7()). 
Difkrdlt industries luve unique t.:'uWlo!ui,,', markel, and technologic!! chara(:teri .. "<.tic,S. 
1";lmiILlrity \\'11h k,{·hni,,';tJ m~nk'!"S, prodl!<..:t"i. l)t..'fv)f):llitie,"', ~md tr~I(ljti()Jj is J type ()f 

h.llU\\:!l'dge til;!! is ~t~'qu!rt'd only through long experiencc in thc <.Jrg~H1iz~ition. Only 
lhe general uHllponcnb or t'olln:ptu;!l and tc\J1l1Jcal :-;kilb ('an he used In ;1 diffl.'ft.'nl 
..,iflution; tlh: unique knowledge component of thesc skills must he relearned . 
.'V1orl'UVl'T, an executive \vho I1H)\"C's to :t different industry must develop a f1e\V net
wt)rk of l'Xh.:rn:!I contacts, whcreas the old network would :-;till he relev~lI1t for ~I move 
to another organization in the same industry .. In general, it seems to be rnore difficult 
for an executive to make a successftil transition to a different industry or type of organ
ization, especially if the new position requires extensive technical expertise Jnd an ex
tensive network of external contacts (Kotter, 1982; Sheay & Pet."1)'. 1976>. 

Requisite Skills and the External Environment 

Recent research and theory on hov.' organizations evolve and adapt to a chang
ing environment suggests that the mix of skills needed for effective leadership may 
change over time. The skills needed by an entrepreneurial manager to build a new 
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organization are not identical to the skills needed by the chief executive of a large, es
tablished organization. The skills needed to lead an organi2ati()O with a stahle, support
ive environment are not identical to the skiHs needed to lead an organization facing a 
turbulent, competitive environment (Hunt, 1991; Lord & Maher, 1991; Quinn, 1992), 

As noted in Chapter 3, unprecedented changes affecting organizations are chang
ing the nature of managerial work. To cope with these changes, most managers may 
need more of the new competencies as well as the skills identified in earlier research 
(Conger, 1993; Hunt, 1991; Van Velsor & Leslie, 1995), As the pace of globalization, 
technological development, and social ch~lnge continues to increase, so will the premi
um on competencies such as cognitive complexity, emotional and social intelligence, 
self-awareness, culrural sensitivity, behavioral flexibility, systems thinking. and the 
ability to learn from expeJience and adapt to change. 

Evaluation of the Trait Research 

Considerahle progress has been made in identiJ\!ing traits :lI1d skills relevant for 
managerial effectiveness ~tnd advancemC'nt. \'C'verthele;.;s. thi;.; line of research has 
been hindered by some mcthodoiogical ~lI1d l'onccplual limitations. The ahstract na
ture of most tr<lit;.; limits their lJljlity for underswnding leadership effectiveness. Jt is 
ditTkult to interpret the relevance of abstfJct [raits except hy examining how they are 
expressed in the actual behavior of leaders. Lnfortunately. most trait studies are not 
guided hya theory that explains huw traits are related to managc'rial effectiveness and 
advancemc'nt. Relatively fe\v trait studies included rneasun:s of leader behavior. A 
move in this direction can be seen in some of the current research on charismatic Jead
ership, which is discussed in Chapter 9. 

Most trait studies examined how single traits or skJlls are rdated to leadership ef
fectiveness or advancemem. When traits are examined one Jf J rime, the results Jte 

usually weak and difficult to interpret. Thb approach fails to consider how the traits 
are interrelated and how they jnteract to influence leader hehavior and cff'tctiveness. 
FOf example, achievement orientation affects a leader's motivation to acquire relevant 
knowledge and skills (Dweck, 19H6). Em()tional maturity atfects a leader's capacity to 
learn from feedb~ick and experience, and adapt behavior to changing conditions. Self
confidence and stress tolerJnce increase the capacity of a leader to make use of cogni
tive skills in stressful situations (Mumford & Connelly, 199 D. Emotional intelligence 
affects a leader's capacity to process information and make rational analyses, A more 
holistic approach is needed to examine patterns of ieJ.der traits and skills in relation [0 

leader effectiveness. One possible remedy is to use duster analysis to develop a typol
ogy of leaders based on distinct trait (or skill) profiles. However, there are many 
methodological problems in such research. and it often yields a typology with oversim
plified stereotypes that fail to improve our understanding of leadership. 

Another useful concept that deserves more attention from researchers is the idea 
of balance. In some cases balance means that the optimal amount of some trait is a 
moderate amount rather than either a very low or a very high amount of the trait. For 
example, leaders need self-confidence to be effective in influenCing others to believe 
in them and their proposals, but excessive self-confidence makes a leader unrespon
sive to negative information and insensitive to dissenting views. Cnfortunately, most 
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trait studies: test only for simple, linear relationships. There is a need for more theory
based studies th:.u include analyses to test whether a curvilinear relationship is supported 
by the data. 

Sometimes balance fl1elnS tempering one trait with another, which gets back to 

the analysis of trait patlerns. For exampk:, effective leaders halance a high need for 
power with the emotional maturity n . .-'quired to ensure that subordinatcs are t:lnp()"w

cred rather than dominattxL Lelders often find themselves in situ:Hions involving 
fL_iijc-offs berwcen competing valu(':-) {Kaplan & Kaiser, 2006; \kCaiJ, Lomhardo. & 

\lorrison, 19BB; Quinn, 19BH} Exarnples in-elude wsk versus people, risk taking versus 
prudent caution, toughness versus compassion. control versus empovvc-rl1lent, (ol1tinu

ity Versus change, 3nd efficiency yersus flexibility, More research is needed to discover 
how effective leaders balance competing values. 

The concept of balance has heen described f()r indiViduals, hut it applies to 
shared leadership as well. For exarnple, balance may involve several difkrent k'~lders 
in a management rcam who have compk>ment:llY Jltrihuti:s that compensak for each 
o[ht:r's \\'caknes...,es and enlunce e:hjl OtlH:r'S ... !renglhs (Bradford "'~ Cohen. 199~]). A 
hetter under...,unding of le~j(h:rship in an organi/:J!lnf1 !lul' he gained by ex:unining lhe 
pattern of traits ft)r [he exet'utivt' tcam ralher dUll focusing on tlll: traits or a single 
leader such as the chief CXt,'cutive ntHcer (scc Chapter 13), 

Applications for Managers 

The finding lh~H p:1rticubr skills :md traits are posiTively n..:'tIled to m:ll1:tgeri;d ef
recti\~ent:s.s 3no advancer:neI)! has some praclit'al implications fIjI" peopk' in planning 
thei!" own man~jgerial Carei.;"f:-'. The following gUidelines humlll~lrizcd in Tahle 2-")) are 
IXlSt'd on research. rh~'-ory'. ~lnd pr~i{.,titi()nt..'f finding:..; ahout traits and . ..,kills. 

• Maintain self~awareness. 

Self-j\'vJrencs:..; includes a good UndefSLJn<.ling of onc·s own needs. emotions. 
:lhillties. and hehavioL AW~jn.-:ni.;"SS of your emOlions and motives (an aspt:cr of 
emotional ink,"iligence) c~m help you :-,olvc complex pr\ )hll'll1:-., nuke beth:'f .Jvci
sions, adapt your hehavior to the situJtinfL and l1'uoage criSt,s. AWareness of your 
likely emotional rC~lnions ld e\ents facilit~ltt:s information proce:-,sing Jnd tkxision 
m:lking in -.;trc:-.sfuJ situ~ltiOl1S, and it ht'lps you m~limain optimism and enthusi.Jtit11 
~lhout a prnjt:ct Of mission in the LiCe of obstacles and sethacks. Awan-:r1eJ>.~ of 
your hehavior and its influence on others makes it easier to learn from experience 
and to assess your strengths and weaknesses, Understanding of strengths makes it 

easier to build on them and become more effective. Understanding of weaknesses 
makes it easier to correct them or compensate for them. Insights can be gained by 

TABLE 2·5 Guidelines for Understanding and Improving Relevant Competencies 

• Maintain self-awareness. 
• Develop relevant skills. 
• Remember that a strength can become a weakness. 
• Compensate for weaknesses. 
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monitoring your own behavior and its consequences. It is important to be recep
tive to feedback from others about positive and negative aspects of behavior as 
they perceive it. Take advantage of opportunities to gain systematic feedback 
about strengths and weaknesses from multisource feedback programs and assess
ment centers (see Chapter 11). 

• Develop relevant skills. 

Effective managers are more oriented toward continuous learning and self
development. Learn about the key traits and skills necessary for the type of mana
gerial position you hold or aspire to occupy, and assess the extent to which you 
have them. After identifying skills that need to be strengthened, it is wise to seek 
opportunities to develop these skills. Some training may be obtained in specialized 
management development workshops run by one's employer or hy consulting com
panies. Other approaches for developing new skills include challenging ;l!-lsign
ments, personal coaching, and self-development activities (see Chapter 11). 

• Remember that a strength can become a weakness. 

A trait or skill that is a strength in one situation can later become a weakness 
when the situation changes. People rend to emphasize a skill that brings repeated suc
cess early in their careers, and later when it is no longer as relevant. the strength he
comes a weakness. For example, a study conducted by eel. researchers found that 
staff managers who performed brilliant analytical work could not develop the action 
orientation necessary to implement ideas when they moved into a line position. 
Successful line managers had the opposite problem; [hey seemed incapable of the re
Ilective analY!-lis and coopemtive teamwork that was necessary in a staff position. Any 
trait taken to an extreme can also become a weakness, even when the situation has not 
changed. Confidence can become arrogance, innovation can become recklessness, 
decisiveness can become rashness, integrity can become fanatici.sm, and global vision 
can become lack of f(xus. 

• Compensate for weaknesses. 

One \'vay to compensate for weaknesses is to select subordinates who have 
complementary strengths and allow them to assume responsibility for aspect.') of the 
work they arc more qualified to perform. Sometimes it is appropriate to delegate 
responsibilities to qualified indivlduals, and other times it is better to have a manage
ment team (in which you are a member) share the responsibility for a particular prob
lem or cballenge. 

Summary 

The early trait studies attempted to identify physical characteristics, personality trailS, 
and abilities of people who were believed to be "natural leaders." Hundreds of trait 
studies were conducted, but individual traits failed to correlate in a strong and consis
tent manner with leadership effectiveness. The early researchers did not p'dy much 
attention to the question of how traits interact as an integrator of personality and be
haVior, or how the situation determines the relevance of different traits and skills for 
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leader effectiveness. Better results were found after researchers began to include more 
relevant traits and skills, to use better measures, :and to take into account the situation. 

Some personality traits found to be especially relevant for effectiveness include 
energy level and stress tolerance! self-confidence, internal control orientation) emo
tional maturitYJ and integrity. Managerial motivation is also important for effective 
leadership. The motive pattern characteristic of many effective managers indudes a 
socialized power orientation, a moderately strong need for a~'hievementr and a rela
tively weaker need for affiliation. 

To he successful, a leader also needs interpersonal, cognitive, and technical 
skills. The relative priority of the three types of skills and the optima1 mix of specific 
skills probably depends on the type of organization, the level of management, and the 
nature of the challenges confronting a leader. Some skills such as persuasiveness, an
alytical ability, speaking ability, and memory for details will help a leader be SUCcess
ful in any Situation, whereas SOlne other skills are not easily transferred to a different 
type of position. Relevant competencies identified 1n more recent rese:1fch include 
emotional intelligence, social intelligence, systems thinking, and the ahility ro learn 
,lnd adapt to change. 

The trait <lpproach has important implications for improving managerial effective
ness. Inftxmation about a person's traits and skills is essenti~tl t{)f selecting people to 
fiB managerial positions, for identifying training needs in the current job, and for plan
ning management devt,"!opment activities to prepare the person for promotion to higher
level jobs. l...e~ldership development is discussed in Chapter 11. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

L \X-'hat traits are the best predictors of managerial perform~nce and advancement? 
2. Is it possible to have too much of a good thing \vith some traits? 
3. llow does consideration of trait patterns advance our understanding beyond what 

is learned from studying single traits by themselves? 
4. Huw is nunagerial motivation related to the etTecrivcnt..:'ss and advancement of 

managers in large organizations? 
5. What are the major reasons sorne managers derail in their careers? 
6. :flow are technical, conceptual, and interpersonal skills related to managerial effec

tiveness? 
7. Why is it important to consider the nature of the managerial job situation when try

ing to identify essential traits and skills' 
8. Which skills are most impottant at lower, middle, and higher levels of manage

ment? 
9. What are emotional intelligence and social intelligence, and how are they relevant 

for effective leadership? 
10. What can be done to compensate for deficiencies in personality traits or skills that 

are relevant for a leader's position? 
11. Are some traits and values more likely to be associated with unethical leadership 

behavior? 
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The Nature 
of Managerial Work 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should he able to: 

• Understand what methods have hecn used to study managerial \vork. 

• Understand the typical actlvity patterns for people in managerial positions. 

• Understand the different roles required for managers and how they are 
changing. 

• Understand how managerial roles and activities arc affected hy aspect;;; of the 
situation. 

• Understand how managers cope \'\"Ith the demands, constraints, and choices 
confronting them. 

• Cnderstand the importanCt.~ of external activities and networking for managers. 

• Cnderstand the limit3tions of descriptive research on managerial activities. 

• Understand ho\v managers can make effective use of their time, 

Leadershjp is an important role requirement for managers and a major reason why 
managerial jobs exist. This chapter examines findings from research on the nature 
of managerial work. The research involves analysis of data from a variety of 
sources, including observation of managers, diaries in which managers describe 
their own activities, interviews with managers who explain what they do and why 
they do it, and job description questionnaires in which managers rate the importance 
of different types of managerial activities. One major purpose of this research has 
been to identify patterns of activity that are common to all types of managers. 
Another major purpose has been to compare activity patterns for different types of 
managers, or managers in different situations. These "comparative" studies exam
ine the extent to which the behavior of a manager reflects the unique role require
ments of the situation. 
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Typical Activity Patterns in Managerial Work 

To discover what managers do and how they spend their time, researchers used 
descriptive methods such as direct observation, diaries, and interviews, The researcher 
attempted to find answers to questions such as how much time managers spend alone 
or interacting with different people (e.g., subordinates, peers, superiors, outsiders), 
how often managers use different forms of interaction (e.g., telephone, scheduled 
meetings, unscheduled meetings, written messages), where the interactions occur, 
how long they last, and who initiated them. Reviews of this research find some con
sistent activity patterns for most types of managerial positions (Hales,1986; McCall, 
Morrison, & Hannan,1978; Mintzberg, 1973). This section of the chapter reviews major 
findings about the nature of managerial work. 

Pace of Work Is Hectic and Unrelenting 

The typical manager works long hours, and many managers take work home. In 
part. this workload can be traced to the preferences of people in managerial positions. 
Having trained their rninds to search for and analyze new information continually. 
most managers do this type of searching automatically and tlnd it difHcult to forget about 
their jobs when at hOlne or on holiday. The typical manager's day seldom includes a 
break in the workJoad. Managers receive almost continuous requests for information, 
assistance, direction, and authorization from a large number of people, such as 
subordinates, peers, superiors, and people outside the organization. The research on 
managerial activities contradicts the popular conception of managers as people who 
ca'refuHy plan and orchestrate events, and then sit in their office waiting tlx the occa
slonal exception to normal operations that may require their attention, 

Content of Work Is Varied and Fragmented 

Managers typically engage in a variety of activities each day, and many of them 
are brief in duration. Mintzberg's 0973, p. 33) observations of executives found that 
"half of the activities were completed in less than 9 rninutes, and only one-tenth took 
more than an hour," The activities of managers tend to be fragmented as well as var
ied. Interruptions occur frequently, conversations are disjointed, and important activi
ties are interspersed with tri"vial ones, requiring rapid shifts of mood. A manager may 
go from a budget meeting to decide millions of dollars in spending to a discussion 
about how to fix a broken water fountain (Sayles, 1979). 

Many Activities Are Reactive 

The fragmented nature of managerial activity reflects the fact that many interac
tions are initiated by others, and much of a manager's behavior is reactive rather than 
proactive in nature. A common stereotype of managers is that they spend a consider
able part of their time in careful analysis of business problems and development of 
elabomte plans to deal with them. However, the descriptive studies find that most 
managers devote little time to reflective planning. The fragmented activities and con
tinual heavy demands characteristic of managerial work make it difficult for managers 
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to find the long periods of unallocated time necessary for this type of activity. 
Reflective planning and other activities that require large blocks of time, such as team 
building and training subordinates in complex skills, are usually preempted by "fire 
fighting" activities involving immediate operational problems. \'(1hat little time man
agers spend alone in the office is typically used to read correspondence, .check and 
send e-mail messages, handle admini:jtrative papervvork) write repolts or memos, and 
scan journals or technical publications. Most managers gravitate toward tht: active as
peets of their j()hs, and they tt:,nd to focus on specific) immediate pn)hlems rather than 
general issues or long-term strategics. 

Problems occur 1n a mostly random order, and managers choose to react to some 
problems as they become aware of them, while others are ignored or postponed. 
There are more problems than a manager can handle at any given time, and only a few 
of them will get immediate attention. Tht.: importance of a problem is a major deter
minant of whether it \'viII be recognized and handled, but it is often unclear how 
important a problem ff..'ally is, 

A manager is more likely to respond to a problem \vhen there is pressure for 
immediate aCfion due to a nisif-" deadline, or expecutiof1,s of progress hy someone 
important, such as the man:lger's boss or an external cliem (McCall & Kaplan, 19K':':;). 

Tn the absence of such prt"ssure, a problem is morc likely to get action when it is 
perceived to be similar to other problems that a manager has solved successfully in the 
past, \vhen the problem is perceived to be dearly within the manager's domain of 
responsibility, and when the manager perceives that the actions and resources neces
sary to solve the problem are available. Managers are likely to ignore a problem or 
postpone dealing with a problem \vhen there is no external pressure for action, it is 
fuzzy and difficult to diagnose, it is the pritnary responsibility of other managers or 
subunits, or it cannot he solved without additional resources and support that would 
be difficult or impossible to obt:1in. 

Interactions Often Involve Peers and Outsiders 

Although much of the leadership literature focuses on the relationship between 
leader and subordinates, the descriptive research has found that managers typically 
spend considerable time with persons other than dirc<..'t subordinates or the manager's 
hoss. These contacts may involve subordinate:-; of suhordinates, superiors of the boss) 
lateral peers, subordinates of lateral peers, and superiors of lateral peers. In addition, 
many managers spend considerable time with people outside the organizatjon, such as 
customers, clients~ suppliers, subcontractors, people in government agencies, impor
tant people in the community, and managers from other organizations. Korrer (982) 
found that the network of relationships for general managers often consisted of hun
dreds of people inside and outside of their organization (see Figure 3-1). 

The high incidence of lateral and external interactions can be explained in terms 
of a manager's need for information about complex and uncertain events that influ
ence the operations of his or her organizational subunit, and the manager's depend
ence on the cooperation and assistance of numerous people outside the immediate 
chain of command (Korrer, 1982). A large network of contacts provides information 
about current events within or outside of the organization tbat may affect the manager's 
job performance and career. In addition, networks can be used to obtain assistance for 
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FIGURE 3·1 A Manager's Network of Contacts 

solving problems or making changes. The ability to assemble a coaHrion of internal 
and external supporters is especially important to make innovative changes and ensure 
that they will be implemented successfully (Kanter, 1983). Managers use different 
parts of their network for different purposes and extend the network as needed to 
accomplish a particular objective (Kaplan, 198H). 

Networks are developed in a variety of ways, such as (1) talking with people 
before, during, and after meetings, ceremonies, and social events in the organization; 
(2) serving on special committees, interest groups, and task forces; (3) joining civic 
groups, advisory boards, and social clubs; and (4) attending workshops, t!'dde shows, 
and meetings of professional associations. Cooperative relationships are established 
and maintained by showing respect and positive regard, offering unconditional favors 
(e.g .. passing on useful information. offering to help with a problem), keeping in 
touch, and shOWing appreciation for favors received, especially those requiring a sig
nificant effort on the part of the person doing it. The process of networking is a per
petual activity for managers. Old relationships need to be maintained and new ones 
established as people in key positions change, the organization changes, and the 
external environment changes, Good netvlork relationships in the organization are 
associated with greater influence over subordinates (e.g., Bono & Anderson, 2005). 

Many Interactions Involve Oral Communication 

Managers have six principal ways to obtain infonnation; written messages (e.g., 
memos, letters, reports, work orders, contracts), telephone messages, electronic messages 
(e.g., e-mail, text messaging), scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings, and observa
tional tOUfS. Managers show a strong preference for the use of oral communication 
media such as the telephone and infonnal meetings. The early research on manageri
al activities found that lower and middle managers spent from 27 to 82 percent of their 
time engaged in oral communication, and the figure was 65 to 75 percent for higher-level 
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managers. In recent years e-mail has become popular with managers for communica
tion. but like other types of written messages (e.g., memos, text messaging) it has lim
itations. As more advanced forms of electronic communication become readily avail
able (e,g., video conferencing, cell phones that show the other communicator), they 
will likely replace many face-to.face meetings. 

The research sho\vs that much of the oral communication by managers involves 
exchange of informati()H and :luempts to influence people. Managers tend to prefer 
current information to old information, and current information is usually obtained 
directly from people who have aCcess to it, induding many people outside the manager's 
organizational subunit Informal gossip and rumors contain detailed information about 
recent event.') and new developments, whereas written reports usually summarize old 
information. Neustadt 0960, pp. 153-154) found a preference for recent, detailed 
information even among U.S, presidents: 

It is not informnlion of;J general sort that helps;] President see fX'rsonal sukc$; not 
summaries, not SllIvcys, not the hland :.unalgams. Rather. it j..; the (R..kls and ends 
of Wngihle .. h:tailthat pieced tngc!b","1' in his mind illuminatt; the underside of iSSUes 
put before liim. To hdp himselL he must re,Kh our a~ \viddy as hr.' em for c\'{:ry 
StTap of l:lll, (lPin1011, g<,-"-,,,ip. bC;:Jring on his intcn:sts and relationships as President. 

Oral communkation allows the effect of \-\lords to be magnified by the effect of 
intonation, gestures, and other nOl1Vt.:rbal communication. Face-tn-face interaction 
facilitates influence attempts and prOVides an opportunity to obtain immcdbte feed
back about their cflectiveness. This feedback can be used to modify and improve the 
rn::tnager's intluence str:.Hegy and negotiating effectiveness. The descriptive research 
found that a manager's oral interactions tend to include a surprising amount of kidding, 
joking, and discussing of subjects unrelated to the work (e.g.~ SpOlts, hobbies) or of 
trivial importance to it. This ~odalizjng activity and small talk probably helps man
agers to huikt and maintain effective relationships with the large network of people 
\vhose cooperation and suppOrt are needed. 

Decision Processes are Disorderly and Political 

l\liuch of the management literature describes decisions as discrete events made 
hya single man:iger or group in an orderly, rational manner. This picture is sharply 
contradicted by the descriptive re!-:lcarch on managerial work and related research on 
managerial decision making (Cohen & March, 1974; McCall & Kaplan, 1985; Schweiger, 
Anderson, & Locke, 1985; Simon, 1987). Managers are seldom observed to make 
major decisions at a single point in time, and they are seldom able to recall when a 
decision was finally reached. Some major decisions are the result of many small ac
tions or incremental choices taken without regard to larger strategic issues. 

Decision pf(x:esses are often characterized more by confusion, disorder, and emo
tionality than by rationality. Instead of careful analysis of likely outcomes in relation to 
predetermined objectlves, information is often distorted or suppressed to serve preconcep
tions about the best course of action or a self-serving interest in a particular choice. The 
emotional shock of discovering a serious problem and anxiety about choosing among 
unattractive alternatives may re-mit in denial of negative evidence, wishful thinking, 
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procrastination, vacillation between choices, and panic reactions by individual rnanagers or 
by decision groups (janis & Mann, 1977), The greater the job demands and stress for a 
manager, the less likely it is that a prolonged search or careful analysis of potential costs 
and benefits will be rnade (Hambrick, Finkelstein, & Mooney, 20(5). Instead, a highly 
stressed executive is more likely to respond to serious threats and problems by relying on 
solutions used in the past or by imitating the practices of similar companies, Individuals 
with strong negative affect (fear, anger, depression) are more likely to use dysfunctional 
methnds for decision making than individuals with positive affect (Ganster, 20(5), 

Important decisions in organizations typically require the support and authori
zation of many different people at different levels of management and in different 
subunits of the organization, It is common practice for a manager to consult with 
subordinates, peers, or superiors about important decisions when an immediate 
response is not required, The person who initiates the decision process may not be 
the person who makes the final choice among action alternatives, For example, a sec
tion supervisor with a problem may point out the need for a decision to his or her boss, 
the department manager, The department manager may consult with the plant manag
er or with managers in other departments who would be affected by the decision, 
Even when not consulted in advance, the plant manager may review the depanment 
manager's decision and approve, reject, or modify it. 

The different people involved in making a decision often disagree about the true 
nature of a problem and the likely outcomes of various solutions, due to the different 
perspectives, assumptions, and values typical of managers from different functional 
specialties and backgrounds, When managers have different mental models for 
explaining the cause of a problem, it is more difficult to reaeh agreement about a good 
solution (Mumford, Friedrich, Caughron, & Byrne, 2007), A prolonged, highly political 
decision process is likely when decisions involve important and complex problems for 
which no ready-made. good solutions are available, when many affected parties have 
conflicting interests, and when a diffusion of power exists among the parties, The 
decision process may drag on for months or years due to delays and interruptions as a 
proposal is sidetracked by opponents, pre-empted by immediate crises, or recycled 
back to its initiators for revisions necessary to make it suitable to managers whose sup
port is needed (Mimzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976), For decisions involving 
major changes in organizational strategies or policies, the outcome will depend to a 
great extent on the influence skills and persistence of the individual managers who 
desire to initiate change and on the relative power of the various coalitions involved in 
making or authorizing these decisions (Kanter, 1983; Kotter, 1982, 1985), 

Not all decisions involve major changes or prolonged political processes, Managers 
make many less momentous decisions in the process of solving operational problems, 
setting short-term goals, assigning work to subordinates, setting up work schedules, 
authorizing the expenditure of funds for supplies or equipment, and approving pay 
increases, These decisions often involve problems for which ready-made and low-risk 
solutions are available, the manager has the authority to make a decision, few important 
people will be affected by the decision, little conflict exists about objectives or solutions, 
and pressure is felt for a quick decision due to a deadline or a crisis, Managers usually 
rnake this type of decision either alone or after briefly conSUlting with a few people, and 
only a shott period of problem analysis and search for solutions is likely to occur (McCall 
& Kaplan, 1985), Although these decisions are less important, they require appropriate 
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technical know ledge by the manager and the capacity to find a good balance between 
lengthy, systematic analysis and quick, decisive action. A rash analysis may result in a 
poor decision that fails to solve the problem or makes it worse. On the other hand, if 
a manager keeps delaying action to get more information about the problem, it may 
become worse and reflect poorly on tbe manager's ability to resolve problems. 

Most Planning Is Informal and Adaptive 

Planning is often described in the managerial literature as primarily a tbrmal 
prcx.'css of written objc<...tives, strategies, poliCies, and budgets) cascading from top man
agement down the hierarchy, with ever more detailed versions at each lower level of 
management. The descriptive studies find that some planning occurs, but it is often 
informal and implicit. Kotter (982) found that general managers develop agendas con
sisting of goats and plans related to their job responsibilities and involving a variety of 
short-term and long-term issues. The short-tern1 0-30 days) objectives and plans are 
usually quile specific Jnd derailed, but the longer-term (5-20 years) agenda iterns are 
usually vague, incompicle, :Jnd only loosely connected, A new manager begins the 
proo:ss uf developing this agenda immedialt:ly, but initblly it is likely to he rough and 
incomplete. OVt'f time, as managers gather more inf(ml1Lltion ahout their organization 
or subunit (e.g., oper;uions, people, politics, markets, competitors, prohlcrns, and con
cerns), the ag<...~ndas ~lre refined and expanded (Gaharro. 1985: Kotter, 19H2). 

Kotter found that the implementation of agenda items is also a gradual, continu
ous process. Managers use a variety of int1uence techniques during their daily interac
tions \vith other peoplt: to mobilize .'RIppon and shape events. 'fhe agenJa guides the 
manager in rna king efficient use of random encounters and brief interactions vdth 
relevant people in the manager's net\vork of contacts. 

1n his study of top executives, Quinn (980) ti>tlnd that most of the import;mt 
strategic decisions were made outside the formal planning process, and strategies were 
formu!'ated in an incremental, flexible, and intuitive manner. In response to major 
unforesl2en events, the executives developed tentative, broad strategies that alk)\ved 
them til keep their options open until they had more opportunity to learn from expe
rience about the nature of the environment and the feasibility of their initial actions. 
Strategies \vere refined and implemented simultaneously in a cautious, incremental 
manner that n:tlt?t.-'ted the need to develop a political coaJition in support of a strategy 
as well as {o avoid the risks of an initial, irrevt.'rsible commitment to a particular course 
of action. Instead of a top-down, formal process, overall objectives and strategies for 
the firms were more likely to be the re,ult of a "bottom-up" political process in which 
the objectives and strategies of powerful individuals and organizational subunits are 
reconciled and integrated. The formal, annual plans were merely a confirmation of 
strategiC decisions already reached through the informal political process. 

The Content of Managerial Work 

The early descriptive research on managerial work was concerned primarily with 
providing a description of activity patterns. Then the focus of descriptive research 
shifted to classifying the content of managerial activity in terms of its purpose. A major 
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difficulty in this research has been to determine what behavior categories are meaning
ful, distinct, and relevant for classifying observed activities of managers. In attempting 
to resolve this question, different researchers have developed different taxonomies of 
managerial roles or functions. Major lines of research on the content of managerial 
work are examined in the next two sections. 

Job Description Research 

Job description research attempts to identify the behavioral requirements for effec
tive performance of a particular type of managerial job. Behavioral requirements are 
defined in terms of important responsibilities and duties that must be canied out, reg-drd
less of who holds the position. Early research on job descriptions for executives was 
conducted by Hemphill (959) and Mahoney, Jerdee, and Carroll (965). An extensive 
program of research to develop a questionnaire useful for describing managerial jobs 
and determining appropriate salary levels waS started at Control Data Corporation in 
1974 (Page & Tornow, 1987; Tornow & Pinto, 1976). The source of the items in the 
initial version of the job description questionnaire included items from Hemphitl's (1959) 
Executive Position Description Questionnaire, concepts from the management litenture, 
and interviews \vith managers. The questionnaire is administered to managers, who are 
asked to rate how important each activity or behavior is in doing the job, or how much 
time the manager spends on it. The primary approach for identifying behavior cate
gories has been fa(10r analysis. Over a period of 11 years, research was conducted on 
seven different versions of the questionnaire with more than 10,000 managers in 12 com
panies, including several hundred managers at facilities in 20 different countries. 

The resulting questionnaire is called the Managerial Position Description 
Questionnaire (MPDQ). Several distinct categories of managerial work content were 
found fairly consistently across the seven studies. An abbreviated definition of each 
category, based on Form 2 of the MPDQ, is presented in Table 3-1. 

Mintzberg's Managerial Roles 

Mintzberg (1973) used observation rather than surveys to learn more about the 
content of managerial activities. He developed a taxonomy of managerial roles to use 
for coding content of the activities observed in his study of executives (see Table 3-2). 
The 10 roles account for all of a manager's activities, and each activity can be explained 
in terms of at least one role, although many activities involve more than one role. The 
managerial roles apply to any manager, but their relative importance may vary from 
one kind of manager to another. The roles are largely predetermined by the nature of 
the managerial pOSition, but each manager has some flexibility in how to interpret and 
enact each role. Three roles deal with the ipterpersonal behavior of managers (leader, 
liaison, figurehead), three roles deal with information-processing behavior (monitor, 
disseminator, spokesperson), and four roles deal with decision-making behavior 
(entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, negotiator). Each type of role 
will be described in more detail. 

Leader Role. Managers are responsible for making their organizational subunit func
tion as an integrated whole in the pursuit of its basic purpose. Consequently, the 
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Supervising: Improving the performance of subordinates by working with them to analyze 
their strengths and weaknesses, providing training, developing skills, scheduling their work, 
and setting performance goals. 

Planning and Organizing: Formulating short-term plans, carrying out prciects, and developing 
budgets, determining optimal allocation and utilization of resources; translating long-range 
plans into short-term operational goals; recommending and developing operational policies 
and procedures. 

Decision Making: Making business decisions without hesitation in an unstructured situation; 
authorizing minor or major deviations from established procedures to meet new or unusual 
situations. 

Monitoring Indicators: Monitoring internal and external forces that may affect the company, 
including performance indicators, corporate finances and assets, market conditions, and 
cultural, social, and political climate. 

Controlling: Developing schedules and cost-time estimates for producing or delivering 
products or services, tracking productivity, assuring the quality of products or effectiveness of 
servlces, and analyzing operational effectiveness, 

Representing: Answering questions and responding to complaints from outsiders; communi
cating with outsiders to promote company relations; negotiating with outsiders; conducting 
promotional activities to establish or maintain company image; and conVIncing others of 
your point of view. 

Coordinating: Communicating with others in the company over whom one has no direct 
control in order to share information, meet previously estabiished schedules, solve problems, 
and achieve objectives; maintaining a smooth working relationship with peers; mediating 
disagreements and conflicts between key individuals. 

Consulting: Keeping current with technical developments in one's field; introducing new 
techniques or technologies into the organization; and acting as expert advisor, consultant, or 
troubleshooter for other managers. 

Administering: Performing basic administrative activities such as locating information on 
company practices and procedures, analyzing routine information, or maintaining detailed 
and accurate records and documents. 

TABLE 3·2 Mintzberg's Managerial Roles 

Information-Processing Roles 
·tiaison 
-Monitor 
• Spokesperson 

Decision-Making Roles 
• Entrepreneur 
• Disturbance Handler 
• Resource Allocator 
• Negotiator 

Interpersonal Roles 
- Liaison 
• Figurehead 
- Leader 
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manager must provide guidance to subordinates, ensure that they are motivated, and 
create favorable conditions for doing the work. A number of managerial activities are 
expressly concerned with the leader role, including hiring, training, directing, praising, 
criticizing, promoting, and dismissing. However) the leader role pervades all manage
rial activities, even those with some other basic purpose. 

Liaison Role. The liaison role includes behavior intended to establish and maintain 
a web of relationships with individuals and groups outside of a manager's organiza
tional unit. These relationships are vital as a source of information and favors. The 
essence of the liaison role is making new contacts, keeping in touch, and doing favors 
that will allow the manager to ask for favors in return, 

Figurehead Role. As a consequence of their formal authority as the head of an 
organization or one of its subunits, managers are obliged to perform certain symbolic 
duties of a legal and social nature. These duties include signing documents (e.g., con
tracts, expense authorizations), presiding at certain meetings and ceremonial events 
(e.g., retirement dinner for a subordinate), participating in other rituals or ceremonies, 
and receiving official visitors. The manager must participare in these activities even 
though they are usually of marginal relevance to the job of managing. 

Monitor Role. Managers continually seek information from a variety of sources, 
such as reading reports and memos, attending meetings and briefings, and conducting 
observational tours. Some of the jnformation is passed on to subordinates (dissemina
tor role) or to outsiders (spokesperson role), Most of the information is analyzed to 

discover problems and opportunities, and to develop an understanding of outside 
events and internal processes within the manager's organizational subunit. 

Disseminator Role. Managers have special access to sources of information not 
available to subordinates. Some of this information is factual. and some of it concerns 
the stated preferences of individuals desiring to influence the manager, including 
people at high levels of authority, Some of the information must he passed on to sub
ordinates, either in its original form or after interpretation and editing by the manager. 

Spokesperson Role. Managers afe also obliged to transmit information and express 
value statements to people outside their organizational subunit. Middle managers and 
lower-level managers must report to their superiors; a chief executive must report to 
the board of directors or owners. Each of these managers is also expected to serve as 
a lobbyist and public relations representative for the organizational subunit when deal
ing with superiors and outsiders, As Mintzberg 0973, p, 76) points out, "To speak 
effectively for his organization and to gain the respect of outsiders, the manager must 
demonstrate an up-to-the-minute knowledge of his organization and its environment." 

Entrepreneur Role. The manager of an organization or one of its subunits acts as an 
initiator and designer of controlled change to exploit opportunities for improving the 
existing situation, Planned change takes place in the form of improvement projects 
such as development of a new product, purchase of new eqUipment, or reorganization 
of formal structure, Some of the improvement projects are supervised directly by the 
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manager, and some are delegated to subordinates. MinlZberg (1973, p. 81) offers the 
following description of the way a manager deals with improvement projects: 

'I11e manager as a supervisor of improvement projects may be likened to a juggler. At 
anyone point in tim!.; he has a l1um1')(;,r of balls in the air. Periodically, nne comes 
down, receives a short burst -of (""k'l}~y, ami goes up again. Meanwhile, new lx111s wait 
{)n the sidelines and. at random intervals, ()Id halls are discarded and nt;\v {mes add<""xl 

Disturbance Handler Role. In the di",turbance handler role, a manager deals with 
sudden crises that cannot be ignored, as distinguished from problems th.at are volun
tarily solved by the manager to exploit opportunities (entrepreneur role). The crises 
arc caused by unforeseen events, such as cont1ict among subordinates, the loss of a 
key subordinate, a fire or accident, a ~;trike, and so on. A manager typiCllly gives this 
role priority over all of the others. 

Resource Allocator Role. Managers eAL'rci:-:e [heir authotity to alhx:ate resources 
t->uch as money, pCf'-,onnd, m:neriaL equipment farilities. and services. Resource a!lo
calion is involved in l1lanagcri:tl decisions about \\ hat is to he done, in the lllanagL'r's 
authorization of subordinates' decisions, in [h(:> preparation of hudgets, and 1n the 
scheduling of the n1;ln~lger's own time. By retaining the power to allocate resources, 
the manager mainwins nmtrol over strategy formation and acts to coordinate and inte
grme subordinate actions in support of strategic objectives. 

Negotiatof~ Role. Any negotiations requiring a substantial commitment of resources 
will be [!ci1it~llcU by the pre.'K'nce of a manager having the authority to make this com
mitment. l\,Llnagers may lxutidpate in several different types of negotiations, including 
negotiations \vith unions involving bhor-managemenr contracts or grievances; contrJct 
negotiati{)l1s \vith inlp()ftant CllsH)o1l'rS, suppliers, {)f' consultants; clnployment negotia
tions with key personnel; and other nonroutine nl'goti~ltions (e.g., ~h .. qui.sjtion of another 
firm, application for a large loan). 

Role Conflicts 

The discus;.;iun of characteristic managerial roles emplusizes tile types of activities 
commonly expected of managers, reg~trdll'ss of the type of position. IIo\vever, many 
different people ("roic senders") in an organization exert pressure on the manager to 
conform with their beliefs about the proper way to behave ("role expectations"). At 
times, different people make incompatible demands on the manager, creating "role con
flicts" (Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, & Snoek, 1964; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1975). For example, 
managers often find themselves heset by conflicting demands from superiors and sub
ordinates. The conflict may involve a disagreement about the relative priority of two 
different roles, or about the manner in which a particular role should be carried out. In 
trying to reconcile conflicting role expectations, a manager is likely to be more respon
sive to the expectations of superiors, because they wield more power over a manager 
than do subordinates (Kahn et aI., 1964). However, the manner in which a role conflict 
is resolved also depends in part on how important the issue is to each role sender 
(Salancik et aI., 1975), A manager who is able to reconcile successfully the divergent 
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concerns of superiors and subordinates is more likely to be effective (Mann & Dent, 
1954; Mann & Hoffman, 1960; Tsui, 1984; Tsui, A, Asbford, S1 Clair, & Xin, 1995). 

In addition to role expectations from other people, a leader's perception of role 
requirements will depend on the nature of the task. Role expectations from subordi
nates or superiors are sometimes inconsistent with objective task requirements, espe
cially when the nature of the task or the external environment changes while normS 
and beliefs about proper leadership behavior remain the same. Here again, tbe leader 
has a role conflict: conform to expectations from role senders and be less effective in 
facilitating group performance, or do what is necessary to accomplish the task and 
take a chance on being initially rejected by role senders. 

Demands, Constraints, and Choices 

Mintzberg's (973) 10 managerial roles describe the type of required activities that 
are comillon to most managerial and administrative positions. However, descriptive 
research indicates that managers also have unique role requirements that are specific to 
a particular type of managerial position in a particular type of organization. Ste,\varr 
Cl967, 1976, 1982) formulated a model for describing different types of managerial jobs 
and understanding how managers do them. The model was based on extensive 
research using observation, interviews, and diaries, and it has three COfe components. 

Core Components 

Demands, constraints, and choices define the job of a manager and strongly influ
ence the behavior of anyone \vho occupies the position, Demands and constraints are 
situational influences on the leader and affect the scope of the leader's choice of actions. 

Demands. Demands are the required duties, activities, and responsibilities for some
one who occupies a managerial position. Demands include standards, objectives, and 
deadlines for work that must he met, and bureaucratic procedures that cannot be ignored 
or delegated, such as preparing budgets and reports, attending certain meetings, 
authorizing expenditures, signing documents, and conducting performance appraisals. 
Other demands depend on particular individuals, such as the requirement by the boss 
that [he manager knows operational details, or an important customer's insistence on 
dealing with the manager instead of a subordinate. 

Constraints. Constraints are characteristics of the organization and external environ
ment limiting what a manager can do. They include bureaucratic rules, policies, and 
regulations that must be observed, and legal constraints such as labor laws, environ
mental regulations, securities regulations, and safety regulations. Another type of con
straint involves the availabiliry of resources, such as facilities, equipment, budgetary 
funding, supplies, personnel, and support services. The technology used to do the 
work constrains the options for how the work will be done. The physical location of 
facilities and distribution of personnel among work sites limits the opportunities for 
face-to-face interaction. Market considerations such as the preferences of clients and 
customers are constraints on the type of products and services that may be provided 
by the manager's organizational unit. 
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Choices. Choices are the activities that a manager may do but is not required to do. 
Choices include the opportunities available to someone in a particular type of manage
rial position to determine what to do and how to do it. Demands and constmints limit 
choices in the short run, but over a longer time period, a manager has some opportu
tliries to modify demands and remove or circumvent constraints. thereby expanding 
choices. Examples of ITlajor choices include the ohjectives for the manager's unit, the 
priorities attached to different objectives, the strategies se1ecK'd to pursue objectives, 
the aspt:cts of the 'work in which the manager gets personally involv(:d, huw and with 
\vhom the manager spencL.:; time, what responsibility is delegated to whorJ1, and how 
the manager anempL':> to influence different people, In a sense, these choices can be 
desclibed in terms of Kotter's (982) concepts as what agendas to set, what contacts to 
make to build a network, and how to influence people to implement the agendas, 

~-1anagerial jobs ditTer greatly in the amount and type of dem:.mds and constraints 
the job holder faces. However, (."Ven within the same job) the demands and constraints 
will V::1IY depeJKling ()f1 the perceptitm of the job h()lder. They are not entirely deter~ 
fnined by objt.'ctive condition .... hut re.sult instvad fi'Om the dynamic interaction hef\veen 
rnan~lg(T ~md role st'l)(lcrs, By [heir choires. rnanagl...'rs influence dem~tnds, For eX~lfnple, 
agreeing 10 serve on a committee adds to a l1unager',s denunds. Moreover, pt'oplc (\jJ1'er 
in the way the)' imetpret role f:xpectations, and one person \vHl pCfL-eive a dem:md \vhc->fe 
anotbt.:r may not. For exmnple, one operations man~lger believes that a bureaucratic reg
ulation must he ohserved exactly, \vhereas another operations tn,-lnager in the same ('om
p;lny perceives more fleX11)ility in what can he (k)ne. 

Situational Determinants 
There an: differences in {he pattern of demands, constraint.:;. and choices for different 

types of managerial jt)l")s, depending {m aspects of the situ-arion such as the tYr(~ of ()rgani
zation and the natun.: of the work Based on Stewart's research, three LidO}"s were found 
t&) he important J{)f comparing manageriai jobs with reSpc(1 to behavioral n:quirements. 

PaUern of Relationships. The demands made on a manager by superiors, suhordi
nates, peers, and persc)[1.<'; outside the organization influence how the manager's time is 
spent and ho\v much skHl is needed to fulfill role requirements, More time is needed to 
deal with subordinates when they have interl(Kking jobs requiring coordination, new 
assignments must he made frequently, it is impOlt1nt hut difficult to monitor sulx)rdinate 
performance, and automatjc compliance with orders and requests is not assured. More 
time is needed to deal with superiors when the manager is highly dependent on them for 
resources or assignments, and they make unpredictable demands, More time is needed 
to deal with peers when the manager is dependent on them for services, supplies, coop
eration, or approval of work outputs. More time is needed for outsiders (e.g" clients, 
customers, suppliers, subcontractors) when the manager is highly dependent on them 
and must negotiate agreements, carry out public relations activities, create a good 
impreSSion, and act discreet, Having to establish relationships with many people for short 
periods of time, as opposed to dealing with the same people repeatedly, further compli
cates the manager's job, especially when it is necessary to impress and influence people 
quickly, The extent to which subordinates, peers. and superiors make incompatible 
demands on a manager determines how much role conflict the manager will experience, 
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Work Pattern. Stewart found that the pattern of role requirements and demands 
affected managerial behavior, and somewhat different patterns of behavior were 
associated with different types of managerial jobs, The folloWing factors were useful 
for classifying managerial jobs: (1) the extent to which managerial activities are 
either self-generating or a response to the requests, instructions, and problems of 
other people; (2) the extent to which the work is recurrent and repetitive rather than 
variable and unique; (3) the amount of uncertainty in the work; (4) the extent of 
managerial activities requiring sustained attention for long periods of time; and (5) 
the amount of pressure to meet deadlines, For example, more initiative and plan
ning of activities are required in a predominantly self-generating job (e,g" product 
manager, research manager, training director) than for a predominantly responding 
job with unpredictable problems and workload variations that are beyond the man
ager's control (e,g., production manager, service manager). Stewart suggested that 
the work pattern associated with some kinds of managerial jobs tends to be habit 
forming. A person who spends a long time in one position may grow accustomed to 
acting in a particular way and will find it difficult to adjust to another managerial 
pOSition with different behavioral requirements, 

Exposure. Another aspect of a managerial job that determines what behavior and 
skills are required is the amount of responsibility for making decisions with poten
tially serious consequences, and the amount of time before a mistake or POOf deci
sion can be discovered, There is more "exposure" when decisions and actions have 
important, highly visible consequences for the organization, and misrakes or poor 
judgment can result in loss of resources, disruption of operations, and risk to 
human health and life. There is less exposure when decisions do not have immedi
ate consequences, or ,,\then decisions are made by a group that has shared account
ability for them. Examples of high-exposure jobs include product managers who 
must recommend expensive marketing programs and product changes that may 
quickly prove to be a disaster, project managers who may fail to complere projects 
on schedule and within budget, and managers of profit centers who are held 
accountable for their unit's costs and profits. 

Research on Situational Determinants 

Stewart's broad perspective on the demands and constraints is not typical of most 
research on the situational determinants of leader behavior. Most studies investigate 
only one or two aspects of the situation at a time, and different aspects of the situation 
are examined from one study to the next This narrow approach makes it difficult to 
determine whether the effects attributed to one situational variable are actually due to 
another, unmeasured situational variable. Moreover, it is not possible in these studies 
to evaluate how different aspects of the situation jointly affect leader behavior, 
Because the research has been so unsystematiC, it is difficult to compare and integrate 
results across studies, Nevertheless, the research provides some useful insights into 
the manner in which managerial activities and behavior content are shaped by sever
al aspects of the situation, including level of management, size of subunit, lateral inter
dependence, crisis conditions, and stage in the organization life cycle, 
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Level of Management 

Job responsibilities and the skills necessary to carry them out vary somewhat for 
managers at different authority levels in the organization (Jacobs & Jaques, 1987; Katz 
& Kahn, 1978; Lucas & Markessini, 1993), Higher-level managers are usually more 
concerned with exercise of broad authority in making long-range plans: formulating 
policy, modifying the organization .structure, and initiating ne\v ways of doing things. 
Decisions at this level usually have a long lime perspective, bt'GH1Se it is .<lppropriate 
for top executives to be thinking: abnut what will happen 10 to 20 years in the future. 
Middle managers are primarily ("oncerned with interpreting and implementing 
poHcies and programs, and they usually have a moderately long time perspective (2-5 
years), Low-level managers are primarily concerned with structuring, coordinating, 
and facilitating work activities, Objectives are more specific, issues are Ie"",,') complex 
and mort' focused, and nunagers typically have a shorter time perspective (a few 
weeks to 2 years). 

A mana,t,l\.'{" at a high level in the authority hierarchy of an oQ4anizatinn typically 
!W5 more responsibility for milking impnn:mt decisions, including determin(1tion of 
organizational ohjectives, planning of stralegies to oht:lin objectives. determination of 
j..,J{}:neral poHcit . .:\"i) de"lign of the organizational structure, and allocation of resources. As 
one goes down through the authority hierarchy, managers have less discretion and 
fre.edom of Jetion, Lower-k:vel man:.lgers must opemte within the constraints impost:d 
hy formalized rules and polky decisions made at higher levels. Blankenship and Miles 
(196B) found that lo\'ver-Ievd managers had less discretion, were required m()re often 
to con;.;uit '\vith superiors hefore taking action on decisions, and made the final choice 
in a decision less often. 

Consistent \vith this difference in job requirements and discretion across levels is 
the relalive importance and amount of time devoted to different managerial activities 
and roles (Anan, 1981; Luthans, Rosenkrantz, & Hennessey, 19K); McCall & Segrist, 
1980; Mintzberg, 1973; Paolillo, 1981), The job description research found that plan
ning, strategic decision making, and public relations are more important activities for 
top managers than for lower-level managers (Hemphill, 19"9; Katzen, Barrert, Vann, & 
Hogan, 196B; Mahoney, Jerdee, & CarrolL '1965; P~lge & Tornow, 191):; Tornov\.' & 

Pinto, 1976), The re"earch on managerial roles found that the resource allocator, 
spokesperson, and figurehead roles are more impolt<lm for top-level managers than 
f()f lower-level managers. lligh~le"d managers are usually more dependent on people 
outside the organization, and research on managerial activities and net\vorking shows 
that they spend more time interacting with outsiders (Luthans, Ro~enkrantz, & 
Hennessey, 1985; McCall, Morrison, & Hannan, 1978; Michael & YukI, 1993), 
Managing the internal and external netvJorks is a major challenge, Research on social 
networks finds that external ties with important people are a valuable resource to top 
executives, but spending too much time in external relations can distract from their in
ternal management responsibilities and undermine their effectiveness (Balkundi & 
Kilduff, 2005), Lower-level managers tend to be more concerned with technical mat
ters, staffing (personnel selection and training), scheduling work, and monitoring sub
ordinate performance. The number of activities carried out each clay is greater for 
lower-level managers, and the time spent on each activity tends to be less (Kurke & 
Aldrich, 1983; Mintzherg, 1973; Thomason, 1967; Walker, Guest & Turner, 1956) 
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Size of Organizational Unit 

The implications of work unit size or "span of control" for leader behavior have 
been investigated in several types of research, ranging from studies with small groups 
to studies on chief executives. Kotter studied general managers and concluded that 
managers of the larger organizational subunits had more demanding jobs in compari
son to managers of smaller units. Decisions are more difficult due to the sheer volume 
of issues and activities and the lack of detailed knowledge a manager is likely to have. 
Because larger units are likely to have a more bureaucratic structure, managers must 
cope with more constraints (e,g., rules, standard procedures, and required authoriza
tions). Consistent with this analysis, Kotter (982) found that general managers in larg
er organizational units had larger networks and attended more scheduled meetings. 

When a manager has a large number of subordinates, it is more difficult to get all 
of them together for meetings, or to consult individually with each subordinate, Thus, 
leaders tend to use less participative leadership or to limit it to an "execlitive commit
tee" or to a few trusted "lieutenants." Heller and Yuki (969) found that as span of con
trol increased, upper-level managers made more autocratic decisions, hut they abo 
used more delegation. Both decision styles allow a manager who is overloaded \vith 
responsibilities to reduce the amount of time needed to nuke decisions. Lower-level 
managers in this :-;tudy also made more autocratic decisions as span of control increased, 
hut [hey did not lise more delegation, perhaps because delegation was less feasible for 
them. Blankenship and Miles (968) found that as span of control int.TcJ.sed, managl:rs 
relied more on subordinates to initiate action on decisions. and this trend was much 
more pronounced fOf upper-level managers than for lower-level managers. 

As the size of the group increases! so does the :.tdministrative workload. 
Managers spend more time on phtnning, coordimlting, staffing, and budgeting activi
ties (Cohen & March, 1974; Hemphill. 1950; Katzell et ai., 1968). The increase in coor
dination requirements is magnified when the subordinates have highly uncertain and 
interdependent tasks. Sometime.s part of the increa;-;ed administrative burden can be 
delegated to a second in command, to a coordinatjng committee composed of subor
dinates, or to new coordinating specialists who serve as staff a~"jslants. In many cases, 
however, the leader is expected to assume the responsibility for providing direction 
and integration of group activities, 

Managers of large groups have less opportunity for interacting with individual 
subordinates and maintaining effective interpersonal relationships with them (Ford, 
19tH). Less time is available to provide support, encouragement, and recognition to 
individual subordinates (Goodstadt & Kipnis, 1970). Problems with subordinates are 
likely to be handled in a more formalized, impersonal manner, and managers are more 
likely to use warnings and punishment (Kipnis & Cosentino, 1969; Kipnis & Lane, 
1962). When a subordinate has a performance problem, the manager is less likely to 
provide individualized instnlCtion and coaching. 

A, a group grows larger, separate cliques and factions are likely to emerge. These 
subgroups often compete for power and resources, creating conflicts and posing a threat 
to group cohesiveness and teamwork. Thus, the leader of a large group needs to devote 
more time to building group identification, promoting cooperation, and managing con
flict However, the pressure to carry out more administrative activities in a large group 
may cause the leader to neglect group maintenance activities until serious problems arise. 
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Lateral Interdependence 

The extent to which a leader's subunit is dependent on other subunirs in the 
same organization ("lateral interdependence") or on external groups will affect leader 
behavior to a considerable extent. As interdependence increases with other subunit." 
coordination with them becomes more imp6rtant ~lfld there is more need for mutual 
adjustments in pbns, schedules, and activities (Galbraith, 197.1; Mintzberg, 1979), 
Lateral interdependence represents a threat to the subunit because routine activities 
must. be modified more frequently to accommodate the needs or other subunit.'i, \\/ith 
a resulting loss in autonomy and stahility (Hunt & Osborn, 19K2; Sayles, 1979), 
Research on activity patterns of managers finds results consistent with this picture. As 
lateral interdependence increases, the external activities of a leader become more 
important, managers spend more time in lateral intcractiofL<';, and they build larger net
works with contacts in other parts of the organization O-Iammer & Turk, 19H7; Kaplan, 
1984; Kotter, 1982; Michael & Yuki, 1993; Stewart, 1976; Walker, GueS!, & Turner, 1956; 
Yanouzns. 1(64), 

The leader's role in lateral rehilions indudt:s functions sllch :{s gathering informa
ti(m from other suilunits, nht;lining assistance :Ind ('(lope-ration from them, negotiating 
agreements. n:arhing joilH decisions to coordinate unit activities, deknding the unit's 
in!crcsts, promoting a favorahle image for the unit, and serving as a spokesperson for 
:-<uhordinaH.'s. The extent to which a leader emphasizes each of these activities depends 
on tht-' nature of !he lateral relationship. For example, when a unit provides services 
on dem~md to other units, acting as a huffer for suhordinates against these external 
demands is a primary conn."lTl of the le:lder (Sayles, 1979). 

Just as the lcadl.;"T tries to reconcile demands from ahove and below, so also is it 

necessary to make compromises in seeking to reach agreements \Vlill other units. 
Subordinates expect the leader to represent their interests, but it will not be possible 10 

maintain an effc,:live working relationship with other units unless llw leader is also 
r(\sponsive to thdr needs. Salancik and colJeagues (1975) conduch:'d :1 study of man~ 
agel'S in ~111 insurance company to investigate this kind of role conflict. They found 
that to Iruintain a cooperative effort. managers with interd .. :pendent work :!ctivitlcs 
tended ro hecome more respon:-:-ive to each othe{s needs. The gre~lk>r the number of 
peer;.; a rnanager had 10 interal't \\'ith on a regular basis. the less responsive the man
ager was to the desjre~ of subordinates. 

Crisis Situations 
\X/hen there is extreme pressure to perform a difficult task or to survive in a hostile 

environment, the role expectations for the leader are likely to change in a predictable 
manner. In this kind of Situation, subordinates expect the leader to be more assertive, 
directive, and decisive (Mulder & Stemerding, 1963), They look to the leader to show 
initiative in defining the problem, identifying a solution, directing the group's response to 
the crisis, and keeping the group informed about events, A study conducted aboard war
ships found that in crisis situations navy officers were more directive, autocratic, and goal 
oriented (Mulder, Ritsema van Eck, & de Jong, 1970), Officers who showed initiative and 
exercised power in a confident and decisive manner were usually more effective. Mulder, 
de Jong, Koppelaar, and Verhage (1986) conducted a study of bank managers and found 
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that the effective managers adapted their behavior bener to the situation; they consulted 
less with subordinates in crisis situations, and they consulted more with subordinates in 
noncrisis situations, Peterson and Van Fleet (2008) found that respondents from nonprofit 
organizations preferred leaders to use more problem solving and directive behavior and 
less supportive behavior in crisis situations than in non-crisis situations. 

Stage in the Organizational Life Cycle 

Organizations move along a life cycle in a way similar to biological organisms! 
with a hirth stage, a groVv'th stage, a maturity stage, and a decline or revitalization stage 
(Quinn & Cameron, 1983), Baliga and Hunt (1988) proposed that by examining what 
types of processes are important during each stage, ir is possible to identify changing 
leadership demands, constraints, and choices for top management. 

In the initial stage of the organization's evolution, a primary management respon
sibility is to communicate a vision of the proposed organization to potential external 
stakeholders (e.g., banks, investors, suppliers) who can provide n('cessary resources to 

establish the organization. Once the organization is founded, other key responsihili
ties include identifying and acquiring the technology needed to perform the work. 
recruitjng the key personnel needed to statT the organjzarion, inspiring commitment by 
the new members, and designing appropriate management systems (e.g., information 
systems, control systems, reward systems). 

As the organization grows rapidly, the management responsibilities concerned 
with internal demands (e.g .. staffing, motivation, organization of work, resource allo
calion, coordination) hecome as important as those related to external demands. In 
the maturity phase, when the organization's key products or services become fully 
developed and the market stabilizes) a primary management responsibility is to struc
ture the work and develop procedures to increase the efficiency of operations, and to 
maintain member morale and motivation in a time of increasing controls and declining 
opportunity for advancement. 

Eventually the organization will encounter severe environmental threats (e.g.~ 
fleW competitors, declining demand for its products and services), In this crisis phase 
the primary responsibility of management is to determine how to adapt and survive. 
New strategies must he identified, members of the organization must be influenced 
to support them, resources must be found to finance the changes, credibility must be 
reestablished with external stakeholders, and the structure of the organization must 
be changed to be consistent with the new strategy. The success of this effort will 
determine whether the organization declines or is revitalized (Baliga & Hunt, 1988; 
Hunt, Baliga, & Peterson, 1988). The behavior of top executives in different evolution
ary phases of the organization is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13. 

Changes in the Nature of Managerial Work 

Managerial work is being altered by sweeping trends in economics, politics, and 
society (Dess & Picken, 2000). The trend toward globalization continues to accelerate 
as competition beyond the domestic market intensifies, markets abroad become more 
important, and more companies become multinational or participate in cross-national 
joint ventures. Managerial responsjbilities increasingly involve international issues, 
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and managers must be able to understand, communicate with, and influence people 
from different cultures. Cultural diversity of the workforce within organizations is in
creasing as welL Building cooperative relationships requires considerable empathy, 
respect for diversity, and understanding of the values, heliefs, and attitudes of people 
fmm different cultures. 

New computer and telecommunications technology is changing the nature of 
work and making it possihle to provide more detailecl, timely information to anyone 
\ivho needs it. Bo\vever, increased information about the org:mization's orwrations 
<lnd environment can be both a blessing and a curse. it takes a dear sense of objec
lives and priorities and strong cognitive skiUs to deal with the deluge of information 
and make sense out of 11. Moreover, as electronic communication becomes more 
important, leaders will need to adjust their behavior to fit the new technologies. 

Changes in the strucHife of organizations present yet another challenge. Many 
organizations are being decentralized into smaller, semklUtonomOlls units; Jlmened 
hy eliminating layers of middle rnanagement, or restructured around pruduct teams 
that cut across functi()n~ll or geographkallines. Team-ha.';J.xl organizations han.' mon: 
shared le:1dership, and te;lm k"H.k:rs are expected to lx,' more or a coach and Llcilitalor 
and It:ss (If a director ~llld (ont1'o]lt .. 'f {~(:c Chapter IlL 

Another trend is increased reliance on outside suppliers, consultants, and ('on
tr~lCtors that provide supplies, materials, or services when nccded on a just-in-time 
basis, In contrast to a vertically integrated finn, many new companies with lnterfld 
;:md c-commern: activities use a "virtu:!j" or "ne1\vorkcd" form of organization :md out
source most activities to other organizations, Leadership scholars have begun to inves
tigate pos:'>ible dillt.:.'renct..''s in rnan;lgeli~ll skills and rolt: requin.:mcnls for tiles(' viruwl 
cOIl1panics. Despite many similarities in roles, the leaders :JfC expected to funl..tion 
more like entrcpn:neurs than traditional managers, which requires mure kno\vledge 
about information technology and more skills in project management (I'lorncr~Long & 
Schoenherg, 20(2). The managers must identify strategic opponunities, negotiate joint 
\'vntures with people in other organizations, build stult..>gic alli:mccs, dod coordinate 
interdependent activities in dozens of locations spread around the glohe, 

How Much Discretion Do Managers Have? 

ThL' situational researrh prcwides strong evidence that aspects of the situation influ
ence the ~Ktivity pattern and behavior content of m;:.magers. A managerial position 
nukes various demands on the person who occupies it, and the actions of the (}Ccupant 
are constrained by laws, policies, regulations, traditions, and scope of formal authority 
(see also Chapter 13), Despite these demands and constraints, some choice of behavior 
remains, particularly with respect to what aspects of the job are emphasized, how much 
time is devoted to various a(tivities, and how much time is spent with different people. 
The research showed that even for managers with similar jobs, there was considerable 
variability of behavior (James & White, 1983; Kotter, 1982; Stewart, 1976, 1982). For 
example, Stewart found that some bank managers emphasized staff supervision, where
as some others delegated much of the internal management to the assistant manager and 
concentrated on actively seeking out new business. 

In part, variability of behavior within the same job occurs because of irs multiple 
performance dimensions. Within the boundaries imposed by the priorities of higher 
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management, a person may choose to devote more effort to some objectives than to 
others. For example, activities involving development of new products may get more 
attention than cost reduction, quality improvements, development of new export 
markets, or improvement of safety practices. Development of subordinates to groom 
them for promotion may get more attention than team building or training in skills 
necessary to improve performance in the present job. The trade-offs inherent among 
performance dimensions and lack of time to do everything well make it inevitable that 
different people will define the same job in different ways. How this job definition is 
done will retlect a manager's interests, skills, and values, as well as the changing role 
expectations of the individuals whose destinies are intertwined with the manager's. 

Variability in the same job is also due to the way in which a manager deals with role 
contliet,. Role expectations for a leader are seldom absolute or comprehensive, and a 
leader usually has considemble discretion to shape his or her role over time. Given 
enough time, a skiHfulleader may be able to reconcile role requiremenb that were injtial~ 
ly incompatible. Leaders with a record of successful decisions and demonstrated loyalty to 
the organization are given more freedom to redefine their role and initiate innov'ations (see 
Chapter 6). However, tlexibility is greater for role expectations that do not involve central 
values of symbolic impoltance to organization members (Biggart & Hamilton, 1984). 

Limitations of the Descriptive Research 

Most of the research on managerial activity patterns was conducted before le:1d
crs had the communication technology that is now available in most nations. Only a 
few researchers have examined managerial roles and activities since the eady studies 
conducted over two decades ago. The limited findings from more recent research 
(e.g., Tengblad, 2006) suggest that much remains the same, but it is also obvious tbat 
some things have changed. More research is needed on managerial roles and activities 
that may be affected by new technology, by globalization, and by new forms of organ
ization (e.g., virtual teams, team-based organizations, jOint ventures). 

Most of the observational research on the nature of managerial work was designed 
to describe the typical pattern and content of managerial activities) not to answer directly 
the question of what activity patterns or behavior patterns are necessary and effective. 
Discovering that many managers carry out a particular activity does not tell us whether 
it is essential for managerial effectiveness. Even the results from the situational research 
may he misleading. The most prevalent behavior pattern in a particular type of mana
gerial job or situation is not necessarily the most effective one. 

Job description studies measure the perceived importance of various activities and 
responsibilities for the job. This research reveals similarities and differences in skill 
requirements across various types of managerial positions. The primary purpose of 
the research is to facilitate development of compensation systems, selection procedures, 
and perfonnance appraisal procedures, not to determine how managerial behavior is relat
ed to managerial effectiveness. The importance ratings made by many managers may be 
biased by shared stereotypes or implicit theories about effective leaders. Ai; yet there is 
little evidence to demonstrate that the managerial activities and behaviors rated most impor
tant are also the ones related most strongly to criteria of managerial effectiveness. 

Other descriptive studies analyzed data from interviews with managers predeter
mined to be effective (Kanter, 1982; Kotter, 1982; Kotter & Lawrence, 1974), or with 
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FIGURE 3~2 Four Primary Processes in Managing 

managers from organizations designated as effectlve (Peters & Austin, 19B); Peters and 
\vaterman, 1982). These rese:lrchers attempted to find (:omnHm tiYClllCS thai lnight 
explain why the managers were effective. However, the studies did not compare effec
tive managers to ineffective managers. More reliahk insights would be gained if 
researchers compared behavior patterns for effective managers and ineffective managers 
()f the same rype and explicitly examined the relation of managerial behavi()f patterns to 
the requirernents of the managerial job situation. 

As f"{x the problem of das..sifyjng the content of managerial activities, some conver
gence is evident among the various descriptive approaches, but only at the level of broad 
categories or processes. Most managerial activity can be described in terms of four gcn
LTal processes: (1) tkve10ping and maintaining rebnionships, (2) obuining and providing 
ini(mnalion, (3) making decisions, and (4) influencing pe()ple. T1K'se pn)cesses are inter
\\'oven among a manager's activities, and any specific activity may involve more than one 
pn)cess. 'Ine resulting overlap among categories is depicted in Figure 3-2. 

Applications for Managers 

Even though most descriptive research on managerial activities was not designed to 
determine how they are related to managerial effectiveness, the research does provide 
some insights about coping more effectively with the requirements of managerial work. 
This section summarizes some tentative guidelines for effective managerial leadership. 
The reader is cautioned to remember that most of these guidelines are panerns and 
themes inferred from exploratory descriptive research and practitioner insigbts, not results 
from research designed to test propositions about effective leader behavior. Guidelines 
for using time Wisely are presented first, followed by guidelines for problem solving. 
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.• Understand the reasons for demands and constraints. 
• Expand the range of choices. 
• Determine what you want to accomplish. 
• Analyze how you use your time. 
• Plan daily and weekly activities. 
• Avoid unnecessary activities, 
• Conquer procrastination. 
• Take advantage of reactive activities. 
• Make time for reflective planning. 
• Identify important problems that can be solved. 
• look for connections among problems. 
• Experiment with innovative solutions. 
• Take dedsive action to deal with crises. 

Guidelines for Managing Time 

Table 5-3 summarizes some things managers can do to use their time \vise!y, 
cope \vith demands, and handle role conHicts. 

• Understand the reasons for demands and constraints. 

It is essential to learn how others perceive the manager's role and what they 
expect. Perception of demands and constraints inevitably involves suhjective judg
ments, but many managers fail to take the time necessary to gather sufficiem infonna
tion on which to hase thest' judgments. Do not assume that everyone agrees with your 
vision. priorities, or ideas ahout effective management. Before one can satisfy people 
or modify their expectations, it is necessary to understand what rhey rc<tlly desire. 
Understanding role expectations requires frequent face-to-face interaction) asking 
questions, listening to others rather than constantly preaching, being sensitive to neg
ative reactions (induding nonverbal cues), and trying to discover the values and needs 
underlying ;l person's opinions and preferences. 

• Expand the range of choices. 

Too many managers focus on the demands and constraints and fail ro give ade
quate consideration to oppot1unities [0 define the joh in different ways. It is essential 
to step back from the job and see it in a broader strategic perspective. It is usually 
possible to be proactive with superiors about defining the job in a way that allows 
more discretion, especially when role ambiguity is already present due to poorly 
defined responsibilities. Choices may be expanded by finding ways to avoid 
demands and reduce constraints. A manager's planning and agenda development 
should include a conscious analysis of the demands and constraints limiting current 
effectiveness, and how they can be reduced) eliminated, or circumvented. 

• Determine what you want to accomplish. 

Time is a scarce resource that must be used well if the manager is to be effective. 
The key to effective time management is knowing what you want to accomplish. 
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A person with a clear set of objectives and priorities can identify important activities and 
plan the best way to use time; without dear objectives, no amount of planning will 
improve time management. 'I11e ohjectives and priorities may be infonnal, as with Kotter's 
(1982) mental agendas. but they need to he identitled by a deliherate, conscious process. 

• Analyze how you use your time. 

It is diffkult to lmprove tirne management without knowing how time is actually 
spent. Most man<lgers are unable to estimate very accurately ho\v much time they spend 
on different activities. ~\lost time management systems recommend kL"Cping a daily log of 
activities for 1 or 2 weeks. The log should list each activity in 15-minute blocks of time. 
It is helpful to indicate the source of control Over each activity (e.g., self, boss, subordi
nates, others, organizational K'quirement.<.;) and whether the activity was planned in advance 
or an imrnediate reaction to requests and problems. Typical time wasters should he 
noteu on the log (c,g.t unnecessary interruptions, nlee-rings that run too long, searching 
for rni5placed items), 11K' time log should he analyzed to identify ho\v important and 
nccl.!s;:;ary {.'L1Ch adiyily i"" Consider \vllt:ther the activity can he dimin;rlt'(l comhinl'd 
\\--ill! others, or glvC'"n le!-.s lime. Identify \vhethel' too m-:m)i activities are initiated by oth
er", ~lnd whether adeqttHL" time j-; allowed for aCfivities tiJat an .. : important hut not urgent. 

• Plau daily and weekly activities. 

The l'xtensivc practitioner-oriented literature on time management shows consider
ahll' agreement about the importance of planning daily and weekly activities in advance 
k.g., \Vebber, 19Hc)). \vhen planning daily activities, the first step is to make a to-do list 
fi:JT the day ,-lOd :lssign prioritieS to each activity. This type of plioritizt--,d activity list may 
IX' used Willl a calendar Sll()\\·-ing required meetings and scheduled appointments to plan 
the next da;/s activities. Most of the discrt;·tionary time .should be allocated to high
priority ;lL1ivlties. If insutllcient timl.: is available 10 do important activities with immedi
ate dcadlines t reschedule or delegate some activities that afe less impoJ1ant. The task of 
juggling the- valious :Ktivitk'S and detiding which 10 do b ~l ditllcuh but I.:sscntbl compo
nent of managerial \\'ork. Rememher that it is more efficient to do a series of similar 
tasks than to keep ;-.wilChing from one type of task to another. Sometimes it is possihle 
[0 schedule similar activities (e.g" several telephone calb, several letters) at the same 
lime during the day. In addition) it is wise to take into ao .. 'oum natur:JI cnerhry cycles and 
biorhythnl<;. Peak ait:rtnes-s and dTicit:ncy occur at different time.'" of the day for differ
ent people, and peak pe1iods should be used for difficult tasks that require creativity, 

• Avoid unnecessary activities. 

Managers who become overloaded with unnecessary tasks are likely to neglect 
activities that are important for attaining key objectives. Managers may accept unnec
essary tasks because they are afraid of offending subordinates, peers, or the boss, and 
they lack the self-confidence and assertiveness to turn down requests. One way to 
avoid unnecessary tasks is to prepare and use tactful ways to say no (e.g., say tbat you 
could only do the task if tbe person does some of your work for you; suggest other 
people who could do the task faster or better; point out that an important task will be 
delayed Or jeopardized if you do what the person requests). Some unnecessary but 
required tasks can be eliminated by showing how resources will be saved or other 
benefits attained. Unessential tasks that cannot be eliminated or delegated can be put 
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off until slack times. Sometimes when a task is put off long enough, the person who 
requested it will discover that it is not needed after all. 

• Conquer procrastination. 

Even when it is obvious that an activity is important, some people delay doing it 
in favor of a le&.<; important activity. One reason for procrastination is the fear of fail
ure. People finu excuses for delaying a task because they lack self-confidence. One 
remedy for a long, complex task is to divide it into smaller parts, each of which is 
easier and less intimidating. Deadlines are also helpful for overcoming procrastina
tion. When setting deadlines for completion of difficult tasks, it is better to allow some 
slack and set a deadline that is earlier than the date when the task absolutely must be 
completed. However, having some slack should not become an excuse for not start
ing the task. Schedule a definite time early in the day to begin working on unpleasant 
tasks that tend to be procrastinated. Such tasks arc more likely to get done if tackled 
first before the daily stream of demands provides excuses to avoid them, 

• Take advantage of reactive activities. 

Although some degree of control OVer the llSl' of one's time is desir~lble, it is not 
feasible for a manager to plan in advance exactly how each minute of the day will be 
spent. The unpredictable nature of the environment makes ir essential to view chance 
encounters, interruptions, and unscheduled meetings initiated by others not just as 
intrusions on scheduled activities, but rather as opportunities to gain important infor
mation, discover problems, influence others, and move forward on implementation of 
plans and informal agendas. Ohlig~l1ions that might otherwise be time WJsters, such as 
required attendance at some meetings and ceremonial occlsions, can be turned to 
one's advantage (Kotter, 1982; Mintzberg. 1973), 

• Make time for reflective planning. 

Managers face relentless pressures for dealing with immediate problems and 
responding to requests for assistance, direction, or authorization. Some of these prob
lems require immediate attention, hut if managers become too preoccupied with react
ing to day-to-day problems, they have no time left for the reflective planning that 
would help them to avoid many of the problems, or for the contingency planning 
that '\-vould help them cope better with unavoiLbhle problems. Therefore, it is desir
able to set aside some time on a regular basis for reflective analysis and planning. 
Listen to Antonia Bryson, a deputy commissioner in Ne\v York City's Department of 
Environmental Protection (Haas, 1994, p. 60); 

What happens in government is that you always tend to get caught up in crises. 
But it's helpful to sit back at the end of every week and ask, is this part of my Iong
term plan of what I want to accomplish while I am in this job? .' TIle higher up 
you go, the more you have to constantly examine how you are setting your own 
priorities. Are you going to the right meetings? Are you going [0 too many meetings? 
Are you using your staff members effectively to make sure you yourself are spending 
time on the right thiI1gc<; and accomplishing what YOll want to get accomplished? 

Making time for reflective planning requires careful time management. One 
approach is to set aside a block of private time (at least 1-2 hours) each week for 
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individual planning. Another approach is to schedule periodic strategy sessions with 
subordinates to encourage discussion of strategic issues, Still another approach is to 
initiate a major improvement project, delegate primary responsibility to a subordinate 
or task force, and schedule regular meetings with the individual or group to review 
plans and progress. 

Guidelines for Problem Solving 

Dealing \vlth disturbances and problems is an important activity that rt~quires 
considerable time for most managers. The fol1owing gUidelines explain how managers 
can make better use of the time they spend trying to solve operational prohlems (sec 

also Tahle 3-3). 

• Identify important problems that can be solved. 

A manager always t~lCes more problems than can he resolved. Thereforc. it is 
desirable for {he llunager to i..:'vahute (J ) whether a prohlem t·~ll1 he' soh ed \\-'ltI11n a 
re:lson<lhle time pl'riod wi1h available resources, and (2) whether it is \\':011!1whilc to 
invest the time, effol1, and resources on this probh:m nahe!" dun nn others (Isenberg, 
1984, I\kCall & Kaplan, 19B». Descriptive research on eftt.::ctive managers suggests 
that they give priority to important prohk:ms that C;:ln be solved, rather than ignoring 
these prohlems or If)dng to ,:1\'oid n:sponsihility for them. (e.g., by passing the problem 
to someone else or involving more people than necessary to diffuse responsibility for 
decisions) (]leters & Austin, 19B); Peters &. Waterman, 1982). Managers should attempt 
to avoid or postpone action on problems that are either trivial or intrJctable. Of 
course, som\: problems are so important that they should not he postponed even wht.-n 
the initial probability of J successful solution is low, 

• Look for connections among problems. 

In the proccss of trying to make sense out of the streams of problems, issues, 
and opportunities ent.:,)untert~d by a manager, it is important [0 look for relation
ships among them rather thJn assuming that they are distinct and independent 
(isenberg, 198 .. 1), A hroader view of problems provides bcller insights for under
si;;:lnding them. By rel~l1ing problems to each other ~md to informal strategic ohjet:
tives, a manager is more- likely to recognize opportunities to take ;Kiions that contribute 
to the solurion of several relJled problems at the same time. finding connections 
among problems is facilitated if the manager is able to remain flexible and open
minded ahout the definition of a problem and actively considers multiple defini
tions for each prohlem. 

• Experiment with Innovative solutions. 

Effective managers are more willing to experiment actively with innovative 
approaches for solving prohlems, rather than spending an excessive amount of rime 
studying them. Whenever possible, experiments are conducted initially on a small 
scale to minimize the risk t and ways are found to obtain the information necessary to 
evaluate results. In some cases, an action is taken not because the manager believes it 
is the best way to solve a problem, but rather because taking limited action is the only 
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way to develop an adequate understanding of the problem (Isenberg, 1984, Quinn, 
1980), Peters and Waterman 0982, p. 13) found that managers in effective companies 
had a bias for action characterized as "do it, fix it, try it." One manager described the 
following approach for quickly introducing innovative products, "Instead of allowing 
250 engineers and marketers to work on a new product in isolation for 15 months, 
they form bands of 5 to 25 and test ideas out on a customer, often with inexpensive 
prototypes, within a matter of weeks" (Peters & Waterman, 1982, p. 14). 

• Take decisive action to deal with crises. 

In a CriSIS situation (e.g., financial turmoil, a threatened takeover, health hazards, 
a seriolls accident or natural disaster), people are usually anxious and concerned 
about how they will be affected. The leader is expected to take decisive action to deal 
with an emergency or crisis situation quickly before it becomes worse. Effective 
leaders quickly identjfy the cause of the problem, they take decisive action to direct 
the work unit's response to it, and they keep people informed about progress in efforts 
to deal with the crisis (Stewart, 1967, 1976). 

Summary 

The descriptive research found that managerial work is inherently hectic, varied, frag
mented, reactive, disorderly, and political. Brief oral interactions predominate, and 
many of these involve people outside the manager's immediate work unit and chain of 
command. Decision processes are highly political, and most planning is informal and 
adaptive. This activity pattern occurs, in part, because managers face several dilem
mas. To cany out their responsibilities, managers need to obtain recent, relevant infor
mation that exists only in the heads of people who are widely scattered within and 
outside the organization; they need to make decisions based on information that is 
both ovenvhelming and incomplete; and they need to get cooperation from people 
over whom they have no formal authority. 

Identifying meaningful and Widely applicable categories to describe the content 
of managerial work has heen a problem for a long time. One approach is the taxono
my of managerial roles proposed by Mintzberg. Another approach is represented by 
joh description research that asks managers to rate the importance of different activi
ties and responsibilities for their jobs. 

Some of the descriptive research has examined differences in behavior related 
to aspects of the managerial situation. Stewart identified several situational influ
ences on leader behavior. The pattern of interactions with subordinates, peers, 
superiors, and outsiders is affected by a manager's dependency on these people 
and by the demands they make on a manager. The type of work pattern depends 
on the nature of the work itself: self-generating or responding, repetitive or vari
able, uncertain or predictable, fragmented or sustained, and subject to tight dead
lines or relatively unhurried. 

Comparative research on managers in different situations reveals several other 
aspects of the situation that affect managerial behavior, including level of management, 
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size of the organizational unit, lateral interdependence, crisis conditions, and stage in 
the organizational life cycle, Managerial work is being altered by sweeping societal 
trends such as globalization, workforce diVersity, the pace of technological change, 
and the emergence of new forms of organizations. 

Despite all the demands and constraint'> a manager faces, some choice of behav
ior remains. EVen tlunagcrs in similar positions define their roles differently> 'Thert: :lfe 
choices in what aspects of the job 10 emphasize, how to ailocate one'~ time, and \\>1th 
\,-:hom to spend it. Managers will be more effective if they understand the demands and 
COl1stf'dints in their job Situation, and work to expand their choices. Finally, dfective 
managers are more proactive in their behavior. Even when reacting to unforeseen 
events, their behavior Inore closely reflect') their objectives and priorities, 

In general, the descriptive research suggests that managerial work includes four 
general types of activities: (1) building and 111aintaining relationships, (2) g(:uing and 
giving information, (3) influencing people, and (4) decision making. The next ch~lpter 
examines le~ld(:'rship hehavior embedded in these activities ()f (}(.yurring in n)njuncti( m 
\vlth them. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. Brid1y describe typical activity pJ.tterns in managerial \vork 
2. \Vhat does descriptive rL'se~lrch tell us about managerial decision making, plan

ning, and probkm soiving? 
3. Briefly describe Mjntzberg's 10 managerial roles. Are some roles more important 

than others! 
4, Briefly describe how managerial behavior L'i influen{'ed by the nature of the job sit

uation, according to Stewart. 
S, How aft: managerial activities and behavior affected by level of management, unit 

size. and lateral interdependence? 
6. H<)\v is a crisis likely to affect managerbl activities and behavior? 
7. 110\\/ does thl.: organizational life cycle affect the relative importance of different 

mjJ1~lgerjal functions :md activities? 
R Ho\v much latitude do managers have in what they do and ho\v they.' do it? Is it more 

~h.'CuIJte to viev managers as "captains of their destiny" or ··prisoners of their fate"? 
9. Why do managers have so much difficulty managing theil' time? 

10. What can be done to improve time management and problem solving? 

Key Terms 

constraints 
demands 
dependence 
exposure 

job description research 
lateral interdependence 
managerial roles 
managerial activities 

networks 
role expectations 
role conflicts 



Perspectives on Effective 
Leadership Behavior 

Learning Objectives 

AftCf studying this chapter you should he ahle to: 

• Cnderstand what research methods have Ix~en used to study leadership behavior. 

• Understand the findings in the early research on leadership behavior. 

• Understand how leadership behavior can be described with either broad or 
specific categories. 

• Understand the different methods for developing taxonomies of leadership 
behavior. 

• Understand why task and relations behaviors are imp01tant for leadership 
effectiveness. 

• Understand how specific types of task and relations behavior can be used 
effectively. 

• Understand why it is llseful to classify leadership behavior in terms of a three-
dimensional m{)del. 

• Understand the contributions and limitations of the behavior approach. 

The preceding chapter reviewed descriptive research that was designed to identify 
typical activity patterns of managers, not to determine how effective leaders differ in 
behavior from ineffective leaders. The current chapter will review research on the 
types of leadership behavior most likely to influence subordinate satisfaction and 
performance. The methods used for this research include behavior description ques
tionnaires, laboratory and field experiments, and critical incidents. 

The chapter begins by examining some of the early research on leader behavior 
conducted by psychologists in the 19505 and 19605. Much of the research on leader
ship behavior during the past 5 decades has followed the pattern set by the 
pioneering research programs at Ohio State University and the University of Michigan 
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in the United States. These programs and subsequent research are briefly discussed. 
The methods used to dL'Velop taxonomies of leadership behavior are also described, 
as well as important findings from research on this subject. The final part of the chap
ter describes some aspects of task-oriented and relationship-oriented behaviors that 
are imp()ttant for dfective leadership. 

Ohio State Leadership Studies 

Questionnaire n,:s('an:h on VffL'ctivt..' leadership behavior \vas strongly infh..il...'nced 
by the early research at Ohio State University dUling the 1950s. The initial task of [he 
researchers was to identify categories of relevant leadership behavior and develop 
questionnaires to measure how OftL11 a leader lIsed these hehaviors. The researchers 
compiled a list of about 1,B{)O examples of leadership hehavior, [hen reduced the list to 
1-')0 items that appeared to he good examples of important leadership functions, A pre
liminary questionnaire (.'()mposl'd of these.: item."; W~lS used by samples of military ;1I1d 
civilian pl'r;-;Ollnel to describe the behayior of their .supclYis( )fS (Heishman. 19)3; I blpin 
&. Winer. 19);; Hemphill &. Coons. 1 ()')"7). 

Leadership Behaviors 

El<.tor :lnalysis of the questionnaire n..::'sponses indicnted that subordinates per
ceived their suptT\"isor's hcluvior primarily in terms or two broadly defined categories 
laheled ··consideution" and "initiating structure." Tllt.' t\VO lypes of hehavior wert' rcla
tivdy independent '\-vhleh means tl1;11 a h.:ader's us\: of one behavior was not necessar~ 
ily the same as his or her use of tl11..:' othCT behavior. 

Consideration. This category of behavior involves leader concern for people Jnd 
ink'rpersonal rdation:-;hips. The lcadt"r acts in a friendly and supportive manner ~tnd 
shows concern for the needs and feelings of subordinak's, Exarnples include doing 
pct:..;onal t~ivors for subordinates, finding time to listen to a suhordinalt.' \Vilh a prohlem. 
hacking up or defending a subordinate, consul1ing \vilh suhordinates on important 
matters. lX'1ng willing to accept sllggestions from suhordinares. and treating a subordi
n:ite as an. equaL 

Initiating Structure. This category of behavior involves leader concern for acc()m~ 
pUshing the task. The leader defines and structures his or her own role and the roles 
of subordinares toward attainment of task goals. Examples include assigning tasks to 
subordinates, maintaining definite standards of performance, asking subordinates to 
follow standard procedures, emphasizing the importance of meeting deadlines, criticiz
ing poor work, and coordinating the activities of different subordinates. 

Based on the results of the initial studies, two revised and shortened question
naires were constructed to measure consideration and initiating structure: the Leader 
Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), and the Supervisory Behavior 
Description (SBD or SBDQ). Although these two questionnaires are often treated as 
equivalent, they differ somewhat with regard to the conrent of the behavior scales 
(Schriesheim & Stogdill, 1975), A third questionnaire, called the Leader Opinion 
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Questionnaire (LOQ), has been treated by some researchers as a measure of behavior, 
but it is viewed more appropriately as a measure of leader attitudes, 

Eventually, researchers at Ohio State University developed a fourth questionnaire, 
called the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire, Form XlI. In the LBDQ XII, the 
scope of consideration and initiating structure was narrowed, and 10 additional scales 
were added (Stogdill, Goode, & Day, 1962), Some of the new scales measured aspects 
of leadership behavior (e.g., representation, integration), but other scales measured 
tmits (e.g., uncertainty tolerance) or skills (Le., predictive accuracy, persuasiveness). It 
is interesting to note that, even after the new scales were added, most researchers con
tinued to use only the consideration and initiating structure scales. 

Example of a Survey Study 

A study hy Fleishman and Harris (]962) provides one of the best examples of 
correlational field research on consideration and initiating structure. The study was 
conducted in a U.S, truck manufacturing plant of the International flarvester Company. 
The behavior of 57 production supervisors was described hy subordinates who filled 
out the SBDQ. The criteria of leadership effectiveness incllJ(.k~d the numher of written 
grievances and the amount of voluntary turnover during an II-month period. 
Supervisors \:vho were considerate had fewer grievances ;:md less turnover in their 
\vork units than supervisors who were low on consideration. The relationship was in 
the opposite direction for initiating structure; supervisors who used a 10£ of structuring 
behavior had more turnover and grievances. Statistical analyses confirmed the exis
tence of a significant cUfviline:lr relationship. As noted by Fleishman and Harris ( 1962, 
p. 53), "There appear to be cel1ain critical levels beyond which increased considera
tion or decreased initiating structure have no effect on turnover or grievance nIte." The 
relationship between leader behavior and turnover is shown in Figure 4--1 and Figure 
4-2< The results in this study \vere mostly corroborated by Skinner (1969) in a study of 
supervisors in a textile firm. 

Results in Survey Research 

The Ohio State leadership questionnaires and modified versions of them have been 
used in hundre(L-; of survey studies to determine how the two types of leader behavior are 
related to subordinate satisfaction or performant'e (Bass, 19<X», Scholars have used mda
analyses to examine the overall re,Sult" (e<g., Fisher & Echvards, 1988; Judge, Piccolo, & 
Illies, 2004), but the results are difficult to interpret when seveml different behavior meas
ures and seveml different types of criteria are included in the same analysis, The studies 
with all measures from the same source have inflated correlations and should not be 
analyzed with studies that have an independent measure of effectiveness, 

The only strong and consistent finding in the survey research was a positive rela
tionship between consideration and subordinate satisfaction. As suggested by the 
Fleishman and Harris study, subordinates are usually more satisfied with a leader who 
is at least moderately considerate. Initiating structure was not consistently related to 
subordinate satisfaction; in some studies subordinates were more satisfied with a struc
turing leader, but other studies found the opposite relationship or no Significant rela
tionship. Consideration and initiating structure both had a weak positive correlation 
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with indicators of leadership effectiveness, but here again the correlation was not sig
nificant in many of the studies. The weakest results were found in studies that had an 
independent measure of leadership effectiveness. Unlike Fleishman and Harris, most 
researchers neglected to test for the possibility of curvilinear relationships or an inter
action between the two types of behavior. 

Michigan Leadership Studies 

A second major program of research on leadership behavior was carried out by 
researchers at the University of Michigan at approximately the same time as the Ohio 
State leadership studies. The focus of the Michigan research was the identification of 
relationships among leader behavior, group processes, and measures of group perfonn
ance. The initial research was a series of field studies with a variety of leaders, 
including section managers in an insurance company (Katz, Maccoby, & Morse. 19'50), 
supervisors in a large manufacturing company (Katz & Kahn, 19'52), and supervisors of 
railroad section gang;; (Katz, ;\'i;;lCcoby, Curin, & Floor, 1950, Information about mana~ 
gerial behavior was colIected with intervie\vs and questionnaires. Ohjective measures 
of group productivity were u:-;ed to classify managers as relatively effective or ineffec
tive. A comparison of effective and ineffective managers revealed some interesting dif
ferences in managerial behaVior, which were summarized by Likert 0%1, 1%7). 

Leadership Behaviors 

The research found three types of leadership behavior differentiated between 
effective and ineffective managers, and each type will be desnibed. 

Task-oriented behavior. Effective managers did not spend their time and effort 
doing the same kind of work as their subordinates. Instead. the more effective man
agers concentrated on task-oriented functions such as planning and scheduling the 
work, coordinating subordinate activities, and providing necessary supplies, equip
ment. and technical assistance. Moreover, effective managers guided suhordinates in 
setting performance goals that were high but realistic. The task-oriented hehaviors 
identified in the Michigan and Ohio State leadership studies are similar, but the 
Michigan researchers included a broader ranges of behaviors. 

Relations~oriented behavior. The effective managers were also more supportive 
and helpful with subordinates. Supponive behaviors that were correlated with effective 
leadership included showing trust and confidence, acting friendly and considerate, trying 
to understand subordinate problems, helping to develop subordinates and further their 
careers, keeping subordinates informed, showing appreciation for subordinates' ideas, 
allowed considerahle autonomy in how subordinates do the work, and providing recog
nition for subordinates' contribution.;; and accomplishments. The relations-oriented be
haviors found in the Michigan and Ohio State leadership studies are Similar, but here 
again the Michigan researchers included a broader range of behaviors. Liken proposed 
that a manager should treat each subordinate in a supportive way that will build and 
maintain the person's sense of personal worth and importance. 
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Participative Leadership. Effective managers used more group supervision 
instead of supervising each subordinate separately. Group meetings facilitate suhordi
nate participation in decision making, improve communication, promote cooperation, 
and facilitate conflict resolution. The role of the manager in group meetings should be 
primarily to guide the discussion and keep it supportive, constructive, and oriented 
toward prohlem solving. However, use of participation does not imply ;lbdication of 
n:sponsibilities, and lhe manager remains responsible for all decisions and their results. 
Partidp~Hive leadership wi11 be exam-ined mOre c1ost:iy in Chapter S. 

Peer Leadership 

Bowers and Seashore (966) extended the investigation of leadership behavior 
by suggesting that most leadership functions can be carried out by someone Ix'sides 
the designated leader of a group. Sometimes a m~wager asks subonjinalc~ to slure 
in performing certain leadership fUl1t'1ions, and sometimes subordinates perform 
these functions on their own initiative. (:;roup effectiveness \\7ill depend more on 
the overall quality of Ic<tdership in a work unit the111 on \vho :t~·tll<-lHy pvrfonns the 
functions. Howcver, the po.;sihililY of sli;:ln:d leadership docs not imply that il is 
unnecessary to have a designated Ica(kL According to Bowers and Seashore ( 1')66, 
p. 249), "There are both common sense and theon':lical reasons for belieVing that a 
formally acknowledged leader lhrough his supervisory leadership behavior sets the 
pattern of the mutual lcadership which subordinates supply each other." 

Bowers and Seasht )re wefe the first researchers to ,Stlt'Vcy peer h.:ader~hjp ~IS \vell as 
leadership hehavior by the manager. 111(:' Survey of Organilations (Taylor & Bowvrs, 
1972), a standardized questionnaire used extensively in organizations by researchers at 
thl~ University of 1\--lichigan, has scales measuring two task-oriented hehaviors (goal 
emphasis, work hlcililation), and two relations-Ofiented behaviors (supportive leader
ship, interaction Etcilitation). In a review of results from research on 21 organizatiH£l'5, 
Bowers (197;) fi::nmd that leadership behavior (by leaders and peers) wa.., related to sub"> 
ordinate sarisf~lCtion and group processes, but lht:' pattern of results varied, dLlH:nding on 
the type of industry :ll1d thL: authority level of the manager. 

Limitations of Survey Research on Leader Behavior 

Survey research with qUt'stionnajres is by far the most common method used to 
study [he relationship between leadership behavior and various antecedent':> (e.g., 
leader traits, attitudes) or outcomes of this behavior (e.g., subordinate satisfaction and 
performance). However, it is often difficult to interpret the meaning of the results in 
these survey studies. Two sources of error include limitations of the questionnaires 
and problems of determining causality. 

Biases in Behavior Description Questionnaires 

Behavior description questionnaires are susceptible to several types of bias and 
error (Luthans & Lockwood, 1984; Schriesheim & Kerr, 1977a; Uleman, 1991). One 
source of error is the use of ambiguous items that can be interpreted in different ways 
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by different respondents, Most leadership questionnaires have a fixed-response 
format that requires respondents to think back over a period of several months or 
years and indicate how often or how much a leader used the behavior described in an 
item. An accumte judgment is difficult to make, because the respondent may not have 
noticed the behavior at the time it occurred or may be unable to remember how many 
times it occurred during the specified time period (Shipper, 1991), 

Another source of error for questionnaire items is response bias. For example, 
some respondents answer each item much the same way despite real differences in the 
leader's behavior, because the respondent likes (or dislikes) the leader (Schriesheim, 
Kinicki, & Schriesheim, 1979). Responses may also be distorted hy stereotypes and 
implicit theories about what behaviors are relevant and desirable. Respondents may 
attribute desiFJhle behavior to a leader who is perceived to be effective, even though 
the behavior was not actually observed (Green & Mitchell. 1979; Lord, Binning, Rush, 
& Thomas, 1978; Mitchell, Larson, & Green, 19(7). 

Additional problems in behavior description questionnaires involve the v,/ay 
items are aggregated into scales, which is discussed bter in this chapter. \'~';::hcn the 
many sources of error are t:lkcn into account, it is easy to understand why retro;-;pcc
rive behavior description questionnaires are not highly accurate measures of behavior. 

Interpreting Causality in Survey Studies 

Most of the research on effects of leadership behavior has measured behavior 
with questionnaires filled out by subordinates, and the resulting behavior scores have 
been correlated with criterion measures ohuined at the SiJl1le point in time. \X'hen a 
significant correlation is found, it is not possible to determine the direction of causality. 
There is often more than one plausible interpretation of causality, and more than one 
form of causality may occur at the same time. 

\Vhen a positive correlation is found in a survey study, researchers usually 
assume causality is from leader behavior to the criterion varhlble (Figure 4~3A). for 
example, a correlation between con:-:;ideration and subordinate performance is usually 
interpreted as showing that considerate leaders cause subordinates to he more moti
vated and productive. However, it is also possible that causality is in the opposite 
direction (Figure 4-313), This reverse causality occurs when leader behavior is influ
enced by the criterion variable. For example, the leader is more supportive to subor
dinates who demonstrate high performance. 

Another possibility is that both leader behavior and the criterion variable are 
affected in the same way by a third variable (Figure 4-3c), In many studies the meas
ures of leader behavior and the criterion variable are obtained from the same respon
dents, The correlation will be inflated if both measures are biased in the same way, 
For example, well-liked leaders are rated high on both consideration and effectiveness, 
whereas disliked leaders are rated low on both variables, This possibility is not likely 
when the criterion variable is measured independently of leader behavior. However, 
even when an independent criterion is used, the correlation between it and ratings of 
leader behavior may be inflated by rater attributions (Figure 4-3D), For example, 
raters who know the leader has a high-performing group may rate the leader higher 
on behaviors they perceive to be relevant for effective leadership (see section on 
follower attributions and implicit theories in Chapter 8), 
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Experiments on Task and Relations Behavior 

The hest \vay to determine causality is fo conduct an experiment in which leader 
behavior is tn~mipubted hy the researcher. Several experiments wefe conducted in a 
hlborarory seuing with univt:fsilY students (Day, 1971; Day & Hamhlin, 19(vl; FJrris & 
Lim. 1969; Hf.'fold, 1977: Lowin & Cr~lig, 19()H: ylisumi & Shiraka,-;hL 1966; Sims & .\-1anz, 
1984). This research dcmonstratt:d that l<ausality operates in both directions, from 
behavior to outcomes, and vice versa. 

A Hmitation of most laborat01Y experiments on leadership is that they are unreal
istic, which makes it difficult to generalize the findings to employees in real organiza
tions. In an attempt to overcome this limitation, two studies were conducted with 
students hired to work in temporary, part-time jobs for a supervisor who was actually 
one of the researchers. Consideration and initiating structure were manipulated in
dependently by having the supervisors display either high or low amounts of each 
leadership behavior to different subordinates. In one study (Lowin, Hrapchak, & 
Kavanagh, 1969), considerate leaders had more satisfied and productive subordinates, 
but there was no significant effect of leader stru<.~uring behavior, In the other study 
(Gilmore, Beehr, & Richter, 1979), neither type of leadership behavior had a consistent, 
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significant effect on subordinate productivity or quality, perbaps because the manipu
lation of leader behavior was very weak. 

Field experiments are difficult to conduct in real organizations, and only a small 
number of them have heen used to investigate the effects of leadership behavior. In 
these field experiments, leadership hehavior is usually manipulated with a training 
program. One study in a steel plant found that training increased the use of consider
ation by managers in the experimental group, and 18 months after the training was 
completed, these managers were rated more effective than managers in the control 
group (Hand & Slocum, 1972). The results for task-oriented behavior were inconclu
sive. In a study of hospital supervisors, training increased consideration behavior, 
which resulted in higher subordinate satisfaction and attendance measured two 
months after training (Wexley & Nemeroff, 1975). In a study of first-line production 
supervisors, training increased the use of some relationship-oriented behaviors (e.g., 
active listening. use of praise), and there \vas a significant increase in performance rat
ings for these supervisors one year after training (Latham & Saari, 1979). In another 
study of superviflors, human relations training resulted in more uSe of some relation
ship-oriented hehaviors (e.g., active listening. praise, consultation), including a signifi
cant 17 percent increase in \\forker productivity (production per hour) 6 months after 
training \vas completed (Porras & Anderson, 19fH). Finally, in a study of production 
supervisors in a furniture Elctory, productivity impruved (ft.)f (j months to 2 years after 
training) in three of the four departments in which supervisors were trained to use 
mort: praise with subordinates (Wikoff, Anderson, & Crowell, 19B3). 

In summary, the experimental research in laboratOlY and field settings found that 
increases in relations-orienred leadership behavior usually resulted in higher sul)( )rdi
nate satisfaction ;lnd productivity. Task-oriented leadership 'iNaS seldom manipulated 
in the experimental studies, and when it was manipulated, the results were mixed and 
inC()nclusive. 

Research Using Critical Incidents 

Another type of research on managerial behavior uses the critical incident 
approach (Flanagan, 19SJ). This method represents a bridge between descriptive 
research on what managers do and research on effective behavioL The method is 
based on the assumption rh:Clt respondents such as suhordinates, peers, and superiors 
can provide descriptions of effective and ineffective behavior for 3 particular type of 
manager (e.g" production supervisors, retail store managers, military officers). The 
behavior incidents are collected by interview or open-ended questionnaire from a 
large sample of respondents. Critical incidents are especially useful in exploratory 
research designed to examine specific, situationally relevant aspects of managerial 
behavior. The following examples of critical incidents for production supervisors are 
from a study by Kay (1959, p. 26); 

Aware that a change in setup was scheduled for the next day, a foreman checked 
a machine, noted a missing part, and ordered it. (positive incident) 

A foreman failed to notify the relief shift foreman that a machine was in need of 
repair before it could be operated again. (negative incident) 
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In most critical incident studies, the incidents are grouped together on the basis 
of similar behavior content, either by the researchers or by a panel of the respondents. 
The resulting behavior categories differ greatly from study to stody. These differences 
are due in part to the latge variety of leaders who have been studied, including pro
duction supervisors (Gellerman, 1976; Heizer, 1972), grocery store managers 
(Anderson & Nilsson, J964), department managers in retail stores (Campbell, 
Dunnette, Arvey, & Hellervik, 1973)~ and 10,~ing crew supervisors (Latham & Wexley, 

The difJerences in behavior categories arc also due to the arbitr';'l1Y and subjec
tive nature of the dassification process. Even so, a dose examination of the res.ults 
reveals a moderate degn:'e of communality across studies. The follo\.ving types of 
leader behavior were found in most of the studies: 

1. Planning. coordinating, and organizing operations 
2. Supervising suhordinates (directing, instructing~ monitoring performance) 
3. Establishing and maintaining good relations with suhordinates 
4. Establishing and m<lintaining good rdations \vith superiors, peers, and outsiders 
5. At)suming re~p()nsihility for ohserving organizatiorul polk'ies, carrying out re

quired dutics, and making l1el't.'ssary decisions 

Limitations of Critical Incident Research 

The critical incident mcthod has a numher of limitations. 11 assumes that 1110st 
respondents know '\vhat behaviors afe rdev:mt f{)r leadership effectiveness, and it as
sutnes a behavior is impon;mt if it appears frequently in incidents reported by fll:lny 
different people. 1I()wever, the respondents may be hiased in their perception of wh~lt 
is effe1..:tive, and respondents may tend 10 remernher Jnd report incidents that are con::;is
tent with their stereotypes or implicit theories about dTective leaders. Rescarci1l'fS rJrdy 
follow up a critical incident study with additional research to verify that the behaviors 
difterenti;A{e between effective and ineffective leaders selected on the ba..,is of an inde
Ix>ndem criterion, such as group performance, This follow-up approach was used suc
cessfully in one .... ludy by Luham and Wexler (1977') on k~gjng crew.supervisors, 

Many of the hehavior categories found in research with critical incidents are 
defined in terms that relate the behavior [0 tht> specific reqUirements of the job for the 
type (If leader :-,wdied, Defining behavior c~ltegurie . ...; at this level of specificity facilitates 
ohjectives such as developing a pert(mnan<..'C' appraisal instrument or determining tr~in
ing needs, but it is difficult 10 compare the categories across studies with ditTerent types 
of leaders. This limitation can he overcome by coding the incidents into predetermined 
behavior categories that are widely applicable, as was done in the study by YukI and 
Van Fleet (982). The use of both situation-specific and more generic behavior cate
gories makes it possible for critical incident research to serve multiple purposes. 

The High-High leader 

The extensive research on task-oriented and relations-oriented leadership dur
ing the 1960s gave rise to the idea of the "high-high" leader. Blake and Mouton 
(1964) proposed a model called the managerial grid to descnbe managers in terms of 
concern for people and concern for production. According to the model, effective 
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managers have a high concern for both people and production. Many researchers 
who were influenced by the managerial grid and the early Ohio State leadership stud
ies decided to test the idea that effective leaders make frequent use of task-oriented 
and person-oriented behaviors. In Japan, a parallel program of behavior research led 
to the formulation of a Similar, two-factor model called PM Leadership Theory 
(Misumi & Peterson, 1985). According to that theory, effective leaders are high in 
both performance behavior and maintenance behavior (the "PM" leader). 

Even though most theorists agree that task and relations behavior are both 
important for effective leadership, there is disagreement about the way the two types 
of leadership hehavior jointly affect subordinates (Larson, Hunt, & Oshorn, 1976). 
Some theorists assumed that a leader's task-oriented behavior and person-oriented be
havior have independent, additive effects on subordinates. In this "additive" model, a 
particular type of leadership behavior is relevant only for accomplishing the task or 
maintaining harmonious, cooperative relationships, hut not for hoth concerns simulta
neously_ Person-oriented behavior may result in higher job satisfaction, teamwork, 
and organizational commitment, whereas task-oriented behavior may result in hetter 
understanding of role requirements, better coordination among subordinates, and 
more effident utilization of resources and rx:rsonneL Both types of outcomes are im
portant for the overall performance of a work unit, and both types of behaviors are 
necessary to he an effective leader. 

Other theorists have assumed that the two types of behavior interact and are 
mutually facilitative in their effects on subordinates. In this "multiplicative" version of 
the high-high leader model, one type of behavior enhances the effects of the other 
type of behavior. The reasons for a facilitative interaction were not well developed, 
but a number of plausible explanations have been provided over the years, and they 
are not mutuaHy exclusivee. One explanation involves the effect of supportive behav
ior on subordinate perception of task-oriented behavior. For example, detailed 
instruction and frequent monitoring may be perceived as helpful behavior from a 
leader who is supp01tive. but as punitive behavior from a leader who is not support
ive (Fleishman & Harris, 1962; Misumi, 1985). A second explanation involves the 
effect of supportive behavior on the leader's potential influence over a subordinate. 
A supportive leader will have more "referent power" (see Chapter 7), which can be 
used to influence subordinates to improve their performance (YukI. 1981). 

Research on the High-High Leader 

In most survey studies on leadership behavior, researchers have used measures 
and analyses that assume an additive modeL In Western countries, results for the addi
tive model have been inconclusive. Task and relations behavior tend to be correlated 
positively with subordinate performance, but the correlation is usually weak (Fisher & 
Edwards, 1988). Only a small number of studies have actually tested for an interaction 
between task-oriented and person-oriented behavior, and the results were inconsistent 
(e.g., Evans, 1970; Fleishman & Harris, 1962; Larson, Hunt, & Osborn, 1976). In Japan, 
survey and quaSi-experimental studies have provided more consistent support for the 
additive model (Misumi, 1985), but the multiplicative model was not tested. 

In summary, the survey research provides only limited support for the universal 
proposition that high-high leaders are more effective. In contrast, the research based 
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on critical incidents and interviews strongly suggests that effective leaders gUide and 
facilitate the work to accomplish task objectives while at the same time maintaining 
cooperative relationships and teamwork. 

Evaluation of the Model and Research 

TI1e survey research on consequences of leader hehavior does not provide an 
adequate test of the high-high modeL Few studies have directly investigated whether 
the two types of leader behavior interact in a mutually EtciHtative way. Even when 
such an analysis is made, it is doubtful that the- questionnaires used in the research 
provide an adequate basis for evaluating the theory (Blake & Mouton, 1982; Sash kin & 
Fulmer, 1988; YukI, 1989). 

Blake and Mouton (19H2) proposed that an effective leader is not someone who 
merely uses a mix of task and relations behaviors, but rather someone \vho selects 
specific forms of behavior 1hat simultaneously reflect a concern for hoth ta"k and 
people. !Vlanagers are overloaded \\,jIll demands and must ration their time and select 
rt,levant heha\'iors. \X'heneVl'f PlJ~sihlc, an effective m:1l1:1gCl' will select hehaviors 
that accomplish t.a_",k Jnd rebtions concerns simultaneously. To determine whether a 
lC;JdcT Uses tlies{: high-high hehavit irs requires a quc'stionnaire that includes them. 
t 'nfortunatdy, behavior items that reflect a high concern for huth task ~lI1d relations 
are unlikely to ~urvive the procedures (e.g., factor an~dysis) used to select items for 
the scales. 

Blake and "-·10UlOl1 (19HZ) also recognized 1he need for leaders to select specific 
forms of behavior that are appropriate for a particular time or situation. The usual 
aS5-.umptiol1 made \vith the hehavior <\lJt:>;-;tionnaires is that all items in a scale are equ;d
ly relevant r~>-gardless of the situation. This Jssumption fails to recognize the need for 
leaders to be flexible and adaptive in their behavioL A leader who uses only the most 
relevant fonns of task and rela1ions behavior \vill not get high mean scores on both 
scalt:-s, even though the leader fits the conception of a high-high It:-ader. 

The- limitations of the survey n:search suggest that it may be 1110re appropriate 
to tt:st the mood \vith 01 her n.:search methods such :lS experimenl'> and beluvior 
descriptions oht;ljn~'d from diaries Of interviews. An eX~l!nple is provided by <l re
ct.·nt slLIdy of 2() project teams llsing content coding of diary incidents reconkd by 
team memlx'rs f()j' many \-vceks. The study found that specific types of task and re
ia-tions behaviors were intertwined in complex ways (Amabile, Schatzel, Moneta, & 

Kramer, 20(4). Effective lelders used more relations-oriented behaviors such as pro
viding psychological support, consulting with team members, and providing recogni
tion, but they also used more task behaviors such as clarifying roles and objectives, 
monitoring progress, and dealing with work-related problems. An analysis of posi
tive and negative incidents showed that when and how the behavior was done was 
often more imponant than what type of behavior was done. Negative behavior (in
appropriate or inept actions or failure to take appropriate action when it was need
ed) usually had a stronger int1uence on subordinate affect than positive behavior and 
could result in a negative spiral of actions and reactions between the leader and sub
ordinates. This study and other descriptive research on effective leaders show that 
effective leadership requires the integration of relevant task and relations behaviors 
in a skillful and timely way. 
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The way in which leader behavior is conceptualized and measured is relevant for 
the controversy about universal versus situational models of leadership effectiveness, 
As noted in Chapter 1, universal models postulate that a particular leadership attribute 
is optimal in all situations, whereas situational models specify different attributes in dif
ferent situations, The managerial grid has hoth universal and situational aspects. The 
universal aspect is the manager's dual concern for task and people, and the situational 
aspect is the selection of behaviors that are relevant for the situation as well as for 
these concerns, Unfortunately, Blake and Mouton did not develop propositions about 
appropriate behaviors for different situations, 

We will make faster progress in understanding managerial effectivenes;:; when 
specific aspects of managerial behavior are examined in the context of the situational 
requirements and constraints faced by a manager. The next section of this chapter 
reviews research to develop more useful taxonomies of leadership behavior. 

leadership Behavior Taxonomies 

A major problem in research on the content of le;:tdcrship hehavior has lXt."tl the 
identification of hehavior categories that arc relevant and meaningful for all il':ldt.-'rs. fn 
the research on managerial activities in Chapter :), we sa\\! that each study produced a 
somewhat different set of heh:Jvior categories, making it difficult to compare and inte
grate the results across studies. A similar condition exists for the hch.Jvior rt'scarch 
described in this chapter. As a consequence, the past half-centul)/ of research has rro
duced a bewildering variety of behavior concepts pert~lining to managers and leaders 
(see Bass, 1990; Fleishman et aI., 1~)'j), Sometimes different terms have heen lIsed to 
refer to the same type of behavior. At other times, the same term has been defined dif
ferently by various theorists. What is treated as a general heh~lVi()r category by one 
theorist is viewed as two or three distinct categories by another rht:'orist. \Vhat is a key 
concept in one taxonomy is ;1hsent from another. \X?ith so many divergent taxonomies, 
it is difficult to translate from one set of concepts to another. Tahle 4-1 lists several 
behavior taxonomies proposed during the past half-century. 

Sources of Diversity Among Taxonomies 

There are several reasons \vhy taxonomies developed to describe leadership 
behavior are so diverse (Fleishman et a1., 1991; Yuki, 19B9)' Behavior categoric." are 
abstmctions rather th~ll1 tangible attributes of the real world, The categories are derived 
from observed behavior in order to organize perceptions of the world and make them 
meaningful, but they do not exist in any objective sense. No absolute set of "correct" 
behavior categories can be established. Thus, taxonomies that differ in purpose can be 
expected to have somewhat different construct"). For example, taxonomies designed to 
facilitate research and theory on managerial effectiveness have a somewhat different 
focus from taxonomies designed to describe observations of managerial activities, or tax
onomies designed to catalog position responsibilities of managers and administrators. 

Another source of diversity among taxonomies, even for those with the same 
purpose, is the possibility that behavior constructs can be formulated at different levels 
of abstraction or generality. Some taxonomies contain a small number of broadly 
defined behavior categories, whereas other taxonomies contain a larger number of 
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TABLE 4-1 OVerview of Beh"vior Taxonomies 

Authors and Date Categories Primary Purpose Primary Method 

Fleishman (1953) 2 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 
Stogdill (1963) 12 Describe effective behavior Theoretical-deductive 
Mahoney et al. (1963) 8 Describe job requirements Theoretical-deductive 
Bowers & Seashore (1966) 4 Describe effective behavior Theoretical-deductive 

(1973) 10 ClaSSify observed activities JudgrnentaJ classification 
House & Mitchell (1974) 4 Describe effective behavior Theoretical-deductive 
Morse & Wagner (1978) 6 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 
Yuki & Nemeroff (1979) 13 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 
Luthans & Lockwood (1984) 12 Classify observed adivities Judgmental classification 
Page (1985) 10 Describe Job requirements factor analysis 
Yuki et aL (1990) 14 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 
Bass & Avolio (1990) 7 Descnbe effective behavior factor analysis 
'Nilson et aL (1990) 15 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 
Podsakoff et aL (1990) 6 Describe effective behavior Factor analysiS 
Fleishman el aL (1991) 13 Describe effective behavior Theoretical~deductive 

& Kanungo (1994) 6 Describe effective behaVIor Factor analysiS 
Yuki, Gordon & Taber (2002) 12 Describe effective behavior Factor analysis 

narrowly focused behador categories, Fur example, initiating structun: as defined by 
Flc-ishman (19-);3) is a broad CttCg01Y, clarifying work roles is a mid-range category, 
and setting concrete goals is ~l concrete, n~I1Towly focused categOl)i, They afe all 
abstract belwvior ca1t:gorics, hut goal setting b a part of clarifying, "\yhi('h is a pan of 
initi~ltlng structure <SCi:: Tahle /1-2'1. The optimal level of ahstraction for the \)eh,1\'io1' 
Clh.·gories in a taxonomy depends upon the purpose of the taxonomy. S0111t: tax
onomies of leader or manager behavior \..'ontain a mix of constructs at dHlerent levels 
of abstraction, thereby u\::ating addition:!l confusion. 

A third source of diversity aIllong behavior taxonomies is the method used 10 

develop them. Some taxonomies ;ire developed hy examining the palkrn of covari
~Int'l' JITIong hehavior itt'ms on ;j behavior description questionnaire dest.Tibing ;:Jctu~tl 
malugers (ttt:tor analysis method); SOme t:lxonomies ~!re deveJ( )fK"d hy having judges 
group behavior examples according [0 perceih:d similarity in (ontnH or purpose 
(judgmental IJassificatinn); and some taxonomies are developed by dedudion from 
theory (theoretical-deductive approach). Each method has its own associated biases, 

TABLE 4-2 Examples of .Behaviors at Different Levels of Abstraction 

Broad, Abstract Categories 

Middle-range Categories 

Concrete, Narrow Categories 

Observed Incidents 

Task-Oriented Behavior 

Clarifying 

Goal Setting 

The manager set a goal 
to increase sales 10% 
by March 1, 

Monitoring 

Visiting Facilities 

The manager walked through 
the new store to see if it 
was ready for the opening, 
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and the use of different methods results in somewhat different taxonomies, even when 
the purpose is the same. When a combination of methods has been used, one method 
is usually more important than others for selecting the behavior categories. 

When different taxonomies are compared, it is obvious that there are substantial 
differences in the number of behaviors, the range of behaviors, and the level of 
abstraction of the behavior concepts. Some taxonomies focus on a few, broadly 
defined behaviors, whereas other taxonomies have a larger nU1nber of behavior cate
gories that are more narrowly defined. Some taxonomies are intended to cover the full 
range of leader behaviors, whereas others only include the behaviors identified in a 
leadership theory (e.g., theories of charismatic or transformational leadership). 

Limitations of Factor-Based Taxonomies 

Factor analysis of survey questionnaires has heen used to develop most of the 
behavior taxonomies. It is a useful statistical tool, but it has some serious limitations, 
which helps to explain the lack of conSistency even among the taxonomies that were 
developed with the same method for the same purpose. The results are affected by sub
jective choices among the various lactor analysis procedures. '11K' results are also affect
ed by the content of the item pool, the amount of ambiguity in the behavior items, the 
format and response choices used in rhe questionnaire, the sample sile and identity of the 
respondents, the experience and cognitive complexity of the respondenb, the intended 
use and confidentiality of the data, and the initk11 ex~ctations of the researcher. 

The content of the behavior questionnaire can affect the factor structure in significant 
ways. When a wide variety of leader."ihip behavior is well represt'ntcxl in the item p(x)l, a 
simple factor solution is less likely to be found. When the initial questionnaire includes 
sets of similarly \vorded items, a separate factor lS more likely to be found for each set. 
However, it is difficult to conclude that these factors represent distinct and meaningful 
behavior categories, especially when the resulting scales are highly intercorrelated. 

The results from factor analysis of behavior description questionnaires are also 
affected hy the experience of respondents and their implicit theories about leadership 
(see Chapter H). It is difficult to rate leadership behavior even under the best of con
ditions. People with limited experience and simple ideas about effective leadership 
arc unlikely to notice and remember suhtle aspects of leader heh~ivior that happened 
months or years earlier. When people are asked to rate hehaviors that are diflicult to 
understand and remember, the ratings are more likely to he biased by general impres
sions of leader competence and how satistled they are with the leader. 

A Three-Dimensional Model 

The large number of specific behaviors identified in leadership research makes it 
difficult integrate results across studies. Metacategories make it easier to "see the forest 
for the trees." The distinction made between task-oriented and people-oriented behav
iors during the 1950s has been helpful for organizing specific types of leadership 
behavior into broader categories. The two-factor dichotomy includes many of the 
leader behaviors that are relevant for influencing individuals or a team. However, 
something important was still missing. The two metacategories do not include behav
iors directly concerned with encouraging and facilitating change. By the 19805, change
oriented behavior was implicit in some theories of charismatic and transformational 
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leadership, but it was still not explicitly recognized as a separate dimension or metacat
egory. That discovery was made independently in the 1990s by researchers in Sweden 
(Ekvall & Arvonen, 1991) and the United States (YukI, 1997, 1999a). 

Verification that change-oriented behavior is a distinct and meaningful meta
category extended the earlier research and provided important ;might' ahout etfec~ive 
leadership, Each of the three metacatt.."goric-'5 has a different primary purpose~ and they 
aYe all relevant for effective leadership (see Chapter 1:1). T;:lsk-oriemed Ix:havior is 
primarily z:oncerned with accomplishing the task in an efficient and reliable way. 
Helations-oriented behavior is primarily concc111ed with increasing mutual trust, cooper
ation, job satist~lctjon, and idemillcation \vith the organiz::ltion, Change-oriented behav
ior is primarily concL"1ned with understanding the environment) finding innovative ways 
to adapt to it, and implementing major changes in strategies, products, or processes, 

Figure 4-4 provides two alternative ways to graphically show how the three meta
categories relate to specific types of leadership behavior. A categorical model is most 
llsefui when specific behaviors have a single ohjective or an obvious primary ohjective, 
This model iq consistent 'with a hierarchical taxonomy in which each specific hehavior 
i~ a component of only one metacategory. Table 4-3 ibts spl'dfi<-' leader behaviors that 
represent each lHetat.:ategory, 

A multidimensional model is more useful wht;"n mJny leader hehaviors strong
ly affect more than one ohjectlve. For example, when a leader consults with team 
members about the action plan for a project, the result may he mort.' commitment IO 

the projeu (human relations), better usc of a\'ailabk~ personnel and resources (task 
t:fikiency), Jnd discovery of more innovative ways to salisfy the client (adaptJtion), 
\X/hen a leadl,:r provides coaching for an employee, the result may be improved 
productivity (task efficiency), an increase in employee skills relev~mr for career 

A. Three-Factor Model 

B, Three-Dimensional Model 

T 

R 

c 

FIGURE 4-4 Two Alternative Conceptions of 
Task-, Relations-, and Change-Oriented Behavior 
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Task-Oriented Behaviors 
,. Organize work actjvities to improve efficiency. 
o Plan short-term operations. 
o Assign work to groups or individuals. 
o Clarify what results are expected for a task. 
o Set specific goals and standards for task performance. 
o Explain rules, policies, and standard operating procedures. 
• Dired and coordinate work activities. 
• Monitor operations and performance, 
o Resolve immediate problems that would disrupt the work. 

Relations-Oriented Behaviors 
• Provide support and encouragement to someone with a difficult task. 
o Express confidence that a person or group can perform a difficult task. 
o Socialize with people to build relationships. 
• Recognize contributions and accomplishments. 
• Provide coaching and mentoring when appropriate. 
• Consult with people on decisions affecting them. 
o Allow people to determine the best way to do a task. 
o Keep people informed about actions affecting them. 
• Help resolve conflicts in a constructive way. 
• Use symbols, ceremonies, rituals, and stories to build team identity. 
• Recruit competent new members for the team or organization, 

Change-Oriented Behaviors 
• Monitor the external environment to detect threats and opportunities. 
• Interpret events to explain the urgent need for change. 
• Study competitors and outsjders to get jdeas for improvements< 
• Envision exciting new possibilities for the organization. 
• Encourage people to view problems or opportunities in a different way. 
• Develop innovative new strategies linked to core competencies. 
• Encourage and facilitate innovation and entrepreneurship in the organization. 
• Encourage and facilitate collective learning in the team or organization. 
• Experiment with new approaches for achieving objectives. 
• Make symbolic changes that are consistent with a new vision or strategy. 
• Encourage and facilitate efforts to implement major change. 
• Announce and celebrate progress in implementing change. 
o Influence outsiders to support change and negotiate agreements with them. 

advancement (human relations), and better implementation of an innovative new 
program (adaptive change). In the dimensional model shown in the figure, any spe
cific behavior can be located in three-dimensional space in order to show how much 
the behavior reflects a concern for task efficiency, human relations, and adaptive 
change. Note that unlike managerial grid theory (Blake & Mouton, 1982), this model 
is used to classify specific leadership behaviors rather than to classify managers in 
terms of their general concern for tasks and relationships. 

Yuki, Gordon, and Taber (2002) recently conducted a study to assess support 
for the hierarchical taxonomy and the three-dimensional model. They constructed a 
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questionnaire with scales for specific behaviors identified in earlier research on effec
tive leadership. A confirmatory factor analysis was used to determine whether each 
specific behavior could be sorted into one of the three metacategories in a way that is 
consistent with assumptions about the primary objective of the behavior. The study 
found support for 12spedfic behaviors, but results were inconclusive for some other 
behaviors included in the questionnaire, 

The results provided moderate support for the proposed hierarchical taxonomy, 
which is a cJtegorical model. Howeverl the pattern of factor results for itcrns and 
scales also indicated that some of the specific behaviors were relevant for more than 
one objective, which is consistent with .a dimensional model. At the present titHe it ap
pears that both the categorical and dimensional modeL> can be useful for describing 
the complex interrelationships among different types of leadership behavior. 

Comparison of Recent Taxonomies 

Because most of the hehaviors identified in earlier research on effective leader
ship were also included in the .study by YukI and colleague~ (2002), the results from 
that study provide insights about similarities and differences among the behavior 
taxonomies, Tahle 4-4 shows how the 12 behaviors identified in the survey research 

TABI.£ 4-4 Approximate Correspondence Among Leadership Behaviors in Four 
Taxonomies 

TRCQ MLQ CK Inventory Early MPS 

Supporting individualized Sensitivity to Supporting 
consideration members 

Developing Individualized NI Developing & 
consideration Mentoring 

Recognizing Contingent NI Recognizing & 
rewarding Rewarding 

Consulting fill NI Consu~ing 

Delegating/ NI NI Delegating 
Ernpowering 

Clarifying NI NI Clarifying 
Short-term planning NI NI Planning 
Monitoring Active managing NI Monitoring 

by exception 
Envisioning Change Inspirational Strategic vision Inspiring & 

motivation articulation Motivating 
Encouraging inno~ !ntellectual NI NI 
vative thinking stimulation 
External monitoring NI Environmental Networking & 

Sensitivity Interfacing 
Taking risks & leading Idealized influence Personal risk taking NI 
by example behaviors 

Note: N! means that a behavior is not explicitly included in a taxonomy. The heavy lines indicate the classifica
tion and sorting of behaviors into re!ations-, task¥, or change~oriented meta~categories. 
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correspond to observable effective behaviors in three other taxonomies, and how 
each behavior is related to the three metacategories. The tahle does not include be
haviors that are ineffective (e.g" laissez-faire leadership, management by exception), 
or behaviors that are vague and difficult for subordinates to observe (e.g., nontradi
tional behavior). 

The Managerial Practices Survey (MPS) is used primarily for multisource feed
back to managers (Yuki, Wall, & Lepsinger, 1990), but it has also been used for 
research on effective leadership (e.g., Kim & Yuki, 1995). The MPS has good repre
sentation of task and relations behaviors, but it does not measure some strategic 
change-oriented behaviors. The C-K inventory (Conger & Kanungo, 1994) is used 
for research on charismatic leadership, and it has the narrowest range of behaviors. 
The the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) is used for research on trans
formational leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1990c), The taxonomy of behaviors meas
ured by the MLQ has been labeled the "full-range model" (Avolio, 1999), but it does 
not include several task-, rebtions-, and change-oriented behaviors found to be rel
evant in the past half-century of behavior research (YukI et al., 2002; Arvonen & 

EkvaIl, 1999). 
The remaining two sections of this chapter descrihe in greater detail several 

specific leadership behaviors that are primarily task-oriented or relations-oriented. 
Change-oriented behaviors are described in Chapters 9 and 10, Behaviors relevant 
for leadership in reams Jnd meetings for decision making are described in Chapter II. 
The challenge for leaders of balancing and integrating all three types of hehavior is 
discussed in Chapter 2. 

Specific Task Behaviors 

This secrion of the chapter describes three specific types of task-oriented 
hehaviors that are especially relevant for effective leadership. The hehaviors in
dude (1) short-term planning, (2) clarifying roles and objectives, and (3) monitoring 
operations and performance, The behaviors are explained and research on each 
type of behavior is briefly reviewed. 

Planning Work Activities 

Shott-term planning of work activities means deciding what to do, how to do it, 
who will do it, and when it will be done. The purpose of planning is to ensure effi
cient organization of the work unit, coordination of activities, and effective utilization 
of resources, Planning is a broadly defined behavior that includes making decisions 
about objectives, priorities, strategies, organization of the work, assignment of respon
sibilities, scheduling of activities, and allocation of resources among different activities 
according to their relative importance. Special names are sometimes used for subvari
eties of planning, For example, operational planning is the scheduling of routine 
work and determination of task assignmenLs for the next day or week. Action plan
ning is the development of detailed action steps and schedules for implementing a 
new policy or carrying out a project (see guidelines in Table 4-5), Contingency plan
ning is the development of procedures for avoiding or coping with potential problems 
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TAIJt£ 4-S GlJld",lines for Action Plannim,J 

• Identify necessary action steps. 
• Identify the optimal sequence of action steps. 
• Estimate the time needed to carry out each action step. 
• Determine starting times and deadlines for each action step. 
• Estimate the cost of each action step, 
• Determine who will be accountable for each action step. 
• Develop procedures for monitoring progress. 

or disasters. Finally, planning also includes determining how to allocate time to differ
ent responsibilities and activities ("time management"). 

Planning is largely a cognitive activity involving processing of inforrnation, ana
lyzing, and deciding. Planning seldom occurs in a single hehavior episode; rather it 
tends to be a prolonged process that o\.'curs over a period of weeks or months. \Ve 
,:,aw in Chapter 3 t!wt most planning involves fonnulation of informal and implicit 
agendas, rather th;m formaL written dOCul1lCnb and ;lgn:emenb. Because phoning is 
a cognitive aCllvifY lhat ;-;ddom oedlrs as a single discrete cpbode, it is difficult to ob
serve (Snyder & Ghk'ck, 19HO), Nevertheless, some observable aspects include \\,'fiting 
plans, prep~lring \\Tinen budgets, developing \Vrittt:l1 schedules, and meeting \vith oth
ers to fonnulate ohjectives and strategies. Planning is most observable when a m~1nag
er takes action to implement plans by communicating them to others and lTuking spe
cifiC t~lsk assignments. 

The importance of planning and organizing has long been fecogni:r::cd in the 
management Jiteratuft.: (Carroll & Gillen, 19H7; Drucker, 1974; F;.lyol, 1949; Quinn, 
1980; Urwkk, 19'52). Fvidence of a relationship hetween planning and rnanagerial ef
fectiveness is provided by a variety of different types of studies (e.g., Boyatzi:-i, 19H2; 
Carroll & Gillen, 19fF; Kim & Yuki, 1995; Kotter, 19K2; Morse & Wagner. 1978; Shipper 
& Wilson, 1992; Yuki, Wall, & Lepsinger, 1990). 

Clarifying Roles and Objectives 

Clarifying is the communication of plans. polit"ies, Jnd role vxpectations. :Ylajor 
subcategories of cl:!rifying include (1) defining joh responsibilitic:-i Jnd requirements, 
(2) setting perform.anee goals, and (3) assigning specific tasks. Guidelint:s for each 
type of clarifying arc shown in Table 4-6. The purpose of this clarifying behavior is to 
guide and coordinate work activity and make sure people know what to do and how 
to do it. It i:') essential for each subordinate to understand what duties, functions, and 
activities are required in the job and what results are expected. Even a subordinate 
who is highly competent and motivated may fail to achieve a high level of perform
ance if confused about responsibilities and priOrities. Such confusion results in misdi
rected effort and neglect of important responsibilities in favor of less important ones. 
The more complex and multifaceted the job, the more difficult it is to determine what 
needs to be done. 

Clarifying behavior is likely to be more important when there is substantial role 
ambiguity or role conflict for members of the work unit. Less clarifying is necessary 
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TA8LE<W Guidelines for Clarifying Rofes and.Ob/el:ti1ll!S . 

Defining Job Responsibilities: 
• Explain the important job responsibilities. 
• Clarify the person's scope of authority. 
• Explain how the job relates to the mission of the unit 
• Explain important policies, rules, and requirements. 

Assigning Work: 
• Clearly explain the assignment 
• Explain the reasons for an assignment. 
• Clarify priorities and deadlines. 
• C heck for comprehension. 

Setting Performance Goals: 
• Set goals for relevant aspects of performance. 
• Set goals that are dear and specific. 
• Set goals that are challenging but realistic 
• Set a target date for attainment of each goal. 

if the organization has elahorate rules and regulations dictating how the work should 
be done and subordinates understand rhem, or if suhordinates are highly trained 
professionals \vho have the expertise to do their jobs without I11ll<:h direction from 
superiors. Contingency theories abollt the amount of clarifying behavior needed in 
different situations are described in Chapter 6. 

Cbrifying is a core component of initiating structure. As noted earlier. the 
research on broadly defined measures of task-oriented behavior \V~lS mostly inconclu
sive. However, research on specific aspects of clarifying hehavior has found stronger 
results. A number of different types of studies have found a positive relationship 
het\veen clarifying and managerial effectiveness (Alexander, 19H'1; Bauer & Green, 
19,),,: Kim & YukI, 199~: Van Fleet & YukI, 198(,11: Wilson et aL 1990: YukI, W:J!I, & 
Lepsinger,1990). Strong evidence from many studies (including some field experi
ments) indicates that setting specific, challenging goals results in higher performance 
(see Locke & Latham, 1990). 

Monitoring Operations and Performance 

Monitoring involves gathering information about the operations of the manag
er's organizational unit, including the progress of the work, the performance of in
dividual subordinates, the quality of products or services, and the success of proj
ects or programs. Monitoring behavior can take many forms, including observation 
of work operations, reading written reports, watching computer screen displays of 
perfnrmance data, inspecting the quality of samples of the work, and holding 
progress review meetings with an individual or group. The appropriate type of 
monitoring depends on the nature of the task and other aspects of the situation. 
Guidelines for monitoring operations are provided in Table 4-7. 
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• Identify and measure key performance indicators. 
• Monitor key process variables as well as outcomes. 
• Measure progress against plans and budgets. 
• Develop independent sources of information about performance. 
• Observe operations directly when it is feasible. 
• Ask specfic questions about the work. 
• Encourage reporting of problems and mistakes. 
• Conduct periodk progress review meetings. 

Monitoring provides much of the information needed for planning and problem 
solving, which is why it is so important for managerial effectiveness (Meredith & 
Mantei, 19K). Information gathered from monitoring is used to identify prohlems and 
opportunities, :-IS well as to formulate and modify ohjectives, strategies, pbns, policies, 
and procedur,>s. ~lonitofing provides the inforrnal1on nc'c.:lkd to c\<lluak suhordinate 
p;.:rft)rmancc, fL'l..'ognizt:" achic\'i..·lll(:nts, id<:nlify pcr[oflnancc dcflcil..:ndes, assess train
ing needs, provide coaching and assistance, and allocate rewards such as a pay 
in"Tease or promotion. \'Vhen monitoring is insuffkknt, a manager \vill be un<-lhlc to 
detect prohlems hefore th;,:y hL"{.'ome sel1011S (probk'nl'" such ;:L'i declining quality, low 
pn )(lUdiviry, cost overruns, hehind-schedule projects, employee dissatisfaction, and 
conflicts among employees). 

The appropriate degree of lllonitoring \vill depend on the competence of the 
suhnrdinate and the nature of the work. ;\'iore frequent monitoring is desirable when 
suhordinates are inexperienced and insecure, \vhen mistakes have serious conse
quences, when the tasks of sllbordin;ltes are highly interdependent and require close 
(:onrdination. and \vhen disruptions in the workflow an: likely, due to equiprncnt 
hn':~lkdo\'l~'ns. aCcidents, materials shortages, personnel shortages, and sO forrh. 
Monitoring of perfunnance is most difficult when the work involves um;t11lctun.xl, 
unique tasks for which results can he determined only after a long time inkrval. For 
example, it is more difficult to evaluate the performance of a research scientist or 
human resource maruger than the performance of a sales representative or production 
manager. .'v1unitoring too clos("ly or in v·/ays thm COIlllllunicHe distrust can undermine 
suhordin~He self.-confidence <tlld reduce intrinsic motivation. 

As nored previ< Hlsly, monitoring indirectly affects a manager's performance by fa
cilitating the effective use of other behaviors. Some evidence also shows that monitor
ing affects performance directly. In a laboratory experiment, Larson and Callahan 
(990) found that performance increased on a task that was monitored closely but not 
on a task that was subject to little monitoring. The effect on performance was greater 
when monitoring was followed by praise or criticism, but it occurred even when there 
were no associated consequences for the workers. The amount of research on the ef
fects of monitoring by leaders is still limited. Some evidence that monitoring is related 
to managerial effectiveness is provided by several studies and a variety of research 
methods, including field surveys, observation, and diary incidents (e.g., Amabile et aI., 
2004; Jenster, 1987; Kim & Yuki, 1995; Komaki, 1986; Kornaki, Desselles, & Bowman, 
1989; Komaki & Minnich. 2002; YukI, Wall, & Lepsinger, 1990). 
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Specific Relations Behaviors 

This section of the chapter descrihes three specific types of relations-oriented 
hehaviors that are especially relevant for effective leadership, The behaviors include 
(1) supporting, (2) recognizing, and (3) developing, The behaviors are explained, and 
research on the behaviors is briefly reviewed. Other relations-oriented behaviors are 
described in subsequent chapters, including consulting and delegating (Chapter 5) and 
team building (Chapter 12), 

supporting 

Supporting includes a wide variety of behaviors that show consideration, accept
ance, and concern for the needs and feelings of other people, Supporting is the core 
component of consideration, as defined by Fleishman (1953) and Stogdill (974), and 
it is also the core component of supportive leadership, as defined by Bowers and 
Seashore (J966) and House and Mitchell (974), Table 4-8 shows gUidelines for sup
portive behavior by leaders. 

SUppol1ive leadership helps to huild and maimain effective interpersonal rela
tionships. A manager who is considerate and friendly toward people is more likely to 
win their friendship and loyalty> The emotional ties that are formed make it easier to 
gain cooperation and support from people on whom the manager must rely to get the 
work done. It is more satisfying to work with someone who is friendly, cooperative, 
and Suppoltive than with someone who is cold and impersonal, or worse, hostile and 
uncooperative, Some forms of suppol1ing behavior reduce the amount of stre&" in the 
joh, and other forms help a person cope with stress. Higher job satisfaction and stress 
tolerance are likely to result in less absenteeism, fewer vacancies, less alcoholism, and 
less drug abuse (Brief, Schuler, & Van Sell, 1981; Ganster, Fusilier, & Mayes, 1986; 
Kessler, Price, & Wortman, 191)5), 

As nored earlier in this chapter, the effects of supportive leadership have been 
studied extensively with a variety of research methods. The studies show that suhor
dinates of supportive lelders are usually more satisfied with their leader and with their 
job, The findings regarding the effects of supporting behavior on subordinate 
performance are less consistent, especially when controlling for the effects of other 
person-oriented behaviors such as developing and recognizing. Although no firm con
clusions can be drawn, supportive leadership probably has a weak positive effect on 

TABLE 4-8 Guidelines for Supporting 

• Show acceptance and positive regard. 
• Be polite and considerate, not arrogant and rude. 
• Treat each subordinate as an individual. 
• Remember important details about the person, 
• Be patient and helpful when giving instructions or explanations, 
• Provide sympathy and support when the person is anxious or upset. 
• Express confidence in the person when there is a difficult task, 
• Provide assistance with the work when it is needed. 
• Be willing to help with personal problems. 
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TAB"""" Guidelines for Coachil'l'g 

• Help the person analyze his or her performance by asking questions or suggesting aspects to 
examine more closely. 

• Provide constructive feedback about effective and ineffective behaviors exhibited by the 
person. 

• Suggest specific things that could heip to improve the person's performance. 
• Demonstrate a better way to do a complex task or procedure. 
• Express confidence the person can Jearn a diffrcult task or procedure. 
• Provide opportunities to practice difficult procedures before they are used in the work. 
• Help the person learn how to solve a problem rather than just providing the answer. 

subordinate performance. Unfortunately. ft:w studies have measured the medi~Hing 
processes that could explain the reason;:;; for this effect or \'vl1en it is most likely to 
occur. Supportive It.''adership may in(Tt':.t~e a suhordinate's self-confidence, slw,,,s 
resistance, acceptan{.'e of the leader, trust of the k:adcr, and \villingness to do extra 
things for the le~ldt."-r. J-!O\\i these rnedi3ring proCt.'sses can contrihute to effective per
f()rmance by a subordinate is described in more detail in subsequent chapteN. 

Developing 

Developing includes se\'er~!l managerial pmctices that are used to increase a pt:r
sun's :"ikiHs and facilitate job adjustment and career advancement. Componem heh:lv
iors include coaching, menwring, and carecr counscHng. Guidelines are sho\vn in 
Table 4-9 for coaching and in Table 4-:10 for mentoring. 

Developing 1s usually done with a subordinate, but it may also be done with a 
peer, a colleague, or even with a new, inexperienced boss. Rcsponsibility for develop
ing suhordinates "can be shared with other memhers of the work unit who afC competent 
,md experienct'd. For example, some leaders assign an experienced suhordinate to 
serve as a mentor and c03ch for a neW employee. 

Developing offen; a variety of potential benefits t{x the manager, the subordi
nate, and the organization. One benefit is to foster mutually cooperative relation
"-hips. Potential henefits for subordinates include hetter job adjustment. more skill 
learning, greater self-confidence, and i'~bter career adv~tncemt.'nt. 111e leader can 
.lpin a sense of satisfaction from helping others grow and develop. Potential hene
fits for the organization include higher employee commitment, higher performance, 

• Help the person identify relevant strengths and weaknesses. 
• Help the person find ways to acquire necessary skills and knowledge. 
• Encourage attendance at relevant training courses. 
• Provide opportunities to learn from experience. 
• Provide helpful career advice. 
• Promote the person's reputation, 
• Serve as a role model (demonstrate appropriate behavior). 
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and better preparation of people to fill positions of greater responsibility in the 
organization as openings occur. 

There has been extensive research on the effects of skill training in organizations 
(see reviews by Goldstein, 1992). elnis literature suggests that skill development usually 
increases the satisfaction and performance. Managers play an important role in the 
development of subordinates. Empirical research on the effects of coaching and mentor
ing by managers is still limited. A few survey studies have examined the correlation 
between developing behavior and an independent criterion of leadership effectiveness, 
but the results were not consistent across samples (e.g., Javidan, 1992; Kim & Yuki, 1995; 
Wilson, O'Hare, & Shipper, 1990; YukI, Wall, & Lepsinger, 1990). Descriptive research 
involving effective managers suggests that they take a more active role in developing the 
skills and confidence of subordinates (Bradford & Cohen, 1984; McCauley, 1986). 
Addjtional research on coaching and mentoring is described in Chapter 14. 

Recognizing 

Recognizing involves giving praise and showing appreciation to others for effec
tive performance. significant achievements, and important contributions to the organi
z~Hion. Although it is most common to think of recognition as being given by a man:lg
er to subordinates, this manageria] practice can also be used with peers. superiors, and 
people outside the work unit. The prilmily purpose of recognizing:. especially when 
lL',ed with suhordinates, is to strengthen desirable behavior and task commitment. 
Some guidelines for recogni7jng are shown in Table 11-11. 

Three major forms of recognizing afe praise, awards, and recognition ceremonies. 
Praise consists of orJ.l comments, expressions, or gestures that ackno\vledge a person's 
accomplishments and contributions. It is the easiest form of recognition to use, Most 
pmist' is gIven privately, but it can be us~>d in a public ritual or ceremony as well. 

Awards include things such as a certificate of achievement, a letter of commenda
tion, a plaque. a t.rophy, a medal, or a ribbon. Awards can he announced in many 
different \-'lays, including: ::m article in the company newsletter, a notice posted on the 
bulletin board, a picture of the person (e.g .. "employee of the month") hung in a promi
nent place, over a public address sysrern, in regular meetings, and at special ceremonies 
or rituals. Giving formal awards is a symbolic act that communicates a manager's val
ues and priorities to people in the organization. Thus, it is important for awards to he 
based on meaningful criteria rather than favoritism or arhitralY judgments. An award 
that is highJy visible allows others to share in the process of commending the recipient 

TABLE 4-11 Guidelines for Recognizing 

• Recognize a variety of contributions and achj~vements, 
• Actively search for contributions to recognize. 
• Recognize specific contributions and achievements. 
• Recognize improvements in performance. 
• Recognize commendable efforts that failed. 
• Provide recognition that is sincere. 
• Provide recognition that is timely. 
• Use a form of recognition appropriate for the person and situation. 
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and showing appreciation for his or her contnbutions to the success of the organiZation. 
The basis for making the award is more important than the form of the award. Some 
managers are creative about using awards, and they look for new and unusual awards 
to use with "planned spontaneity." Examples include home-baked bread, flowers, a 
hottle of wine, and a pkmre of the employee with the CEO. 

A recognition ceremony ensures that an indhlidual's :achievemc'11ts are ackno\vl
edged not by the manager but also by other rnem11(:rs of the organi:!:ltion. 
Recognition ceremonies can he used tn celebrate the achievements of a team or work 
unit as well as those of an individuaL :-;pedal rituals or ceremonies to honor pankulSJr 
employees or teams can have strong symbolic value \vhen attended by top manage
ment, because they demonstrate concern for the aspL"C1s of behavior or perforn1H.nce 
being recognized. The textiles and chemical manufacturer Milliken and Company 
(Peters & Austin, 19B'5) use a unique version of a recognition ceremony. 

Once each quarter a "Corporate Sharing Rlily" is beld to allow \vork teams to 
hrag ahout lhdr achk'vements and nHllrihurions. Lich or lb;: "bhulous bragging 
s('s~i(jns" h~t" a p:ll11cnJ.a]' thenh.-' such a;; improved produclivity, ix:ncr product 

or reduced Co.sb. Attendann: L.., \'o!untary, hut hundreds of c·mployces 
sbmv up to hea.r tC:l.1l1S makt.- siJnl1 five-minute prt:scnutions describin,g ho\v they 
!)JVC made ill1prOH;JHcnls rl..>lev~mt 10 the theme. Every p~lrtidpant receives a 
framed n:r1ific~ltt" ~!J)d the hl'M prt\-;cnwtions {determined hy peer eV<llu~Hjon) get 
special :l\vards. In addition to L'Clehr~Hing ;}ccomplbhmcnts and t_:1uph.::.blzing key 
values (reprt>s(~ntt:d hy the themes 1, 1I1t.':->(, ceremonies increase the diffusion of 
innovative ideas within the company. 

Praise jf) often givcn along with tangihle rewards. and 11 is difficult to separate their 
effech on suhordinate effort and satisfa~'tion in much of the research liter;nure. .\.10.5t 
studies that measur~; contingent reward hehavior with le~Kler behavior questionnaires 
find a positive conelation with subordinate satisfactit'm, but results for performance ;afe 

not consistent (t.',g., Kfnl & YukI, 199'::;; U)\\'e, Kroeck <..'i Sivasubramaniam, 
Podsakoff & Todor, l<)H); PodsakofJ, Tudor, Grover, 8.: Huber, 19R4; YukI d at, 19(0)~ A 
meta-analysis of lab()r~HolY and field studies on praise as a form of ft'X:'dback f<Jund tiale 
support for its effectiveness; praise \vas mon.' likely to have a negative L'ffect on perform
ance than a positiVe' efft:·i..1 (Kluger & DeNisi. 1996). In contrast, Jescriptivc studies in or
ganizations (KOUlt-'S &: Posner, 1987; Peters & Austin, 19H5) sugge5t that dlective leadc-;f5 
provide extensive recognition to subordinates for tht.'if achievements and contributions. 
A rare field experiment by Wikoff, Anderson, and Crowell (1983) found that praise by 
the supelvisor increased sllbordinate performance. In summary, the result'> of empirical 
research On the effects of praise are inconsistent, but they suggest that it can be benefi
cial when used in a skillful way under favorable conditions. 

Evaluation of the Behavior Approach 

The eady fixation on consideration and initiating structure appears to be ended, 
and most researchers now examine a broader range of behavior and more specific 
types of behaviors. It is now obvious that the relevance of the specific behaviors in 
each meta-category varies with the nature of the leadership situation. Moreover) much 
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of the early theory and research on leader behavior failed to consider the importance 
of leadership behaviors that involve attempts to influence change, encourage innova
tion j or increase emotional commitment to the mission of the unit. 

The two-factor taxonomy was followed by a proliferation of behavior taxonomies, 
and the lack of agreement about what behaviors to include in studies has made it more 
diffjcult to integrate the research on leader behavior. Most rese;Jfchers continue to use a 
readily availahle and ostensibly validated questionnaire without careful consideration 
about the relevance of the content for their research question and sample. Field studies 
that measure only the behaviors included in an available questionnaire (or selected 
scales from it) usually miss the opportunjty to examine a wide range of behaviors, or to 
collecr rich, descriptive information ahout leadership behavior. When the analysis 
involves only scale scores from questionnaires, it L" often difficult to interpret the result'), 
and there is little 0ppoliunity for inductive discoveries about effective leadership. 

Like the trait research (see Chapter 2), the behavior research sutfers from a renden
cy to look for ~imple answers to complex questions. Most research on leadership 
effectiveness has examined hehaviors individually r:J.ther than examining how effective 
leaders use patterns of specific behaviors to Jccomplish their agend:ls. It is likely lhat 
specific behaviors inter~Kt in complex ways, and that iead<:>{'ship eff<:>ctiveness cannot he 
understood unless these interactions are studied. For example, monitoring is useful for 
discovering problems, but unless something is done to solve th<:> problems, monitoring 
will not contribute to lelder efTectiveness< Planning is likely to he ineffective unless it is 
fXlsed on timely, accurate infonnation gathert.::d from monitoring, consulting, and net
working, and developing plans is pointless unless the leader also influcnces people to 
SUppol1 and implement them. Ddegating is not likely to be encclive unless the leader 
clarifies the subordinate's new responsibilities; ensures that the subordinate accepts 
them; monitors progress in an appropriate way; and provides necess,uy support, 
resources. and assistance, 

Descriptive studies of managerial work suggest that complementary lx:haviors are 
woven together into a complex tapestry such that rhe whole is greater than the sum of 
the parts (Kaplan, 19HH). A leader's skill in sdecting and enacting appropriate lx~hav-
10r5 is relatt.. ... d to the success of the outcome, but djffen.."nt patterns of beh3vior may he 
lIsed to accomplish the same outcome (the idea of equifinality). In future research iI is 
essential to pay more attemion 10 the overall pattern of leadership hehavior rather than 
I)(:'coming too preoccupied with any particular component of it. Measures of how oftl.'n 
a particular type of behavior is used are not enough; it is also essential to consider 
whether the hehavior is used when and where it is appropriate and in a skillful way. 

Summary 

From the 19505 to the mid-1980s, research on leader behavior was dominated by 
a foclIs on two broadly defined categories of behavior. Most studies of leadership 
behavior during this period used questionnaires measuring leader consideration 
and initiating structure. Hundreds of studies were conducted to see how these 
behaviors were correlated with criteria of leadership effectiveness such as subor
dinate satisfaction and performance. Other researchers used critical incidents, 
laboratory experiments, or field experiments to investigate how leader behavior 
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affects subordinate satisfaction and performance. Results from this massive 
research effort have been mostly inconclusive. However, the overall pattern of 
results suggests that effective leaders use a pattern of behavior that is appropriate 
for the situation and reflects a high concern for task objectives and a high concern 
f'Jr relationships. 

Recent research has identified a third general category of leadership l:x:havior 
that is concerned primarily '\vith dwnge and innovation, This type of leadership 
behavior was not explidtly rcpresenkd in the research and theory ahout k>~ldt:r
ship l)t:havior) and it is an essential elernent in more recent theory and fl'Se;1Rh (see 
Chapters 9, 10, and 13), However, a more comprehensive set of meta-categories does 
not mean that specific behaviors can be ignOl"ed in leadership theory and research. 
Much of the research on leader effeLtiveness indicates that for a given situation some 
specific behriviors are more relevant than others, Thus. to determine what form of 
h:adership is appropriate in a particular silliation, it is ;'JtiH necessary to study the spe
cHk behaviors rather than merely looking at the ml'lacatcgories. 

Behavior taxonornics are dC$criptive ajds that may help us analyze complex 
('vellls ;1nd und;:rsland them hetter. Ho\vl'vcr, it is imporunl to rememher {hal all 
!c:HJer beb~lvior constructs are suhjet-'tive, 1 )cspile claims of v~lljdity for \vidt:ly used 
scales, the type of research needed to as,st..-'S5 whether behavior constructs are accu
r:ady measured (free of respondent bias) and me~lningfLll for cxpb ining: effective 
leadership is seldom done. In the research on leader behavior there h:1S been 100 

much reliance on a small number ()f wel1-kno\vn questionnaires tlul111C:lSUre a lim
ited range of behaviors. This strategy is t"'qlliv~lk'nt to assu111ing that '\ve already 
knuw "\",hat types of hch;lyj()r will he mos1 useful for studying: leadership. To r~lCiI
i13te interpretation of results and inductive djscoverie~, it is essential to he more 
l1exible ahollt \vhat behaviors are examined in the research and the me-thods used 
to measure them. 

Planning:, .clarifying, and monitoring afe specific task-oriented behaviors that 
jointly affect ;s.;ubordinate performance. Planning involves deciding ahout objec
tiYes, prioritieS, strategies, allocation of resources, assignment of ft.:sponsibHities, 
scheduling of actlvl1ies, and al1o('ation of the manager's own time. Clarifying 
indtldes assigning Lisks, explaining job responsibilities, explaining 1111cs and proce
dures, communicHjng priorities, sc·tring specific pt.'rfonn:lnce goals ;;lnd de~ldlines, 
and giving instructions in bow to do a ta;.;k Monitoring involves gdting infonn~Hi()n 
needed to evaluJte the operations of the work unit and the performance of individual 
subordinate:.;. 

Supporting, developing, and recognizing are key relations-oriented behaviors. 
Supporting includes a wide range of behaviors by which a manager shows consid
eration, acceptance, and concern for someone's needs and feelings. A manager 
who is considerate and personable toward people is more likely to win their friend
ship and loyalty. Developing includes behavior that is intended to increase job
relevant skills and facilitate a person's job adjustment and career advancement. 
Examples include coaching, mentoring, and career counseling. Recognizing 
involves giving praise and showing appreciation to others for effective perform
ance, significant achievements, and important contributions to the organization. 
Recognizing helps to strengthen desirable behavior, improve interpersonal relation
ships, and increase job satisfaction. 
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Review and Discussion Questions 

L What did we learn about leadership effectiveness from the early Ohio State and 
Michigan leadership studies? 

2. What problems have impeded questionnaire research on leadership behavior? 
3. What are critical incident studies, and what do they tell us about the behavior of 

effective leaders' 
4. Explain the "high-high" theory of leadership effectiveness, and evaluate the 

research evidence for this theory. 
5. How can a leader's behavior reflect a high concern for both task and relations at 

the same tinle? 
6. Why are taxonomies of behavior constmcts important for research and theory on 

managerial effectiveness? 
7. Why do the taxonomies proposed by different theorists show so many 

differences? 
H. Why are planning, clarifying, and monitoring relevant for leadership effective

ness? 
9. Why are supporting, developing, and recognizing important for leadership 

effel'tiveness? 
10. In general, what has been learned from research on effective leadership behavior? 
1 L To what extent are the findings consistent for this chapter and the previous one? 

Key Terms 

behavior taxonomies 
change-oriented 

behavior 
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umsideration 
criticll incidents 
developing 

high-high leader 
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monitoring 
Multifac[Or Leadership 
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participative leadership 
peer leadership 
planning 
recognizing 
relations-oriented behavior 
supportive leadership 
task-oriented behavior 
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CHAPTER 5 

Participative Leadership, 
Delegation, and 
Empowerment 

Learning Objectives 

After stuuying this chapter you should he able to; 

• l-nderstand what rL'~search methods have heen llsed to study participative 
leadt:'r:-.hip. 

• I :ndcrstand the major findings in research on consequences of participative 
leadership. 

• Cnderstand the situations in which palticipativt' leadership is most likely to he 
ef!J.:.'ctive, 

• l:ndcrstand the major findings in research on the normatjve theory of leader 
dccislcm nuking. 

• Understand procedures for the effective use ()f consultation. 

• Lnderstand the pu!cntiai henefits and rbks of deleg~Hion. 

• Cnderstand when and ho\v to use delegation dTectivcly. 

• Understand why follower perceptions of empowerment are import3nL 

Making decisions is one of the most important functions performed by leaders. Many 
of the activities of managers and administrators involve making and implementing 
decisions, including planning the work, solving technk-al problems, selecting subordi
nates, determining pay increases, making job assignments, and so forth. Participative 
leadership involves efforts by a leader to encourage and facilitate participation by others 
in making important decisions. Democratic societies uphold the right of people to in
fluence decisions that will affect them in important ways. Involving others in making 
decisions is often a necessary part of the political process for getting decisions 
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approved and implemented in organizations. Delegation is a distinct type of power
sharing process that occurs when subordinates are given responsibility and authority 
for making some types of decisions formerly made by the manager. Empowerment in
volves tbe perception by members of an organization that they have the opportunity to 
determine their work roles, accomplish meaningful work, and influence important 
events, 

Participative leadership. delegation. and empowerment are subjects that bridge 
the power and behavior approaches to leadership. The research on participative lead
ership and delegation emphasizes the leader's perspective on power sharing. The 
research on empowerment is a more limited and recent addition to the leadership lit
erature, and it emphasizes the follower'S perspective, Taken together, the two differ
ent perspectives provide a better understanding of the reasons why effective leader
ship is so important in organizations. This chapter descrihes the theory and research 
findings on this important aspect of leadership. 

Nature of Participative Leadership 

Participative leadership involves the use of various decision procedures that 
allow other people some influence over the leader's decisions. Other terms commonly 
used to refer to aspects of pa1ticipative leadt..~rship include consultation, joint decL,joll 
making, pO/rer sharing, decentralizaJiml, empowerment, and democratic manage
ment. Participative leadership can be regarded as a distinct type of behavior, although 
it m:ly he used in conjunction with specific task and relations behaviors (Liken, 19()7; 
YukI, ]971). For example, consulting with employees about the design of a flextime 
... ystem may simultaneollsly involve planning better work schedules and showing con
cern for employee needs. 

Varieties of Participation 

Paltidpative leadership can take many forms. A variety of different decision pro
cedures may be used to involve other people in making decisions. A number of lead
ership theorists have proposed different taxonomies of decision procedures, but there 
is no agreement about the optimal number of decision procedures or the best way to 
define them (Heller & YukI. 1969, Strauss, 1977, Tannenbaum & Schmidt, 1958, Vroom & 
Yetton, 1973), However, most theorists would acknowledge the follOWing four deci~ 
sion procedures as distinct and meaningful: 

1. Autocratic Decision: The manager makes a decision alone without asking for 
the opinions or suggestions of other people, and these people have no direct in
fluence on the decision; there is no pat:ticipation. 

2. Consultation: The manager asks other people for their opinions and ideas, then 
makes the decision alone after seriously considering their suggestions and concerns. 

3. Joint Decision: The manager meets with others to discuss tbe decision problem 
and make a decision together; the manager has no more influence over the final 
decision than any other participant. 

4. Delegation: The manager gives an individual or group the authority and respon
sibility for making a decision; the manager usually specifies limits within which 
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Autocratic 
decision 

No influence 
by others 

Consultation 
Joint 

decision 

FIGURE 5-1 Continum of Decision Procedures 

Delegation 

I 
High influence 

by others 

the final choice must fall, and prior approval mayor may not be required before 
the decision can be implemented, 

The four decision procedures can be ordered along a continuum ranging 
from no influence by other people to high influence (see Figure 5-1)" Some 
re-searchers differentiate hetween subvarieties of these bask four procedures. For 
t'xarnple, Tannenbaum and S,:hrnidl (958) dislinguish two varieties of autocratic 
decision, one in \V'hleh the lcadC'r merely announces ;m autocratic decbion ("tdr 
style), and Iht..; other in which the leader us(;'!; intluent'(' tactics such as ration:!! per
suasion ("'sell" style). The same writers also dislinguisht'd three varit:-'lies of consul
tation: (1) the leader presents :1 decision made without prior consultation; hut is 
\villing to modify it in the face of strong ohjections and concerns; (2) the leader 
presents a tentative proposal and actively encourages people to suggest ways to 
irnprove it; and (3) the leader presents a problern and asks others to participate in 
diagnosing it ~1nd developing solutions, but then makes the decision alone. Vroom 
an.d Yetton 097j) distinguish between consulting \.vith individual::; and consulting 
with a gruup. 

The distinctions am()fig decision procedures are useful, but Strauss (1977) re
IHinds u", that it is imporram to distinguish between overt procedures and actual intlu
ence. Sometimes what appears to be participation is only pretense. For example, a 
rrunager may solicit ideas :tnd suggestions from others hut ignore them when making 
the decision. Likewise, the man~lger may ask suhordinah::s to make a decision, hut do 
it in such a \vay that the subordinates are afmid to sho\v initiative or deviate tl'om the 
choices they know the hoss prt~fers. 

Decision procedures are abstract descriptions of pure or ideal types; the actual 
hehavior of man~lgers seldom occurs in "vays that neatly fit these descriptions. The re~ 
,,:;earch discu:·, .. <red in Chapter 3 suggests that consultation otten occurs int(Jfmally during 
the course of repeated interactions with other people rather than at a single point of 
time in a formal meeting. Consultation may occur during brief contacts in the hall, 
after a meeting or social event, at lunch, or on the golf course. Actual behavior may 
involve a mix of element." from different decision procedures, such as consulting about 
problem diagnosis but not about final choice among solutions, or consulting about 
final choice among a limited set of predetermined solutions. Participative behavior has 
a dynamic quality and may change over time. For example, what was initially consul
tation may become a joint decision as it becomes evident that subordinates agree with 
the leader's preferred choice. What was initially a group decision may become consul
tation when it becomes obvious that the group is deadlocked and the leader must 
make the final decision. 
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Consequences of Participative leadership 

This section of the chapter examines the potential benefits of participation and 
explanatory processes for the effects of participation (see Figure 5-2). Situational vari
ables that enhance or limit the effects of participation are discussed later in the chap
ter as part of the theories developed to explain why this form of leadership is not 
effective in all situations. 

Potential Benefits of Participation 

Participative leadership offers a variety of potential benefits, but whether the ben
efits occur depends on who the participants are, how much influence they have, and 
other aspects of the decision situation. Pour potential benefits include higher decision 
quality, higher decision acceptance by particip<:tnts, more satisfaction with the decision 
process, and more development of decision-making skHls. Several expbn~ltions have 
been proposed for the positive effects ()f pal1icipati()fl (Anthony, 1978; Cooper & W( xKI, 
]974; Maier. 19(1j; .v1itchcll, 191.3; Strauss, 196.) Vroom & YeHon, 19T))' 

Decisi01l Quality. Involving other people in m~!kjng a decision is likely (0 incn .. :;J.~ 
rhe quality of a decision when participants have inh:)rmation ~md knuwledgc lacked by 
the leader Jnd are willing to cooperate in finding a good solution to a decision prob
lem. Cooperation and sharing of know!t'dge will depend on the extent to which 
p~l!1icipants trust the leader and view the process as legitimate and beneficial. If par
ticipants and the leader have incompatible goals, cooperation is unlikely to occur. Tn 
the ab~ence of cooperation, parri{jpation m~ly reduce rather [han increase decision 
quality. Even high cooperation does not guarantee that participation will result in a 
better decision. The decision process used by the group \vill detennine whether 111emlx:1's 
are ahle to reach agreement, and it will determine the extent to which any decision 
incorporates the members' expertise and knowledge (st-"t.~ Chapler 12). ·When memhers 

Decision Procedures Explanatory Processes Potentia! Benefits 

Autocratic decision - Understanding of problem - High decision quality 
Consultation Integrative problem solving High decision acceptance 
Joint decision Identification with solution High satisfaction 
Delegation Procedural justice More skill development 

Situational Variables 

Importance of decision 
Distribution of knowledge 
Goal congruence 
Time pressure 
Member traits + values 

FIGURE 5-2 Causal Model of Participative Leadership 
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have different perceptions of the problem or different priorities for the various out
comes, it is difficult to discover a high-quality decision, The group may fail to reach 
agreement or settle for:a poor compromise. Finally, other aspects of the decision situ
ation such as time pressures, the number of participants, and formal policies may 
make some forms of participation impl"dctical. 

Decision AcceptatlCe. People who have considerable influence in making a decision 
tt:11tl to identify with it and perceive it to be their decision, This feeling of 0'\\'ner.-;1Ilp 
ilK'reases their motivation to implement it successfully, P~llticip~llion :also provides a 
hertel' understanding of the nature of the decision probh:m and the n:a~ons why a 
particular alternative was accepted and others rejected. Participants gain a better 
understanding of how they will be affected by a decision, which is likely to reduce any 
unwarranted fears and anxieties about it. When adverse consequences are likely" par
ti-eipation allows people an opportunity to express their concerns and help to find a 
' .. ;olutjon th:lt deals with these conCerns. Finally, when a decision is made hy a j'urtici
pative prot'css considered legitimate hy most mcmbers, then the group is likely to ;lpply 
...;ocial pres . ...;ure on any reluctant m<.'mhers to do their pan in implctl1t-'l1ting the decision. 

Snt.isfaction with the Decision Process. Research on procedural justice (e,g., 
Earley & Lind, 191i7; Lind & Tyler, lYB8) found tlw.t the opportunity to express opinions 
and preferences before a decisiun b made (called "voice''') can have bendki:al effects 
regardless of the alllount of actual influence participants have over the final decision 
(called "choice")" People an: more likely to perceive th:n they are heing tl"eated \vilh 
dignity and respect \vhen they have an opportunity to express opinions and prefer
('nees aboUl a decision that witI affect them. The likely result is mort' pereeptinn of 
procedu:f<il justice and stronger satisLtetion with the dedsion pnX't:'ss (Roberson, "loye, & 
Locke, 1999), Howevi..."'f, in the absence of real influence over a decision, voice alone 
may not result in strong commitment to impk'ment the decision. Furthermore. 
the prrx:ess may reduce rather tban incn.~dse :<Hisfacrion if participants perceive that 
the leader is attempting to manipUlate th(:,111 into suppoI1ing an undesirahle decision. 

Development. of Participant Skills. Tlw experience or helping to make a complex 
decision can result in the development of more skill :lnd confid<:nce by pat1icip~lnts. 
","'hether the potentia l henefits arc realized dt'pend~ on ho\v much involvement pal1ic
ipants adtully h.ave in the process of diagnosing the cause of the problem. generating 
feasible solutions, evaluating solutions to identify the best one, and planning how to 
implement it. Participants \vho are involved in all aspects of the decision process learn 
more than participants who merely contribute to one aspect. For participants with lit
tle experience in making complex decisions, learning also depends on the extent to 
which participants receive coaching and encouragement from the leader during diffi
cult stages of the decision process (see Cbapter 12). 

Objectives for Different Participants 

The potential benefits of participation are not identical for all types of partici
pants, The leader's objectives for using participation may differ depending on whether 
participants are subordinates, peers, superiors, or outsiders. 
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Downward consultation may be used to increase the quality of decisions by 
drawing on the knowledge and problem-solving expertise of subordinates, Another 
objective is to increase subordinate acceptance of decisions by providing a sense of 
ownership, A third objective may be to develop the decision-making skills of subordi
nates by giving them experience in helping to analyze decision problems and evaluate 
solutions. A fourth objective is to facilitate conflict resolution and team bUilding. 

Lateral consultation with people in different subunits may be used to increase deci
sion quality when peers have relevant knowledge about the cause of a problem and likely 
solutions. When cooperation from other managers is nece&-<;a.ty to implement a decision, 
consultation is a way to increase their understanding and commitment. Lateral consulta
tion facilitates coordination and coopemtion among managers of different organizational 
subunits with interdependent tasks. However, consultation should be limited to decisions 
for which it is appropriate, .so that time is not wasted in unnecessary meetings. 

Upward consultation allows a manager to draw on the expertise of the boss, 
which may be greater than the expertise of the manager. In addition, upward consul
tation allows a manager to find out how the boss feels about a problem and is likely to 

react to various propos.:lis. On the other hand, t~xcessive consultation with a boss sug
gests a lack of self-confidence and initiative on the part of the suhordin;:lte. A manag
er with the authurity to make the final choice in decisions is wise to avoid hecoming 
too dependent on the hoss when making these decisions. 

Consulting with outsiders such as clients and suppliers helps ensure that deci
sions affecting them are understood and accepted. Consultation with outsiders is a 
\vay to learn more abom their needs and preferences, strengthen external networks, 
improve coordination, and solve mutual prohlems related to the work. 

Research on Effects of Participative leadership 

Since the pioneering studies by Lewin, Lippitt, and White (J 939) and Cacb and 
French (194H), social scientists have been imerested in studying the consequences of 
participative leadership. After supportive and task-oriented behavior, the largest amount 
of behavior research has heen on participative leadership, The research has employed a 
variety of methods, including latx)ratory experiments, field experiments, correlational 
field studies, and qualitative case studies involving interviews with effective leaders and 
their subordinates. Most of the studies involved participation by subordinates, and the 
criteria of leader effectivenes.''; were usually subordinate satisfaction and performance. 

Example of Research on Participation 

Bragg and Andrews (973) conducted a quasi-experimental study on participa
tion in a hospital laundry department Following is a detailed description of the way 
participation was introduced into the department and the consequences for worker 
satisfaction and productivity, 

The foreman of the laundry department typicaHy made decisions in an autocratic 
manner, and he was persuaded by the chief administrator to try a participative ap~ 
proach. The 32 workers in the laundry department were told that the purpose of 
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the group meetings was to make their jobs more interesting, not to increase pro· 
ductivity, which was already high, The workers and union were told that the par
ticipati()fi program would be discontinued if they found it unsatisfu<-'tory, Over the 
next 18 months, meeting.') were held whenever the worker!'> wanted to discuss 
specific, proposals abol11 hours of work working procedures, working: conditions, 
minor equipment modifications, and safety matters. In addition to Ihese group 
meetings, 1h(' fOf'l'man rOl1:-:.ulnxl with individuals and smaHer groups 
of workers to discuss prohlcms and new ideas. 

\'Vbrker ~lttitudes \vere measured at two·month intervals for 14 months WiTh a ques
tionnaire, The attitude data showed some initial douhts about the p~lftidp:Jtion 
program, after which workers became increasingly more favorable toward it 
Productivity Juring the first 18 months of the program increased 42 percent over 
that for the department during the prior year. whereas for similar departments in 
two other h{J;<;pirals (the comparison groups), prqdUClivit}' dt:clined sllghtly during 
rhe same period of lime. Attendance in Ihe depmrmknl, which was high initially, 
became even bktter after the partlt'ipation program W~IS introdtK'Ct.L whereas for 
()ther n()n~lnedicaj departments in the '<une h()Spjt~ll (rhe n)ml)~lrison gf(HipS), it 
hecame \vnrse. The rnults were st:JIi...,ik'ally :-.ignificml and :-;!1o\vcd that the par
tidp:uion program W;h highly SlKtX;:-.sful. 

After the program h<lJ been in dlt:<...t for three yvars, neither the workers nor the 
I'upervisur had any desire to return to the old aUlOCJ\ltic of management. The 
success of the progr~tm ent.'ouragt"d the introdw:tion of p;ll1icipalion in 1he medical 
records section, \\"l:\t"fe it resulted in dlmin;ition of grlcv';mtx,:s and ;J sh;lrp reduc~ 

rion in lumnveL However. an :IH·nnpt to introduce a p:!rticipatiot1 rrogr~ll11 in the 
nursing group was much less suu.:t.:ssfuL due primarily 10 bck of SUppOI1 hy the 
head T1ur",e and resistance by adminis1rative mcdiz:al personnel, 

Effects of Participation 

The result." of quantitative res.earch (j,e" questionmlire studies, field cxperin1t::nts, 
lahoratory experiments) on the effects of p::utidpation in decision making are summa
rized in several literature reviews Jnd metiHmalyses (Cotton et aL 1988; Leana, h:x.'ke, 
& Schweiger, 1990, Ylillcr '" Monge, 19116; Sagic '" Koslowsky, 2000, Spector, 1986, 
Wagner &. Gooding, 19B7). The variow; reviewers did not agree in their conclusions, 
hut they aU noted the lack of con.,istem strong results in the research, One reason for 
the inconsisten<..-1' seemed to be the type of methodology used in the research. 

Studies that used questionnaire data from the same respondents (the subordinates) 
usually found positive effects for palticipation, whereas studies with independent 
measures of outcome variables had results that were weaker and less consistent. 
Experiments and quasi-experimental studies in field settings showed positive results in 
most cases, whereas laboratory experiments did not support the effectiveness of 
participation in decision making. In experiments on goal setting, the effect of partici
pation depended in part on other factors such as goal difficulty and supportive leader
ship, Assigned goals were as effective as participative goals when goal difficulty was 
held constant and the leaders who assigned goals were supportive and persuasive 
(Latham, Erez, & Locke, 1988), Overall, the evidence from the quantitative studies is 
not sufficiently strong and consistent to draw any firm conclusions, but the results 
suggest that participation can be effective in some situations. 
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The findings from qualitative research, including case studies of effective man
agers, have been more consistently supportive of the benefits of participative leader
ship (Bradford & Cohen, 1984; Kanter, 1983; Kouzes & Posner, 1987; Peters & Austin, 
1985; Peters & Waterman, 1982). This research found that effective managers used a 
substantial amount of consultation and delegation to empower subordinates and give 
them a sense of ownership for activities and decisions. 

In summary, after more than 50 years of research on participation, we are left 
with the conclusion that participative leadership sometimes results in higher satisfac
tion, effolt, and performance, and at other times it does not. 

Limitations of Participation Research 

The lack of strong, consistent results in the research on participative leadership 
may he a result of methodological problems in much of the research. Weak lll,,-~thods 
have been used in much of the research, and even the studies using stronger methods 
such as experiment.:.; have seriolls limitations. 

The survey field studies afe limited by measlirement problems and difficulty of 
determining direction of Glus;:llity (see Ch:Jpter 4). In most of tbese stuclies, subordi
nati.:'S were asked to rate how much involvement they had in dedsions, or to ratl:' the 
leader's general use of participative decision procedures. No effort was made to iden
tify the particular mix of decision procedures that were used or to determine whether 
these procedures \Vere appropriate for the types of decisions being made. In effect, 
these studies tested only the general hypothesis that more is better when it comes to 
participati(m. 

The field experiments and quasi-experimental studies also have limitations. 
Many of them involved a participation program introduced by the organization 
rather than pal1icipative behavior by an individual manager. In some studies, partic
ipation was combined with other types of interventions (e.g. more supportive behav
ior by the leader, better training of subordinates, or lise of better procedures for 
planning and probJem solving), making it Jifficult to determine what consequences 
were due to participation. The ShoI1~term nature of many field experiments raises 
the possibiHty that improved satisElCtion and effort for people in the participation 
condition is the result of temporary elation from being singled out for special attention 
by tIle organizati()fl (the "IIawth()me effect"). In some studies the n()I1participati()fl 
control group knew about the participation group, which could have led to resent
ment about not getting the "special" treatment, thereby lowering satisfaction and 
making the participation group appear better. Finally, most lab and field experi
ments compared only two decision procedures, and the definition of high and low 
participation varied from study to study, making it difficult to compare results across 
studies. For example, in some studies participation was a joint decision, whereas in 
others it was consultation. 

The measure of participation consequences in most of the studies was overall 
satisfaction and performance of subordinates, not satisfaction with the way a particu
lar decision was handled or commitment to implement that decision effectively. 
Thus) most studies failed to measure the most relevant and immediate outcomes, and 
instead used a relatively insensitive criterion that is influenced by many things besides 
participative leadership. Most studies also failed to measure the underlying infiuence 
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and motivational processes that could explain how participation affects decision ac
ceptance. 

Lack of consistent resulLs about the effectiveness of participative leadership may 
also renect the fae'! that various forms of participation are effective in some situations 
hut not in others. In 1110st studk" of participation. researchers either ignored the situ
:1110n entirely or identified limiting cond1tions only on a post hoc l1as1:\ to explain dis
l repant result<.;. or lack of success. h:\\' studit.:·s incorpoiJ.ted situational variables in a 
:,ystematk: manner or investigated \v!tether different procedures arc mure en~ctjve for 
different types of decisions. This question is the subject of a contingency thcory devel
()ped by Vrexm1 and YeUon 097.3). 

Normative Decision Model 

The importance of using decision procedures that are appropriate for the situation 
has heen recognized f()f some timc, Tannenhaum and Schmidt (l<)SS) noted that a 
IC;ldt~r's choice of decision procedures reflects j\)rces in !hc leader, forces in the' :->uhordi
n:ltcs, and f01TCS in the ,..,itu:ttion. "bie/' 096:')1 pointed nut the need ror leaders to ('on
~kk~r bOlh tht: quality l'equin,,'HK'nb uf a dedsion and the likelihoud of stthordinak' 
;Hxept~ll1ce hefnre choosing a decisiun pnKedure. Vroorn and Yl..'tton (1973) huilt upon 
these earlier approaches hut \:ven1 ftu1hcr in specifying which dcci;.;ion procedures will 
he most effective in each of several spc(jfic ;situations. Vroom and Jago 09&"i) subse
quently revised the initial model to include some additional variables and decision rules. 

Vroom and Yetton Model 

The decision procedure used hy a leader affects the quality of a decision and de
cision acccptaot-'e by the people who afe expected to implement the decision. These 
rsvo mediating variables jointly determine how effective the decision \vill he after it is 
implemented, \vhich 11;1;<:; obvious implications for the performance of the uni[ or team. 
However, the effect of the decision procedures on decision qU~lJjty and acceptance de
pends on vJrious aspt"cl~ of the situation, and :t procedure that is ef1'ective in some sit
uations may he ineffective in other "iruations. 

Decision Procedures. Vroom <il1d Yetton i(1entjfy five de('ision pn)Cedures f(}r deci
sions involving multiple .subordinates, including t\··vo varieties of autocratic decision (AI 
and AlI), two varieties of consultation (CI and CI]), and one variety of joint decision 
making by leader and subordinates as a group (Gl!). Each of these decision proce
dures is defined as follows (Vroom & Yetton, 1973, p. 13): 

AI. You solve the problem or make the decision yourself, using information 
available to you at the time. 

All. You obtain the necessary information from your subordinates, then de
cide the solution to the problem yourself. You mayor may not tell 
your subordinates what the problem is in getting the information from 
them. The role played by your subordinates in making the decision is 
dearly one of providing necessary information to you, rather than gen
erating or evaluating alternative solutions. 
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CI. You share the problem with the relevant sobordinates individually. get
ting their ideas and suggestions, without bringing them together as a 
group. Then you make the decision, which mayor may not reflect 
your subordinates' influenfe. 

Cll. You share the problem with your subordinates as a group, obtaining 
their collective ideas and suggestions. Then you make the decision, 
which mayor may not reflect your subordinates' influence. 

Gll. You share the problem with your subordinates as a group. Together 
you generate and evaluate alternatives and attempt to reach agreement 
(consensus) on a solution. Your role is much like that of chairman. 
You do not tly to influence the group to adopt your preferred solution, 
and you are willing to accept and implement any solution that has the 
support of the entire group. 

Situational Variables. The effectiveness of a decision procedure depends on sever
al aspects of the decision situation: (1) the amoum of relevant information possessed 
by leader :md subordin~Hes, (2) the likelihood that subordinates will :J.<.:cept ~Ill auto
cratic decision, (3) the likelihood that suhordin:Jtt's \\"ill cooperate if allowed w par1k~ 
irate, (4) the amount of disagreement among subordinates with respect to 1 heir 
preferred alternatives, and (.,) the extent to \vhich the decision prohlem is unstructured 
and requires creative problem solving. The model also takes into account ("I) whether 
the decision is important or trivial, and (2) wht:ther the decision will be accepted hy 
subordinates even if they are not involved in making it. The causal relationships 
among the variables are shown in Figure 5-3. 

Decision Acceptance. Decision acceptance is the degree of commitment to im
plement a decision effectively. Acceptance is important whenever a decision must 
be implemented by subordinates or has implications for their work motivation. In 
some cases, subordinates are highly motivated to implement a decision made by fhe 
leader because it is clearly beneficial to them or because the leader uses innuence 
tactic;;; to gain their commitment to the decision. However, subordinates may not 
accept an autocratic decision for other reasons. For example, subordinates may re
sent not being consulted, they may not understand the reasons for the decision, and 
they may see it as detrimental to their interests. A basic assumption of the model is 
that participation increases decision acceptance if it is not alre~ldy high, and the 

Decision Decision quality Unit/team 
procedure and acceptance performance 

Situational 
variables 

FIGURE 5·3 Causal Relationship in the Normative Dedsion Model 
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more influence subordinates have in making a decision, the more they will be mo
tivated to implement it successfully, Thus, decision acceptance is likely to be 
greater for joint decision making than for consultation, and for consultation than for 
an aurocratic decision, 

Decision Quality. Decision quality refers to the objective aspects of the decision 
!liat affect group per[orm~lno: aside frorn <-my dTects rnedbted hy decision acceptance, 
The quality of a decision is high when th(' ]:X:."i alternative is selected, For example, an 
efficient work procedure is selected instead of less efficient alternatives) or a chAHt:ng

ing performance goal is set instead of an easy goal. Decision quality is important 
\vhen there is a great deal of variability among alternatives and the decision has impor
tant consequences for group performance. If the available alternatives are approxi
mately t'qual in consequences, or if the decision has no important consequences for 
gn)up pert{ml1anCe~ then decision quality is n(}t important, Examples (}f task decisions 
that are usuaHy impoli:Jnt include determination of goals and priorities. assignment of 
usks to subordinates who difTer in skills, dctermination of work procedures for com
plex t.1sks, and dClerrnin:lllO!1 of ways to soive technical prohh:ms. 

The effect of p:lI1icipaliol1 on dec!,':"lnn quality dl'pends on the distrihution of 1'1.'1-
l'v'ant information and prohlem~::K)lving expertise between leader and ~ubordinaies. 
The model assumes 1hm panicipalion will result in better decisions if subordinates pos
sess relevant information and are willing 10 cooperate \\-"1th the leader in making a 
good decision. Cooperation, however, depends in rurn on the extent to which subor
dinates share the leader's task ohjecti\~t:'s and have a relationship of mutual trust with 
lhl' IC~l(.1eL The model JssWl1es that consu11;.1tion and joint decision making are equal
ly likely to facilitate decision quality when subordinates share the ie~!der's ohjectives. 
However, when suhordinates have incompatihle objectives, consultation usually re
suits in higher-quality decisions than joint decision making, because the Jeader retains 
control over the final choice. 

Decision Rules, The model provides J set of rules for identifying any decision pro
cedure that is inapproprlah' in a given situation because decision quality anu/or ac~ 
c('ptance would he jeopardized hy using that procedure. The rules are ha.-.:ed on the 
assumptions discussed earlier ahout the consequences of different decision procedures 
under different conditions. The decision rules are summarized briefly in Tahle ')-1. 

For some deci:-lion situations, the model prescrihes more than one feasible deci
sion procedurt~. In this case, the choice among decision procedures in the "feasible 
set" should be based on other criteria, such as time pressure, desire to develop subor
dinates, or a leader's personal preferences among the procedures. Vroom and Yettcm 
developed decision process flowcharts to simplify the application of the rules and as
sist managers in identifying the feasible set of decision procedures for each situation. 

The Revised Model 

Vroom and ]ago (1988) reviewed the research findings on the model and offered a 
revised version of it. The revised model was designed to correct some of the weakness
es in the earlier version. The Vroom-Yettcm model eliminates some of the procedures 
from the feasible set, but it does not indicate which of the remaining procedures is best. 
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1. When the decision is important and subordinates possess relevant information lacked by the 
leader, an autocratic decision (AI, All) is not appropriate because an important decision 
would be made without all of the relevant, available information. 

2. When decision quality is important and subordinates do not share the leader's concern for 
task goals, a group decision (Gil) is not appropriate because these procedures would give too 
much influence over an important deCision to uncooperative or even hostile people. 

3. When deciSion quality is important, the decision problem is unstructured, and the leader 
does not possess the necessary information and expertise to make a good deCision, then the 
decision should be made by interaction among the people who have the relevant informa
tion (CII, GIl). 

4. When decision acceptance is important and subordinates are unlikely to accept an autocratic 
decision, then an autocratic decision (AI, AU) is not appropriate because the decision may 
not be implemented effectively. 

5. When decision acceptance is important and subordinates are likely to disagree among them
selves about the best soiution to an important problem, autocratic procedures (AI, All) and 
Individual consultation (CI) are not appropriate because they do not provide the opportunity 
to resolve differences through discussion and negotiation among subordinates and between 
the subordrnates and the leader 

6. When deCision quality IS not Important but acceptance IS important and unlikely to result 
from an autocratic decision, then the only appropriate procedure is a group decision (GIl), 
because acceptance is maximized without risking quality. 

7. When decision acceptance is important and not likely to result from an autocratic decision, 
and subordinates share the leader's task objectives, subordinates should be given equal part
nership in the decision process (Gil), because acceptance is maximized without risking quality 

Based on Vroom & Yetton, 1973 

The Vroom-Jago model incorpora.tes features that allow a manager to (it:-termine the rel
ative priority of difTe-rent criteria and reduce the feasible set to a single procedure by ap
plying the criteria. 

"nlC Vroom-Yetton model fails to include some imponant aspects of the situation, 
such as severe time constraints, amount of subordinate infomlation, and geographical 
dispersion of suhor ttrihutes are ilKorporated in the Vroorn-Jago model. TIle Vroom
Yetton model uses only two outcome criteria--decision acceptance and decision quali
ty-in the decision rules. The new model adds concern for subordinate development 
and concern for uecision time as explicit criteria for determining optimal decision proce
dures. Manaf,rers are given more choice in setting priorities for the criteria in the new 
model, and there are different versions of the model for different priorities. 

The Vroom-Yetton model fails to capture some differences among situations by 
requiring a definite yes-no answer to the situational questions. The new model cor
rects this deficiency by requiring managers to differentiate among five choices in de
scribing each aspect of the situation. For example, to the question "Do subordinates 
share the organizational goals to be attained in solving this problem?" managers select 
one of the following choices, no, probably no, maybe, probably yes, yes. Decision 
rules are replaced by mathematical functions. The result of the various changes is to 
make an already complex model even more complex, and a computer software pro
gram is recommended to apply the model in its complete form, 
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Subordinate Acceptance of Decision 
Not Important or Assured Important and Not Assured 

Decision Quality with Autocratic Decision with Autocratic Detision 

Not 

Important, but leader has 
sufficient information; AUTOCRATIC 
members share leader's goals 

Important, but leader has 
sufficient information; members AUTOCRATIC 
do 

Important and the leader lacks 
essential information; members CONSULTATION 
share leader 

!mportant and the leader lacks 
essential information; members CONSULTATION 
don't shEre leader goals 

Based on Yukl (1990) 

GROUP 

GROUP 

CONSULTATION 

GROUP 

CONSULTATION 

Over the years various theorists have attempted to simpJify the nonnatin;- deci
sion rnodd to make it easier for managers to use (e.g., YukI. 1990), Olk~ examplt: is 
shown in Tahle 5-2. This Simplified 1110del involves three de-eislon proC(~dures (;1UtO

cf'dtic, consultation, joint decision), and it sho\vs the optimal procedure when the rri~ 
oritics are (1) protect decision quality, (2) gain decision acceptance, and (3) save time, 

Research on the Models 

Severa] field studies have heen conducted to test the VrOOffi-Yetton model since it 
first appeared (e,g" Ettling & Jago, 1988; Jago & Vroom, 1980; ~'1argerison &. Glube, 1979; 
Paul & Ebadi, 191i'9, Tjosvold, Wedley, & Field, 1986, \\"om & Jago, 197il), The m,,,t 
common research method wa~ to collect incidents in which managers desl.:rilx:d a suc
cessful or unsuccessful decision. The researchers cbssified the situation and decision 
procedure for each incident, then determined how often successfui decisions involVt.xt 
the use of a decision procedure consistent with the model. Vroom and Jago (988) com
puted the mean rate of success across five studies and found that for decisions made in 
accordance with the model, the mean success rate was 62 percent, versus 37 percent for 
decisions made using a decision procedure outside of the feasible set Four studies that 
tested the decisiun ruleh separately found some decision rules were supported much bet
ter than others (Vroom & ]ago, 1988). In a field sUlVey study (Field & House, 1990), the 
data from subordinates provided much less support for the model than data from man
agers, Support for the theory was also found in a study that used scenarios to determine 
what level of participation was viewed as most effective for the leaders of trauma center 
teams in a hospital (Yun, Samer, & Sims, 2005). The respondents (team members) 
favored more directive leaderShip when tealn member experience was low and patient 
injuries were severe (high time pressure). The normative decision model was also tested 
in laboratory experiments in which researchers manipulated the situation and the decision 
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procedure used by the leader and measured the consequences for the group (e.g., 
Crouch & Yetton, 1987; Field, 1982; Heilman, Hornstein, Cage, & Herschlag, 1984; Liddel 
et aI., 1986, cited in Vr(Xlm & Jago, 1988). The results were weaker and less consistent 
in the experiments than in the field studies. 

In summary, the empirical research on the initial version of the normative deci
sion model provides some support for it, but more research is needed to adequately 
test the model and each of the decision nlles. The extended version of the model has 
not heen extensively tested. Vroom and Jago (988) reported some positive findings in 
their research on managers, and positive results were also found in a labordtory exper
iment with scenarios (Field, Read, & Louviere, 1990). The initial results are promising, 
but more research is needed to test the extended version of the model. 

conceptual Weaknesses 

Critics of the model have identified several conceptual weaknesses. Decision 
!-,)f(XeSSes are treated as a single, discrete episode thar occurs at one point in time, but 
most important decisions are not made in this \vay. As we sa\-v in Chapter ), important 
decisions typically involve multiple meetings with a variety of different people at different 
times, and repeated cycles occur as decisions are returned for revisions necess,-uy for 
approval by po\verful people not directly involved in the initial process. Thus. the 
leader may have to use a sequence of different decision procedures with different peo
ple at different times before the matter is resolved. 

The the01Y is not parsimonious (Field, 1979). The distinction between autocrat
ic. consultative, and jOlm decision procedures is more important than the distinction 
made among subvarieties of each procedure (AI vs. All, and CI vs. elI). The theory 
would he much easier to understand and apply if the primal)' model focused on the 
choice among these three decision styles. Supplementary models could be developed 
to guide a manager in selecting among the major variations of each decision proce
dure. The distinction made between AI and All is unnecessalY; the descriptive re
search shows that managers afe continually gathering factual information from a variety 
of sources. The distinction between CI and ell is impoltant, but other variations 3re 
possible. For example, sometimes different people are consulted individually followed 
by consultation with the entire group. 

Leaders are assumed to have the skHls necessary to use each of the decision proce
dures, and leader skill is not a factor in determining which procedure i", most appropriate 
(Crouch & Yetton, 1987; Field, 1979), Crouch and Yett<m showed that some assumptions 
of the model are not valid for unskilled leaders. Their study found that in situations with 
conflict among subordinates, group procedures (ClI or GIl) were effective for leaders 
who had conflict management skills, but not for leaders lacking these skills. Leaders 
without these skills are better off using individual consultation (CI), which does not 
require direct confrontation between subordinates who disagree with each other. 

Summary 

The normative decision model is probably the best supported of the contingency 
theories of effective leadership (see Chapter 6) It focuses on specific aspects of be
havior, it includes meaningful intervening variables, and it identifies important aspects 
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of the situation moderating the relationship between behavior and outcomes. 
However, the model deals with only a small part of leadership, and several conceptu
al weaknesses need to be corrected. 

Applications: Guidelines for Participative leadership 

Building on the partidpation rC5earch and the Vroom-Yettem mozlel, some tentative 
guideline;.; are proposed for llsing pal1icipative leadership. Guidelines for dbgnosing the 
situation are presented first l followed by some guidelines for encouraging p'tfticip-ation 
(see Table 5-3). 

Diagnosing Decision Situations 

The following sequence is a relatively easy way to determine whether a pal1ic,<i
pativc procedure is feasible :J.nd appropriate for a particulJr decision situation. 

• Evaluate how inlportant the decision is. 

Decision quality is likely to Ix: imponant if the deCt:ilon has important conse
quences for the manager's \york unit or the overail organization. and some of the alter
natives are much better than others. Decision quality is also more impOItant \vhen the 
manager's position is one with high exposure (i,e" miswkes are very visible and will 
reflect poorly on the manager). 

• Identify people with relevant knowledge or expertise. 

Participative decision pn;cedures are appropriate when a manager lacks It:'levant in
f(Jl111ation possesSt.*d by others such as sutx)ldinates, pt'ers, Of oUbiders. 'Illis sltuation is 
likely when the decision problem is complex and the bc~t \'\'ay to n.:solve tht: problem i-; 
not evident tr'0111 the da1a or from the 111anager's prior experience with similar prooleu1S. 

TABLE 5-3 Guidelines for Participative Leadership 

How to Diagnose Decision Situations 
• Evaluate i10w Important the decision is. 
o Identify people with relevant knowledge or expertise. 
• Evaluate liklllly cooperation by participants. 
• Evaluate likely acceptance without participation. 
• Evaluate whether it is feasible to hold a meeting. 

How to Encourage Participation 
• Encourage people to expresss their concerns. 
• Describe a proposal as tentative. 
• Record ideas and suggestions. 
• Look for ways to build on ideas and suggestions. 
• Be tactful in expressing concerns about a suggestion. 
• Listen to dissenting views without getting defensive. 
• Try to utilize suggestions and deal with concerns. 
• Show appreciation for suggestions. 
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A decision is more complex when it involves many possible alternatives, the outcomes of 
each alternative are difficult to predict, and the alternatives involve trade-offs among sev
eral imponant criteria. For complex dedsio~", it is essential to identify people who have 
relevant knowledge and expertise, and a gonJ network of contacts is invaluable for iden
tifying such people, 

• Evaluate likely cooperation by participants. 

Participation is unlikely to be successful unless the prospective participant."') are 
willing to cooperate in finding a good solution to the decision problem. Cooperation 
is more likely when the decision is important to followers and they perceive that they 
wiH actually have some influence over the final decision. If people perceive that a 
leader is trying to manipulate them, then consultation is unlikely to increase either de
cision quality or decision acceptance. 

Cooperation is also unlikely if potential participants have task objectives that are 
incompatible with those of the manager. When there is doubt about the motives of 
potential participants, it is advisable to consult with a few of them individually to de
termine whether a group meeting ,vould be productive. It is un,vise to hold a meet
ing with a hostile group of people who will use it as an opportunity to make decisions 
that are cOntf.llY to the interests of the l11~lnager. \Vhen people with relevant informa
tion have different objectives, then some consultation may be useful to diagnose the 
cause of a problem and identify promising alternatives, but the final choice of an alter
native must remain with the manager. 

Another reason for lack of cooperation is that the potential participants simply do 
not want to become involved in making decisions they view as the manager's respon
sibility. Opportunities to participate may be rejected by followers who are already 
overloaded with work, especially when the decisions do not affect them in any impor
tant way. Just as many people decline to vote in local elections, not everyone will be 
enthusiastic abollt the opportunity for participation in organizational decisions. 

• Evaluate likely acceptance without participation. 

A time-consuming participative procedure is not necessary if the manager has the 
knowledge to make a good decision and it is likely to be accepted by subordinates or 
others who must implement it or who \vill be affected by it. An autocratic decision is 
more likely to be accepted if the manager has consider:lble position and personal 
po\ver o\/er group members or has the persuasive skills to "sell" the decision successful
ly. Acceptance of an autocratic decision is also likely if the decision is to do something 
people already want to do, or the decision appears to be a reasonable response to a cri
sis situation. Finally, acceptance of autocratic decisions is more likely when people 
have cultuml values that emphaSize obedience to authority figures (see Chapter 15), 

• Evaluate whether it is feasible to hold a meeting. 

Consulting with people separately or holding a group meeting usually reqUires 
more time than making an autocratic decision and telling people to implement it It is 
especially difficult to hold a meeting if the number of people who need to be involved 
is large and they are widely dispersed, In many crisis situations time is not available 
either for extensive consultation with individuals or for a lengthy group meeting to decide 
how to react to the crisis. In this situation, a leader who knows what to do and takes 
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charge in a decisive way is likely to be more effective than one who is very participa
tive (e,g" Yun, Samer, & Sims, 2005), Nevertheless, even in a crisis situation a leader 
should remain responsive to suggestions made by knowledgeable subordinates, 
Under the stress of a crisis, a leader is unlikely to notice all of the problems that re
quire attention or to think of all the actions that need to be taken, 

Encouraging Participation 

Con .. -suiting witI not be effective unless people are actively involved in generating 
ideas, making suggestions, stating their preferences, and expressing their concerns, 
Some gUidelines for encouraging more participation indude the following, 

• Encourage people 10 express their concerns. 

Before making changes that will affect people in significant ways, it is useful and 
considerate to consult with them, This guideline applies to peers and outsiders as well 
;If) sutlordinates, One form of consultation that is often appropriate is to hold special 
jflt.;'C'rings \vith people who V'iil! he affedcd by a change to identify their ,-"onCern~ and 
deal with 1hem. 

• Describe a proposal as tentative. 

~'iore participation is likely if you present a proposal as tentative and encourage 
people to improve it, rather than asking people to react to an ebhoratL' plan that ap
pears complete. 1n tht:, latTer case, people will be more inhibited about expressing 
concerns that appear to be criticism of the pbn, 

• Record ideas and suggestions. 

When someone makes a suggestion! it is helpful to acknowledge the idea and 
show that it is not being ignored. One approach is to It')t ideas on a flipchart or black~ 
board when they are expressed, In an infol111al meeting, if no t1ipchan or blackboartl 1S: 
available, make some written notes to avoid forgetting a person's ideas and suggestions. 

• Look for ways to build on ideas and suggestions. 

Most people quickly focus on the weaknesSt"s of an idea or suggestion made by 
someone else without giving enough consideration to its ~trl...~ngths, It is hdpful to make 
a conscious effort to find positive aspects of a suggestion and mention them before men
tioning negative aspects. Many times an initial idea is incomplete, but it can be turned 
into a much better idea with a little conscious effort, Thus, rather than automatically re
jecting a suggestion with obvious weaknesses, it is useful to discuss how the weakness
es could be overcome and to consider other, better ideas that build on the initial one. 

• Be tactful in expressing concerns about a suggestion. 

If you have concerns about a suggestion, express them tactfully to avoid threat
ening the self-esteem of the person who made the suggestion and discouraging future 
suggestions, Some negative examples include the following: 

You aren't serious about that? 

That has been tried before and it doesn't work 
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Concerns should be expressed in a way that indicates qualified interest rather 
than outright rejection. It is usually possible to express concerns in the form of a ques
tion using the terms we and US to emphasize a shared effort, as shown in the follow
ing example: 

Your suggestion is a promising, but I am concerned about the cost. Is there any 
way we could do it without exceeding our budget? 

• listen to dissenting views without getting defensive. 

In order to encourage people to express concerns and criticisms of your plans 
and proposals, it is essential to listen carefully without getting defensive or angry. Use 
restatement of a person's concerns in your own words to verify that you understand 
them and to show you are paying attention. Avoid making excuses, and instead try to 
consider objectively whether revisions are needed. 

• Try to utilize suggestions and deal with concerns. 

People will stop making suggestions if you dismiss them without serious consid
eration or simply ignore them in making a final decision. It is important to make a se
rious effort to utllize suggestions and deal with concerns expressed by people with 
whom you have consulted. The potential benefits from participation will not occur if 
people perceive that a request for su&.~estions was done just to manipulate them. 

• Show appreciation for suggestions. 

People will be more likely to cooperate in making decisions and solving prob
lems if they receive appropriate credit for their helpful suggestions and ideas. 
Compliment someone for good ideas and insights. It is important to thank people 
and show appreciation for helpful suggestions. Explain how an idea or suggestion 
was us-cd in the final decision or plan. Explain how the proposal or plan was mod
ified to incorporate a person's suggestion or respond to his or her concerns. If a 
suggestion is not used, thank the contributor and explain why it was not feasible to 
use [he suggestion. 

Delegation 

As noted earHer, delegation involves the assignment of new responsibilities to 
subordinates and additional authority to carry them out. Although delegation is 
sometimes regarded as a variety of participative leadership, there is ample justification 
for treating delegation as a separate category of managerial behavior. Delegation is 
qualitatively different in some ways from the other forms of participative leadership 
sucb as consulting and joint decision making. A manager may consult with subordinates, 
peers, or superiors, but in most cases delegation is appropriate only with subordi
nates. Delegation has somewhat different situational determinants than consultation 
(Leana, 1987). For example, a manager who is overloaded with work is likely to use 
more delegating but less consulting. Thus, it is not surprising that fador analysis of 
leadersbip questionnaires typically yields distinct factors for conSUlting and delegating 
(YukI & Fu, 1999). 
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Varieties of Delegation 

The term delegation is commonly used to describe a variety of different forms 
and degrees of power sharing with individual subordinates. Major aspects of delega
tioninc1ude the variety and magnitude of .responsibilities, the amount of discretion or 
range of choil:e allowed in deciding how to eany out responsibilities, the authority to 
take action ~nd implement decisions without prior approv~ll, the frequency and nature 
of reporting requirements, and the flow of performance information (Sherman, 1966; 
Webber, 19,H), 

In it" most common form, delegation involves assignment of m;W and different 
tasks or responsibilities to a sulx,rdinate. For example, a person who is responsible 
for manufacturing something is also given responsibility for inspecting the product and 
correcting any defects that are found. \Vhen neW tasks are assigned) tbe additional au
thority necessary to accomplish the tasks ,i;:; usually delegated also. For example, a 
production worker who is given new responsibility for ordering rnateriais is given the 
authority (within specified constraints) to sign contracts \vlth supplitrs. 

Somt.'times delegation involves only the spcc'lficatioI1 of additional authority and 
discretion for the same task .. and a>sign11l\"~nts already performed hy the suhordinate, 
For example; a sales repn:~:-'l"nt;jti\"e is allowed to negotiate sak"S within a specified 
range of prices I quantities) and delivery dates, but cannot exceed the5(' Ilmits withuut 
prior approval from the sales manager. Delegation is increa.sed by giving the sales rep
resentative more latitude in setting prices and delivery dates. 

The extent to which a subordinate must check with the boss before taking action 
is another aspect of delegation. There is little or no delegation for ;.;omeonc who rnust 
:lsk the boss ""that to do 'i>vhenever there is a problem or s0111ething unu.sual occurs, 
There is moderate delegation when the suhordinate is allowed to detcnninc V .. ,·h;1t to do 
hut must get approval before implementing decisions. There is substantial delegation 
\vhen the suhordimne is aHowed to make iInportant decisions and implement them 
without getting prior approval. For example, a sales representative who was not 
allowed to make adjustments for damaged goods and late deliveries wilhout checking 
first is given permission to resolve these matten.,' in thL' future without gttting prior 
approval. 

Heporting requirements are ~lDother aspect of delegation that is suhject to consid
t.4:able variation. The amount of subordinate autonomy is greater when reports are re
quired only infrequently. For example, a uepanment manager must report department 
perti::muance on a weekly basis rather than on a daily basis. Autonomy is also greater 
when reports describe only results rather than describing both the results and the pro
cedures used to accomplish them. For example, a training director must report to the 
vice president for human resources the number of employees who were trained in 
each subject area and the overaH training expenses for the month, but nor the types of 
tf'dining methods ut:.'ed, the number of trainers, or the breakdown of training expenses 
in different categories. 

The flow of performance information involved in monitoring a subordinate'S ac
tivities is also subject to variation. Subordinate autonomy is greater when detailed in
formation about subordinate performance goes directly to the subordinate t who is 
then allowed to correct any problems, A subordinate is likely to have less autonomy 
when detailed performance information goes first to the boss and is subsequently 
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. TABU! HPem,\ntage.ofManagl!rsWh~llated aR~n .n>r.~legatln9. 
Moderately or Very Jmpol1;allt .. . . 

Develop subordinate skills and confidence. 
Enable subordinates to deal with problems quickly. 
Improve decisions by moving them close to the action. 
Increase subordinate commitment to a task, 
Make the job more interesting for subordinates. 
Reduce your workload to manage time better. 
Satisfy superiors who want you to delegate more. 
Get rid of tedious tasks you don't want to do. 

Adapted from Yuki & Fu (1999) 

97% 
91% 
89% 
89% 
78% 
68% 
24% 
23% 

passed on to the subordinate. There is an intermediate amount of subordinate auton
omy when detaHed performance information goe.s to both parties simultaneously. 

Potential Advantages of Delegation 

There are many different reasons for delegating (Leana. 1986; Ne\VmaD & 
Warren, 1977; Preston & Zimmerer, 197[); YukI & Fu, 19(9). Table 5-4 shows the re
suits found in a study that asked managers in several organizations about the impor
tance of various reasons for delegation to a subordinate. 

Delegation offers a number of potential advantages if cal1ied out in an appropriate 
manner hy a manager. One potential advantage of deleg~u-jon, like other {'(>rIns of partic
ipation and power shaJing, is the improvement of decision quality. Delegation is likely to 
impro\"c decision quality if ;.t subordinate has more expertise in how to do the task than 
the manager. Decision quality, is likely to impro\'(: also if the subordinate's job requires 
quick responses to a changing situation and the Hnes of communication do not permit the 
manager to monitor the sjtu~1tion closely and make rapid adjustments, A suhordinate who 
is closer to the prohlem than the manager and has more relevant info1111:ltion can make 
quicker and hetter dedsh)I)s about 110\\/ to resolve the problem. The result may be hetter 
cllstomer service and reduced administrative costs. However, delegation is not likely to 
improve decision quality if the suh()!'{Jinate lacks the skills to make g()od dedsi()I)s, tails 
to understand what is expected, or has goals incompatible \-'lith those of 1'he manager. 

Another JXHential advantage of delegation is greater subordinate commitment to 
implement decision.s effectively, The commjtment results from identification with the 
decision and a desire to make it sllccessfuL However, commirment is unlikely to im
prove if a suhordinate views delegation as a manipulative taGic by the manager, con
siders the task impossible to do, or believes the newly delegated responsibilities are an 
unfair increase in workload. 

Delegation of additional responsibilities and authority can make a subordinate'S 
job more interesting, challenging. and meaningfuL Enriched jobs are sometimes neces
sary to attract and retain competent employees, especially when the organization has 
limited opportunities for advancement to higher-level positions, Giving junior man
agers more responsibility and authority, with a commensurate increase in salary, re
duces the likelihood that they will be lured away to other companies in times of stiff 
competition for managerial talent. However, delegation will only increase the satisfaction 
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of a subordinate who desires more responsibility, has the skills necessary to handle 
new responsibilities, and is able to experience some success in accomplishing a 
challenging task. Delegation will decrease job satisfaction if the subordinate is con
stantly frustrated due to a lack of sufficient authority and resources to carry out new 
responsibilities, or to a lack of ability to do the work. 

Delegation is an irnportant forrn of time management for a manager 'who is O\'('f

loaded v..·'irh responsibilities. By delegating less important duties and functions to sub
ordinates, a man~lgcr frees additional time f'{)f more impol1ant responSibilities. Even 
\vhen a manager could do the delegated tasks better than subordinates, it is a more ef
ficient use of the manager's time to concentrate on those function ... that will have the 
greatest influence on the performance (}f the manager's organizational unit. Without 
delegation, 3 manager is unlikely to have suffident discretionary time to do some im
portant tasks that require larger blocks of time and arc not immediately urgem. 

Delegation can he an effective method of management development. 
Organizations need to develop managerial talent to fill vacant positions at higher It:vvls 
of ;wlhority. Ddegation is ~l \yay to Licili1:IIC development of the "kills nt'cessary to 
perform key responsihilitit:\.., in :t higher fiosilion. \'>Chen dcl<:g:Hion is uSt..~d 1'01' develop
mental purposes, howv\"er, it is usually necessary for the Ilunager 10 do lllore monitoring 
~md coaching. Thus. \vhen used for this purpose, dcit.'gatioo is unlikely to reduce a 
manager's workload much. 

Reasons for Lack of Delegation 

\Vith all of these potential advantages from delegation, it \\()uld :-.eem as if it 
should occur wheoeVt:r appropriate, IIowevcr. for a number of rea,',Ol1S some managers 
fail 10 dclt:gate as much as they should (Leana, 19B<J; ~ewman & 'W'arren, 1977; Preston 
&. Zimmerer. 19fB; YukI & Fl!, 1999). Results from a study that asked managers in 
several companies about the importance of different reasons for not delegating are 
sho\vn in Table 'S-5, 

Several aspt-,;cts (jf personality are associ~lted wilh l~lill1re to delegate, including a 
strong necJ for power, insecurity. a high nct.:d for achievement, ~md difficulty in forming 
rdatiunships. Some m:lI1agt:r~ enjoy the exercise of po\ver oyer subordinates and Ihe 
feeling of heing in charge. })ckgation would n.:quin: sharing power with sub()rdin~ltes 
and R'Xlucing their dt;T)cndence. 

TABLE 5-5 Percentage of Managers Who Rated a Reason for Not Delegating 
as Moderately or Very Important 

Keep decisions involving confidential information, 
Keep tasks and decisions that are very Important. 
Keep tasks and decisions central to your role. 
Keep tasks for which mistakes are highly visible. 
Keep tasks you can do better than subordinates. 
Keep tasks that are difficult to explain to subordinates. 
Keep tasks that are difficult to monitor. 
Keep tasks that are interesting and enjoyable. 

Adapted from Yuki & Fu (1999) 

87% 
76% 
73% 
58% 
51% 
43% 
39% 
24% 
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Delegation is never absolute, because a manager continues to be responsible for 
the work activities of subordinates. To avoid the risk of mistakes, a manager who is in
secure may delegate sensitive tasks only to a few trusted subordinates, or not at alL 
Furthennore, allowing a subordinate to demonstrate competence in performing mana
gerial responsibilities may create a competitor for the manager's job. 

Managers with a high need for achievement often prefer to retain important, 
challenging tasks rather than delegating them to subordinates (Miller & Toulouse, 
1986). Managers who take pride in solving important problems may be reluctant to 
relinquish that activity or admit others could do it as effectively. Reluctance to dele
gate may be supported by biases in perception of one's own performance. One ex
periment found that managers rated quality of performance higher when they were 
directly involved in supervising a task, even though actual quality was the same as for 
a delegated task (Pfeffer, Cialdini, Hanna, & Knopoff, 1998). 

Failure to delegate is also related to characteristics of the subordinates, such as 
task expertise and ;.;;hared objectives. Managers are reluctant to delegate significant re
sponsibilities to subordinates who lack the necessary expertise (Ashour & EngJand 1 

1972; Leana j 19B6; Yuki & Fu, 190/)). Even if a subordinate has the expertise, delega
tion of significant responsihility is unlikely if the person seems indifferent about task 
objectives (McGregor, 19(0). This perception may be inaccurate initially, but di.strust 
by the manager may eventually make it a self-fulfilling prophecy (Argyris, 1964). 
Sometimes distrust of suhordinates is determined more by personality problems in the 
manager than by the actual characteristics of the subordinates (fohnston, 2000). 

The reader should not assume that only insecure, power hungry managers are re
luctant to delegatI.:, Even managers \\'ho become successful at empowering peopk: often 
say it \vas personally difficult. Consider Ben Cohen, the cofounder of Ben and Jerry's 
(Ice Cream), who believes strongly in emrx}\verment. When describing how difficult it 
was, he explained how it was not natural to ask questions of employees when he al
ready knew the answer, to listen patiently when they said something that wasn't right, or 
to ask them r()r ideas when he was eager to express ideas of his own (O'Toole, 1995). 

The potential for delegation also depends on the nature of the work and the 
amount of authority possessed by the leader. A lack of leader authOrity to make deci
sions or change ho\v the \vork is done limit" the potenti.:.il for delegation. Another con
straint is when subordinates have highly interdependent jobs. Even if people have 
shared objectives, they may disagree about priorities and the best way to accomplish 
the ohjectives. In this situ;:1tion empowering individuals to act on their own increases 
the danger they will be working at cross-purposes. To achieve coordination and avoid 
destIuctive conflicts, it will be necessary to devote more time to meetings to plan joint 
activities and solve operational problems. In this type of situation it is more feasible to 
use consultation or to delegate authority for a task to a team rather than to individual 
subordinates. Self-managed teams are discussed in Chapter 12. 

Research on Consequences of Delegation 

Much less empirical research is available on leader delegation than on leader con
sultation with individuals or a group. Studies on the amount of delegation used by super
visors find that it is correlated with subordinate performance (e.g., Bauer & Green, 1996; 
Leana,1986; Schriesheim, Neider, & Scandura,1998). Miller and Toulouse (986) found 
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that the amount of delegation by top executives in 97 small businesses was related to their 
profitability and sales growth, Descriptive research on effective management also tends 
tn support the effectiveness of delegation (Bradford & Cohen, 1984; Kanter, 1983; Kouzes 
&, Posner, 1987; Peters & Austin, 1985; Peters & Waterman, 1982), However, the direction 
of (''allsality is difficult to determine intheexlsting reSe',ud1, It is not dear whether dek~ 
g:ttion in1proves JX~lformancej improved performance lesUlt" in 1110r(;:: delegation, or huth 
dTects are ()ccllI1"ing simultane()usly_ M(Jre longitudinal, experimental K"Seardl is needed 
r!) investigate direction of causality and the facilitating conlHtioDi'i (e,g"~ mutuill tnJst, 
shared objectives, leader self-confidence, subordinate desire for more responsibility). 

Applications: Guidelines for Delegating 

This section of the chapter provides some tentative guidelines for effective use of 
ddegati( m hy managers. Although research on delegation is still very limited, there is 
considerable agn:eml'nt in the practitioner literature about when and hov,< to use deit'
galion effectively. Guiddint-'s for \vhat to delegate are presented here first, followed 
by guidelines on how 10 delegate (see Table 5-6 for summaJY). 

What to Delegate 

The Ijclection of Usks to delegate depends in part on the purpose of the delega
tion, Some gUidelines on what to delegate art' the following. 

• Delegate tasks that can be done better by a subordinate. 

Some responsibilities can be done better by a subordinate than by a manager. 
Better performance by a subordinate is likely \\/11en the person has more expertise, when 

TAIIl.E 5-6 Guidetines for Delegation 

What to Delegate 
• Tasks that can be done better by a subordinate 
• Tasks that are urgent but not high priority 
• Tasks relevant to a subordinate'S career 
• Tasks of appropriate difficulty 
• Both pleasant and unpleasant tasks 
• Tasks not central to the manager's role 

How to Delegate 
• Specify responsibilities clearly, 
• Provide adequate authority and specify limits of discretion, 
• Specify reporting requirements, 
• Ensure subordinate acceptance of responsibilities, 
• Inform others who need to know, 
• Monitor progress in appropriate ways, 
• Arrange for the subordInate to receive necessary information, 
• Provide support and assistance, but avoid reverse delegation, 
• Make mistakes a learning experience. 
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the person is closer to the problem and can obtain more timely information about it, or 
because the manager simply does not have the time necessary to do the task properly. 
Such responsibilities are usually good candidates for delegation, regardless of the purpose. 

• Delegate tasks that are urgent but not high priority. 

When the purpose is to reduce excessive workload, the best tasks for delegation 
are ones that are urgent but not high priority. These tasks must get done quickly, but 
the manager does not have time to do all of them. Some of the tasks may be things 
that a subordinate cannot do as well as the manager, but it is better for them to be 
done by a subordinate than not at all. Delegation of these tasks frees more time for a 
manager to do higher priority tasks. 

• Delegate tasks relevant to a subordinate'S career. 

If the purpose of delegation is to develop subordinate skills, the responsibilities 
must be ones relevant to the subordinate's career objectives. Developmental delega
tion is likely to include special projects that allow a subordinate the opportunity to 
struggle with a challenging task and exercise initiative and problem solving. 
Preparation of a subordinate to take over the manager's job or to aovance to a similar 
job in another unit requires delegating some important managerial responsibilities, in
cluding ones the sub()rdjn~He initblly may not do as well as the manager. Some of 
these delegated tasks may be irrelevant to the subordinate's current job and, in fact, 
may take time away from the subordinate's regular work. 

• Delegate tasks of appropriate difficulty. 

Delegated tasks shoulo be challenging for a subordinate, but not so diffIcult as to 
offer little hope of doing them successfully. The tasks should be dillkult enough so that 
some mistakes are likely to occur, because mistakes are an integral part of the learning 
experience. However, the task should not be so difficult and important that mistakes 
will undermine the subordinate's self-confidence and ruin his or her reputation. 
Delegation for developmental purposes should be carried out gradually. As the subordi
nate learns how to handle the initial responsibilities, additional responsibilities can be 
delegated. 

• Delegate both pleasant and unpleasant tasks. 

Some managers keep all of the pleasant tasks for themselves and delegate only 
tedious, boring tasks to subordinates. Such tasks will not enrich subordinate jobs and 
are likely to reduce rather than increase subordinate job satisfaction. On the other 
hand, some managers with a marryr complex delegate only pleasant tasks and retain 
for themselves all of the disagreeable ones. This approach leaves a gap in the devel
opment of subordinates and is likely to make the manager's job more stressful than it 
should be. Delegation should include both pleasant and unpleasant tasks. The un
pleasant tasks should be shared by subordinates or rotated among them to avoid per
ceptions of favoritism and inequity in work aSSignments. 

• Delegate tasks not central to the manager's role. 

Tasks that are symbolically important and central to a manager's role should not be 
delegated. These responsibilities include such things as setting objectives and priorities 
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for the work unit, alloCating resources among subordinates, evaluating the perform
ance of subordinates, making personnel decisions about pay increases and promotions 
for subordinates, directing the group's response to a crisis, and various figurehead 
aClivities for which an appearance by the manager is expected (Mintzberg, 1973), 
When it is necessalY to develop subordinate skills related to these responsibilities, an
,uther form of participation such as consultation and group decisions Can be used 
rather than delegation, For example, strategic planning may be carried out in planning 
meetings in which subordinates prOVide ideas and suggestions, but the responsibility 
for strategic decisions is not delegated to individual subordinates. 

How to Delegate 

The success of delegation depends as much on how it is canied out as on what is 
delegated. The f{)llowing guidelines are designed to minimize problems and avoid com
mon pitfalls related to assignment of tasks and delegation of authority. The first four 
guidelines art: i()f the initial meeting held to delegate responsibilities to a subordinate. 

• SpecifY responsibilities clearly. 

When delegating) it is essential to make sure the subordinate understands the 
new responsibillties. Explain the results expected for j delegated task or assignment, 
clarify objL4:tives and priorities, and inform the person about any deadlines that must 
be met. Check for comprehension by asking the subordinate to re:.,tate your expecta
tions, or by questioning the subordinate about important aspects of the task. In the 
ca::;e of an inexperienced subordinate, you may want to ~lsk the person to prepare a(lion 
plans for you to review before they are implemented. 

• Provide adequate authority and specifY limits of discretion. 

Unless adequate resources are provided, the suhordinate is unlikely to be suc
cessful in carf)/ing out a delegated task. W11t'n assigning new responsibilities, deLe'f

!11'lne the appropriate amount of authority needed by the subordinate to eany them 
out. Specify dearly the subordinate's scope of authority and limits of discretion. 
Authority includes funds that can be committed, resources that can he llsed, decisions 
that can be nude without prior approval, ::md agreements that can be negotiated directly 
with outsiders or other units in the organization. 

• SpecifY reporting requirements. 

It is impoltant for a subordinate to understand the types of information that must 
be reported, how often repons are expected, and the manner in which progress will be 
monitored (e.g., written reports, progress review meetings, presentations in department 
meetings, formal performance evaluations). The frequency and timing of progress 
reviews will depend on the nature of the task and the competence of the subordinate. 
More frequent checking is appropriate for critical tasks with high exposure and high 
cost of mistakes, and for subordinates who lack experience and confidence. As a 
subordinate demonstrates competence in doing delegated tasks, the frequency of 
reporting can be reduced. Progress repons should emphasize results, but the means for 
accomplishing delegated tasks should not be ignored entirely. It is important to ensure 
use of procedures that are legal, ethical, and consistent with organizational policy. 
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• Ensure subordinate acceptance of responsibilities. 

If delegation is to be successful, the subordinate must accept the new assign
ments and be committed to cArrying them out. In some cases acceptance is not a 
problem, because the assignments are interesting and iInportant for the subordinate's 
career advancement. However, a subordinate may be reluctant to admit doubts and 
concerns about new assignments. It is useful to allow the subordinate to participate 
in determining what tasks will be assigned and how much authority will be delegat
ed. With developmental delegation, it is useful to discuss how the delegated tasks are 
relevant to the person's career advancement. If the subordinate lacks self-confidence, 
it is helpful to express confidence in the person's ability to do a good job. 

How to Manage Delegation 

The next five gUidelines describe steps the manager should take after delegating 
responsibilities to a subordinate. These steps help to ensure that delegation will be 
successful. 

• Inform others who need to know, 

People who arc affected by the delegation and people whose cooperation and 
assistance are necessary for the subordinate to do the delegated tasks should be in
formed about the subordinate's new responsibilities and authority. Unless informed 
about the delegation by you, these people may doubt the subordinate's authority and 
ignore his Of her requests and directions. The people who need to be informed m~ly 
include other suhordinates, subordinates of your subordinate, peers in other units, out
siders such as clients and suppliers, and your boss. 

• Monitor progress in appropriate ways. 

With delegated tasks, as with all tasks, it is important to monitor progress and 
provide feedback to the subordinate. It is difficult to achieve an optimal balance be
tween control and delegation, and progress review meetings enable a manager to 
monitor subordinate progress without having to supervise too closely on a day-to-day 
basis. The suhordinate is given considerable latitude to deal with prohlems without 
interferenl'e, yet is free to ask for advice and assistance whenever it is needed. \\;,'hen 
authority is delegated, a manager and subordinate should decide on the type of per
formance measures and progress indicators to collect. 

• Arrange for the subordinate to receive necessary information. 

It is usualJy best to have alJ detailed information about the subordinate's perform
ance flow directly to the subordinate, with less detailed summary information coming 
to the manager at less frequent intervals. However, in the case of developmental del
egation with an inexperienced subordinate, detailed information may be collected 
more frequently to check closely on the progress of the subordinate. In addition to 
performance information, the subordinate will need various types of technical and 
general information to carry out the delegated tasks effectively. Keep the subordinate 
informed about changes that affect his or her plans and schedules. If possible, arrange 
for relevant technical information to flow directly to the subordinate and help the sub
ordinate establish his or her own sources of essential information. 
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• Provide support and assistance, but avoid reverse delegation. 

A manager should provide psychological support to a subordinate who is discour
aged or frustrated, and encourage the person to keep going. For newly delegated tasks, 
it maY,be necessmy to prOVide n10re advice and,coaching,alx)llt pr~cedures for doing 
some aSpLXA: of t he \vork Howevel~ it b important to avoid reverse delegation, in whim 
control is reasserted oVt:,'r ~ task that \V;J~ prevlou..;ly ddegated. \Xfhen a ~uborJinate asks 
for l1e1p with prol)1crns. he or sIlt) should be .asked tt) recommend a SOltlti<)fl. The man
ager can help the person evaluate whether the solution is feasible and appropriate. 

• Make mistakes a learniug experience. 

It is important to recognize that mistakes afe inevitable for delegated tasks. 
Mistakes and failures should be treated seriously, but the response should not he one 
of criticism and blame. instead! the episode shuuld bt:come a learning experience for 
hoth parties as they discuss the reason fix the mistake and identify vV<lyS to rtvoid sim.
ibr mistakes in the future. If it hecomes obvious that the suhordinate does not know 
how to do some t'ssl..'ntial aspt.:tt of the work, the rnan:lger shoukl provide additional 
instruction <-ind coaching. 

Perceived Empowerment 

The theory :md re:-icarch reviewed earlier in this chapter examines power sharing 
and partidpaHon from the perspective of leader behavior, decision procedures, and 
rht: forrnal structure of the organization. Tht:' emphasis has h(:"cn on wInt is done to 
~tllow more intlLl('nce over work-related deciskmA and to creak conditions that fO~lcr 
initiative and self~de[erl1ljnation. Leader a{lions and decision processes are an impor
LJnt determinant of empo\vennent, but by themselves they do not explain when <lnd 
why people wiII actually' feel empowered. Additional insights can be gained by exam
ining follower perception:;, needs, and vaJues. 

Nature of Psychological Empowerment 

The tt~nn jJ.)ych%J4ical ernpowerment descrihes how the intrinsic motivation and 
sdf-efHcacy of people are int1ucnced by leadership rX'llavior, joh dUfacteristics, organiza
tion structUft.'. and their o\vn needs and values. One reason it is impOl1ant to consider 
psychological processes is that paJ1icipative practices and employee involvement pro
grams do not necessarily reduce feelings of poweriessnes.s or leave people feeling that 
their work is meaningful and worthwhile (Conger & Kanungo, 1988). For example, al
lowing people to determine how to do a trivial and demeaning task is unlikely to increase 
their feelings of self-worth and self-fulfillment. Delegating responsibility for a more signif
icant task will not be empowering if people lack the skills and knowledge required to 
perform the task successfully and are worried about failure. TIle opportunity to elect a 
leader may do little to reduce feelings of pnwerlessne% if the choice is between candi
dates who are equally unsatisfactory. Theories of psychological empowerment attempt to 
explain when and why efforts to empower people are likely to be successfuL 

Theories about the defining elements of psychological empowennent have been 
proposed by various scholars (e.g., Bowen & Lawler, 1992; Conger & Kanungo, 1988; 
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Kanter, 1983; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990), but as yet there has been only limited re
search on this question. A study by Spreitzer (1995) found support for the proposition 
that psychological empowerment includes four defining elements: (I) meaning, (2) 
self-determination, (3) self-efficacy, and (4) impact. A person will feel more empow
ered if the content and consequences of the work are consistent with a person's values 
and ideals, the person has the capability to determine how and when the work is 
done, the person has high confidence about being able to do it effectively, and the 
person believes it is possible to have a significant impact on the job and work environ
ment. The emphasis on these four elements links psychological empowerment to ear
lier theory and research on work motivation (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Shamir, 199]), job 
design (e.g., Hackman & Oldham, 1980; Fried & Ferris, 1987), participative leadership 
(e.g., Vroom & Jago, 1978; Sagie & Koslowsky, 2000), and organizational programs for 
employee involvement (e.g., Cotton, 1993; l.awler, 1986). 

Empowerment Programs 

Efforts to increase employee empo\vennent often involve organizational pro
grams rather than just an jndividualleader's action::; with direct subordinates. A variety 
of different empowerment programs have been used, including: self-managed teams 
(see Chapter 12), democratic structures and processes, and employee o\vnershjp of the 
company (Heller, 2000; Lawler, Mohrm;m, 8< Benson, Z001: Yuki 8< Becker, 2007: Yuki & 
Lepsinger, 2(04), Some of these empowerment programs for organizations are de
scribed briefly. 

Leader Selection and Assessment. More empowerment is likely when members 
elect their leaders for limited terms, \vhkh is a common practice in voluntary organiza
tion.'l, professional associations, and democratic political units (e.g., city councils, 
school boards, local legislatures). Most private business organizations have leaders 
who are appointed rather than elected, but some companies use a hybrid form of selec
tion, The leaders are selected by a council of representatives who were elected by the 
members (eL, de Jong & van \Vineloostuijn, 2(04). Regardle$s of how a leader is 
selected, the influence of members is greater when they panicipate actively in assessing 
leader perf()fmanCe, especially jf they arc able to remove a leader with unsatisfactory 
performance. 

Democratic Decision Procedures. Empowerment is also jncreased when the for
mal procedures for making important decisions give members significant influence 
over these decisions< In some organizations the charter specifies that a meeting or ref
erendum must be held to allow members to decide important matters by a majority 
vote. In large organizations where direct participation is not feasible, an alternate form 
of empowerment that is sometimes used is to have elected representatives from each 
major subunit on the governing council, or to allow lower-level members to elect one 
or more representatives to serve on the board of directors. In many public sector or
ganizations members also have the right to attend open meetings of the board or coun
cil to express opinions about important issues before a decision is made. The election 
of leaders and the use of policy-making councils or boards with elected members are 
common in public sector organizations and professional aSSOciations, but vary in pri
vate sector business organizations depending on the home country. 
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Shared Leadership Responsihilities. Empowerment is also increased when lead
ership responsibilities are shared by members of a small organization or team rather 
tb,m invested in a single leade" One example is the growing t1se of self-managed 
teams in business organizations (see Chapter 12). The most extreme form of shared 
k:adership occurs when all import~nt decisions :are made col1t:::>diveJy) and leadership 
n.:~ponsihiH{ies for daily ()lx:rations are dbtributed among the members and rotated 
frequently. This form of empowerment is most likely to be found in small employee
owned hU~lnesse~, cooperatives, ~md voluntary organizations. An example of a ··boss
less organization" is prnvided by Vanderslice (1988) in her case study of the 
Moosewood Restaurant, 

Mo()sewood is a small, collectively owned organiz~Ition that has been financially 
sound for the 1'S years it has exiAted. The restaurant has jii fllemocrs, and :111 of 
them are involved in making important decisions such as policy change;, '-,('lc,,"tion 
and disrnissal of ntemhcrs, financiJi jSStH:s, wages and lWflefits, and selection of 
suppliers. [n addition. there afC usu~llly ._j to () tempor~lry workers who ;1ft' not 
invojvn! in dvcbinn lila_king hUi \\'110 may lw ;I(Ycpted ,j'-; regubr mcmhcr.-, aftvr a 
year of appr~'nlit-eship. Areas tif n:sponsibi!i!y afC rotatn! among the l1lL'm!x'h. 
11K linE: ;m individual rc!1l"lins 1't-'SPOIl;;-iblc j()r a lXlrticubr job depends un ill\:' 

logical cyck· of the l:lsk ;md the individu<-lrs inlvn:st in doing it All johs ar~> open 
to any memher who \Yants to learn 10 du them, :md lllemhCfc; arc encour~tgcJ {o 
[~lke ~l turn at t:\'cry joh. Job rotmion spreads expertise and respunsihility :mlOng 
collective nK'mht."rs r:.l1lwr th;ll1 lfJdging it in one or t\VO managers. AU jobs pay 
the same hourly fAt<:, and incollle from tht' I ,)i>(i sen iet.' charge is shared hy ;11l 
memJ-x:rs. Some pow'cr diffefeHn.:'s exist, but Ihey 3rt: hased on de11l0nstJ';.HeJ 
t:xpeni>c and commitment to the organization. Accountability is regulaled through 
inkfll;Jlized values and group pn.:ssun:. However, confronting :t memher about 
inappropdate hehavior i-s still an unresolved prohlem. 

Conseq_nces of Empowerment 

Potential benefits from empowerment have been identified by scho1<1rs (e.g., 
Block, 19B7; H()\'V:IHl, ]9')8; Thomas & Velthnuse, 1990). The lx-nents include 
(1) stronger task commitment, (2) greater inilLHive in canying out role responsibiH

tie:-;, (5) greater pL~rsj!'.lence in tht:' face of obstacles and tempoLHY sethacks, (-i) more 
innovation and ll:arning. and stronger uptimism about the eventual success of the 
work, (5") higher job satisfaction, (6) stronger organizational commitment, and (7) less 
vacancy. Some potential costs and risks have also been identified (e.g .. Baloff & 

Doherty, 1989; Bowen & Lawler, 1992; Eccles, 1993). Examples include (1) higher 
costs for selection and training, (2) higher labor costs for skilled employees, 
(3) inconsistent service quality, (4) expensive giveaways and bad decisions by some 
employees, (5) customer feelings of inequity about unequal treatment, (6) opposition 
by middle managers who feel threatened, and (7) conflicts from raising employee 
expectations beyond what top management is willing to concede. 

As yet only a few studies have examined the consequences of psychological em
powerment (e.g., Howard & Wellins, 1994; Koberg, Boss, Senjem, & Goodman, 1999; 
Konczak, Stelly, & Trusty, 2000; Spreitzer, 1995; Spreitzer, Kizilos, & Nason. 1997). 
One example of this research is a survey of 406 manufacturing companies in the UK 
(Waterson, Clegg. Bolden, Pepper, Wart & Wall, 1999): 22 percent of the companies 
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reported little or no improvement in overall perfonnance, 32 percent claimed moderate 
gains, and 46 percent reported substantial perfonnance gains, In general, the result' in 
research on effecLs of empowennent programs have heen mixed and inconclusive, 

It is too early to reach any firm conclusions about the consequences of empower
ment programs, but the combined evidence from these studies and related lines of re
search suggest that the potential benefits are unlikely to occur unless conditions are fa
vorable. The conditions that can strengthen or weaken feelings of empowerment have 
been suggested by a number of writers (e,g" Argyris, 1998; Forrester, 2000; Gratton, 
2004; Randolph, 1995; Spreitzer, 1996), and they include characteristics of the organiza
tion, the members, and the national culture. These conditions are listed in Table 5-7. 

How Leaders Can Increase Empowerment 

The theory and research on psychological empowerment makes it evident that 
participative leadership and delegation are not the only types of leadership behav
ior that can make people feel empowered. Other types of leadership behavior can 
directly affect psychological empowerment, and these behaviors may also enhance 
the effects of participative leadership and delegation (Forrester, 2000; Ho\vard, 
1998; Konczak et aI., 200()). Table ')-8 provides guidelines on how to empower sub
ordinates. The behaviors are explained in more detail in other parts of this hook. 

TABLE 5-7 Conditions Facilitating Psychological Empowerment 

Condition Unfavorable Favorable 

Organization structure High centralization and Very decentralized, low 
formalization formalization 

Competitive strategy Low cost. standard product Customized, highly 
or service differentiated product/service 

Task design and Simple, repetitive task and (omplex, nonroutine task, 
technology reliable technology unreliable technology 

Duration of relation with Brief transactions during a Repeated interaction in a 
customers/clients short time interval continuing relationship 

Dominant cultural values Reliable, efficient operations Flexibility, learning, and 
in the organization without any mistakes partiCipation 

Employee traits Low achievement motivation, High need for achievement, 
external locus of control, internal locus of control, and 
and emotional stability emotional stability 

Employee ability Unskilled, inexperienced Highly skilled professional 

Employee tenure ,Temporary employee Regular, continuing 
employee 

Employee ownership and None or very little Employees are shareholders 
rewards for success or co-owners 

Employee involvement None Extensive programs strongly 
programs supported by top management 

Mutual trust Low High 
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1:.~S. 8<Guidel. insforE .. m. POW.· eriOO.·.·. , 

• Clarify objectives and explain how the work supports them. 
• Involve people in making decisions that affect them. 
• Delegate responsibility. and authority for important activities. 
• Take into account individual differences in motivation and skills. 
• Provide access to relevant informatjon. 
• Provide resources needed to carry out new responSibilities. 
• Change management sY5tems to be consistent with empowerment. 
• Remove bureaucratic (onstraints and unnecessary controls. 
• Express confidence and trust in people. 
• Provide coaching and advice when requested. 
• Encourage and support initiative and problem solving. 
• Recognize important contributions and achievements. 
• Ensure that rewards are commensurate with new responsibilities. 
• Ensure accountability for the ethical use of power. 

Summary 

Pal1icip:.ltive leadership involves emm:.c"i by a manager to encourage and fadlltate par
ticipation by others in rnaking decision:; that would otht'nvise be m~lde hy the manag
er ~t1one, Participation Gm take Hlany forms, ranging fr0111 revising a tentative decision 
after receiving protests, to ~Isking for suggestions before making a deciSion, 10 asking 
an individual or group to jointly make a decision, to allowing others to make a deci
sion subject to the manager's final authorization, Involving others in making decisions 
is often n<:ceSS<lty for getting decisions approved and implemented in organizations. 
Even when it is not necessa1Y to consult with others before making a decision, a t11:.ln
a:ger may still prefer to do So in order to obtain the potential benefits, \vhich indude 
better decisions ~1I1(1 greater acceptance of decisions, 

!vla.ny srudies have been conducted on the outcomes of using pal1icipation, but 
the research cviJence is not sufficiently strong and consistent to drmv any finn conclu
sions. Lack of consit'J-tt:nr results about the effectiveness of participative leadership 
ff'robably IlK, •. U1-" that various form.';; uf participation are effective in some situ~Hions but 
not in others. PaI1icipation is unlikely to be effectivt-· if potential pat1icipants do not 
share the leader's objectives, if they do not want to take responsibility for helping to 
make decisions, if they distrust the leader, or if time pressures and the dispersion of 
participants make it imprdctical to consult with individuals or hold group meetings. 
Group forms of participation are unlikely to be effective unless the manager has suffi
cient skill in managing conflict, facilitating constructive problem solving, and dealing 
with common process problems that occur in groups (see Chapter 12). 

Vroom and Yetton developed a model of participative leadership to help man
agers identify the appropriate decision procedures in different situations. The situational 
variables are characteristics of the decision situation that determine whether a particu
lar decision procedure will increase or decrease decision quality and acceptance. The 
model was extended by Vroom and Jago to include other criteria and aspects of the situ
ation. Research on these models is limited, but it provides moderate support for them. 
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The findings suggest that managers are likely to he more effective if they use decision 
procedures that are appropriate for the situation. 

Delegation involves the assignment of new responsibilities and additional author
ity to individual subordinates or to a team. The potential benefits of delegation include 
better declsions, increased subordinate motivation, more satisfying jobs for subordi
nates) development of subordinate skills, and reduciion of work overload for a manager. 
Lack of confidence in subordinates and desire to consolidate power prevent some 
managers from delegating as much as they should. Research on the consequences of 
using delegation is still limited, but the findings suggest it can be effective when used 
for appropriate decisions and carried out in a competent manner. 

Psychological empowerment involves a combination of meaningful work, high 
self-efficacy, self-determination, and ability to influence relevant event'). Leaders can af
fect the psychological empowerment of followers in many ways, and participative lead
ership and delegation are only two of the relevant behaviors. Whether an employee 
feels powerful or powerless also depends on aspects of the job, the organization, and 
the employees. Sever<ll types of progI"all1s have been used by organizations to increase 
menlher empowerment, !)ut the results from research on these pn)grams are rnixed< 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. What are the potential benefits and risks of using participative leadership? 
2. What have we learned from the research on participative leadership? 
3. \Vhat determines the success of a participative decision? 
4. Briefly explain the Vroom-Yetton normative model of leadership and the Vnx)m

Jago extension ()f the model. 
5. How useful are these prescriptive models if a leader does not know the ans\vers to 

some of the situational questions? 
6, \'7hat afC some guidelines on huw to encourage participation? 
7. \X7hat afe the potential benefits and risks of delegation? 
8. Under what conditions is delegation most likely to be successful? 
9. \Vhat are some guidelines on what to delegate? 

10. Why do some managers find it so difficult to delegate Of share power? 
11. What are essential elements of psychological empowerment? 
12. What are some facilitating conditions for employee empowerment? 
13. What types of leadership behavior contribute to high empowerment? 

Key Terms 

autocf"dtic decision 
cOfL:mltation 
decision acceptance 
decision quality 
decision procedure 
delegation 

distributive justice 
employee involvement 

programs 
goal congruence 
normative decision model 
participation 

psychological empowerment 
self-efficacy 
self-determination 
trust 
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CHAPTER 6 

Early Contingency 
Theories of Effective 

Leadership 

Learning Objectives 

Aller studying this chapler you should be able to: 

• Understand why it is necess~lIy to consider the leadership situation when studying 
leadership. 

• Understand how aspects of the situation can enhanc{:' or diminish the effects of 
k:ader behavior. 

• 1 inderstand ho\v aspects of the situation can serVe as a substitute for rhe influence 
of formal leaders. 

• Understand the plimary contingency theories of effective leadership. 

• 1 :nderstand the conceptual \veakm:sses of each \.'ontingency theory, 

• t ;nderstand the findings from empirical research on contingent:y theories. 

• 11ndcrsland the implications of situational theories for improving leadership. 

• Lndcf;-;tand the limitations of the research on contingency theolies. 

In earlier chapters we saw that aspects of the situation determine the role reqUirements 
for leaders. Comparative research on the way managerial behavior varies across situa
tions (see Chapter 3) prOVides some useful insights, but it is only an indirect approach 
for discovering what type of leadership is optimal in a given situation. A more direct 
approach is to determine how leader traits or behaviors are related to indicators of 
leadership effectiveness in different situations. Aspects of the situation that enhance or 
nullify the effects of a leader's traits or behavior are called situational moderatOr vari
ables. Theories that explain leadership effectiveness in terms of situational moderator 
variables are called contingency theories of leadership. This type of theory is most 
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useful when it includes intervening variables to explain why the effect of behavior on 
outcomes varies across situations. 

The current chapter reviews six contingency theories of leadership: path-goal 
theory, situational leadership theory, leader substitutes theory, the multiple-linkage 
modeJ, LPC contingency theory, and cognitive resources theory. These theories 
were popular during the 1970s and 1980s, and some of them stimulated consider
able research during that period of time. Each theory is described briefly and eval
uated in terms of conceptual adequacy and empirical support. The chapter ends 
with some general guidelines for varying leadership behavior from situation to 
situation. 

lPC Contingency Model 

Fiedler's 0%4, J967) LPe contingency model describes how the situation mod
erates the relationship hetween leadership effectiveness and a trait measure called the 
least preferred coworker (LPC) score. 

Leader LPC Score 

The LPC score is determined by asking a leader to think of all past and present 
coworkers, select the one with whom the leader could work least well, and rate this 
person on a set of bipolar adjective scales (e.g., friendly-unfriendly, cooperative
uncooperative, efficient-inefficient). The LPC score is the sum of the ratings on these 
bipolar adjective scales. A leader who is generally critical in rating the least preferred 
c(}worker will obtain a low LPC score, \vhereas a leader who is generally lenient wiJI 
obtain a high LPC score. 

The interpretation of LPe scores has changed several times over the years. 
According to Fiedler's 097B) most recent interpretation, the LPC score indicates a 
leader's motive hierarchy. A high LPC leader is primarily motivated to have dose, 
interpersonal relationships with other people, induding subordinates, and will act 
in a considerate, supportive manner jf relationships need to be improved. 
Achievement of task objectives is a secondary motive that will hecome important 
only if the primary affiliation motive is already satisfied by dose, personal relation
ships with subordinates and peers. A low LPC leader is primarily motivated by 
achievement of task objectives and will emphasize task-oriented behavior whenev
er task problems arise. The secondary motive of establishing good relations with 
subordinates will become important only if the group is performing well and it en
counters no serious task problems. 

Rice (I978) reviewed 25 years of research on LPC scores and concluded that 
the data support a value-attitude interpretation better than a motive hierarchy inter
pretation; that is, low LPC leaders value task success, whereas high LPC leaders 
value interpersonal success. As with the motive hierarchy interpretation, the pattern 
of leadership behavior varies with the situation. Rice's interpretation is basically in 
accord with Fiedler's motive hierarchy interpretation but is more parsimonious and 
hetter supported by diverse types of research. 
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TABLe 6-1 Relllt!o8shipsin tIIa.l.pC:ConU!'IgeriCY.~ 

Octant L-M Relations Task Structure Position Power Effective Leader 

1 Good Structured Strong Low LPC 
2 Good 5lructured Weak Low LPC 
3 Good Unstructured Strong Low LPC 
4 Good Unstructured Weak Low LPC 
5 Poor Structured Strong High LPC 
6 Poor Structured Weak High LPC 
7 Poor Unstructured Strong High LPC 
8 Poor Unstructured Weak Low LPC 

Situational Variables 

The relationship bt.'fween leader LPC SCOfe and effectiveness depends on a com
plex situational variable called situational EtVOfability (or situational (ontroD, wbich is 
defined as the extent to which the _"imalion gives a leader control over subordinates. 
Three aspects of the situation are considered. 

1. Leader-member relations.' The extenI to which subordinates are loyal. and relations 
with sub{)rdinares arc friendly and C{){)peralive. 

2. Positi01l pOlrer: The extent 10 \\'hich the leader has authority to evaluate subordi
nate penormance and administer rewards ;Jnd puni;shments< 

3~ l'ask stn/f;fure« The extent to which standard operating procedures are in p!~H:e to 
accomplish the task, along with a det;:lil-ed description of the finbhed product or 
service and objertive indicators of how well the task is being performed, 

Favorability is determined by Weighting and combining these three aspects of 
the situation. The weighting procedure assumes that leader-member relations ~1fe 
rnore important than task structure, \\,dlich in tUI11 is more important than position 
power. The possible comhinations yield eight levels of favombility, cJ-lled octants 
(see lilble G-1l. 

Propositions 

According to the model, the situation is most favorable for the leader (octant 1) 

when relations with subordinates are good, the leader has substantial position power, 
and the task is highly structured. When leader-member relations are good, subordinates 
are more likely to comply ""th leader requests and directions, mther than ignoring or 
subverting them, When a leader has high position power, it is easier to influence subor
dinates' When the task is structured, it is easier for the leader to direct subordinates and 
monitor their perfonnance. The situation is least favorable for the leader (octant 8) 
when relations with subordinates are poor, the task js unstructured, and position power 
is low. 

The causal relationships among the variables are depicted in Figure 6-1. 
According to the model, when the situation is either very favorable (octants 1-3) or 
very unfavorable (octant 8), low LPC leaders will be more effective than high LPC 
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Casual Variable End~Resu!t Variable 

Leader's LPC score Group performance 

Situational Moderator Variables 

Leader-member relations 
Leader position power 

Task structure 

FIGURE 6·1 Causal Relationships in the LPC Contingency ModeL 

leaders. When the situation is intermediate in favorability (octants 4-7), high LPe 
leaders will be more elTective than low LPC leaders. 

Research on the Theory 
A large number of studies were conducted to test the LPC contingency theory. 

Reviews of this research by Strube and Garcia (1981) and by Peters, Hartke, and 
Pohlmann 098'j) conduded that the research tends to support the model, 
although not for every octant and not as strongly for field studies as for laboratory 
studies. 

Although the results were mostly positive, the methods used to test the theory 
have been strongly criticized by a number of writers. One criticism is that the empiri
cal support is based on correlational results that fail to achieve statistical significance in 
a majority of cases, even though correlations may be in the right direction (Graen, 
Alvares. Orris, & Martella, 1970; McMahon, 1972; Vecchio, 1983). Another criticism in
volves the process by which three different aspects of the situation are combined into 
a single continuum. The weights used to compute situational favorability and establish 
the octants seem arbitrary (Shiflett, 1973). 

ConceptualVVeaknesses 
The LPC contingency theory has some serious conceptual weaknesses. The LPC 

score is a "measure in search of a meaning" (Schriesheim & Kerr, 1977a, p. 23), Its in
terpretation has been changed in an arbitrary fashion, and the current interpretation is 
speculative. LPC scores may not be stable over time and may be more complex than 
assumed (Yuki, 1970). 

The model is not really a theory, because it does not explain how a leader's 
LPC score affects group performance (Ashour, 1973). The lack of explicit leader 
behaviors and intervening variables limits the utility of the model. In the absence 
of behavior variables, the model does not provide any guidance for training lead
ers how to adapt to the situation. If LPC is a relatively stable personality trait, as 
usually assumed, then changing it is not an option for improving leadership. 
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Another option is to select the leader to fit the situation, but the LPC scale cannot 
satisfy the requiremenks for a valid selection tooL The final option is to change the 
situation to fit the leader. It may be possible to make the situation more Of less fa
vorable to fit the leader's LPC score (Fiedler & Chemers, 1982), but reducing favor
ability is probably counterproductive. For example, the idea that some leaders 
~hould try to make leader-member rt..~tations worse (e.g., by being much less sup
portjvc) seems unethical as well as unwise (Schriesheim & Kerr, 1977b). Uke\vise, 
any ch~mges that are made in the task structure should be guided by concern for 
efficient use of people and resources, not by the desire to make task structure 
compatible with the leader's LPC score. Research suggests that modifying task 
stlUcture has up to 10 times the effect on group performance as leader LPC scores 
(O'Brien & Kabanoff, 1981). 

The model (and most of the research) neglects medium LPC leaders, who proba
bly outnumber the high and low LPC leaders. Research suggests that medium LPC 
le~ldt'rs are more effective than either high or low LPC leaders in a majority of situa
tions (five of the eight octant;.;), presumably hecause 11}(>y balance <...'oncem i()[ the t:lsk 
,!fld conCern for relationships Hl0re su('cessfuliy (Kennt-"dy. 1982; Shiflett, 1(73). 

Summary 
Fiedler (l973, 1977) replied 10 the criticisms, and the d..:bate over the validity of 

the model is stilI continuing. Huwever, interest in the theory has \vaned over the y't.:·ars 
as better situational theories have developed. The LPC contingency model \VJS OJk' of 
the earliest contingency theories of leadership, and its major conrribwion may have 
heen to encoumge greater interest in situational f~lctors. 

Pat~Goal Theory of Leadership 

The path~goal theory of leadership was developed to explain how the behav
ior or a leader influences the satbfaction and pt'rformance of subordinates. 
Building on an early version of the theory by Evans (]970), House 097 J) formulat
ed a more elahorate version that included situational variables. The theory \vas 
further refined by various writers (e.g., Evans, 1974; House & Dessler, 1974; HOllse & 

Mitchell, 1974). 
According to I-louse (1971. p. 324), "The motivational function of the leader con

sists of increasing personal payoffs to subordinates for work-goal attainment and 
making the path to these payoffs easier to travel by clarifying it, reducing roadblocks 
and pitfalls, and increasing the opportunities for personal satisfaction en route." 
Leaders also affect subordinate satisfaction, particularly satisfaction With the leader. 
According to House and Dessler 0974, p. 13), ". . leader behavior will be viewed as 
acceptable to subordinates to the extent that the subordinates see such behavior as ei
ther an immediate source of satisfaction or as instrumental to future satisfaction." The 
effect of a leader's actions on subordinate satisfaction is not necessarily the same as 
the effect on subordinate performance. Depending on the situation, leader behavior 
may affect satisfaction and performance the same way, or both differently. or one but 
not the othet. 
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Explanatory Processes 

A motivation theory cailed expectancy theory (Georgopoulos, Mahoney, & 
Jones, 1957; Vroom, 1964) is used to explain how a leader can influence subordi
nate satisfaction and effort. Expectancy theory describes work motivation in terms 
of a rational choice process in which a person decides how much effort to devote 
to the job at a given point of time, In choosing between a maximal effort and a 
minimal (or moderate) effort, a person considers the likelihood that a given level of 
effort will lead to successful completion of the task and the likelihood that task 
completion will result in desirable outcomes (e.g., higher pay, recognition, promo
tion, sense of achievement) while avoiding undesirable outcomes (e,g., layoffs, 
accidents, reprimands, rejection by coworkers, excessive stress). The perceived 
probability of an outcome is called an expectancy, and the deSirability of an outcome 
is called its valence. 

How the many expectancies and valences for different outcomes and levels of ef
fort combine to determine a person's motivation is stiIl a matter of SPtx'ulation and 
controversy. In general, if subordinates believe that valued outcomes can he attained 
only hy making a serious effort and they believe such an effort will succeed, then they 
will make the effort. The effect of a leader's behavior is primarily to modify these per
ceptions and beliefs, 

Leader Behaviors 

The initial version of the theory contained only rnro broadly defined leader be
haviors: supportive leadership (similar to consideration) and directive leadership (sim
ilar to initiating structure and instrumental leadership)' Two other leader behaviors 
were added in the later version by House and Mitchell (1974). The four behaviors are 
defined as follows: 

1. Supponit!e leadership,> Giving consideration to the needs of subordinates, displaying 
concern for their welfare, and creating a friendly climate in the work unit. 

2. [)irecfiue leadership: Letting subordinates know what they are expected to do, gjv
ing specific guidance, asking subordinates to follow rules and procedures, and 
scheduling and coordinating the work 

3. Pdrlicipatiue leadership: Consulting with subordinates and taking their opinions and 
suggestions into account 

4. AchielJf!nlent-oriellled leadership: Setting challenging goals, seeking better perform
ance, emphasizing excellence, and showing confidence that subordinates will at
tain high standards, 

Situational Variables 

According to path-goal theory, the effect of leader behavior on subordinate satis
faction and effort depends on aspects of the situation, including task characteristics 
and subordinate characteristics, These situational moderator variables determine both 
the potential for increased subordinate motivation and the manner in which the leader 
must act to improve motivation. Situational variables also influence subordinate pref
erences for a particular pattern of leadership behavior, thereby influencing the impact 
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Casual Variables Intervening Variables End-Result Variables 

Leader behavior Subordjnate expectancies ~ Subordinate effort 
and valences and satisfaction 

Situational MOderator Variables 

Characteristics of task and environment 
Characteristics of subordjnates 

FIGURE 6--2 Causal Relationships in Path-Goal Theory of Leadership, 

of the leader on subordinate satisfaction, The causal relationships in the theolY are il
lustrated in Figure 6-2. 

Major Propositions 

When the task is stressful, boring, tedious, or d"mgerolls, supportive leadership 
leads to increased subordinate effort and satisfaction increasing self-confident.'e, 
lowering anXiety, and minimizing unpleasant aspects of the work. In expectancy the
ory terminology, the leader increases both the intrinsic valence (enjoyrnentJ of doing 
the task and the t,'xpectancy that it will be successfully completed, llowever, if a task 
is interesting and enjoyable, and subordinates are already confident, then supportive 
leadership has1iuie, if any, effect The hypothesizt:d causal chain for supponive lead
ership is depicted in Figure 6-3. 

When the task is unstmcmred and complex, the subordinates are inexperknced, 
and there is little formalization of rules and procedures to guide the work j then direc
tive leadc"fship \viU result in higher subordinate satisfaction and effort, The role ambi
guity rhat exists 'when subordinates do not undersund how to do the work effectively 
causes them to have a low expectancy of success, even for a maximum effort. By r-e-

Reduce boredom Increase the 
and make job intrinsic 
more tOlerable valence of work 

Supportive Increase 
leadership effort 

Increase self~ Increase 
confidence and effort~pertormance 
lower anxiety expectancy 

FIGURE 6-3 Causal Relationships for Effects of Supportive Leadership on Subordinate. 
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Reduce Increase the 
role effort-performance 
ambiguity expectancy 

Directive Increase Increase outcome increase 

leadership size of valences for subordinate 
incentives task success effort 

Strengthen Increase 
reward perfomance~reward 

contingencies expectancies 

FIGURE 6-4 Causal Relationships for Effects of Directive leadership on Subordinate. 

clueing role ambiguity, the leader increases expectancies and thus effort. The theolY 
further assumes that role ambiguity is unple~tsant and reducing it will lead to gre:1ter 
subordinate satisfaction. When the task i,s structured or subordinates are highly com
petent, directive leadership will have no effect on effott. Moreover, in this situation, if 
sulx)rdinates perceive dose supervision and direction to be an unnecessal)' imposition 
of leader controL satisfaction may actually decline. 

The hypothesized Glusal chain for directjve leadership is depicted in Figure 6-4. As 
the figure shows, directive leadership affects subordinate effort in a number of ways. 
Effort can be increased by finding new and larger performance rewards and making them 
more closely contingent upon subordinate perfl:)fI11ance. This option was induded in the 
initial formulation of the thc,(HY by Evans (970) and HOllse (971) but was negle(ted in 
most subsequent versions and in the validation research, perhaps because positive reward 
behavior does not fit well into the prevailing definition of directive behavior. 

The propositions for participative leadership and achievement-oriented leader
ship are not as well developed or researched as those for supportive and directive 
leadership. Participative leadership is hypothesized to increase subordinate effort and 
satisfaction when the task is unstluctured by increasing role darity. When the task is 
structured, this behavior has little or no effect. Participative leadership may also in
crease the intrin.sic valence of the work and thus satisfaction for subordinates with a 
high need for achievement and autonomy. Achievement-oriented leadership is hy
pothesized to increase subordinate effort and satisfaction when the task is unstructured 
(j.e .• complex and nanrepetitive) by increaSing self-confidence and the expectation of 
successfully accomplishing a challenging task or goal. When the task is simple and 
repetitive, this behavior has little or no effect. 

Research on the Theory 

Research conducted to test path-goal theory has yielded mixed results. 
Wofford and Liska (993) reviewed 120 survey studies on the theory and conducted 
a meta-analysis of the results far task and relations behavior. Podsakoff, 
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MacKenzie, Ahearne, and Bommer (995) also conducted an extensive review of 
the research on moderator variables in leadership. Despite the large number of 
studies that have tested the theory, the results were inconclusive. Not enough studies 
were available to provide an adequate test of hypotheses about situational modera
tors of participative and achievement.oriented !ead"rship. Most propositions ahout 
situational moderators of directive leadership were not supported; some evidence 
indicated that directive behavior correlated more strongly with satisfaction for ~ub~ 
ordinates with low ability than for subordinates with high ability, hm only an incli
reet test of the proposition was possible, Th{"re was little ()r no moderating effect of 
lhe situation on the relationship between ie:lder supportive behavior and subordi
nate satisfaction with the leader. As in the earlier research (see Chapter 4), most 
studies find a positive effect of supportive leadership on satisfaction, regardless of 
the situation. 

Methodological limitations make it difficult to interpret the results from mlJ(j1 

of the research testing the theory (Wofford & Liska. 1993; YukI, 19R9). Most sludies 
used a static correlation.al design, and subordinates rated leader hehavior on survey 
questionnaires, These studies h:1\,v the same limitations <is much of tIle earlier lx'havior 
resean:h (see Chapter ·D, Another limit;:uioll of the research J:.; that rno;.;t studies deal 
with only a j-ew aspects of the theory \vhile ignoring other aspects, such as the inter
vening motivational l)n)cesses (expectancies and v,llences), Many studie::; mcasun:d 
surrogates instead of the sitlJ;.1tlon;;1l variahles actually spedfied by the theory. Taken 
together, these limitations of the research suggest that the theolY has yet to he ade
quately tested. 

ConceptualVVeaknesses 
Path-goal theory also has some concepHl<!l deficiencies that limit its utility. 

The greatest weakntss is reli~lnce on expectancy theOlY .;1S the primary bash for 
explaining leader influt:'nt.:e. This ration.;}l decision model provides an overly com
plex and seemingly unrealistic description of human behavior (Behling &: Starke, 
1973; Mitchell, 1974: Schriesheim &: Kerr) 1977a). Expectancy tht~ory doe..,; not take 
into account em01ional reacti(H1S to decision dilemmas, such as denial or dLstortl"on 
of relevant information ~lhout expectancies and valences. Expectancy theory dues 
nOt incorporate some important aspects of human motivation such as sdf-concepts 
(see Chapter 9). Expcl..'tancy theory limit~ the explanation of leadership influenc'c 
to changes in subordinate perceptions about the likely outcomes of different 
actions. 

Another conceptual limitation is the reHance on broad categories of leader be~ 
havlor that do not correspond closely to the mediating processes. It is easier to make 
a link between leader behavior and subordinate motivation by using specific behaviors 
such as clarifying role expectations, recognizing accomplishments, giving contingent 
rewards, modeling appropriate behaviors for subordinates to imitate, and communicat
ing high expectations about subordinate performance. 

Some of the explanations for hypothesized relationships in path-goal theory are 
questionable. It is assumed that role ambiguity will cause a person to have an unreal
istically low expectancy, and that leader behavior resulting in greater clarity will auto
matically increase expectancies. However, clarification of the subordinate'S role 
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sometimes makes it evident that successful task performance and the attainment of 
specific task goals are more difficult than the subordinate initially believed (YukI, 
1989), It is assumed that role ambiguity is determined primarily by task structure (de
fined as a characteristic of the task, not the employee), but a more appropriate moder
ator variable is an employee's ability and experience in relation to the task. The same, 
supposedly structured task may be clear to an experienced subordinate but ambiguous 
to an inexperienced subordinate. 

Another limitation of path-goal theory is that each type of leadership behavior is 
cOfLc:.;idered separately. Likely interactions among the behaviors or interactions with 
more than one type of situational variable are not considered (Osborn l 1974). For ex
ample, the theory says that directive leadership will be beneficial when the task is un
structured, but directive leadership may not be beneficial for an unstructured task if 
there is another situational determinant of subordinate role clarity, such as a high level 
of profeSSional training and experience. 

To make path-goal theolY more comprehensive, House (1996) extended it to in
clude some behaviors from more recent theories such as charismatic and transforma
tional leadership (see Chapter 9). However, it is doubtful [har the effects of these 
behaviors can be explained in terms of expectancy theory. Charismatic leadership 
emphasizes emotional arousal and influencing followers to do things that are not con
sistent with rational calculations (e,g., make self-sacrifices and take risks for ideologi
cal reasons). Moreover, the extended thecny is much tOO complicared to be useful for 
practitioners. 

Summary 

Despite its limitations, path-goal theory has made an important contribution to 

the study of leadership by providing a conceptual framework to guide researchers in 
identifying potentially relevant situational variables. The recent extension of the the
ory (House, 1996) makes it more comprehensive but less parsimonious. No research 
has assessed whether the more recent theory is an improvement over the earlier 
versions. 

Situational Leadership Theory 

Hersey and Blanchard (977) proposed a contingency theory that specifies the 
appropriate type of leadership behavior for different levels of subordinate "maturi
ty" in relation to the work, A high-maturity subordinate has both the ability and 
confidence to do a task, whereas a low-maturity subordinate lacks ability and self
confidence, 

Major Propositions 

According to the theory, the level of subordinate maturity determines the appro
priate mix of task-oriented and relations-oriented behavior for the leader (see Figure 6-5), 
Four degrees of maturity (quadrants Ml to M4) are distinguished, even though they are 
merely segments of a continuum ranging from immature to mature. 
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M1 M2 M3 

Low Moderate 

Follower Maturity 

' .................... 

M4 

High 

.... Task Behavior 

Relationship 
Behavior 

FIGURE 6-5 Prescribed Leve! of Behavior in the Situational Leadership Theory. 

For a low-maturity subordinate (MD, the leader should use substantidl task
uriented behavior and he directive in defining roles, clarifying standards and proce
dures, and monitoring progress on attainment of objectives. As subordinate maturity 
increases up to a moderAte level (M2 and M3), the leader can decrease the amount of 
ta,..;k-oriented behavior and provide more relations-oriented behavioL The leader 
should act supponivt.,; consult with the subordinate, and provide prabe and attentiun, 
For a high-maturity subordinate (M4), the k~ader should use a low level of task-orientt..."<i 
and relations-oriented hehaviors. This type of sub()rdin~lte has the ahility to do the 
work without much direction or monitoring by the leader, and the confidence to work 
without much supportivt: behavior by the leader. 

According to Hersey and Blanchard, the maturity level of a subordinate can be 
influenced by developmental interventions. For exantple. the leader and subordi
nate may negotiate an agreement regarding the delegation of additional responsibil
ities and how the leader will help the subordinate accomplish the goals set for these 
responsibilities. This process, called "contingency contracting," is similar to the 
role-making process described in the leader-member exchange (LMX) theory (see 
Chapter 8). How long it takes to increase the subordinate's maturity depends on 
the complexity of the task and the skill and confidence of the subordinate. There is 
no set formula, and it may take as little as a few days or as long as a few years to 
advance a subordinate from low to high maturity on a given task. Hersey and 
Blanchard recognized that subordinate maturity may also regress, requiring a flexi
ble adjustment of the leader's behavior. For example, a highly motivated subordi-
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nate may become apathetic after a personal tragedy, which would require closer 
supervision and a developmental intervention designed to boost maturity back up 
to the former high level. 

Evaluation of the Theory 

Even though this theory has been used in many management development pro
grams, not many studies have been conducted to directly evaluate the theory (e.g., 
Blank, Weitzel, & Green, 1990; Fernandez & Vecchio, 1997; Goodson, McGee, & 
Cashman, 1989; Hambleton & Gumpert, 1982; Norris & Vecchio, 1992; Vecchio, 1987), 
A few studies found support for the proposition that more directive supervision is 
needed for subordinates who have low ability and confidence. However, there was lit
tle evidence that using the contingent pattern of task and relations behavior prescribed 
by the theOJY will make leaders more effective. The studies designed to test the theo
ry did not examine the effect of developmental interventions. Most of the other re
search on task :.mu relations behavior (see Chapter 4) provides stronger support for 
the leadership model proposed by Blake and ;vlouton, \vhich specifies th;:lt a rdatively 
high level of hoth ta.sk and rehitjons behavior is optimal as long as the spedfic types of 
behavior are appropriate for the situation. 

Conceptual weaknesses limit the utility of situational leadership theory and 
help to explain the lack of support for 11 in the research. Leadership behavior is not 
defined in a clear and consistent ,,'lay from quadrant to quadrant, and sometimes task 
and relations behaviors are defined in terms of decision styles such ~IS autocratic 
telling, conSUlting, and delegating lGraeff, 191:>3), The model lacks a dear explana
tion of the process by which leader behavior influences subordinate performance. 
Maturity is a composite of diverse elements (task complexity, subordinate confi
dence, ability, and motivation), and the procedure used to weight and combine them 
is highly questionable (Barrow, 1977). For example, the assumption that a subordi
nate is less mature if skilled but unmotivated than jf motivated but unskilled is 
douhtfuL It is easier to explain leadership effectiveness when the components of 
maturity are c( mcepwalized as distinct variables. Hersey and Blanchard ackno\'ll
edge that leaders can influence some components of maturity \vith developmental 
interventions, and it is more appropriate to conceptualize subordinate ability and 
motivation as intervening variables in a model with reciprocal causality than as 
exogenous situational variables. Finally, the theory fails to consider other situational 
variables that are important for determining the appropriate pattern of leadership 
behavior. 

Despite its deficiencies, the theory has made some positive contributions to 
our understanding of dyadic leadership. One contribution was the emphaSis on 
flexible, adaptive behavior, which has become a central tenet of some recent theo
ry and research, Hersey and Blanchard pointed out that it is essential to treat differ
ent subordinates differently, and to vary behavior as the situation changes, 
Moreover, they advanced the proposition that leaders should be aware of opportu
nities to build the skills and confidence of subordinates rather than assuming that a 
subordinate with deficiencies in skill or motivation must forever remain a "problem 
employee:' 
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Leadership Substitutes Theory 

Kerr and Jermier (1978) developed a model to identify aspects of the situation that 
reduce the imptlttance of leadership by maoagers and other formal leaders. The theory 
makes a distinction between two kinds of situational variables: substitutes and neutraliz
ers. Substitutes make leader hehavior unnecessary ~md redundant. They include any 
characteristics of the subordinates, lask, or organization that ensure subordinates wal 
dearly unoeffitand their roles, know how to do the work) be highly motivated, and he :-iat
istled with their jobs. Neutralizers are any chaldcteristics of the task or organization that 
prevent a leader from acting in a specified way or that nUllify the effeeis of the leader's ac
tions. For example. a leader's lack of authoriry to reward effective pe1i()fmance limits the 
k"acier's use of contingent reward behavior) whereas subordinate lack of interest in an in
l:entive offered hy the leader is a condition that makes the behavior pOintless. 

The theory does not explicitly idemify intervening variables, but t\\/O of them 
{role clarity and task motivation) are implicit in the aSSUll1ptions of the modeL As 
noted by Howell and colleagues 0990, p. 2:-)): . leldership suh~titutes focus un 
\I,dletbt:'r suhordin;:lh.:s are n:t'eiving needed usk guidalKc and incentives to perform 
\\lthout taking it for granted that the formal leader is the primary supplier." In effect, 
substitutes are aspects of the situation that cause intervening variables to be at optimal 
levels, whereas neutralizers are constraints that prevent or discourage the leader from 
duing anY1hing 10 improve exi;-,'ting detlcient-'ies in intervening variables. 

In the initial version of the model, Kerr and Jermiet 097B) were mostly con
cerned with identifying suhstitutes and neutralizers for supportive and instrumental 
leadership. SuppOltive leadership is sirnibr to consideration, and instrumental leader
ship is similar to initiating structure. A preliminary list of substitutes and neutralizers 
for these broad hehavior categories is 5ho\vn in Table 6-2. According to Kerr and 
Jermier, various attributes of the subordinates, the task, and the organization may serve 
as substitutes or neutralizers for leader hehavior. 

Subordinate Characteristics 

Little direnion is necessary \vhen subordinates have extensive prior experience 
or training, because they already possess the skills and knowledge to know what to 
do and how to do it. For example, medical doctors, airline pilots, accountants, elec
tricians, and other profeSSionals do not require much supervision and often do not 
want it. Likewise, professionals who are internally motivated by their values, needs, 
and ethics do not need to be encouraged by the leader to do high-quality work. 

The attractiveness of various organizational rewards depends in part on the needs 
and personaliry of subordinates. Indifference toward rewards controlled by the manager 
serves as a neutralizer of both supportive and instrumental behavior by 
the manager. For example, subordinates who desire more time off "ith their family will 
not be motivated by the offer of more money for working extra hours. 

Task Characteristics 

Another substitute for instrumental leadership is a simple, repetitive task. 
Subordinates can quickly learn the appropriate skills for this rype of task without 
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Supportive Instrumental 
Substitute or Neutralizer leadership leadership 

A. Subordinate Characteristics: 
1. Experience, ability, training Substitute 
2. Professional orientation Substitute Substitute 
3. Indifference toward rewards Neutralizer Neutralizer 

B. Task Characteristics: 
1. Structured. routine task Substitute 
2. Feedback provided by task Substitute 
3. Intrinsically satisfying task Substitute 

C. Organization Characteristics: 
1. Cohesive work group Substitute Substitute 
2. Low position power Neutralizer Neutralizer 
3. Formalization (roles. procedures) Substitute 
4. Inflexibility (rules. policies) Neutralizer 
5. Dispersed subordinate work sites Neutralizer Neutralizer 

Based on Kerr and Jermier (1978) 

extensive training and direction by the leader. \Vhen the task provides automatic feed
hack on how well the work is being performed, the leader dues not need to provide 
much feedlxt-ck For example, one study found that workers in a company with net
worked computer systems and computer integrated manufacturing did not need much 
supervision because they \vere able to obtain feedback about productivity and quality 
directly from the information system, and they could get help in solving problems by 
asking other people in the network (Lawler. 1988). 

If the task is interesting and enjoyable, subordinates may be sufficiently motivat
ed by the work itself without any need for the leader to encourage and inspire them. 
In addition, a task that is interesting and enjoyable may serve as a substitute for sup
portive leadership with regard to ensuring a high level of job satisfaction. 

Group and Organization Characteristics 

In organizations with detailed written rules, regulations, and policies, little direc
tion is necessary once the rules and policies have been learned by subordinates. Rules 
and policies can serve as a neutralizer as well as a substitute if they are so inflexible 
that they prevent a leader from making changes in job aSSignments or work proce
dures to facilitate subordinate effort. Supportive and instrumental leader behaviors are 
neutralized when subordinates are geographically dispersed and have only infrequent 
contact with their leader, as in the case of many sales representatives. An automatic re
ward system such as commissions or gain sharing can substitute for a leader's use of 
rewards and punishments to motivate subordinates. Limited position power or a 
strong labor union tends to neutralize a manager's use of rewards and punishments to 
motivate subordinates. 
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Another substitute for supportive leadership is a highly cohesive work 
group in which subordinates obtain psychological suppOrt from each other when 
needed. Group cohesiveness may substitute for leadership efforts to motivate 
subordinates if social pressure eXists for each memher to make a significant con
tribution to the group task. On the mher hand, cohc,lveness milY ,erve as a neu
tralizer if relations with management are poor, and social pressure is exerted 10 

restrict production. 

Implications for Improving Leadership 

Howell and colleagues (]990) contend that some situations have so many neu
tralizers that it is difficult or impossible for any leader to succeccj In this event, the 
remedy is not to replace the leader or provide mOre training: but rather to change the 
situation, One approach is to make the situation more blVorable for the leader by re
moving neutralizers. Another approach is to mJke Jeldership less important by in
I...Tc~tsing substitutes. 

Kerr and .Termier (197B) suggest the interesting p( >ssibility rlut suhstitutes may he 
increased to the point where leaders Jfe altogether superfluous. 1'10we\,e1', it is impor
tant to rememher that their model was designed to deal only with substitutes for lea£!
er."hip behavior hy a formal leader. For many substituu:s, behavior by the formal 
kader is merely replaced by similar leadership behavior carried out by peers Of other 
informal leaders, Early behaYlor research demonstrated that Jead(>rship functions may 
he shared among members of a group, rather than bdng: performed entirely by a sin
gle formal leader (B{)wers & Seashore, 1966; Slater, 195')), Research un sdf-managcd 
te~Hl1S has verified that members can assume responsibility for many of the leadership 
functions formerly performt."ti by ;elt1 appointed lIKtnagl"r, However, even sdf-managed 
tcam:'llJ5ually have an internal coordinator. Recent research suggests that it is also de
sirable to have an external leader to perform leadership functions that involve relation
ships with the larger organization (see Chapter 12). 

Research on the Theory 

The empirical research has found support for some aspects of the theory, but 
other aspects have not been tested or supported (e,g" Howell & Dorfman, 19R1, 1986; 
Pitner, 1986; Podsakoff, Niehoff, MacKenzie, & Williams, 1993). A comprehensive 
meta-analysis of the many studies on potential substitutes (Podsakoff et aI., 1995) 
found little evidence that situational variables moderate the relationship between 
leader behavior and subordinate motivation or satisfaction, However, critics of this 
research have pointed out that many of the studies used a weak research design and 
questionable analyses for detecting the effects of moderator variables (e.g., Dionne, 
Yammarino, Atwater, & James, 2002; Villa, Howell, Dorfman, & Daniel, 2003). 

The research provides stronger evidence that situational variables Can directly af
fect dependent variables such as subordinate satisfaction or motivation, McIntosh 
(988) proposed that much of the evaluation research on substitutes for leadership em
phasized the wrong aspects of the theory, and researchers should pay more attention 
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to the direct effect of situational variables on criterion variables (substitutes) and on 
leader behavior (constraints). The limitations of research on leadership substitutes also 
apply to much of the research on other situational theories, and this subject will be dis
cussed later in the chapter. 

conceptual Weaknesses 

The theory has several conceptual weaknesses. It does not provide a detailed 
rationale for each substitute and neutralizer in terms of causal processes involving ex
plicit intervening variables. A description of explanatory processes would help differ
entiate between substitutes that reduce the importance of an intervening variable and 
substitutes that involve leadership behavior by people other than the leader. For ex
ample, the impoltance of subordinate ability for group performance can be reduced by 
technological improvements such as automation and artificial intelligence, A quite dif
ferent situation is one in which ability remains important, but the task skills needed by 
subordinates are enhanced by someone besides the formal leader (e,g" co,\vorkers, 
outside trainers)" 

Another source of conceptual ambiguity involves the failure to differentiate be
tween direct actions by the leader to improve a dependent variahle~ and actions to im
prove a substitute that affects the dependent variable and will accomplish the same 
purpose. POI' example! instead of providing coaching to an inexperienced subordi
nate, the leader can arrange for the subordinate to acquire the necessary skills from a 
highly skilled coworker or by attending training courses. A leader who is able to 
strengthen substitutes can r<.---duce the future need for some types of leadership behav
ior. A leader can also take actions to reduce constmints that prevent the use of effective 
behaviors and block neutralizers that undermine the effects of a potentially relevant 
behavior. These aspects of leadership are described more explicitly in the rnultiple
linkage model described later in this chapter. 

Another conceptual limitation is the use of broadly defined behavior categories 
such as supportive and instrumental leadership. It is easier to identify substitutes and 
neutralizers for more specific types of leadership behaviors, as is done in the multiple
linkage model. Finally, leader substitutes theory should be extended to include other 
important aspects of leadership behavior that were not recognized at the time the the
ory was proposed, 

Summary 

The complexity and ambiguity of the theory makes it difficult to test Given the 
methodological limitations in most of the prior research on leadership substitutes, it is 
premature to assess the theory's validity. Perhaps the greatest contribution was to pro
vide a different perspective on leadership. In the 1970s when this theory was formu
lated, most leadership theories emphasized the role of formal leaders as the primary 
determinant of subordinate motivation and satisfaction. Leader substitutes theory de
emphasized the importance of formal leaders by showing how their influence 
can be replaced by work design, reward systems, informal peer leadership, and 
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self-management. As such, the theory helped to encourage more of a systems per
spective on leadership processes in groups and organizations. 

Multiple-Linkage Model 

The multiple-linkage model (YukI, 19m, 1989) builds upon earlier models of lead
ership and group effectivt'ness, including path-goal theory) leadership substitutes theolY, 
and the Vroom-Yetton normative decision theory. The four types of variables include 
managerial behaviors, intervening variables~ criterion variables, and situ:ltionaJ varia! }ies. 
The model describes in a general way the interacting effects of managerial behavior and 
situational variables on the inteIVening variables that determine the performance of a 
work unit. The causal relationships among major types of variables are depicted in 
Figure 6-6. Situational variables in the model exert influence at three points: (1) they con
strain managelia! behavior and moderatt: its effects; (2) they directly influence intervening 
variahles; and (3) they determine the relative impoI1ance of the intervening variables. 

Intervening Variables 

To understand how a leader can influence the perfornmnce of a group or organi
zational subunit, it is helpful to eX:1l1line intervening variahles that determine gluup 
perform~mce. The six intervening variahles in the model are based on earlIer rese::lfch 
and theory on detenninants of individual and group performance (e.g .. Hackman, 
Brousseau. & Weiss, 1976: Likert, 1967; McGrath, 19,H; Porter & Lawler, 19GB). l'nlike 

leader Intervening Variables Criteria 
Behavior • Subordinate effort of Unit 

• Role clarity and task skills Effectiveness 
, 

• Organization of work 

: • Cohesiveness and cooperation 
• Resources and support services 
• External coordination , 

, 
: 
, 

: . .- Situational Situational , Variables Variables , 
(RNeutralizers") , , , • , , , 

, 

, , 
~ ....... -........... Situational Variables , 

("Substitutes") , , , , 

~---- .... -.-- ... -- ..... ---.--.... --- ... -.. -.... -- .. -- ... -.. ~ 
FIGURE 6-6 Causal Relationships in the Multiple Linkage Model. 
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most other situational theories, the intervening variables are defined primarily at the 
group level, as in theories of team leadership (see Chapter 12). 

1. Task commitment. The extent to which unit memhers strive to attain a high level of per
formance and show a high degree of personal commitment to unit task objectives. 

2. Ahility and role clarity. The extent tn which unit memhers understand their individ
ual job responsibilities, know what to do, and have the skills to do it. 

3. Organization of the work. 'TIle extent to which effective performance strategies are 
used to attain unit task objectives and the work is organized to ensure efficient uti
lization of personnel~ equipment, and facilities. 

4. C'ooperation and mutual tn/st. The extent to which group members trust each other, 
share information and ideas, help each other, and identify with the work unit. 

5. Resources and sUpporl. The extent to which the group has the budgetary funds, 
tools, equipment, supplies, personnel, and facilities needed to do the work, and 
necessary inf"(Jrmation or assisunce from other units. 

6. E.J:tern(f/ coordination. The extent to which activities of the work unit are synduo
nized with the interdependent activities in other parts of rhe organization and 
other organizations (e.g., suppliers, clients, joint venture partners). 

The intervening variables interact with each other to determine the effectiveness 
of a group or organizational subunit. A serious deficiency in one intervening variable 
may lower group effectiveness, even though the other intervening variables are nm de
ficient. The greater the relative importance of a particular intervening variable, the 
more group pertormance will be reduced by a defidency in this variable. The relative 
impo11ance of the intervening variables depends on the type of work unit and other 
aspects of the situation. Tahle 6-3 Iist<; aspects of the situation that make intervening 
valiables especially important. 

Situational Influences on Intervening Variables 

The situation can influence the intervening variables independently of anything 
done by the leader. This aspect of [he model is similar to Kerr and ]ermier's "substi
tutes.·' In a very favorable situation, some of the intervening variableI'! may already 
be at their maximum short -term level, making the job of the leader much easier. 

Two situational variables that influence task conunitment are the formal reward sys
tem and the intrinsically motivating properties of the work itself. ,\fember commitment to 
perform the ta.sk effectively will be greater if the organization has a reward system that 
proVides attractive rewards contingent on performance, as in the case of many sales jobs, 
Intrinsic motivation is likely to be high for subordinates if the work requires varied skills, 
is interesting and challenging, and prOVides automatic feedback about performance. 

Situational variables that affect the ability of group members include the recruit
ment and selection system of the organization and the prior training and experience of 
the members. An organization with effective recruiting and selection procedures and 
high salaries is more likely to attf'dct qualified people with high ability. Ability is like
ly to be higher also for professionals and people in skilled trades who receive exten
sive training prior to joining the organization. 

Role clarity is affected by task structure, prior member experience, and external 
dependencies. Group members are likely to have a better understanding of role 
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Intervening Variable 

Subordinate Effort and 
Commitment 

Subordinate Ability 
Role Clarity 

Cooperation and 
Teamwork 

Organization of Work 
and Performance 
Strategies for it 

Resources needed to 
do the work 

External Coordination 

Conditions Where Already High 

• Interesting, challenging, intrinsical
ly motivating task-

• Subordinates have strong work 
ethic values. 

• Crisis "'nere failure would be 
costly for subordinates. 

• Subordinates have extensive prior 
training and experience. 

• Organization provides detailed 
formal rules and procedures. 

• Work is highly automated. 

• Group has stable, homogeneous, 
compatible membership. 

• Members have shared goals 
consistent with task objectives. 

• Work unit has strong traditions 
that evoke pnde of membership. 

• Organization specifies optimal 
way to structure the work. 

• Subordinates have extensive prior 
training and experience. 

• Organization provides adequate 
resources as needed. 

• Organization has good inventory 
control system for materials. 

• Organization has structural 
mechanisms for achieving lateral 
coordination. 

• External coordination is done by 
higher management or other 
people in organization. 

Situations Where Most Important 

• (omplex, labor·intensive work 
requiring high subordinate initia
tive and persistence. 

• High exposure task for which 
mistakes are very costly. 

• Work unit has complex, difficult 
tasks with unique aspects. 

• Work requires a high degree of 
technical skill by subordinates. 

• High exposure task: for which 
mistakes are very costly. 

• Frequent changes in priorities or 
schedules due to clients and users. 

• Work is subject to unpredictable 
disruptions and crises. 

• Task roles in the work unit are 
hrghly interdependent. 

• Subordinates share scarce equip
ment or limited facilities. 

• Subordjnates work together in 
close proximity for long time. 

• Work UOit has a complex and 
difficult mission. 

• Work unit has several diverse tasks 
(need coordination). 

• High exposure task for which 
mistakes are very costly. 

• The work requires large amounts 
of scarce resources. 

• Work unit is highly dependent on 
unreliable sources of supply. 

• Work unit has high lateral interde
pendence with other units in the 
same organization. 

• Frequent changes in priorities or 
schedules due to client demands 

• Work unit is highly dependent on 
unreliable sources of supply. 
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requirements when the task is simple, they have considerable experience doing the 
work, or the organization has elaborate rules and regulations dictating how the work 
should be done and subordinates are familiar with them. Conditions that increase role 
ambiguity are as follows: (1) the task has multiple performance criteria that are some
what incompatible with each other and priorities are unclear; (2) the task requires con
tinuous coordination and mutual adjustment among members; (3) the nature of the 
work Of technology is changing, requiring new skHls and procedures; (4) a crisis or 
emergency creates confusion; and (5) work unit opemtions are frequently affectcd by 
changes in policies, plans, or priorities determined by highcr management or dients. 

Situational valiables that affect work group organization include the type of tech
nology used to do the work and the competitive strategy of the organization. Work roles 
and procedures are more likely to be imposed by top management when the task is sim
ple and repetitive than when it is complex and variable. However, standard procedures 
imposed by the organization to maximize dJiciency are only a substitute for leader plan
ning and organizing when they result in optimal performance strategies, which is not al
ways true even for highly structured tasks. There are many examples of org~lI1j7~lIi()ns in 
which the operJting workers find ht-~tter ways to do the \vork than the staff eXpeJ1s. 

Cooperation and teamwork are influenced by the size of the group, the s{~lhility 
of membershjp. the similarity among members in v:llues and background, the reward 
system, and the organization of the \vork More cohesiveness and cooperation are 
likdy in sm,111 groups with a stable. homogeneoLis membershir. Less cooperation is 
likely when group members have highly specialized jobs with different task objectives, 
or when the reward system fosters intense competition among individuals. In view of 
the prevalence of confliet in organizations, it is likely that the team building wil1 con
tinue to be an impoJ1ant function f{)r most leaders. 

The adequacy of resources needed to do the work is influenced by the org~lt1iza
tion's formal budgetalY systems, pf()('uremem systems, and inventory ('omrol systems, 
as \vell as by economic conditions at the time. An adequate level of resources and sup
port is more likely to be proviued when the organization is prosperous and growing 
than when the organization is in decline and faces severe resource shortages. Because 
few organizations have ahun(bnt extra resources in today's competitive world, it is like
ly that the role of obtaining reSOUfces will continue to be important for most leaders. 

Extern~tl coordination is affected by the formal stnlctufe of the organization. J ligh 
lateral interdependence increases the amount of coordination needed among subunits of 
an organization. Sometimes this coordination is facilitated by special integrating mecha
nisms sllch as integrator positions and cross-functional committees (Galhraith, 1973~ 
Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Dependency on outsiders such as clients or subcontractors in
creases the need for external coordination, and sometimes this coordination is facilitated 
by people in special liaison positions. Nevertheless, structural mechanisms to facilitate 
external coordination are unlikely to entirely substitute the need for this leadership role. 

Short-Term Actions to Correct Deficiencies 

A basic proposition of the theolY is that leader actions to correct any deficiencies 
in the inteIVening variables will improve group performance. A leader who fails to rec
ognize opportunities to correct deficiencies in key intelvening variables, who recognizes 
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the opportunities but fails to ac~ or who acts but is not skilled will be less than optimal-
ly effective. An ineffective leader may make things worse by acting in 'ways that in
crease rather than decrease the deficiency in one or more inteIVening variables. For ex
arTlpie) a leader who uses coercive influence tactics may reduce subordinate effort, 

Table 6-4 summarizes possible shorHerm actions to deal with deficiencies in the 
intervening variables. Lt'aders rn::ay influence group members to work fdster or do bet
ter quality work (e,g,) by offc'ring bpedal incentives, by giving an inspiring talk about 
the importance of the work; by settiHg challenging goals). Le:lders ma'j/ inc.re';b(; mem
her ability to do the work (e.g .• by showing them better methods for doing the work, 
by dearing up confiJsion about who is responsihle for what). Leaders m.ay organjze 
and coordinate activities in a more efficient way (e.g., by finding ways to reduce de
bys, duplication of effort, and wasted effort; by matching people to tasks better; by 
finding better ways to use people and resources). Leaders may obtain resources need
ed immediately to do the \vork (e.g" information, personnel, equipment, materials, 
supplies). Leaders may act to improve external coordination by meeting with out
siders to plan activities and resolve connkting demands on the \vork unit. 

The model does not imply that there is only one optimal pattern of m~lt1agerj;.ll 
hehavior in any given situation, Leaders usually h~:lVe sU!lle choke among intervening 
Y;1fiables in need of impruvement, and different patterns of behavior are usuaUy possi
hIe to correct a pat11cular deficiency, The overall pattern ofleadership hehavior by the 
designated leader and other group memhers i,;; more import'mt than any single action. 
In this respect, the model is similar to Ste\vart's (976) "chokes" (see Chapter .~). 

However, a leader whose attention is focused on intelvenjng variables that are not de
ficient or not important wili bH to improve unit performance. 

Smne :lspects of the situation limit a leader's discretion in making changes and 
rc:!Cting to problems, These innuences are similar to Stewalt's (976) "constraints" and 
Kerr and jermier's 0971-) "neutralizers." The extent In which a leader is capable of 
doing something in the short run to improve any of the intervening variables is limited 

the leader's position pc)\ver, organizational policies imposed by top management, 
the technology used to do the work, and legal-contractual restrictions (e.g., bhor-man~ 
agcment agreements, contra<"1:5 \vith suppliers, requirements mandated by govvrnment 
agencies). Con~lraints may prevent a leader from rewarding or punishing mcmhers, 
changing work assignments or procedures, and procuring supp\ie!5 and equiprncnt. 

Long-Term Effects on Group Performance 

Over a longer period of time, leaders can make larger improvelnents in group 
performance by modifying the situation to make it more favorable. Effective leaders 
act to reduce constraints, increase substitutes, and reduce the importance of interven
ing variables that are not amenable to improvement. In addition, effective leaders take 
actions that have direct but delayed effects on the intervening variables. The indirect 
effects, shown by the dotted lines in Figure 6-6, occur concurrently with continued ef
forts to make immediate improvements in the intervening variables. These indirect ef
fects of leaders usually involve sequences of related behaviors carried out over a 
longer time period. The effects take longer to be felt, but they are often more impor
tant for the organization. A similar distinction between direct and indirect effects has 
been made by other theorists as well (e.g., Hunt, 1991; Lord & Mahar, 1991), and it re
flects the systems perspective of leadership that seems to be gaining favor. 
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TABLE.&.4·.1t!ader·~~.ii·beld.~;~~~~~~.2>;<' T(~i~:;·.; 
Subordinates are apathetic or discouraged about the work. 
• Set challenging goals and express confidence subordinates can attain them. 
• Articulate an appealing vision of what the group could accomplish or become. 
• Use rational persuasion and inspirational appeals to influence commitment 
• Lead by example. 
• Use consultation and delegation. 
• Provjde recognition. 
• Reward effective behavior. 

Subordinates are confused about what to do or how to do their work. 
• Make dear assignments, 
• Set specific goals and provide feedback about performance. 
• Provide more direction of ongoing activities. 
• Provide instruction or coaching as needed. 
• Identify skill deficiencies and arrange for necessary skill training. 
• Recruit and hire skilled people to work in unit 

The group is disorganized andlor it uses weak performance strategies. 
• Develop plans to accomplish objectives. 
• Identify and correct coordination problems. 
• Reorganize activities to make better use of people, resources, and equipment 
• Identify and eliminate inefficient and unnecessary activities. 
• Provide more decisive direction of ongoing activities in a crisis. 

There is little cooperation and teamwork among members of the group. 
• Emphasize common interests and encourage cooperation. 
• Encourage constructive resolution of conflict and help mediate conflicts. 
• Increase group incentives and reduce competition, 
• Use symbols and rituals to build identification with the work unit 
• Use team-building activities. 

The group has inadequate resources to do the work. 
• Requisition or borrow specific resources needed immediately for the work. 
• Find more reliable or alternative sources of supplies. 
• Ration available resources if necessary. 
• Initiate improvement projects to upgrade equipment and facilities. 
• Lobby with higher authorities for a larger budget. 

External coordination with other subunits or outsiders is weak. 
• Network with peers and outsiders to develop more cooperative relationships. 
• Consult more with peers and outsiders when making plans. 
• Keep peers and outsiders informed about changes. 
• Monitor closely to detect coordination problems quickly. 
• Meet with peers and outsiders to resolve coordination problems. 
• Negotiate favorable agreements with peers and outsiders for group outputs. 
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More research has been conducted on short-term, reactive behaviors by leaders than 
on long-tenn, proactive behaviors by leaders, and the latter are still difficult to classify in 
any meaningful way. Useful insights are provided by some of the descriptive research 
reviewed in Chapter 3. Stewart (1976) described how managers exploit different opportu
nities to improve conditions, Mintzberg (1973) described how managers initiate improve
rnent Pf()jects, Kanter (1982) described how middle nl~magers get innovati()ns accepted, 
Kotter (1982) described how managers get long-term aspe<.1s of their agenda hnplemented, 
and Gabarr(} (1985) dG'SCribed how CEOs turn around f:liling organizations. l11C lltcf'dture 
describing how leaders change the mission or busk strategy of an organization and influ
ence the culture of the organization is reviewed in more detail in Chapters 10 and 13< 

Some examples of possible actions a leader may rake to improve the situation are 
as follows (see also Table 6-4): 

• Gain more control over acquisition of resources necess~lIy to do the work hy cul
tivating rKtter relationships wilh suppliers, finding alternative sources, and reduc
ing dependence on unreliahle SOllfz't;:S. 

• (,ain more control over Ihe dem;Jnd for the unit's products ~:md services by find
ing ne\v customers, opening new m~lrkets, advc11i.sing more, ~lI1d modifying the 
produz,ts or services to he more acceptdble to clients [lnd customers, 

• Initiate new, more profitable activities for the \vork unit that \vill make better use 
of personnel, equipment, and facilities, 

• Initiate long-term improvement programs to upgrade personnel, equipment, and 
f~lt<ilities in the work unit, such as by replacing old equipment, estahlishing train
ing pn)grams, and K~'(mstrU(1ing iac'iliries. 

• Modify· the formal stmcture of the ,\vork unit to solve chronic pn )ble-l11s and reduce 
demands on the leader f()f short-tc-rm troubleshooting, such as by redefining 
authority relationships, centralizing (or deccnt:ldlizing) some decision making, 
(Teating: (or eliminating) positifms, modifying information systems, and simpllfying 
(or eliminating) mle..., and standard procedures. 

• Atter the culture of the organization to emphasize values, beliefs, and norms that 
arc internalized sources of motivation to excel, learn, and cooperate. 

Evaluation of the Multiple-Linkage Model 

The multiple-linkage rnodel is more complex and comprehensive than earlier the
ories, hecause it includes more of the relevant intervening variables, a wider range of 
leader behaviors, and more situational variables. It was one of the first contingency the
ories to emphaSize leadership processes at the group level rather than the dyadic level. 

The model has several conceptual weaknesses. It does not specify how different 
types of leader behavior interact with each other in their effects on intervening vari
ables. The long-term actions of managers are described only in general terms, and 
specific hypotheses about these behaviors are needed. The interaction among situa
tional variables has not been specified explicitly, and the theory fails to identify com
mon configurations of them. Thus, the multiple-linkage model is still more a general 
conceptual framework than a refined theory. 

The complexity of the model makes it difficult to test in a single study. Indirect 
support for some aspects of the model is provided by relevant research on other 
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leadership theories that include similar aspects of leadership behavior. However, rel
atively few studies on leader behavior included intervening variables, and as already 
noted the studies on situational variables yielded weak, inconsistent results. The 
growing interest in testing team leadership models (see Chapter 12) should provide 
evidence that is also relevant for evaluating the multiple-linkage model. 

Cognitive Resources Theory 

A more recent situational model developed by Fiedler and his colleagues 
(Fiedler, 1986; Fiedler & Garcia, 1987) deals with the cognitive abilities of leaders. This 
theory examines the conditions under which cognitive resources such as intelligence 
and experience are related to group performance. It is an important research question, 
because organizations use measures of prior experience and intelligence for selecting 
managers. According to cognitive resources theory, the performance of a leader's 
group is determined by a complex interaction among two leader traits (intelligence 
and experience), one type of leader behavior (directive leadership), and two aspects of 
the leadership situation (imerpersonal stress and the nature of the group's task). 

Propositions 

The primary causal relationships in cognitive resources theory are depicted in 
Figure 6-7. According to the theory, interpersonal stress for the leader moderates the 
relation between leader intelligence and subordinate performance. Stress may be due 
to a boss who creates role conflict or demands miracles without providing necess~lly 
resources and supporL Other sources of stress include frequent work crises and seri
ous conflicts \vith subordinates. Under low stress, high intelligence results in good 
plans and decisions. In this situation, a highly intelligent leader relies on intelJectual 
ability to an~tlyze the problem and find the best solution. In contrast, under high 
stress, there is no relationship (or a negative relationship) between leader intelligence 
and decision quality. The theory provides several possible explanations why highly 
intelligent leaders sometimes make terrihle task decisions when under stress. The 
most plausible explanation is that stres..') interferes with information processing and de
cision making. Under high stress, a leader is more likely to be distracted and una hie 
to focus on the task. Intelligence provides no advantage, hecause it cannot be applied. 
The leader may withdraw and let the group drift, or the leader may display nonpro
ductive behavior that disrupts the group processes. 

Social stress 
for leader 

Leader intelligence Decision 
Leader experience quality 

FIGURE 6-7 Primary Causual Relationships in the Cognitive Resources Theory. 
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Interpersonal stress for the leader also moderates the relationship between leader 
experience and subordinate performance, Experience is usually measured in terms of 
time on the job, and it is assumed to result in habitual behavior patterns for effective
ly dealing with task problems, It is also assumed that people under stress tend to deal 
with task problems revel1ing to previously learned behavior rather than by treating 
tht:'tn as new prohk'ms, Experience will he pO:iitivdy reiJled to the quality of leafier 
decisions under high jnterperson:ll stress! but it IS not relatt:d to decision quality under 
!O\V stress, Presumahly. experienced leaders rely mosdy on intelligence under low 
stress) and they rely mostly on experience under high stress, Leaders with little expe
rience rely on intelligence in both situations, 

The theory also describes one aspect of leader behavior that mediates the rela
tionship between a leader's cognitive resources and group performance. This part of 
the theory is similar to some parts of the Vroom-Yetton (973) normative decision 
model (see Chapter 5). Leader intelligence and expertise contrjhutt 10 group perform
ance only when the leader is directive and subordinates r(;;'quire guidanc/.' to perform 
the task effectively. The theory a~sHmes that intelligent leaders devi~' hetter plans and 
action strategies fur doing the work th::H1 nonintclligent leaders, especially \vhcI1 the 
t:hk is complex. The theory also a,,~umcs that a kader"s plans and decisions are t'um
municated to subordinates through directive behavior. If the leader has low ability hut 
group members have high ~jhility and also share the leade{s task objectives, then a 
nondirective (participative) leader is 11101'(' effective than a directive (autocratic) le~lder 
for a complex ta;;;k. For a simple. routine task that subordinates already know how to 
perform, no rdation;-;hip is likely to occur hetween leader intelligence and group per
formance. even for directive leaders. 

fiedh:r has attempted to link cognitive resource thCOlY to the le"lst preferred 
coworkt:r (lYC) contingency model by proposing that leader LPC scores may be the 
prim3.ry determinant of directive behavior in high and Inw stress situations. However, 
little research ha;-.; been conducted to explore this possibility. 

Research on Cognitive Resources Theory 

Evidence SUppf H1ing the proposition thm stress moderates the effect of intelli
gence and experience Wa;-;; found in a study of u.s. Coast Guard officers (Potter & 

Fiedler. 19B1J and a study of fire department OEfkCfs (Frost, 19R3). J--Iowever, only one 
study examined possihle R'<,lSOnS why stress moderates the relation of leader intelli
gence and experience to effectiveness. Gibson, Fiedler, and Barrett (993) reanalyzed 
data from an earlier study on three-person groups of Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(ROTC) cadets in the United States with a creative task. Under low stress conditions, 
intelligence was positively related to the production of creative ideas by leaders and 
followers alike, and the more intelligent leaders had more productive groups, Under 
high stress conditions, leader intelligence was not related to the production of creative 
ideas by the leader, and it was negatively related to the production of creative ideas by 
followers, Intelligent leaders talked more, but they tended to ramble and contributed 
few useful ideas. By dominating the discussion, these leaders prevented members 
from contributing more, The net effect was that under high stress, the more intelligent 
leaders had less productive groups, 

The proposition that intellectual ability is related more to performance for 
directive leaders than for nondirective leaders was generally supported in five earlier 
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studies reported by Fiedler and Garcia (1987, p, 161) and in three subsequent stud
ies (Blyth,1987; Murphy, Blyth, & Fiedler, 1992; Vecchio, 1990), This proposition 
from cognitive resource theory also is also supported by some studies conducted to 
evaluate the Vroom-Yetton model (see Chapter 5), 

Limitations of the Research 

It is too early to reach any conclusions about the utility of the theory, Results 
from the validation resC'drch are inconsistent across studies, methodological problems 
make it difficult to interpret some of the results, and some aspects of the theory have 
not been adequately tested (Fiedler, 1992; Gibson, 1992; Vecchio, 1990). Several 
methodological weaknesses have been identified. 

Most of the studies dted by Fiedler and Garcia (987) were conducted to test the 
LPC contingency model and only later reanalyzed to test cognitive resource theoty. 
These correlational studies do not provide a complete test of the propositions in the 
theory (Vecchio, 1990). A better research design would he an experiment comparing 
outcomes for various combinations of intelligence and experience under stress and 
nonstress conditions. 

The most controversial aspect of the theory is the idea that leader eflectiveness is 
predicted by intelligence in low stress conditions and by experience in high stress con
ditions. The theolY provides some possible reasons for poor-quality decisions under 
stress, but the explanation:;; have not been verified. More studies with measures of me
diating processes are needed, 

Most of the validation studies relied on surrogate measures of experience, such 
as time on the job, rather than using a direct measure of relevant job expertise. Bettin 
and Kennedy (990) found that the leadership perf()flnanee of U,S, Army officers was 
predicted by the amount of relevant prior experience, but not by time in present posi
tion, time in the service, or number of previous positions. Similar results were f()und 
by Avery and colleagues (2003) for head coaches in the u.s. National Basketball 
Association, Another problem with the use of time in position as a measure of experi
ence is that this measure may be contaminated by extraneous factors related to stress. 
One alternaUve explanation for Fiedler's results is that "experienced" leaders have 
more stress tolerance, because leaders who could not handle the stress already quit or 
were dismissed. Another rival explanation is that "experienced" leaders have had 
more time to develop a network of support relationships that will help them under 
stressful conditions. 

ConceptualVVeaknesses 

The cognitive resources theory also has some conceptual weaknesses that limit 
its utility for explaining effective leadership. A major trait variable in the theory is 
general intelligence. No explicit rationale is provided for use of general intelligence 
rather than specific cognitive skills. It is likely that the theory would be improved by 
identifying specific aspects of intellectual ability relevant to the task (Vecchio, 1990). 

There is only one leadership behavior in the theory, and it is too general to capture 
the complexities found in earHer research on participative leadership. The Vroom
Yelton model described in Chapter 5 provides a much better explanation of the effects 
of participative decision procedures under different conditions. Cognitive resources 
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theory would be improved by a more precise explanation of the influence of cognitive 
resources on leader behavior and effectiveness. 

General Evaluation of Contingency Theories 

Table 6-S lists the major features of the contingency theories dt>scribL~d in this 
chapter and the Vroom and Yetton (J973) normative dccision model described in 
Chapter 5. The table makes it easier to G)mpare the theories with respc("t to content 
and validation. All seven theories contain situational moderator variahles) but the va
riety of situational variables is greater in some theories than in others. It seems desir
able for a contingency theory to include many relevant aspects of the situation, but to 
do so makes a theory difficult to test. Mediating varia hIes are helpful to explain how 
leaders innuence subordinate performance) but only three of the theories have explic
it mediating (or intervening) variables, 

TABLE 6-5 Comparison of Contingency Theories 

Contingency Leader Leader Situational Intervening Validation 
Theory Traits Behavior Variables Variables Results 

LPC LPC Score None Task struc- None Many stud-
Contingency ture L-M les, some 
Model relations support 

Path-Goal None Instrumental, Many Expectancies, Many studies, 
Theory supportive, aspects villences, role some support 

participative, ambiguity 
achivement 

Situational None Task and Subordinate None few studies, 
Leadership Relations maturity little support 
Theory 

Leadership None Instrumenta!, Many None Few studies, 
Substitutes supportive aspects inconclusive 
Theory 

Muitiple- None Many Many Effort, ability, Few studies, 
Linkage Model aspects aspects organization, inconclusive 

teamwork, 
resources, 
external 
coordination 

Cognitive Intelligence Directive Stress, group None few studies, 
Resource & ability some support 
Theory experience 

Normative None Decision Many aspects Decision quali- Many studies, 
Decision procedures ty and accept- good support 
Theory ance 
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Some behavioral scientists have questioned whether contingency theories such as 
those reviewed in this chapter have any utility for showing managers how to become 
more effective. For example, McCall (977) contends that the hectic pace of manageri
al work and the relative lack of control over it by managers make it impossible to apply 
complex theories that specify the optimal behavior for every type of situation. 
Managers are so busy dealing with problems that they don't have time to stop and 
analyze the situation with a complicated modeL McCall also questions the implicit 
assumption of mCAst contingency theories that there is a single best way for the manager 
to act within a given situation, Leaders face an immense variety of rapidly changing sit
uations, and several different patterns of behavior may be equally effe<.1ive in the same 
situation. The contingency theories do not provide sufficient guidance in the form of 
general principles to help managers recognize the underlying leadership requirements 
and choices in the myriad of fmgmented activities and problems coofronting them. 
What may be needed is a theory with both universal elements (e.g., general principles) 
and situational elements (e.g., guidelines to help identify desirable behaviors for a par
ticular type of situation), However, despite the limitations of the situational theories 
and research, they serve to remind leaders that it is essential to monitor changes in the 
situ;nion and adjust their behavior in appropriate ways. 

Evaluation of Research on Situational Theories 

A contingency theOlY is supported by a pauern of results that is COQ<;istent with the 
propositions of the theory·, If the theoty postulates a causal chain of sequential effect"> 
from leader behavior to intervening variable to outcomes, the results must be consistent 
with this explanation. Unt()rtunate1y, most of the contingency theories are stated so am
biguously that it is difficult to derive specific, testable propOSitions. Most of the research 
provides only a pmtial test of the theories. In geneml, the research suffers from lack of 
accurate measures and reliance on weak research design!'> that do not permit strong in
ferences about direction of causality (Korman & Tanofsky, 1975; Schrieshejm & Kerr, 
1977a). Most studies use a sUIvey, and data on all variables are obtained from the same 
respondents. Few longitudinal studies have been conducted to examine changes in the 
situation over time, Of reiatio!1."ihips that involve delayed efft.'·cts and reciproc'al causality, 

Situational moderator variables may involve different types of causal effects, and 
it is essential for researchers to understand the differences, When a situational variable 
directly impacts a dependent variable and there is a limit on how much improvement 
is possible ("'ceiling effect"), then high levels of the situational variable will reduce the 
impact of leader behavior on the dependent variable. For example, coaching by the 
leader can improve the performance of a subordinate who needs it, but leader coach
ing will have little effect on a subordinate who is already being coached effectively by 
peers, or a subordinate who has extensive prior training and experience. 

A second type of causal relationship occurs for situational variables that make 
leader behavior more effective ("enhancers") but do not directly influence the depend
ent variable. For instance, in the earlier example, the effect of leader coaching on 
performance by an inexperienced subordinate will be enhanced by relevant leader 
expertise, This expertise enables the leader to provide better advice, it increases the 
credibility of the advice, and the subordinate is more likely to follow the advice. A 
second example is provided by the level of role interdependency in a group, which 
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increases the need for coordination and enhances the effects of relevant leader actions 
to improve coordination among members, 

A third type of relationship may also oCCur if a variable conceptualized as a "sub
stitute' is more appropriately treated ~') a mediator than as a moderator. Using the prior 
example, subordinate taskexpcl1isedirectly affects subnrdinate performance, and some 
researchen; would view it as a substitute for leader coaching, Howevert subordinate ex
pertise also mediates the effects of leader coaching, ),x'cr coaching, and prior training on 
subordinate pert()ffilance. This type of mediating variable should not he confused with 
enhancers, or \\lith "true suhstitutes" that reduce the need for leader behavior hut do not 
mediate its effects, If the researcher only conduct.., an analYSis of moderator efTect<; and 
does nOl also test for mediation, the result" may not accurately reflect the actual causal 
relationships. The complex relationships and the different types of situational effects will 
be difficult to understand unless appropriate causal models are developed and tested 
with appropriate types of analyses (Howell, Dorfman. & Kerr, 1986; James & Brett. 1984). 

Applications for Adaptive Leadership 

Dc'spite their defick'11cies, the (\)nIingenq' theories and related research provide 
insights about effective leadership in djffercnt situations, The following guidelines, 
\vhich are summarized in Table 6~6< describe conditIons where specific leadership be
haviors :ire likely 10 increase subordinate satisEtction and performance, Additional sit
u;ltional propositions can be found in other chapters of the book. 

• Maintain Situational awareness. 

Situational awareness means understanding aspects of the situation th~lt 3fe rele
vant for the effectiveness of a manager. It is important to understand the c'xternal 
events -and trends that \vill impact performance and require adjustments in strategy and 
work processes. It is also imp()11am to understand the processes and people within 
the orgalli73tirm. It is difficult to resolve a problem, initiate a change, or inspire com
mitment \.vithout a dear understanding of IlK' shared values and beliefs that make up 
the organization culture, the prior events and decisions that determine h( lW the organ
ization got to \vhere it is no\v, the impact proposed changes could have on work 
processes and customers, and the political processes that affect major decisions, To 
become more situ3tionaHy aware, it is necessary to actively probe beneath surface ap
peardnces to learn about prior events, power relationships, interpersonal relationships, 
informal processes, hidden agendas, and the attitudes and feelings of the people who 

• Use more planning for a long, complex task. 
• Consult more with people who have relevant knowledge. 
• Provide more direction to people with interdependent roles. 
• Provide more direction and briefings when there is a crisis. 
• Monitor a critical task or unreliable person more closely. 
• Provide more coaching to an inexperienced subordinate. 
• Be more supportive to someone with a very stressful task. 
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will be involved in a decision or affected by it. Procedures for obtaining and analyz
ing information about the situation are described in Chapters 4, 10, and 13. 

• Use more planning fur a long, complex task. 

A long, complex task is one that involves many interrelated activities performed 
hya large group of people over a considerable period of time (e.g., weeks or months). 
Completing the task successfully, on time) with expenditure of minimum resources re~ 
quires careful planning of the activities. Planning is most useful when the steps necessary 
to carry out the task are known in advance, and the environment is relatively pre
dictable. Some examples of such activities include a construction project, installation 
of new equipment, introduction of new information systems, and the design and exe
cution of a training progrJ.m. The Jeader should identify the list of necessary activities, 
determine the optimal sequence for them, estimate when each activity should begin 
and end, determine who should be responsible for performing each activity, and iden
tify the resources needed for it. When the leader is responsible for managing a simple, 
routine task that \viJJ not take long to complete, a detailed plan is unnecessaty. 

• Consult more with people who have relevant knowledge. 

A major prescription of the VrOOI11-Yeuon (973) model (see Chapter 5) was the 
need for more participative leadership when the task is complex and unstructured, and 
subordinates (or team members) have relevant knowledge and creative ideas about 
how to perform the task. An additional condition for effective use of consultation is 
goal congruence. The quality of decisions is likely to be improved when the leader 
consults with people who have both relevant expt'ltise and strong commitment to 
achieve task objeL'1ives. Sometimes it is appropriate to hold meetings to jointly solve 
problems, and other times it is more appropriate to consult with one or two individu
als before making a decision. 

• Provide more direction to people with interdependent roles. 

Role interdependence among group members increases role ambiguity, because it 
requires frequent mutual adjustments in behavior. A team will not achieve high per
fonnance unIes:) the actions of il'i members are closely coordinated. Even when the in
dividual tasks seem relatively structured, members may be confused about how to 
make mutual adjustment" to coordinate their <.KiiOIL'i. Confusion is greater when team 
members lack prior experience in performing a particular task together. Some exam
ples include a newly formed team, an established team that experiences a signifIcant 
change in membership, or an estahlished team that must perfonn a new type of task. 
Such a situation requires ongoing direction to coordinate the interdependent actions of 
different team members. The amount of direction needed by the leader can he reduced 
by asking the team to practice its response to a simulated crisis, so that members be
come accustomed to working together closely and can anticipate each other's behavior. 
Examples include sports teams (e.g., cricket, rugby), rescue teams. combat teams, and 
teams that operate complex equipment (e.g., airplanes, submarines). 

• Provide more direction and briefings when a crisis occurs. 

The need for more direction is especially great for a team that must react quick
ly in a coordinated way to cope with a serious crisis or emergency for which it is 
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unprepared. Knowing how to remain calm and deal with a crisis in a systematic hut 
decisive manner requires a leader with considerable skill and confidence. It is essen
tial for the leader to make a quick but systematic analysis of the situation, organize an 
appropriate response, direct the actions of group members) and keep subordinates in
formed about the nature of the crisis and what is bdngdone to deal with it (Torrance, 
1954; YukI & Van Fleet, 19HZ)' In the absence of timely and accurate information, 
harmful rumors are Hkdy to occur, and people may he-come discouraged and afmid. A 
manager can help prevent unnecessary stress for subordinates hy intt.~11)fd;ng threaten
ing events :.wd emphasIzing positive dements rather than leaving people to r~:J(-'us on 
negatives. When feasihle) it is helpful to provide short j periodic brieflngs ahout 
progress in ello!C, to deal with the crisis. 

• Monitor a critical task or unrellable person more closely. 

Monitoring provides information needed to detect and correct performance 
prohlems. More frequent and intenSIve monitoring 1S appropriate for a (Titied task that 
involves high exposun:. so that prohlems can he dctcct,,'d bd()fi': they get so h~ld that 
they will 1Jt.:~ costly :md difficult to .. "OfR'Ct. BOWt'VlT, the appropriate amuunt of mon
itoring depends also ()fl the rdiahiiity of the subordillates who ~Irc doing the ta:-.k. ThL' 
less dependahle ~H1d competent a subordinate is) the more monitoring is needed. An 
approprimc form of monitoring in this :-.iruation is the usc of observation and specific 
questions about the work, A probing hut nonevalll~ltive style of questioning js hetter 
than a threatening, critical tone. Questions usually elicit better ini(xmation if worded 
in an upen-ended way rather than asking for a simple yes-no answer. For example, 
ask the suhordinJte to explain what has been done, rather than asking jf there are any 
problems. Subordinates an::' often afraid to infcH111 their boss ahout problems, lnt")
takes, and delays. especially when the response is likely to he an angry outburst from 
Ihe boss. Thus, it is essential 10 wact to information about problems in a constructive, 
n(mpunitive \vay. 

• Provide more coaching to an inexperienced subordinate. 

\X/hen the work is complex and a suhordinate is inexpl'rit:nced at doing if, 
more instruction and coaching by the leader is needed. LICk of experience is like
ly for suhordinates \vlio are new to the job, hut it abo occurs when there is a major 
change in ho\v the \vork is done (e.g., new technology, reconfigured johs). A 
leader with strong expenise Gin help a person discover the n:aSOns for "weak per
formance. One diagnostic approach is to jointly review step by step how the per
_'>on carries out the task to determine whether any essential steps are omitted, 
unnecessary steps are included, or key steps are performed incorrectly. To in
crease self-reliance and problem solving, it is better to encourage the person to 
suggest ways to improve performance rather than dictating what needs to be done. 
Help the person evaluate ideas for improving performance by asking probing ques
tions about them. When appropriate suggest addition a} things the person should 
consider to improve performance. If it becomes evident that additional instruction 
is necessary for a specific aspect of the task, take the person aside to show him or 
her how to do the work correctly, or ask an experienced coworker to provide this 
instruction. 
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• Be more supportive to someone with a highly stressful task. 

A person who becomes emotionally upset will have more difficulty performing a 
task successfully, especially if it requires reasoning and problem solving, Stress is 
increased by unreasonable demands, uncontrollable problems, difficult inrerpersonal 
relations (e,g" critical, abusive customers), dangerous conditions (e.g., firefighting, 
combat, police work), and the risk of costly errors (surgery, financial advisor, aircraft 
maintenance). People in such situations have more need for emotional support, which 
may be provided by a leader, coworkers, and other people outside the organization. 
It is especially important for the leader to reduce rather than increase stress on a 
subordinate. Stress is reduced by showing appreciation, listening to problems and 
complaints, providing assistance when necessary, doing things to make the work envi
ronment more enjoyable, and buffering the person from unneceSS3IY demand., by out
siders. Stress is increased by being critical, making unreasonable demands, pressuring 
the person to work faster~ and insisting on compliance with unnecessary bureaucratic 
reqUirements. 

Summary 

The managerial job is toO complex <lnd unpredictabJe to rely on a set of standardized 
responses to events. Effective leaders are continuously reading the situation and de~ 
tennining how to adapt their behavior to it. They seek to understand tbe task require
ments, situational constr~lints, and interpersonal processes that determine \vhich 
course of action is most likely to be successfuL This chapter examined six early con
tingency theories that prescribe different patterns of leader behavior (or traits) for dif
ferent situations. 

The LPe contingency model deals with the moderating influence of three situa~ 
tional variables on the relationship hetween a leader trait (LPC) and subordinate pcr~ 
formance. According to the model, leaders with high LPC scores are more effective in 
moderately favorable situations, 'Yvhereas leaders with low ll.JC scores are more favor
able in situations that are either very favorable or veIY unfavorable. 

The path-goal theory of leadership examines how aspects of leader behavior in~ 
f1uence subordinate satisfaction and motivation. In general, leaders motivate subordi~ 
nates by influencing their perceptions of the likely consequences of different levels of 
effort. If subordinates believe that valued outcomes can be attained only by making a 
serious effort and that such an efl(lrt will be successful, then they are likely to make 
the effort. Aspects of the situation such as the nature of the task, the work environ
ment, and subordinate characteristics determine the optimal level of each type of lead
ership behavior for improving subordinate satisfaction and effort. 

In the situational leadership theory, the appropriate mix of task and relations be
havior for the leader depends on the confidence and skill of a subordinate in relation 
to the task. Over time the leader may be able to increase subordinate maturity with a 
developmental intervention. 

Leadership substitutes theory identifies aspects of the situation that make leader
ship behavior redundant or irrelevant. Various characteristics of the subordinates, task, 
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and organization serve as substitutes for leadership and/or neutralizers of its effects. 
Substitutes make some types of behavior by the leader unnecessary and redundant. 
whereas neutralizers arc constraints that prevent the leader from doing anything to im
prove conditions. 

The multiple,linkuge model describes how a leader can influence intervening 
variables to improve group effectiveness. The petformance of a gruup or organiY:l
titmal 5ul)unit is llighest when lntmbers have high ul:sk skm and m(Hivation, tlley arc 
efficiently organized~ the level of member cooperation is high, adequate n;::sour,,';;:s 
afe available" and unit -aclivities are <x)ordinated with those of interdependent units. 
These intervening variables are affected by a valiety of situational VllIi;;lbk->s in addition 
to the actions of the leader. In the short run, a leader can improve group performance 
by taking direct action to correct any deficiencies in the intervening vari;;lbles, In the 
longer run, the leader can improve group performance by taking action to make the j..;it

uation more favorable. These actions rnay involve reducing constraints, enhancing 
substitutes, altering the relative importance of the intervening variahles, or making 
changes to indirectly improve intervening variahles. 

Cognitive' resources theory examines tlw l'()f)(iitions under which cognitive re
sources sllch as intelligence and experience are related to group performance. 
Situational variable:;, such as inh:rperson"ll stre:-:s, group sUpPC)J1. and t,lsk complexity, 
determine whether a leader's inldligencL' and experience enhance group performance. 
Directive leader hehavior is an imetvening variablt· used to explain how a leader's 
cognitive resources affect group performance. 

The early contingency theories reviewed in thi.s chapter arc complex and difficult 
to test. Although they provide insights about reaSOns for leadership effectiveness, a 
lnajor limitation is the lack of sufficient attemiun 10 leadership processes that transfonn 
the way followers view themselves and their work. A better description of tht.::-;ct: 
processes is provided by some of the theories desoibed later in this book. Finally, sit
uational moderator variables will be discussed again in connection with most of the 
leadership theories described in successive chapters. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. What is ;:l situational moderator valiable? 
2. Briel1y explain the path-goal theory. 
3. Briefly explain the leadership substitutes theory. 
4. Briel1y explain the multiple-linkage model. 
5. Briefly explain Fiedler's LPC contingency model. 
6. Briefly explain Fiedler'S cognitive resource theory. 
7. Briefly explain Hersey and Blanchard's situational leadership theory. 
S. Compare and contrast the contingency theories in this chapter with regard to level 

of analysis, leader characteristics, explanatory processes, and the number and type 
of situational variables. 

9. Which theory do you think would be most useful for helping managers become 
more effective? Explain the reason for your choice. 

10. How well is each theory supported by the empirical research? 
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1 L In what situations are planning, clarifying, and monitoring most likely to be effective? 
12. In what situations are supporting, coaching, and consulting most likely to be 

effective? 
13. Can YOll think of a situation wbere a group could perform effectively without any 

leadership (either by a designated leader or by the various group members)? 

Key Terms 

cognitive resources model 
contingency theories 
directive leadership 
intervening variable 

least preferred coworker 
(IPC) 

LPe contingency model 
moderator variable 

multiple-linkage model 
neutralizer 
path-goal theory 
substitute for leadership 
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CHAPTER 7 

Power and Influence 

learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should he ahle to: 

• I inderstand how position Jnd per:-:'(ll1a] attrihutes (.';111 he a ~()urcC' of power for 
leaders_ 

• Understand the process by \vhich powcr is acquired or lost in organizations, 

• l ~nderstand the consequt>I1ces of POvVt'f for leadership effectiveness. 

• Understand some of the psychological processes that explain 110\\' leaders 
int1uenn.-' people. 

• Underst~llld the dirtt..Tcnt typL'S of lni1ucnce tactics used in organizations. 

• l1nderstand ho\v proactive tactics are used in influence attempts with sub< )ruinates, 
peers, or superiors. 

• Understand the rebtive effectiveness of diHt:'rent proactiVe tactics. 

• 1 Tnderstand how' influence tactics are used in variolls sequences and combinations. 

Influence is the essence of leadership. To be effective as a leadt-'r, it is necessary to in
fluence peopk> !O carry out requests. support proposals, and impleml.:'1H decisions. In 
brge organizations, the effectin.'ness of managers depends on inf1uencL' over superiors 
and peers as well as influence over subordinates. Influence in one direction tends to 
enhance intluence in other directions. As noted by Bradford and Cohen (li)H4. p. 280), 
"Having clout with your boss gains respect from subordinates and peers; being influ
ential with colleagues lets you deliver what your boss wants and your subordinates 
need; and high-performing subordinates increase your power sideways and upwards 
because you can deliver on your obligations and promises." 

To understand what makes managers effective requires an analysis of the com
plex web of power relationships and influence processes found in all organizations, 
The first part of this chapter explains key concepts, describes different sources of 
power, examines the relevance of power for leadership effectiveness, and describes 
the processes by which power is gained or lost. The second part of the chapter exam
ines how power is enacted in different fom1s of influence behavior) and it describes 
how power and influence behavior jointly determine leadership effectiveness. 
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Conceptions of Power and Influence 

Tenns such as power and authority have been used in different ways by different 
writers, thereby creating considerable conceptual confusion. It is worthwhile to begin 
by reviewing some of the interpretations and clarifying how the terms will be used in 
this chapter. 

Power 

The concept of "power" is useful for understanding how people are able to influ
ence each other in organizations (Mintzberg, 1983; Pfeffer, 1981, 1992). Power in
volves the capacity of one party (the "agent") to influence another party (the "target"). 
This flexible concept Gin he used in many different ways. The term may refer to the 
agent's influence over a single target person, or over multiple target persons. 
Sometimes the term refers to potential influence over rhings or ("vents as weIJ as atti
tudes and behavior. Sometimes the agent is a group or organization rather than an in
dividual. Sometimes power is defined in reLttive rather than absolute term;.;, in which 
case it means the extent to which the agent has m( >re int1uence oVI.::r the target than the 
target has over the agent. Finally, different types of po\ver exist, and an agent may 
have more of some types [han of others. 

It is difficult to describe the po\ver of an agent without specifying the target 
person(s), the influence objectives, and the time period. An agent will have more 
power over some people than over others and more influence for some types of is
stles than for others. Furthermore, power is a dynamic variable that changes as 
conditions change. How power is used and the outcomes of influence attempts 
can increase or undermine an agent's subsequent power. In this book. the term 
power is usually used to describe the ahsolute capacity of an individual agent to in
fluence rhe hehavior or attitudes of one or more designated target persons at a 
given point in time. 

Authority 

Authority involves the rights, prerogatives. obligations, and duries associated 
with particular positions in an organization or social system. A leader's authority usu
ally includes the right to make particular types of decisions for the organization. A 
leader with direct authority over a target person has the right to make requests consis
tent with this authority, and the target person has the duty to obey. For example, a 
manager usually has the legitimate right to establish work rules and give work assign
ments to subordinates. Authority also involves the right of the agent to exercise con
trol over things, such as money, resources, equipment, and materials, and this control 
is another source of power. 

The scope of authority for the occupant of a managerial pOSition is the range of 
requests that can properly be made and the range of actions that can properly be 
taken. Scope of authority is much greater for some managers than for others, and it 
depends in large part on the influence needed to accomplish recognized role require
ments and organizational objectives (Barnard, 1952). 
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Outcomes of Influence Attempts 

One useful basis for evaluating the success of an influence attempt is whether the 
immediate outcome is what the agent intended, The agent may achieve the intended 
effect.on the target, or the effect may ,be less than was intended, For a proactive influ
ence attempt that involve.s a .spedfic request by a single agent to a singie target person, 
it is useful to differentiate among three distIflt1 outcomes. 

Commitment. The term commitment descnlJt.:s an outcome in \vhkh the target per
son imernally agn.:x.'s with a decision or request from the agent and makes a great droIt 
to cany out the request or imple.ment the decision effectively. For a complex, diftlcult 
task, commitment is usually the most successful outcome from the perspective of the 
agt,>nt who makes an influence attempt. 

Compliance. The term comjJIiance describes an outcome in which the target is will
ing to do what the agent asks but b apathetic l~HIK:f than enthusiastic about it ;md \-vill 
nuke onl'y a minimal effort. The ;lgent has inHuenct.'d the target persotfs bch:lyior hut 
11(>1 the pt.:rson's aHitudt..,s. Tht.: target person is not l·ul1vinct.:'d that the decision or :II.> 

rinn is the best thing 10 do or evt'n that it \\iill be effective- for accomplishing: ib pur
pose. For a complex, diffkult task. compliance is dearly a less slKcessful outcome 
th:m commitmem. However. for a simple, routine request, compliance may be all [hat 
is necessary for the agent to accomplish task objectives. 

Resistance. The term re:·a:"/tI!lCl! describes an outcome in \vhkh the urger person is 
opposed to the proposal or request, rather tl1(1o merely indifferent about it, Jnd active
ly tries to avoid l\irrying it nut. The target person will respond in one or more of the 
following \vays: (1) refuse to carry out tile requ{;"st, (2) make excuses about \vhy the re
quest rannot he carried OUl, (3) try to persuade the agent to withdraw or change the 
""'lu<,sl, (:0 ask higher authorities 10 overrule the agent's request, (~) dday ~lcting in 
ti1C hope that the :.tgent will forget about the request or (6) make a pretense of com
plying but try to ~~lhotage the ta:-.k 

'l1w larget pt-rsun'·s reaction to the agent's requc,<,1 is not the only hasis f()re\"alll~lling 
success. Int1uenc~· attempts em also affect interpi..'rson~li relationships and the way other 
rFJ;;:ople perceive the agent (e.g., ethical, SUppo11ive, likahle, competent, trustwollhy, 
stf'(mg). How a leader attempts to int1u<..~nce someone may improve the relationship or 
make it less friendly and co()perative. In fact, SOllle type!'; {)f influence attempts are intend
ed primalily to change how pe()ple perceive the agent, rather than to achieve an inunedi
ate task objective. For example, to increase the chance of promotion in the organization, 
a person may seek to create the impression that he or she is highly competent and loyaL 

Influence Processes 

The psychological explanation for the influence of one person on another 
involves the motives and perceptions of the target in relation to the actions of the 
agent and the context in which the interaction occurs, Kelman (1958) proposed three 
different types of influence processes: instlUmental compliance, internalization, and 
personal identification. The influence processes are qualitatively different from each 
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other, but more than one process may occur at the same time. For example, a target 
may become committed to implement a new program proposed by the agent, because 
the target identifies with fhe agent, believes in the ideals of the program, and expects 
to gain tangible benefits from supporting it. 

Instrumental Compliance. The target person carries out a requested action for 
the purpose of obtaining a tangible reward or avoiding a punishment controlled by 
the agent The motivation for the behavior is purely instrumental; the only reason 
for compliance is to gain some tangible benefit from the agent, The level of effort 
is likely to be the minimum amount necessary to gain the rewards or avoid the pun
ishment. 

Internalization. The target person becomes committed to support and implement 
proposals espoused by the agent because they appear to be intrinsically desirable and 
correct in relation to the target's values, beliefs, and self·image. In effect, the agent's 
proposal (e.g., an objective, plan, strategy, policy, procedure) becomes linked to the 
target person's underlying values and beliefs. Commitment occurs regardless of 
whether any tangible benefit is expected, and the targeCs loyalty is to the ideas them
selves, not to the agent who communicates them. 

Personal Identification. The target person imitates the agenfs behavior or 
adopts the same attitudes to please the agent and to be like the agent. The motivation 
for the target probably involves the targt.~t person's needs for acceptance and esteem. 
By doing things to gain approval from the agent, the target is able to maintain a 
relationship that satisfies a need for acceptance. Maintaining a dose relationship 
with an attractive agent may help to satisfy the target person's need for esteem from 
other people, and becoming more like an attractive agent hdps the target person 
maintain a more favorable self-image. 

Power Types and Sources 

Efforts to understand power usually involve distinctions among different types 
of power. French and Raven (959) developed a taxonomy to classify different 
types of power according to their source. This taxonomy includes five different 
types of power (see Table 7- j). The French and Raven taxonomy influenced much 

TABLE 7·1 French and Raven Power Taxonomy 

Reward Power: The target person complies in order to obtain rewards controlled by the agent. 

Coercive Power: The target person complies in order to avoid punishments controlled by the agent. 

legitimate Power: The target person complies because he/she believes the agent has the right to 
make the request and the target person has the obligation to comply. 

Expert Power: The target person complies because he/she believes that the agent has special knowl
edge about the best way to do something. 

Referent Power: The target person complies because he/she admires or identifies with the agent 
and wants to gain the agent's approval. 
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TABLE 7-2 Different Types of Power 

POSITION POWER 

Legitimate Power 
Reward Power 
C oerciv€ Power 

1nformation Power 
Ecological Power 

PERSONAL POWER 

Referent Power 
Expert Power 

of the subsequent research on power, but it did not include all of the power sources 
relevant to managers. For example, control over information is also a relevant 
power source for man~lgcrs (Pettign:w, 1972; Yuki & Falbe, ]9(1), 

Another cunceptualization of power sources that is widt..-'ly accepted is the 
dichotomy hetween "po~ition powt:r" and "personal power" (Bass, 1960; Etl.ioni, 
l')hj), According to this two-Llt-'tor (-onceptu~t!iz;tti()n, POWi.:'1" is dt.'rived in part from 
tile opportunilivs inherent in a person"s pus it ion in lhe organization, and in part 
frol11 attrihutes of the ~jgt:nt and agent-target n:iationship. RCSV:ll'1.'h by YukI and 
Falhe tliJ9J) shuvvcd that the~e two types of power are relatively independent. and 
c~lch includes several distinct hut partially overlapping components (see Table ;~2)' 
Position po\ver includes p()tt:ntial influence derived fn)l11 icgilim<:ue :lut!1{)rlty, 
l'ontrol over resources and re\\'arcis, control over punishments, control o\'cr infor
mation, and cumru) over the physicaJ work environment. Personal POWt:f includes 
potenti~ll inflih.:nce dClivcd from task expt.:rtise, ano potential influence based on 
friendship and loyalty. Position and personal determinants of power interact in 
\.'omplex ways, and sometimes it is difficult to distinguish bl'tween them. The vari
ous Pypc..; of position and pers(lnal power will he described in the follov,ing sedions 
of this chapter, 

Legitimate Power 

Power ,Stemming from formal authority over work activilil.:'s is sometimes caned 
k:gitimak' power (French &. Haven, 19-59). The influence prOfesses associated \vith 
legitimate powcr are complex. Some theorists emphasize the do\vnward How of 
authority from uwners and top rnanagemem, hut the potential influence derived from 
authority depen(ls as much on the consent of the governed as on the ownership and 
control of property (Jacobs, 1970). Members of an organization usually agree to 
comply with rules and directions from leaders in return for the benefits of membership 
(March & Simon, 1958). However, this agreement is usually an implicit mutual under
standing raIher than an explicit formal contract. 

Compliance witb legitimate rules and requests is more likely for members who 
identify with the organization and are loyal to it. Compliance is also more likely for 
members who have an internalized value that it is proper to obey authority figures, 
show respect for the law, and follow tradition. Acceptance of authority also 
depends on whether the agent is perceived to be a legitimate occupant of his or her 
leadership position. The specific procedures for selecting a leader are usually 
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based on tradition and the provisions of a legal charter or constitution. Any devia
tion from the selection process considered legitimate by members will weaken a 
new leader's authority. 

The amount of legitimate power is also related to one's scope of authority. Higher
level managers usually have more authority than lower-level managers, and a manager's 
authority is usually much stronger in relation to subordinates than in relation to peers, 
superiors, or outsiders. However, even for a target person outside of the chain of com
mand (e.g., a peer or outsider), the agent may have the legitimate right to make requests 
necessalY to carry out job responsibilities, such as requesL':> for information, supplies, 
support services, technical advice, and assistance in carrying out interrelated tasks. 

A manager's scope of authority is usually delineated by doc'Uments such as an or
ganization charter, a written job description, or an employment contract, but consider
able ambiguity about it often remains (Davis, 1968; Reitz, 1977). People evaluate not 
only whether a request or order falls within a leader's scope of authority, but also 
whether it is consistent with the basic values, principles, and traditions ofthe organiza
tion or social system, The legitimacy of a request may be questioned if it contradicts 
b~lSk values of the organization or the larger society to which members of the organi
zation helong. For example, soldiers may disobey an order to shoot everyone \\/110 
liYes in a village that has aided insurgents, lx~cause the soldiers perceive this use of ex
cessive force to he contrary to bask human rights. 

Authority is usually exercised with a request, order, or instruction that is communi
cated orally or in writing. The way in which legitjmate power is exercised affects the 
outcome (see Table 7-3). A polite request is more effective than an arrogant demand, 
because it does not emphasize a status gap or imply target dependence on the agent. 
Use of a polite request is especially important for people who are likely to be sensitive 
about status differentials and authority relationships, such as someone who is older than 
the agent or who is a peer rather than a direct subordinate. Making a polite request does 
not imply that the agent should plead or appear apologetic about the request. To do so 
risks the impre&<;ion that the request is not worthy or legitimate, and it may give the im
pression that compliance is not really expected (Sayles, 1979). A legitimate request 
should be made in a firm, contldent manner. In an emergency situation, it is more im
portant to be assertive than polite. A direct order by a leader in a command tone of 
voice is sometimes necessary to shock subordinates into immediate action in an 
emergency. In this type of situation, subordinates associate confident, firm direction 
with expcltise as well as authority (Mulder, Ritsema van Eck, & de jong, 1970). To ex
press doubts or appear confused risks the loss of influence over subordinates. 

TABLE 7·3. Guidelines for Using LegitimateAuthority 

• Make polite, clear requests. 
• Explain the reasons for a request. 
• Don't exceed your scope of authority. 
• Verify authority if necessary. 
• Follow proper channels. 
• Follow up to verify compliance. 
• Insist on compliance if appropriate. 
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Instances of outright refusal by subordinates to earry out a legitimate order or 
request undermine the leader's authority and increase the likelihood of future disobe
dience. Orders that are unlikely to be carried out should nm be given. If tbe agent's 
authority to make a request is in doubt, it should be verified with legitimating tactics, 
which are explained later in this chapter. Sometimes a subordinate will delay in 
compiying \vith an unusual or unpleas<:lnt rL'quest to tcst whether the leader is really 
serious about it. If the leader docs not follow up tht: initial request to check on com
pliance, the subordinate is likely to conclude that the request may be ignored. 

Reward Power 

Reward power is the perception by the target person that an agent controls im
portant resources and rewards desired by the target person. Re\vard power stenl,S in 
raft from formal authority to allocate resources and rewaros, This authority varies 
gn.:;,ttly across organizations and frorn one type of management position to ~mother 
within the same organization. lvlore control OVl'r scarce resources is usually author
ized for high-level executives than fur h)\vcr-kvd managers, Ex('clItivcs have au
thority to make decisions :thout 11k allocation of n:sources to yarious suhunits and 
:ictivities, and they have the right to revic,,;.: and modify resource allocation decisions 
made at lower levels. 

J{eward power depends not only on a manager':; actual control over reSOllrces 
and re\vards, but jlso on the target person's perception that the agent has the capacity 
and willingness to follow through on promises. An atrempt to use reward po\yer will 
lx.' unsuccessful if the agent lacks credibility as a source of resources .and r('w,artl<~< 

;\1anagers usually have much more n:ward rower o\'cr subordinates than over 
peers or superiors (YukI & Falbe, 199n. One form of reward po\ver over suhordi
n~ltes is the ~HHh()rity to give pay increases, honuses, or other economic incentives to 
deM:Tving subordinates. Reward power is derived also from control over ungible 
benefits such as a promotion, 3. better job, a bener work schedule, a larger op('rating 
hudget, a larger i..'xpense accounL and status symbols such as a larger office or ;J re
'icrved parking sp:lce, Possible constraints on a m,magt;:>r's rew,-lrd power int;:'lude 
any formal policies or agreements that specify how re\vards must he allocated 
(l'odsakoff. 1(82), 

A source of reward power in lateral relations is dependence of a peer on the 
agent for resourCes, information, assistance, or support needed to carry out the peer's 
work. Trading of favors needed to accomplish task ohjectives is a common form of in
fluence among peers in organizations, and research indicates that it is irnpol1ant for the 
success of middle-level managers (Cohen & Bradford, 1989; Kaplan, 1984; Kotter, 
1982; Strauss, 1962). Another source of lateral reward power in some organizations is 
a performance appraisal system that includes evaluations by peers as input for deci
sions about pay increases or promotions for managers. 

Upward reward power of subordinates over their boss is limited in nlost organi
zations. Few organizations provide a formal mechanism for subordinates to evaluate 
leaders. Nevertheless, subordinates usually have some indirect influence over the 
leader's reputation and prospects for a pay increase or promotion. If subordinates per
form well, the reputation of their manager will usually be enhanced. Some subordi
nates may also have upward reward power based on their ability to acquire resources 
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• Offer the type of rewards that people desire. 
• Offer rewards that are fair and ethical. 
• Don't promise more than you can deliver. 
• Explain the criteria for giving rewardsandkeep it simple. 
• Provide rewards as promised jf requirements are met. 
• Use rewards symbolically (not in a manipulative way). 

outside of the formal authority system of the organization. For example, a department 
chairperson in a public university was able to obtain discretionary funds from grants 
and contracb j and these funds were lIsed as a basis for influencing the decisions made 
by the college dean, whose o\vn discretionary funds were limited. 

Reward power is most commonly exercised with an explicit or implicit pronlise 
to give the target person something under tbe agent's control for canying out a request 
or performing a task. How reward power is exercised affects the outcome (see Table 7-4). 
Compliance is most likely if the rev,rara is something valued hy the target person, and 
the agent is perceived as a credible source of the reward. Thus, it is essential to deter
mine what rewards are valued by the people one wants to influence, and agent credi
bility should not be risked by making unrealistic promises or failing to deliver on a 
promise after compliance occurs. 

Even when the conditions are favorable for using rewards, they are more likely to 
result in compliance rather than commitment. A promised reward is unlikely to motivate 
someone to put forth extra eff(Jrt beyond what is required to complete the task. The 
target person may be tempted to neglect aspects of the task not included in the specifi
cation of performance cliteria or aspects not easily monitored by the agent. If rewards 
are used in a manipulative manner they may result in resistance rather than compliance. 
The power to give or withhold rewards may cause resentment among people who 
dislike being dependent on the whims of a powerful authority figure, or who believe 
that the agent is manipulating them to his or her own advantage. Even when the reward 
is attractive, resistance may occur if the reward is seen as a bribe to get the target person 
to do something improper or unethicaL 

When reward" are used frequently as a source of influence, people may come to 
perceive dleir relationship to the leader in purely economic terms. They will expect a 
reward every time they are asked to do something new or unusuaL It is more satisfying 
for both parties to view their relationship in terms of mutual loyalty and friendship. 
Rather than using rewards as incentives in an impersonal, mechanical way, they should 
be used in a more symbolic manner to recognize accomplishments and express person
al appreciation for special contributions or exceptional effort. Used in this way, reward 
power can be a source of increased referent power over time (French & Raven, 1959). 

Coercive Power 

A leader's coercive power over subordinates is based on authority over punish
ments, which varies greatly across different types of organizations. The coercive 
power of military and political leaders is usually greater than that of corporate man-
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agers. Over the last two centuries, there has been a general decline in use of legiti
mate coercion by all types of leaders (Katz & Kahn, 1978). For example, managers 
once had the right to dismiss employees for any reason they thought was justitled. 
The captain of a ship could flog sailors who were disobedient or who failed to perform 
their duties diligently. Military officers could execute a soldier for desertion or failure 
to ()bey an order during cornhat. lhese form:"! of coercive power are pro
hibited or shmViy restricted in most nations. 

Lateral reJations provide few opportunitit'.s for coercion. If the peer is de-
pendent on the 111anager f()r assistance in performing impoltant t~lsks, the manager may 
tlm:aten to withhold cooperation if the peer f~tils to carry out a request. However, 
because mutual dependencies usually exist between managers of different subunl1s, co
ercion is Hkely to didt retaliation and escalate into a conniet that benefits neither party. 

The coercive power subordinates have over superiors varies greatly from one 
kind of organization to another. In many organizations subordinates have the CJ.
p:lcity 10 indirectly influence the performance evaluation of their boss. 
SubordinaIes in these organiztHions can damage the reputation of the hoss if they 
restrict prodlh:lion, sahotage operations. initiate grievances, hold demonstrations. or 
!luke comphlints to higher management. In organiz;ltions \vith elected h.:aders. 
suhordinates m~ly have sufficient counterpower 10 remove a Ic,,-tder from olfice or to 
prevent the leader's [(.:election. Ol.:c;Js{onally, the coercive po\ver uf subordinates 
involves more eXlft:lne methods of removing a leader from office, In "fragging'· in
cidents during the Vietnam \\1:<11', subordinates killed a lh:spised leader by throwing 
~! gren~!de at him during a fln:fight \vhere the cause of death could not be deter
mined. In the case of polilical le~j{JL'rs, the ultimate fCl1'll1 of coerCive po\ver for suh
ordin::lles is a violent revolution that results in the imprisonment, death, or exile of 
the 1t:~lder. 

Coercive P(W/tT is invoked hy a threat or warning that the target person will 
suffer undesirable cC)J)sequenccs for noncompliance \vith a request, rule, or policy. 
111(" threat may be explicit, or it may he only ;1 vagut~ comment that the person will 
he sorry for failing to do \\,'hat the agent wants. The likelibood of compliance is 
greatest when tht: threat is perceived to be credihle, and the t~l.rget person strongly 
desires to :lvoid tbe threatened punishment. Credihility will he undermined by rash 
threat.s tll~1! an.' not carried out despite noncompliance by the target person. 
Sotm:times it is necessary: to e,'it~lhlish credibility by demonstrating the will and 
Jhility to cause unpleasant consequences for the targt:'[ person. tf(nvever, <.'ven a 
credihle threat !l]ay he unsuccessful if the target person refuses to be intimidated or 
believes that a way can be found to avoid compliance without being detected by 
the agent. 

It is best to avoid using coercion except when absolutely necessary, because it is 
difficult to use and likely to result in undesirable side effects. Coercion often arouses 
anger or resentment, and it may result in retaliation. In work organizations, the most 
appropriate use of coercion is to deter behavior detrimental to the organization, 
such as illegal activities, theft, violation of safety lUles, reckless acts that endanger 
others, and direct disobedience of legitimate requests. Coercion is not likely to result 
in commitment, but when used skillfully in an appropriate situation, there is a reasonably 
good chance that it will result in compliance. A number of writers have proposed 
guidelines for coercion when it is used primarily to maintain diScipline with subordinates 
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1. Explain rules and requirements, and ensure that people understand the serious consequences of 
violations. 

2. Respond to infractions promptly and consistently without showing any favoritism to particular indi
viduals. 

3. Investigate to get the facts before using reprimands or punishment, and avoid Jumping to conclu
sions or making hasty accusations. 

4. Except for the most serious infractions, provide sufficient ora! and written warnings before re-
sorting to punishment. 

5. Administer warnings and reprimands in private, and avoid making rash threats. 
6. Stay calm and avoid the appearance of hostility or personal rejection. 
7. Express a sincere desire to help the person comply with role expectations and thereby avoid 

punishment. 
8. Invite the person to suggest ways to correct the problem, and seek agreement on a concrete plan. 
9. Maintain credibility by administering punishment if noncompliance continues after threats and 

warnings have been made. 
10. Use punishments that are legitimate, fair, and commensurate with the seriousness of the infraction. 

(Arvey & Ivanct'vkh, 19HO; Preston & Zimmerer, 1978; Schoen & Durand, 1979). These 
guidelines, which are summarized in Tahle 7-5, are similar to guidelines presented in 
Chapter 8 for correcting performance deficiencies. 

Referent Power 

Referent power is derived from the desire of others to please an agent toward 
whom they have strong feelings of affection, admiration, and loyalty (French & 
Raven, 1959), People are usually willing to do special favors for a friend, and they are 
more likely to carry out requests made by someone they greatly admire. The 
strongest form of referent power involves the influence process called personal identi
fiC:ltion. To gain and maintain the agent's approval and ~lCceptan('e, the target person 
is likely to do what the agent asks, imitate the agent's behavior, and develop attitudes 
similar to those expressed by the agent. 

Referent po\\re-r is usually greater for someone who is friendly, attmctive, ch~lrm
ing, and trustworthy. Some specific ways to acquire and maintain referent power are 
summarized in Table 7-6. Referent po\ver is increased hy showing concern fi:)r the needs 
and feelings of others, demonstrating trust and respect, and treating people fairly. 
However, to achieve and maintain strong referent power usually requires more than 
just flattery, favors, and charm. Referent power ultimately depends on the agent's 
character and integrity. Over time, actions, speak louder than words, and someone 
who tries to a ppear friendly but manipulates and exploits people will lose referent 
power. Integrity is demonstrated by being truthful, expressing a consistent set of 
values, acting in a way that is consistent with one's espoused values, and carrying out 
promises and agreements. 

Strong referent power will tend to increase the agent's influence over the target 
person even without any explicit effort by the agent to invoke this power. When the 
relationship is characterized by a strong bond of love or friendship, ir may be sufficient 
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• Show acceptance and positive regard. 
• Act supportive and helpful. 
• Use sincere forms of ingratiation. 
• Defend and back up people when appropriate. 
• Do unsolicited favors. 
• Make self-sacrifices to show concern, 
• Keep promises, 

merely to ask the target person to do something. Howeverj when referent power is 
not this strong, it may be necessary to io\'oke the salience of the relationship during an 
inl1uence attempt. Thit; type of "personal appe~lr L" a proactive influence t~Ktic lhJt 
will he discussed later in the chapter. 

Referent pov./cr is an impoI1ant source of influence over suhordin;nes, peers, and 
,>uperiors, but it has limiTations. A request hased sok'ly 011 n::tj:rcnt p()\ver should he 
commen,<,urale witl! the extt'nt of the target plTson's luyalty and friCIXbhip to\v:mJ the 
jeauec Some thing'i are ,",imply tuo much to ask, given the nature of the rdatiun:-.hip. 
When requests art: exln..'me or 111:ide too freqw:ntly, the target person may feel {:-'xploit
ed, The result of such beh~lvior may be to undermine the relationship and reduce rhe 
agent's referent pc)\ver. 

Another way to exercise referent power is through "role modeling." A person 
who is wt.,H liked ~lI1d adrnired ,-'an have <.,'onsiJerahle influence over others by- selling 

an example of proper and desir~lhle beh~jvjor for them to imitate. When identification 
is strong, lrnlt:Jlion is likely to occur even without any conscious intention hy the 
agent. BeC.llbC people also imitate undesirable beh~lvior in someone- they admire, it is 
important to be a\vare of the examples one sets, 

Expert Power 

Task-rdev~tnl knowledge and skill afC a rnajor source of person;d po~ver in or
ganizations. Unique kno'\vledge ahout the hest way to perform a task or solve an im
port...1nt prohlem provides potential influence over subordinates, pt-~l'rs, and superiors. 
However. expe11ise is a source of power only if others are dc-pendent on the agent for 
advice. The more important a problem is to the target person, the greater the power 
derived by the agent from possessing the necessary expertise to solve it. Dependency 
is increased when the target person cannot easily find another source of advice besides 
the agent (Hickson et aI., 1971; Patchen. 1974). 

It is not enough for the agent to possess expertisej the target person must recog
nize this expertise and perceive the leader to be a reliable source of information and 
advice. In the short run, perceived expertise is more important than real expertise, 
and an agent may be able to fake it for a time by acting confident and pretending to 
be an expert, However, over time, as the agent's knowledge is put to the test, target 
perceptions of the agent's expertise are likely to become more accurate, Thus, it is es
sential for leaders to develop and maintain a reputation for technical expertise and 
strong credibility. 
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Actual expertise is maintained through a continual process of education and 
practical experience. For example~ in many professions it is important to keep in
formed about new developments by reading technical publications and attending 
workshops and seminars. Evidence of expertise can be displayed in the forms of 
diplomas, licenses, and awards. However, the most convincing way to demonstrate 
expertise is by solving important problems, making good decisions, providing sound 
advice, and successfully completing challenging but highly visible projects. An ex
treme tactic is to intentionally but covertly precipitate crises just to demonstrate the 
ability to deal with them (Goldner, 1970; Pfeffer, 1977a). 

SpeCialized knowledge and technical skill will remain a source of power only as 
long as dependence on the person who possesses them continues. If a problem is per
manently solved or others learn how to solve it by themselves, the agent's expertise is 
no longer valuable. Thus, people sometimes try to protect their expert power by keep
ing procedures and techniques shrouded in secrecy, by using technical jargon to make 
the task seem more complex and mysterious, and by destroying alternate sources of in
formation about task procedures such as written manuals, diagrams, hlueprints, and 
computer progf'J.l11s (Hickson et aL, 1971). 

When the agent has a lot of expert power and is trusted as a reliable source of in
formation and advice, the targer person may carry out a request \vithout receiving any 
explanation for it. One example is a patient who takes medicine prescribed by a doc
tor without knowing much about the medicine, Another example is an investor who 
purchases stocks recommended by a finandai consultant without knowing much 
about the companies that issued the stocks, It is rare to possess this much expert 
poweL In most cases, the agent must support a proposal or request by making logical 
argument', and presenting evidence that appears credihle. Successful influence de
pends on the leader's credibility and persuasive communication skills in addition to 
technical knowledge and analytictl ability. 

Some guidelines for exercising expert power are shown in Table 7-7. Proposals 
or requests should be made in a clear, confident manner, and the agent should avoid 
making contradictory statements or vacillating between inconsistent positions. 
However, it is important to remember that superior expertise can also ('ause resent
ment if used in a way that impHes the target person is ignordnt or helpless. In the 
process of presenting rational arguments, some people lecture in an arrogant, conde
scending n13nneL In their efforts to sell a proposal, they fire a steady stream of 
arguments, rudely interntpting any attempted replies and dismiSSing any objec[ions or 
concerns without serious consideration. Even when the agent is acknowledged to 
have more expertise, the target person usually has some relevant information, ideas, 
and concerns that should be considered. 

• Explain the reasons for a request or proposal and why it is important. 
• Provide evidence that a proposal will be successful. 
• Don't make rash, careless, or inconsistent statements, 
• Don't lie, exaggerate, or misrepresent the facts. 
• Listen seriously to the person's concerns and suggestions, 
• Act confident and decisive in a c(lsis, 
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Information Power 

Another important source of power is control over information. 11,is type of power 
involves both the access to vital information and control over its di&1ribution to others 
(Pt:ttigrewy ,1972). Some access to information result.., from a person's, position in the 01'

ganiz.ation's communication net\V()rk Managerial positions often provide ()PPoltunities 
to obtain information that is not dircA(tly available to sulx)rdinates or peers (MinuiJerg, 
1973, 1983)" BoundaiY role positions (e.g., marketing, purchasing, public rcbrions) 
provide access to important ini1:)rmation about events in the external environment of an 
organization. However, it is not merely a matter of occupying a p;:uticuhlr position :l11d 
having infonnation appear as if by magic; a person must be actively involved in cultivat
ing a network of information sources and gathering infonnation from them (Kotter, 1982). 

A leader who controls the flow of vital information about outside events has an 
opportunity to interpret these events for subordinates and influence their perception 
and attitudes (Kuhn, 19(3). Some managers distort information to persuade people 
th~lt a particular course of action is desirable. Examples of infi.mllmion distol1ion 
include selective editing of reports and documents. biased intcrpn:tatiun of data, and 
presentafion of false inli:.mnation. Sume managers lise thdr control o\'er the di-.;tribu
tion of inf'()fmation as a way to enhance their expelt po\'ver and inneas(;' subordinate 
dependence, If the I-t'~lder is the only one who "kno\\'s what is going on," subordi
nates will lack evidence to dispute the leader'S claim that an unpopular decision is jus
tified by circumstances. MoreoveJ~ control of infotmation makes it easier for a leader 
to cover up failures and mistakes that would othelwise undermine a carefully cultivat
ed image of expcl1ise (Pfefft:r, 1977a). 

Control over inforrnation is a source of up-vvard influence as well <:4" downward 
and lateral influence. W:hen suhordinates h;1ve exclusive access to information need
ed by superiors to make decisions, thL" advantage can be used to influence the superior's 
decisions. Some subordinate.s actively seek this type of influence by gradually 
assuming more l't:':"iiponsibility fOf collecting, storing, analyzing, and reporting operating 
informati{)n, If ~l leader is complt?'tely dependent on a subordinate to interpret C0111-

pk.."'X analyses of operating infonnation, the subordinate may be invited 10 participate 
directly in making decisions based on these analyses (Korda, 197')). 'However, even 
without direct p~ll1icipation, a subordinate with information control will be able to 
inf1uence a superior's decis.ioI1.'i. For example, in a study by Pettigre\v (972), a man
ager was able to influence the selection of a new computer by providing the board of 
directors with information that l~lVored one option and discredited others. Control 
over the flow of operating information also enables subordinates to magnify their 
accomplishments, cover up mistakes, and exaggerate the amount of expertise and 
resources needed to do their work. 

Ecological Power 

Control over the physical environment, technology, and organization of the work 
provides an opportunity for indirect influence over other people. Because behavior is 
determined in part by perception of opportunities and constraints, it can be altered in 
subtle ways by reaIT,wging the situation (Cartwright, 1965). This fonn of influence is 
sometimes called situational engineering or ecological controL 
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One form of situational engineering is to modify the design of subordinate jobs 
to increase subordinate motivation (Oldham, 1976). Research on job enrichment sug
gests that significant improvements in work quality and job satisfaction are sometimes 
possible (Hackman & Oldham, 1980; Lawler, 1986). The organization of work activi
ties and design of formal structure is another form of situational engineering. The 
grouping of activities into subunits, determination of reporting relationships, and de
sign of information systems are al1 sources of influence over employee behavior 
(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Mintzberg, 1983). 

Another form of situational engineering is control over the physical work envi
ronment. For example, lights or auditOIY signals on equipment can be used to inform 
the operator that it is time for necessary maintenance, or to warn the operator to dis
continue doing something that will cause an accident or breakdown. The workflow 
design and layollt of physical facilities determine which employees interact with each 
other and \vho initiates action for whom, Machine-paced assembly lines set the speed 
at which employees work. 

A final form of ecological power is cultural enginc(!ring The culture of an 
organization consist.s of the shared norms, values, and beliefs of members. By estah
lishing a strong culture, leaders can indirectly influence the attitudes and hehavior of 
members (Schein, 1992)< Culture provides a way to control and coordinate the 
actions of people without the need for elaborate formal control systems Of continuous 
lise of direct influence attempts (Tushman & O'HeilJy, 1996). It is much easier for 
leaders to influence culture in small, ne\vly formed organizations than in large. estab
lished ones, ;;tnd once a strong culture has been established, it is djfficult to change 
(see Chapter 10). Thus, culture can be an ohstacle rather than ;;111 enhancer of leader 
influence if the shared values and beliefs of organization members are inconsistent 
with the leader's influence objectives. 

How Power Is Acquired or lost 

Power is not a static condition; it changes over time due to changing conditions 
and the actions of individuals and coalitions. Twc) theories that describe how power is 
acquired or lost are social exchange theory and the strategic contingencies theory, 
Soelal excha1ZRc theory explains how power is gained and lost as reciprocal influence 
processes occur over time hetween leaders and followers in small groups. Strategic 
contingencies theory explains the acquisition and loss of power by different subunits of 
an organization (e,g" functional departments or product divisions) and the implications 
of this power distribution for the effectiveness of the organization in a changing envi
ronment. Although the two theories focus on power processes at different levels of 
analysis, they share many similar features and appear mostly compatible. Both theories 
emphasize the importance of demonstrated expertise for the acquisition of authority, 

Social Exchange Theory 

The most fundamental form of social interaction is an exchange of benefits or 
favors, which can include not only material benefits but also psychological benefits 
such as expressions of approval, respect, esteem, and affection. Individuals learn to 
engage in social exchanges early in their childhood, and they develop expectations 
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about reciprocity and equity in these exchanges< Several versions of social exchange 
theoty have been proposed (Blau, 1974; Homans, 1958; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), 
but the versions by Hollander 0958, 1980) and Jacobs (970) are most relevant because 
they are explicitly concerned with leadership< 

Member expectations about what leadership role a person should have in the 
group are influenced by the person's loyalty ;lnd demonsicl1ed competence. The 
amount of status and power accorded a person b proportionate to the group's evalua
ri<m of the pt.:'rs(H)'s p<)tentbi «mtrll)uti(m relative to that of other mellji1crs. TIle ('()t1tri
hutton may involve control over scarce resources, access to vital infonn:ltiofi) Or skill in 
dealing with critical task problems, In addition to increased status and influence, a 
person who has demonstrated good judgment accumulates "idiosyncrasy credits" and 
is allowed more latitude than other members to deviate from nonessential group 
norms. G-roup memhers afe ust1311y willing to ~uspend immediate judgment and go 
along with the person's innovative proposals for att~tinlng group goals. When a leader 
tllakes an innovative propo~al that proves fO be Sl.H.xcssful, the group·s trust in the 
pt'rson'~ expertise b confirmed, and {sen rnore sutu~ and influence may be acuirdl'd 
ttl lIlt: person, 

On the other hand, if the leader's propos~tls provt.' to ht: ;{ bilure, then the terms 
of the exchange relationship are likely to he reassessed by the group. The negative ef
fe'cts Jre greater if failure appears to he due tn poor judglTll'nt or incompetence rather 
than to circumstanrt's beyond the leader's control. A mure negative evaluation will be 
nude if the leader is perceived tn have pw;,;ut:d selfish mOliv(·s mther th~ln loyally serv
ing the group. Selfish motives ~lnd irresponsibility are more likely to be attribuu:d to a 
le~H..lcr \vl1o willingly deviates from group norm;-, and traditions, Thus. innovation by 
the leader can he a doubtc-edgc'""'(i s\von.L Succt:\-';'S R'suiting from innovation leads 10 

greater credit, but failure leads to greater hlame. The cxtent (A':l Jeader's loss of sta1us 
and inHuct1l'e following failure depends in part on how serious the failure" is to the 
group. A major dis;t'iter results in greater loss of estel:'m than a minor setback. Loss of 
status also depends on the arnount of , ... Ultb tht.' leader had prior to the f~lilure. Morl:' 
is expected of a k>adcr \\-<lth high status, and such a leader will lose more status if per
ceived to be re."pol1sible for failure, 

According to soda} t.~xd1:lngl:' theory, innovation is not only accepted hut expect
ed of leaders when nect:ssary to deal with serious prohlems and ohswcles. A leadef 
who bits to show initiative and deJ! deci::iively with serious problems will lose esteem 
and influence, just as a leader who proposes actions that are ul1slKcessfuL 

The exchange proces~ by which leaders gain influence from repeated demon
stration of expertise and loyalty is probably much the same fOf formal leaders in large 
organizations as for emergent leaders in small groups. However, the authority and 
position power that comes with appointment by superiors makes formal leaders less 
dependent on subordinate evaluation of their competence, Nevertheless, an incom
petent leader will lose status and expert power with subordinates. a~d demonstrated 
incompetence may eventually undermine the leader's legitimate authority as well 
(Evans & Zelditch, 1961} 

Social exchange theory emphasizes expert power and authoriry, and other forms 
of power do not receive much attention. For example, the theory does not explain 
how reciprocal influence processes affect a leader's reward and referent power. The 
supporting evidence for the theory was found in research with small groups in a 
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laboratory setting (Hollander, 1960, 1961, 1980), but longitudinal field research is 
needed on social exchange processes for leaders in large organizations to verify that 
the process is the same. 

Strategic Contingencies Theory 

Strategic contingencies theory explains how some organizational suhunits gain or 
lose power to influence important decisions such as selection of the chief executive, 
detennination of the organization's competitive strategy, and allocation of resources 
among subunits and activities (Hickson et ai., 1971). The theory postulates that the 
powet of a subunit depends on three factors: (1) expertise in coping with important 
problems, (2) centrality of the subunit within the workflow, and (3) the extent to 
which the suhunit's expertise is unique rather than substitutable. 

All organizations must cope with critical contingencies, especially problems in 
the technological processes used to cany out operations and problems in adapting to 
unpredictable events in the environment. Success in solving impOl1ant problems is a 
source of expert po\ver for subunits, just as it is for individuals. The opportunity to 
demonstrate expertise and gain po\ver from it is much greater for a subunit that has 
responsibility for dealing with critical prohlems. A problem is critical if it is dearly 
essential for the survival and prosperity of the organization. The importance of a par
ticular type of problem is greater as the degree of interdependence among subunits 
increases; other subunits cannot perform their own functions unless this type of prob
lem is handled effectively. An individual or subunit will gain more power over impor
tant decisions jf the critical functions cannot be performed by someone else or made 
easier by development of standard procedures. In other words, the more unique and 
irreplaceable the expertise required to solve critical problems, the more power is 
gained from possessing this expertise. 

Increased expert power can result in increased legitimate power. People with 
valuable expettise are more likely to be appointed or elected to positions of authority 
in the organization. Subunits with critical expertise are likely to have more represen
tation on boards or committees that make impOltant decisions for the organizatiun. 

Some support for the theory was found in several studies (Brass, 1984, 1985; 
Hambrick, 1981a; Hinings, Hickson, Pennings, and Schneck,1974; Hills & Mahoney, 
1978; Pfeffer & Moore, 1980; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1974). However, the theory fails to 
take into account the possibility that a powerful subunit or coalition can lIse its power 
to protect its dominant position in the organization by enhancing iL"> perceived expertise 
and by denying potential rivals an opportunity to demonstrate their greater expeltise. 
These political processes and the implications for organizational change are described 
in Chapter 13. 

Consequences of Position and Personal Power 

Most of the research on different types of power used the power taxonomy pro
posed by French and Raven (1959) or a variation of it. In several studies, question
naires were administered to subordinates to measure how each type of power was 
related to subordinate satisfaction or performance (e.g., Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989; 
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Rahim, 1989; Schriesheim, Hinkin, & Podsakoff, 1991). Most of the power studies 
found that expert and referent power were positively correlated with subordinate 
satisfa(tion and performance, The results for legitimate, reward, and coercive power 
were inconsistent, and the correlations with criteria were usually negative or non
significant rather than positive. Overall, the resulb suggesUhat effective kaders rely 
mure on expert and referent po\ver to influence subordinates. 

l,\ioSl of the early power studies asked respondents tf) rank or rate The impol1ancc 
of different types of p<Y\Arer as a reason for compliance with leader requests. 
Mt,thodological limitations in these studies raise serious douhts about the t1ndings 
(Podsakoff & Schriesheim, 1985), In most subsequent studies, respondent.s fated a 
leader on various pOSition or personal attributes that provide a source of power 
(lUnkin & Schriesheim, 1989; Rahim, 1989; Yuki & Falbe, 1991). However, the results 
fft)m aU of the p{)wcr studies may be bhtscd due to attrjbulions, social desirability, Jnd 
stereotypes, For example, subordinatet-> in high-perf{)rming groupt-> an: likely to attrib
ute more expert power to their leader than subordinates in low-performing groups. 
Due to lhese bias(:\"i, the impol1ance of less socially (k"sirahle forms of power such as 
re\\'ards and n>t.'rcion m~iy be lH1dL'restimah:d, 

The field survey rC"'L~Jrch m:ly havl..' undcn:slim;.Itcd the utility of pOSition POWCL 

l':-.pecially 'when compliance is an acceprable outcome, For many routine requests or 
onJcrs. exerting legitimate po-wer in the form of a simple request or command is like
\y to produce target cnrnpliance. Oniy a few studie;-; have rehJted power to target 
compliance and commitment {e.g., Rahim & Afza,1993; Thambain & Gemmill, 1974; 
\Varren, 1968; YukI & Falbe, 199U. These studies found that legitimate po\ver is an 
important reason for behaVIoral compli~H1ce, even though it did not result in :1Uillldi
nal commitment. Most of the studies :llso found an .lssocimion bet\,veen reward 
p()Wef and hehavioral compliance. The n:levance of re\vard power \vhen used in an 
appropri3rt way is also supported by ft"search on a leader's use of contingent rc\vard 
behavior, In a review of this research, Podsakoff, Todor, Grover, ,-llld Huber 098zf) 

concluded that ll'wking desirahle reWarDS contingent on subordinate performance 
leads to higher subordinate sJtisfaction ~ll1d performance. Some of this research also 
suggcsb that contingent punishment can have a positive effect on subordin;lte per
formance \vhen u~cd in comhinJtion \'vith rewards CArvey & Ivancevich, 1980; 
P'khakoff, Todor, & Skov, 191')2), Thus, even coercive power can be useful in some 
situation",>. 

Another limitation of most power studies is insufficient attention to relationships 
among different sources of power. French and Raven (1959) proposed that different 
types of power are likely to be interrelated in complex ways. For example, leaders 
with considerable authority are likely to have more reward and coercive power, and 
use of these forms of power may affect a leader's referent power. A meta-analYSis of 
power studies (Carson, Carson, & Roe, 1993) found significant correlations among 
some of the different power sources, but it is difficult to determine the extent to 
which these correlations reflect rater biases rather than actual relationships. Most 
power srudies do not attempt to identify the separate effects of different types of 
power, nor do they examine the interactions among different types of power. Only a 
few studies have examined how leader power bases interact to influence follower 
attitudes and behavior under different condirions, and the results are difficult to inter
pret (see Munduate & Dorado, 1998). 
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How Much Power Should Leaders Have? 

It is obvious that leaders need some power to be effective, but it does not fol
low that more power is always better. The amount of overall power that is neces
sary for effective leadership and the mix of different types of power are questions 
that research has only begun to answer. Clearly the amount of necessary power 
will depend on what needs to be accomplished and on the leader's skill in using 
the available power. Less power is needed by a leader who has the skills to use 
power effectively and who recognizes the importance of concentrating on essen
tial objectives, Bauer 0968, p, 17) explains the wisdom of using power selectively 
and carefully: 

In any ongoing institution, the ability to get important things done is dependent 
upon maintaining a reservoir of goodwill. The person who fights every issue as 
though it were vital exhausts hls resources, including, most especially, the patience 
and goodv.--ill of those on \vhom he has to depend to get things done. Therefore, 
it should be considered neither surprising nor immoral that, when an issue is of 
100v salience, the sensihle indhridual may use it to build good\\"i1l for the future. 
or payoff past obligations. by going along with some individual for whom the 
bsue is of high salience. 

Some leadership situations require more power than others for the leader to be 
effective. More influence is necessary in an organization where major changes are 
required, but there is strong initial opposition to the Jeader's proposals for change. It is 
especially difficult for a leader who recognizes that the organization will face a major 
crisis in coming years, a criSIS that can be overcome only if preparations are begun 
immediately, but the evidence of the coming crisis is not yet sufficiently strong to 
persuade members to act now. A similar situation is the case where a leader desires to 
make changes that will reqUire short-term sacrifices and a long period of implementa
tion before the benefits are realized, but there is opposition by factions with a sho1't
term perspective. In such situations, a leader wilt need sufficient expert and referent 
power to persuade people that change is nez'essary and desirdble, or sufficient position 
and political power to overcome the opposition and buy time to demonstrdte that the 
proposed changes are necessary and effective. A combination of personal and position 
po\.ver increases the likelihood of success, but forcing change is always risky. Maurer 
(1996, p. J77) describes one successful example: 

When Leonard Bernstein became conductor of the Vienna Philharmonic) he rein
troduced [he symphonies of Gustav Mahler. The orchestra hated Mahler; they felt 
his music was overblown and pompous, .. Although Bernstein certainly had the 
power to program whatever he wished, it was a risky move. Orchestras notori
ously show their disdain for conductors they disrespect by engaging in maJicious 
compliance. All the notes are correct-so no one can be reprimanded-but they 
play without spirit. .. Although [they did not agree with Bernstein's) decision. 
he was highly respected by the members of the orchestra .... He was a world 
class musician. So, for Leonard Bernstein they played Mahler beautifully. 
Eventually, it seems, most of the orchestra grew to enjoy playing the music of 
their hometown boy. 
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Questions about the optimal mix of power for leaders are complicated by the in
terdependence among different sources of power. The distinction between position 
and personal power is sometimes convenient, but it should not be overdrawn, Position 
power is important, not only as a source of influence but also because it can he used to 
enhance a leader's personal poweL Control over information complements expert 
puwer hased on technical skill by giving the leader an advantage in ,solving imporlant 
problems and by enabling a leader to cover up mistakes and exaggerate accomplish
ments. Reward power facilitates development (If a deeper exchange l"<.-'btionship with 
kuhordinates, and when used skillfully it enhances a leader's referent po\ver. 'The au
thority to make decisions and the upward influence to get them approved enables a 
leader to demonstrate expertise in problem soiving, and it also facilitates development 
of stronger exchange relationships with subordinates. Some coercive power is neces
sary to buttress legitimate and expert power when a leader needs to influence compli
ance with rules and procedures that are unpopular but necesfiary to do the \york and 
avoid serious accidents. Likewise, coercive po\vcr is needed by u leader to restrain or 
hanish rebeb and crimjn~ils who would othef\vise dbrupt operations, ~tt.'al resources. 
harm other members. and calJ:-'c the leader to appe,!r \veak <-1nd incofllpt'tcnL 

110\V(:\'(:1', tno much position power nuy he as dctrimem:d as tno little. 
Leaders with a great deal of position power may be templed to rely on it instead of 
developing personal power and using other upproaches <e.g., con::.uitaliun, persuasiun) 
for innuencing people to comply with ;J request or support a change. The notion 
that po\ver corrupts is especially relevant for position power. Throughout history 
many political leaders with strong position puwer Iwv(' used it to dominate and 
exploi[ suhordinates. The ethical use of po\ver is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 1 L 

How easily power can corrupt leaders is demonstrated in an experiment con
ducted by Kipnis (1972). He found that leaders \vith greater rew~lrd power per
ceived subordinates as objects of manipulation, devalued the W0l1h of subordinates, 
attributed subordinate effort") to their o\\'n power use, maintained more sodal dis
t:mce from subordinates, and llsed re\,v<1rds more often to influence suhordinates. 
Although only a laboratory experiment with students. the resc~lrch cit.'arly points out 
the dangers of excessive position po\-ycr. In generaL a leader should have only a 
rnoderate amount of position power, although the optin1Jl amount will vary some
what dependit'tg on the situation. 

\V'hat ahrn.n personal pow(:r? Are there also dangers frorn having a great deal of 
expert and referent power? Personal power is less susceptihle to misuse, because it 
erodes quickly when a leader acts contraty ro the interests of followers. Nevertheless, 
the potential for comlption remains. A leader with extensive expert power or charis
matic appeal will be tempted to act in ways that will eventually lead to failure 
(Zaleznik, 1970), McClelland (1975, p, 266) describes this phenomenon; 

How much initiative he should take, how persuasive he should attempt to be, and 
at what point his clear enthusiasm for certain goals becomes personal authoritarian 
insLo;;tence that those goals are the right ones whatever the members of the group 
may think, are all questions calculated to frustr.He the well-intentioned leader. 
If he takes no initiative, he is no leader. If he takes too much, he becomes a 
dictator, particUlarly if he tries to curtail the process by which members of the 
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group participate in shaping group goals. There 1S a p'J.rticular danger for the 
man who has demonstrated his competence in shaping group goals and in 
inspiring group members to pursue them. In time both he and they may 
assume that he knows best, and he may almost imperceptibly change from 
a democratic to an authoritarian leader. 

Studies of the amount of influence exercised hy people at different levels in the 
authority hierarchy of an organization reveal that the most effective organizations have 
a high degree of redpmcal influence (Bachman, Smith, & Slesinger, 1966; Smith & 
Tannenbaum, 1963), The results suggest that leaders in effective organizations create 
relationships in which they have strong influence over subordinates but are also recep
tive to influence from them. Instead of using their power to dictate how things will be 
done, effective executives empower members of the organization to discover and im
plement new and better way:.; of doing things. 

One of the best ways to ensure that leaders remain responsive to follower 
needs is to provide formal mechanisms to promote reciprocal influence and discour
age arbitrary actions by the leader. Rules and policies can he enacted to regulate the 
exercise of position power, especially reward and coercive pO\VeT. GrieYance and 
appeals prou:dures can be enacted and indcpendl~nt review bO;:1rds estahlished !O 

protect subordinates against misuse of power by le~!ders. Bylaws, charter provisions, 
and official pulicies can be draftt:d to require leaders to consult \vith suhordinates 
and obtain their approval on specified types of decisions. Regular anitude surveys 
can be conducted to measure subordinate satisfaction ,-vith their leaders, In types of 
organizations where it is appropriate, periodic: elections or votes of confidence can 
be held to determine whether the leader should continue in office. Recall proce
dures can be established to remove incompetent leaders in ~ln orderly manner. 
Finally, leaders themselves can facilitate reciprocal influence by encouraging suhor~ 
dinates to participate in making important decisions, and by fostering and rewardjng 
innovation, 

Influence Tactics 

For the past two decades, rather than focusing exclusively on power as a 
source of potential influence, researchers have begun to examine the specific types 
of behavior used to exercise influence, The type of behavior used intentionally to 
influence the attitudes and behavior of another person is usually called an 
influence lactic. 

General Types of Influence Tadics 

Four general types of influence tactics that can be differentiated according to 
their primary purpose are impression management tactics, political tactics, proactive 
tactics, and reactive tactics. 

Impressiml Management Tactics. These tactics are intended to influence people 
to like the agent or to have a favorable evaluation of the agent. Examples include 
providing praise or offering unconditional help (ingratiation), and talking about one's 
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achievements or qualifications (self-promotion). These tactics can be used by leaders 
to influence followers, or by followers to influence a leader, Impression management 
by leaders and followers is discussed in Chapter 8, 

Political Tactics. These tactics are .uS!"d 10 influence organizational decisions or oth
cnvise griin benefits for ;lfl individual Of gnJup, Several scholars have identified polit
ical tactics used in org:mizations (e,g" Fairholm, 1993: Kacmar & Baron, 1999; Pfeffer, 
1992; Porter, Allen, &: Angle, 1(81), One type of political lactic involves an attempt to 

influence how important decisions are made and who makes them, Exaluples include 
influencing the agenda for meetings to include your issues, or influencing decision 
makers to use criteria that will bias decisions in your favof) or selecting decision mak~ 
ers who will promote and defend your interests, Political tactics are also used to 
defend against opponents and silence critics (Valle & Perrcwe, 20(0), Some politica! 
t;!tiics involve deception, manipulation, and ahuse of power (Zanzi & O'Neil, ZOOl), 
Ethical aspects of power and influence are discussed in Chapter 11, and how political 
lactic') are related to strategic decisions is discussed in Chapter 13, 

Proactive Influence Tactics. These tactics have an jmmediate task objective, sllch 
as getting the target person to carry out ~ nc\v task, change the procedures used for a 
current task, provide assistance on a project, or support a proposed change. \Vhen a 
request is dearly legitimate, relevant for the work, and something the target person 
knows how to do" then it is often possible to get targd compliance by llsing a "simple 
request" based on legitimate power. Ho\vever, when target resistance is likely, then 
111(: agent may need to use a proactive influence tactic such as rational persuasion. 

Reactive Influence Tactics. These tactics are used to resist an unwanted influence 
attempt or to modify the agent's request or proposal to be more acceptable to the tar
get person. From the perspe,,'tive of an observer, the agent 3.nd target have switched 
roles when reactive tactics ;lre being used. 111C use of influence tactks by both parties 
reflects the actual feciproeil 1nfluence proct:s:-;cs involved in many influence :.tuempts. 

Some specific influence tactics can be llsed ttJr more than one PUlPOSC', but thty 
may not be equally efTective for different purposes, For example, ingratiation is more ef
fective for impression management than for int1uencing someone to carry out a reqw:st. 
Literature reviews and meta-analyses arc likely to reach incorrect conclusions about tac
tic effectiveness if they fail to consider the purpose for using a tactic. 

Research to Identify Proactive Tactics 

Two research programs have used inductive and deductive approaches to iden
tify distinct types of proactive tactics, Kipnis, Schmidt, and Wilkinson (980) devel
oped a preliminary taxonomy by analyzing critical incidents that described success
ful and unsuccessful influence attempts, Then the tactics identified with this 
inductive approach were used to develop a self-report agent questionnaire called the 
Profiles of Organizational Influence Strategies (POlS), Schriesheim and Hinkin 
(990) later conducted a factor analysis of the POlS using data from samples of 
agents who rated their own use of the tactics in upward influence attempts with their 
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boss. This study found support for six of the proposed tactics (i.e., rationality, exchange, 
ingratiation, assertiveness) coalition) and upward appeal)) but not for the remaining 
two tactics (blocking and sanctions). Limited support for the revised version of the 
questionnaire was found in a subsequent study of upward influence (Hochwarter, 
Pearson, Ferris, PetTewe) & Ralstofl l 2000). However, there has been no systematic 
research to validate the questionnaire as a measure of tactics used to influence suh
ordinates and peers. Both the original and revised versions of the POlS have been 
used in many studies on determinants and consequences of the proactive tactics 
(see Ammeter et aI., 2002). 

A research program on proactive tactics was carried out by YukI and his col
leagues. The Influence Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ) was developed to provide mul
tisource feedback to managers (YukI, Lepsinger, & Lucia, 1992; Yuki, Seifert & Chavez, 
200H). The target version of the questionnaire has heen used in most of the research, 
beca use target r~ltings of agent influence behavior are usually more accur~lte than 
agent self-ratings, The initial version of the IRQ induded scales to measure the six [1ri
Il1JIY tactics from the POlS. However, instead of merely revising agent items from the 
POlS to make them appropriate for targets, a new set of items was developed, Jnd 
some scale names were changed to reduce amhiguity. The IBQ also included new 
scales to measure tactics identified by a deductive approach from theories about lead
ership and power. A factor anaJy.sis (YukI et a1., J992) founo sUppO!1 for nine distinct 
tactics, induding four not represented in the POlS (i.e., consultation, inspirational 
appeals, personal appeals, and legitimating), Upward appeals and coalition tactics 

TABLE 7-8 Definition of the 11 Proactive Influence Tactics 

Rational Persuasion: The agent uses logical arguments and factual evidence to show a proposal or 
request is feasible and relevant for attaining important task objectives. 

Apprising; The agent explains how carrying out a request or supporting a proposal will benefit the 
target personally or help advance the target person's career. 

IlI$pirational Appeals: The agent makes an appeal to values and ideals or seeks to arOuse the target 
person's emotions to gajn commitment for a request or proposal. 

Consultation; The agent encourages the target to suggest improvements in a proposal or to help 
plan an activity or change for which the target person's support and assistance are desired. 

Exchange: The agent offers an incentive, suggests an exchange of favors, or indicates willingness to 
reCiprocate at a later time If the target will do what the agent requests. 

Collaboration: The agent offers to provide relevant resources and assistance if the target will carry 
out a request or approve a proposed change. 

Personal Appeals: The agent asks the target to carry out a request or support a proposal out of 
friendship, or asks for a personal favor before saying what it is. 

Ingratiation: The agent uses praise and flattery before or during an influence attempt, or expresses 
confidence in the target's ability to carry out a difficult request. 

Legitimating Tactics: The agent seeks to establish the legitimacy of a request or to verify authority 
to make it by referring to rules, policies, contracts, or precedent. 

Pressure: The agent uses demands, threats, frequent checking, or persistent reminders to influence 
the target to carry out a request. 

Coalition Tactics: The agent seeks the aid of others to persuade the target to do something, or uses 
the support of others as a reason for the target to agree. 

Copyright © 2001 by Gary Yuki 
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TABLt; 7-9 CompariSon Of lnfIuen~Tacti(S found in 1I.vOResearchl>rogra~s 
Based on the POlS 

Rationality 
Exchange 
lngratiation 
Assertiveness 
Coalition 

Upward appeal 

Based on the IBQ 

Rational persuasion 
Exchange 
Ingratiation 

Pressure 
Coalition 
(lactic is included in coalition) 
Consultation 
Inspirational appeals 
Personal appeals 
Legitimating 
Collaboration 
Apprising 

Wl'n,,-~ combined into a ;-,ingle coalition scale) because many respondents failed to 
diffen.:ntbte hetween them, especially when used for lateral and dOWIT\Y~lfd influ
ence Subsequent research resulted in the identification of two additional tactlcs 
cd led collaboration and apprising (Yuki & Seifert, 2002; Yuki, Chavez, & Seifert, 
200=)). The 11 proactive tactics in the extended version of the IBQ are defined in 
Tahle 7-R Table 7-9 compares thc:-ic tactics 10 the ones found in the revised version 
of the POlS. The 'II proactive lactics found by YukI ~lnd his colleagues \"ill be ex
pl:lined next, as well as the conditions where each tactic is most likely to be 
successful. 

Rational Persuasion 

Ration~J! persuasion involves the use of explanations. logic-itl argument'>, and fac
tual L"vidence to show that a request or proposal is feasible and relevant for attaining 
task objectivt:s. A weak form of utional persuasion may jnclude only a brief explana
tion of the reason for a request, or an undocumented as,sertion t1ut a proposed change 
is desirable and feasible, Strongt:r forms of rational persuasion include a detailed ex
pLtnation of the feasons \vhy a request or proposed change is important, and the agent 
may also present evidence that the proposal is feasible. 

Rational persuasion is most appropriate when the target person shares the 
same task objectives as the manager but does not recognize the proposal is the 
best way to attain the objectives. If the agent and target person have incompatible 
objectives, then this tactic is unlikely to be successful for obtaining target commit
ment or even compliance. Along with facts and logic, a rational appeal usually in
cludes some opinions or inferences that the agent asks the target person to accept 
at face value because there is insufficient evidence to verify them. Thus, the suc
cess of the influence attempt also depends in patt on whether the target person 
perceives the agent to be a credible and trustworthy source of information, infer
ences, and predictions. 
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Apprising 

With this tactic the agent explains why a request or proposal is likely to benefit 
the target person as an individual. One type of benefit involves the target person's ca
reer, which could be aided by oppOltunities to learn new skills, meet important peo
ple, or gain more visibility and a better teputation, Another type of benefit is to make 
the target person's job easier or more interesting. Like rational persuasion, apprising 
often involves the use of facts and logic, but the benefits described are for the target 
person rather than for the organization. Unlike exchange tactics, the benefirs to be ob
tained by the target person are a by-product of doing what the agent requests, not 
something the agent will provide. Use of apprising is more likely to be successful if 
the agent understands the target's needs and how a request or propoS'al may be rele
vant for satisfying them. Apprising is more likely to be effective if the agent has cred
ibility as a source of information about career issues. 

Inspirational Appeals 

This tactic involves an emotional or value-based appeal, in COnTrast to the logical 
arguments used in ra-tional persuasion. An inspirational appeal is an artempt [() develop 
enthusiasm and commitment by arousing strong emotions and linking a request or 
propos~d to a person's needs, values, hopes, and ideals. Some base.s for appealing 10 

most people include their desire to be impol1ant, to feel useful, to develop and use 
their skills, to accomplish something worthwhile, to perform an exceptional feat, to be 
a member of the best team, or to participate in an exciting effort to make things better. 
Some ideals tllat may !K' the basis for 3n inspirational appeal include patt1otism, loyalty, 
jibeny, freedom, self-fulfillment, justice, fairness, equaBty, love, tolerance, excellence, 
humanitarianism, and progress. For example, soldiers are 3sked to volunteer for a 
dangerous mission as an expression of their patriotism, or a group of employees is 
asked to work extra hours on a special project because it may save many lives. No 
tangible rewards are promised, only the prospect that people will feel good as a result 
of doing something that is noble and just, making an important contribution, perform
ing an exceptional feat, or serving God and country. To formulate an effective appeal, 
the agent must have insight into the values, hopes, and fears of the person or grou p to 
be intluenced. Effectiveness also depends on communication skills, such as the 
agent's ability to lise vivid imagery and metaphors, manipulate symbols, and employ 
voice and gestures to generate enthusiasm and excitement. 

Consultation 

Consultation occurs when the target person is invited to participate in planning 
how to carry out a request or implement a proposed change. There are several rea
sons for using consultation as a decision procedure (see Chapter 5), but when used as 
a proactive influence tactic, the primary purpose is to influence the target person to 
support a decision already made by the agent. Consultation can take a variety of 
forms when used as an influence tactic. In one common form of consultation, the 
manager presents a proposed policy or plan to a person who will be involved in im
plementing it to discover whether the person has any doubts or concerns. In the 
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discussion, which is really a form of negotiation and joint problem solving, the manager 
tries to find ways to modify the proposal to deal with the person's major concems. In 
another common variation of consultation) the manager presents :a general strategy or 
objective to the other person rather than a det:ailed proposal and asks the person to 
suggest specific action steps Jor implementing it. The suggested action steps are dis
('ussed until the pa1ties reach an agreement. 

Exchange Tactics 

This type of influence tactic involves the explicit or implicit offer to provide 
something the target person wants in return for carrying out a reque':!t. This tactic is 
especially useful when the target person is indifferent or reluctant about complying 
with a request because it offers no irnportant benefits and would involve cons:iderable 
effort and inconvenience. Exchange tactics are a way to increase the benefits enough 
10 make it worthwhile for a target person to comply with the reque~t. An essential 
condition for effective use of this tactic is control ovcr somerhing the target person 
desires t:'nough to justlf;." compliance, The incentive may involve a \''/ide range of 
t:lngihlc or intangible benefits (e.g .. :l pay increase or promotion, :-icarce resources, in
formation, assistance on another !ask, a;<;sistanct" in advancing the target's career). 
Sometimes the promise fn:lY he implicit rather than explicit, sllch as the suggestion [hat 
the favor ""viii be returned in an l...mspecified way at a future time, An offer to exchange 
Ix-nents 'will not be efft:ctive unless the target person perceives that the agent is able 
and willing to carry out the agreement. 

Collaboration 

This influence tactic involves an offer to provide necessary resOUrces or assis
tant'e if the target person will carry out a request or approve a proposal. Examples 
include offering 10 show the target person ho\v to do a. requested ta:-;k, offering to 
provide the equipment or technical Jssistancl' needed to perform a requested task, and 
offering to help the target pl;;>fson deal with a probkm that \vould be caused by cany~ 
ing uut the request. Collahoration may seem simibr to exchange in that both Ul(1ics 

involve an offer to do somdhing for the target p<.:["::;on. Ho\vever. [here are important 
differences in the underlying motivational processes and facilitating conditions. 
Exchange usualiy involves an impersonal trade of unrelated benefits, whereas collabo
ration usually involves a joint effolt to accomplish the same task or objective. 

Personal Appeals 

A personal appeal involves asking someone to do a favor out of friendship or 
loyalty to the agent This influence tactic is not feasible when the target person dis
likes the agent or is indifferent about what happens to the agent The stronger the 
friendship or loyalty, the more one can ask of the target person. Of course, if referent 
power is very strong, a personal appeal should not be necessary. Personal appeals are 
most likely to be used when asking for something that is not part of the target person's 
regular job responsibilities (e.g., provide assistance, do a personal favor). 
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Ingratiation 

Ingratiation is an attempt to make the target person feel better about the agent. 
Examples include giving compliments, doing unsolicited favors, acting deferential and 
respectful, and acting especially friendly. When ingratiation is perceived to be sincere, 
it tend" to strengthen positive regard and make a target person more willing to consider 
the agent's request. However, ingratiation is Hkely to be viewed as manipulative when 
it is used just before asking for something. Therefore, ingratiation is less useful for an 
immediate influence attempt than as a longer-term strategy to improve relationships 
with people. 

Legitimating Tactics 

Legitimating tactics involve attempts to establish one's authority or right to make 
a particular type of request. Legitimacy is unlikely to be questioned for a routine request 
that has been made and complied with many times before. Ho\vever, a legitimating 
tactic may be needed when a request is unusual, it clearly exceeds your authority, 
or the target person does not kno\v who you are or what authority you have. There 
are several types of legitimating tactics, most of \vhich are mutually compatihle. 
Examples include explaining that a request or proposal is consistent with organizational 
poliCies and rules, with legal statutes, with professional role expectations, or with the 
terms of a contract or prior agreement 

Pressure 

Pressure tactics include threats, warnings, and assertive behavior such as repeat
ed demands or frequent checking to see whether the person has complied with a 
request. Pressure tactics are sometimes successful in inducing compliance with a 
request, particularly if the target person is just lazy or apathetic ratber than strongly 
opposed to it. However, pressure tactics are unlikely to result in commitment, and 
they may have serious side effects. The harder forms (e.g., threats, warnings, demands) 
are likely to cause resentment :ind undermine working relationships. In response, the 
target person may try to avoiJ, discredit, or restrict the power of the agent. Sometimes 
hard pressure tactics are necessary to obtain compliance with a rule or policy that is 
impon-<lnt to the organization, such as safety rules and ethical practices. However, in 
most cases, the softer forms of pressure (e.g., persistent requests, reminders that the 
target person promised to do something) are more likely to gain compliance without 
undermining ,the relationship with the target person. 

Coalition Tactics 

Coalition tactics involve getting help from other people to influence the target 
person. The coalition partners may be peers, subordinates, superiors, or outsiders. 
When assistance is provided by the superior of the target person, the tactic may be 
called an "upward appea1." Another distinct coalition tactic is to use a prior endorse
ment by other people to help influence the target person to support your proposal. To 
he helpful. the endorsement should be provided by someone the target person likes or 
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respects. Coalition tactics are usually used in combination ",;th other influence tactics. 
For example, the agent and a coalition partner may both use rational persuasion to in
fluence the target person. 

Power and Influence Behavior 

Studies using survey question'naires (Hinkin & Schricsheim, 1990; Kapoor & 
Ansari, 1988) or inDuene"" inddents (YukI, Kim, & Falbe, 1996) find that power and in
fluence behavior are distinct constructs. I-:Iowt'ver, the relationship among specific 
forms of powerJ specific influence behaviors, and influence outcomes is complex and 
not well understood. Several types of effects are possible, and they are not mutually 
exclusive (see Figure 7-1). 

Agent power may directly affect the agent's choice of influence tactics (:.is depict
ed by arrow #1), Some tactics require a particular type of po\ver to he effective, and a 
leader with relevant power is more likely {O use these tattics. For example, exdunge 
tactics reqUire re\vard power, which provides an agent with something of Y~llue to ex
changc \vith the targcl person. Strong forms of pressure such as \varnings and threats 
;.In: more likely to ht:' used by an aJ~ent who has some coercive po\ver over the target 
person. Rational perslusinn is more likely to be used ,-vhen the agent has the knowl
edge necessary to explain why a requcst is important and feasible. 

Some influence tactics may have a direct efk"t1. on target ;Htitudes and/or behav
ior, regardless of the agent's p()\ver. H()\vever, in the malority or inlluence atlempls, it 

is likely that po\ver acb as a moderator variable to enhance or diminish the effective
neSS of the tactics used by the agent, This moderator effect of pO\','er (depicted by 
arrow #2) is most likely to occur for types of the power directly rdev;:mt to the tactics 
llsed in an influence attempt. For example, expert power probably moderates the 
effect of rational persuasion. A proposal explaining why it is important to change 
operating procedUres is more likely to be successful if nude by someone perceived to 
have relevant expertise. A similar moderating effect prohably occurs for reward power 
and exchange tactics. An agent with high reward power is likely to h~lVe mOre success 
offering an t:xclunge than an ~lgent with Hnle reward power. Note that the target 
person's perception of agent reward p()\ver is more important than the agent's actual 
control over rewards< In a classic movie theme. a shabbily dressed millionaire offers a 
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FIGURE 7~1 Effects of Agent Power and Influence Behavior on 
Influence Outcomes. 
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stranger a lot of money to do something, and believing that the agent is poor the 
stranger refuses. In contrast, well-dressed con anists with little money are sometimes 
able to influence people to extend credit or lend valuable items on the (unfulfilled) 
hope they will result in later purchases. 

It is also possible that agent power can enhance the success of an influence tac
tic for which the power is not directly relevant (also depicted by arrow #2), An agem 
with strong referent power may be more successful when using rational persuasion to 
gain support for a proposal. An agent with strong coercive power may be more suc
cessful in galning compliance with a simple request, even though no pressure or ex
change tactics are used. Strong expert power may increase the credibility of a request 
unrelated to the agent's expertise. For example, a famous scientist influences people 
to participate in a risky financial venture that does not involve the scientist's field of 
expertise. 

Another possibility (depicted by arrow #3) is that agent power can influence the 
target person regardless of whether the agent makes any ovelt influence ~lttempL For 
example, people may cooperate more \vith an agent who has suhstantial re\vard 
power in the hopes of getting some rewards in the future. A classic example is providH 

cd by the case of relatives who are especially friendly and helpful to a rich old uncle, 
hut ignore another uncle ?':hom they believe to be poor. In organizations, people act 
more deferential toward somebody who has high position power, because they 3re 
aware of the possibility that the person can affect their job performance and career ad
vancement People are less likely to criticize or contradict a powerful agent, because 
they do not want to risk the agent's displeasure. People are more likely to cooperate 
\vith an agent who h~IS strong referent power, even if the agent does nothing to en
courage SUdl cooperation. 

Only a small amount of research has investigated the relationships between 
power and influence. TIlere is only limited evidence for the proposition that power in
fluences the choice of influence tactics, or that power moderates the effectiveness of a 
specific influelKe tactic There is only anecdotal evidence that power increases com
pliance or changes t.arget behavior independently of the use of tactics hased on this 
power. Clearly these important research questions desetvt' more attention, 

Use and Effectiveness of Influence Tactics 

A number of studies examined how the agent's use of influence tactics varies de
pending on the direction of influence (i.e., with subordinates, peers, or superiors). A 
few studies examined how different tactics are used together in combinations and se
quences. Other studies assessed the relative effectiveness of different tactics or tactic 
combinations. This section of the chapter briefly reviews major findings in the re
search on proactive influence tactics. 

Directional Differences in Use of Tactics 

One research question is whether managers use different tactics depending on 
the relative status of the agent and target Yuki and Tracey (1992) developed a model 
in which the following interrelated factors determine the selection of influence tadics 
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for a pankular influence attempt: (1) consistency with prevailing social nonns and role 
expectations ahout use of the tactic in that conte}."!, (2) agent possession of an appropri
ate power base for use of the tactic in that context, (3) appropriateness for the objective 
of the influence attempt, (4) level of target resistance encountered or anticipated, and (5) 
ensts of using the tactic in relation to likely benefits, The underlying assumption is that 
most agent~ prefer to use tactics that arc SOcially acceptable) that are fe~iSible in terms of 
the agenr's position and personal power in rdation to the target, that are not costly (in 
tem1S of time, effort, loss of resources) or alienation of the w.rgc1:), and truit arc likely to 
be effective for a particular objective given the anticipated level of resistance, 

The model was used to delive specific hypotheses about directional differences 
in how often each type of tactic is used, For example, it was hypothesized that ex
change) pressure, ingratiation) and legitimating tactics arc used more in a downward 
and lateral direction than upward, ·nlC rcason was that these tactics arc more consis
tent with the power base and role expectations for a boss in relation to a suhordlmlte 
than for a subordinate in relation to a boss. Support for most of the hypothe.'ics was 
found in three studies using surn.'y qUt.:'s(ionnaircs or descriptions of inl1uence inci
dents (Yuki & Falbe, 1990; YukI, Fallx', & Youn, 1993: Yuki ,'X Tracey, 1992). The re
sult') are summarized in Tahle 7-10. Othcr studies that examined din:dional c1itTerencl::-; 

TABLE 1-10 Summary of Findings for Proactive Influence Tactics 

Influence Tactic Directional Use Sequencing Used Alone or General 
of Tactic Results in Combination Effectiveness 

Rational Widely used in all Used more for Used frequently High 
Persuasion directions initial request both ways 

inspirational More down than No difference Used most with High 
Appeal up or lateral other tactics 

Consultation More down and No difference Used most with High 
lateral than up other tactics 

Collaboration More down and Not studied Used most with H,gh 
lateral than up other tactics 

A,pprising More down than Not studied Used most with Moderate 
lateral or up other tactIcs 

Ingratiation More down and Used more for Used most with Moderate 
lateral than up initial request other tactics 

Exchange More down and Used most for Used both ways Moderate 
lateral than up immed. follow-up equally often 

Personal Appeal More lateral than Used more for Used both ways Moderate 
down or up initial request equally often 

Coalition Tactic More lateral and Used most for Used both ways Low/moderate 
up than down delayed follow-up equally often 

Legitimating More down and Used most for Used most with Low 
Tactic lateral than up immed. follow-up other tactics 

Pressure More down than Used most for Used both ways Low 
lateral or up delayed follow-up equally often 
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in the use of varjous influence tactics found moderately consistent results, and the few 
discrepancies may reflect differences in how the tactics were operationally defined 
and measured (Erez et aI., 1986; Gf'dvenhorst & Boonstra, 1998; Kipnis et aI., 1980; 
Savard & Rogers, 1992; Xin & Tsui, 1996), 

The research on directional differences in tactic selection is complicated by the 
complex interrelationships among situational determinants of agent behavior, such as 
the authority relationship between the agent and target) their relative power bases, and 
the agent's influence objectives. The objective of an agent's influence attempt (e.g., as
sign a task. make changes, get resources or approvals) may differ considerably de
pending on whether the target is a subordinate, peer, or superior (Erez, Rim, & Keider, 
1986; Kipnis, Schmidt, & Wilkinson, 1980; YukI & Palbe, 1990), The confounding of 
influence objectives with direction of influence makes it diftkult to interpret results 
from research on these situational determinants of an agent's choice of taL1ics (Ansari & 
Kapoor, 1987; Erez et aI., 1986; Kipnis et aI., 1980; Schmidt & Kipnis, 19H4; Yuki, 
Guinan, & Sottolano, 1995), 

Sequencing of Tactics in an Influence Attempt 

Influence <lttempts often involve a series of separate influence episodes that 
occur over a period of days or weeks. Some tactics are used more in initial influence 
attempts, whereas other tactics ~1re used more in follow-up influence attempts, The 
model of tactic selection described earlier can be used to explain sequencing djffer
ences in the use of different influence tactics. In generdl, it is reasonable to assume 
that a manager will initially select tactics that arc likely to accomplish an objective with 
the least effort and cost. Support for this proposition was found in a study of influence 
incidents descrihed from the perspective of either the agent or the target (YukI, Falbe, 
& Youn, 1993\ and the results found in this study are summarized in Tahle 7-10. 
Other studies on sequencing differences found mostly consistent results (e,g., Savard & 
Rogers, 1992), 

Most initial influence attempts involve either a simple request or a relatively 
weak form of rational persuasion. These tactics are easy to lise and entail little in the 
way of agent costs. However, if some target resistance is anticipated, then the agent is 
likely to use a stronger form of rational persuasion, and "soft" tactics such as personal 
appeals, ingratiation, consultation, collahoration, and inspirational appeals. In the face 
of continued resistance by a target, the agent will either escalate to "harder" tactics or 
abandon the effort if the request does not justify the risks entailed by escalation. 
Pressure, exchange, and coalitions are likely to be saved for follow-up influence attempts, 
because they involve the greatest costs and risks. 

Effectiveness of Individual Tactics 

Yuki and Tracey (992) proposed a model to predict the outcomes of using 
different influence tactics. The effectiveness of an influence tactic used by a particular 
agent in a particular context appears to depend on severa] factors: 0) amount of intrinsic 
resistance by the target due to the nature of the request, (2) potentia] of the tactic to in
fluence target attitudes about the deSirability of the requested action, (3) agent 
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possession of an appropriate power base for use of the tactic in that context, (4) agent 
skill in using tbe tactic, and (5) prevailing social nonns and role expectations about use 
of the tactic in that context. A tactic is more likely to be successful if the target per
ceives it to be a socially acceptable form of influence behavior, if the agent has sufficient 
pOSition and personal power to use the tactic, if the t~Ktie has the ('apability to affect tar
get attitudes about the dt,>sirabHity of the request, if it is ll":>ed in a skiHful way, and if it 
is used for a request that is fegitimate and consistent with target values and needs. 

The relative effe<.-tiveness of the proactive jnfluence tactics has heen examined in 
field studies with questionnaires (e,g., Barry & Bateman, 1992; Kipnis & Schmidt, 19M; 
Yuki & Tracey, 1992), in incident studies (e,g" Falbc & Yuki, 1992; Schillt & Locke, 
1982; Yuki, Kim, & Falbe, 1996), in laboratory experiments (e,g" Barry & Shapiro, 
1992; YukI, KIm, & Chavez, 1999), and in scenario studies (e,g" Fu & Yuki, 2000; Yuki 
ct aI., 2003), The limited number of studies, the use of different research methods, and 
the choice of different tactics to assess make 11 difficult to integrate the findings from 
this research, Nevertheless, some tentative conclusions can he drawn abOUt the effec
tiycnes's of each influence tactic (see also Table 7-]()). 

The 11l{ }"t effective tactics for influencing target ('()mmitmct1t to carry out a request 
of support a proposal (somL'limes calk~J "core tactics") are rational persuasion, consul
Lltion, collaboratioDr and inspirational appeals. Hovv a tat11e is actually used is one ck"-
lerminant of it!-> effectiveness. For example) a strong fonn of rational persuasion (e.g., 
a detailed proposal, daborate documentatiun) it; much mOre effective than a weak 
form of ratioo3.1 persuasion (e.g" a brief explanation. an assertion without supporting 
evidence). Examples of ways to use the core tactics are prOVided in Tahle 7-1 L The 

TABLE 7-11 Ways to Use the Core Tactics 

Rational Persuasion 
• Explain in detail why a request or proposal is important, 
• Use facts ard logic to make a clear case in support of a request or proposal, 
• Provide evidence that a request Or proposal is feasible, 
• Explain why a propos,,! is better than the alternatives, 

Inspirational Appeals 
• Describe a proposed change as an exciting and worthwhile opportunity. 
• Lmk a prop()$ed activity or change to the person's ideals and values, 
• Describe a clear, appealmg vision of what can be accomplished by a project or change, 
• Use a dramatic, expressive style of speaking and positive, optimistic language in a proposaL 

Consultation 
• State your objective and ask what the person can do to help attain it 
• Ask for suggestions on how to improve a tentative proposal. 
• Involve the person in planning action steps to attain an objective, 
• Respond in a positive way to any concerns expressed by the person, 

Collaboration 
• Offer to provide assistance or resources the person will need to carry out a request. 
• Offer to help solve problems caused for the person by a request 
• Offer to help implement a proposed change if the person will support it, 
• Offer to show the person how to do the task involved in a request 
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gUidelines are suggestions rather than prescriptions, because it is essential to evaluate 
the situation and determine the appropriate way to lise each tactic. 

Ways to use the remaining 7 tactics are shown in Table 7-12. Ingratiation. ex
change, and apprising are moderately effective tactics for influencing subordinates and 
p~ers~ but they are difficult to use for proactive influence attempts with superiors. 
Agents have little to exchange in an upward direction

j 
because most rewards and re

sources are controlled by the superior rather than by subordinates. Successful use of 

TABLE 7-12 Ways to Use Supplementary Tactics 

Apprising 
• Explain how the person could benefit from carrying out a requested task. 
• Explain how the task you want the person to do would help his/her career. 
• Explain why a proposed activity or change would be good for the person. 
• Explain how a proposed change would solve some of the person's problems. 

Exchange 
• Offer something the person wants in exchange for providing help on a task or project 
• Offer to do a specific task or favor in return for compliance with a request 
• Promise to do something for the person in the future in return for his/her help now. 
• Offer to provide an appropriate reward if the person carries out a difficult request. 

Ingratiation 
• Say that the person has the speCIal skills or knowledge needed to carry out a request 
• Praise the person's past achievements when asking himlher to do another task. 
• Show respect and appreciation when askIng the person to do something for you. 
• Say that there is nobody more qualified to do a task. 

legitimating 
• Explain that your request or proposal IS consistent with official rules and policies. 
• Point out that your request or proposal is consistent with a prior agreement or contract. 
• Use a document to verify that a request is legitimate (e.g. a work order, policy manual, contract. charter). 
• Explain that a request or proposal is consistent with prior precedent and established practice. 

Personal Appeal 
• Ask the person to do a favor for you as a friend. 
• Ask for his/her help as a personal favor. 
• Say that you are in a difficult situation and would really appreciate the person's help. 
• Say you need to ask for a favor before telling the person what it is. 

Pressure 
• Keep asking the person in a persistent way to say yes to a request 
• Insist in an assertive way that the person must do what you ask. 
• Repeatedly check to see if the person has carried out a request. 
• Warn the person about the penalties for not complying with a request. 

Coalition 
• Mention the names of oth~rs who endorse a proposal when asking the person to support it. 
• Get others to explain to the person why they support a proposed activity or change. 
• Bring someone along for support when meeting with the person to make a request or proposal. 
• Get others to explain to the person why they support a proposed activity or change. 
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apprising requires unique knowledge about the likely personal benefits associated 
with an activity or change, and a subordinate is much less likely than a superior to be 
a credible source of such knowledge. Ingratiation is likely to be viewed as manipula
tive when used as part of a proactive influence attempt with a superior. In general, it 
is more effective to use ingrmimion as part of a long-tenn strategy for huilding cooper
ative relation" than as a proactive in!1uence tactic. 

Personal appeals can he useful for influencing a target person with whom the 
agent has a friendly rebtionship. Howeverj this uctic is relevant only for ceftain 
types of requests (e.g., get assistance, get a per:-;onal favor) change .a scheduled 
meeting or deadline), and it is likely to result in target compliance rather than 
commitment. Pressure and legitimating tactics are not likely to result in target com
mitment, but these tactics can be useful for elidting compliance. As noted earlier, 
compliance is sometimes all that is needed to accomplish the objective of an influ
ence attempt, 

A coalition tactic can be effcctive for influencing someone to support a change or 
innovation, or 10 do a nev\,' task especially jf any coalition partners USt.-' direct tactics 
sllch as rational persu:lsion and inspirational appeals. IIowever. a coalition tactic is 
less efft-'ctivC' for inflll<::ndng someone !o work LlSk'l" or improve performance, espe
ciaHy when vie\ved as an attempt to "gAng up" on the target person. 

Overall. th(' results an: consish.'nt \-vjIh the pnlposirion that e:I1: .. :h tactic can be 
useful in an appropriate situation. Some tactics tend to be I110rt: effective than others, 
hur the best tactics do not always result in task commitment and the worst tactics do 
noI :.llways f(.:'sult in resistance. The outcome of any particular influence attempt is 
atrectcd strongly by other hlCtors in addition to the type of influence tactics lIsed hy 
the agent (e .. g., the po\ver and authority ofthe agent, the type of intluenn: objective, 
the perceived importance of the request, lhe relationship hetween agent and target, 
cultural values and norms about the liSt-' of th<.:' tactics). Any taoic em result in 
resistance if it b not used in a skillful manner, or if it is used for a request that is im
proper or unethicaL 

Effectiveness of Tactic Combinations 

As noted earlier, different {aetics can he lIsed together in the same influence ~lt

fempt. Only a few studit.'s have examint->d use of tactic comhinations, and some of the 
research was done with ahstra<:t metacategories (e.g., soft vs .. hard tactics) rather than 
the specific tactics (Barry & Shapiro, 1992: Case, Dosier, Murkinson, & Keys, 1988; 
Emans, Klaver, !vIunduate, & Van de Vliert, 1999; Falbe & Yuki, 1992). Nevertheless, 
some tentative conclusions can be drawn from the available research. 

Whether a combination of two or mOre tactics is better than a single tactic de
pend~ on what tactics are combined. The effectiveness of a combination seems to 
depend in pan on the potency of the individual tactics and how compatible they are 
with each other. Compatible tactics are easy to use together, and they enhance each 
other's effectiveness. Rational persuasion is a very flexible tactic that is usually com
patible with any of the other tactics. Some other tactics are 'clearly incompatible. For 
example, pressure tactics are likely to be incompatible with personal appeals or ingra
tiation. Knowing how to successfully combine different influence tactics appears to 
require considerable insight and skill. 
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Reactive Tactics 

In proactive influence attempts the agent initiates the interaaion, but effective 
leaders must also be able to respond in appropriate ways to an unwanted influence at
tempt initiated by someone else. As noted earlier, reactive tactics are used to avoid 
doing what the agent requests, or to influence the agent to modify a request so that it 
is more acceptable. Only a few studies have investigated how people resist influence 
attempts, but initial findings suggest that most of the tactics used for proactive influ
ence attempts can also be used for resistance (UHair, Cody, & O'Hair, 1991; Tepper, 
Nehring, Nelson, & Taylm, 1997; YukI, Fl!, & McDonald, 2003). For example, wilen 
used as a resistance tactic, rational persuasion may involve explaining why the agent's 
proposed plan is unlikely to be sllccessful. Collaboration may involve an offer to help 
accomplish the agent's objective in different way. Apprising may involve explaining 
why a proposed activity or change is likely to result in unfavorable personal outcomes 
for the agent (the "bcwan: what you wish for" tactic). Legitimating may involve ex
plaining ho\-v the agent's request is inconsistent with company wIt·s or a formal con
tract. Pressure may involve a threat to resign or to pursue legal action against the 
agent jf an unethical request or proposal is nut withdrawn. 

Ethical Use of Influence Tactics 
The integrity of leaders is very much affected by how they use inl1uence tac

tics. Any tactic can be used in a way that is unethical. For example, rational per
suasion and apprising Iilay involve lies and distortion. Inspirational appeals based 
on emotions such as fear or envy may be llsed to influence people in destructive 
ways. Collaboration and exchange may he empty promises. Ingratiation may be in
sincere. The proactive tactics should be used in ethical ways to accomplish shared 
objectives, not to exploit others for the leader's personal gain. Leaders should be 
careful to avoid using tactics in a ,-Yay that is deceptive or manipulative. Some }e<Jd

ers believe that deception may he justified in the short term to achieve worthwhile 
ohjel.'tives, hut the long-term effects are usually negative for both the leader and the 
organization. 

Limitations of Research on Proactive Influence Tactics 

The research on influence tactics provides some useful insights ahout the way 
managers influence people, but many questions remain unanswered. Many re
searchers continue to use the taxonomy of influence tactics based on the research by 
Kipnis and colleagues (980), which includes only one of the four most effective "core 
tactics" identified in the subsequent research, Some researchers classify the specific 
tactics into broadly defined metacategories (e.g., "hard" versus "soft" tactics) that ob· 
scure important differences among the component tactics. Unless the researchers an
alyze data for the specific tactics as well as for the tactic metacategories, the results are 
likely to be inconclusive or misinterpreted (Yukl & Chavez. 2002). 

Another limitation in most of the research is to treat each influence attempt as an 
isolated episode, rather than as part of a sequence of reCiprocal influence processes 
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that occur in an evolving relationship between the panies. Lin!e effon has been made 
to integrate the research on proactive influence tactics with the extensive literature on 
other types of behavior managers use to influence people at work, such as clarifying 
objectives and standards, and modeling proper behavior (see Chapter 4). The influ
ence tactics are often used [ogether with these other forms of leader behaYi{)r and 
rnust he consistent with them. Most of the researdl on intelpefsunal influence fails to 
('Onsider the interpersonal and political skills of the agent, and more n.:scarch b needl:'d 
to determine how these skills Ih()clcratc the effectiveness of influence attx:mpJs 
Finally, it is important to remember that any type of influence Lactic can be used in a 
\-'lay that js deceptive and manipulativ"e. The use of power and influence in unethical 
ways by leaders and the consequences of such behavior for the organization are dis
cussed in Chapters 9 and 11. 

Summary 

Power is the ctpacity to influence the attitudes and bduvior of people in the desired 
direction. Authority is the right to influence others in "pecificd WdY:>, and it b an im
portant basis for intluent-e in formal organizations. PotentLtl influence derived from a 
manager's position in the organization b calkd po:-:;ititm power! and it includes legiti
mate pO\VeL reward power, coercive pO\vel", information po,xer, and ecological 
power. Potential jnflucIKe derived from the characteristics of the person who occu
pies a leadership position is called personal power, and it includes expert and referent 
po\ver. 

Social exchange theory de;<;cribcs the process hy \vhich individual le-~lders gain 
and lose power over time. Greater sUtus and power is accorded to someone \vllo 
demonstmtes loyalty to the group and competence in solving task problems and mak
ing tusk decision;.,. Innovative proposa b are a source of increa_sed statu', and eXpL'lt 
pn\ver \vhen successful, but they result in lov/er status and expert power if Elilure oc
curs and it is attributed to poor judgment, irresponsibility, or pursuit of self-interest. 

Research on the usc of ditTclL11t forms of power by leaders suggest., that effective 
leaders rely ni( )re on personal power than on position po\ver. Nevelthe1ess, position 
power is still important, and it interacts in complex ways \vith persona] pO\\'l'r to de
tL1:1nine n leader's influence on subordinates. As Kotler U 9B2) suggested, effective 
h:aders probably use a mix of different types of power. 

The amount of posilion power necessary for leader effectiveness depends on the 
nature of the organization, task, and subordinates. A le::tder with extensive reward and 
coercive power is tempted to rely on them excessively, instead of using referent and 
expen power. This path leads to resentment and rebellion. On the other hand, a 
leader lacking sufficient position power to reward competent subordinates, make nec
essary changes, and punish chronic troublemakers will find it difficult to develop a 
high-performing group or organization. 

The success of a manager depends greatly on the manner in which power is 
exercised. Effective leaders are likely to use power in a subtle, careful fashion that 
minimizes status differentials and avoids threats to the target person's self-esteem, In 
contrast, leaders who exercise power in an arrogant, manipulative, domineering 
manner are likely to engender resentment and resistance. 
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Power and influence behavior can be regarded as separate constructs, even 
though they are interrelated in complex ways. Some general types of influence tactics 
that differ in tenns of their purpose include impression management tactics, political 
tactics, proactive tactics, and reactive (or resistance) tactics. The most effective proactive 
tactics are rational persuasion} consultation, collaboration, and inspirational appeals. 
What tactics are used depends on the situation, and the choice of tactics will vary 
somewhat depending on whether the target person is a subordinate, peer, or superior. 
Any tactic can fail if it is not used in a skillful, ethical way, or it is inappropriate for the 
influence ohjective and situation. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. What sources of power stem primarily from personal attributes, and what sources 
of power stem primarily from the position? 

2. \Xfhat types of power are related most strongly to leadership effectiveness? 
,). Explain how instrumental compliance, identification, and internalization differ. 

Can the three influence processes occur at the same time? 
4. Describe how leaders gain or lose power. 
). How much position and personal power do leaders need to be effective? 
6. What uses of power would be considered unethical? 
7. How is power related to influence behavior? 
H. Briefly define each type of influence tactic described in this chapter. 
9, Ho\v does the use of influence tactics differ for downward, lateral, and upward in

fluence attempts? 
J 0, Which tactics are used more initially and \vhkh are used more as follow-up taL'1ics? 
1 L \Vhich influence tactics are most likely to result in target commitment? 

Key Terms 

agent 
appriSing 
coalition 
coercive power 
collaboration 
commitment 
compliance 
consultation 
ecological power 
exchange tactics 
expert power 
information power 

ingratiation 
inspirati(mal appeals 
instrumental compliance 
internalization 
legitimate power 
legitimating tactic 
personal appeal 
personal identification 
personal power 
position power 
pressure tactics 
proactive influence tactic 

rarional persuasion 
referent power 
resistance 
reward power 
role modeling 
scope of authority 
simple request 
social exchange theory 
strategic contingencies 

theory 
target person 
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CH A P T{I 

Dyadic Relations, 
Attributions, and 

Followership 

learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

• Understand why different dyadic relationships develop between a leader and 
individual SUi)t)f(linates. 

• Vnderstand the major findings in research on leader-memher exchange theory and 
the lirnit:1thms of t111s research. 

• Understand how leader behavior is influenced by attributions about the motives 
and skills of subordinates. 

• Understand appropriate ways to manage a subordinate who has performance 
defkiencies. 

• Understanu how leaders and followers attempt to manage impressions about their 
ahility and n10tivati( H1. 

• Understand how attributions and implicit theories influence fol1o\ver pefL"'Cption 
and evaluation of a leader. 

• Understanu what followers can do to have a more effective dyadic relationship 
with their leader. 

• Understand how follower self-management can substitute for some aspects of 
leadership. 

Most of the early theory and research on leadership behavior did not consider how 
much leaders vary their behavior with different subordinates. However, the discussion 
of delegation in Chapter 5 makes it clear that dyadic relationships are not identical 
for all of a leader's direct subordinates. This chapter begins with a theory (LMX) that 
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describes how a leader develops an exchange relationship over time with each subor
dinate as the two parties influence each other and negotiate the subordinate's role in 
the organization, Next, attribution theory is examined to discover how leaders inter
pret subordinate performance and decide how to react to it. Researcb on upward im
pression management is examined to see how subordinates attempt to influence a 
leader's perception of their competence and motivation. This part of the chapter also 
has some guidelines on how leaders can deal with unsatisfactory performance and im
prove the quality of the exchange relationship. 

The chapter then turns to fullower-based approaches to leadership. Most leader
ship literature over the past half-centuty has focused on leaders. The attitudes and 
behavior of leaders have been examined in detail, but until recently, follower attitudes 
and behavior were only examined as an indicator of leader influence and effective
ness. \XTithout followers there would be no leaders, and interest in studying follower
ship has been increasing (Collinson, 20(6). Chapter 5 described research on follower 
perceptions of empowerment, and the present chapter describes research on follower 
evaluation of leader effectiveness. The chapter abo examines self-management 
processes that enable followers to become more effective as individual contributors, 
cven in the absencc of good leaders. The chapter includes guidelines on how to he an 
effective follower while remaining true to one's values, Finally, the chapter includes a 
brief discussion about integrating leader and follower roles in organizations. 

Leader-Member Exchange Theory 

Leader-member exchange (LMX) theory describes the role-making processes 
between a le~tder and each individual subordinate and the exchange reiationship that 
develops over time (Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 197'5; GrJ.en & Cashman. 197'5). L~·lX 

theory was formerly called the vertical dyad linkage theOlY because of its focus on 
reCiprocal inHuence processes within vertical dyads composed of one person who has 
direct authority (}Ver am)ther person. 

Initial Version of LMX Theory 

The basic premise of the theory is that leaders develop a separate exchange rela
tionship with each subordinate as the two parties mutually define the subordinate's 
role. Graen and Cashman (975) suggested that exchange relationships are f0n11ed un 
the basis of personal compatibility and subordinate competence and dependability. 
Over time, a leader is likely to establish either a high-exchange relationship or a low
exchange relationship with each subordinate. 

According to the tl1eory, most leaders develop a high-exchange relationship with a 
small number of trusted subordinates who function as assistants, lieutenants, or advisors. 
TI1e basis for establishing a high-exchange relationship is the leader's control over out
comes that are desirable to a subordinate, These outcomes include such things as assign
ment to interesting and desirable tasks, delegation of greater responsibiliry and authoriry, 
more sharing of information, participation in making some of the leader's deciSions, 
tangible rewards such as a pay increase, special benefits (e.g., better work schedule, 
bigger office), personal support and approval, and facilitation of the subordinate'S career 
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(e.g., recommending a promotion, giving developmental assignments with high visibility). 
In return for greater status, influence, and benefits, a high-exchange subordinate has 
additional obligations and costs_ The subordinate is expeeted to work harder, to be more 
committed to task objectives, to be loyal to the leader, and to share some of the leader's 
administrative duties. 111e development of high-exchange relationships occurs grauually 
over a peri<xi of time, through redpnx.'al reil)forcement ofhchaviof as the exchange cycle 
is repeated over and ovt.'T again. Unless the cycle is broken, the relationship is likely to 
develop a high degree of mutual dependence, loyalty, and support. 

The benefits to the leader from a high-exchange relationship are evidenL 
Subordinate c0111rnitment is important when the leader's work unit h<:lS tasks that 
require considerable initiative and effort on the part of some members to be carried 
out successfully. The assistance of committed subordinates can be invaluahle to a 
manager who lacks the time and energy 10 carry out an of the administrative duties for 
which he or she is responsible. However, the high-exchange n:lationships create n:r
{:lin obligations and constraints for the leader, To maintain these relationships, the 
leader must provide attention to the ~ubordinate.s, remain responsive to their needs 
~JOd feelings, and rely more on time-I..'onswning influence methods such as persuasion 
and consultation, The Icader cannot resort ro coercion or heavy-handed USt' uf author
ity \VitlH)ut endangering tile special relationship. 

The exchange relationship esuhlished with the remaining suhordinates is suhstan
tially different. A low.,exchangl' relationship is characteriz..:d hy a relatively low level of 
mutual influence. To satisfy the terms of this "outgmup" relationship, subordinates 
need unly comply \vith formal rol..: requirements (e.g., duties; rules, standard prOt.'e
dures, and iegitimalt' directions fl:om the leader). As long as such complhnce is t()ilh
coming, rht::' subordinate receives the standard benefits for the job {such as a salary). 

Role-Making Stages 

In a revision of LMX theory. the Jeve]oprnent of relationships in a leader
subordinate dyad \-vas descrihed in terms of a "life cycle m{xlel" with three possible 
:'>tages (Graen & Scandura, 19H7; Graef) & Fhi-Bien. 1991). The relationship hegins with 
an initial testing phase in whk'h the leader and subordinate evaluate ead1 uther's 1"1:10-

tives, attitudes, and potential resources to he exchangeu, and mutual role expectations 
are establbhed. Some rdatiof1.'ihip.<; never go beyond this first stage. If the rcIationship 
proceeds fo the second stage, the exchange arrangement is refined, and mutual trust, 
loyalty, and respect arc developed. Some exchange relationships advance to a third 
("mature") stage wherein exchange based on self .... interest is transformed into mutual 
commitment to the mission and objectives of the work unit. According to Graen and 
Uhl-Bien (991), the third stage corresponds to transformational leadership, whereas 
the first stage corresponds to transactional leadership (see Chapter 9). 

Measurement of LMX 

The way in which LMX has been defined has varied substantially from study to study. 
Quality of exchange relationship is usually assumeu to involve such things as mutual trust, 
respect, affection, support, and loyalty. However, sometimes LMX is defined to include 
other aspects of the relationship (e.g., negotiating iatitude, incremental influence, shared 
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TAB!.E 8-1 Sa'1lplelte;ms fromthetMx-/ 

1. How well does your leader understand your job problems and needs? 

Not a Bit A Little A Fair Amount Quite a Bit 

2. How well does your leader recognize your potential? 

Not at All A Little Moderately Mostly 

3. How would you characterize your working relationship with your leader' 

Extremely Worse than Average Better than 

Ineffective Average Average 

A Great Deal 

Fully 

Extremely 

Effective 

4. What are the chances that your leader would use hislher power to help you solve problems in your 
work? 
None Small Moderate High Very High 

From Graen & Uhj~Bien (1995) 

valtH;s), or individual attributes of the leader and subordinate (see Sduiesheim, Castro, & 

Cogliser, 1999). More than 15 different measures of L\1X have been used since the theory 
was first proposed, making it more diflkult to conduct a meta-analysis of resulb from LMX 
research. The most widely used measure is a seven-item scale called L\1X-T Table H-l 
shows sample items from the L\1X-7, but it should be noted that different response choic
es arc sometimes used for the items. Some researchers have used longer, more diverse 
questi(mnaires in an attempt t() identify separate dimensions of L\lX (e.g., Liden & Masiyn, 
1998; Schriesheim, Neider, Scandura, & Tepper, 1992), It is not clear yet whether the 
multidimensional scales offer any advantages over 3 unidimensional scale, More research 
is needed to detemline the implications of using a multidimensional version, 

Only a small number of studies have measured LMX from the [x?rception of both 
the leader and the follower (e.g .. Deluga & Peny, 1994; Liden, Wayne, & Stilwell, 1993; 
Phillips & Bedeian, 1994; Scandura & Schricsheim, 1994). It is reasonable to expect the 
two parties to agree about something as important and salient as the quality of their 
relationship, Contral)! to this expectation, the con"Clation betsvcen leader-f<Jted LMX and 
su~x)fdinate-mtt.-'d LMX is low enough to raise questiOl'L'i about scale validity for one or 
both sources (see Gerstner & Day, 1997\ It is not dear whether the low correlation 
reflects measurement problems in the scales or actual differences in perception. 
Suix)rdinate mtings of L\1X appear to be strongly influenced by the perception that the 
leader is supportive and fair, whereas leader ratings of L\1X appear to be strongly influ
enced by the perception that the subordinate is competent and dependable. More 
research is needed to determine what the scores actually mean and to clarify the implica
tions of measuring LMX from different (leader and subordinate) perspectives. 

Research on Correlates of LMX 

Most of the research on LMX theory since the initial studies in the 19705 has 
examined how LMX is related to other variables. This research includes a large num
ber of survey field studies, a smaller number of laboratory experiments, and a couple of 
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field experiments. In addition, a few studies have used observation and analysis of 
communication patterns within high versus low LMX relationships (e.g., Fairhurst, 
1995; Kramer, 1995), Detailed reviews of research on the correiates of LMX can be 
found in various articles (e.g., Erdogan & Liden, 2002; Gerstner & Day, 1997; I1ies, 
Nahrgang, & Morgeson, 2007; Liden, Sparrowe, & Wayne, 1997; Schriesheim et aI., 
1999). A summary of major findings is presented in the remainder of this section. 

One set of studies examined facit >fS that predict the quality of the exchange rela
tionship for a dyad. A favorable relationship is more likely \vhen the subordinate is 
perceived to he competent and dependable, and the subordinate's values and altitudes 
are similar to those of the leader. Some aspects of subordinate personality and leader 
personality may also be related to LMX, but the number of studies on this question is 
too small to reach any firm conclusions. 

Another set of studies examined how LMX is related to leader and subordinate 
ix:havioL \Vhcn the exchange relationship is f~lvorahle, behavior by the leader is 
more supportive and includes more consultation and delegation, more mentoring, 
less close monjtoring, and less domination of conversations. The suh< jftlinate 
demonstrates organization;.!1 citizenship hellavk)r, more support of the leader, more 
open communjc~ltion \"\/11h the leader, and less lise of pressure tactics (e.g., lhreals, 
demands) 10 influence the leader. It is not clear how much a new subordin:1te can 
directly influence the role-making process, f~)r example hy using irnpression man
:tgement behavior, but it is likely that some suhon:Hn~Hcs :lre proactive about devel
oping a favorable relationshlp rather than passively accepting whatever the leader 
decides to do, 

A substantbl body of research hat-; now examined the relationship bet\veen LMX 
and outcomes such as subordinate satisfaction and performance. This body of re
search found that a favorable do\vnward exchange relationship was usually l'orrelated 
with more role clarity, higher satisfaction, stronger organizational commitment, and 
better subordinate performance. A favor:1ble exchange relationship is also correlated 
highly with subordjnate lfll.<.jt (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). Most ofthe research on correlates 
of LMX involved survey field studies, bur a rare fidd experiment found that leaders 
trained to develop favorable exchange relationships \vith their subordinates had suhse
quem gains in the objective performance and satisfaction of their subordinates (Graen, 
'\'ovak, & Sommerkamp, 1982; Scandura & Graen, 1984). To incorporate the results of 
the research on outconws, the revised thL"Ory (Grat.'n & UhI-bien, 1995) included the 
prescription thai the leader should tty to establish a special exchange relationship With 
aU subordinates if possible, not just with a few favorites. 

The early research found that a leader's upward dyadic relationship affects down
ward dyadic relationships (Cashman, Dansereau, Graen, & Haga,1976; Graen, Cashman, 
Ginsburgh, & Schiemann, 1977). A manager who has a favorable exchange relationship 
with the boss is more likely to establish favorable exchange relationships wifh subordi
nates, A favorable upward relationship enables a manager to obtain more benefits for 
subordinates and to facilitate their performance by obtaining necessary resources, cut
ting red tape, and gaining approval of cbanges desired by subordinates. Subordinates 
feel less motivation to incur the extra obligations of a special exchange relationship if 
the leader has little to offer in the way of extra benefits, opportunities, and empower
ment. The research found fhat the effects of a manager's upward relationship were felt 
by subordinates regardless of their own relationship with the manager. Managers wifh a 
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favorable upward relationship with their own boss were described by subordinates as 
having more technical skill, providing more outside information, allowing more 
participation in decision making, allowing more subordinate autonomy, and providing 
more support and consideration. A more recent study in a hospital found that a favor
able upward relationship did not yield benefits for the manager unless there was also a 
good exchange relationship with the subordinate. The henefits induded higher identi
fication with the organization and less depersonalization toward customers (Tangirala, 
Green, & Ramanujam, 2007). 

Evaluation of LMX Theory and Research 

LMX theory began as a descriptive theory, but over time it has become more pre
scriptive. Refinement of theories can be an advantage if they become more precise, 
parSimonious, and comprehensive. Unfortunately, the revisions of LMX thC01Y have 
not always produced these henefirs. LMX theory still has a number of conceptual 
weaknesses that limit its utility Early versions of the theory did not adequately explain 
how dyadic relationships develop over time, how the leader's different dyadic relation
ships affect each other, and how differentiated relationships affect overall pert()fmance 
by the le"der's work unit (Dienesh & Liden, 1986; Schriesheim et a!., 1999; Vecchio & 
Golxlel, It)B4). Revisions of the theolY have attempted to remedy some of these defi
ciencies, but additional improvements are needed. 

A continuing problem over the years has been ambiguity about the nature of the 
exchange relationship (Schriesheim et aI., 1999). The proliferation of LMX definitions 
and scales has not helped to reduce the ambiguity. It is still not evident whether the 
LMX scales measure a theoretical construct (quality of relationship) that is conceptual
ly meaningful and distinct from more traditional constructs such as satisfaction with the 
leader, trust of the leader. and identification with the leader. The low agreement 
between dyad members in their ratings of LMX may mean that the scales measure 
biased individual perceptions that are highly confounded with other variables. These 
prohlems in the definition and measurement of LMX need to be resolved. 

The theory needs more elaboration about the way exchange relationships 
evolve over time. Despite the growing body of research on L;vfX, we still know little 
about how the role-making process actually occurs. The theory implies that 
exchange relationships evolve in a continuous, smooth fashion, stalting from initial 
impressions. The few longitudinal studies suggest that LMX relationships may form 
quickly and remain stable. Evidence from other types of research suggest that 
dyadic relationships typically progress through a series of ups and downs, with shifts 
in attitudes and behavior as the two parties attempt to reconcile their desire for au
tonomy with their desire for closer involvement (see Fairhurst, 1993). To resolve 
these inconsistencies, longitudinal research is needed, with methods that can record 
the pattern of interactions over time in more detail arid probe more deeply into each 
party's changing perceptions of the relationship. 

The theory would he improved by a clear description of the way a leader's 
different dyadic relationships affect each other and overall group performance. Some 
differentiation is likely to benefit group performance, especially if it is perceived by 
members as fair and appropriate to facilitate team performance (Uden, Erdogan, 
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Wayne, & Sparrowe, 2006), However, as differentiation of dyadic relationships in
creases, at some point it probably begins to create feelings of resentment among the 
low-excbange members (McClane, 1991; Yuki, 1989), The minimal level of compli
ance expected of them may fail to OCCllr if the leader's 'favorites' appear to he getting 
more benefit~ than they deserve, The negativeef!'ects of extreme differentiation wiI! 
he greater when the work unit 15 an interading team, because hostility alnong mcm
he'!'s unciennines nt--'<-'essary cooperation. The chaUenge for a leader b to develop dif
ferentiated relationships with some subordinates to f~lCi1itate achievernent of the k"~tm's 
misSion, \vhile maintaining a relationship of mutual trust) respect) and loyalty with the 
other subordinates. It is not neCeSS<11Y to treat all subordinates exactly the same, 1mt 
each person should perceive that he or she is an important and respected member of 
the team mther than a "second-class citizen." Not every subordinate may desire more 
rc;;ponsibl!ity, but each person sh(lUld perceive an equal opportunity based on compe
tence rather than arbitrary favoritism. 

Li\rIX theory can be improved by incorporation of attrihutional processes that 
c'xplain how leaders interpret ,subordinate actions and subordinates interpret leader 
actions (Dienesch & Liden, 1986: Steiner. 1997), These attrihutioru! processes ~Ire 
described later in the chaprer. Anorhtr \\'ay to enrich the theory b 10 include ,",'on
ceptions about procedural and distributive justice (Scandufa, 1999). Subordinate 
perception of rairne~s in the assignment of responsibilities and ihe allocation of 
rewards can help to explain the development of t:xchange relationships. 

LMX theory has heen almost exclusively about vertical dyadic rehltionships. 
Graen and lihl-Bien (199'5) proposed that the theory can be extended to other types of 
dyadic relationships, such as those with lateral peers or members of one's informal net
work Sparrowc and Liden Cl997) proposed that insights from social network theory 
may hdp to explain how dyadic relations develop within a broad!.'r social contexL 
1'3o"\vcver, as yet only a small amount of rese~trch has been conducted on exchange 
pnxx:'sses in non~hierarchical dyadic relationships, 

Leader-tnember exchange is mostly a universal theory, with minimal effort to 
explain how situational variables may affect the exchange procc;')s (Grt'en, 
Anderson, & Shivers~ ]996), Some a;':lpects of the situation that are likely to be relevant 
include demographic attributes of \vork unit members, job characteristics, work 
unit characteristics (e.g .. size, function, stability of membership), and type of or
ganization. These 'Organizationai yariahles may affect the type of dyadic relation
ships. that occur, the underlying exchange processes. and their implications for 
individuals and the organization, In general there has been little research on situ~ 
ational conditions affecting development of exchange relationships. One exception 
is a study by Green, Anderson, and Shivers (996) that investigated how leader
member exchange relationships are affected by demographic and organizational 
variables, 

The research on leader-subordinate exchange has relied too much on static field 
studies with questionnaires, Only a few studies on LJ\,lX used a longitudinal design 
(e,g" Bauer & Green, 1996; Duchon, Green, & Taber, 1986; Liden et aL, 1993; Major, 
Kozlowski, Chao, & Gardner, 1995), More longitudinal research is needed to discover 
how exchange relationships evolve over time, and the research should include more 
intensive measures (e.g., obsetvation, diaries, intetviews, analysis of communications) 
to supplement the usual questionnaires. 
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Leader Attributions About Subordinates 

As we already discussed, how a leader acts toward a subordinate varies depend
ing on whether the subordinate is perceived as competent and loyal, or incompetent 
and untrustworthy. The assessment of competence and dependability is based on 
interpretation of the subordinate's behavior and performance, Attribution theory 
describes the cognitive processes used by leaders to determine the reasons for effec
tive or ineffective performance and the appropriate reaction (Green & Mitchell, 1979; 
Martinko & Gardner, 1987; Mitchell, Green, & Wood, 1981; Wood & Mitchell, 19tH). 

TWo-Stage Attribution Model 

Green and Mitchell (]979) described the reaction of a manager to poor perform
ance as a two-st~ge process. In the first stage the manager tries to determine the cause 
of the poor performance; in the second stage the manager tries to select ~ln appropri
ate response to correct the problem. 

"'-fanagers attribute the major cause of poor performance either to something 
internal to the subordinate (e.g., lack of effort or ability) or tu external problems 
beyond the subordinate's control (e.g" the task had inherent obst~lcles, resources \vere 
inadequate, information \-vas insufficient, other people faiJed to provide necessalY sup
POi1, or it was just plain had luck). An external attribution is more likely when 0) the 
subordinate has no prior history of poor performance on similar tasks; (2) the subordi
nate performs other tasks effectively; (3) the subordinate is doing as well as other peo
ple who are in a similar situation; (4) the effects of Etilures or rnistakefi are not serious 
or harmful; (j) the manager is dependent on the subordinate for his or her own 
success; (6) the subordinate is perceived to have other redeeming qualitieS C populari
ty, leadership skills); (7) the suhordinate has offered excuses or an apology; or (8) 
evidence indicates external causes. In addition, managers with prior experience doing 
the same kind of \vork as the subordinate are more likely to make external attributions 
than managers without such experience, perhaps because they know more about the 
external faclOfs that can affect per!(Jfmance (Crant & Bateman. 1993; Mitchell & KaJb, 
1982). Manager trait" such as internal locus of control orientation (see Chapter 2) can 
also influence attributions (Ashkanasy & Gallols, 1994), 

The type of attrinution made by a manager influences the response to the 
problem (e.g., Dugan, 1989; Offerman, Schroyer, & Green, [998; Trahan & Steiner, 
1994). \X!hen an external attribution is made, the manager is more likely to respond 
by trying to change the situation, such as providing more resources, prOViding 
assistance in removing obstacles, providing better information, changing the task to 
reduce inherent difficulties, Of in the case of bad luck, by shOWing sympathy or 
doing nothing. When an internal attribution is made and the manager determines 
that the problem is insufficient ability, the likely response is to provide detailed 
instruction, monitor the subordinate's work fllore closely, provide coaching when 
needed, set easier goals or deadlines) or assign the subordinate to an easier job. If 
the problem is perceived to be lack of subordinate effort and responsibility, then 
the likely reaction is to give directive or nondirective counseling, give a warning or 
reprimand, punish the subordinate, monitor subsequent behavior more closely, or 
find new incentives. 
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Research on the Model 

Several studies confirm the major propositions of the model (see review by M'lltinko, 
Harvey, & Douglas, 2007) Despite some disagreement about the importance of leader 
attributions as a detem1inant of leader behavior, the research appears to SUppo't the basic 
model and the importanLc of le-dder attlihutions. The model i~ abo SliPPOJiL"'{1 by research 
Of) the effeLi of pusition power on a leader's treatment of suhordinates (Kipnis, Schmidt, 
Price, & Stitt, 1981; McFil1en & New, 19(9), The more position power a leadn has, the 
more likely the leader will auJibute appropriate hehavior by a subordinate 10 eXlrinsic bc
tors (Le., done only to gain revvards or avoid punishments) than to intIinsic motivation. 

Attributions and LMX 

Research on attributions also points out another danger of having low-exchange 
relationships \vith some subordinates (Lord & Maher, 1991)< The type of t-~xdl:lnge 
relationship lhat has been formed in!1uenc('s the m:mager's subsequent interpret~ll ion 
of the person's hehavior. l.eadt:rs appear to he less critical in t:valuating tht: perform
ance of suhonJinales \vith \\'hom they have est3hlishl.'d a higlH:xchange rdatioll~hip 
(Duarte, (~oodson, & Klkh. 19';.LL Ht'I1ellUn, (rrcenhergl,..'r, & Anonyuo, l()Kt»). 
,,",loreover, attributions ahout reason:;. for perforrn;mce appear tn dHft,.,T. Effective 
performance is more IJkdy to he attributed to internal causes for a high-exchange 
memher and to external C.ltL'ieS for a low-exchange memher. In conlrast, poor per
formance is attributed to external causes for a high-exchange member and to internal 
causes for a It )w-exchange memher. 

Tht: leader's hehavior toward the subordinate is consi,..;tent "vith lhe attribution 
ahoul performance, For example, effective behavi( ,r by a high-exchange subordinate 
is more likely to ht.' praist:d. and mistakes hy a luw-exchange subordinate are more 
likely to be criticize!...L Thus, the leader's stereotype f()f a subordinate tends to becomt: 
a self-fulfilling prophecy that perpetuates the stereotype. Low-t>xchange subordinates 
get le;';..<; support, cuaching! .and resourn:s, yet when they make mistakes or have per
formance djfficulties, the manager hlames them rather than recognizing situational 
l."auses and his or her o\vn contribution [0 the prohlt..'I1l. 

The bias of m~my managers toward making internal attributions about poor per
formance by a subordinate is in sharp contrast to the self-serving bias of suhordinates 
to blame external f.1<.:[ors for their mistakes or failures (Maninko & Gardn!..-'r, ] 9fF), 
These incompatible biases make it especially difficuh for the manager to handle per
forman<:e problems effectively. The manager's bi:b results in greater use of punitive 
actions, which are resented all the more by ,,>ubordinates who do not feel responsible 
for the problem (Harvey, Martinko, & Douglas, 2006; Tjosvold, 1985), Thus, a major 
implication of the attribution research is the need to help managers become more care
ful, fair, and systematic about evaluating subordinate perfonnance. Managers need to 
become more aware of the many options available for dealing with different causes of 
performance problems and the importance of selecting an appropriate one. 

Applications: Correcting Performance Deficiencies 

Correcting performance deficiencies is an important but difficult managerial 
responsibility. People tend to be defensive about criticism, because it threatens their 
self-esteem and may imply personal rejection. Many managers avoid confronting 
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• Gather information about the performance problem. 
• Try to avoid attributional biases. 
• Provide corrective feedback promptly. 
• Describe the deficiency briefly in specific terms. 
• Explain the adverse impact of ineffective behavior. 
• Stay calm and professional. 
• Mutually identify the reasons for inadequate performance. 
• Ask the person to suggest remedies. 
• Express confidence in the person. 
• Express a sincere desire to help the person. 
• Reach agreement on specific action steps. 
• Summarize the discussion and verify agreement. 

subordinates about inappropriate behavior Of poor performance, because such 
confrontations often degenerate into an emotional conflict that fails to deal \vith the 
underlying prohlem, or does so only at the cost of !ower respect and trust hetween the 
parties. Corrective feedback may be necessary to help a subordinate improve, but it 
should be done in a way that will preserve a favorable relationship or improve a rela
tionship that is already strained. 

Insights about the most effective way to provide corrective feedback are 
provided by the research on dyadic leadership processes, together with related 
research on counseling, feedback, and conflict. Effective managers take a suppoJt
lye, probJem-solving approach when dealing with inappropriate behavior or defi
cient performance by a subordinate. The following guidelines show how to improve 
communication and problem solving while reducing defensiveness and resentment 
(see also Tahle 8-2). 

• GliIther information about the performance problem. 

Before confronting a subordinate about a performance deficiency, it is helpful to 
have the fact') strajght. It is especially important to do some fact finding when you did 
not directly observe the subordinate doing something improper. Gather information 
about the timing (when did problems occur, how many times), magnitude (what were 
the negative consequences, how serious were they), antecedents (\vhat Jed up to the 
problems, what was the subordinate's involvement), and scope (did the prohlems occur 
only for the subordinate, or did others experience the same problems). If jnformation 
about a subordinate'S unsatisfactory behavior is second hand (passed on hy somehody 
else), try to obtain a detailed account from the parry who initiated the complaint If the 
prohlem occurred previously, identify any prior actions that were taken to deal with it 

• Try to avoid attributional biases. 

In view of the attributional biases described earlier, it is essential to avoid assuming 
that the problem is due to a lack of subordinate motivation or competence. There 
may be more than one reason for inadequate performance. As noted previously, a 
performance deficiency may be due to situational causes, internal causes, or a combi
nation of both. Situational causes that are usually beyond the control of the subordinate 
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include the following: shortages in supplies, materials, or personnel; unexpected or 
unusual events (e.g., accidents, bad weather, sabotage, lawsuits, new regulations); 
resource levels below budgeted levels due to last-minute cuts or shifts in priorities; and 
failure by people in other parts of the organization or outsiders to carry out their part 
of a project properly and on time. Internal causes for poor perlill'manee usually 
involve low motivation or deficiencies in subordinate skill, Exarnpies of this lypl:' of 
problem include the following: failure to carry out a major action step on schedule, 
failure to monitor progress to detect a problem before it becomes serious, slHN,dng 
poor judgment in dealing with a problem, procrastinating in dealing with a problem 
until it gets worse, failure to notify superiors about a problem that requires their atten
tion, making an avoidahle error in the performance of it task, failure to follow standard 
procedures and rules, and acting in an unprofessional or improper manner. 

• Provide corrective feedback promptly. 

Corrective feedback should be provided soon after the prohlem is noticed Glther 
than waiting until a later lime when the person may not reIl1t.'mher the incidenL Detl 
immcdiatdy \vl1h improper hehavior that you ohserve yourself. and handle other pcr
f()nnance pn;!)iClnS (I."(){nplaints about a suh{)rdinate, <)uh.--tandard quality (lr 11fodUt'tiv-

as: soon as you c:tn conduct a preliminary investigation. Some managers save up 
criticism~ for the annual appraisal mCI..;ling or scheduled progress review meetings, 
This practice is likely 10 he ineffective. By delaying feedback, you lose the opponuni-
11' to ckal with the prohlem immt:;diatcly before it become::; \\/orse. Moreover, by not 
responding to inappropriate or ineffective hehavior, the wrong message BUY be sent, 
namely that the hehavior is accepuhle Of not of any consequence. Finally,;! person is 
likely to he more defensive after hearing a barrage of criticbms at the same time. 

• Descnbe the deficiency briefly in specific terms. 

Feedback is mon: dfective if it inyolves specifk behavior or specific examples of 
rerformant'e defjcienck~s, Vague, general criticism ("'Your work b sloppy") may not 
communiC;itc what the person i..., doing \vrong and is easier for lhe person to deny. 
Provide spedfic examples of what was dune, where it occurred, and v.hen it occurred. 
For t'xample, instead of saying a person is rude, point out that he interrupted you 
f\yice this week \vitll trivial question;.; when you were talking to other people (identify 
them and \vhen the incident happened). \V"hen criticizing performance, cite specific 
example;-:; of llt1s~tti~faClory performance. For example, point out [hat two customers 
complained ahout sluw service by the person's department. Avoid exaggeration such 
as "You are always late." Keep the description of ineffective behavior brief. The longer 
the person has to listen to criticism, even when constructive, the more defensive the 
person is likely to get. 

• ExpIaln the adverse impact of ineffective behavior. 

Corrective feedback is more useful if it includes an explanation of the reason why 
a person's behavior is inappropriate or ineffective. For example, describe how the 
behavior causes problems for others and interferes "ith their work Describe the dis
comfort and distress you or others experienced as a result of the person's inappropriate 
behavior. Describe how the person's behavior jeopardizes the success of an important 
project or mission and express your personal concern about it. 
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• Stay calm and professional 

It is appropriate to show concern about a performance problem or mistake, but 
corrective feedback should be provided without expressing anger or personal rejec
tion, A manager who gets angry yells at the person, and makes insulting remarks 
(e,g" calling the person stupid and lazy) is unlikely to motivate the person to improve 
his or her performance, Moreover, this type of behavior impedes problem solving and 
undermines the relationship between manager and subordinate. AVOId accusations 
and insults ("Why did you do such a stupid thing?") that will make the person defen
sive. Criticize behavior instead of the person. Make it dear that you value the person 
and want to help him or her to deal with the performance problem 

• Mutually ideutify the reasons for inadequate performance. 

Even after a preliminary investigation into the causes of a performance problem, 
you may lack important information about the problem that would change your percep
tion of it. It is essential to listen to the suhordinate's explanation for the problem, rather 
than jumping to conclusions ahout the causes. Give the person an opportunity to 
explain errors, inadequate performance, or inappropriate hehavioc Sometimes the per
son may not know the reason or may make excuses rather than admitting responsibili
ty. Be careful to differentiate between situational causes and personal causes. Personal 
causes of inadequate performance are harder to detect than situational causes, because 
a subordinate is usualJy reluctant to admit mistakes and failures. When probing to dis
cover these causes, ask what types of things the subordinate would do differently with 
the benefit of hindsight, and what lessons were learned from the experience, Keep the 
discussion of personal causes focllsed on specific behavior that was ineffective or inap
propriate rather than on personal attributes such as poor judgment, irresponsibility, or 
lack of motivation. Mutually identify all of the important reasons in a careful, systemat
ic manner, ,dther than moving immediately to a discussion of corrective aCtions. 

• Ask the person to suggest remedies. 

It is essential to get the person to take responsibility for dealing with a perform
ance de/kit-ncy < Improvement is unlikely if the person makes excuses and denies 
responsibility for the problem. Commitment to improve is more likely if the person 
suggests way'S to deal with the problem. Thus, when discllssing how to correct per
formance deficiencies, begin by asking for suggestions rather than telling the person 
what to do. Use open-ended questions such as "\"Vhat ideas do you have for improving 
performance?" and "What can we do to avoid this problem in the future?" Encourage 
the person to consider a variety of possible remedies, rather than focusing quickly on 
one narrow remedy, Try to build on the subordinate's ideas rather than merely point
ing out limitations, If the subordinate fails to identify some promising remedies, try to 
present your own ideas as variations of the subordinate's ideas. State your ideas in a 
general, tentative way ("What about the possibility of , , , ?") and let the subordinate de
velop the details so he or she feels some ownership of the improvement plans, 

• Express conf'Jdence in the person. 

A subordinate who lacks self-confidence and is discouraged about doing poorly 
on a task is less likely to improve. One important leadership function is to increase a 
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person's confidence that difficult things can he achieved with a concerted effort, 
despite past failures. Mention the person's beneficial qualities that can help him or her 
do better. Describe how others overcame similar failures or setbacks. Express confi
dence that the person will succeed. Research shows that subordinates perform better 
when the leader has high expectations for them (Eden, 1990; McNatt, 2(00). 

• Express a sincere desire to help the person. 

It is essential to communicate your intc'11tion to help the person do better. Be 
alert for opportunities to provide assistance to the suhordinate by using your knowl
edge, influence, or contacts. Subordinates may be reluctant to ask for help if they 
believe that it is an admission of weakness. If a person's performance is being affect
ed by personal problems (e.g .. family problems, financial problems, substance abuse), 
be prepared to offer assistance if it is requested or is dearly net.·tkd. Examples of 
things that a leader can do indude the following: help the person identify and express 
concerns and feelings, help the person understand the reasons for a personal prohlem, 
provide new perspectives on the prohlem, help the person identify alternatives, oller 
,-lovice on hnw to deal \\,1th the prohlem, and n.:fer the person to professionals who 
L~in provide assistance. 

• Reach agreement on specific action steps. 

It is essential to identify concrete action steps to be taken by the subordinate, If 
you discuss possible remedies but end the discussion without agreement on specific 
action steps, the person may walk a\vay from the meeting without a clear understand
ing of what he or she is expected to do. Likewise, it is not enough to tell the suhordi
nate to try to do hettee Unless rhe person makes an explicit promise to carry ollr 
specific action steps, he or she may quickly fi:xget about the disclIssion, As part of the 
explicit agreement, you should dearly state any action steps you will take to help the 
~ubordjnate improve performance, 

• Summarize the discussion and verify agreement. 

After agreement has been reached, summarize the essence of the discussion. The 
purpose of a sumnury is to check for agreement and mutual understanding, As you 
end the ITIL"t'ting, repeat your willingnes.", to provide assistance ;tnd indicate that you art' 
availabk to discuss any additional pruhlems or complications that may arise. You may 
also want to set a tentative date and time for a follow-up meeting to review progress. 

Follower Attributions and Implicit Theories 

Just as leaders make attributions about follower competence, followers make at
tributions about leader competence and intentions. Followers use information about 
leader actions, changes in the performance of the team or organization, and external 
conditions, to reach conclusions about responsibility for success or failure. More attri
butions are made for someone who occupies a high-level position with substantial 
prestige and power, especially in cultures where leaders are viewed as heroic figures 
(Calder, 1977; Kanst, Vank, & Van der Vlist, 1999; Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985; 
Pfeffer, 1977b). 
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Determinants of Follower Attributions about Leaders 

Several interrelated factors determine how followers assess leader effectiveness 
(Awamleh & Gardner, 1999; Choi & Mai-Dalton, 1999; Ferris, Bhawuk, Fedor & Judge, 
1995; Lord & Maher, 1991; Meindl, Ehrlick, & Dukerich,1985; van Knippenberg, van 
Knippenberg, De Cremer, & Hogg, 2004). One factor is the extent to which dear, time
ly indicators of performance are available for the leader's team or organization. A leader 
is usually judged more competent if his or her unit is successful than if it is unsucces....,fuL 
The performance trend will also influence follower assessment of the leader. A leader is 
more likely to be judged competent if performance is improving than if it is declining. 
Moreoverj if performance suddenly increases (or decreases) soon after the leader's term 
of office begins, more credit or blame for the change will be anributed to the person 
than if performance remains stable. 

Followers also consider the leader's actions, A leader who has done something 
that could explain a change in performance will be attributed more responsibility for it. 
Leaders who take direct actions that appear relevant get more credit for performance 
improvements than leaders who do not Direct actions that are highly visible to f( lllow
ers influence attributions more than indirect actions that are not visible. The impor
tance of direct action J:.; increased when followers perceive an immedi:He uisis. A 
leader who acLs decisively to resolve an obvious crisis is considered highly competent, 
whereas a leader who fails to take direct action in a crisis, or whose action has no ap
parent dIcct is likely to be judged incompetent. The uniqueness of changes made by 
a leader also influences attributions about the leader's competence. Leaders who m~lke 
innovative changes in the strategy (what is done or how it is done) get more credit for 
success and more blame for failure than leaders who stick with a traditional strategy. 

Followers also use information about the situation to reach conclusions about re
sponsibility for success or failure, Improving performance is less likely to be credited 
to the leader when external conditions are favorable (e.g., the eronomy is improving 
and sales are up for all firms in the industry). Likewise, declining performance is Jess 
likely to be blamed on the leader when external conditions are unfavorable (e.g., a 
ne\v competitor enters the market). Followers may also consider constraints on the 
leade(s decisions and actions (e.g., new government regulations, pressure from supe
riors). A leader who appears to have considerable power and discretion in deciding 
what to do is attributed more responsibility for success or failure than a leader who is 
viewed as a puppet or figurehead. 

Followers judge leader intentions as well as leader competence. A leader who 
appears to be more concerned about followers and the mission than about personal 
benefit or career advancement will gain more follower approval. Credibility is 
increased when the leader expresses strong and consistent convictions about a pro
gram or change and explains why it is necessary without exaggerating the benefits or 
ignoring the costs. Dedication to the organization is indicated when the leader takes 
personal risks to accomplish important objectives and does not benefit materially from 
them (Yorges, Weiss, & Strickland, 1999). A leader who makes visible self-sacrifices in 
the service of the organization will be viewed as more sincere and committed. 

In contrdst, leaders who appear insincere or motivated only by personal gain get 
less credit for making changes that are successful, and receive more blame for making 
changes that are unsuccessful. The mood of tbe followers can also affect attributions 
about leader intentions. Leaders are more likely to be seen as manipulative and 
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self-serving if followers are in a negative mood CDasborough & Ashkanasy, 2002). 
Followers also consider the extent to which the leader appears to be similar to them 
in terms of values, beliefs, and other qualities they consider important (e.g., religion, 
gender, ethnic background). Followers who identify strongly with the group or or
ganization are likely to have more trust in a leader who appears to be "one of them" 
and will make more favorable attributions about the leader (Hogg) Hains, & )'1ason, 
199B). In contrast~ followers will he more skeptical when judging the actions of a 
leader who is viewed as "an outsider." 

It is more difficult to assess leader competence when reliable indicators of per
formance are absent, foHowers have no 0ppOltunity to ,observe the leader'::; actions, or 
a long delay occurs before leader aL~ions affect performance. Just as leaders tend to 
be biased toward making internal attributions about followers, followers seem to have 
a bias toward rnaking intcrnal attributions about leacivrs. especially when information 
is ambiguous. Followers usually attribute SUCceSs or failure more to the leader's per
sonal qualities (e.g., expertise, initiative, cremivily, dedication) than to siwational fac
tors beyond the control of the leader. Coaches are praised when the ream is winning 
(:onsistt'ntly and blamed for rc'jx~ated losses. The CEO of a comp:.tny gets credit for in
creasing profits and is hlamed for dedining profits, The implications of follower aHri

hutions for leadership eHeniveness are also disCllS;-.;C'd ttl Chapters 9 and 13. 

Implications of Follower Attributions about Leaders 

How followers perceive a leader has important implications for the leader and 
the ot:~aniz~ltion. Leaders perceived to he cumpetent are likely to retain their position 
or be adv.lt1ced to a higher position, whereas leaders perceived to be incompetent are 
likely to he replaced. Leaders who are judged to be competent gain more power and 
have more discretion to make changt:s. As explained later in Chapter 7, the amount of 
legitimate power and dis(:retion allowed a leader depends on tile perception by 
followers and other stakeholders (e.g., hoard of directors, IX-Inks, government agen
des, stockholders) that the leader has the cxpertise to solve important problems facing 
the organization. This perception depends in large part on how the leader's earlier 
decisions :lnd actions afe interpreted. Atlributions about a leader's competcnce ~lre 
esp(:cially important for top executives, hecause their long-term int1:uence on the SUf

dv~d ~ll1d prosperity of [he organization depends on their discretion to make innova
tive, major ch.a:nges in key areas of organi;'<;Jtion strategy (Lord & Maher, 1991). 

Implicit Leadership Theories 

How leaders are evaluated is affected by implicit leadership theories, which are 
beliefs and assumptions about the chardcteristics of effective leaders (Eden & Leviatan, 
1975; Epitropaki & Martin, 2004; Gioia & Sims, 1985; Lord, Foti, & Devader, ]984; 
Offerman, Kennedy, & Wirtz, 1994; Rush, Thomas, & Lord, 1977). The implicit theo
ries involve stereotypes and prototypes about the traits, skills, or behaviors that are rel
evant for a particular type of position (e.g., executive vs. lower-level leader, manager 
vs. military officer), context (e.g., crisis vs. noncrisis situation), or individual (e.g., male 
vs. female leader, experienced vs. new leader). Implicit theories are developed and 
refined over time as a result of actual experience, exposure to literature about effective 
leaders, and other social-cultural influences (Lord, Brown, Harvey, & Hall, 2001). The 
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implicit theories are influenced by individual beliefs, values, and personality traits, as 
well as by shared beliefs and values about leaders in the organizational culture and the 
national culture (Gerstner & Day, 1997; Keller, 1999). Some differences in implicit the
ories are likely among countries with diverse cultures (see Chapter 15), 

Implicit theories of leadership influence the expectations people have for leaders 
and their evaluation of the leader's actions. Implicit theories ahout effective leadership 
determine the perceived relevance of various types of leader behavior (Lord & Maher, 
1991). Leaders who do things that are relevant for the situation but inconsistent with 
follower expectations may be evaluated less favorably than leaders who conform to 
role expectations. Prototypes are more important as a basis for evaluating the leader 
when followers identify strongly with their group or organization and agree about 
essential leader values and behavior (e.g., Hogg, Fielding, Johnson, Masser, Russell, & 
Svensson, 2006). Follower beliefs about desirable qualities for a leader are influenced 
by demographic stereotypes and cultuml values (see Chapter I S). The same type of 
leader behavior may be evaluated more Of less favorahly depending on the identity of 
the leader (e.g., male vs. female) and the cultural values of followers (e.g., individual
ism vs. collectivism). 

Implicit leadership theories can be a source of biased ratings on leadership 
behavior questionnaires. A respondent's implicit theory may interact with other factors 
(e.g., perceived leader competence, satisfaction \vith the leader) to jointly influence rat
ings of leader behavior. For example, a leader who is liked or perceived to be etlective 
may he rated higher on behaviors in the rater'S conception of an ideal leader than on 
behaviors not included in this "prototype;' regardless of the leader's actual use of the 
behaviors, Effective performance by a leade(s group or organization may be attributed 
to behaviors assumed to be relevant fix performance, even though the respondent did 
not have an opportunity to observe the behaviors or did not remt.~mher them dearly. If 
most respondents in a survey study have a similar implicit theory, their biases may in
fluence the factor stnlcture found for a leader behavior questionnaire. \XThen relevant 
and irrelevant aspects of behavior ~{re confounded in the same questionnaire, it is diffi
cult to interpret the results from research that uses it. This problem has been evident in 
much of the research on transformational leadership (see Chapter 9), 

Impression Management 

Impression rnanaRemcnt is the process of influencing how others perceive you. 
Tactics such as excuses and apologies are USL"Cl in a defensive way to avoid blame for 
weak performance or to seek forgiveness for a mistake. Other tactics are used to elic
it positive affect and respect from others (e.g., Gardner & Martinko, 1988; Godfrey, 
Jones, & Lord, 1986; Jones & Pitman, 1982; Tedeschi & Melburg, 1984; Wayne & Ferris, 
1990; Wortman & Linsenmeier, 1977). Four impression management tactics that seem 
especially relevant for the study of leadership are exemplification, ingratiation, self
promotion, and intimidation. 

Exempliflcatwn. This tactic involves behavior intended to demonstrate dedication 
and loyalty to the mission, to the organization, or to followers. Exemplification tactics 
used to influence bosses include arriving early and staying late to work extra hours, 
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demonstrating effective bebavior when you know the person is watching, and doing 
voluntary tasks that are highly visible ("organizational citizenship behaviors"). 
Exemplification tactics llsed to influence subordinates or peers include acting in a way 
t",at is consistent with espoused values ("walking the talk") and making self-sacrifices 
to achieve a prop(JSed objective, change, or vision. 

Ingratiation. This tactic involves behavior intended to influence the target person to 
like the agent and perceive the agent as someone who has desirable sodal qualities 
(e.g., friendly, considerate, caring, charming, interesting, attractive). Ingr<Hiating be
havior ("an take many different forms. Some examples include providing praise, agreeing 
with the target person's opinions, showing appreciation tc)r the target's accomplish
ments, laughing at the target's jokes, showing an interest in the target's personal life, 
and showing deference and respect for rhe target person. 

Seif~Promotion. This tactic involves behavior intendl..:'d to influence favorable l1"n
pressions ;;hout your compe'tenet' ~1nd value to the organi%rltion. The hehavior may 
uke the form of informing peoplc ahout your achievements and talking about your 
skills. A mure suhrlc form of self-promotion is to dispby diplomas, :l\vards, and tro
phics in one's oOke or workspace for others to see. An indirect form of self-promo
titm that is similar to a co;lIilion tactic is 10 get other people to talk about your skills 
and loyalty. 

Intimidation. This tactic involves hehavior intended to influence the target person 
to perceive the agent as a dangerous person \-vho is able ~tnd willing to Use po\ver to 
harm others who fail to do what the person wants. The hehavior used to arouse fear 
and respect for the cnere]\'(: puwer of the agent can take a variety of forms, including 
ust' of w~lrnjngs that any unacceptahle behavior wHi be punished, making an example 
of someone punisbed for transgressions, incompcll,:nee, or disloyalty, and using pun
ishment in a limited but highly visihle way to demonstrate that you are prepared 10 usc 
coercive power, Some scholars do not consider intimidation reievant for impression 
management by leaders, because the usc of fear as a motivator can he dy:-;functional. 
lJo"\\,ever. because intirnidation is used hy many politic.al and husiness leaders and C<1n 
serve an important purpose (e.g .. to deter illegal Of unethical activities), it should he 
not be ignored by leadership resc.archers. 

Impression Management by Followers 

Most studies on impression management have examined how followers attempt 
to influence bosses. Wayne and Ferris (1990) developed a self-report agent question
naire to measure how subordinates use impression management tactics for upward in
fluence in organizations, Their study found suppOrt for a three-factor model that 
included "supervisor-focused tactics" (similar to ingratiation), "job-focused tactics" 
(similar to exemplification), and "self-focused tactics" (similar to self-promution). 

The usual measure in research on the effectiveness of upward impression man
agement is how the boss evaluates the subordinate's competence, or the extent to 
which the subordinate gets favorable career outcomes such as a pay increase or pro
motion, The research indicates that ingratiation is often effective as an impression 
management tactic for upward influence (Higgins, Judge, & Ferris, 2003; Leary & 
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Kowalski, 1990). Ingratiation can increase positive affect for the subordinate, which in 
turn is positively related to the quality of the exchange relationship and the manager's 
appraisal of subordinate performance (Ferris, Judge, Rowland, & Fitzgibbons, 1994; 
Wayne & Ferris, 1990; Wayne & Kacmar, 1991; Wayne & Liden, 1995). However, to be 
effective as an impression management tactic ingratiation must appear to be sincere1 

and 'it may be counterproductive if viewed as manipulative. 
The results for self-promotion tactics are less consistent, but they suggest that a 

negative reaction is more likely than a positive rea<..-tion (Higgins, Judge, & Ferris, 200.3). 
A subordinate who uses this tactic too often or in an annoying way will be liked less by 
the boss and given a lower performance appraisal. Self-promotion is a more difficult 
form of impression management to pull off successfully. Unless done only infrequent
ly and in a subtle way, self-promotion tactics are usually seen as bragging and conceit. 

Research on the effec'ts of upward impression management on job outcomes has 
some limitations that complicate interpretation of the result." An outcome such as a pay 
increase or promotion may }y.: based more on a subordinate's actual job performance 
than on how often the subordinate uses an impression management tactic. Moreover, 
the effectiveness of impression management tactics depends to a great extent on the in
terpersonal skills of the agent (Ammeter et aI., 2002; Turnley & Bolino, 20(1), and tiwse 
skills are also a detenninant of performance. It is difTicult to determine the indCJ:x~ndent 
etTects of impression management tactics unless these other likely determinants of job 
outcomes are also measured, which seldom occurs in the research. 

Impression Management by Leaders 

Many leaders attempt to crcate the impression that they are important, compe
tent, and in control of event.s (Pfeffer, 1977h, 1981). Successes are announced and 
celehrated. and failures are suppressed or downplayed. Salancik and Meindl (l9H4) 
analyzed annual reports for a sample of corporations over a period of 18 years and 
found that top management consistently credited themselves for positive outcomes 
and blamed negative outcomes on aspects of the environment. 

Impression management is especially important when constraints and unpre
dictable events make it diftlcult t<x leaders to exert much influence over organizational 
performance. Highly visible symbolic acrions are one way to create the impreSSion that 
a leader is dealing with prohlems and making progress toward attaining organizational 
objectives, despite some delays and setbacks. Examples include visiting a disaster site 
to demonstrate active involvement and personal interest, implementing a new policy or 
progrdm to deal with a serious problem, replacing people who are blamed for a failure, 
creating a hlue ribbon commission to study a problem and make recommendations, 
and creating new subunits or positions that will be responsible for dealing with a seri
ous problem. Dramatic changes in structure, policies, programs, and personnel may be 
relevant for solving problems and improving perfonnance. However, it is often difficult 
to determine whether such changes will be beneficial, and the effects may not he 
known for months or years. In an effort to maintain a favomble impression, leaders 
rna y be tempted to use symbolic actions that are irrelevant or even detrimental. 

Impression management is also used by leaders to avoid the appearance of fail
ure, or to shift the blame for it to other people or uncontrollable events. Some leaders 
seek to distort or cover up evidence that their strategy is not succeeding (Pfeffer, 1981; 
Staw, McKechnie, & Puffer, 1983). In the early stage of a deve/oping crisis, many 
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leaders discount the seriousness of the problem and continue with incremental 
approaches for dealing with it rather than proposing bold and innovative remedies. In 
part, the avoidance of dramatic action may be due to their own denial of negative 
evidence and wishful thinking that things will get better. However, even leaders who 
recognize an impending crisis may not have the courage to acknowledge the weak
nesli of previous snaregies and take dramatic new action.s for which they will be held 
accountahle, Many leaders with a I1mited term of office, such as elected officials, are 
tempted to put off problems and leave them to the next person who holds [he office. 

Impression management tactics call be manipulative, but some of the same 
behaviors can also be used in a positive way by leaders, Praise (a fnon of ingratiation) 
can be used to build the confidence of subordinates and improve their performance, 
Announcing achievements that demon~1rate progress in implementing a change initiated 
by the leader (a brIll of self-pronlotion) can increase follower optimism and commit
ment to make the change successful. Forms of exemplification such as :-.howing 
courage, making personal sacrific('s, and acting cnnsbtent with espoused values are also 
a way to lead by example and inspire full ower c()mmitllll'nt to a vision or strategy, 
These forms of leader hehavior are discussed in !l1t)fC detail in Chapters 9 and H). 

Follower Contributions to Effective Leadership 

Our tendency to credit successful eVents to leaders obscures the significlnt contl-i
hutions of followers. Motivated, competent follo"\vefs are nccessalY for the successful 
performance of \vork GliTicu out by the leader's unit Consider the role of statesman 
Thomas Jefferson in writing the U.S. Dt.:t:laration of Independence, Today rnust people 
regard it as an example of effective leadership by a person who becune one of the 
most famous 'U.S. presidents. At the rime, however, Jefferson was in a follo\ver role. 
He was a junior memher of the commirtt."'C and wa~ ~l:Sfjjgn('d the t1sk by ;.;wte,Sman John 
Adams and Benjamin Fl<mklin. few people outside the Continental Congress kllt:W 
[h.:a Jefferson \Vas the prinCipal author. and he received no public recognition until 
eight years tuer \V-hen his role was explained in a ne\vspaper article (Kelley, 1(92). 

Follen-vcrs can also contribllfe to the effectiveness of the group in other \vays, 
such :.lS by rnaintaining c()(Jperatin.' working relationships, providing: constructive 
di~~ent, sharing leadership function,>, and supporting leadership development. This 
sC(lion examines alternative conceptions of the follower role and descrihes how 
fotlowers can activdy contrihute to the effectiveness of their leader. 

Follower Identities and Behavior 

How followers act in a group or organization can be explained in part by their 
self- and social identities (Collinson, 2006; Lord & Brown, 2004). Leaders can influ
ence these identities, but they also reflect earlier experiences. The relevant identities 
are complex and not necessarily consistent. For example, the self-identity of a loyal 
member who conforms with norms and policies prescribed by the organization may 
be inconsistent with the self-identity of a courageous follower who challenges bad 
decisions and unethical practices. Researchers have begun to study how social iden
tities help to explain how followers perceive leaders and how they comply with or 
resist influence attempts by leaders. 
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Chaleff (1995) noted that many people define the role of follower in terms of 
conformity, weakness, and passivity. This negative conception is strongly influenced 
by early childhood experiences at bome and in school, where others are responsible 
for our behavior but we are not responsible for their behavior. As adults, passivity in 
follower roles is encouraged by the fact that leaders typically are more powerful, bave 
higher status, are older, and have more experience. The inhibitions to challenge a 
leader are even worse for an established leader who is widely seen as brilliant and 
successful. Chaleff argues that it is essential to replace this negative conception of 
followers with a positive conception. In short, effective followers are courageous, 
responsible, and proactive. 

The reason why such followers are more effective stems from the fact that all 
leaders have weaknesses as well as strengths. Followers can influence whether the 
strengths are fully utilized and the weaknesses overcome. Some of the qualities that 
contribute to leadership effectiveness (e.g., self-confidence, strong convictions, a passion 
for change) also make a leader prone to excessive ambition, risk takjng, or righteous
ness. Followers can help the leader avoid these excesses. Rather than complaining 
about the leader, followers should help the leader to do beneI'. 

To be effective as a follower, it is necessary to find a way to integrate two differ
ent follower roles, namely to implement decisions made by a leader and to challenge 
decisions that are misguided or unethical. Followers must he wiHing to risk the 
leader's displeasure, but the risk can be reduced by developing a high level of mutual 
tmst and respect. In such a relationship, a leader is likely to view criticism and dissent 
as an honest eff()ft to facilitate attainment of shared objectives and values, rather than 
as an expression of personal rejection or disloyalty. 

It takes time and etfort to help a leader grow and succeed. [f the leader is less 
competent than you or has been elevated to a position you really deserved, it is espe
cially difficult to make this extra effort. Thus, effective followers are more likely to be 
people with a strong commitment to the organization and its mission. However, men
toring a we;lk leader is not without its benefits. In the process of helping the leader, 
the follower will also learn and develop. 

Self-Management 

Self-management is a set of strategies a person uses to influence and improve his 
or her own behavior (Manz & Sims, 1980; Sims & LorenZi, 1992). Self~management, 

which is sometimes called self-leadership or self-control, is based primarily on social 
learning theoty. Self-management is more appropriately viewed as a motivation theo
ry than as a leadership theory, but it can serve as a partial substitute for leadership (see 
Chapter 6). By taking more responsibility for their own lives, followers do not need to 
depend so much on leaders to direct and motivate them. 

Self-Management Strategies 

Self~management includes both behavior and cognitive strategies (Sims & Lorenzi, 
1992). Behavioral self~management strategies (see Table 8~3) are useful when you are 
reluctant to do a necessary task or want to change your behavior. For example, set 
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TAISLE 8-3 Strategies for5elf-Management 

Behavioral Strategies 
• Self-reward 
• Self-punishment 
• Self-monitoring 
• Self goal setting 
• Self-rehearsal 
• Cue Modification 

Cognitive Strategies 
• Positive self-talk 
• Mental rehearsal 

realistic goals to accomplish a task or change a hehavior, including suhgoaIs that can he 
achieved quickly (e.g., a goal to write the first pa,L;l: of a reron today; a goal to get 
through the nC'xl hour without saying <·you know" to ;Inyonc). Then

j 
monitor your nwn 

hehavior to note what you did and hd\V other::; reach.:d (e.g., noticing (';lcil time you say 
something t!I;ll annoys others: trying diftef(~nt 'vays of communicating ideas to see 
which one people respond to IHost favorably). Cornpliment yourself for doing some
thing correctly, and reward yourself when you complete a difficult task or accomplish a 
goal or suhgoal (e.g., go to a movie, purchase something you want). Use self-criticism 
or self-punishment after acting in an inappropriate way or relapsing into behavior you 
want to change; ftJf example, after making: a careless mistake, vvork extra hour", to 
correct jL Rehearse a difficult behavior by yourself to improve skill and build confi
dence you elIi do it (e.g., practice a presentation in front of rhe mirror with a tape 
recorder). Ikarrange cues in the immediate physical environment; remove cue" that 
encourage undesirahle behavior and replace them with cues that encour:1ge desirahle 
behavior (e,g" go to ~l quk't place \vhere you will not be disturbed to \-vrite a report; 
purchase only IIt-'althy food to avoid being tt:mpted to eat junk food). 

Cognitive self-management strategies help you to build self-confidenc-L' ano opti
mism about doing a djffkult task. One helpful cognitive strategy is positive self-talk, 
which means t:mphasizing positive. optimistic thoughts and avoiding negative. pes
simistiC thoughts C\bnz, 1992). An example is to interpret a JiHkult situation as an 
upportunity rather than as a problem. The confidence and determination needed to 
improve arc more likely to he found by concentrating on what can be done to nuke 
things better rather than by dwelling on the difficulties or what can go wrong. 

To increase positive self-talk, it is necessary to do more than just look for the 
silver lining in a dark cloud. It is essential to identify and suppress destructive think
ing patterns, such as viewing success and failure as extreme conditions with nothing in 
between, exaggerating the significance of a mistake or setback, stereotyping yourself 
negatively, dismissing positive feedback as irrelevant ("She's just saying that to be 
kind"), and assuming blame for something that is not your responsibility. This type of 
thinking encourages overreaction to mistakes) setbacks, or periods of slow improve
ment in performance) all of which are common in learning a complex activity. A more 
constnlCtive pattern of thinking is to view performance as a continuum rather than a 
dichotomy, understand the process involved in learning a complex activity, look for 
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and celebrate signs of progress, accept positive feedback, and be careful about 
attributing responsibility for failure. Identify destructive thoughts (e.g., "It's hopeless; 
even after practicing for a week I still made several mistakes") and replace them with 
constructive thoughts (e.g., "I improved by 20 percent this week, and with additional 
practice I will do even better"). 

Another cognitive strategy for self-management is mental imagery, which can 
be used instead of behavioral rehearsal to practice doing a difficult task. First you 
visualize yourself doing the task. Then you imagine how it would feel to experi
ence the satisfaction of performing it successfully. Before performing an actiVity, 
many professional athletes mentally rehearse it, carefully visualizing each move
ment and how it will feel (Sims & Lorenzi, 1992). 

How Leaders Encourage Self-Management 

A leader can do several things to encourage and facilitate self-management by fol
lowers. Encouragement is especially important when fdlowers are dependent on the 
leader fOf direction and are not intrinsically motivated hy the \vork. According to some 
theorists (Manz & Sims, 1991; Sims & Lorenzi, 1992), a primary rok- of the leader is to 
help suhordinates develop skills in self-management. LeJdership activities include 
explaining the rationale for self-management, explaining how to use hehavioral and 
cognitive self-management strategies, encouraging effolts to use these techniques, and 
providing enough autonomy to make self-management feasible. The leader should 
model the use of self-management strategies to set an example for subordinates. The 
leader should also share information subordinates need to do the work. including sen
sitive information about srrdtegic plans and the fjnancial perforrnance of the organiza
tion. As subordinates develop skills and confidence in self-management, the leader 
should encourage them to take more responsibility for their own work activities. 

Applications: Guidelines for Followers 

The them)' and research on followers has some pf'..!<--1.ical applications, The follow
ing guidelines (based on Chaleff, 1995; Kelley, 1992; Whetton & Cameron, 1991) deal 
with issues such as how to improve one's relationship with a leader, how to resist 
improper influence from the leader, how to provide advice and coaching to the leader, 
and how to challenge flawed plans and policies (see Table 8-4 for a summary). 
Underlying themes in the gUidelines include maintaining credibility and trust, taking 
responsibility for your own life, and remaining true to your own values and convictions. 

• Find out what you are expected to do. 

It is difficult to be viewed as competent and reliable if you have role ambiguity 
and are unsure what you are expected to do. You may be working very hard, but 
doing the wrong things or doing things the wrong way. Earlier in the book we saw 
that it is an important leader responsibiHty to clearly communicate role expectations 
for subordinates. Nevertheless, many leaders fail to explain job responsibilities, scope 
of authoriry, performance standards that must be attained, and the relative priority of 
different aspects of performance. Sometimes the message is inconsistent, such as when 
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TABLE 8-4 Applications: Guidelines fo!' followers 

• find out what you are expected to do. 
• Take the initiative to deal with problems. 
• Keep the boss informed about your decisions, 
• Verify the accuracy of information you give the boss. 
• Encourage the boss to proVide honest feedback to you. 
• Support leader efforts to make necessary changes. 
• Show appreciation and provide recognition when appropriate. 
• Challenge flawed plans and proposals made by leaders. 
• Resist inappropriate influence attempts by the boss. 
• Provide upward coaching and counseling when appropriate. 

the leader says s(nnething is im_portant hut acts as if it is not. Sometimes the leader asks 
f(Jr something that is inconsistent \-vi111 the needs of the client or custorner. Followers 
shoulJ he as:-.eltive hut diplom:nic ahout resolving rule ambiguity and contlk't. 

• Take the initiative to deal with problems. 

Effective f()l1o\vers take initiative to deal with serious pruhh:ms that prevent the 
alt:1inmenl of task objectives. These l)1"ublems l'<ln take many forms, _"iuch as rules that 
prevent ~Htainment of task oojectiv(>s, a proct's::' that doL'S not achieve the desired results, 
traditions that are obsolete, conflicts hetween individuals with interrelated johs, and 
unsatisfactory pert()fmarH.:e hy someone over \vhom you h~l\'C no authority. Taking 
initbtive may mean pointing out the problem to the boss, suggesting \\,~Iys to deal with 
[he pn)i)iem, Of, if necc;c;sary, tl:tfl(lling tilt' pn)1)lell1 Y()ufseif. One way it) gJin SUPP()f1 f()r 

changjng a f1~l\:ved process is to conduct a pilot demonstration !u show the superiority uf 
a diffen:nt approach. Taking initiative often involves risks, but if done card'ully it can 
make you a more valuable t{)llowL'r. 

• Keep the boss informed about your decisions, 

Followers \vho take more initiative to deal with problems also have a responsihil
ity to keep the leader informed about their actions and decisions. It is emharrassing 
fIX a lc'ader 10 h\:'~ir trom SOTneont:.' else that ch~mges have been made. The leader may 
appeJ.f incompet{'nt to others, Jnd lack of knowledge ahout ongoing changes may 
also adversely affect the leader's own actions and decisions. How much and how 
often YOLI inform the boss about your decisions and actions is a complex issue that 
may be a subject of continuing discussion and revision as conditions change. Finding 
the right balance is much easier within a relationship of mutual tmst and respect. 

• Verify the accuracy of information you give to the boss. 

An important role of followers is to relay information to their leader. Control 
over what information is passed on and how it is depicted gives a follower power 
over the leader's perception of events and choices. It is an important responsibility 
for followers to provide accurate, timely information needed by the leader to make 
good decisions. The responsibility includes relaying bad news as well as good 
news. It is important to verify the accuracy of information you are trusted to obtain 
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for the leader. Rumors, complaints, and reports of problems can have a dispropor
tionate effect if the leader assumes incorrectly that you took the time to substantiate 
them. It is also important to acknowledge when your information is limited or 
questionable. Rather than pretending to have expertise about a matter, say that you 
will look into it immediately and get back to the leader as soon as possible. 

• Encourage the boss to provide honest feedback to you. 

One way to improve mutual trust with the Jeader is to encourage honest feed
back about his or her evaluation of your performance. The leader may be uncom
fortable about expressing concerns about a subordinate's performance. It may be 
necessaty to probe for more information. For example, ask the leader to identify the 
strongest and weakest aspects of your work. Ask what you can do to be more effec
tive. After an initial response, ask if the leader has concerns about any other aspects 
of your performance. 

• Support leader efforts to make necessary changes. 

Contrary to the myth of heroic leaders, most major changes require a cooperJ.
tive effort of many people in the organization. Leaders need the encouragement and 
support of loyal followers to overcome resistance to change in organizations. L(x)k 
for opportunities to express SUPP()J1 and encouragement to a leader who is frustrated 
oy difficulties encountered in trying to implemenr necessary change. Offer to provide 
assistance to a leader who is temporarily ovelwhelmed with new work or too preoc
cupied with an immediate crisis to handle other work that still I1mst be done. 

• Show appreciation and provide recognition when appropriate. 

Leaders can feel unappreciated and taken for granted. It is appropriate to 
express appreciation when a leader makes a special effort to help you with a prob
lem, represent your interests, or promote your career in the organization. It is also 
helpful to provide prdise when the Jeader carries out a difficult activity successfulJy 
(e.g., negotiating a favorable contract with a client, lobbying successfully for a larger 
budget, finding a solution to a difficult problem, persuading superiors to authorize a 
proposed change). These forms of supporting are one way followers can provide 
feedback to the leader and reinforce desirable leadership practices. Although prais
ing the leader is a form of ingratiation sometimes used in a manipulative way, when 
sincere it can help to promote a more favorable relationship with a leader. 

• Challenge flawed plans and proposals made by leaders. 

One of the most valuable contributions a follower can make is to provide accu
rate feedback about the leader's plans and proposals. To minimize defensiveness, 
begin with a comment that shows respect and a desire to be helpful in accomplishing 
shared objectives. For example, 

You know 1 respect what you are trying to accomplish, and I hope you won't 
mind if I express some honest concerns about this proposaL 

Describe any obvious faults in a plan or proposal using specific terms rather than 
vague generalities and avoid making the critique personal. If appropriate, suggest 
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getting reactions from other credible people before going ahead "'ith a plan or 
proposal that is questionable. Following is an example: 

This change may cause some serious problems for the operations group. 
Shouldn't we conf>ult with ,them fi~t before going ahead with it? They are likely to 
hav(;:' some good ideas on how to :Jvoid probkAms that are not ohvious to us. 

Sometimes a boss may be unwilling to listen to concerns about a decision or pol
iey that is unethical, illegal, or likely to have adverse consequences for the organiza
tion. In this situation it may he necessary to t .. scalatt: your influence attempt ~md use 
pressure tactics such as threat') and warnings, Threatening to resign is one way follo,,\'
efS can express deep concern over a controversial decision, However, such threats 
should not be used lightly) and they 3re appropriate only after a serious effort has 
been made to influence the boss in other ways, such as mtion~ll persuasion ~1I1d u:-;c of 
coalitions. The threat should he expressed with conviction but not personal hostility. 
Following is a specific example: 

1 cannot live \\ itb {hb dt:cbiun. !X'~'~IllS<: il \ ioblt:"S (lUI' basic prillcip!(.''i and POSt:'> a 
serious risk to nur people. Cnless t he decision can h.: ch;:lnged. I will h:lve no 
choke hut to resign from my position. 

• Resist inappropriate influence attempts by the boss. 

Despite the obvious power advanuge a bo:'is holds over a subordinate it i."i not 
necessary to comply ""ilh inappropriate infJuence attempts or be explOited by an 
ahusive leader. Follov,,'ers often have more counterpower than they realize, and 
have som<: things they can do to deter a leader accustomed to exploiting peopl<: 
who are unasst.:'rtive. It is essential to t..:hallenge abuse early hefore it bt'{.xmK-~ habit
ual, and the challenge must be firm hut diplomatic. Point out usc of inappropriate 
Of manipulative influence tactics (e.g., "1 don't respond well to threats" or "This offer 
might he misconstrued by some peuple <t~ a bribe")' Insist on Y{Jur righb ("It's not 
right to ~H,k me to caned Iny holiday pbns at the hst minute {o do this Job when 
IHher people around here have the lime and skill::- to do iC'). Remind the It:aJer of 
a promise ahollt to be violated ("Didn't you promise that assignment to me just hst 
momh?"), Point out the neg~ltive consequences of complying with an inappropriate 
request. For example, explain how .. :ompliance with a demand to do something im
mediately will interfere with your other work or jeopardize an impoltant project. 

• Provide upward coaching and counseling when appropriate. 

Coaching is usually viewed as a leader behaVior, but subordinates also have 
opportunities to coach the boss, especially one who is new and inexperienced. 
Upward coaching is easier to do when a follower has already developed a deep and 
trusting exchange relationship with the leader. Be alert for opportunities to provide 
helpful advice on technical matters (the leader may be reluctant to ask for help). 
Model effective behaviors the leader can learn from and imitate. 

Upward counseling is awkward, but at times it is appropriate and even appreci
ated by a boss. One form of counseling is to help the leader understand actions that 
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are ineffective. For example, describe how inappropriate hehavior is having a differ
ent effect than the leader intended CI'm sure you didn't mean to imply Sue is unreli
able when you said . . . , but that's how she took it"). Another form of counseling is 
to be a good listener when the leader needs someone in whom to confide about wor
ries and concerns. Look for opportunities to ask questions about things the leader 
should consider in handling a difficult problem. 

Integrating leader and Follower Roles 

Many members of an organization have the dual roles of leader and follower. 
For example, a middle manager is the leader of an organizational unit, but also a fol
lower of a higher-level manager. How to integrate these two diverse roles is an inter
esting question with important implications for leadership effectiveness. 

To be effective in both roles simultaneously, it is necessary to find a way to inte
grate them. Inevitable role conflicts and dilemmas make integration of the two roles 
diftkulL The "leader in the middle" is expected to represent the interests of superiors 
to subordinates, and to represent the interests of :-;ubordinates to :-;uperiors. He or she 
is expected to implement decisions made at a higher level of authority, hut also to 
challenge weak decisions. Leaders are expected to initiate and guide change, bur they 
are also expected to encourage and SUppOl1 "bottom-up" changes suggested by fol
lowers. A leader is held responsible for everything that happens in his Of her team or 
work unit, but encouraged to empower followers to act on their own in re:-;olving 
problems. Leaders are also expected to develop followers, which may involve gradu
ally turning over most leadership responsibilities to one or two subordinates designat
ed as likely succe:-;sors. Issues of how to halance competing interests and resolve role 
conflicts deserve more attention than they have received in the leadership literature. 

Summary 

Le~lder-member exchange theory describes how leaders develop exchange relation
ships over time with different subordinates. A favorable exchange relationship is more 
likely when a subordinate is perceived to he competent, reliahle, and similar to the 
leader in values and attitudes. A leader's upward influence is another important deter
minant of the potential for establishing a favorable exchange relationship with subor
dinates. The behavior of botb leader and subordinate is different in favorable 
exchange relationships than in unfavorable exchange relationships. The exchange 
relationships with subordinates have implications for leadership effectiveness. 
Subordinate satisfaction, commitment, and performance are usually higher when the 
relationship is favordble. Some differentiation of exchange relationships with subordi
nates may be necessary, but too much can be detrimental. 

A manager's reaction to mistakes or failures by a subordinate depends in part on 
attributions about the reason for poor performance. Attribution theory explains how 
managers interpret ,r:>erforrnance information and make judgments about the compe
tence and motivation of a subordinate. Managers may unwittingly create a self-fulfill
ing prophecy if their behavior is based on a biased perception about the ability and 
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motivation of individual subordinates. For their part, subordinates can use impression 
management taerics to influence the leader to view them more favorably, Followers 
often do things to appear competent, loyal, and reliable, The dimcult responsibility of 
providing corrective feedback to a subordinate is more likely to be successful if the 
leader is supponive rather than hostile and encourages the subordinate to take owner
ship of the problem, 

How followefH view leader competence and intentions has implications fnr lcadt..T
Hhip effectiveness. Foll(N,/crs afe susceptible to the same types of attributions ~lS leaders. 
A leader who takes visible a(1:10n5 that are followed by irnprovement;'i in group perform
ance will be viewed as more competent than one who uikc,> no action or acts without 
apparent success. Leaders use impreSSion management tactics in an effort to appear 
more decisive, competent, powerful) and tnl.';t'worthy. 

Followers are more likely to be effective if they view themselves as active and 
independent ldther than passive and dept.>ndent on the leader. Followers can help 
make their leader more effective by providing accurate information, challenging weak 
decisions, resisting inappropriate influencc ~lHempts, giving support and I.:'ncour<tge
nleI1t, and providing ~'oa('hjng and ath'i~"e. 

Self-managcm:ent b a way fur followers to become more dfective as individual 
contributors. Self-management strategies can be used to increase confidence, spur 
greater effort, and man;lge time mort' effectively. One way for a leader to empower 
subordinates is to encourage and b.cilitate their self-management activities. 

All leaders are also followers, and to he effective in both roles, it is essential to 
find a \vay to integrate them. Moreover, it is essential to find appropriate ways to share 
leadership functions within tl'amH, acr{)ss levels of the authority hierarchy, and 
between interdependent Huhunit:-; of the organization. We \-vill return to thls subject in 
lalcr chapters of the hook. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

I, Briel1y explain LMX theory, 
2. W'Jut are some predktors and consequence's of L\lX? 
3. What are some possible benefits ,md costs of developing different exchange rela

tiofl-,,;hips with different subordinates? 
4. l.s it possible to develop different dyadic relationships with individual subordinates 

and still treat everyone fairly? 
S. Cse attribution theory to explain how leaders interpret the reason for poor per-

formance by a subordinate. 
6. How can subordinates influence a leader's perceptions about them? 
7, What are some guidelines for corrective feedback' 
8. \X.Jhat factors influence follower attrihutions about leader competence? 
9. How are exemplification, ingratiation, self-promotion, and intimidation used to 

manage impressions? 
10, What are some guidelines for improving effectiveness as a follower' 
11. Describe the strategies for behavioral and cognitive self-management. 
12. How can a leader encourage more self-management by subordinates, and what 

are the potential benefits and risks? 
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C HAP lEKS 

Charismatic and 
Transformational 

Leadership 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should he able to: 

• t :nderstand how the thcorie~ of charismatic and transformational leadership differ 
from earlier leadership theories. 

• Cnderstand similarities and differences among the major theories of charismatic 
:md transformational k;H.lership. 

• l:nderstand ho\v attrihtl1ions of charisma :irc jointly determined by the leader, the 
[0110\\.'er5. and the situation. 

• Understand what traits, lx:haviors, and influence pnx-csses arc involvl...~d in charismatic 
~lnd tr;,ulsf(Jflnatit)J1a! leadership. 

• L:nderstand why tJlarismatic leadership can have adverse consequences for follo\H:,rs 
and the organization. 

• Cnderstand the types of research used to study tmn:-,f()rnutional and ch.1rismatic 
leadersl lip. 

• Understand the major findings in empirical research on the effects of charismatic 
and transformational leadership. 

• Understand how to apply the theories to become more effective as a leader. 

In the 19805, management researchers became very interested in the emotional and 
symbolic aspects of leadership. These processes help us to understand how leaders 
influence followers to make self-sacrifices and put the needs of the mission or organi
zation above their materialistic self-interest.'>. The theories of charismatic and transfor
mational leadership describe this important aspect of leadership. 
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The terms transformational and charismatic are used interchangeably by 
many writers, but despite the similarities there are some important distinctions. This 
chapter describes the major theories, examines relevant research, compares charis
matic and transformational leadership, evaluates the theories, and provides some 
practical guidelines for leaders. The chapter begins with a brief review of two early 
theories that influenced current conceptions of charismatic and transformational 
leadership. 

lWo Early Theories 

Charisma 

The current theories of charismatic leadership were strongly influenced by the 
ideas of an early sociologist named Max Weber. Charisma is a Greek word that 
means "divinely inspired gift," such as the ability to perform miracles or predict 
future events. Weber (947) used the term to describe a form of influence based not 
on tradition or formal authority but rather on follower perceptions that the leader is 
cndo\ved with exceptional qualities. According to Weber, charisma occurs during a 
social crisis, when a leader emerges with a radical vision that offers a solution to the 
crisis and attracts followers who believe in the vision. The followers experience 
some successes that make the vision appear attainable, and they come to perceive 
the leader as extraordinary. 

In the past two decades, several social scientists formulated newer versions of 
the theory to describe charismatic leadership in organizations (e.g., Conger & 
Kanungo, 1987, 1998; House. 1977; Shamir. House, & Arthur, 1993). These "neocharis
matic" theories incorporate some of Weber's ideas, but in other respects they depart 
from his initial conception about charismatic leadership (Beyer, 1999; Conger, 1989), 
The neocharismatic theories describe the motives and behaviors of charismatic leaders 
and psychological processes that explain how these leaders influence followers 
(Jacobsen & House, 2001). 

Transforming Leadership 

The theories of transformational leaderShip were strongly influenced by James 
McGregor BUrns (978), who wrote a best-selling book on political leadership. Burns 
contrasted transforming leadership with transactional leadership. Transforming leader
ship appeals to the moral values of followers in an attempt to raise their consciousness 
about ethical issues and to mobilize their energy and resources to refonn institutions. 
Transactional leadership motivates followers by appealing to their self-interest and 
exchanging benefits. For a political leader, these activities include providing jobs, 
subsidies, lucrative government contrdcts, and support for desired legislation in return 
for campaign contributions and votes to reelect the leader, For corporate leaders, 
transactional leadership means providing pay and other benefits in return for work 
effort. Transactional leadership may involve values, but they are values relevant to the 
exchange process, such as honesty, fairness, responsibility, and reciprocity. Finally, 
Burns also identified a third form of leadership influence based on legitimate authority 
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and respect for rules and tradition, Bureaucratic organizations emphasize this form of 
influence more than influence based on exchange or inspiration, 

The process by which leaders appeal to followers' values and emotions is a central 
feature in current theories of transform;,ltional and visionary leadership in organizations 
<e.g,; Bass, 1985, 1996; Bennis & "Janus, 1985; Sashkin & Fulmer, 1988; Tichy & 
l)evanna, 19B6). ln comrast i() Bums, h{)We'/{:f

j 
the newer theories ()f transformati(mal 

leadcr"hip are mort: concerned with att~tinmt:nt of pragmatic task objectives than with 
the moral elevation of followers or social reform. The views of Burns on ethicalleJd~'T
~hip are discLL<.;,sed in Chapter 11. 

Attribution Theory of Charismatic leadership 

Conger and Kanungo (I987) proposed a thc~,ry of charismatic leadership based on 
the assumption that chalisma is an aWihutional phenomenon. SubsequentlY,;A refined 
version of the rheory was pn:sented hy Conger 09Ht) and by Conger and Kanungo 
(1998). According to the theol)ij f<J1!u\,vcr attrihution of charismatic qualitics to a leader 
i.s jointly determined by the lead!.:'"r'.s behavior. expertise, ~H1d a;,;pc\.ls of the situation, 

Leader Traits and Behaviors 
Follower attributions of charisma depend on several types of leader hehavior. 

These behaviors ~lrc not assumed to be present in every charismatic leader to the S:Jl1:)t: 

extent, and the relative imp{)rlan<:c of each type of hehavior for attribution of charisma 
depends to S0111e extem on the leadership situation. 

Charisma is mor(;" likely to be attributed to leaders \vho adV()(me a vision that is 
highly discrepant from the Status quo, but still within the latitude of acceptance by fol
lowers. That is, fol1o\vt:rs will not ;Kcept a vision that is too radlc~lL and they are 
to view a leader who e:;pouses such a vision as inconlpetent or crazy. Noncharisrrrtttk 
leaders typically SUppOll the slatus quo, or advocate only small, incn:mental changes" 

Charisma is more likdy to he attributed to ie-aders who ;.h:( in unconventional 
ways to achieve the vision. The leader's me1hl.)(i5 for attaining the idealized goal must 
differ from conventional W~lyS of doing things in order to impre;.;s followers that the 
leader L<'; extraordinary. Tht: lise of innovative strategies that appear successful results 
in attribution of superior exp~:rtise to the leader by followers< 

Leaders are mure likely to be viewed as charismatic if they make self-sacrifices, 
take personal risks, and incur high costs to achieve the vision they espouse. Trust 
appears to be an important component of charisma, and followers have mOre trust in 
a leader who seems less motivated by self~interest than by concern for followers. Most 
impressive is a leader "v.rho actually risks substantial personal loss in terms of status, 
money, leadership pOSition, or membership in the organization. 

Leaders who appear confident about their proposals are more likely to be 
viewed as charismatic than are leaders who appear doubtful and confused, Unless 
the leader communicates self-confidence, the success of an innovative strategy may 
be attributed mOre to luck than to expertise. A leader's confidence and enthusiasm 
can be contagious. Followers who believe the leader knows how to attain the shared 
objective will work harder, thereby increasing the actual probabiliry of success, 
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Followers are more likely to attribute charisma to leaders who inspire them with 
emotional appeals than to leaders who use authority or a participative decision process, 
Leaders who use authority to implement an innovative strategy for attaining important 
objectives may gain more expert power if the strategy is successful, but unless they ar
ticulate an ideological vision to justify the strategy, they arc unlikely to appear charismat
ic. Likewise j followers who meet with the leader to develop a consensus strategy may 
be satisfied and highly motivated, but the leader will not appear to be extraordinary, 

The ability to see opportunities that others fail to recognize is another reason for 
a leader to be viewed as extraordimuy. Charismatic leaders influence people to collec
tively accomplish great things that initially seemed impossible, The risks inherent in 
the use of novel strategies make it important for the leader to have tbe skills and 
expertise to make a realistic assessment of environmental constraints and opportunities 
for implementing the strategies, Timing is critical; the same strategy may succeed at 
one time but fail completely jf implemented earlier or later. Leaders need to he sensitive 
to the needs and values of followers as well as to the environment in order to identify 
a vision that is innovative, relevant. timely, and apre~:tljng. 

Influence Processes 

The initial version of the theory did not explain the influence processes involved in 
charismatic leadership, but interviews conducted by Conger (989) provided more insight 
about the reasons why followers of charismatic leaders become so strongly committed to 
the task or mi&<;ion. The primary influence pf()(~ess is personal identification, which is 
influence derived from a follower'S desire to please and imitate the leader. CharisHlJtic 
leaders appear so extraordinary, due to their strategic insight, strong convictions. sdf
confidence, unconventional lx:havior, and dynamic energy that sub()rdinates idolize these 
leaders and want to become like them, Leader "tpproval becomes a measure of the 
subordinate'S own self-worth. Tht" approval is expressed by praise ~md recognition of 
subordinate behavior and accomplishments, whjch builds self-confidence and a dc~per 
sense of obligation to live up to the leader's expectations in the future. Charismatic lead
ers create a sense of urgency that reqUires greater effort by subordinates to meet high ex
pectations. Many subordinates of charismatic leaders reported that desire for leader 
approval was their primary source of ll1otivatjon. At the same time. it was evident that fol-
10\\rers were also motivated by fear of disappointing the leader and being rejected. 

The influence of a charismatic leader is also due to internalization of new values <lnu 
belief:", by folkm:ers. Conger (1989) emphasized that it is more imp()rtant t(X followers to 
adopt the leader's attitudes and beliefs about desirabJe objectives and effective strategies 
than merely to imitate superfiCial aspects of the leader's behavior such as mannerisms, 
gestures, and speech patterns. A charismatic leader who articulates an inspirational vision 
can influence followers to internalize attitudes and beliefs that will subsequently serve as 
a source of intrinsic motivation to carry out the mission of the organization, 

Facilitating Conditions 

Contextual variables are especially important for charismatic leadership, because 
attributions of exceptional ability for a leader seem to be rare and may be highly 
dependent upon characteristics of the situation. One important situational variable is 
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follower anxiety or disenchantment. AE noted by Weber (947), charismatic leaders 
are more likely to emerge in crisis situations. However, unlike Weber (1947), Conger 
and Kanungo do not consider an objeaive crisis to be a necessary condition for charis
matic leadership. Even in the absence of a genuine crisis, a leader may be able to cre
ate dbsatisf,rClion with current conditions and simulraneously proVide .a vision of a 
more promising futllre, 111c leader rn.:11' pre"t'lpitate a crisis where none exi'ited previ
ously, setting the stage for demonstration of superior expertise in dealing with the 
problem in unconventional \VaY5, Likewise) the leader may be able to discredit the 
old, accepted ways of doing things to set the stage for proposing new ways, The im
pact of unconventional strategies is greater when followers perceive that conventional 
approaches are no longer effective. 

Self-Concept Theory of Charismatic leadership 

House (977) proposed a theory to explain charismatic leadership in terms of a 
set of testable propositions involving: observable prucesses rather than folklore and 
mystique, The theory identmcs how ch:lrismalic leaders heluve, their Ifaits and skills, 
;]11<.1 the conditions in whirh they' arc most likely to emerge. One limitation of the ini
tial theory was :lmbigujty ahout the influence processes, Sh;unir, House, and Arthur 
(Ity)j) revised and extended the thCOlY incorporating new developments in think
ing about human motivation and a more detailed description of the underlying inHu
('nce processes. The following assumptions \-vere made about human motivation: 
O) behavior j", expressive of a person's feelings, values, and self-concept as well as 
being pragmatic and goal oriented; {Z) a person's self-concept is composed of a hier
archy of social identities and values; (3) people are inuinsically motivated to enhance 
and defend their self-esteem and self-worth; and (4) people are inlrinsi<:aHy motivated 
to maintain con::;istency among the various components of their self-concept, and be
tween their self-concept and behavior. 

Indicators of Charisma 

Evidence of charisnuHic leadership is provided by the leader-follower relation
ship. A..., in the earlier theory by House (977), a charismatic leader has profound :.md 
unusual effects on followers, F{)liowers perceive that th .. , leader's beliefs are correct, 
they willingly obey the le~H..ler, they j'eel affection toward the leader, they are emotion
ally involved in the mission of the group or organization, they have high performance 
goals, and they believe that they can contribute to the success of the mission. 
Attribution of extraordinary abiliry to the leader is likely, but in contrast to the theory 
by Conger and Kanungo (1987), it is not considered a necessary condition for charis
matic leadership. 

Leader Traits and Behaviors 

Leader traits and behaviors are key determinants of charismatic leadership, 
Charismatic leaders are likely to have a strong need for power, high self-confidence, 
and a strong conviction in their own beliefs and ideals. The leaderShip behaviors that 
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Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 267 

explain how a charismatic leader influences the attitudes and behavior of followers in
clude the following: (j) articulating an appealing vision, (2) using strong, expressive 
forms of communication when articulating the vision, 0) taking personal risks and 
making self-sacrifices to attain the vision, (4) communicating high expectations, (5) ex
pressing optimism and confidence in followers, (6) modeling behaviors consistent with 
the vision, (7) managing follower impressions of the leader, (8) building identification 
with the group or organization, and (9) empowering followers, 

Charismatic leaders use language that includes symbols, slogans, imagery, and 
metaphors that are relevant to the experience and values of f()Howers. Severdl studies 
of charismatic leaders have identified specific aspect" of their communications that 
help to communicate an appealing and optimistic vision, For example, a study that 
content-analyzed the speeches of US preSidents found more frequent use of 
metaphors by the ones regarded as very charismatic (Mio, Riggio, Levin, & Heese, 
2005). Finally, expression of strong positive emotions such as enthusiasm and opti
mism about a new initiative, project, or strategy is another way for leaders to inf1uence 
follower motivation (Sy, Cote, & Saavedra, 2005), 

Influence Processes 

Shamir and his colleagues recognize that personal identification is one type 
of influence process that may occur for some followers of a charismatic leader. 
When strong personal identification occurs, followers "vill imitate the leaJer's be
havior, carry out the leader's requests, and make an extra effort to please rhe 
leader. Personal identification and follower attributions of charisma to a leader ~lre 
more likely when the leader articulates an appealing vision, demonstrates courage 
and conviction, and makes self-sacrifices for followers or the mission (e.g .. Choi & 
Mai-Dalton, 1999; DeCremer, 2002: Halverson, Holladay, Kazama, & Quinones, 
2(j04; Yorges, Weiss, & Strickland, 1999), However, unlike the attribution theory of 
charismatic leadership, the self-concept theory does not emphasize personal iden
tification. More important as sources of leader influence over followers arc social 
identification, internalization, and augmentation of individual <lnd collective self
efficacy, 

Strong social identification occurs when people take pride in being p.ut of the 
group or organization and regard memhership as one of their most imp011ant social 
identities (Ashfotth & Mael, 1989), They see how their efforts and work roles are re
lated to a larger entity, making their work more meaningful and important. They are 
more willing to place the needs of the group above individual needs and make self
sacrifices for the sake of the group. Moreover, social identification results in strength
ening of shared values, beliefs, and behavior norms among members of the group, 

Charismatic leaders can increase social identification by articulating a vision that 
relates a follower'S self-concept to shared values and role identities associated with the 
group (see Conger, Kanungo, & Menon, 2000), By emphasiZing the ideological impor
tance of the mission and the group's unique qualifications to perform it, the leader can 
imbue the group with a unique collective identity, Social identification can also be in
creased by the skillful use of slogans, symbols (e,g" flags, emblems, uniforms), rituals 
(singing the organization's song or anthem, saluting the flag, reciting the creed), and 
ceremonies (e.g., initiation of new members). Other relevant leadership behaviors 
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268 Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 

include telling stories about past successes, heroic deeds by members, and symbolic 
actions by the founder or former leaders. 

Internalization occurs when attainment of task objectives becomes a way for fol
lo\vers to express their values and social identities, Sometimes charismatic leaders 
influence followers to emh,dcc new values, but it is much more common t(Jr charis
matic ie~lders to increa:'ic the ;"dience of t'xlsling t1:JIIo'Yver values and link them to task 
uhjectives, Charismatic 1eadt.~rs articulate a vision describing ta:-.k objectives in ideolog
ical terms that reflect follower values. By emphasizing the symnolic and ideological 
aspects of the work, the leader makes it seem more meaningful, noble, herOic and 
morally COffect. The ultimate form of internalization occurs when followers come to 
view their work role as inseparably linked to their self-concept and self-worth. They 
carry out the role because it is :l part of their essential nature and destiny < 

Task motivation also depends on individual self-efficacy and collective eIncaey. 
Individual self-efficlcy is the helief that one is competent and capable of attaining: djf
Ikult task ohjectives. People with high self-efficacy are \.villing to expend more effott 
and persist longer in overcoming ohstades to the attainment of t~tsk ohjectives 
{RH1dura, 10H6), Collective efficacy refefs to the perception of group memhers lhat 
they em accomplish exceptional rea!s hy working together. \X/}H/n collc ... :tive ({fic:lcy 
b high, people are more willing to cooperate with members of their group in a joint 
effol1 to carry out their mi.ssion. A k-adcr (an enhance the self-efficKY and collective 
dfic<l'cy of followers by articulating an inspiring vision, expressing confidence that they 
can accomplish their collective task objectives, providing intellectual stimulation, ;:1nd 
providing necessary coaching and assistance (see Kark, Slumir, & Chen, 2(03). 

The effects of a charismatic leader on followers may also involve emotional con
tagion, :dthough this proCt::ss \vas not t'mplusized by Shamir et :11. (993) xvhen the 
theolY was initially proposed. A leader who IS very positive and enthusiastic can influ
ence the mood of foHowers to be more pOSitive, '\vhkh is likely to increase their enthu
Siasm for the \,.fork and their ptTception that they can accomplish difficult ohjectives 
(c,g" collective effk:acy). Bono and Ilics (2006) found lh~!t leaders who wcre viewed 
as charisnutic hy folk)\'vcr~ wen: also rated higher on expn:ssion of emotion and ov<.:r
~jll vfft'z-ti\'eness; tht' pOSitive mood of foliowers medhu<:d the relationship hetween 
I('adl~r expression of emotion and ratings of le~lder effectiveness. 

Facilitating Conditions 

The motivational effects of charismatic leaders are more likely to occur when the 
leader's vision is congruent with existing follower values and identities, Thus, charismatic 
leaders must be able to understand the needs and values of followers. In addition, it 
must he possible to define task roles in ideological terms that will appeal to followers. 
High-technology industries can be linked to values such as scientific progress, economic 
development, and national pride, but it is more difficult to develop an appealing ideology 
in industries with controversial products such as genetically altered crops, tobacco, or 
firearms. Work roles that have low potential for ideological appeals include simple, 
repetitive work with little inherent meaning or social significance. However, the story of 
the two bricklayers illustrates the possibility of making even routine work more mean
ingful. When asked what he was doing, one bricklayer replied that he was making a 
wall; the second bricklayer replied that he was building a cathedral. 
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Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 269 

According to Shamir and his colleagues, a crisis condition is not necessary for the 
effectiveness of charismatic leadership. Nevertheless, charismatic leadership is more 
likely to occur when a group or organization is in serious trouble, a good way to resolve 
the problem is not obviOUS, and there is considerable anxiety or even panic among the 
members (e.g., Bligh, Kohles, & Meindi, 2004; Halverson et aI., 2004; House et ai., 1991; 
PilIai, 1996; Pillai & Meindl, 1998). Such conditions favor the emergence of a leader who 
is able to interpret the crisis and offer credible strdtegies for coping with it successfully. 
A leader with qualities that enhance attribution of charisma is more likely to emerge in 
this situation. A recent study (Pastor, Mayo, & Shamir, 2007) suggests tbat when follow
ers are aroused, they are more aware of the extent to which a leader has charismatic ap
peal. However, attribution of charisma to a leader may be temporary unless the vision 
continues to be relevant after the immedjate crisis is resolved (Boa1 & Bryson, 1988; 
Hunt, Boal, & Dodge, 1999), A good historical example is the sharp decline in popular
ity of Winston Churchill after World War II. 

Other Conceptions of Charisma 

This section reviews some other conceptions of charisma that provide useful in
sights into the nature of this complex form of leadership. Two alternative perspectives 
on charismatic inlluenn.:' processes (psychodynamic and social contagion) are exam
ined first. These two theories and the two described earlier are compared in Table 9-1. 
The section ends with a discussioo of close versus distant charismatics and routiniza
lion of charisma. 

Psychodynamic Processes 

A few theorist<i have attempted to explain charisma in terms of Freudjan psycho
dynamic processes in followers (Kets de Vries, 1988; Lindholm, 1988). These theorists 
attempt to explain the unusual ~md seemingly irratjonal influence of some charism'Jtic 
leaders who are idolized as a superhuman hero or worshiped as a ,Spiritual figure. The 
intense personal identification of followers with such leaders is explained in terms of 
psychodynamic processes such as regression, transference, and projection. Regression 
involves a return to feelings and behaviors that were typical of a younger age. 
Transference occurs when feelings [()\vard an i01pOJtant figure from the past (e.g., a 
parent) are shifted to someone in the present. Projeclion involves a process of attribut
ing undesirable feelings and motives to someone else, thereby shifting the blame for 
things about which one feels guilty. 

According to one psychoanal)1ic explanation, followers suffering from fear, guilt, 
or alienation may experience a feeling of euphork empowennent and transcendence 
by submerging their identity in that of a seemingly superhuman leader. For example, 
a young man has a severe identity crisis because he is unable to develop a clear con
ception of an ideal self due to weak or abusive parents. He develops a strong emo
lional attachment to and dependence on a charismatic gang leader who serves as the 
ideal to emulate. In another example, a person who has caused great injury to others 
suffers from overwhelming guilt. By identifying with a charismatic religious leader 
who is perceived to exemplify moral values, the person vicariously experiences the 
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270 Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 

T~t.El!-'1C()n;par!5()I\ of'Fi,u~Cha,.j~11t~ '/» , 

Attributed Self-Concept Psycho- Social 
Attribute of Theory Charisma Theory Dynamic Contagion 

Influence Processes 
1. Personal identification Yes Yes Yes No 
2. Value Internalization Yes Yes No No 
3. Social identification No Yes No No 
4. Social contagion No No No Yes 
5. Enhanced self-efficacy No Yes No No 

leader Behaviors 
1. Innovative visioning Yes Yes No No 
2. Unconventional behavior Yes Yes No Yes 
3. Impression management Yes Yes Yes No 
4. Self-sacrifice and personal risk Yes Yes No No 
5. Role-mode! exemplary behavior Yes Yes Yes Yes 
6. Show confidence in followers Yes Yes Yes No 
7. Enhance team identity No Yes No No 
8. Share power for key decisions No Yes NO No 
9. Scan and analyze environment Yes No No No 

Facilitating Conditions 
1. (risis or disenchantment Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2. Complex, s[yoikant task No Yes No No 
3. Weak, dependent followers No Yes Yes No 

leader's moraJ superiority and is able to overcome the guile Followers of a charismatic 
leader rnay regrt-"Ss to childhood tL"t.'lings of dependence on a parent 'who seemed to 
haVe' magical po\Vers, tht,y may identify \Ylth the leader as an idealized self who exem
pHBes their wishes and fantasies. 3.1id they may be encouraged 1() pn>ject their feelings 
of guilt and hostility to :lT1 external figure or group. 

Attributions of charisma are especially likely by people \\:ho have feelings of inad
~iUacy', gUilt, fear, and alienation, and 'who slure heHt:fs and f~mtasies that \vill serve as 
the basis for emotional and rational appeals by the leader. For example, thl:.' combina
t1<:41 of a severe economic depression and the collective shame of defeat in \Xhrld "Wfar I 
lett: a fertile ground in Germany for the rise of Hitler. In another example) hero worship 
and personal identification with charismatic entertainers or cult leaders is more likely to 
occur among adolescents who have low self-esteem and a weak social identity. 

Social Contagion and Charisma 

The theories reviewed up to now describe leader influence on follower attitudes 
and behavior, and most of the influence processes assume considerable interaction be
tween the leader and followers. According to Meindl (990), these theories do not ex
plain why charismatic attributions are made by people who do not interact directly 
with the leader, and in some cases do not even have an opportunity to observe the 
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leader at a dlstance or on television. Such people can be found in a social movement. 
new religion, or revolutionaty political faction. Meindl offered an explanation of at
tributed charisma that focuses on influence processes among the followers themselves 
morc than on how the leader directly influences individual followers. 

The process used to explain how followers influence each other is social conta
gion, which involves the spontaneous spread of emotional and behavioral reactions 
among a group of people. This process occurs when inhibitions on latent tendencies to 
behave in a particular way are released by observing someone else display the behavior 
openly. According to Meindl, many people have a heroic social identity in their self
concept. In other words, these people have a PQ")itive image of themselves as emotion
ally involved in a righteous cause for which they are willing to make self-sacrifices and 
exert extra effort. This social identity is usually inhibited by other, more central social 
identities, hy social norms about appropriate behavior, and by the desire for material 
benefits. Ho\vever, these people are waiting for a leader and a cause to activate the 
heroic social identity. Activation is most likely to occur in a social crisis where the .self
esteem or sutvival of people is threatened. In contrast to the other theories of charisma, 
it does not matter much \\/ho actually hecomes the symhoJic leader of a new cause (~!nd 
the focus of follower adulation) as long as it is someone sufficiently attractive and excep
tional to qualify for the role. Thus, loyalty may abruptly shift to another idul or leader if 
the initial one is no longer available or a more attractive one appears on the scene . 

.'vieincU speculated that the process of social contagion may involve a typical 
sequence of events, It is likely to begin with a few insecure, marginal members who 
do not have strong sociaJ identification with an organization and are more inclined to 
deviate from its norms. The heroic behavior syndrome is activated in these people by 
an emergent leader who articulates an appealing ideology or symbolizes it (e.g., the 
person is a descendant of a famous religiou:-; or political leader). Although not specif
ically mentioned by !vkindl, the influence process for these initial disciples is probably 
personal identification. They imitate nontraditional behavior by the leader and do 
things that symbolize allegiance to the new cause (e.g., wear special clothing or 
insignbs, use ritualized salutes or gestures, recite special oaths or slogans), Other 
members may initially view the hehavior of the new diSciples as bizarre and inappro
priate. However, as the inhibitions of more people are released, some initial doubters 
will become converts and the process of social contagion can spread rapidly. 

Attribution of charisma to the leader occurs as part of the attempt by followers to 
understand and rationalize their new feelings and behavior. The need for thi..., type of 
rationalization may be especi<:llly strong when social contagion results in behavior that 
is inconsistent with the usual social identities and espoused belie[" of the followers. 
The qualities attributed to a leader may become highly exaggerated as rumors and sto
ries circulate among people who have no direct contact with the leader. For example, 
stories about a leader's heroic deeds and exceptional feats may spread among mem
bers of a political movement; stories about miracles performed by the leader may 
spread among members of a religious cult. 

Close and Distant Charisma 

Shamir (J 995) proposed that attributions of charisma for people who have dose 
contact with the leader differ in some important ways from attributions made by 
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people who view the leader only from a distance. An exploratory study was conducted 
in Israel to see whether the proposed differences could be verified. Students were 
interviewed and asked to describe a charismatic leader with whom they had a direct 
relationship and one with whom they did not have a diree'! relationship. Responses 
were content analyzed to identify leader traits. skills, behaviors. and effects. 

The results support Sh«rnir's th~lt the amount of direct intemction be~ 
tlye-en a leader and fol1()wer~ affect;.; attribmion,s of charisma. Distant ch~lrismalics 
\vere descrlbed more often in terms of their suhstantive achievements and cffc<..1.s on 
foi1ower political attitudes. Close charismatics were more often described in terms of 
their effects on follower motivation, task hehavior, and identification with the leader. 
The findings suggest that attributions of greatness for dLstant leaders are affected more 
by performance cues and shared stereotypes, whereas attributions of greatness for 
close leaders are affected more by leader behavior and interpersonal skiHs. However, 
this exploratory study was subject to severdl limitations. A subsequent study by Yagil 
099BJ in the Israeli army did not Hnd support fur the proposition that intelpersonal 
qualities are more important in determining attrihutions of charisma ft)[ dose rather 
lh;m distant leaders. ;\1orc rc.search is needed 10 c];.lrify how dbunce affects ;utrihu
lions of charisma, Antonakb and Atwater C2(02) pointed out the need to make a carc
I'lll distinction !Jetw<;:en vel1ical sodal distance (prOximity in the authority hierarchy of 
an organization) and php;ical distance. ]\,101'eover, the frequency and nature of inter
actions with follo\vcrs abo determine ho"\v each type of sodal and physical dbwnce 
will moderate the inHuence of a leader on t()llowcrs. 

How charismatic leaders are viewed from a distance applies not only to many 
members of an organization, but .abo to outsiders (e,g., investors, customers, suppliers, 
government otIkials) who do not have an opportunity to observe the leaders closely. 
CEOs have a varlt:ly of ways to influence the impressions of external stakeholders 
whose confidence and support are impOl1ant to success and survival of the organiza
tion (Fanelli & Misag,:;yi, 20(6). 

Routinization of Charisma 

Charisma is a transit01Y phenomenon when it is dependent on personal identifi
cation \vith an individual leader who is perceived to be extraordinary. When the 
leader depart'): Of dies, a succes,<;ion crhL<i is likely. Many organizations founded by an 
autocratic charismatic le~ider fail to survive this succession crisis (Bryman, 1992; 
,\1intzberg, 19H3)' Charismatic leaders can do several things in an effort to perpetuate 
their influence on the organization atier they depart (Bryman. 1992; Trice & Beyer. 
1986). The three approaches for routinization of charisma are not mutually exclUSive. 
and they all may occur to some degree in the same organization. 

One approach is to transfer charisma to a deSignated successor through rites and 
ceremonies. However, it is seldom possible to find a successor for an extraordinary 
leader. In addition, there are many reasons why a charismatic leader may be unwill
ing to identify a strong successor early enough to ensure a smooth transition. The pos
sible reasons include defense mechanisms (e.g .• the leader avoids thinking about 
death or retirement), preoccupation with the mission, and fear of potential rivals. 

A second approach is to create an administrative structure that will continue to 
implement the leader's vision with rational-legal authority (Weber, 1947). This 
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Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 273 

"routinization of charisma" can reduce the effectiveness of the organization. It is difficult 
to maintain the enthusiastic commitment of organization members when a charismatic 
leader with whom they identified is succeeded by bland bureaucrats who emphasize 
obedience to formal rules. Even when not actively encouraged by the leader, a formal 
administrative structure usually evolves in a new organization as it grows larger and 
more successful. Conflicts are' likely to occur berw-een bureaucratic administrators and 
the charismatic leader. Sometimes the administrators are able to wrest control of 
the organization away from the leader. A case study by Weed (1993) provides a vivid 
example. 

Candy Lightner is the charismatic founder of Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
(lvlADD), In 1980, after her daughter was killed by a drunk driver who was a repeat 
offender, she created MADD to lobby for stricter penalties fOf drunk driving in 
California. By 1985 she had successfully huilt MADn into a large mHional organiza
tion with 360 local chapters in the United States and a hudget of $13 million, As 
!viADD grew it.;; central ~!dminis:trative structure became more formalized. The size 
of the Board ()f Directors was increaSt.-x.i, and irs composition changed fnJm j(x·al 
chapter directors who were very loyal to Ughtner to profcs..':>ionals with ;1 b~ck~ 

ground in law, puhllc relations, social services, and nonprofit advocacy organiza
rions. The central staff evolved from a small circle of close fliends to a larger staff of 
professional administnHors whose primary joy~Ilty was to the organization r<uhcr 
than to Lightner. By 19H3 there W(An.~ increasing conflict'S between Lightner and 
other members of the central staff, who resented her autocr.J!k style, her inconsis~ 
tenty about assignments, and her defensiveness about criticism or dissent. Turnover 
increa"ed, and disputes erupted about her use of funds. Finally \vhen her contract 
Lapsed in 19W5, the Board ousted Lightner from her position a:; president of MADD. 

A third approach to perpetuate the leader's vision is to embed it in the culture 
of the organization by influencing followers to internalize it and empowering them 
to implement it. How leaders can modify organization culture is described in 
Chapter 10. 

Consequences of Charismatic leadership 

The study of historical leaders reveals examples of both pOSitive and negative 
charismatics. \Vinston Churchill, Great Britain's Prime Minister through probably its 
darkest hours, led his country through World War II. His words and leadership gave his 
people, coumge, and the will to persevere in the face of what many feared would be a 
German invasion of the country. In the same historical period, Adolph Hitler trans
formed Germany in a manner reSUlting in paranoid aggression, persecution, destrudion, 
and the death of mi1lions of people. This, section discusses the positive and negative 
consequences of charismatic leadership for followers and the organization. 

Positive and Negative Charismatics 
How to differentiate bem'een positive and negative charismatic leaders has been 

a problem for leadership theolY. It is not always dear whether a particular leader 
should be classified as a positive or negative charismatic, One approach is to examine 
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274 Chapter 9 • Charismatic and Tran-',formational Leadership 

the consequences for followers. However, most charismatic leaders have both positive 
and negative effects on followers, and disagreement about their relative importance is 
likely. Sometimes observers even disagree about whether a particular outcome is ben
eficial or detrimental. 

A better approach for differentiating between positive and negative charismatics 
is in terms of their values and personality (House & Howell, 1992; Howell, 19?)H; 
.\lusscr, 1987) Neg;ltive ch:.1fismalics have a personalized power orientation, They 
emphasize personal klentifkation t<Hher than internalization. They intentionally seek 
10 instlll devotion to themselves more than to ideals. They may use ideological ap
peals, but merely as a means to gain power, after \vhich the ideology is ignored Of ar
bitrarily changed to serve the leader's personal objectives. They seek to dominate and 
subjugate followers by keeping them weak and dependent on the leader. Authority 
for making important decisions is centralized in the leader, rewards and punishments 
:J[C used to manipulate and control followers, and information is restricted and used to 
maintain an image of leader int~dlibillty or to exaggerate external threats to the organ
ization. Decisions of these leaders reflcct it greater concern for .self ... glorilkation and 
nUinLlining power than for the wdLtrc of fullowers. 

In COnir:lst, positive charismatics have a socialized p{ )WC[ orientation. They seek 
to instill devotion to ideology more than devotion to themselves, In terms of iniltH'nce 
processes, they emphasize internalization rather than personal identific.llion. self
sacrifice and leading by example afC used to communicate commitrnent to shared val
ues and the mission of the unit, not to glorify the leader. Authority is delegated 10 a 
considerable extt.:nt, in!()[!TImion is shared openly, participation in decisions is encour
aged, and rewards are used to reinforce behavior consiHlent with the mission and 
objectives of the organization, As a resuit, their leadership is more likely to be benefi
cial to followers, although it is not inevitable if the strategies encouraged by the leader 
are inappropriate. 

Howell and ShamjI' (2()05J proposed that follower chM"cteristics help to explain 
the type of ch~l1ism;ltic relationship that \\'ill occur, but unlike some theorists) they do 
not believe that attrihutions of charisma afC limited to followers who lack sdf-t.'5tcem 
and a dear sdf-id(-'l11ity Followers who hck a dear sdf-identity and are conflLsed :1nd 
anxious about their lives are mOTe attracted to a strong leader with 8. personalized 
p()\:ver orientation who can provide a clear social identity for them as disciples or loyal 
supporters. The H)l1owers will identify more with the leader than with the organization 
Of mission. In contrast, f()llo\vers w itll a clear self-concept and high self-esteem are 
l110re likely to become involved in a socialized charismatic relationship. They will be 
respofL<.;ive to a leader who can explain how the mission of the group or organization 
is relevant to their core values and strong self-identity, and they will identify more with 
the mission and the organization than with the leader. 

The Dark Side of Charisma 

The major theories of charismatic leadership emphasize positive consequences, 
but a number of social scientists have also considered the "dark side" of charisma 
(Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999; Conger, 1989; Conger & Kanungo, 1998; Hogan, Raskin, & 
Fazzini, 1990; House & Howell, 1992; Kets de Vries & Miller, 1985; Mumford et aI., 
1993; O'Connor et aI., 1995; Sandowsky, 1995). Negative consequences that are likely 
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• Being in awe of the leader reduces good suggestions by followers. 
• Desire for leader acceptance inhibits criticism by followers. 
• Adoration by followers creates delusions of leader infallibility. 
• Excessive confidence and optimism blind the leader 10 real dangers. 
• Denial of problems and failures reduces organizationalleaming. 
• Risky, grandiose projects are more likely to fail. 
• Taking complete credit for successes alienates some key followers. 
• Impulsive, nontraditional behavior creates enemies as well as believers. 
• Dependence on the leader inhibits development of competent successors. 
• failure to develop successors creates an eventual leadership crisis. 

to occur in organizations led by charismatics are summarized in Table 9-2, Two inter
related sets of consequences combine to increase the likelihood that the leader's career 
will be cut short Charismatic leaders tend to make more rb:ky decisions that can re
sult in a serious failure, and they tend to m~lke more determined enemies who will use 
sllch a failure as an opportunity to remove the leader from office. 

Leader optimism and self-confldence are essential to influence others to support 
the leader's vision, but excessive optimism makes it more difficult for 1he leader to rec
ognize flaws in the vision or stratei:,'Y, Identifying too closely \vith a vision undennines 
the capacity of people to evaluate it objectiVely, Early successes and adulation by sub
ordinates may cause the leader to believe his or her judgment is infallible. In a persistent 
quest to attain the vision, a charismatic leader may ignore or reject evidence that it is 
unrealistk. followers \vho believe in the leader will be inhibited from pointing out 
flaws or suggesting improvements (see Finkebtein, 2003), How overconfidence can 
result in ~ bad decision is evident in this example about Edwin Landt the inventor of 
the Polaroid camera (Conger, 1989). 

Land had been corrcct in his earlier perception that people wanted cameras that 
would make instant photographs, hut in 1970 he decided to develop a radical 
new camcra (the SX-70) that would make the earHer versions obsolete. Ignoring 
evidence that the market demand would he vety limited, L;md invested a half 
hillion dollars to develop and produce the ~perfect" instant camera. TIlis strategy 
proved to he unsucccssfui. Sales for the first year were far below estimated levels, 
and several years of design changes and price cuts were necessary to gain market 
acceptance for the camera. 

The same impulsive, unconventional behavior that some people view as charis
matic will offend and antagonize other people who consider it disruptive and inappro
priate. Likewise, the leader's strong conviction to untraditional ideologies alienates 
people who remain committed to the traditional ways of doing things. Even some of 
the initial supporters may become disillusioned if the leader fails to acknowledge their 
significant contributions to major achievements by the group or organization. Bass 
(1985) noted that the response of people to a charismatic leader is likely to be polar
ized; the same leader arouses extreme admiration by some people and extreme hatred 
by others, Thus, the advantage of having some dedicated followers who identify with 
the leader is offset by having some determined enemies, possibly induding powerful 
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Transformational Behaviors 
Idealized influence 
Individualized .consideration 
Inspirational motivation 
Intellectual stimulation 

Transactional Behaviors 
Contingent reward 
Active management by exception 
Passive management by exception 

Based on Bass (1996) 

Leader Behaviors 

Transformational ~md transacrional leadership b«haviors are described in terms of 
two hroad of behavior, each \vitl1 specific ~ubc;:lteg()ries (sec Table ~)<). The 
taxonomy was identitied primarily hy factor analysis of ~l hehavior description question
naire caBed the MuJrifactor Leader;;;hip Questionnaire OV1LQ). The original formulation 
of the theory (!lass, 19,,5) induded three types of tmnsfonnational behavior: idealized 
influence, intellectual stimui:;;uion, and individualized consideration. Idealized influence 
is hehavior that arouses strong follower emotions and identification \vith the leader. 
St;,rting an example of courage ;1Od dedication, and making Sdr-b~RTifice's to benefit f( )1-
lowers of the unit (1f(' examples of this type of behavior. Intellectual stimulation is he
havior that increases follower ~twareness of problems and influences followers to vie\\' 
problems from a ne\v perspective. Individualized consideration includes providing 
support: encouragement, and coaching to follo\vers. A revision of the theory added an
other transft,)rmational behavior called "inspirational motivation," which includes com
rnunicating an appealing vision, and using: symbols to focus suhordinate effort (Ba"is & 
Avolio, 1990a} Yet another revision by 13£15.;;; and Avolio (997) distinguished bet\\-'ccn 
ideaHzed innuencc behavior and idealized influence attributions} although it is not Cle:lf 

\vhy the ianer scale ,vas retained in a questionnaire designed to measure observable ht,:
havlor. An~' rating") of leadership behavior art:' su..,ceptible to attribution biases) espe
cially behaviors believed to be genemHy effective, so the distinction between auribult.:d 
and behavioml charisma is confusing and unnecessary. 

The original formulation of the the01Y included two types of transactional behavior: 
contingent reward and passive management by exception. Contingent reward behavior 
includes clarification of the work required to obtain rewards and the use of incentives and 
contingent rewards to influence motivation. Passive management by exception includes 
use of contingent punishments and other corrective action in response to obvious devia
tions from acceptable perfonnance standards, Another transactional behavior called 
"active management by exception" was added in more recent versions of the theory (Bass 
& Avolio, 199O'd). This behavior is defined in terms of looking for mistakes and enforcing 
rules to avoid mistakes. 

Newer versions of the theory also include laissez-faire leadership as a third metacat
egory. This type of leader shows passive indifference about the task and subordinates 
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(e.g., ignoring problems, ignoring subordinate needs). It is best described as the absence 
of effective leadership rather than as an example of transactional leadership. The revL-;ed 
version of the theory (Avolio, 1999) is sometimes called the Full Range Leadership Model. 
As noted in Chapter 4, this label is inappropriate because some important leadership be
haviors are not included in the model (Antonakis & House, 2002; YukI, 19993). 

Several studies have used factor anaJysis to assess the construct validity of the 
MLQ (e.g., Antonakis, Avolio, & Sivasuhramaniam, 2003; Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999; 
Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995; Carless, 1998; Den Hartog, Van Muijen, & Koopman, 
1997; Tejeda, Scandura, & PiIlai, 2001; Tepper & Percy, 1994; Yammarino. Spangler & 
Dubinsky, 1998). Most of these studies found support for the distinction between 
transformational and transactional leadership as broad metacategories, but in some 
cases only after eliminating many weak items or entire subscales. Results for the com
ponent behaviors were not consistent from study to study. Sometimes idealized influ
ence combined with inspiratiomil motivation. Sometimes passive management hy 
exception combined with laissez-faire leadership. Contingent rew3rd usually correlated 
more highly 'with the transformational behaviors than with other transactional behav
iors. Even in studies where the factor analysis supports the distinctiveness of the trans
formational hehaviors, rhey are so highly intt"rcorrebtecl that it is not possible to dearly 
determine their sep3rate effects. This confounding of behaviors explains why many 
studies use only a compOSite score for transformational lC3dership rather than the 
component behaviors. 

Successive revisions of the MLQ have 3dded types of transformational behavior 
not represented in the initial version. Moreover, in a few studies that included behav
iors not explicitly measured by the MLQ in the factor analysis, some of them are con
founded with the transformational behaviors (Hinkin & Tracey, 1999; YukI, 1999a). 
\,fhen they included more items on providing recognition, lbfferty and Griffin (2004) 
found that this component of contingent reward is more appropriately classified as a 
transformational hehavior. Other questionnaires on transformational leadership such 
as the Transformational Leader Index (Podsakoff et al., 1990) have a different mix of 
component beh~lviors. The expanding scope of the transformational metacategory and 
the likelihood that composite scores for it are influenced hy unnwasured behaviors 
creates ambiguity about what the MLQ <Ktu;:t1ly measures and complicates interpreta
tion of results from research using the questionnaire. 

There is nC"ed for stronger forms of construct validation research to show that 
each behavior is distinct. meaningful, and relevant to effective leadership. Most re
search with [he MLQ involves field survey studies, but few of the studies have shown 
that there are different antecedent"> and consequences for each transformational behav
ior, which is essential to justify treating them as distinct types of behavior< In fact, most 
studies find parallel relationships for tbe different component behaviors. A survey 
study by Brown and Keeping (2005) found that the transformational behaviors were all 
highly correlated with subordinate liking of the leader, and it explained most of the ef
fect of transformational leadership on outcomes. However, it was not possible to de
tennine whether liking of the leader influenced subordinate ratings of transformational 
leadership or mediated the effects of the behavior (which is not part of the theory). 
Experiments may be a more useful research design to determine if each of the transfor
mational behaviors can be manipulated independently, and to show that they 
each have somewhat different effects on explanatory processes such as interpersonal 
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influence processes and follower attirudes and motivation. Finally, it should be possi
ble to show that the behaviors are distinct and unconfounded when measured in other 
ways, such as with observation, incident diaries, or interviews, 

Influence Processes 

The underlying influence processe;;; for transactional and transformational 
leadership are not dearly explained, but they can he inferred from the description 
of the behavior;;; and effects on follower motivation. The primary lnnuence process 
for transactional leadership is probably instrumental compliance (see Chapter 7). 
Transformational leadership probably involves internalization, because inspirational 
motivation includes efforts to link the task to follower values and ideals with hehavior 
such as articulating: an inspirational vision. A leader can increase intrinsic motiva
tion by increasing the perception of follo\vers that task ohjectives are consistent 
\vith their authentic intt:rests and values (see Bono & Judge, 2003; Charhonnt;'~!u, 
Barling & Kelloway, 20tH). 

Transftmnati(lI1ai leadership als() appears t{) inv{)lvc personal idl..'ntificlli(m, IK'
Cluse idealized inJlUl'fkT-' results in follower altrihutilHb of charisma to tlle !c;,(!t.:L 
A('{,'ording to Bass (19fi5, p .. ~'I), "Charislna is a necessary ingredient of Ir~msf{)fJmJtional 
IC~ldt'rship. hut by itsL~lf it is n(){ sufficient to account for the transformational process." 
Other processes that may mediate the effects of transformational leadership on fol
lower perf()ffnance have heen identified in research on the theory. Transi()rnutional 
leadership is highly correlated with tfU.st in the leader (Dirks & Ferrin, 20(2). 
Transfonnational behaviors such as inspirational motivation (e.g., optimistic Visioning) 
and individualized consideration (e.g., coaching) tnay increase tilt> self-effica.cy of 
individual subordinates (McColl-Kennedy & Anderson, 20(2) and the collective efficacy 
of teams (see Chapter 12). Intelleclllal stimubtion may increase the creath-ity of indi
vidual followers and team, (]fowell & Avolin, 199.0; Keller. 1992; Sosik, Kahai. & 
Avolio, 1998). 

Facilitating Conditions 

According to Bass 0996, 199-'-), transformational leadership is considered effec
tive in any situation or culture. The theory does not specify any conditions under 
\vhkh authentic transformalionalleadership is irrelevant or ineffective. In support of 
this pOSition, the positive relationship between transformational leadership and effec
tivenes.s has been replicated for many leaders at different levels of authority, in different 
types of organizations, and in several different countries (Bass, 1997), The criterion 
of leadership effectiveness has included a variety of different types of measures. The 
evidence supports the conclusion that in most if not all situations, some aspects of 
transformational leadership are relevant. However, universal relevance does not 
mean that transformational leadership is equally effective in all situations or equally 
likely to occur. 

A number of situational variables may increase the likelihood that transforma
tional leadership will occur or may enhance the effect nf such leadership on followers 
(Bass, 1985, 1996; Hinkin & Tracey, 1999; Howell & Avolio, 1993; Pawar & Eastman, 
1997; Pettigrew, 1988; Waldman, Ramirez, House, & Puranam, 2001). Transformational 
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leadership is likely to be more important in a dynamic, unstable environment that in
creases the need for change, and such leadership is more likely when leaders are 
encouraged and empowered to be flexible and innovative (e,g" a decentralized organ
ization with an entrepreneurial culture), The cross-cultural research on perceived 
importance of transformational leadership suggests that it may be used more often in 
some cultures than in others (see Chapter 15), Finally, there is growing evidence that 
the traits and values of followers may determine how they respond to a leader's (rans
formational or charismatic behaviors (e,g" de Vries, Roe, & Tharsi, 2002; Ehrhart & 
Klein, 2001), 

Primary Types of Research on the Theories 

A wide valiety of different research methods have been employed in the research 
on charismatic and transformational leadership. Most of the research has been focused 
on leader behavior and how it affects follower motivation, satisfaction, and perform~mce. 
Much of the research was designed only to test one particular theory of charismatic or 
transformational leadership, hut the findings are usually relevant for evaluating more 
than one of the thec)ries. '111is section of the chapter describes examples of the different 
approaches used to study the effects of chatismatic and trdnsformational leadership. 

Survey Research 

Field survey studies have been used more often than any other method for re
search on transformational and charismatic leadership. Several different question
naires have been developed (Bass & Avolio, 1990a; Conger & Kanungo, 1994, 1998; 
Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & FeUer, 1990; Shamir, Zakey, & Popper, 1998), 
but most survey studies have used the MLQ or a modified version of it. Like the 
early behavior questionnaires (see Chapter 4), the newer ones have many of the 
same limitations, induding response biases from the effects of stereotypes and attri
butions. 

In most survey studies on the effect.:.; of transformational or charismatic leadership, 
the effectiveness criteria arc measures of individual or group lUotjvation or perform
ance, not measures of organization-level penormance. The small number of survey 
studicH that have examined the relationship betv.reen CEO charismatic leadership and 
financial measures of organizational performance are reviewed in Chapter 13. 

Lowe, Kroeck, and Sivasubrdmaniam (996) conducted a meta-analysis of results 
from 39 studies using the MLQ to examine the general relationship of transformational 
and transactional leadership to measures of leadership effectiveness. A more recent 
meta-analysis was conducted by Judge and Piccolo (2004), A study by DeGroot, Kiker, 
and Cross (2000) examined results for a meta-analysis of charismatic leadership, These 
meta-analyses all found that transformational leadership was significantly related to 
some measures of leadership effectiveness. The relationship was stronger for subordi
nate self-rated effort than for an independent criterion of leadership effectiveness (e,g" 
ratings of the leader by superiors, objective performance of the leader's organizational 
unit), The high correlation among transformational behaviors and differences in the 
selection of suhscales across studies makes it difficult to determine the separate effecLs 
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for different behaviors. With regard to transactionalle'ddership, the results were weaker 
and less consistent than for transformational leadership. Contingent rewarding, a 
transactional behavior, ('oneiated with leadership effectiveness in some individual 
studies but not others. 

Laboratory Experiments 

Experiments allow stronger inferences about causality than descriptive studies or 
survey research, and several laboratOlY experiments have heen conducted on charis
matic and tmnsfonnationai leader~hip (e,g., Awamleh & Gardner, 1999; Bono & Ilies, 
2006; Choi & Mai-Dalton, 1999; Howell & Frost, 1989; HunL Boal, & Dodge, 1999; 
.laussi & Dionne, 2003; .lung & Avolio, 1999; Kirkpat11ck & Locke, 1996; Shea & Howell, 
1999; van Knippenberg & van Knippenberg. 2005; Yorges et aI., 1999). Some exam
ples of this type of research are described brielly. 

Kirkpatrick and Locke 099()] conducted a laboratory experiment to investigate 
the separate effecls of three leadership l)(~lnvjors: Visioning, using a highly expn..:ssive 
"fyle of conH11unication, and providing advice to followers in how to do the \-vork het
Te'L Actors serV(;d as the leaders. and th~>y displayed different patterns of leadership 
hehavior towJrd students \vho w()cked in ~maH groups at an assembly task, Followers 
in the vision condirion perceived the task to he more interesting, chaHenging, and 
importanr, and they set higher pcrformanct.: guals, had higher trust in the le.ader) and 
perceived the le~ldt.:r to be higher in charisma, inspiration, and intellectual stin1ulation, 
Visioning had a positive effect on quality of follower perl~)fjnancc (mediated by high
er goals for quality and more sclf-dTicacy) hut did not aHec[ quantity of folh)\ver per
formancE' <probably because the vision was not relevant l(X quantity). Clarifying 
appropriate work procedures had ;l positi\"{: effect on follower role darity, job satisfac
tion, percdved leader intellectual .stimulation~ ano both the quality and quantity of 
t()llower performance (the lanel' effect \'Vas mt.;'-di~ltcd by higher goals for quantity). 
Style of communication atTected ratings of leader charisma hut did not affect follower 
attitudes or performance. 'lne study provided some evidence for the effect of visioning, 
but .stronger t->ffects v'veR' f(mnd for clarifying work procedures, whk'h is a '"traditional"' 
lJsk-oriemed behavior for supervisors (see Chapter 4). 

In some of the htboratory experiments, leader characteristics are manipulated hy 
s(>nding mit"Shagcs from a k'~lder who doe:-; not redly exist. For exa.mple, in one study 
(van KnipfX::"nberg &. van Knippt.'nherg, 200':;), instructions that v.'ere supposedly sent 
by a group leader \vere used to manipulate leader self-sacrificing behavior and similarity 
to followers who were students. In the condition where leaders made self-sacrifices, 
the followers had higher performance on the task and perceived the leader to be more 
charismatic, more group-oriented, and mOre effective. The results were stronger for 
leaders who were not described as higbly similar to followers. 

Another variation of the laboratory experiment is a scenario study in which de
scriptions of leaders are used to manipulate characteristics of the leader and situation. 
Participants rate the leader and report how they would react as subordinates in that sit
uation. For example, scenario studies have used scenarios to manipulate leader self
sacrifice (e.g., Choi & Mai-Dalton, 1999; Halverson et aI., 2004; Yorges et aI., 1999). 
The self-sacrificing leaders were rated more charismatic, and the participants also re
ported that they were more willing to follow the leader's example and make sacrifices 
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themselves for the organization, The effect was stronger when there was a crisis and 
the leader was described as highly competent. 

Field Experiments 

Field experiments are conducted with real leaders in an organizational setting, 
rather than in tempOrdlY groups of students. As noted in Chapter 4, the usual approach 
in field experiments is to manipulate leader behavior and observe the effects on subordi
nate attitudes, behavior, and performance. Only a few field experiment" have been con
ducted on trall"iformational and charismatic leadership, and in each case leader behavior 
was manipulated with a tmining intervention (e.g., Barling, Weber, & Kelloway, 1996; 
Dvir, Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002), The experimental condition in each case involved an 
attempt to increase a leader's overall use of transfonnational and charismatic behaviors. 

The study by Dvir and colleagues (2002) provides an example of this type of re
search. The researchers stlJdied transformational leadership by infantry officers in the 
Israeli Defense Force. The researchers used a special workshop on transformational 
leadership as a substitute for the regular leadership training jn the 6-month course re
quired for all infantry squad officers (who are usually lieutenants). When the course 
was completed, the p~lrticipants became intantlY squad leaders in a field setting, where 
officers in the experimental condition \vere subsequently compared to officers who 
had attended the regular leadership training ([he control group). In the fidd setting, 
subordinates rated a squad leader's use of transformational behavior. The subordi
nates also rated themselves on variables expected to mediate the effects of leadership 
on squad performance, induding motivation (self-efficacy, extra effolt), critical/inde
pendent thinking, and internalized values. The subordinates included the soldiers in a 
squad and the noncommissioned officers (NCOs) who serve as intermediate leaders 
between the officers and their regular squad members. 

The experimental manipulation of behavior was moderately successful. In the 
field training exercises, platoons in the experimental condition performed better than 
platoons in the control condition, Ratings by the NCOs indicated that they perceived 
more use of transformational behavior by squad leaders in the experimental condition 
than by squad leaders in the control condition. However, this difference was not 
found in the Jeader behavior ratings provided by regular squad members. The NCOs 
in the experimental condition rated themselves higher on motivation and independent 
thinking than NCOs in the control condition, but here again a significant difference 
was not found fOf the data from regular squad members. The inconsistent results for 
the two types of subordinates make it difficult to explain why transformational leaders 
had higher squad performance or how the NCOs contributed to this performance. The 
effects of leadership on squad performance may have been easier to understand if the 
researchers had included measures of other types of leadership behavior likely to be 
relevant (e.g., task-oriented behaviors), measures of NCO behavior, and mediating 
variables involving group processes as well as individual motivation. 

Descriptive and Comparative Studies 

Some descriptive studies look for common attributes among leaders identified as 
charismatic or transformational. Other descriptive studies have compared leaders 
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identified beforehand as eitber charismatic or noncharismatic, or they havc compared 
charismatic leaders in different situations (e,g" close vs. distant relationships). The 
source of behavior descriptions varies somewhat from study to study, Most re
searchers use interviews with the leaders and some of the followers, and sometimes 
the interviews are supplemented by observation. A content analysis is usually con
ducted to identify characteristic behaviors, traits, and influence processes (e.g,! Bennis 
& Nanus, 1985; Conger, 1989: Fiol, Hanis, & House, 1999: Howell & Higgins, 1990; 
Jacobsen & ITouse, 2001; KOHzes & Posner, 1987; Levinson & Rosenthal) 1984; Peters & 
Austin, 1985: Shamir, 1995; Tichy & Devanna, 1986). BiographieS, case studies, and ar
tides about the leader are another source of behavior descriptions: and they may in
dude speeches and writings by the leader (e.g., Bligh, Kohles, & Meindl, 2004; Deluga, 
1998; House, Spangler, & Woycke, 1991; Mio et aI" 2005; Mumford & Van Doorn, 2001; 
O'Connor et ai., 1995; Strange & Mumford, 2002; Van Fleet & YukI, 1986a; Westley & 
Mintzberg, 1989; Willner, 1984). Still another source of behavior descriptions in the de
scriptive resean.:h is the use of critical incidents (e.g., Blyman, Stephens, &. Campo, 
1996; Kirby, King, & Paradise, 1992; Lapiclo(, Kark, & Shamir, 2()07: YukI & Vem Fleet, 
10H2). Following are two examples of descriptive, comparative studies. 

House, Sp-;lnglcr. and \Voycke t 19Y1) cunducted a comparative study on charis
matic leadership in lJ 5. presidents. The Hrs[ step was to ask several historians to clas
sjfyas charism.alie or noncharismatic each of ~)1 fonner pre,...:,idents \.vho were elected to 
offke and served at least 2 years of their first tertn. Then the motive pattern of each 
president \vas measured by contCnt analYSis of his first inaugural address, 111.e biogra
phies of two or more Glbinet me-mbers were content analyzed to measure a president's 
use of charismatic behaviors, Leadership effectiveness was measured in several ways, 
induding ratings of preSidential grealness made by a sample of historians, and analy
sis of biographical information about the outcomes of each president's ul'cisions and 
actions during the first term of office. The results were mostly consistent with the the-
my. Presidents: with a socialized po\vL'r orientation exhibited more of the ch:-uismatic 
leadership behaviors and \Vefe more likely to be viewed as charismatic by others, 
1\-101'eov(,:'r, the charismatic presidents used n10re direct aniun to deal with problems 
and \vere rated higher in perfnnllance. 

Bennis and Nanus 098'5) conducted a 5-year dt.'-scriptivt' study of dynamic l inno
vative Je:1ders, including 60 top-level corporate leaders and 30 leaders of puhlic sector 
organization":>. The researchers collected dara with Ufl'itruclun:d interviews lasting 3 to 
"4 hours, sometimes supplemented with oh.':'ervation. The leaders were diverse, and 
few fit the common stereotype of a charismatic leader. The researchers did not find 
larger-than-life individuals who make emotional speeches, display unconventional be
havior, and polarize people into devoted followers and relentless critics, Instead, most 
of the leaders were ordinary in appearance, personality, and general behavior. The re
searchers identified some common themes in the interview protocols that provide in
sights about transformational leadership. The leaders all had a vision of a desirable 
and possible future for their organization, It was sometimes just a vague dream, and 
at other times it was as concrete as a written mission statement. The leaders demon
strated commitment to the vision by their decisions and behavior. Follower commit
ment to the vision depended on their trust in the leader, which was more likely when 
the leader's statements and actions were consistent. The leaders channeled the collec
tive energies of organizational members in pursuit of the common vision. 
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Intensive Case Studies 

Another type of descriptive research consists of intensive case studies of individ
ual charismatic leaders (e.g., Beyer & Browning, 1999; eha & Edmondson, 2006; 
Roberts, 1985; Roberts & Bradley, 1988; Trice & Beyer, 1986; Weed, 1993). 
Longitudinal case studies follow a leader's career Over a period of time and examine 
the interaction between leader and followers, the leadership context, and outcomes of 
the leader's influence attempts. Intelviews and olY';ewdtion provide much of the data 
in these studies) and the researchers may also examine the organization's dOCLI111ents 
and records, or reports made by other people. A good example is the study by 
Roberts (985) of the same leader in two successive positions. 

The study began when the leader was the superintendent of a public school district. 
Data were collected by archival searches, analysis of newspaper articles, participant 
observation of formal and informal meetings, and interviews with the superimendcl1t, 
other administrators, board members, staff, teachers, parents, and students. The leader 
was deemed to he effective, because she was able to implement large, mandated 
budget cuts in a way that satisfied diverse stakeholders and still allowed progress on 
implementing desirable educational innovations. Her budget '\vas approved unani
mOllsly by the school hO~lf(J after only a brief discussion. The teachers gave her a 
standing ovation for her efforts, even though the plan required program cuts and elim
ination of jobs. She was descrihcd :J.S a "visionalY" who had almost n "cultlike following" 
in the district. 

The actions t.aken by the leader to achieve this successful outcome were the f(JI
lowing: (1) a mission statement was formulMed and referred to frequently during the 
change process; (2) a strategic vision was developed during a series of meetings and 
workshops involving district personnel; (3) several personnel in key positions \vere re
placed with more competent, dynamic people to suppatt the change effort; (4) per
fonnance objectives and action plans were developed for immedi:1te subordinates (the 
school principals\ progress was monitored by reports and meetings, and extensive 
participation by subordinates was encouraged during this process; (5) temporJ.ty task 
forces were created to involve all stakeholders in recommending where to make the 
hudget cuts and how to deal with other budget and educational issues; and «j) ~tatT 

members were trained in how to run structured public meetings in which task forces 
made presentations and solicited suggestions about budget cuts. 

Roberts characterized the process as more a matter of creating and managing en
ergy than of shaping culture or managing meaning. The leader was energetiC, created 
enthusiasm, channeled emotions aroused hy the budget crisis, and galvanized people 
into action. The leader helped people recognize that they could make a difference by 
working together toward common objectives. The following episode provides an ex
ample of the leader's influence (Robens, 1985, p. 1035), 

After a scheduled 40-minute presentation to district staff, teachers besieged the 
stage to ask for more of her time to discuss the various initiatives the district was 
pursuing. Their requests turned into a four~hour dialogue with 800 people, in 
which the superintendent shared her hopes. her dreams, her past, her disappoint
ments. Many people were moved to tears, induding the superintendent. A critical 
point in the exchange came in answer to a question of how people could be 
certain that what she and the School Board promised would indeed OCCUL 
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The superintendent's response was, "Well I gues..<; you just have to trust us, I trust 
you," Dead silence followed as people drew in their breaths and held them for a 
moment Of two, Upon king asked what this silence meant} people responded 
that the superintendent had proven her point That was what the dialogue and 
the honesty were aU, about. She, had tmstcd them wilh her thoughts, hopes, and 
feelings) and they in rum, \vould tru:-;t heL ?vlUlual trust h:ld created a bond 
het\\iCen the superJntendt:ut and her ;wdit:nce, 

When the superintendent was appc;intcd to her position, she was not initi:Jlly 
perceived as a charismatic leader; this attribution occurred only after she had been in 
the position for 2 years and the change process was well under way. Roberts condud
ed that charisma was attributed to the leader because of the way the leader resolved 
the budget crisis, and not as an inevitable result of the leader's personal qualities, This 
conclusion is consistent with the findings of a foHov,,'-up study made after the S~u:ne in
dividual was appointed the commissioner of education for the state in 1983 (Roberts & 
Bradley, 1988), 

D~l1;J for the f()llow-up study were ohtained from a variety of :-;ources, Interviews 
\vere condul'ted Wilh 1he nl'\\" commissioner during the J1 years from 19B3 to 19H'7, and 
intervie\\rs were abo conducted with stale legislators, f(:prt':sent~ili-""es from the gover
no{s office, the board of education, school hoards, and teacher unions, The commis
sioner \\'as ohserved during speaking engagements) meetings \\dth her staff, press 
conferences, formal and informal pr('semations to teachers and superintendent'i, and 
infi:Jrmai meetings \Vilh mcrnbers of the state department of education. Additional 
information \vas ohtained from analysis of official documents, nev,:spapcr articles, and 
reports made hy special interest groups, 

The new commissioner's approach for implementing change at the state level 
was similar to the one she used as superintendent. She f(mnulated a mis.":iion statement 
and vision for change, and she mon:d quickly to replao: several ~\ssistant commission
ers \\/itll people from outside the educnion department who would SUppOlt her pro
grams, Enrhusbsm and support were generated by condlK"ting visits to nearly all of 
the school districts in the state. A survey \vas CondU(1ed to assess public opinion on 
school issut.'s, and meetings \vere held \yith community groups throughout the state to 
identify puhlic concerns and hopt,>s for the schools, 

At the end of her 4-year term, the commissioner \vas evaluated as an effective ad
ministrator by the governoL and she was reappointed for another term, People usual
ly descrihed her as innovative and committed, but some peers and subordinates were 
critical rather than supportive, ThL' commissioner's initiatives had some positive bene
fits, but they did not generate any widespread support for major change in the educa
tion system, Overall) there was no evidence that she was perceived as extraordinary 
or charismatic in her new position, 

Roberts and Bradley (988) suggested several reasons why the same person was 
seen as charismatic in one position and not in the other. First, at the district level, a se
rious crisis justified the need for innovative solutions, whereas at the state level there 
was no crisis to focus attention and provide a rationale for radical change, Second, as 
a district superintendent she had much more autonomy and authority than as a com
missioner. The latter position was more political and involved a larger and more com
plex web of stakeholder relationships that served to constrain her actions and make 
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change difficult (e.g., the governor, the legislature, members of the education depart
ment, interest groups, teachers' unions, school officials). Third, the large size of the 
state agency and the complexity of the joh as commissioner made it essential to dele
gate more responsibility, but strong political opposition and bureaucratic resistance 
undermined her efforts to restructure the education department and build a cooperative 
team of executives to help implement new initiatives effectively. Finally, as superin
tendent she was able to inspire strong trust and affection in meetings with constituents, 
whereas as commissioner a close relationship with constituents did not develop. 
Speaking to large audiences with intrusive television coverage, her speeches lacked 
the enthusiasm and vivid, emotional language in her earlier speeches as superintendent 
to smaller, more infonnal groups of teachers, principals, and parents. 

Transformational vs. Charismatic Leadership 

One of the most important issues for leadership scholars is the extent ro which 
transformational leadership and charismatic leadership are simHar and compatible. 
Some theorists treat the two types of leadership as essentially equivalent, \vhereas 
other theorist:-; view them as distinl...'t but overlapping processes. Even among theorists 
who view the two types of leadership as distinct processes, there remains disagree
ment about whether it is posslhle to he both transformational and charismatic at the 
same time (Yuki, 1999h). 

Conceptual arnhiguity and a lack of consistenc."y in definitions make it difficult to 
compare transformational and chalism:1tic leadership, or even to compare theories of 
the same general type" In recent years, the major charismatic theories have been re
vised in ways that appear to move them closer to the mmsformational theories. The 
major transformational theories have heen revised to incorporate additional forms of 
effective leadership behavior. The term transjbrmational has been broadly defined by 
many writers to include almost any type of effective leadership, regardless of the un
derlying influence processes. The label may refer to the transformation of individual 
followers or to the transformation of entire organizations. 

One source of apparent differences in the two types of theories is the emphasis 
on attributed charisma and personal identification. The essence of charisma is being 
perceived as extraordinary hy followers who are dependent on the leader for guidance 
and inspiration. Attributed charisma and personal identification are more central for 
the theory by Conger and Kanungo (J 998) than for the tbeory by Shamir and col
leagues (1993). Bass (1985) proposed that charisma is a necessary component of 
transformational leadership, but he also noted that a leader can be charismatic but not 
transformational. The essence of transformational leadership appears to be inspiring, 
developing, and empowering followers. These effects may reduce attribution of 
charisma to the leader lather than increase it. Thus, the essential influence processes 
for transformational leadership may not be entirely compatible with the essential influ
ence process for charismatic leadership, which involves dependence on an extraordi
nary leader. Some support for this distinction is provided in a study by Kark, Shamir, 
and Chen (2003); they found that personal identification mediates the effect of the 
leader on follower dependence and social identification mediates the effect of the 
leader on follower self-efficacy and collective efficacy. 
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Many of the leadership behaviors in the theories of charismatic and transforma
tional leadership appear to be the same, but some important differences are evident as 
well. Transformational leaders probably do more things that will empower followers 
and make them less dependent on the leader, such as delegating significant authority 
to individuals, developing follower skills and self-confidence, creating self-managed 
teams, providing direct ;:HTess to sensilive information, elimin;lting unneo .. '>".'<HY con
trols, and building a strong culture to :-;upport empowerment. Charismatic leaders 
pnJbably do more things that foster an image of extraordinary competence for the 
leader, such as impression management, infonnation restriction, unconventional be
havior, and personal risk taking. 

Some other likely differences between transformational and charismatic leader
ship include ho\v common it is, the facilitating conditions for it, and typical reactions 
of people. According to Bass, transformational leaders can be found in any organiza
tiun at any level, and this type of leadership is universally relevant for all lypes of situ
ations (Bass, 1996, 1997). Tn contrast, charismatic le~ldt:fs are rare, and their emt"f
genee appears to be more dependent on bvorJhJe condition;.; (Bass, 19Bi; Beyer, 1999: 
Shamir & J-Iowcll. 19(9). 'j'llcy arc fjHlst likely tt) 1)« visi<H1~lry i:'!Hrepreneurs \\h() l''-;

lahlish a new organization, or reformers whu clllCrgt.: in ~ln cstahlL'ihed organiz~Jtion 
when f(xm:aJ authority has biled to deal \vith a severe ui~i;-; and traditional vaIut,s and 
hclieL-; are questioned. The reactions of pt:'ople to charismatics an: usually more 
extn..'me and diverse than reactions to transformational k~aders (Bass. 1985). The affec
tive reaction they arouse often polarizes people into opposing camps of loyal supporters 
and hostile opponents. The intense negative reaction by S(}l1le people to charismatic 
leaders helps 1() t.."Xplain \vhy these leaders afe often target.., f()r ;t:-;sassination ()r p{)litical 
tactics to remove them from (lITke. 

The etnpirical research on tnlnsf<mnati{mal and charismatic leadersllip was not 
designed to examine issues of comparahility and compatibility among different theo
ries. Few studies examine underlying influence processes or go beyond the superficial 
and often ambiguous data provided by hehavior description questionnaires. 
Resolution of this interesting and impurtal1l question will require additioD:-ll research 
and greater use of intensive Hjethod~. 

Evaluation of the Theories 

The available evidence SUPP0rL':; many of the key propositions of the major theo
ries of charismatic and transformational leadership. Collectively, the theories appear to 
make an important contribution to our understanding of leadership processes. They 
provide an explanation for the exceptional influence some leaders have on subordi
nates, a level of influence not adequately explained by earlier theories of instrumental 
leadership or situational leadership. The new theories emphasize the importance of 
emotional reactions by followers to leaders, whereas the earHer theories emphasized 
rational-cognitive aspects of leader-follower interactions. The new theories also ac
knowledge the importance of symbolic behavior and the role of the leader in making 
events meaningful for followers. The earlier theories did not recognize that symbolic 
processes and management of meaning are as important as management of things. 
Finally, the new theories include a more comprehensive set of variables (e.g., traits, 
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behaviors, mediating processes, situation) and integrate them better in explanations of 
effective leadership. 

Efforts to evaluate what is really unique are complicated by the "hype" found in 
some descriptions of transformational and charismatic leadership. Although clothed in 
different jargon, some of the "new" wisdom reflects themes that can be found in earli
er theories of leadership and motivation. For example, the underlying explanation for 
the distinction between transformational and transactional leadership is similar to the 
distinction bet\Veen intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The importance of developing 
and empowering subordinates echoes the emphasis on power sharing, mutual tmst, 
teamwork, participation, and supportive relationships by writers such as Argyris 
(964), McGregor (1960), and Likert (1967). Some leadership behaviors in the new 
theories are similar to behaviors identified as important in research that preceded it in 
the 1970s. 

Despite their positive features, the new theories also have some conceptu::11 
weaknesses (Beyer, 1999; Blyman, 1993; Yuki, 1999b). Examples include ambiguous 
constructs, insufficient description of explanatory processes, a narrow focus on dyadic 
processes, omission of some relevant hehaviors, insufficient specification of situ3tiomll 
variahles, and a bias toward heroic conceptions of leadership. Some of these limita
tiuns will be expbined in more detajl. 

Most theories of transformational and charismatic leadership lack sufficient spec
ification of underlying inl1uence processes. The self-concept theory of ch~lrismatic 
leadership provides the most detailed explanation of leader influence on followers, but 
even this theory need.s more clarification of how the various types of influence 
processes interact, their relative impo!tance, and whether they are mutually compati
ble. Most of the theolies are still leader-centered, and they emphasize the influence of 
the leader on followers. More attention needs to be focused on reciprocal influence 
processes, shared leadership, and mutual influence among the followers themselves. 

Most of the theories focus too narrowly on dyadic processes. Although leader in
fluence on individual followers is important, it is not sufficient to explain how leaders 
build exceptional teams (see Chapter 10). The theories would be strengthened by a 
better explanation of how leaders enhance mutual tnlst and cooperation, empower
ment: collective identification, collective efficacy, and collective learning. The theories 
do not explain the task-oriented functions of leaders that are essenrjal for the effective 
performance of a team. As noted in Chapter 4, transactional leadership is defined in J 

mosdy negative way, and the MLQ does not explicitly measure effective forms of task
oriented behavior such as planning activities, clarifying roles and objectives, and solving 
operational problems. To fill this conceptual gap, some scholars have imputed addi
tional meaning to transactional leadership, such as assuming that it includes these 
other types of task-oriented behavior. However, it is inappropriate for researchers to 
make inferences about unmeasured behaviors, and the underlying influence process 
for transactional leadership (i.e., exchange and instrumental compliance) is not suffi
cient to explain how task-oriented behaviors affect individual or collective perform
ance. Finally, the theories fail to explain the leader's external roles, such as monitor
ing the environment to identify threats and opportunities, building networks of 
contacts who can provide information and assistance, serving as a spokesperson for 
the team or organization, negotiating agreements with outsiders, and helping to obtain 
resources, political support, and new members with appropriate skills (see Chapter 3). 
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The charismatic and transfonnational theories descrihe how a leader can influence 
the motivation and loyalty of organization members, which is relevant for understanding 
effective leadership, However, these theories are primarily extensions of motivation the
ory, and much more is needed to explain how leaders influence the financial pert<lrm
anee and survival of an organization (Beyer, 1999; YukI 8; Lepsinger, .2004). A leader 
may influenc'C followers to he more motivated, cre:[tive. and cooperative, but what the 
followers are motivated to do and how appropriate it is for the situation are also impor
tant fa<-tors, lIaving highly mf)tivaled and loyal followers will not prevent disaster if the 
leader pursues unrealistic objectives or misguided stI"dtegies Ccf. Finkelstein) 20(3)' 1he 
theories do not provide a good explanation for a strong effect of CEO behavior on the 
financial performance of a company, and survey studies on leader use of transfonnational 
or charismatic behaviors (as perceived by subordinates) have found only weak and 
inconsistent corn::lations (s('''e Chapter 13). Some effOl1:; have lx.'(;n made to overcome the 
limitations of the theories by examining explanatory procesSt.;''s at multiple k:vels (e,g., 
\Valdman & Yammarino, 19(9). However, rather than tlying to stretch dyadic theories to 
explain organizational processes, it is better to deVelop theories of .')lrategic lLldefship 
that include expbnatolY procv~ses at thc appropriate level of conceptualization and take 
into account other important determinants of urganizational performancc. Theories of 
~tralegic leadership arL' disclissed in Chapters 10 and 1.3, 

A final limitation in the theories is the overempbasis on universal leader attributes 
that are supposedly relevant for all situations, ,More attention is needed to situational 
variables thaI determine whether transformational or charismatic leadershjp will occur 
and how effective it will he (Beyer, 1999; Blyman, 1992; YukI, 1999b), Some progress 
has been made in develop'log Iht"ory about situational variables that may explain why 
charismatic or tt'ansformati{)flallcadership is likely to occur or enhance the efleets of this 
leadership (e,g., Antonakis: & Atwater, 2002; Conger & Kanungo, 19R9; Klein & House, 
1995: Pawar & Eastman, lY97; Shamir & How<:n, 1999; Tdee & Beyer, 1986). However, 
the number of cmpilical studies on contextual variai)ies that may moderate the effects of 
leadership b still ,small, A11iJ the resuib arc inconclusive (e.g., Bass, 1996; De Hoogh 
el aI., 2005: HOllse et al.. 1*?'i1: Howell & Avolio, 1993: Pillai, 1996; Pillai & Meindl, 1998: 
Podsakoff. MacKenzie, & Bommer, 1996; Roberts & B"ldley, 198H; Tosi et al.. 2()04; 
\X!aldman, Javidan, & VarellJ, 2004; Waldman et aI., 2(01). Most studies of contextual 
variables obtain lJ.tings of tJ:tnsforl1l:Hional Of charismatlc leadership from subordin~ltes 
of each leader and correlate these measures with leadership cffectivenes,'). The result"> 
aVe comlxtred for leaders in oiflt..'renl situations, In the few studies in which the correla
tion was significant in one situation but not another, attributions can explain the results 
as well as the theory (see Chaplers 2 and 13). That is, regarcIless of their actual behav
ior, the leaders of successful companies are perceived as more transformational or 
charismatic than leaders of unsuccessful companies, and this attribution is stronger when 
the situation makes attributions more likely (e.g., the environment is turbulent). 

Applications: Guidelines for Leaders 

Although much remains to be learned about transformational leadership, the 
convergence in findings from different types of research suggests some tentative 
guidelines for leaders who seek to inspire followers and enhance their self-confidence 
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• Articulate a dear and appealing vision. 
• Explain how the vision can be attained. 
• Act confident and optimistic. 
• Express confidence in followers. 
• Use dramatic, symbolic actions to emphasize key values. 
• Lead by example. 

and commitment to the mission. The gUidelines (see Table 9-4 for summary) are 
based on the theories and research findings reviewed in this chapter. Additional 
guidelines on change-oriented leadership can be found in Chapter 10. 

• Articulate a clear and appealing vision. 

Transformational 1eaders strengthen the existing vision or build commitment to a 
new vision. A clear vision of what the organization could accomplish Of become helps 
people understand the purpose, objectives, and priorities of the organization. It gives 
the work meaning, serves as a sourCe of self-esteem, and f<:lsters J sense of common pur
pose. Finally, the vision helps gUide the actions and decisions of each member of the 
organization, which is especially impOl1;Jnt when individuals or groups are allowed ('00-

sklcrablc autonomy and di~Tetion in their work decisions (Hackman, 1986; Raelin, 1989). 
Pf(>cedures for developing a vision with appealing content are described in Chapter 10. 

The success of a vbion depends on how well it is communicated to people 
(A",oml"h & Gardner, 1999: Holladay & Coombs. 1993, 1994). The vision should be 
communicated at every opportunity and in a variety of ways. Meeting with people di
rectly to explain the vision and answer questions about it is probably more effective 
[han less interactive forms of communication (e.g., letters or e-mail messages to follow
ers, newsletter articles, televised news conferences, videotaped speeches). If a nonin
teractive fonn of communication is used to present the vision, then it is helpful to provide 
opportunities for followers to ask questions afterward (e.g., use e-mail, a hotline, open 
meetings, or visits by the leader to department meetings). 

The ideological aspects of a vision can be communicated more dearly and per
suaSively with colorful. emotional language that includes vivid imagery, metaphors, 
anecdotes, stories, symbols, and slogans. Met,:lphors and analogies are especially ef
fective when they excite the imagination and engage the listener in trying to make 
sense out of them. Anecdotes and stories are more effective if they invoke symbols 
with deep cultural roots, such as legendary heroes, sacred figures, and historical or
deals and triumphs. A dramatic, expressive style of speaking augments the use of col
orful language in making an emotional appeal. Conviction and intensity of feeling are 
communicated by a speaker's voice (tone, inflection, pauses), facial expressions, ges
tures, and body movement. Use of rhyme, rhythm, and repetition of key words or 
phr'd.ses can make a vision more colorful and compelling. 

• Explain how the vision can be attained. 

It is not enough to articulate an appealing vision; the leader must also convince 
followers that the vision is feasible. It is important to make a clear link between the 
vision and a credible strategy for attaining it. This link is easier to establish if the 
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strategy has a few dear themes that are relevant to shared values of organization 
members (Nadler, 1988). Themes provide labels to help people understand issues 
and problems. The number of themes should be large enough to focus attention on 
key issues! but not so large as to cause confusion and diSSipate energy. It is seldom 
necessary to present an elaborate pian with detailed action steps. The leader should 
not pretend to know aU the ~mswers about how to achieve the Vision, but instead 
should inf{mn l~)ll(}wers that they vdll have a vital role in discovering what specific 
actions are necessary. 

The strategy for attaining the vision is most likely to be persLidsive when it is 
unconventional yet straightforward. If it is either [-;impiistic or conventional, the 
strategy will not elicit confidence in the leader) especially when there is a crisis. 
Consider the exampJe of a company that was losing market share in the face of in
tense competition. 

'l1lf: CEO proposed to make the company's product Tll(;' best in thi.:' world hy im
proving product (k'sign and quality (the old ,-,lr:ltcgy· \\as to kt'('p prict: linv hy cut
ling co.'>!::;). The produd would he designed to he n.:li:.ihk (fny 1Tl0\ ill;"'; parb, 
durahle lllatcri;lb. l.."xtvnsivc pro-dUd It'sting. qlwlilY t'<Jllfroj hy <.-'H.'l), wnrkcr) as 
wd\ as ~USt:f l1'icndly" (simpk operating procedure.". ('a~y-to'rc:1d dispLl}S, dear in~ 
s{ructions). 'fhi:> :>trategy contrihuted to the successful turnaround of thl.:' company. 

• Act confident and optimistic. 

Followers are not going to have faith in a vision unless the leader demonstrates 
sdf-confidcnce and convictlon, It i~ important to remain optimistic ahout the likely 
success of the group in attaining its vision, especblfy in the fact.' of temporary road
hlocks and setbacks. A manager's confidence and optimism can he highly contagious. 
It is best 10 emphasize \\'hat h~1S been accomplished so far ratht::T than how much more 
is yet to be done. It is best h) emphJ.size the positive aspens of the vision rather than 
the obstacles and dangers that lie ahead. Confjdence is expressed in both \\'onJs and 
actions, Lack of self-confidence is reflected in tentative, faltering languagt: (e.g., "I 
gUt·.:ss," ~nuybe," '·hopefuIly") and some nonverbal cues (e,g" frown~. bck of eye con
tact, nervous gestures, \veak posture), 

• Express confidence in followers. 

The motivating effect of a vision also depends on the extent to which subordi
nates are confident about their ability to achieve it. Research on the Pygmalion ef
feet found that people perform better when a leader has high expectations for them 
and shows confidence in them (Eden, 1984, 1990; Eden & Shani, 1982; Field, 1989; 
Sutton & Woodman, 1989). It is especially important to foster confidence and opti
mism when the task is difficult or dangerous, or when team members lack confi
dence in themselves. If appropriate, the leader should remind followers how they 
overcame obstacles to achieve an earlier triumph. If they have never been success
ful, the leader may be able to make an analogy between the present situation and 
success by a similar team or organizational unit. Review the speCific strengths, as
sets, and resources that they can draw on to carry out the strategy, List the advan
tages they have relative to opponents or competitors. Tell them that they are as 
good as or better than an earlier team that was successful in performing the same 
type of activity. 
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• Use dramatic, symbolic actions to emphasize key values. 

A vision is reinforced by leadership behavior that is consistent with it. Concern 
for a value or objective is demonstrated by the way a manager spends time, by resource 
allocation decisions made when trade·offs are necessary between objectives, by the 
questions the manager asks, and by what actions the manager rewards, Dramatic, high· 
Iy visible actions can be used to emphasize key values, as in the following example, 

The division manager had a vision that included relationships in which people 
were open, creative, cooperative, and oriented toward learning. Past meetings of 
the management team had heen overly formal, with detailed agendas, elaborate 
presentations, and excessive criticism. He began a three-day meeting to communi
cate his vision for the division by inviting people to a beach from ceremony where 
they burned a pile of agenda.s, handouts, and evaluation forms. 

Symbolic actions to achieve an important objeliive or defend an important value are 
likely to be more influential when the manager risks substantial personal loss, makes a 
self-sacrifice, or does things that are unconventional. The effect of symbolic action.s is in
creased when they hecome the subject of stories and myths thai circulate among mem
bers of the organization and are retold time and again over the years to new employees, 
In one example recounted by Peters and Austin 098'»), the CEO personalJy destroyed 
some low-quality versions of the company's product that had been sold previously ;IS 

"seconds." This widely publicized action demonstrated his commitment to the new policy 
that, hencefolth, [he company \.vould make and sell only products of the highest quality. 

• Lead by example. 

According to an old saying, actions speak louder than words. One way a leader 
can influence subordinate commitment is by setting an example of exemplary behav
ior in day-to-day interactions with subordinates. Leading by example is sometimes 
called role modeling. It is especially important for actions that are unpleasant, danger
ous, unconventional~ or controversial. A manager who asks subordinates to observe a 
particular standard should also observe the same standard. A manager who asks sub
ordinates to make special sacrifices should set an example by doing the same. Some 
of the most inspirational militalY leaders have been ones who led their troops into hat
tIe and shared the dangers and hardships rather than staying behind in relative safety 
and comfort (Van Fleet & YukI. 1986b), A negative example is provided by the exec· 
utives in a large company that was experiencing financial difficulties. After asking em
ployees to defer their expected pay increases, the executives awarded themselves 
large bonuses. This action created resentment among employees and undermined em
ployee loyalty to the organization and commitment to its mission. A more effective ap
proach would have been to set an example by cutting bonuses for top management 
before asking for sacrifices from other employees, 

The values espoused by a leader should be demonstrated in his or her daily be· 
havior, and it must be done conSistently, not just when convenient. Top-level leaders 
are always in the spotlight, and their actions are carefully examined by followers in a 
search for hidden meanings that may not be intended by the leader, Ambiguous reo 
marks may be misinterpreted and innocent actions may be misrepresented. To avoid 
sending the wrong message, it is important to consider in advance how one's com
ments and actions are likely to be interpreted, 
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Summary 

Attributions of charisma are the result of an interactive process between leader, follow
ers) and the situation. Charismatic iea(iers arouse enthusiasrtl and commitment in fol
lowers hy articulating a compelling vision .and increasing follower confidence ahout 
achieving it, Attribution of charisma to the leader is more likely if the vision and strat
egy for attaining it are innovative, the leader t~lkes personal risks to promote it. and the 
strategy appears to be succeeding. Other relevant behaviors have als() been identified, 
but they vary somewhat across the different theolies. Some leader traib and skills 
~uch as self-confidence, strong convictions) pobe, speaking ability) and a dramatic flair 
increase the likelihood of attributed charisma, but more important is a context tbat 
makes the lea.der's vision -t"SpeciaUy rek,'vant to follower need.:.;. 

Charismatic leaders can have a tremendous influence on an organization, but 
the consequences are not always beneficial. Many entrepreneurs who establish a 
prosperous company are -tj/Tants and egomaniacs \vho.se actions fnay cause the even
tual downfall of their company. The personalized power orientation of these charis
matics makes tilL'm inScl1sitiYc, n1Jnipulative, domincering, impulsive, and defensive. 
They L-mphaslzc devotion to Ihent<.;dve,s rather than to idt:oiogica! goals, \vhich afe 
used only as a means to manipulate foil(wvers. Positive charismatics seek to insl ill 
dL'votion to ideological g()als and are more likely to have a beneficial influence on 
the organization. However, the achien:ment culture fostered by pOSitive charismat
ics may also produce some undesirahle consequences if the needs of individual fol
lowers are ignored. :Vlore research is needed to discover whether it is pos.\ible to 
achIeve the positive outcornes of charismatic leadertihip "\vithout the negative conse
quences. 

Transformational leaders make followers more aware of the importance and 
value of the work and indw:;e fol1ovvTrs to transcend self-interest for the sake of the or
ganization. The leaders dc"Velop follower skills and confidence to prepare them to as
sume more responsibility trl an empowered organization. The leaders provide support 
and encourngement when necessary to maintain enthusiasm and effort in the face of 
obstacles, difficulties. and fatigue. As a result of this influence, follo\vers fed trust and 
respect t()"\'vard the leader, and they are motivated to do more than they originally ex
pected to do. 

The empirical research relevant for the theories of transformational leadership 
bas generally been SUppo11ive, but few studies have examint:d the underlying influ
ence processes that account for the positive relationship found between leader behav
ior and follower performance. More research is needed to determine the conditions in 
which different types of transformational behavior are most relevant and the underly
ing influence processes that explain why the behaviors are relevant. 

The theories of transformational and charismatic leaderShip emphasize that emo
tional processes are as important as rational processes, and symbolic actions are as im
portant as instrumental behavior. These theories provide new insights into the reasons 
for the success or failure of leaders, but the underlying explanatory processes in these 
theories do not provide a sufficient basis for a theory of strategic leadership in organi
zations. To understand how leaders can influence the long-term financial performance 
and survival of an organiZation, it is also necessary to examine how leaders influence 
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major change, and how they influence organizational processes and aspects of strate
gic management that are not explicitly described in most charismatic and transforma
tional theories. These subjects are discussed in Chapters 10 and 13. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. Briefly describe the attribution theolY of charismatic leadership. 
2. Briefly describe the self-concept theolY of charismatic leadership. 
3. Briefly descrihe the psychoanalytic and social contagion theories. 
4. What influence processes are emphasized by each charismatic theory? 
5. What behaviors are generdlly associated with chari.smatic leadership? 
6. What is routinization of charisma, and how is it accomplished? 
7. What problems are charismatic leaders likely to create for an organization? 
R In what type of situation is a charismatic leader most likely to he beneficial? 
9. Briefly describe the theory of transformational leadership proposed by Bass. 

10. What are .some similarities and differences between charismatic and transfonna
tiona! leadership? 

11. \V'hat ne\v insights ~tn: provided by the theories of transformational and charismat
ic leadership? 

12. What can leaders do to become more transformational? 

Key Terms 

charisma 
charismatic leadership 
empowering 
idealized influence 
inspirational motivation 
intellectual stimulation 
internalization 

management of meaning 
pers(mal identification 
role modeling 
routinization of charisma 
self-concept 
sdf-efficacy 
self-identity 

social contagion 
social idemification 
symbolic action 
transactional leadership 
tran~f()rming leadership 
transfcmllational leadership 
vision 
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CHAPTER 10 

Leading Change in 
Organizations 

Learning Objectives 

After studying {hb chapter you :;hould be able to: 

• Understand the different fe~lsons for resisting change. 

• Understand the psychological processes involved in making major changt.."S. 

• Lnderstand the different '\vays that leadcr's can inillH.:'nce the culture of an 
{}1:ganizarion. 

• {Inderstand the characteristics of an effective vision. 

• Lndt.:rsf;:ll1d ho\\- to develop an appealing vision fur the organization. 

• Cnderstand how to implerncnt a major change in an organization. 

• l:nderst.:md the characteristjc~ of a learning organization. 

• l'nderstand how leaders can increase learning and innovation in organizations. 

Leading change is one of the most important and difficult leadership responsibilities. 
for some theorists, it is the essence of leadership and everything else is secondary. 
Effective leadership is needed to revitalize an organization and facilitate adaptation 
to a changing environment. This subject became especially relevant in the 1980$ 
when many private and public sector organizations were confronted with the need 
to change the way things were done in order to survive. This chapter builds on the 
previuus line and provides a practitioner-oriented perspective on strategic, change
oriented leadership. 

Major change in an organization is usually guided by the top management team, 
but any member of the organization can initiate change or contribute to its success. 
The chapter describes how leaders can influence the organization culture, develop a 
Vision, ilnplement change, and encourage learning and innovation. The chapter be
gins by describing different change processes and approaches, 
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Change Processes in Organizations 

Efforts to implement change in an organization are more likely to be successful if 
a leader understands the reasons why people accept or resist change, sequential phases 
in the change process, different types of change, and the importance of using appro
priate models for understanding organizational prohlems. Each topic will be examined 
more closely. 

Different Reasons for Accepting Change 

The initial reaction to a proposed change may be acceptance, and there are dif
ferent reasons why a person may be willing to accept change rather than resist it. One 
explanation is in terms of the types of leader power that are used to influence the per
son to accept change and the types of influence processes that leaders actually use 
(see Chapter 2). Compliance with the change is likely if people believe tbat it is a le
gitimate exercise of leader authority (legitimate power). or if they fear punishment for 
resisting the change (coercive power), Commitment is a more likely outcome of a 
change initiative when people trust their leaders and believe that the change is neces
sary and likely to be effective (strong referent and expert power). Commitment to 
change is also facilitated by the leader's use of an appropriate combination of proac
tive influence tactics (,see Chapter 2). Herscovitch and Meyer (2002) also proposed 
similar reasons for acceptance of change, but they described the outcome in terms of 
continuance, normative, and affective commitment. By confounding outcomes with 
causes, their approach creates unnecessary conceptual confusion. 

Resistance to Change 

Resistance to change is a common phenomenon for individuals and organiza
tions. There are a number of different reasons why people resist major changes in or
ganizations (Connor, 1995), and they are not mutually exclusive. 

1. Lack of trust. A basic reason for resistance to change is distnlst of the people who 
propose it. Distmst can magnify the effect of other sources of resistance. Even 
without an obvious threat, a change may be resisted if people imagine hidden, 
ominous implications that will become obvious only at a later time. Mutual mis
trust may encourage a leader to be secretive about the reasons for change, there
by further increasing suspicion and resistance, 

2. BeUefthat change is not necessary. Resistance is more likely if the current way of 
doing things has been successful in the past and there is no clear evidence of seri
ous problems that require major change. The signs of a developing problem are 
usually ambiguous at the early stage, and it is easy for people to ignore or discount 
them. If top management has overstated the organization's performance, then con
vincing people of the need for change will be even more difficult. Even when a 
problem is finally recognized, the usual response is to make incremental adjust
ments in the present strategy, or to do more of the same, rather than to do some
tbing different. 

3. Belief that the change is notfeasfble. Even when problems are acknowledged, a 
proposed change may be resisted because it seems unlikely to succeed. Making a 
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change that is radically different from anything done previously will appear diffi
cult if not impossible to most people. Failure of earlier change programs creates 
cynicism and makes people doubtful the next one will be any better. 

4. Economic threats. Even if a change would benefit the organization, it may be resis
ted by people who would suffer personal loss of income, benefits, or job security. 
The latter concern is espedaUy relevant when change involves repladng p-c.'ople 
with technology or improving proceSst's to make them more efficient. Prior 
downsizing and layoffs raise <-lnX1cly and increase resistance to new proposals, re
ganlless of the actual threat. 

5. Rekltive high cost. Even when a change has obviotL<) benefits for the organizJtion, 
it always entails some costs, which may he higher than the benefits. Familiar rflU
tines must be changed, causing inconvenience and requiring Inore effort. 
Resources are necessary to implement change, and resources already invested in 
doing things the traditional way will be lost. Performance invariably suffers dur
ing the transition period as the nc\-v w~lyS are learned and new procedures de
bugged, Concern about costs: in relation to benefits will he more difficult to allay 
when it is not possihle to (>stimate them with any accuracy. 

6. Fear of personal failure. Change makes some expertise obsoh.:te and requires 
lc,Jrning new \vay;:; of doing the work. People who lack sdf-conf-ktence will be 
reluctant to trade proceduf'l"s they lwve mastered for new ones that may prove too 
difficult to lTt18ter. A proposed change will be more acceptable if it includes pro
visions tt)r helping people learn new ",rays -of doing things, 

7. Loss of status and power. Major changes in organizations invariably result in some 
shift in ft.'hllive power and status t()f indivluuals and subunits. New strategies 
often expertise not possessed by some of the people currently enjoying 
high statu;; as problt:m solvers. People responsible for activities that will he cut 
hack or dimimlted will lose status and p()\verj making them more likely to oppose 
a change. 

8. Threat to l!alues IUld ideals. Change that appears to be inconsistent with strong 
values and i(k~J:L') \\'iU be resisted. Thre;:n to a person's values arou$t.">s strong emotions 
that fuel resistance to change. If the values are embedded in a strong organization 
culture, resistance will be \videspread rather than isolated. 

9. Resentment of interference. Some people resist change because they do not 
want to be controlled by others, Attempts to manipUlate them or force change 
will elicit resentment and hostility. l'nless people acknowledge the need for 
change and perceive they have a choice in determining how to change, they 
will resist it. 

Resistance to change is not merely the result of ignorance or inflexibility; it is a 
natural reaction by people who want to protect their self-interests and sense of self
determination, Rather than seeing resistance as just another obstacle to batter down or 
circumvent, it is helpful to view it as energy that can be redirected to improve change 
(Ford, Ford, & D'Amelio, 2008; Jick, 1993; Maurer, 1996). Active resistance indicates 
the presence of strong values and emotions that could serve as a source of commitment 
for opponents who are converted to supporters. As noted in Chapter 5, it is essential 
for change agents to discuss a proposed or impending change with people who will 
he affected by it to learn about their concerns and suggestions. 
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Understanding resistance to change requires going beyond an examination of indi
vidual reasons for resisting. Resistance at the individual level is compounded by system 
dynamics at the group and organization level. Changes in one pan of a system may elicit 
a reaction from other parts that nullifies the effect of the change. TIle intedocking nature 
of social systems creates tremendous inertia. Just as it takes miles to tum a supertanker at 
.se'd, it often takes years to implement Significant change in a large organization. 

Stages in the Change Process 

Change process theories describe a typical pattern of events that occur from the be
ginning of a change to the end. One of the earliest process theories was Lewin's (951) 
force-field modeL He proposed that the change process can be divided into three phas
es: unfreezing, changing, and refreezing. In the unfreezing phase, people come to real
ize that the old ways of doing things arc no longer adequate. This recognition may occur 
as a result of an obvious Crisis} or it may result from an effort to describe threats or oppor
tunities not evident to most people in the organization. In the changing phase, people 
lex)k for new ways of doing things and selcct a promising approach. In the rdieezing 
phase, the nc\v approach is implemented, and it hecomes estahlished. All three phases 
are important for successful change. An attempt to move directly to the changing phase 
without first unfl'eezing attitudes is likely to meet with apathy or strong resistance. Lack 
of .':>ystematk diagno,,'iis and problem solving in the changing phase will result in a \veak 
change plan. Lack of attention to consentsus building and declining enthusiasm in the 
third stage may result in the change being reversed soon after it is implemented. 

According to Lewin, change may he achieved by two types of actions. One ap
proach is to increase the driving forces tu\vard change (e.g.: increase incentives, use 
position power to force change). The other approach is to reduce restraining forces 
that create resistance to change (e,g., reduce fear of failure or economic loss, co-opt or 
remove opponents). If the restraining forces are weak, it may be sufficient merely to 
increase driving forces. However, when restraining forces are strong, a dual approach 
is advisable. Unless restraining forces can be reduced, an increase in driving forces 
will create an intense conflict over the change, and continuing resistance will make it 
more difficult to complete the refreezing phase. 

Stages in Reaction to Change 

Another process theory describes how people in organizations react to changes 
imposed upon them (Gebert, Boerner, & Lanwehr, 2003; Krause, 2004; Jick, 1993; 
Woodward & Bucholz, 1987). The theory builds on observations about the typical 
sequence of reactions by people to sudden, traumatic events such as the death of a 
Joved one, the breakup of a marriage, or a natural disaster that destroys one's home 
(Lazarus, 1991). A similar pattern of reactions is assumed to occur during organizational 
change. Ine reaction pattern has four stages: denial, anger, mourning, and adaptation. 
The initial reaction is to deny that change will be necessary ("This isn't happening" or 
"It's just a temporary setback"). The next stage is to get angry and look for someone 
to blame. At the same time, people stubbornly resist giving up accustomed ways of 
doing things. In the third stage, people stop denying that change is inevitable, ac
knowledge what has been lost, and mourn it. The final stage is to accept the need to 
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change and go on with one's life. The duration and severity of each type of reaction 
can vaty greatly, and some people get stuck in an intermediate stage. Understanding 
these stages is important for change leaders, who must Jearn to be patient and helpfuL 
Many people need help to overcome denial, channel their anger constructively, mOUln 
without becoming severely depressed, and have optimism about adjusting successfully. 

Prior Experience and Reactions to Change 

Despite the extensive literature providing guidance on how to initiate <tnd man
age change, many efforts ("il to meet expectations (Burke, 2002). Large-scale change 
in organizations is difficult to study, and much of the research involves anecdotal ac
counts or case studies" However, recent years have seen an increase in research on 
conditions affecting the success of ch;mge efforts in organizations. The research has 
examined how contextual factors and individual factors jointly determine the amount 
of resistance or commitment to change. 

How a perS{jfl reacts to change depends in parr on the person's general confi
dence ahollt l-oping with change sucC(~s: .. ,flllly. This confidence is affec!t.-"d hy prior 
experience with change as well as by tr;liLs ,,,uell :1;'> self-confidence and internal IOClIS of 
control orient~ltion (see Chapter 2), Competing hypotheses can be made (jick, 1993) 
about the effects uf experiencing repeated, difficult change. One hypothesis is that 
experiencing traumatic ch<lnge will "inoculate" people and leave them better pre
pared to change again without such an intense or prolonged period of adjustment. 
For example, having experienced and survived the loss of two johs in 5 years, Sally is 
confident ahout taking more risky, less secure jobs in the future. The rival hypothe
sis is that repeated change leaves people less resilient and more vulnerable to adverse 
effects from suh~<:qtlenl change. The explan:ltion involves prolonged stress and the 
inability to completely resolve the emotional trauma of an earlier change. For exam
ple, after losing two jobs in 5 years as a result of downsizing, Linda cannot deal with 
the threat of losing another job and seeks early n:tiremen1. A third possibility is that 
repelted change makes some peoph: murc resilient and others less resilient, depend
ing on their other pers()n~llity traits and their social support system. 

Research on the cumulative effects of experiencing repeated, intense changes is 
still limited, but it suggests that the more common effect is to increase stress and frus
tration (RaHerty &. (,riffin, 2006). The strc'Ss caus(;'-(J by earlier cha nges and a person's 
self-efficacy for change jointly determine how the person will react to rnore changes. 
(Herold, Fedor, & Caldwell, 2()o7). Even for people who have strong confidence in 
their ability to handle change, too many changes in a short period of time can under~ 
mine commitment. People are likely to feel frustration and a sense of injustice if the 
burden of implementing change is placed on them without adequate support from the 
organization. Feelings of being unjustly treated are intensified when most of the ben
efits of the changes will accrue to others) such as top management. 

Different Types of Organizational Change 

The success of a major change depends in part on what is changed. Many at
tempts to introduce change in an organization emphasize changing either attitudes or 
roles but not both (Beer, Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990). The attitude-centered approach 
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involves changing attitudes and values with persuasive appeals, training progrdills, 
team-building activities, or a culture change program. In addition, technical or inter
personal skills may be increased with a training program. The underlying assumption 
is that new attitudes and skills will cause behavior to change in a beneficial way. It is 
hoped that converts become change agents themselves and transmit the vision to other 
people in the organization. 

The role-centered approach involves changing work roles by reorganizing the 
workflow, redesigning jobs to include different activities and responsibilities, mC.'1dify
ing authority relationshipsl changing the criteria and procedures for evaluation of 
work, and changing the reward system. The assumption is that when work roles re
quire people to act in a different way, they will change their attitudes to be consistent 
with the new behavior. Effective behavior is induced by the new role requirements 
and reinforced by the evaluation and reward system. 

An example will clarify the difference between the two approaches to organiza
tional change. A company is having difficulty getting people in dith:rent functionally 
specialized depa11ments to cooperate in developing new products. rapidJy and getting 
them into the marketplace. One approach is to talk ahout the importance of coopera
tion and to use a process analysis intervention or team-huilding activity to increasl:' un
derstanding and mutual respect among people from different functions. This ap
proach assumes that increased trust and understanding will increase cooperation back 
in the workplace. Another approach is to create cross-functional teams that are re
sponsible for the development of a new product, and then reward people for comribu
tions to [he success of the team, l11is approach assumes that people \vho cooperate to 
achieve a common goal \vill come to understand and trust each other. 

Over the years, there ha.s been controversy about which approach is the most ef.
fective. Either approach can succeed Of fail depending on how \yell it is implement
ed. Beer and his colleagues (1990) argue that a role-centered program is more likely 
to be sllccessful than an attitude-centered program. However. the two approaches are 
not incompatible, and the best strategy is to use them together in a mutually support
ive way. Efforts to change attitudes and skills to support new roles reduce the chance 
that the role change \ViIi be subverted by opponents before it has a chance to succeed. 

Not all change efforts are focused on attitudes or roles. Another type of change 
is in the technology used to do the \vork. Many organizations have atternpted to im
prove performance by implementing new information and decision support systems. 
Examples include networked workstations, human resource information systems, in
ventory and order processing systems, sales tracking systems, or an Intranet with 
groupware for communication and idea sharing among employees. Such changes 
often fail to yield the desired benefits, because without consistent changes in work 
roles, attitudes, and skills, the new technology will not be accepted and used in an 
effective way. 

Still another major type of change is in the competitive strategy of the organiza
tion. Examples of this stmtegy-centered approach include introduction of new prod
ucts or services, entering new markets, use of new forms of marketing, initiation of 
Internet sales in addition to direct selling, forming alliances or joint ventures with other 
organizations, and modifying relationships with suppliers (e.g., partnering with a few 
reliable suppliers). To be successful, changes in competitive strategy often require 
consistent changes in people, work roles, organization structure, and technology. 
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For example, the decision to begin providing a more intensive type of customer serv
ice may require service personnel with additional skills and hetter technology for com
municating \vith customers. 

Internal changes in an organization may emphasize either economic factors or 
human [actors (Beer & Nohria, 2000). The economic approach seeks to improve fi
nancial performance with changes such as down;.;izing, n.:;.;tructuring! and adjustment::; 
in compensation and incentives. The organizational approach seeks to improve 
hllman capability, commitment, and creativity by increa:Sing individual and organiza
tionallearning, strengthening cultural values that support flexihility and innovation, 
and empowering people to initiate improvements. Attempts to make large-scale 
change in an organization often involve some aspects of both approaches, but incom
patible elements can undermine the change effort if nol carefully managed. For ex
ample, making drastic layoffs to reduce costs can undermine the trust and loyally 
needed to improvt.: collective learning and innovation, It is difficult to improve orga
nizational performance unless a leader can find ways to deal with the tra(1e~offs and 
competing values involV(>d in making major change. and this subject is discussed in 
more dct~lil in Ch;{pter 15. 

lvtan)' organizations implement generic change programs tlur are popular at lhe 
time, even if there is little or no empiricl1 evidence to indicate tllat they are effi..'clin:. 
Some eX~lJ1lples of popuLiI' change programs during the past two decades include 
downsiZing, delayering, reorganization (e.g., into sm~lll product divisions), total quali
ty management. recnginccring, self-managed teams, outsourcing, and partnering (e.g., 
with suppliers). A common mistake is to implement a generic change progr:.H)1 vvith
our a careful diagnosis of the problems t..'onfronting the organization, Change pro
grams often fall to solve organizational prohlems and sometimes m~lke rhcm wor-se 
(B(.>(;:1' et a1.. 1990). The benefits obtained from changes made in one part of tht..' organ
ization often fail to improve the overall pl'rfonnance of the organll:1tion and may 
cause ne'\\' problems f()f other subunit:-; (Goodm:m &: Rousseau, 20(4). Before initiat
ing major changes, leaders need to he clear ahout the nature of the prohlem ;jnd the 
ohjectives (if the progr~mL 

Systems Models for Organizational Diagnosis 

Just as in the treatment of a physical iline.,". the first step is a careful diagnosis 
to determine what is wrong with the patient. The organizational diagnosis em be 
conducted by the top managemem team. by out.side consultants, or by a task force 

composed of representatives of the various key stakeholders in the organization. To 
understand the reasons for a problem and how to deal with it requires a good under
standing of the complex relationships and systems dynamics that occur in organiza
tions. Systems models that acknowledge complex relationships and cyclical causality 
can he used to improve organizational diagnosis (Gharajedaghi, 1999; Goodman & 
Rousseau, 2004; Senge, 1990). 

In a systems model, problems have multiple causes, which may include actions 
taken earHer to solve other problems. Actions have multiple outcomes, including 
unintended side effects. Changes often have delayed effects that tend to obscure the 
real nature of the relationship. Sometimes actions that appear to offer quick relief may 
actually make things worse in the long run, whereas the best solution may offer no 
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immediate benefits, A person who is impatient for quick results may keep repeating 
inappropriate remedies, rather than pursuing better remedies that require patience and 
short-term sacrifice. 

A change in one part of a system often elicits reactions from other parts to main
tain system equilibrium, The reactions tend to dampen or cancel out the effects of the 
initial change. An example is when a manager downsizes the workforce to reduce 
costs, but pressure to maintain the same output requires expensive overtime and use 
of consultants (including some of the same people who were downsized), thereby 
negating most or all of the cost savings. 

Another common phenomenon is a reinforcing cycle wherein small changes 
grow into much bigger changes that mayor may not be desirable. A posjtive example 
is when a change made to improve processes in one subunit is successful, and other 
subunits are encouraged to imitate it, resulting in more benefits for the organization 
than initially expected. A negative example is when rdtioning is introduced to con
serve a resource and people rush to get more of it than they currently need, therehy 
causing greater shortages. 

Influencing Organization Culture 

Large-scale change in an organization usually requires some change in the organ
ization culture as well as direct influence over individual subordinates. By changing 
the culture of an organization, top management can indirectly influence the motivation 
and behavior of organization members. Research on organizational culture provides 
further insight into the dynamics of transttmnationaJ Jeadership and the proce.sses by 
which a leader's charisma may become institutionalized (see Chapter 9), 

Nature of Organization Culture 

Schein (J 992, 2004) defines the culture of a group or organization as shared as
sumptions and beliefs about the world and [heir place in it, the nature of time and 
space, human nature, and human relationships. Schein distinguishes between under
lying heliefs (which may be unconscious) and espoused values, which mayor may not 
be consistent with these beliefs. Espoused values do not accurately reflect the culture 
when they are inconsistent with underlying beliefs. For example, a company may 
espouse open communication, but the underlying belief may be that any criticism or 
disagreement is detrimental and should be avoided, It is difficult to dig beneath the 
superficial layer of espoused values to discover the underlying beliefs and assump
tions, some of which may be unconscious. 

The underlying beliefs representing the culture of a group or organization are 
learned responses to problems of survival in the external environment and problems of 
internal integration. The primaty external problems are the core mission or reason for 
existence of the organization, concrete objectives based on this mission, strategies for 
attaining these objectives, and ways to measure success in attaining objectives. Most 
organizations have multiple objectives, and some of them may not be as obvious as others, 
Agreement on a general mission does not imply agreement about specific objectives 
or their relative priority, Schein (1992, p, 56) provides an example of a company with 
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consensus about having a line of winning products but disagreement about how to al
locate resources among different product groups and how to market the products: 

One group thought that marketing meant better image advertising in national mag
azines so that more people w.ould recognize the name of the, companYl one group 
was convinced that marketing metnt better advertising in technical journals, one 
group thought it meant developing the next gcnemrion of products, while yet :m
other group c:mphasized merdwmlising and sales SUppOlt as the key element in 
marketing, Senior m~m~1gement could not define de3r goals because of a lack 
of consensus on the meaning of key functions and how those functions reflect 
the con: mission of the organization. 

All organizations need to solve problems of internal integration as well as problems 
of external adaptation. Ohjectives and strategies cannot be achieved effectively without 
cooperative effolt and reasonable stability of membership in the organization. Imenul 
problems include the criteria for determining: memhership in the organization, the hasis 
for determining statu~ and power, criteria and procedures for aHoc:ning re\vards and 
punishments, an ideology to explain unpredktahle and uncontrollahle events, rules Dr 

customs about how to handle aggn.:ssion and intimacy, and a shared consensus about 
the meaning of \vords and symbols. The belief." that develop about these issues serve as 
the basis for role t'xpectati{)JlS to guide ix:luvl()f, let people know \VIlaL is pn)per and iln
proper, and heIp people maintain comfortahle relationships with each other. 

A major function of culture is to help us understand the environment and deter
mine how to respond to it, therehy reducing anxiety, uncertainty and confusion, The 
internal and external problems are clnsely interconnected, and organizations must d<:al 
with them slnrultaneol1s1y, As soluti( ms af<: developed through experience, they be
come shared assumptions that arc passed on to new rlll::mbers. Ov\:.'r time, the assump
tions may become so familiar that members are no longer consciously ~1'\;vare of them, 

Ways to Influence Culture 
Leadcrs cHi. influence the culture of an organization in a variety of ways (Deal & 

Kennedy, 19B2; Schein 1992, 2004; Trk-e & Beyer, 1993; Tsui, Zh~lng, Wang, Xin, & \v'u, 
2(06). The different types of influence can be grouped into two broad categories (see 
Tahle 10-1). One approach involves direct aCtions by the leader. and the other involves 

TABLE 111-1 Ways to Influence Organizational Culture 

Leadership Behavior 
• Espoused values and Visions 
• Role modeling and attention 
• Reactions to crises 

Programs. Systems. Structures. and Cultural Forms 
• Design of management systems and programs 
• Criteria for rewards and personnel decisions 
• Design of structure and facilities 
• Symbols, rituals, ceremonies, and stories 
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creation or modification of formal programs, systems, organization structure, facilities, 
and cultural forms, The effects of leaders on culture are stronger when the two ap
proaches are consistent. 

Leadership Behavror. Leaders communicate their values when they articulate a 
vision for 'the organization, make statements about the values and ideals that are 
important, and formulate long-term objectives and strategies for attaining them (see 
guidelines later in this chapter). Written value statements, charters, and philosophies 
can be useful as supplementary forms of communication, but they have little credibili
ty unless they are supported by leader actions and decisions, One way for leaders to 
communicate values and expectations is by actions shOWing loyalty, self-sacrifice, and 
servlce beyond the caU of duty. In their daily activity, leaders also communicate their 
priorities and concerns by their choice of things to ask about, measure, comment on, 
praise. and criticize. In contrast, by not paying attention to something, a leader sends 
the message that it is not important. 

Because of the emotionality surrounding crises, a leader's response to them can 
send a strong message about values and assumptions. A leader who faithfully sup
ports espoused values even when under pressure to ukc expedient actions inconsis
tent with them communicates clearly that the values afe really irnportant. For exam
ple, one company with lower sales avoided layoffs by having all employees (including 
managers) work fewer hours and take a pay cut; the decision communicated a strong 
concern for preserving employee jobs. 

Programs and Systems. Formal budgets, planning seSSions, reports. performance 
review procedures, and management development programs C<in be used to empha
size some values and beliefs ahout proper behavior. Orientation programs can be 
used to socialize new employees and teach them about the culrure of an organization. 
Training programs designed to increase job skills can also be used to teach partici
pants about the ideology of the organization. Other approaches for socialiZation of 
new members include use of formal mentors who are selected because they are able 
to model and teach key values, and the use of internships, apprenticeships, or special 
assignmc'nts to work in subunits of the organization where the culture is strong 
(Fisher, 1986), 

Criteria for Rewards and Personnel Decisions~ The criteria used as the basis 
for allocating tangible rewards signal what is valued by the organization. Formal 
recognition in ceremonies and informal praise communicate a leader's concerns 
and priorities. Failure to recognize contributions and achievements sends a mes
sage that they are not important. Finally, differential allocation of rewards and sta
tus symbols affirms the relative importance of some members compared to others. 
For example, in comparison to companies in the United Kingdom, Japanese compa
nies use far fewer status symbols and privileges of rank such as large offices, spe
cial dining rooms, and private parking spaces. The criteria emphasized in recruit
ing, selecting, promoting, and dismissing people provide another way to 
communicate values. The effect on culture is stronger if the organization provides 
realistic information about the criteria and requirements for success, and the per
sonnel decisions are consistent with these criteria. 
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Design of Organization Structure and Facilities. The design of organization 
structure may reflect values and beliefs about people and processes, A centralized 
structure reflects the belief that the leader can determine what is best, whereas a de
centralized structure or the use of self-managed teams reflects a belief in individual ini
tiative andsbared responsibility, The designoffacilities may also reflect basic values, 
PrOViding similar off1ces and having the same dining facilities for all employees is 
consistent 'with L"galitarian values. 

Cultural Forms. Cultural values and beliefs are also influenced by cultural forms 
such as symbols, slogans, rituals, and ceremonies (Trice & Beyer, 1993), Many different 
changes are possible, including elimination of existing culturdl forms that symbolize the 
old ideology, modification of existing cultural forms to express the new ideology, and 
creation of new cultuml fOITI1S. The t{)llo\ving description of changes in the U.S. Postal 
Service proVides some examples (Biggar!, 1977), 

When \"\?inton Blount became the new Postmaster (i,,:nt:ral in 1972, he initbled a 
numher of changes to ..,ignal a new ideology \vbleh emphaSized dTicielKY, com
[X'tilivVDess, :And sdf-",uffidem:y r:l1her th~ll1 servin: ;Jt any Cost and dqX'ndenct' 
on Congress. Changes in symhols included a nc\\- n~!lnl: f~:)f the P{ lsi office, a new 
logo (an eagk· poised for flight rather than Paul Revert.' riding a hUh>.'), De\\, postal 
('oloff'i, and a lK'\V typd~Ke for publkati{)l1s. The ernployee nc\\'sleHcr wa", drasti
cally changed from a uwdia for dis~mjn~!llng lr1vtJ1 informat1011 to a vehicle for 
advocating the ne\v idc()iogy and cdd)rating tilC success {)f loc.aJ P{)st officcs that 
Jchieved Iht.' new dfidl..:'ncy standards. An advertising office was efta/cd to pro
mote a new image for the postal service, and a training institute was estahlished to 
train thous:mds of postal Supt.:Tvisors each year in management procedures t:onsis
tent with the new idt.'ology. 

Rituals, ceremonies. and rites of passage can be used to strengthen identification 
with the organization as '-"iell as to emphasize core values. In many organizations 
Dc\-V members afe required to make a public o2uh of allegiance, to demnn:;tfJte 
knowledge of the ideology, or to undergo all ordejJ to demonstrate loyalty. Also 
common are ceremonies to cekbrah:' a mcmhe(s adv:tncemem in r:Jnk, to inaugurate 
a ne\v leader. and to acknowledge the retirement of a member. Rituals and Cere

monies luay also involve the communication of stories abollt impOltant events and 
dramaric actions by individuals. However, stories and myths are more a reflection of 
culture than a determinant of it. To be useful the stoty must describe a real event and 
convey a clear message about values, 

Culture and Growth Stages of Organizations 

The influence of a leader on the culture of an organization varies depending on 
the developmental stage of the organization, The founder of a new organization has a 
strong influence On its culture. The founder typically has a vision of a new enterprise 
and proposes ways of doing things that, if successful in accomplishing objectives and 
reducing anxiety, will gradually become embedded in the culture, However, creating 
culture in a new organization is not necessarily a smooth process; it may involve con-
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siderable conflict if the founder's ideas are nO! successful or other powerful members 
of the organization have competing ideas, To succeed, the founder needs an appro
priate vision and the ability and persistence to influence others to accept it, If the 
founder does not articulate a consistent vision and act consistently to reinforce it, the 
organization may develop a dysfunctional culture reflecting the inner conflicts of the 
founder (Kets de Vries & Miller, 1984), 

One of the most important elements of culture in new organizations is the set of 
beliefs about the distinctive competence of the organization that differentiates it frotn 
other organizations, The beliefs are likely to include the reason why the organization's 
products or services are unique or superior and the internal processes that account for 
continued ability to provide these products and services. Implications for the relative 
status of different functions in the organization and the strategies for solving crises dif
fer depending on the source of distinctive competence. For example, in a company 
that is successful due to its development of innovative products. the research and de
velopment function is likely to have higher status than other functions, and the likely 
response to a recent decline in sales is to introduce some new products. In a compa
ny that has been able to provide a common product at the lowest price, manufacturing 
will have higher status. and rhe response to a decline in sales is likely to involve the 
search for ways to reduce costs below those of competitors. 

The culture in young. successful organizations is likely to be strong because it is 
instrumental to the success of the organization, the assumptions have been internal
ized by CUITent members and transmitted to new members, and the founder is still 
present to symbolize and reinforce the culture. In such an organization, the culture 
will evolve slowly over the ye::lrs as experience reveals that some assumptions need 1'0 

be modified. Eventually, as the organization matures and people other than the 
founder or family members occupy key leadership positions, the culture will become 
more unconsciolls and less uniform. As different subcultures develop in different sub
units, conflicts and power struggles may increase. Segments of the culture that were 
initially functional may become dysfunctional, hindering the ()rganization from adapt
ing to a changing environment. 

In general, it is much more difficult to change culture in a mature organization 
than to create it in a new organjzation. One reason is that many of the underlying be
liefs and assumptions shared by people in an organization are implicit and uncon
scious. Cultural assumptions are also difficult to change when they justify the past Jnd 
are a matter of pride. Moreover, cultural values influence the selection of leaders and 
the role expectations for them. In a mature. relatively prosperous organization, culture 
influences leaders more than leaders influence culture. Drastic changes are unlikely 
unless a major crisis threatens the welfare and survival of the organization. Even with 
a crisis, it takes considerable insight and skill for a leader to understand the current 
culture in an organization and implement changes successfully. 

Developing a Vision 

The research on charismatic and transformational leadership indicates that a clear 
and compelling vision is useful to guide change in an organization (see Chapter 9), 
Before people will support radical change, they need to have a vision of a better future 
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309 Chapter 10 • Leading Change in Organizations 

that is attractive enough to justify the sacrifices and hardships the change will require. 
The vision can provide a sense of continuity for followers by linking past events and 
present strategies to a vivid image of a better future for the organization. The vision 
provides hope for a better future and the faith that it will be attained someday. During 
the hectic and confusing process of implementing major change, a clear vision helps to 

guide and coordinate the decisions and actions of thousand.:.; of people working in 
\videl)' dispersed locations. 

Desirable Characteristics for a Vision 

A number of writers have attempted to describe the essential qualities of a sue
Ct.'ssful vision (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Kotter, 1996; Kouzes & Posner, 1995; Nanos, 
1')92j Tichy & Devanna, 1986). A vision should he simple and idealistic; a picture of a 
desirable future, not a complex plan \vith quantitative objectives and detailed action 
sleps. The vision should appe~11 to the value::., hopes, and ideals of organization me111-
iX'fS and other stakeholdt'fs whose support is needed. The vision should .:mpba.-.,ize 
disLlnt ideological objectives rather lhan imrnediate tangihle benefits. Thl'vision 
should be challenging but realistic To he rneaningful and credibk, it should not be a 
wishful fantasy, hut f<.lther an aHainabk' future grounded in the preSL~nt reaBty. The vi
~ion should addre:-is basic assumptions ahout what is important fi:)f the organization, 
how it should n:latc 10 the environment, and ho\v people should be treated. Th<: vi
sion should be focused enough to guide decisions and actions, but general enough to 
allow initiative and creativity in the strategies f(x attaining iL Finally, a sU('I,'essful vi
sion should be simple enough to he communicated dearly in 5 minutes or less. 

Elements of a Vision 

The term vision has many different meanings, which creates widespread confu
sl.;)n. It is unclear \vhcther a mission statement, strategic objective, value statem:cnt, or 
slogan conslitutes an dTectlve Vision. In the absence of dirt-~Cl research on this ques
tion. one way to an3\Ver it is to eX~l1nine each COf1.~tfll('t in relation 10 tht." desirable 
characteristics for a vision. 

The mission statement usually describes the purpose of the organization in terms 
()1' the type of ~Ktivities to he peti'on11cd for ('{ mstituents or customers. In contrast, an 
d-fcctive vision tells us what these activities mean to people. 111e core of the vision is 
the organization's mi.-.;sion, but different aspects of it may be emphasized. A sUCCess
ful vision tells you not only what the organization does, but also why it is worthwhile 
and exciting to do it. A successful vision makes the typical dull, abstract mission state
ment come alive, infusing it with excitement, arousing emotions, and stimulating cre
ativity to achieve it. Here is a possible vision for a company that makes automobiles: 

We will create an empowered organization to unleash our creativity and focus our 
energies in cooperative effort; it will enable us to develop and build the best per¥ 
sonal vehicles in the world, vehicles that people will treasure owning because 
they are fun to use, they are reliable, they keep people comfortable and safe, 
and they enable people to have freedom of movement in their environment 
without harming it. 
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This vision conveys an image of what can be achieved, why it is worthwhile, and 
how it can be done, Note that the vision is flexible enough to encourage the possibili
ty of finding alternative power sources in the future and developing other types of vehi
cles besides conventional ground cars (e.g., fusion-powered air cars

1 
as in the movie 

Back to the Future), 
A value statement is a list of the key values or ideological themes considered im

portant for an organization, The values usually pertain to treatment of customers, 
treatment of organization members, core competencies, and standards of excellence. 
Common themes include satisfying customers, achieving excellence in products or 
services, prOViding an innovative product or service, developing and empowering em
ployees, and making important contributions to society. A value statement provides a 
good beginning for developing a more complete vision, However, just listing values 
does not clearly explain their relative priority, how they are inrerrelated, or how they 
\vill be expressed and achieved, An effective vision statement provides a glimpse of a 
possible future in which all the key values are realized at the same time, 

Slogans are statements used to summarize and communicate values in simple 
terms. However, a slogan is limited in how many values can be expressed, Consider the 
follOWing examples: technology is our business, ente11ainment worth watchnig we f(>ei 
good when you feel good, all the news people want to read, and pItltners in making 
dreams come tnle. Only the last slogan has more than one value; it de.scribes the ideal 
service provided to customers and the ideal relationship among the providers. Slogans 
can be useful as part of a larger vision, but overemphasis on a simplistic slogan CAn triv
ialize the vision and diminish important values not included in the slogan (Richards & 
Engle, 1986), 

Strategic ohjectives are tangible outcomes or results to be achieved, sometimes by 
a specific deadline, A performance objective may be stated in terms of the absolute 
level of performance (e,g., profits, sales, return on investment), or the relative level of 
performance (e,g., becoming number one in the industry or region, outperforming a 
traditional rival), Neither type of objective is likely to involve enduring, ideological 
themes, Performance objectives are useful to guide planning and facilitate evaluation 
of progress, but the focus of a vision should he on values and ideological themes, not 
on improvement of economic outcomes or outperforming rivals, If performance ob
jectives are included in a vision. they should be regarded as milestones along the way 
toward achieving ideological objectives, 

Project objectives are defined in terms of the successful completion of a complex 
activity (e.g" developing a new type of product, implementing a new MBA program, 
establishing a subsidiary in China). These objectives can emphasize economic out
comes, ideological outcomes, or both, For example t a pharmaceutical company has a 
project to develop a new vaccine that will prevent a disease; successful completion of 
the project will improve profits, provide health benefits to SOciety, and enhance scien
tific knowledge, A limitation of most project objectives is their relatively short time 
perspective, When the project is completed, the vision is ended, Project objectives 
can be induded in the long-term vision for an organization, or a supplementary vision 
can be built around an especially important project. However, no single project 
should be allowed to eclipse the fuller, more enduring vision for the organization, 

To understand what an effective project vision looks like, it is helpful to examine 
a specific example, When Walt Disney conceived the idea of building Disneyland, an 
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amusement park in the United States it was an entirely new type of activity for his 
company, and it was unlike any earlier amusement parle It would be expensive to 
build, and it was uncertain whether enough visitors would be attracted to yield a prof
it. At the time it was not obvious that Disneyland would become such a phenomenal 
success, and people were skeptical about the risky project. . An inspiring vision was 
needed to gain support from other key members of top management and outside in
vestors. Disney's vision for the park \vas described in the following way: 

'Inc idea of Disneyland is a :Simple one. It will be a place for people to tlnd hap
piness and knowledge. It \v111 be a for parents and children to ~pend plt.::ts
ant times in one another'S company: a place for teachers and pupils to discover 
greater ways of understanding and education, Here the older generation can re
capture the no~talgja of days gone by, and the younger generAtion can savor the 
challenge of the fUTure. Here will he 1he wonders of Nature and lV1an for all to see 
and und(~rsrand. Disneyland will be hased upon and dedicated to the ideals, the 
dreams and hard Lets that have Clvaled Am~rka. And it \vill he uniqudy 
equipped to dr~mla1ize these dreams ;lml facts and send them forth as ~l source of 
courage and inspir:HltJH to all 1\1(:' \vodd. Disnt:ybnd will be somdlling of ~l fair, 
'-111: exhibition. ~1 playground, a community center, a rnuseum .()f living hlets, and a 
showplace of beauty ;.lOu magic 11 will be rHled \V11h the accomplbhments. the 
joys and hopes of the world we ltv,,-" in. And it will remind us and show us how to 
mak(' 1hose wonders p~U1: of our own Jives. (Thonus, 1976, p, 246) 

Mo~t of the evidence about the importance of a vision for successful change in 
organizations comes from 1t:~idership research that is focused more on the process of 
envisioning than on the content of the visi(>11. A-; noted in Chapter 9, the visions ar
ticulated by effective leaders were sometimes elahorate and sometimes simple. A 
descriptive study 011 the content of organizational visions found that 1110st of them 
were expres..;;ed in the form of a performance objective or value statement that \\/:1S 

very brief, strategk. and future oriented (Llfwood, Pa'lht\ Kriger, & Miesjng, 1995). 
A study by Berson, Shamir, Avolio, and Popper (ZD01) found that leaders who were 
rated as highly transformational were more likely 10 devei()p vbions that \-'/ere future 
oriented and reflected a high level of optimism and confidence. A study of small en
trepreneurial firms by HaUtn, Locke. and Kirkpatrick (l99H) found that the CEO of 
the fastest growing firms was more likely to communicate a vision that emphaSIzed 
future growth. The results from these studies seem to suggest that fl:w organizations 
actually have a well-developed vision with significant ideological contenL In recent 
years some scholars have begun to question whether the importance of a vision for 
organization change has been overstated. More research is needed to determine 
what type of vision is sufficient to guide and inspire change in organizations and the 
conditions where an ideological vision is most important. 

Applications: Procedures for Developing a Vision 

It is extremely difficult to develop a vision that will elicit commitment for major 
change from the many diverse stakeholders whose support is needed. Such a vision 
cannot be generated by a mechanical formula. Judgment and analytical ability are 
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• Involve key stakeholders> 
• Identify strategic objectives with wide appeal> 
• Identify relevant elements in the old ideology> 
• Link the vision to core competencies> 
• Evaluate the credibility of the vision> 
• Continually assess and refine the vision> 

needed to synthesize the vision, but intuition and creativity are important as welL 
To develop an appealing vision, it is essential to have a good understanding of the or
ganization (its operations, product'), services, market'), competitors, and social-political 
envJronmenO, it., culture (shared heHef:s and assumptions about the world and the or
ganization's place in it), and the underlying needs and values of employees and other 
stakeholders. In most cases a successful vision is not the creation of a single, heroic 
leader working alone, hut instead it reflects the contributions of many, diverse people 
in the organization (Tichy & Devanna, 19B6). The vision is seldom crecucd in a single 
mOn1cnt of revelation, but instead it takes shape during a lengthy process of explo
ration, discussion, and refinement of ideas. 

Table 10-2 lists tentative guidelines to help leaders develop a vision, The 
guidelines are based on leadership theories. empirical research, and practitioner in
sights (e>g>, Conger, 1989; Kotter, 1996; KOlizes & Posner> 1987; MumJ()[d & Strange> 
2002; Nadler> Shaw, Walton> & Associ;ttes, 1995; "'anus> 1992; Peters, 1987; Peters & 
Austin, 1985; Strange & Mumford, ZOO'); Tichy & Devanna> 1986; Trice & Beyer, 
19(3), 

• Involve key stakeholders. 

A single leader is unlikely to have the knowledge needed to develop a vision 
that will appeal to al1 the stakeholders whose support is necessary to accomplish 
major organizational change. Even when the initial ideas for a vision originate with 
the leader, it is desirable to involve key stakeholders in refining these ideas into a vi
sicm with \'videspread appeaL Key stakeholders may include owners, executives, 
other members of the organization, customers, investors, joint venture partners, and 
labor unions. 

Often the best place to begin is with senior executives, the group most likely to 
have the broad perspective and knowledge necessary to understand the need for 
change. An important source of ideas for a vision is to discuss beliefs and assump
tions about the determinants of performance for the organization and changes that 
will affect future performance. It is easier to develop an ambitious but realistic vision 
for the organization if the key executives have accurate shared beliefs about the de
terminants of company performance and opportunities for the future. A shared "men
tal model- is useful both for developing a credible vision and for strategiC planning 
(see Chapter 13» 

Executives are not the only stakeholders to consult when formulating a vision> It 
is also essential to understand the values, hopes, and aspirations of other people in the 
organization. Gaining this insight can be difficult if people are unable or reluctant to 
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explain what is really important to them. Kouzes and Posner 0987, p. 115) described 
how leaders may learn ahout the needs and values of followers: 

Leaders find the common thread that weaves together the fabric of human needs 
into a colorful tapestry. 'Uwy 5i:ek (Jut the bre\vi,ng consensus among those they 
\vnuld lead, in order to do this. Develop a deep underSlJuding of the collec-
tive yearnings, 'fliey lbten cArefully 11:')f quiet whisperings in dark ,,:omers. They 
attend to the huhtle cues. They ;.;nitT the air to 14<:1 the scent They w<Hch the fJccs. 
They get a sense of what JX"npie wanl, wh~n UK]' value. 'what they dream about. 

• Identify shared values and ideals. 

The appeal of a vision depends on ib ideological content as well as on its rele
vance for the challenges facing the organization. If the vision embodies shared yalues 
and ideals for most members of the organization, it is more likely to elicit their commit
ment. Thus, another useful procedure is to identjfy and understand what values and 
ideals can be incorporated in the vision. DjscovL"ry of shared values often rL-quires 
considerable time and effort, ,lnd there b no glwrantee of success. If serious disJgrcl,'
mem exists about the essential qualities for an ideal organization, then it will he difficult 
to find a vision that transcenus these diflcrences. 

One ~jpproach is to ask exeClluves to develop a personal vision statement describing 
'A·-hat they see <1h their ideal future role in the organization. TIle pel'S< }nal vision statements 
can be examined h) iderl1ify shared vahles ;1nd appealing inlages of h()w the organizati<m 
should be transti:H'1ned. Anothl'f approach to identify :-,haR'Xl values and ideals is to ask 
people [0 describe what the best possible future would look like for the ol~t;anization. 
One technique suggested hy Tichy .mel Devanna 09B6) is to ask executives to \\Tite a 
magazine ;Jl1k:le in joumalistic style describing the organization as they \vould like it to he 
at a specified time in the future. A variation of this technique is a role play in \-"vhich h~ . .tlf 
of the executives (the "repotters") interview the remaining eXl"('utives and ask them to de
s<..TIbe how they \vould like the organizatic)fl to lk' in 10 years. StiH another tt:c1mktue is to 
hAve people describe ;.1 fictitious organi.z:ltion that would be able to C( JJ11peK' effectively 
\\:"lth the leading companies in a spt.."'dfied market. The group then determines how the 
cun"ent org,mization differs from the fictitious one and looks for ways to close the gaps. 

• Identify strategic objectives with wide appeal. 

It is S0411etil11es easier to get ~lgreemem on strategic ohjectives than on a more 
elaborate vision. and :t group discussion of objectives can provide insight ahout values 
and ideals to include in a vision. The first step is to ask people to identify specific 
performance objectives that are challenging and relevant to the mission of the organi
zation. Then ask people to discuss the relative importance of the various objectives 
and the reasons why an objective is important. Look for shared values and ideals that 
can become the basis for a vision with wide appeal. 

• Identify relevant elements in the old ideology. 

Even when radical change is necessary in an organization, some elements in the 
current ideology may be worthy of preservation. Look for values and ideals that will 
continue to be relevant for the organization in the foreseeable future. Sometimes tra
ditional values that were subverted or ignored can serve as the basi..;; for a new vision, 
as in the following example. 
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A manufacturing company that once had a reputation for making the best products 
in the industry decided to pursue a strategy of cost reduction to compete with the 
inexpensive products of foreign competitors. The strategy was not successful. 
After several years of declining saJes the company lost its dominant position in the 
market and its products were perceived to be of inferior quality. Major changes 
were made to implement a new strategy that emphasized quality and innovation 
rather than low price. The strategy wa<; justified as a return to key values from the 
glorious early years of the firm. 

• Un!< the vision to follower competencies and prior achievements. 

A successful vision must be credible. People will be skeptical about a vision 
that promises too much and seems impossible to attain. Leaders face a difficult 
task in crafting a vision that is both challenging and believable. Lofty visions often 
require innovative strategies, and untested strategies are risky and difficult to aSSeSS. 
In the ahsence of a tested strategy, people need a basis for believing the vision is 
attainable. One way to build folknver optimism about the vision is to link it to their 
ability to collectively solve problems and OVercome difficult obstacles. If people 
have heen sllccessful in past efforts to accomplish difficult objectives, the leader can 
use these successes to build confidence in their ability to do it again. 

When PresIuent Kennedy first :1lticuJated his visionary objective to land a man on 
the moon by the end of the decade, only about 1 S percent of {he necessary tech
nology and procedures had been developed, and it \vas not evident thar so many 
dilTku!t things could be done suco;,ssfully in sllch a short time. However, the 
availability of scientists and engineers with the necessary expertise and contldence 
to tackle thcse formidahlc problems made the vision more credihle. 

• Continually assess and ret'me the vision. 

A successful vision is likely to evolve over time. A<; stmtegies to achieve the vision 
are implemented, people can learn more about what is feasible and what is not. As 
progress is made toward achieving the vision, new possibilities may be discovered, ~lnd 
objectives that seemed unrealistic may suddenly become attainable. Although some 
continuity in the vision is de.sirable, it is helpful to keep looking for ways to make the 
vision more appealing and credible (e.g., new metaphors, slogans, and symhols that 
capture the essence of the vision). The development of a vision is an interactive, circu
lar process, not a simple, linear progression from vision to strategy to action. Indeed, 
an intensive review of strategy may provide the ideas for a new vision, rdther than the 
other way around. As external conditions change, or progress is much faster than ex
pected, it may be necessary to make major changes rather than minor adjustments. 

Implementing Change 

Organization scholars have been interested in determining how the approach 
used to implement change affects the success of the effolt. It is likely that the success 
of efforts to transform an organization depend in part on when, where, and how vari
ous aspects of the change are implemented, and who participates in the process in 
what ways. 
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Responsibility for Implementing Major Change 

Large-scale change in an organization is unlikely to he successful without the 
support of top management. However, contrary to common assumptions, major 
changes are not always initiated by top management, and they may not become in
volved until the process is under way (Beer, 1988; Belgard, Fisher, & Rayner, 
1988), Major changes suggesteci by lower levels may be resi~ted top llunagers who 
are strongly committed to traditional approaches and do not understand that the old 
ways of doing things are no longer appropriate. As noted in Chapter 13, the major 
transformation of an organization often requires the replacement of top management 
hy new leaders with a mandate for radical change. 

The essential role of top management in implementing change is to formulate 
an integrating vision and general strategy! build a coalition of supporters who en
dorse the strategy, then guide and coordinate the process by which the strategy will 
be implemented, Complex changes usually involve a process of experimentation and 
learning, because it is impossible to anticipate all the problenl<> or to pr{.~pare detailed 
plans for how to carry oul all aspects of the change, Instead of specifying detailed 
guidelines for change at all levels of the org:mizalhm, it is I11uch hener to encouclge 
middle and Jo\ver-kvd llmnagers to transform their own units jn a way that is con.sis
tent \\'ith the vision and strategy. 'fop management should provide encouragement, 
SUppOlt, and nect'-,sary resources to facilitate change) but should not try to dictate lhe 
details of how to do it. 

The Pace and Sequencing of Changes 

A debate continues among change scholars ahout the optimal pace and sequenc
ing of desired changes. Some scholars have advoc:lted rapid introduction of changes 
throughout the organization to prevent the buildup of resistance, where.as other schol
ars fa'V'x}{' a more gradual introduction of change to different parts of the organization at 
differcxl1 times. The limited amount of longitudinal research does not yet prOVide dear 
an,<;.\Ve1'S to these questions) hut some evidence fa\ ors the latter approach (e,g.) Beerj 

1988; I-linings & Green\vood, 19HH; Pettigrew, Fedie, & McKee, 1992). Tn a 12-year 
study of 36 national sports organizations in Canada, Ami::>, Sbck and Ifinings (2004) 
found evidence that major change was more successful when it was implemented 
skn.vly, beginning in highly visible, important ways that convey the message that the 
change is a serious, long-lasting effort. Controversial changes OCCUlTed in a nonlinear 
way, with delays and reversals as aspects of the change were modifled to deal with op
ponent concerns or postponed until a time when opponents would be lllore receptive 
to them. This process provided opportunities for the change agents to establish trust 
and use a process of collaborative problem solving for contentious issues. 

Whenever feasible it seems heneficial to change interdependent suhunits of the 
organization simultaneously so that the effects will be mutually supporting. However, 
in a large organization with semi-autonomous subunits (e,g" separate product divi
sions) simultaneous change is not essential) and it may not be feasible to implement 
change in all subunits at the same time. One way to demonstrate the success of a new 
strategy is to implement it on a small scale in one subunit or facility On an experimen
tal basis. A successful change that is carried out in one part of an organization can 
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help to stimulate similar changes throughout the organization. However, it is unwise 
merely to aSsume that the same changes will be appropriate in all subunits, especially 
when they are very diverse. This type of mistake is more likely to be avoided when 
middle managers are allowed to have a major voice in determining how to implement 
a strategy in their own organizational subunits (Beer, Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990). 

Successful implementation of a major new strategy usually requires changes in the 
organization structure to make it consistent with the strategy. However, when structur
al change is likely to be resisted, it may be easier to create an informal structure to sup
port the new strategy and postpone changes in the formal structure until people realize 
that they are needed. Informal teams can be created to facilitate the transition, without 
any expectation that these temporary structures will become permanent. For example, 
one company created temporary task forces to plan and coordinate changes; they even
tually evolved into permanent cross-functional comminees with formal authority to plan 
and monitor continuing improvements in product quality and operational procedures. 

Applications: Guidelines for Leading Change 

Successful implementation of change in organizations requires a wide range of 
leadership behaviors. Some of the behaviors involve political and administrative aspects, 
and others involve motivating, suppot1ing, and guiding people. Even the people who 
initially endorse a change \vill need support and assistance to sustain their enthusiasm 
and optimism as the inevitahle difficulties and sethacks occur. Major change is ai'\vays 
stre&'iful and painful for people, especially 'l.vhen it involves a prolonged tmnsition pt:'ri
(xi of adjustment, dismption, and dislocation. The following guidelines describe current 
thinking about the best way to implement a major change in an organization (see Table 
10-3). 'I11e guidelines are based on theoty, research findings, anu practitioner insights 
(Beer, J 988; Connor, 1995; Jick, 1993; Kotter, 1996; Nadler et a!., 1995; Pettigrew & 
Whipp, 1991; Tichy & Devanna, 1986). Although the guidelines describe actions a 

TABLE 10-3 Guidelines for Implementing a Major Change 

• Create a sense of urgency about the need for change. 
• Communicate a dear vision of the benefits to be gained. 
• Identify people whose support is essential and any likely resistance. 
• Build a broad coalition to support the change. 
• fill key positions with competent change agents. 
• Use task forces to guide the implementation of changes. 
• Empower competent people to help plan and implement change. 
• Make dramatic, symbolic changes that affect the work. 
• Prepare people for change by explaining how it will affect them. 
• Help people deal with the stress and difficulties of major change. 
• Provide opportunities for early successes to build confidence. 
• Monitor the progress of change and make any necessary adjustments. 
• Keep people informed about the progress of change. 
• Demonstrate continued optimism and commitment to the change. 
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chief executive can take, many of them also apply to other leaders who want to make 
major changes. 

• Create a sense of urgency about the need for change. 

When changes in the environment are grad,lal and no obvious crisis has oc
curred, many pcople fail to recognize emerging threats (or oppOltunities). An impor
tant role of the leader is to persuade other key people in the organization of the need 
for major changes rather than incremental 3djustments. ~rb mohilize support for pro
posed changes) it is essential to explain why they are necessary and to create a sense 
of urgency about thenl. Explain why not changing wilt eventually be more costly than 
making the proposed changes now. If people have little sense of the problems. it is 
important for the leader to provide relevant information and help people understand 
·what it means. For example, distribute a summary of customer complaints each \"leek 
with selective qu()tes from irate customers. Arrange fiJr people to meet with dissatis
fied customers. Prepare analyses of costs involved in correcting quality problems. 
Compare the performance of the organizational unit to tht: performance of key com
petitors as \veIl as to unit peri{)fmancc in prior years. 

• Communicate a clear vision of thc benetiL~ to be gained from change. 

When it is necessary to make major changes in an organization, a vision of \",hat 
the changes will do to achieve shan:d objeclives and values is very helpful in gaining 
commitment for tht: change. The desirable characteristics of a vision: different features 
that may be rekTant, and guidelines for developing an appealing vision were de
scribed earlier in this chapter. 

• IdentifY people whose support is essential and any likely resistance. 

To evaluate the feasibility of various strategies for accomplishing major change in 
the organization, a leader must understand tilt, political processes, the distribution of 
po\ver, and the idcntit},· of people \VhO'K~ support is necessary to make the change hap
pen. Before beginning a major change effon, it is u~{ul to identify likely suppOlters 
and opponents. Time should be set aside 10 t:xplon: each of the following questions. 
\'{-'hkh key people will determine whether :l proposal ,,,ill be successfully implement
ed? \Who is likdy to support the proposal? How· much resistance is likely and from 
,,),.'hom: What would be necessary to oven .. 'OI11t" the resistance? How could skeptics be 
convclted into supporters? How long will it take to get approval from all of the key 
parties? 

• Build a broad coalition to support the change. 

The task of persuading people to support major change is not easy, and it is too 
big a job for a Single leader to do alone. Successful change in an organization 
requires cooperative effort by people who have the power to facilitate or block 
change. It is essential to build a coalition of supporters, both inside and outside the 
organization. A supportive coalition may be even more important in pluralistic organ
izations that have collective leadership (e.g., hospitals, universities, profeSSional asso
ciations) than in hierarchical business organizations where the top management team 
may have sufficient power to authorize major change (Denis, Lamothe. & Langley, 
2001). The first step is to ensure that the executive team is prepared to undertake the 
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difficult task of implementing major change in the organization, and some changes in 
the team may be necessary. Supporters are needed not only within the top executive 
team, but also among middle and lower levels of management. In a study by Beer 
(J 988) of six companies undergoing a major change effort, the companies with a suc
cessful transformation had more middle managers who supported the changes and 
possessed relevant skills to facilitate it. The external members of the coalition may be 
consultant.s, labor union leaders, important clients, executives in financial institutions, 
or officials in government agencies. 

• Use task forces to guide implementation of changes. 

Temporary task forces are often useful to guide the implementation of major 
change in an organization, especially when it involves modification of the formal struc
ture and the relationships among subunits. Examples of typical responsibilities for a 
task force include exploring how key values in the vision can be expressed more fully; 
developing action plans for implementing a new strategy that cuts across subunits; de
signing procedures for performing new types of activities; and studying how the ap
praisal and reward structure can be modified to make it more consistent \vith the new 
vision and strategy. The composition of each task force should be appropriate for its 
responsibilities. For example. a task force to improve customer service should include 
people from all the functions that affect the qmdity of this service, and the task force 
should actually meet with some important customers. The leader of each task force 
should be someone who understand" and supports the new vision and has skills in 
how to conduct meetings, manage confl iet, and involve people in constructive prob
lem solving. 

• Fill key positions with competent change agents. 

It is especblly impoI1ant to get the commitment of people directly responsible 
for implementing the change-the people in key positions who will make it happen. 
These "change agents" must SUppOlt the change with their actions as well as their 
words. They should be people who arc committed to the vision and have the ability 
to communicate it dearly. Whenever possible, people in key positions who cannot be 
won over to the new vision and strategy should he replaced. If left in place, oppo
nents may go beyond passive resistance and use political tactics in an effort to block 
additional change. Pockets of resistance em develop and grow strong enough to pre
vent the new strategy from being implemented successfully. Acting quickly to remove 
opponents who symbolize the old order not only removes people who will resist 
change; it also signals that you are serious about the change. 

• Empower competent people to help pian and implement the change. 

A major change is less likely to be successful if top management tries to dictate in 
detail how it will be implemented in each part of the organization. Whenever feaSible, 
the authOrity to make decisions and deal with problems should be delegated to the indi
viduals or teams responsible for implementing change. Competent supporters in key 
positions should be empowered to determine the best way to implement a new strategy 
or support a new program, rather than telling them in detail what to do. Empowering 
people also means reducing bureaucratic constraints that will impede their efforts and 
providing the resources necessary for them to implement change successfully. 
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• Make dramatic, symbolic changes that atrect the work. 

If feasible, make dramatic, symbolic changes that affect the everyday lives of 
organization members in significant ways. When members are immediately affeet
e,l, it becomes more obvious that the change is really going to happen and they 
need to adjust to it. One type of symbolic change involves how the work is done 
and the authority of various parties over the \vork, For example, in a manufactur
ing company that adopted a new sttnegy of total proouc"! quality) the lX)sition of quali
ty inspector was eliminated, production employees \vere the responsibility for 
checking quality and correcting any quality problems, quality circles were estab
lished to identify ways to improve quality, and employees were empowered to stop 
the production line to correct quality problems. Another type of symbolic change 
involves ·where the work is done. In a large insurance company that reorganized 
from a functionally specialized hierarchy into 14 smaH, semi-:mtonomous: divisions, 
the CEO sold the old high~rise office building and relocated each division into irs 
own, sep;'lrate, low-rise facility, The mO've em.phasized to cmployet>s the new strat
t'gy of empo\'vering each division to find its o\vn ways to improve cu"'tomer service, 
Symholic changes m~ly also involve cultural forms such as symhols, ceremonies, 
:tnd tituals. 

• Prepare people for change by explaining how it will. affect them. 

Even when ;l change is necessary and beneficial, it will require difficult adjust
ments by the people who are most affected, 1f peopJe are unable to handle the stress 
and trauma of change, thL~r \viIJ become depn."Ssed or n.-:i:x-lliollS. EV(:"11 enthusiastic 
change agents art.: n01 immune from lhe difficulties experienced in a long-term change 
dfort. Alt~Tnating successes and setbacks may leave change agents feeling as if they 
are on an emotional roHercoaster ride. Ambiguity about progress and the recurring 
discovery of ne\v obstacles increase fatigue and frustration, These negative aspects of 
t'hangc art:' ea..,ier to deal with if people expect them and know how to cope with 
them, Rather than presenting change as a panacea without any costs or problems, it is 
hetter to help people understand wh~H adjustments will be nen:ssary. One approach 
is to provide a realistic preview of some typical types of proh1t:ms and difficulties peo
ple can expect. For example, ask people \vho have experienced a similar change to 
speak about their experiences and \vhat they did to get through the change successful
ly. Make availahle tr~lining on how to manage stress, anxiety, and depre.ssion, Form 
support groups to help people cope \vith the disruptions caused by a major change. 
{!se electronic networks to enable melnbers of the organization to get advice and sup
port from each other more easily. 

• Help people deal with the stress and difficulties of major change. 

When radical changes are made, many people experience personal pain at the 
loss of familiar things to which they had become attached. The trauma of change may 
be experienced regardless of whether the change involves new strategies and pro
grams, new equipment and procedures for doing the work, new facilities, and new 
management practices, or new leaders. It is difficult for people to accept the failure of 
past decisions and policies, and it may be necessary to help them accept the need for 
change without feeling personally responsible for the failure. Ceremonies and rituals 
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may be used to help people express their grief and anger over the loss of sentimental 
elements of the old organization. An example is provided by the fonowing description 
of a special management conference held in a large electronics company that had re
cently undergone many changes (Deal, 1985, p. 321). 

The conference opened with a general discussion of culture and then continued 
with three successive smaH~group sessions of thirty particiIYdnt." each. When asked 
for metaphors to capture the essencE: of the company, the group ovclwhehningly 
came up with transitive images: afloat in a stormy sea without an anchor, a two
headed animal, and so on. Each group specifically addressed the issue of loss, In 
the last session, the CEO was present; the word had spread that the discussions 
were yielding some significant perceptions, The tension in the room was obvious. 
At one pOint, the participant" were asked to name what they had lost, and these 
were wfltten on a flip chart The Ilst included values. symbols, rituals, ceremonies, 
priests, and heroes. As people contributed specific losses, someone got up ;.Jnd 
dimmed the lights. The emotion was obViously high. 111e group then lau!1{.'hed 
into a discussion of the po~jtive fc:ltures of the company in its new incarnation. 
The CEO incorporafed much of [he pn:ceding dJ.scussion into an excellent dosing 
speech, and til<: company moved ahead. 

• Provide opportunities for early successes to build confidenee. 

The confidence of an individual or team can be increased by making sure people 
experience successful progress in the early phases of a new project or major change. 
Some skeptics will only become slJppol1ers after they S{."'e evidence of progress in ini~ 

tial efforts to do things a new way, Kouzes and Posner (987) recommend hreaking 
up a challenging task into initial small steps or short-term goals that do not appear t<X) 

difficult. People are more \villing to undertake an actjvity if they perceive that their ef
forts are likely to be successful and that the costs of failure would not be great. As the 
initia.l steps or goals are accomplished, people experience success and gain more self
confidence. Then they are willing to try for larger wins and to invest more resources 
in the effort. 

• Monitor the progress of change and make any necessary adjustments. 

Innovative changes are by nature ventures into uncharted waters, and it is impos~ 
sible to predict all of the obstacles and difficulties that will be encountered. Many 
things must be learned by doing) and monitoring is essential for this learning. 
Feedback about the effects of change should be collected and analyzed to evaluate 
progress and refine mental models about the relationship among key variables that af
fect the performance of the organization, Monitoring is also important to coordinate 
different aspects of the change. Accurate, timely information is needed about the ef
fect of the changes on people, processes) and performance. ThL., information can be 
gathered in a variety of ways, one of which is to hold frequent progress review meet
ings with people in key positions. 

• Keep people informed about the progress of change. 

A major change, like any other crisis, creates anxiety and stress in people who 
are affected by it. When a new strategy does not require many visible changes in the 
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early stages of implementation, people will begin to wonder whether the effort has 
died and things are going back to the way they were. People will be more enthusias
tic and optimistic if they know that the change program is progressing successfully. 

One way to convey a sense of progress is to communicate what steps have 
been initiated, what changes have been completed, and what improvements have 
()ccurred in perfonnance indicatfJrs. H{)ld cen.:m{)njc~ to announce the inauguration 
of major activities! to celehrate significant progress or success) and to give people 
recognition for their contributions and achievements. These celehrations pruvide an 
opportunity to increase optimism, build commitment, and strengthen identification 
with the organizational unit. Hecognizing the contributions and accomplishments of 
individuals makes the importance of each person's role in the collective effort more 
evident. 

\\7hen obstacles are encountered, explain what they are and what is being done 
;tbout them. If the implementation plan must be revised, expiain why it was netx.:s
.~ary. Othcf\vise, people may interpret any revisions in the plan or schedule as a sign 
or faltering commitment 

• Denl0nstratc optimism and continued commitment to the change. 

Responsihility for guiding v:trious aspects of [he change can be delegated to 
other change agents, hut the leader who is identified as the primar';/ proponent and 
sponsor of the ch~lngc Intlst c()l1linue to provide the attention and endorsement 
that :-lignal comrnilment to see it through to the end. Initial enthusiasm and ,.,'up
port for a major change may decline as prohlems are encountered, setbacks occur, 
and people come to understand the necessary costs and sacrifices, People look to 
their leaders {()t- signs of continued commitment to the ch:lnge ohjectives ;:Inti vi
sion. Arry indication that the change is no longer vit-'\vl'd as important or fe~lsible 
may have ripple effccb that undermine the change effort, Supporters will be Jost 
and opponents encouraged to incrc;Lsc ove11 n..:,slstance. Continued ~Htention and 
endorsement signal a leader's commirment to see the change program through to a 
successful I..--onciusion. The leader should persistently promote the vision guiding 
the change prncc% and display optimbm that the inL'vitable sethacks and dHfkul
ties \vill be overcome. The leader must reject e~lsy solutions for dealing with im
mediate problems \vhen these sollllions are inconsistent with tht..' underlying objec
tives of the change effort. Demonstrating commitment is more than just talking 
about tilt..' impo11ance of the change. The leader must invest rimc, effort, and re
sources in resolving problems and overcoming obstacles" When appropriate, the 
leader should participate in activities related to the change. For example, atten
dance at a special meeting or ceremony relevant to the change effort has a clear 
symbolic meaning for other people in the organization that the change must be 
important. 

Innovation and Organizational learning 

The environment of most organizations is becoming increasingly dynamic and 
competitive. Competition is becoming more intense, customer expectations are rising, 
less time is available to develop and market new produclS and services, and they be-
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come obsolete sooner. To succeed in this turbulent environment) organizations need 
to have people at every level who are oriented toward learning and continuous 
improvement. 

Org'dnizational learning involves acquiring and using new knowledge. The new 
knowledge can be created internally or acquired from outside the organization (Nevis, 
DibelJa, & Gould, 1995). After new knowledge is acquired, it must be conveyed to the 
people who need it and applied to improve the organization's prOdUCk"i, services, and 
work processes (Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999), How knowledge is acquired, dissem
inated, and applied will be described in more detail in the next part of the chapter. 

Internal Creation of New Knowledge 

Many organizations have formal subunits with primary responsibility for re
search and development of new products and services, and some organizations also 
have suhunits with responsibility for continually assessing and improving work 
processes. These dedicated suhunits can he an important source of innovation in 
organizations, but they are not the only internal source; nuny important innova
tions are developed informally hy employees apart from their regular job activities. 
Efforts to help employees find better \vays to do the work or to make improvements 
in products usually require only a small investment of resources in [he developmen
tal stage. 

Many good ideas die before having a chance to be tested, because it is not pos
sible to gain approval for them in an organization where traditional ways of doing 
things are favored, To facilitate the development and approval of innovations, it is 
helpful to have sponsors or champions who will shepherd new ideas through the long 
and tedious review and approval process in organjz~Hions, Also imp0l1ant is an impar
tial but systematic process for reviewing and assessing new ideas suggested by inuivid
uaf employees or teams. Examples include "ventuft;~ boards" or "innovation teams" to 
identify high potential ideas and determjne which ideas will receive additional funding 
and development (Pryor & Shays, 1993). 

One way to assc.ss the feasibility of new ideas is to test them on a small scale. In 
recent years, the trend has been for more organizations to use small experiments and 
controlled tests to facilitate learning. A well-known example of an organiz~Hion with 
an experimental orientation is Tesco, which regularly conducts hundreds of tests in its 
stores on sales promotions, disphlyS, and improving customer service. Small-scale ex
periments provide an opportunity to try out new ideas without the risks entailed by 
major change programs. People who like the traditional ways of doing something may 
be more willing to try a new approach if they do not have to be concerned about ap
pearing foolish or incompetent. People who are skeptical about a controversial new 
approach may be willing to conduct an experiment on a small scale to evaluate it. 
People will be more objective in evaluating the outcome of a change when they do not 
have to make it appear successful to protect their reputation (Nystrom & Starbuck, 
1984). The amount of learning that results from an experiment depends on how well 
it is designed and executed, Even a simple experiment can provide useful informa
tion. However, experiments do not always produce useful knowledge, and the resull' 
may even be misleading. Careful planning is needed to ensure that a controlled test 
yields clear, meaningful results. 
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External Acquisition of New Knowledge 

New ideas and knowledge can also be acquired from outside of the organization. 
One way to counteract the "not invented here" syndrome is to identify relevant best 
practices used in successful organizations. This process is sometimes called "bench
marking" (Camp, 1989). An example is provided by Main (992). 

~nlC IX'l1chmarking manager for Xcrox fead an articlc aboul the success of 
LLBean, the catalog retailer, in filling custf)tlK'f orders q1Jk~kly and a<'-cuf:Jtdy. He 
organized a f:Kt~fjndjng visit to the headquarters office of LL.Bean in Freeport, 
Maine. The team found that g(xxl planning and software support helped to make 
Bean three Hmes faster than Xerox in filling small orders. The team used this 
knowledge to help redesign the procedures used at Xerox warehouses. resulting 
in Significant improvements. 

Another example is provided by Peters and Austin (198'5). 

The owner of;1 chain of succes..,fu! dairy s{Oft,'S cO!1dul.·ts regular vlsits to COl11pt.+ 
ing storf's accomp:l1lkd hv sc\'cr:tl of his cmployt.'cs. They look for things the 
competitor do~<-.; beuer, and everyone ib dwlknged to find ;it le<lst one good idea 
that em he used. :-.Iohody is ~dlowl'd 10 discuss things done better hy lheir store, 
which \'vould hias the vi"jtnrs 10 look ft)f negati\"e rather than positive things. 
During the rctUf!1 trip in the vaH, the discu~"ion of ideas ;md hmv to impkment 
them provid{>s a unique opportunity for each employee to hecome an empowered 
memher of a tc;tm of retailing expt:rts. 

Imitatlng the hest pnJctices of others can he a useful source of innovation. but 
you should he careful to cVahJJle the relevance of these practices before adopting 
them. Moreover, it is important to remember that imitation alone seldom provides 
much of a competitive advantage, It is also nec(~ssary to improve upon the best prac
tices of others, and to inVC:Ht new approaches not yet discovered by competitors. 

Studying what other organizations do is not the only way to acquire knowledge 
from outsiders. Other \vays include purchasing: the right to use specific knowledge 
from an organization, hiring outsiders \vith special expertise to fill key positions, 
using external consultants to provide lraining in new processes, and entering joint 
ventures th;H will provide learning opportunities, POl' example, General Mott)TS 

gained valuable insights about Ja.p:me.se production methods from [he automobile 
"lant jointly operated with Toyota. 

Knowledge Diffusion and Application 

New knowledge is of little value unless it is made available to people who need 
it and is used by them. Some organizations are successful at discovering knowledge, 
but fail to apply it effectively. One example is provided by a multinational company 
that established a "center of marketing excellence" in its Australian operations (Ulrich, 
Jick, & Von Glinow, 1993). Successful pilot programs increased market share by 25%, 
but the lessons learned never reached the European and u.s, divisions, where the 
benefits would have been even greater. Similar examples can be found in many or
ganizations. 
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Secrecy is the enemy of learning, and easy access to information about the 
organization's operations, including problems and failures, facilitates learning, There 
are several different approaches to encourage and facilitate knowledge sharing in 
organizations (Earl, 2001), An increasing number of companies have sophisticated 
information systems to facilitate easy access by employees to relevant information. 
An employee with a difficult task can discover how other people in the organization 
handled a similar task in the past, and employees can interact with each other to get 
advice and support about common problems, 

A more formalized mechanism for translating learning into practice is to de
scribe best practices and effective procedures in written or electronic manuals. For 
example, when the Australian anny discovers an effective way to conduct some type 
of operation, it is translated into doctrine to guide others who will be performing the 
same operation. Formal doctrine can be useful, but it is not as flexible or easily 
updated as posting best practices and lessons learned on an interactive network. 
Moreover, formal doctrine often ends up being used in a way that discourages subse
quent learning and innovation. 

Another approach for diffusing new knowledge in an organjzation is a special 
purpose conference to facilitate sharing of new kno\vlcdge and ideas among the sub
units of an organiZation. Genera1 Electric conducts "best prdctice" workshops to 

encourage sharing of ideas among managers. A large government agency holds a con
ference each year to enable participants from difterent facilities to present new ideas 
and informally discuss how to improve service quality, 

Seminars and workshops can be used to teach people how to perform new ac
tivities or use new technoJof,ry. When it is not feasible for people to attend a confer
ence or workshop, a team of experts can be dispatched to different work sites to show 
people how to use new procedures. An alternative approach is to transfer individuals 
with new knowledge to other units, or assign them on a temporary basis to teach oth
ers. A person who has partidpated in a successful change can serve as a catalyst and 
consultant for change in another unit 

Learning Organizations 

All organizations learn things, but some do it much better than others. The 
term learning organization has been used to describe organizations that learn rap
idly and use the knowledge to become more effective (e,g" Crossan et aI., 1999; 
Finl & Lyles, 1985; Huber, 1991; Levitt & March, 1988), In these organizations, the 
values of learning, innovation, experimentation, flexibility, and initiative are firmly 
embedded in the culture of the organization (Baer & Frese, 2003; James, 2002; 
Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Miron, Erez, & Naveh, 2004; Popper & Lipshitz, 1998), The 
leaders develop and refine shared conceptual tools and mental models for under
standing how things work, how to adapt to the environment, and how to achieve 
the organization's objectives, People at all levels arc empowered to deal with prob
lems and find better ways of doing the work. Knowledge is diffused or made easi
ly available to anyone who needs it, and people are encouraged to apply it to their 
work. Top management creates and sustains processes to nurture ideas and sup
port changes initiated by people at lower levels in the organization. Resources are 
invested in promoting learning and funding entrepreneurial activities. The formal 
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appraisal and compensation system provides equitable rewards for knowledge cre
ation, sharing, and application (Bartol & Srivastava, 2002). The advantage of a 
learning culture is shown by Meyer's (982) study of how hospitals responded to a 
physicians strike. 

The hospital that adapted most successfully had a culture in "\\'hich innovation, 
professional autonomy, and entrepreneurbl Jt-1ivity were strong values, Th{: ad~ 
ministrator antiCipated the strike and encouraged a task force to develop scenarios 
describing how it would affect the hospital. Supervisors were asked to read the 
scenarios and develop contingency plans, When the strike actuaHy occurred, the 
hospital was anle to adapt qUickly and continue making profits, despite a drastic 
drop in the number of patients. When the strike ended, the hosplta 1 was able to 
readapt qUickly, In the process the hospital even discovered some new ways to 
cut operating cost", 

Applications: Guidelines for Increasing Learning and Innovation 

Leaders at all levels em help to create condili(H1s favorable to learning and inno
\ration CVera & Cros.'>;lf1, 20(4), lil(, terms "exploration" ~md "explOitation" an:: SOI11('

times used to describe the diffen:nce between acquisition :md application of new 
knowledge, and research on The influence of leader;.; on these processes was reviewed 
by Berson, Nemankh, V\laldman, Galvin, ~lnd Keller (2006), The following guidelines 
(see Table 10-4) are based on theory, research findings, and practitioner insights (e,g., 
Herson. Nemanich. \'\/aklrmUl, Gah'in, &: Kdlt:r, 2006; Cavaleri & Fearon, 1996; Chast( In, 

n'Klger. Mangles, & Sadler-Smith. 2001; Garvin, 1993; Jame" 2002; McGill, Slocum, & 
Lei, 1993; "adler et aL. 1995: Schein. 1993a: Senge, 1990; t'lrich. jick, & Von GUnow, 
1993; Yeung, 8Irich, Na;,on, & Von Glinov,,', 1999). 

• Encourage appreciation fur flexibility and innovation. 

Major change \vill he m01'e acceptahle and k'ss disruptive if people develop 
pride and confidence in their capacity 10 adapt and learn, Confident people are more 
likdy to view change as an ('xdting challenge rather than an unpleasant burden. To 
develop an appreci~ltion for flexjbility and adaptation, encourage people to view all 
prdK.:tices as temporary Each activity should he examined periodically to determine 
\vt:teiher it is still needed and how it can be improved or eliminated. Encourage sub
ordinates and peers to question traditional assumptions about the work and to "think 

TABLE 111-4 .Guidelines for Increasing learning and InnovatiO.n 

• Encourage appreciation for flexibility and innovation. 
• Encourage and facilitate learning by individuals and teams. 
• Help people improve their mental models. 
• Leverage learning from surprises and failures. 
• Encourage and facilitate sharing of knowledge and ideas. 
• Set innovation goals. 
• Reward entrepreneurial behavior. 
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outside the box" when solving problems, Encourage people to apply creative ideas 
for improving work processes. Encourage and support relevant learning practices 
and quality improvement programs (e.g., after-activity reviews, benchmarking, Six 
Sigma, TQM, quality circles) 

• Encourage and facilitate learning by individuals and teams. 

Organizations can learn only when individual members of the organization are 
learning (Senge, 1990). More individual learning will occur if the organization has 
strong cultural values for personal development and lifelong education, and it pro
vides training and development programs to help individuals learn new skills (see 
Chapter 14). However, providing learnjng opportunities is not enough to guarantee 
actual learning will occur. Leaders should keep subordinates informed about rele
vant learning opportunities (e.g., workshops, tfaining programs, college courses) 
and make it easier for them to pursue these opportunities (e.g., allowing time, pro
viding educltion subsidies). Leaders can also encourage and facilitate collective 
learning hy teams (see Chapter 12). Finally. leaders can provide tangible rewards to 
encourage individuals to acquire new knowledge and apply it to improve their job 
performance. 

• Help people improve their mental models. 

In addition to conscious beliefs about the causes of performance and the source 
of problems, people have implicit assumptions of which they are unaware, and these 
assumptions bias how they interpret events. Ohtaining more information about a com
plex pfoblem will not help a person solve it without a good mental mode! to interpret 
the information. As noted earlief in this chapter, to de\"e1op a better understanding of 
complex problems often requires systems thinking. Leaders should help people un
derstand and improve their mental models about the way things work in organizations 
and the reasons for success Of failure. By helping people to understand complex sys
tems, a leader can increase their ability to learn and solve problems (Senge, 1990). In 
this way the leader also helps people understand that they afe not powerless and can 
collectively influence events in the organization. 

• Leverage learning from surprises and failures. 

Surprises and failures usually provide more opportunity for learning than 
expected events and outcomes. Things that turn out just as expected confirm exist
ing theories or assumptions, but do not provide new insights. Unfortunately, many 
people tend to discount or ignore unexpected information that does not fit their the
ories or assumptions about how things work. Some of the most important scientific 
discoveries resulted from investigating unexpected "accidents" or "anomalies" that 
would be overlooked by people only interested in confirming prior beliefs. It is 
helpful to specify in advance what results are expected from an activity or change 
and the underlying assumptions on which the prediction is based. Otherwise, in
stead of using unexpected results to reevaluate the model, people are more likely to 
overlook them or assume that they could have been predicted in advance. Make 
specific predictions and reasons for them a regular part of the planning process, and 
make evaluation of outcomes in relation to predictions a fegular part of the after-ac
tivity review process. 
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• Encourage and facilitate sharing of knowledge and ideas. 

Leaders at all levels should encourage and facilitate the effective dissemination 
knowledge in the organization. Attend meetings with people from different subunits 
of the organizatioI1 (or send a representative) to discuss ideas for solving common 
problems. Encourage subordinates to share relevant ideas and knowledge with other 
people in the organization \vho can lL"l-(' it to improve their own performance. 
Encourage subordinates to SUppOJ1 and make use of knowledge 111anagcn1ent pro~ 
grams (e.g,! a resource diret.1ory, databases, groupware) etc.). Invite experts or outside 
consultants to inform members of the unit or team about relevant discoveries, neW 

technology, and improved practices. 

• Set innovation goals. 

The pressure of meeting norm::-1I task deadlines tends to leave little time for re
tlective thinking about ways to make things better. A leader should encourage en
trepreneurial activity Jnd help employees find the time to pursue their ideas for 
new or improved products and proccsst:s. One way to incre~lse the numher of cre
alive ideas is to set innovation goals for individuals Of teams. A special meeting is 
schedu led on a monthly or quarterly h:1Sis to discuss these ideas and revieW 
progress. Goals em also be set for the application of jdeas to improve products 
and work processes. For example, some companies set a goaito have new prod
ucts or services (e,g., those introduced within the last 3 years) account for a sub
stantial percentage of sales each year. 

• Reward entrepreneurial behavior. 

Employees who invent new products or sugge.st ways to improve existing 
products and processes should re1.-<eive appropriate recognition and equitable re
\'lards. The .support and cooperation of many people are needed to get new ideas 
accepted and implemented effectively in an organization. It i1' t:'ssential to provide 
recognition and equitab·je rewards not only to the individuals or teams \vlm con
tribute creative ideas, hut also to individuals who serve as sponsors, advocates, and 
i.:hampions for innovations. 

Summary 

One of the most important and difficult leadership responsibilities is to guide and facil
itate the process of making a major change in an organization. People tend to resL.<;t 
major change for many reasons, including distrust, doubts about the need for change, 
doubts about the feasibility of change, doubts that the benefits from change would jus
tify the COSL~, fear of economic loss, fear of losing status and power) fear of personal 
failure, perception the change is inconsistent with values, and resentment about inter
ference from above. Resistance should be viewed as a normal defensive response, not 
as a character weakness or a sign of ignorance. 

The change process can be described as having different stages, such as unfreez
ing, changing, and refreezing. Moving too quickly through the stages can endanger 
the success of a change effort. People typically transit through a series of emotional 
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stages as they adjust to the need for a drastic change in their lives. Understanding 
each of these change processes helps leaders guide and facilitate change. It is also 
helpful for leaders to realize that changing attitudes and roles at the same time is more 
effective than using either approach alone. 

Organizational culture involves assumptions, beliefs, and values that are shared 
by members of a group or organization. It is much easier to embed culture in new or
ganizations than to change the culture of mature organizations. Culture can be influ
enced by several aspects of a leader's behavior, including examples set hy the leader, 
what the leader attends to, and how the leader reacts to crises. An indirect form of 
leadership influence on culture is achieved by creating or modifying management sys
tems, progralllS, stnlctures, and cultural forms. Both approaches should be used to
gether in a mutually consistent way. 

Before people will support radical change, they need to have a vision of a better 
future that is attractive enough to justify the sacrifices and hardships the change will re
quire, To be inspiring, the vision must include strong ideological content that appeals 
to organization memhers' shared values and ideals concerning customers. employees, 
and the mission of the organization. The vision is usually created in a progressive, in
teractive process involving key sfakeholders. 

A leader can do many things to facilitate til<.: successful implementation of 
change, Political actions indude identifying likely supporters and opponents, creating 
a coalition to approve changes, forming teams to guide the implementation of 
changes, filling key pOSitions with competent change agents, making symbolic 
changes that affect the work. and monitoring the progress of change to detect prob
lems that require attenrion. People-oriented actions include creating a sense of ur
gency, articulating a clear vision of the likely benefits, preparing people for ch::.mge, 
helping them cope vdth change, providing opportunities for early successes, keeping 
people informed, demonstrating continued commitment to the ch"mge program, and 
empowering people to help plan and implement change. 

As workforce knowledge becomes more important as a source of competitive ad
vantage, the capacity to learn is becoming even more important to an organization. 
New knowledge and innovative ideas can he discovered through reflection j research, 
and systematic learning activities, or acquired externally by imitation, purchase of ex
pertise, or participation in joint ventures. The discovery of new knowledge is of little 
use to the organization if it is not disseminated to people who need it and used to im
prove products, services, and processes. Individual leaders can do many things to en
courage and facilitate learning and innovation in the organization. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1, What are major reasons for resistance to change? 
2. What are process theories of change and how are they useful? 
3. What is organization culture and how can it be influenced by leaders? 
4. What arc the desirable characteristics for a vision? 
5. Discuss the utility of developing a mission statement, strategic objectives, values 

lists, and catchy slogans. 
6, What are some guidelines for formulating a compelling vision? 
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7. What are some reasons why efforts to change organizations often fail? 
8. What are some guidelines to help leaders implement change? 
9. What is a learning organization and what kind of learning occurs? 

10. How much influence do leaders have on learning and innovation in organizations? 
11. How can leaders increase collective learning and innovation? 

Key Terms 

adaptation to environment 
benchmarking 
change agent 
c( m.: competencies 
cultural fom15 
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Ethical, Servant, Spiritual, 
and Authentic Leadership 

learning Objectives 

After stuuying this chapter you should be able to: 

• Understand different conceptions of ethical leadership. 

• Understand the difficulties in defining and assessing ethical leadership. 

• Understand the individual and situational influences on ethical leadership, 

• Understand servant, spiritual, and authentic leadership theory. 

• Understand the consequences of ethical leadership for followers and the 
organization. 

• Understand limitations of the ethical leadership theories. 

• Understand what types of research on ethical leadership are desirable. 

• Onderstand some ways to promote ethical behavior and oppose unethical 
pmctices. 

Influence is the essence of leadership, and powerful leaders can have a substantial impact 
on the lives of followers and the fate of an organization. As Gini (1998) reminds us, the 
primary issue is not wherher leaders \Yill lise power, but whether they will use it wisely 
and well. Powerful leaders can advance their own careers and economic gains at the ex
pense of organization members and the public Moreover, by making unethical practices 
appear to be legitimate, a leader can influenee other members of the organization to en
gage in "crimes of obedience'" (Beu & Buckley, 2004; Hinrichs, 2007). The great potential 
for misuse of power is one reason so many people are interested in the ethical aspects of 
leddership. Another reason is rhe declining pUblic trust in business and public leaders, 
which has been fueled by repeated scandals publicized in the news media, in books, and 
in movies (Kouzes & Posner, 1993). The companies in which top executives were in
volved in unethical activities indude Enron. Global Crossing, Siemens, Qwest, Scandia, 
Tyco International, and WorldCom (Carson, 2003; Flanagan, 2003), 
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Interest in ethical leadership and the influence of leader values and integrity has 
been growing rapidly, and several different theories describing ethical leadership have 
emerged. The chapter will examine different conceptions of ethical leadership, de
scribe ethical dilemmas commonly faced by leaders, and identify some things leaders 
can do to promote ethical behavior in organizations. The theories include servant 
leadership, spirihJaJ leadership, and authentic le~l(k~rship as well as earlier ideas that 
influenced much of the current thinking about ethical leadership. 

Conceptions of Ethical leadership 

Despite the growing interest in ethkalleadership, there is considerahle disagree
ment about the appropriate way to denne and assess iL In a scientific discipline that 
values objectivitYt even to discuss this suhject causes some people to feel uneasy. 
However, as Heifetz (994) pointed OUL {here is no ethically nt.:'utral ground for theo
ries of leadership, hecause [hey always jnvolve values and implk'il assumptions ahout 
proper forms of influenl'c. 

Defining Ethical Leadership 

Ethical leadcrship has been defined in different ways, and definitions may in
('lude values, traits and bchaviors. When asked to describe clhicalleadcrs, exec'urives 
identified several aspects of behavior and motives \e.g., honest, trustworthy, altruistic, 
fair), but they also identified aspects of hehavior involving attempts to intlucnce the 
ethical beh:1vior of others (Trevino, Brown, &: Ha11man, 20(3), Several types of influ
ence may be used by the leader, including statemenb about the jrnpol1~mce of ethics, 
dissemin;ltion of ethical guidelines for members of the organization, modeling ethical 
behavior to set a visible example for {lthers, including ethical behavior in the assess
ment of ped1xmance, and criticil':ing or punishing unethical behavior. It is also uscful 
to make a distinction between the ethics of ;In individual leader and the ethics of spe
dtk tyP('S of leadership hehavior (lhbS & Stcidlmder, 1999), and both r-ypes of ethics 
are difficult to evaluate. 

Several criteria are relevant for judging individual leaders. including the person's 
values, stage of mOf'.d development, consciolls intentions, freedom of chOice, use of 
ethical and unethical behavjor, and typcs of influence used, Farnolls leaders usually' 
have a mix of strengths and weaknesses with regard to these criteria. One difficulty in 
evaluating the mordlity of individual leaders is the subjectivity inherent in determining 
which criteria to use and their relative importance, The final evaluation can be influ
enced as much by the qualities of the judge as by the qualities of the leader. 

Judgments about the ethics of a particular decision or action usually take into ac
count the purpose (ends), the extent to which behavior is consistent with moral standards 
(means), and the consequences for self and others (outcomes). The three criteria are usu
ally considered in relation to each oilier, and a common issue is the extent to which the 
ends justify the means. For example, Ls deception justified when the purpose is to help 
another person avoid serious personal harm? 

Moral standards used to evaluate means include the extent to which leader behav
ior violates basic laws of SOciety, denies others their rights, endangers the health and 
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lives of other people, or involves attempts to deceive and exploit others for personal 
benefit. Examples of behavior fhat is usually considered unefhical in Western nations in
dude falsifying information, stealing assets for personal use, blaming ofhers for one's 
own mistakes, provoking unnecessary hostility and distrust among ofhers, selling secrets 
to competitors, showing favoritism in return for a bribe, and engaging in reckless behav
iors iliat are likely to injure others, Judgments about ethical leadership vary somewhat 
across cultures, but researchers find that some rypes of leader behavior (e,g" exploiting 
followers) are considered improper regardless of national culture (see Chapter 15), 

Personal Integrity and Ethical leadership 

Discussions of efhicalleadership invariably involve dle concept of personal integri
ty. As noted in Chapter 2, personal integrity is an attribute that helps to explain leader
ship effectiveness. Bennis and Thomas (2002) inteIViewed 40 leader . ., and found that an 
essential aspect of effective leadership was integrity, which depends on honesty and con
sistency of behavior with espoused values. In cross-cultural research on the essential 
traits f()r effective leadership, integtity is near the top of the list in all cultures that have 
been studied (see Chapter] 5) 1v10st scholars consider integrity to be an important aspect 
of ethical leadership, but the appfopriate definitjon is still a subject of debate (Barry & 
Stephens, 1999; Locke & Becker, 1999; Simons, 2002; Trevino, Weaver, & Rey71olds, 20()6). 

The most basic definition emphasizes honesty and consistency between a per
son's espoused values and behavior. \Vhat the leader values and how the person acts 
are not part of this definition. Critics contend that this definition is insufficient, be
cause the values must be In.oral and the behavior must be ethical (e.g., Becker, 1998). 
For these critics, integrity means the behavior is consistent with a set of justifiable 
moral ptinciples; integrity is not consistency between adions and immoral principles. 
Thus, a thief who believes it is morally acceptable to steal from comlpt organizations 
would not be classified as high in integrity. A limitation of this more rigOfOUS defini
tion is the difficulty of getting agreement about justifiable moral principles. It is espe
cially a pr(}blem for values and principles that diffef across cultures, and for principles 
that involve competing values (e.g., the abortion controversy or mercy killing). 

Some examples of behaviors usually regardL'Xl as morally justifiable include fol
lowing: the same rules and standards applied to others, being honest and candid when 
providing infofmation or answering questions, keeping promisc!'j and commitments, 
and acknowledging responsibility for mistakes while also seeking to correct them. 
Ho\-vever, a leader may have ulterior motives for using behaviors that appear mor~llly 
justifiable. An example b to use kindness to gain the trust of people who will later be 
exploited. For this reason, it is necessary to consider a leader's intentions and values 
as well as behaviors when evaluating ethical leadership. To be efhieal, fhe leader must 
intend no harm and respect the rights of all affected parties (Gini, 1998). 

Dilemmas in Assessing Ethical Leadership 

Influencing follower commitment and optimism are central aspects of most theo
ries of effective leadership. Leaders are usually expected to influence follower com
mitment to an existing task or a new activity. However, this influence is also the 
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source of ethical concerns. The problem for evaluating ethical leadership is to detern1ine 
when such influence is proper. It is easier to evaluate ethical leadership when the 
interests of the leader, the followers, and the organization are congruent and can be at
tained by actions that do not involve much risk or cost to any of the parties> However, 
in many situations the influence process may involve (1) creating enthusiasm If)r a 
risky strategy or projc"Ct, (2) inducing followers to «hange their underlying heliefs and 
values, and (3) influencing decisions that will benefit some people at the expense of 
uthers, Each type of influence involves some ethical dilemmas, 

Influencing Expectations 

An important leadership responsibility is to interpret confusing events and build 
consensus around .strategies for dealing with threats and opportunities. Sometimes 
success requires a strategy or projett that is boid and jnnovative. A risky venture niay 
result in great }xmdits f()f f(JJlowers if completed sUCZ-'t'SSRllly, but the co'Sts can also he 
high, especially if the project fails or takes much longer than expt'ded. How fhe 
leader influences follower perception of lhe risks and prospects for success is n:lcvant 
for eV;llualing ethkalleadership. 

,'dust people would agree that it is unethical to deliberately I11<U1ipulate follm,v(:rs 10 
do something contrary to their self-interest by making false promises or deceiving them 
~lboUl likely oUIcomes. One proposed standard for ethical leadership in the case of risky 
ventures is f()r the leader to fully inform followers about the likely costs and benefits and 
ask followers to make a conscious decision about 'whether the effort is worthwhile. 
However, it is often dHllcult for the leader (or anyone else) to find any objective basis for 
predicting the likely outcomes of an innovative stratch'Y and project, If an obvious crisis 
already exist..; for the group or organIzation, expressing doubts and sharing complete in
f{xmmion can create panic and ensure failure, As Heifetz (994) proposed, it is important 
10 help people understand a prc)blem without demorali7ing them. Efft.'(.1ive leaders do 
not dwell too much upon the risks or obstades, but instead emphasize \vhat can be ac
(\}mplished \vith a ,(,one-eited, shareti effort. H()pe and oprinlism can eventually bCC()tlk' 
a self-fulfilling prophety if combined \-vith effective problem solving, Thus, in situations 
where sharing information and il1Ierprcting events involves competing values, there are 
complex ethical issues to be resolved. This aspect of ethk-al le:ldership deserves more at
tention in the future, 

Influencing Values and Beliefs 

Even more controversial is an attempt to change the underlying values and be
liefs of individual followers. Some writers contend that this type of leader influence is 
clearly unethical, even when the intended outcome is to benefit followers as well as 
the organization (e.g., Stephens, D'Intino, & Victor, 1995; White & Wooten, 1986). 
These writers question the implicit assumption that the leader knows what is best for 
followers, and there is conCern about the misuse of power and control over informa
tion to bias follower perceptions about problems and events. A special concern is the 
influence of charismatic leaders on followers who are weak and insecure. 

A contrary view is that leaders have a responsibility to implement major changes 
in an organization when necessary to ensure its survival and effectiveness. A large-scale 
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organizational change will not be successful without changes in member beliefs and 
perceptions. Effective leaders engage members and other stakeholders in a dialogue to 
determine what types of changes are necessary and morally right for the organization. 
The process may (or may not) result in the emergence of a new set of shared beliefs 
and values. Howeverj as noted in Chapter 10, the chief executive cannot dictate 
changes in the organization culture. TIle change, if it occurs, will reflect the influence 
of many leaders throughout the organization. How much influence the CEO or any 
other individual should tty to exert on this process, and the form of the influence, are 
ethical questions that are yet to be resolved. 

Multiple Stakeholders and Competing Values 

The difficulties in evaluating the effectiveness of leaders (see Chapter 1) include 
multiple criteria with complex trade-offs and stakeholders with paI1ially contlicting in
terests. The diverse consequences of a leader's decisions and actions complicate the 
eV3luation of ethical leadership. The same actions that benefit followers in some ways 
may also harm followers in other ways or at a later time. The same actions that serve 
the interests of some followers may he COnlG!lY to the interests of other follo\vers. 
Doing what is best for one type of stakeholder (e.g., owners) may not be wh~1t is hest 
for others (e,g., employees, customers, the community). Efforts to bahtnce competing 
values and interests involve subjective judgments about rights, accountability, due 
process, and social responsihilities. \Vhen stakeholder interests are incompatihle, it is 
more difficult to evaluate ethical leadership. 

The traditional perspective is that managers in business organizations are ~1gents 
\vho represent the interest of the owners in achieving economic success for the organiza
tion. From this perspective, ethical leadership is satisfied by maximizing economic out
comes that benefit owners while not doing anything strictly prohibited by laws and moral 
standards. For example, the decision to move a manufacturing plant from Kansas to 
Mexico would he considered ethical if it would significantly improve profit." regardless of 
the effects on plant employees or the local economy. The pursuit of short-term profit., is 
often used as thL' excuse for making strategic decisions that are halmful to stakeholders 
other than shareholders looking for a qukk increase in the value of their stock. 

A vely different perspective is that managers should serve multipJe stakeholders in
side and outside the organization (Block. 1993; Gini, 1998; Greenleaf, 1977; Jones, Felps, 
& Bigley. 2007; O'Toole. 1994; Sharp-Paine. ]994). From this perspective. judgments 
about ethical leadership must take into account the extent to "\vhich a leader balances 
and integrmes the interests of different stakeholders within the constraints imposed by 
legal and contractual obligations. An integrative orientation appears more ethjcal than 
suppoI1ing the faction that will provide the highest personal gain for the leader, playing 
stakeholders off against each other (e.g., by encouraging negative stereotyping and mu
tual distrust), or trying to ignore substantive conflicts of interest. The following incident 
described by Nielsen (1989) provides an example of the integrdtive approach. 

10e division manager for a paper products company was confronred with a djffi
cult problem. Top management decided to dose some paper mills unless opera
tional costs for them could be reduced. The manager was concerned that cutting 
costs would prevent the mills from meeting government pollution control require-
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ment<;. However, unless costs were reduced, the mills would dose, seriously 
hurting the economy of the local community. The manager decided to look for an 
integrative win-win solution, He asked the resean:h and engineering people in his 
division to look for ways to make the miIls more efficient and also reduce pollu
tion, He asked the .operations and financial people in hi.<> division to eblimate how 
much it would cost to build hetter mills, and when the operations would achieve 
a bre-.du-:ven payback. \Vhcn a good solu! jon waH found, he negotiated an 
agreement with top management 10 implement the plan. 

Unfortunately, when different stakeholders have incompatible ohjectives. ;1n inte
grative solution is nor always possible. Leaders of business organizations sometimes 
have an opportunity to support a worthy cause) even though it does not provide any 
short-term benefit to the financial performance of the organization. However, making 
this type of decision requires courage and strong convictions, because powerful stake
holders may expect a leader to protect their interests) regardless of the harm to people 
\vho are not viewed as legitimate stakeholders (jones et aL, 20(7). A good example of 
this type of ethical dilemma i.s provided hy Useem (199H), 

In the 1970" river hJjndl1C~.s was one of fbe world"s most dreaded discas{:s, and it had 
long frustrakd scientisb l1ying 10 stop 11K' spread ()/' river blindness in developing 
cOllntries. Then:1 pOh.mlial curt: for th1.-' disease was discovered hy researchers at 
Mcrck l1w new dmg k:;lkd l\i<:""1izan) \vould cOst more than $200 million to devel
op, and it Was ncc,Jed oniy hy people who could nol afford to pay for it. \'V'hen Roy 
Vagelo::" the CEO of Merck, was unsucce.ssful in his eft<'J11 to get gon:rnments of de
veloping nations to agrt"t: to pay fur the drug, it ht.'('ame obvious thaI Mcdizan would 
never make any profil fOf Merck, Nevcl1hcle&s, Vagelos decided to distribute 
,\r1ec!i7.an for free to the people whose lives dt'JX'nded on it. Many people in [he 
company :;aid the decision was ;] costly mb1.ake [hat violated the responsibility of the 
CEO to stockholders, Hmvevcr, Vagelos he1iev~'d that the decision \V;l$ consistent 
with Merck's guiding mission to preServe ~lDd improve human life. cHie development 
of Mectizan was :J medjcaltriumph and it helped to nearly eradicate river blindness. 
Tht' humanil1.Uian decision enhanced lhe l,.'oll1iY.my's reputation and helped to aUtat1: 
some of tht, best scientific n.:selrcher.-; in th(~ \vorkJ 10 work for Iv1erck. 

Determinants and Consequences of Ethical leadership 

Two interesting research questions are the reason for differences in ethical be
havior among leaders, and the consequences of ethical leadership for followers and 
the organization. Both questions are briefly discussed in this section of the chapter, 
because they are relevant for understanding the theories of ethical leadership de
scribed later in the chapter. 

Individual Determinants of Ethical Leadership 

One explanation is provided by theories of cognitive moral development. 
Kohlberg (1984) proposed a model to describe how people progress through six se
quential stages of moral development as they grow from a child to an adult. With each 
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successive stage, the person develops a broader understanding of the principles of jus
tice, social responsibility, and human rights, At the lowest level of moral development 
the primary motivation is self-interest and the satisfaction of personal needs, At a mid
dle level of moral development, the primary motivation is to satisfy role expectations 
and social norms determined by groups, organizations, and society, At the highest 
level of moral development, the primary motivation is to bJlfiU internalized values and 
moral principles. A person at this level may deviate from norms and risk social rejec
tion, economic loss, and physical punishment in order to achieve an important ethical 
objective, The Kohlberg theory of moral development is similar in many ways to 
Kegan's (1982) theory of psycho-social development. 

Unlike physical maturation, moral development is not inevitable, and some peo
ple become fixated at a particular developmental stage, A leader who is at a higher 
level of development is usually regarded as more ethical than one at a lower level of 
development. Some research indicates that cognitive moral development is related to 
ethical decisions in business organizations (e.g., Trevino, 1986; Trevino & Youngblood, 
1990), flowever, a recent review of research on the theory found a lack of dear evi
dence that leadership behavior or effectiveness is related to stage of development 
(McCauley, Drarh, Palus, O'Connor, & Baker, 2(06), 

Another explanation for moral behavior involves self identity theory, A person 
with a strong moral self identity is lnotivated to act in ways that are consistent \vith ethi
cal values and belie[, Okrglmm, 2002; Reynolds & Ceranic, 20(7), A moral self-identity 
is less important as a detenninant of behavior in the situation where there is a strong 
consenSllS about ethical behavior. Most people will confonn to the sodal nOflns, even if 
they do not have a strong moral self-identity. However, if there is not a consensus about 
a moral issue, then judgments about ethical consequences of actions are more important 
as determinants of behavior. 

Decisions about moral behavior are also affected by values involving the conse
quences of behavior and the observance of formal rules, policies, laws, or traditional 
practices (Reynolds, 2006a). A person for whom consequences are very important \vill 
favor actions likely to result in the greatest henefit to all affected parties. A person for 
whom formalism is very impOltant is more inclined to obey rules and poliCies. A per
son's moral identity usually emphasizes one value over the other, and the impact of 
the values on behavior is most evident when there are rules or traditions about proper 
behavior, hut there is not a strong moral consensus about it. In this situation people 
with a strong moral identity and a primary concern for consequences will he the most 
likely to select a behavior that will result in benefits for others, even if it violates for
mal rules or laws. In contrast, people with a strong moral identity and primaty con
cern for formality will be the most likely to conform with existing rules or laws, even 
when the behavior is likely to have adverse consequences for some people, 

Ethical leadership is also related to a leader's personality traits and needs (Brown 
& Trevino, 2006b; Mumford, Gessner, Connelly, O'Connor, & Clifton, 1993; O'Connor, 
Mumford, Clifton, Gessner, & Connelly, 1995), Most of the individual traits that were 
found to be associated with effective leadership (see Chapter 2) are also related to eth
ical leadership, Unethical, abusive leadership is more likely for a person who has low 
concientiousness, low emotional maturity, high neuroticism, high narcissism, an exter
nal locus of control orientation, and a personalized power orientation. This type 
of leader is likely to perceive that other people are untrustworthy and to view them 
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as objects to be manipulated for personal gain, Power is used to exploit others and 
achieve personal objectives, rather than to benefit others and achieve organizational 
objec-lives. 

Situational Influences on Ethical Leadership 

Ethical behavior occurs in a social cunt-cxt, and it can be strongly influenced by 
aspects of the situation (Brown &. Trevino, 2006b; Trevino, 1986; Trevino, Butterfield, 
& McCabe) 1998), The organizational culture and the formal reward system can en
courage and support ethical or unethical behavior by leaders and members, Unethical 
behavior is Blore likely when peri(xH1ance goals are unrealistically diffk:ult) there is 
high pressure for increased productivity) there is intense competition for rewards and 
advancement, and the organization docs nOl have strong cultur:Ol1 values and norms 
about ethical conduct and individual responsibility. For example, the strong SllCCeSS

oriented culture at Enron and the C( Hnpensation and performant.'e appraisal systems 
[hat suppor!ed it encouraged employ('es to exaggerate results and help hide the com
pany's growing debt (Reynolds, 200()h; Probst & Raisch, 200S). Cullural valut."s ~ind 

helief.:., in the community or nation ~lre ;1l101hcr influence on ethical tx;ha\-ior C'-;t.'e 
Chapler 15). For example, unethic;.lJ behavior is more likely in -"ocieti(';-, where vio
lence is prevalent, fraud and brihery are accepted, and corruption of oftldals is wide
spread (Mumford, Espejo, Hunter, Bedell,Avers, Eubanks, & Connelly, 20m), 

Follower characteristics are another aspect of the situation that caD encourage 
unethical leadership, Unethical leadership is more likely when followers belie\'{,' that 
formal leaders should h:1VL~ strong position power and obtxlience to authority is neces
s~try. These beliefs are cOl11mon in sucieties with strong cultural values for uncert~linty 
avoidance and power distance CSt'e Chapter IS). Followers are also more likely to pas
sively accept a domineering and abusive leader if they lack self-esteem and self-effica'-J 
and do m>t have mudl confidence in their own al1jJjty to deal WitlI tl1reats and hardship. 
As noted in Chapter 9, these conditions also foster the emergence of ~'harismatic 
leadership, 

Studies of "abusive supervision" ~lDd '-toxic leaders" provide additional insights 
about the conditions that make it castel" for a chief executive to act in "\vays that are de
,')trudin: for an organization ~Ind its memhers (Padilla, Hogan, & Kaiser, 20(7), In or
ganizations that lack mech~ll1isms to limit the povver of the chief executive, abusive 
leaders are more difficult to restrain or remove once they have been appointed or 
elected. Examples of ways to limit executive power include an independent board of 
directors, tern1 limits for leaders, procedures that allow followers to periodically evalu
ate their leaders, procedures for appealing decisions by leaders (including decisions 
about punishment or dismissal), and formal procedures for removing a leader who 
misuses power or is incompetent. 

Leader personality and cognitive moml development interact with aspects of the 
situation in the determination of ethical and unethical behavior. That is, ethical behav, 
ior can be explained beller by consideration of both the individual leader and the sit, 
uation than by either variable alone, Emotionally mature leaders with a high level of 
cognitive moral development are more likely to resist the temptation to use their 
power to exploit others, and they are less likely to use unethical practices to accom' 
plish objectives, 
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Consequences of Ethical and Unethical leadership 

Most theories of ethical leadership emphasize the importance of leader influence on 
fnllowers and the ethical climate of an organization. Many different measures have been 
used to assess the effects of ethical leadership on followers, and they include some crite
ria seldom used in the earlier leadership research (e.g., follower values and ethical behav
ior, follower self-awareness, follower feelings of spiritual fulfillment). The theories differ 
somewhat with regard to the criteria used to assess the effects of ethical leadership. 
Examples of research on the effects of ethical leadership are provided by a number of 
studies (Reave, 2005), and there is dear evidence of beneficial effects for followers. 

Abusive supervision includes using power and authority to humiliate, ridicule, bully, 
and otherwise mistreat subordinates (Tepper, 2000). Such behavior is usually regarded as 
a form of unethical leadership, and the research on it finds negative cOI1-.;;equences for fol
lowers and the organization. Abusive supervision results in less organizational citizenship 
behaviors by employees (Zellers, Tepper, & Duffy, 2002), and it also results in more retal
iation and displaced aggression toward coworkers and the organization (Mitchell & 

Ambrose, 2007). For example, a study of abusive behavior by restaurant managers t(.mnd 
that it resulted in higher fcxxl loss from employee theft and waste (Detert, Trevino, Burris, 
& Andiappan, 20(m. 

In most theories of ethical leadership, the primary focus when assessing com.;e
quences is on the consequences for individuals such as employees rather than the im
pact on organizational peri(xmance. Sometimes these effects are consistent, such as 
when higher employee trust and commitment also result in improved financial perform
ance for the organization (see Chapter 13). However, ethical pr~1Ltkes do not always im
prove measures of current fjnancial performance, especially when they increase costs. 
Examples include providing adequate health care beneHts to employees even though 
competitors do n()t, accepting responsii)ility for mistakes and detC(1ive products (e.g., re
calls and refund.s), and canying out prior commitment") despite unexpected expenses. 

Likewise, the adverse consequences of unethical behavior may not be reflected 
accurately in measures of leader performance or shOlt-term organizational perform
ance. For example, supervisors who increase output and reduce c05t5 may get hetter 
performance ftHings, even when they mistreat subordinates to accomplish these objec
tives. Unethical pldctk:es can be used to innate measureS of short-term performance 
when it is difficult to check on their accuracy. Examples from recent corporate scan
dals include billing the government or other customers for services that were not pro
vided, providing loans or mortgages to customers who would not be able to repay 
them, and counting future sales revenues as current income (to prop up the value of 
the company's stock). Another dubious practice is to inflate sh011-term measures of 
objective performance by reducing actual costs for activities that will not have adverse 
effects until a future time. An example is reducing necessary maintenance of eqUip
ment, despite the increased risk of costly breakdowns or accidents in the future. 

Improving Research on Ethical leadership 

The growing interest in ethical leadership has spurred more research on the 
subject, but much of the research has been very superficial. To understand the deter
minants and the consequences of ethical leadership will require more than simple, 
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linear models with unidirectional causality. Leaders and followers influence each 
other's values and ethical behavior. Over time the reciprocal influence processes can 
result in synergistic effects. Reciprocal influence also occurs between leaders and the 
organization culture, As already noted, ethical leadership can be encouraged by 
strong cultural values and appropriate reward systems, but the cultural values and 
management systems are also influenced by the decisions and actions of tht.: leaders 
(see Chapter 10). 

Kahn (990) proposed an agenda of research questions tlut would_ help to pro
duce knowledge that strengthens both the theory and practice of ethical conduct in 
()rganizations. Examples of relevant research questions include the language used to 
frame and communicate ethical issues, the conditions under which ConversatIons 
about ethics are likely to occur, the process by which ethical dilemmas and disagree
ments are resolved, the process hy \vhich ethkal principles are adapted to changing 
conditions j and the ways that leaders influence ethical awareness, dialogue, and 
consenSllS, 

Brown and Trevino (200Gb) suggcstt:d St"\'c-ral interesting research questions, in
cluding the extent to which ethical hehavior is rdated to a leader's level of amhoriry. 
amoum of position power, ~md type of position; the extent to \vhich ethical leader
ship by top t:x{:'clItivt's inl1uences ethical hc-i1<1vior by middle and lower-level man
agers and by? non-managerial employees. and the extent to which ethical leadership is 
related to different outcomes such as [ollo\ver satisfaction, commitrnent, hehavior, 
;md performance. 

Heynolds (2006-a, 200Gb) recommended research to expiore cognitive processes 
that seem relevant for understHnding why t.:thical judgments and individual hehaviors 
are often inconsistent One implication of his neurocognitive model of ethical decision 
making is that organizations need to provide more gUidelines to help manag,,':rs deal 
with unique situations where it is difficult to dt-'termine what choices afe ethical and 
appropriate. 

Transforming Leadership and Adaptive Problem Solving 

Much of the current thinking aboul ethical leadership \vas influeno.::d by a few 
scholars \\/ho stth..ljed political k>~lders in national or local government, leaders of social 
movements, leaders of religious groups, community leaders, and leaders in not-for
profit organizations. Two scholars who had a strong influence on conceptions of eth
ical leadership are examined next. 

Transforming leadership 

As noted in Chapter 9, Burns (1978) formulated a theory of transforming lead
ership from descriptive research on political leaders, For Burns, a primary leader
ship role or function is to increase awareness about ethical issues and help people 
resolve conflicting values. Burns 0978, p. 20) described transforming leadership as 
a process in which "leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of 
morality and motivation." These leaders seek to raise the consciousness of followers 
by appealing to ideals and moral values such as liberty, justice, equality, peace, and 
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hUlnanitarianism, not to baser emotions such as fear, greed, jealousy, or hatred. 
Followers are elevated from their "everyday selves') to their "better selves." For 
Burns, transforming leadership may be exhibited by anyone in the organization in 
any type of position. It may involve influencing peers and superiors as well as sub
ordinates. It can occur in the day-to-day acts of ordinary people, but it is not ordi
nary or common. 

Burns described leadership as a process, not a set of discrete acts. It is a process 
in which leaders and followers influence each other as the relationships evolve over 
time. Transforming leadership is an influence process betv.;een indjviduals, but it is 
also a process of mobilizing power to change social systems and reform institutions. 
The leader seeks to shape) express, and mediate conflict among groups of people, be
cause this conflict can be useful for mobilizing and channeling energy to achieve 
shared ideological objectives. Thus, transforming leadership involves not only the 
moral elevation of individual followers, but also collective efforts to accomplish social 
reforms. In the process, both the leader and followers will be changed. They will 
begin 10 consider not only what is good for themselves, but abo what \vill benefit larg
er collectivities such as their organization, community, and nation. 

Adaptive Problem Solving 

In his book entitled Leadel5hip without F,asy Ansll'ers. Ronald Heifetz (994) pro
posed that the primary role of leaclers is to help followers confront contlict and find 
productive ways to deal with it. The leader must engage people in facing challenges, 
changing perspectives, and learning new ways to work together effectively. Like 
Burns, Heifetz described leadership as both a dyadic and collective process. Leaders 
influence individuals, and they also mobilize collective efforts to accomplish adaptive 
work. The type of influence used by leaders includes not only use of rationality and 
appeal to values, but also formal authority. Leaders can use their authority to direct at
tention to problems, frame issues, structure decision processes, mediate conflicts, allo
cate resources to support problem solving, and delegate specific responsibilities to 
individuals or groups. However, formal authority is not necessary to provide ethical 
leadership. Emergent leaders ('an acquire informal authority by taking responsibility for 
exercising leadership in situations where it is needed. Heifetz emphasizes that mean
ingful change requires shared leadership, and it cannot be accomplished by a single, 
heroic individual. 

Leaders can do many things to help people collectively solve problems in an 
effective way. One important leadership function is to influence people to ac
knowledge an important problem, rather than denying it, discounting the serious
ness of the problem) procrastinating about corrective action, or prOViding fake 
remedies and stress-reducing diversions. Another important function is to help 
frame problems by clarifying key issues, encouraging dissenting views, distinguish
ing causes from symptoms, and identifying complex interdependencies. Leaders 
can facilitate problem solving by helping people get information, by identifying 
pOints of agreement and disagreement, and by encouraging people to find integra
tive solutions to conflicts. 

It is important to set the pace of collective work at a rate people can tolerate. If 
pushed too fast, people may resort to defensive avoidance mechanisms, such as con-
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eluding that temporary relief or limited progress is a complete solution. Leaders must 
educate people about the difficulties that will he encountered and the self-sacritlces 
that will be necessary to succeed. At the same time, it is important to build hope and 
optimism about finding a solution. Finding the right halance is a difficult challenge for 
leaders. Heifetz's ideas seem espeCially relevant for evaluating political candidates 
who deny or oversimplify problems~ promise unrealbtic solutions, and pander 10 

",hon-tefIn individual interests mther than collective needs. 

Servant Leadership 

Another early conception of ethical leadership builds on examples of "servant 
leadership" t(JUnd in the New lestament (GrccnleaC 1977; Sendjaya & SOllros, 20(2). 
Servant leadership in the \vorkp13ce is ahout helping others to accomplish shared oh
jc"ctives by Ltdlitating individual development, ernpo\verment, and collective \vork tlut 
is consistent with the health and long-term \ydrare of followers (Greenleaf, 1977; 
Craham, 1991; Smith, Muntagno, & Kuzmenko. 20WiJ. 

Conceptions of Servant leadership 

In 1970, Hobc"11 Grt:'enleaf proposed the cuncept of "servant leadership," and it 
hecame the title of a hook published in 1977. Greenleaf proposed that service to fol
lowers is the primary responsibiliry of leaders and the essence of ethical leadership. 
Service includes nurturing, defending, and empowering followers. A servant leader 
must attend to the needs of foHowers and help them become healthier, wiser, and 
more wilHng [0 accept their responsibilities. It is only by understanding followers that 
the leader can determine how best to serve their needs. Servant leaders must listen to 
followers, learn about tlJdr needs and aspirations, and be willing to share in their pain. 
Jnd frustration. 

The ser":lnt leader must stand for what is good and right, even when it is not 
in the financial interest \)f the organiz:.lrion. Sochll injustice and inequality should 
he opposed whenever possihle. Even the weak and marginal members of SOciety 
must he treated \vith re~pecl and appreciation. Greenleaf proposed that providing 
meaningful work for ernployees is as important as providing a quality product or 
service for the customer. He advocated that business organizations should consid
er social responsibility as one of the major objectives, and the hoard of directors 
should take primary responsibility for evaluating and facilitating progress on this 
objective. 

The servant leader must empower followers instead of using power to dominate 
them. Trust is established by being completely honest and open, keeping actions con
sistent with values, and showing trust in followers. Greenleaf believed that followers 
of such leaders are inspired to become servant leaders themselves. People should pre
pare themselves to lead and accept the opportuniry when offered. The result will be 
more people who serve as moral agents in SOciety. 

These early ideas about servant leaderShip were recognized in the leadership lit
erature for many years, but they did not elicit much attention until recently (Graham, 
1991; Russell & Stone, 2002; Sendjaya & Sarros, 2002; Smith et aI., 2(04). 
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As in the case of other theories in this chapter, increased interest in seIVant leadership 
may be a reaction to corporate scandals and declining confidence in elected officials. 
Other theorists have extended theory to include a more explicit description of key val
ues and the effects of servant leaders on followers and theory organization. The val
ues emphasized in servant leadership are primarily about helping people and fostering 
a relationship of trust and cooperation. Following is a list of key values and exam pIes 
of how they may be expressed in a leader's behavior: 

1. Integrity: communicates in an open and honest way, keeps promises and commit
ments) acts in ways that are consistent with espoused values, admiL<; and accepts 
responsibility for mistakes, does not attempt to manipulate or deceive people 

2. Altruism: enjoys helping others, is willing to take risks or make sacrifices to pro
tect or benefit others, puts the needs of others ahead of own needs, volunteers 
for service activities that require extra time and are not part of the formal job 
requirements 

3. Humility: treats others with respect, avoids status symbols and special privileges, 
admits limitations and mistakes, is modest about achievements, emphasizes the 
contributions by others when a collective effort is successful 

4,. Empathy and healing: helps others cope with emotional distress, encourJges ac
ceptance of diversity, acts as a mediator or peacemaker, encourages forgiveness 
and reconciliation after a divisive conflict 

5. Personal grou1th: encourages and facilitates the development of individual confi
dence and ability, even when not important tor the current job; provides learning 
opportunities despite a risk of mistakes; provides mentoring and coaching when 
needed; helps people learn from mistakes 

6. Fairness and justice: encourages and supports fair treatment of people, speaks 
out against unfair and unjust practices or policies, opposes attempts to manipulate 
or deceive people or to undennine or violate their civil rights 

7. Empowerment: consults with others about decisions that will affect them; provides 
an appropriate amount of autonomy and discretion to subordinates, shares sensi
tive information with them, encourages them to express concerns or dissentjng 
views without becoming defensive 

Effects of Servant Leadership 

The potential benefits of servant leadership are similar to those suggested by the
ories of supportive and empowering leadership, and by theories of spiritual and au
thentic leadership. Leader integrity and concern for subordinates is likely to increase 
their trust, loyalty, and satisfaction with the leader. A favorable relationship and in
creased referent power for the leader make it easier to influence subordinates to carry 
out requests. The potential benefits derived from development and empowerment of 
subordinates have been demonstrated in research on participative leadership, support
ive leadership, and transformational leadership. The attempt to ensure fairness and 
equity can influence subordinate perceptions of distributive and procedural justice and 
increase their loyalty and organizational commitment. If a servant leader is able to in
fluence other leaders to become servant leaders as well, the result may be an employ
ee-oriented culture that attracts and retains talented, committed empJoyees. 
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Research on Servant Leadership 

Most of the evidence about effects of servant leadership is from anecdotal ac
counts and case studies of hislODcalleaders (e.g .• Graham, 1991). Other evidence 
comes from research on related subjects such as suppoltive leadership, empowerment, 
leader integrity, self-sacrifice by leaders, and ethical leadership. The recent develop
ment of questionnaires on .servant leadership will encourage more research (Barhuto & 
Wheeler, 2006; Dennis & !:Iocal'llea, 200,); Dennis & Winston, 20()3). However. the 
questionnaires are still in the early stage in their development, and they differ greatly 
with regard to the type of leader characteristics measured (values) traits, skilll:i, behav
iors) and the type of raters who proVide the data (leader self-report, ratings by others). 
Several of the subscales involve behaviors, traits~ or skills that are also included in ear
lier leadership theories, and in other theories of ethical leadership, More research is 
needed to assess the validity (uniqueness, meaningfulness, accuracy) of the suhscales 
in these questionnaires. 

limitations of the Theory 

The potential consequences of ~reJvant leadership ;ire not alll){::nefid:.ll for an or
ganization. The clnphasis on sodal responsihility means that the \"velfare of followers 
has top priority for servant leaders, and it is more important than the Jeader's career or 
the shon-term perfbrmance of the organization (Graham, 1991), \Vhen the needs of 
fhe organization are incompatible with the welfare of members, the conflict may be es
pecially difficult for servant leaders. An example is \vhen leaders in a company need 
to consider drastic measures such as downsizing, outsourcing, or cuts in benefIts in 
order to remain profitable> The potentj;1[ for this type of conflict may he a reason \vhy 
servant leadership theory is vague ahout the likely outcomes with regard to unit or or
ganizational performance, Competing values for perform::lnce and employee welfare 
may be less common in nonprofit and voluntary organizations. Thus, some aspects of 
servant leadership may he less appropriate as a guide for effective leadership in busi
ness corporations than in humanitarian, religious, health care, education, and govern
ment organizations. 

Little is known about the conditions that facilitate servant leadership. Is it relat
ed to personality and more likely to occur for some types of leaders than for others? 
.\re there facilitating conditions such as an employee-oriented organizational culture, 
Of an organization with a humanitarian mission? Is servant Jeader.ship encouraged or 
inhihited by cultural values? For example, in societies that have strong values for 
power distance (see Chapter 15) the leader's emphasis on humility, equality, and em
powerment may be viewed as a weakness. More research is needed to determine how 
selVant leadership affects followers and the conditions that determine if this type of 
leadership is likely to be effective. 

Spiritual leadership 

Spiritual leadership describes how leaders can enhance the intrinsic motivation 
of followers by creating conditions that increase their sense of spiritual meaning in the 
work. The popularity of books on spirituality in the workplace (e.g., Chappel, 1993; 
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Fairhalm, 1997) suggests that many people are seeking deeper meaning in their work 
(Fry, 2003). Sever"l types of research indicate that people value the opportunity to feel 
interconnected to others in a mutually supporting community of people who are col
lectively involved in meaningful activities (Duchon & Plowman, 2005; Pfeffer, 2003). 
The integration of spirituality with work is difficult if not impossible in organizations 
that encourage or require employees to act in ways that are inconsistent with their val
ues (Mitroff & Denton, 1999). Consistency between personal values and work objec
tives is important to leaders as well as to followers. 

Fry (2003) makes the point that religion usually involves spirituality, but spiri
tuality does not need religion to be meaningfuL Theories of spiritual leadership in
clude values that can be found in several major religions (Kriger & Seng, 2005), but 
the theories do not explicitly include any other aspects of these religions. 
Confusion about the difference between spirituality and religion may he the major 
reason why most earlier leadership theories did not include spirituality (Fry. 2003). 
Theorists wanted to avoid any controversy about implied support for one religion 
or another. 

conceptions of Spiritual Leadership 

The definition of spirituality provided by Fry (2003, 200) includes two essential 
elements in a person's lifc< Transcendence of self is manifest in a sense of "calling" or 
destiny, and the belief that one's activities, including work, have meaning and value 
beyond being instrumental for obtaining economic benefits or self-gratification (need 
for power, achievement, esteem). Fellowship is manifest in the need for meaningful 
relationships and being connected to others in a way that provides fedings of joy and 
wholeness\ Both elements involve aJtruistk love and faith. Altruistic love is associat
ed with values or attributes sHch as kindness, compassion, gratiIUde, understanding, 
forgiveness, patience, humiHty, honesty, trust in others, and loyalty. Faith or hope is 
associated with values or atttibutes such as optimism, confidence, courage, endurance, 
persistence, resilience, and serenity. 

By doing things to help people satisfy the two essential needs for transcendence 
and fellowship in the workplace, spiritual leaders increase their intrinsic motivation, 
confidence, and organizational commitment. As in the case of transformational lead
ership, spiritual leaders can enhance [he meaningfulness of the work by linking it to 
follower values and self-identities. In addition, spiritual leaders increase mutual ap
preciation, affection, and trust among members of the organization, As a result, spir
itual leadership can increase cooperation, encourage collective learning, and inspire 
higher performance. 

Research on Spiritual Leadership 

Much of the knowledge about spiritual leadership for leaders is provided by 
research on related subjects. Reave (2005) reviewed more than 150 studies that ap
peared relevant for understanding spiritual leadership. A few of the studies provide 
evidence that the opportunity to express spiritual values in one's work is related to a 
person's mental health, life satisfaction, and intrinsic motivation (e.g., Duchon & 
Plowman, 2005; Milliman, Czaplewski, & Ferguson. 2003). Research in medicine and 
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positive psychology provides evidence that altruistic love can Overcome negative 
feelings such as fear, anxiety, anger, guilt, hatred, pride, envy, and resentment, 
Other studies show that a high-commitment organizational climate and highly moti
vated members will improve organizational performance (e,g., Harter, Schmidt, 
& Hayes, 20(2). 

As jn the case of servant leadership and authentic leadership, spiritualleadcrship 
can he studied with intensive, longitudinal ca.')(' studies and analysis ofhiographical ac
counts, For example, in a study of several CEOs in successful companies j the eXCl:U

tives described how a new awareness of spiritual values made their leadership more 
meaningful, satisfying, and effective (e,g., Chappell, 1993), The theory em be teskd 
also with a longitudinal survey research. Fry, Vitucci, and Cedillo (2005) conducted a 
survey study with a newly formed U,S, Army helicopter squadron to assess the rela
tionship among key variables jn rhe theolY The survey questionnaire was filled out by 
squadron menlbers at the beginning and end of th<:1r S-month training program. The 
results \-vere generally consislent with the theory. 

limitations of the Theory 

The limitations of spiritlLll leadership theory ;m: similar to those for servant lead
ership. Ho\v leader values and skills inHuencc le~!dcr behavior is not dearly specified 
in the theory, and the processes hy which leaders influence followers are not clearly 
explained. The relative importance or ctlling and fellovvship and how they are inlCf
related is not clear. The theoriL's include many different values, and it is not ckar 
whethl.:r some values ~lrt~ more important Ihan others, or how the v:..tlues are related to 
leader hchavioL It is not clear how a pers()n becomes a spitftualll'adcr, or what types 
of life experiences can explain why some leaders are more spiritual than others. Even 
though the theOrists emphasize that spirituality is distinct from religious beliefs, some 
religious beliefs and cultural values may encourage spiritual leadership, espcciaJly fi:)f 
individuals in an organization, community, or nation \v1111 strong cultural valw.:s and 
religious traJitions, ,:\10re research is l1(."txled 10 identify <mteCl~dL'nt conditions for spir
llual k>adcrship and conditions that facilit~He the Cfft'(ls of spililual leadership on fol
!o\vers and organizations. 

Authentic Leadership 

The idea of authentic leadership has received a lot of attention in recent years, 
and it provides another perspective on ethical leadership. Leadership Quarter!y pub
lished a special issue on authentic leaderShip in 2005 (see Avolio & Gardner, 2005), 
and a former CEO provides practitioner insights about authentic leadership in his re
cent book (George, 2003). The definition of authentic leadership varies for different 
theorists, but they all emphasize the importance of consistency in their words, actions, 
and values, Additional aspects of authentic leadership include positive leader values, 
leader self-awareness, and a trusting relationship with followers. Authentic leadership 
is primarily a normative theory that describes an ideal leader for organizations. The 
theory attempts to integrate earlier ideas about effective leadership with concerns for 
ethical leadership, 
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Conceptions of Authentic Leadership 

Severa! scholars have provided versions of authentic leadership theory (e.g .. 
Avolio, Gardner, Walumbwa, Luthans, & Mayo, 2004; Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May, & 
Walumbwa, 2005; I1ies, Margeson, & Nahrgang, 2005; Shamk & Eilam, 2005). The self
concepts and self-identities of authentic leaders are strong, dear, stable, and consis
tent. These leaders have a high self-awareness about their values, beliefs, emotions, 
self-identities, and abilities. In other words, they know who they are and what they 
believe. They also have a high degree of self-acceptance, which is similar to emotion
al maturity (see Chapter 2). Authentic leaders have positive core values such as hon
esty, altruism, kindness, fairness, accountability, and optimism. 

The behavior of authentic leaders, including their espoused values, is consistent 
with their actual values. They do not seek leadership positions to gratify a need for es
teem, status, and power, hut rather to express and enact their values and beliefs. Their 
actions are strongly determined by their values and beliefs, not by a desire to be liked 
and admired or to retain their position (e,g" be re-elected). They do not conform to 
role expectations that afe inconsistent with what they believe is proper and necessary. 
111eir values and convictions arc strongly internalized, rather than superficial ret1ec
tions of prevailing social norms that can easily change. Because authentic leaders <Ire 
motivated by a desire for self-improvement and self-verification, they are less det"(:n
stve and more open to learning from feedb~lck and mistakes. 

The core values for authentic leaders motivate them to do what is right and fair 
for followers, and to create a special type of relationship with them that includes high 
mutual trust, transparency (open and honest communication), guidance toward WOJ1hy 

shared objectives, and emphasis on follower welfare and development. In mo.st ver
sions of the theory, an authentic relationship also means that followers share the 
leader's values and beliefs t and followers recognize that the leader's behavior is con
sistent with their shared values. 

With regard to essential leadership behaviors, there is less agreement among dif
ferent versions of authentic leadership theory. George (2003) emphasized the need 
for authentic leaders to empower other people. Gardner et a!. (2005) proposed that 
authentic leaders enc(}uf'Jge self-determination by followers to enable them to fulfill 
their needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. However, Avolio et a1. 
(2004) explicitly stated that authentic leadership can be either directive or participa
tive. In the version of authentic leadership theory that is an extension of transforma
tional leadership theory, leaders use transformational and transactional behaviors 
(Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999), For Shamir and Eilam (200S) no specific types of leader
ship behavior are required, and authentic leaders mayor may not be empowering or 
transformational. 

Effects of Authentic Leaders on Followers 

The effectiveness of authentic leaders comes from their motivation, as defined by 
their energy, persistence, optimism, and clarity about objectives in the face of difficult 
challenges, obstacles, setbacks, and conflicts with rivals or opponents. Their influence 
with some followers is enhanced by their confidence, clarity of values, and integrity. It 
is easier for followers to be influenced by a leader who is perceived to be credible, 
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focused, and confident. The leader can enhance follower commitment to the mission 
and confidence in their ability to accomplish it by articulating an appealing vision, pro
viding encouragemen, and modeling appropriate behaviors, There is also an indirect 
effect through influence on follower selkoncepts and self-identities, Followers of au
thentic leaders have more personal identification with the leader and more social identi
fit_ 'znion with the team or organizational unit. Social identification is increased by the 
leader's emphasis on morality and high level of personal integrity and honesty_ 
Aurhentic leaders increase follower trust, \vhich includes beliefs ahout the 1t~;,lder's 

integrity and hone~ty. Leaders perceived to have expertise and credibility are more suc
cessful in influencing followers to SUppOlt changes and new initiatives \vith enthusiasm, 
and to he optimistic and hopeful about their collective success, despite the obstacles and 
difficulties, 

Research on Authentic Leadership 

Research On related topics provides much of the available evidence for authentic 
leadership. Only a fc\v studies h:.lve directly investigated tht.> Jntl'cedcnIs. conse
quences, and facilitating conditions for authentic leadership. I :ntil differences in the 
definiti<m {)f ~Iulhentic leadersltip .1re res()I\-cd, and diffen.:'IKt.'s hetvveen authentic 
leadership theory ;Jnd other theories of leadership (e.g., servant, spiritual, transforma
tional) ~lfe n:soi-ved, it '\vili he difficult even to determine what should he included in 
lhe research. Some scholars may view authentic leadership as mt~reiy an extension of 
transformational leadership the{)fY, .. vhereas other scholars See it as a distinct theory of 
ethical leadership. 

The large number of varbbles in some versions of the theory and the emphasis 
on development of authentic leadership suggests that intensive, longitudin~d case stud
ies may he mort' useful for the research than static survey studies. The leader's life 
slory can sometimtS provide a basis to assess authenticity (Shamir & Eilam, 20(5). 
Analysis of biographical accounts and intervk',\vs was used to show how a leader's 
l'ore values and heliefs were ~haped by persona! life experience:-. (Sharnir. Dayan
Horesh, & Adler, 20(5). '11K researchers identified four major tht'llwS in the develop
mental experiences of authentic It.:aders. ,-md 11ll:'Y are not mutually exdusiH:. One 
theme involved leadership development as a nalUr~tl process (e.g" <in inherent talent 
fix leadership is discovered, or ;t sense of destin)' develops \'v1th regard to serving as :1 

le"Kler or guru for a group of followers). Another theme involved leadership develop
mcnt out of struggle and hardship (e.g.) ordeals involving the need to overcome some 
injustice, personal loss, disability, or affliction), A third theme involved leadership de
velopment as a result of finding a cause that is worthy of strong commitment (the val
ues and beliefs are internalized and become a strong self-identity), Tbe fourth theme 
involved leadership development a..<; a process of learning from experience (e.g., per
sonal mistakes or failures, influence of pOSitive or negative role models). 

Developing Authentic Leaders 

The research on development of authentic leaders suggests that an organiza
tion cannot duplicate the essential experiences in training seminars, but various ap
proaches can be used to facilitate development (Shamir & Eilam, 2005), One 
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approach is to ask people to describe incidents involving their heroes and role mod
els and explain why the bebaviors are perceived as worthy of emulation, Another is 
to have people analyze their own experiences and ordeals to better understand their 
values and strengths, A more extreme approach is to provide opportunities to expe
rience trigger events in which the need to overcome difficult challenges and crises will 
help people learn about their individual and shared values, beliefs, and competen
cies. However, these processes for developing authentic leadership are very person
al, they require skilled facilitators, they will not be useful for everyone, and they may 
provide the desired benefits only in some stages of a person's life and career (Shamir 
& Eilam, 2005), 

Limitations of the Theory 

A leader's authenticity is the most prominent aspect of the theory, and although 
conceptualized as a continuous variable, it is often discussed in terms of a dichotomy. 
A sharp distinction between authemk and inauthentic leaders implies that a dear basis 
exists for determining authenticity, but the definition makes accurate measurement dif
ficult if not impossible. Authenticity requires consistency between leader values and 
behaVior, and between leader values and follower values, but the relative importance 
of the two typeto of consistency is unclear. If a leader's valuet-; and actions are consis
tent, but most followers reject these values, then the leader is unlikely to have much 
influence over follower commitment. The amount of agreement is likely to vary for 
different values and beBefs, and it seems more important for core values than for 
minor values. Accurate assessment of authenticity is also difficult when followers dif
fer among themselves in values or beliefs, which is likely to occur when there js diver
sity of cultural background, ethnicity, religion, age, education, and gender (see 
Chapter 15), Finally, consistency of leader values and actions may provide littk influ
ence over subordinates who do not consider [he leader to be legitimate or who have 
reason to doubt the leader's credibility (Cha & Edmondson, 2006), 

Some follower characteristics can be influenced over time by the leader (e.g., 
self-awareness, values and beliefs~ agreement with the leader), but in the short term 
they may serve as sifuational moderator variables that enhance or limit the effects of 
leader actions. Thus, induding these follower characteristics in the definition of au
thentic leadership confounds effec1:s with causes and makes the theOIY more difficult 
to test. As noted in Chapter 1, it is better to treat follower characteristics as outcomes 
or situational modemtor variables. 

The importance of leader self-awareness is also central to authentic leadership, 
but it is not clear how to define and measure self-awareness. Some cultural values and 
beliefs influence behavior despite little or no conscious awareness. Is it necessaty for 
the leader and the followers to recognize and understand such values and beliefs as 
long as leader behavior is consistent with them? Moreover, leader self-awareness may 
be greater for some values, beliefs, self-identities, emotions, and hehaviors than for 
others, Comparisons of self-ratings of behavior with ratings made by others can he 
used to assess and improve self-awareness (see multisource feedback in Chapter 14), 
but self-awareness of values and emotions is more difficult to assess accurately, and it 
may require intensive forms of psychological analysis (see developmental assessment 
centers in Chapter 14), 
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Comparison and Evaluation of Theories 

The theories of selvant, spiritual, and authentic leadership all share some features 
in common with transformational leadership, but important differences are also evi
dent, Scholars have proposed different versions of the same theory and have made 
changes in their theories over tinK\ and these variations make comparisons more diffi
cult. This t)cclion \vilt compare the various theories and identify issues that require 
rnore researcil and clarification. 

Servant. Spiritual. and Authentic leadership 

Theories of servant leadership, spiritual leadership, and authentic leadership all 
share some common features (Avolio & Gardner, 20(5). They are all normativt.:' theo
ries of ideal leadership, they all focus on the interpersonal relatit)11ship lx:tween leader 
:lnd followers, and the ideal relationship is one with high mutu~ll respect. tnlst, coop
eration, loyalty, and opt..~nness. The theories all emphasizl.: the importlflce of leader 
sdf--aw~lft:ncss Clhout values and heliefs) :lnd con~istl'ncy behve;:l1 vahlt'S and bduv
iot'. The positive values or attributt:s in the theories arc very similar, and they include 
honesty, altruism, kindness, compassion, empathy. fairnest), gratitude, humility, 
courage, optimism, ::md re.silience. 

One difference among the theories involves the conceptual foundation. 
Authentic le:adership is based on positive psychology and psychological theories of 
self-regulation. Spirituallcadership is based on values and concepts found in severJl 
major religions, and the version by Fry (2005) also includes some aspects (,f positive 
psychology. Servant leadt~'fship is based on ideas from Christianity) but it includes hu
manitarian and altnlistit..: values tbat are accepted as important anD worthwhile in 
other religi()fls, 

A second difterem:c involves the number and types of variables included in the 
theory. The theories all tr%AJude the eftects {)1' role modeling and articulation of an inspir
ing vision as imporcHlt fonns of leader influence on followers. However, ;.luthcntic lead-
ership them), describes a wider range of interpersonal innuence processes, including 
personal itientificafi( In! social identification, emotional contagion, and :-,cK'ial exchange 
(reciprocity). As compan.;d to the other theories of ethkalleat1t:rship, alllilentic leader
ship theolY also identifie6 a wider range of follo\vc"f char.K1eri,s,1ics (e.g., self-a\varenes..':;, 
accurate perception of leader values, ;1greemem with leader values). 

Another difte-fence among the theories is the importance of context as a facilitat
ing condition. Authentic leadership describes the type of organizational culture that 
encourages development of authentic relationships. Some versions of spiritual leader
ship theory also describe the benefits of a culture with relevant values. The impor
tance of a favorable organizational culture is less explicit in servant leadership theory, 
but some companies mentioned as examples have an employee-oriented culture 
(Sendjaya & Sarros, 2002). 

Comparison to Transformational and Charismatic leadership 

The primary differences between the ethical leadership theories and the theories 
of transformational and charismatic leadership include the relative emphasis on leader 
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values versus leader behavior. and on consequences for stakeholders versus enhance
ment of subordinate motivation and performance. 

The three ethical theories are primarily focused on leader values and how they 
affect the leader's relationship with subordinates. The positive values emphasized in 
all the theories indicate that some types of leadership behavior are more relevant than 
others, and leader integrity includes consistency between values and behavior. 
However, the ethical theories do not provide a list of essential behaviors. The theories 
describe how ethical leaders can improve the lives of followers, and the leader's effects 
on followers have implications for improving collective performance, but maximizing 
performance is not a primary concern. 

The initial version of transformational leadership was focused on the effects of 
specified leader behaviors on subordinate motivation and performance. Leader val
ues are not explicitly specified, and there is no requirement that leader behavior 
(including espoused values and beliefs) must be consistent with the le~tder)s actual 
values and beliefs. The transformational behaviors can be used in a manipulative 
way to influence folJower task commitment and loyalty to [he leader (Stephens, 
D'Intino, & Victor, 1995; White & Wooten, 19H_~)< For example, individualized consid
eration can be used in an inauthentic way to huild subordinate loyalty. Inspirational 
motivation can be used to increase subordinate commitment to task objectives, even 
though the leader cares only about self-enhancement and career advancement. 
Intellectual stimulation can be used to increase creative ideas that will enhance the 
leader's reputation (e.g., the leader may claim credit for them). Idealized innuence 
includes leading by example and making sacrifices, but this behavior may be used to 
manage follower impressions and gain their trust rather than to express a leader's true 
concern for the mission or subordinates. 

When the potential for unethical use of trJnsformational behaviors was pointed 
out, the theory was modified to distinguish between authentic and inauthentic 
transformational leadership (Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999). Both types of leaders use 
transforma.tional behaviors, but the authentic leaders have integrity and do not 
attempt to manipulate or exploit followers. However, even in the revised version of 
the theory, improvement of performance remains a stronger priority than improvement 
of subordinate welfare and happiness. History is full of examples of leaders who 
caused much suffering and misery in their dedicated pursuit of virtuous objectives 
(Price, 2003). 

The earlier charismatic leadership theories described in Chapter 9 emphasized 
the effects of leader behavior on the motivation of followers and their relationship with 
the leader. As the charismatk leadership theories evolved, there was more emphasis 
on leader values and socialized charismatics were differentiated from personalized 
charismatics (e.g., Brown & Trevino, 2006a; Howell, 1988; House & Howell, 1992). 
Nevertheless, follower attribution of charisma to the leader remains a centf""dl feature of 
the theoty. In contrast, the ideal leader described in theories of servant, spiritual, and 
authentic leadership has strong values for humility, openness, and transparency in de
cision making. These values and the emphasis on follower autonomy and develop
ment make it unlikely that the leader will be viewed as a charismatic. 

Proponents of the revised versions of transformational and charismatic leadership 
theories have attempted to clarify the criteria for determining when this type of leader
ship is ethical (e.g., Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999; Howell & Avolio, 1992), and examples of 
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TABU: 11-1 Suggested Criteria for EvalUatillgEthicalleadership 

Criterion 

Use of leader power and 
influence 

Handling diverse interests of 
the multiple stakeholders 

Development of a vision for 
the organization 

Integrity of leader behavior 

Risk taking in leader decisions 
and actions 

Communication of relevant 
information operations 

Response to criticism and 
dissent by followers 

Development of follower skills 
and self-confidence 

Ethical Leadership 

• To serve followers and the 
organization" 

• Attempts to balance and 
and integrate them, 

• Develops a vision based on 
follower input about their 
needs, values, and ideas. 

• Acts in a way that is consis
tent with espoused values. 

• Is Willing to take personal 
risks and actions to accom
plish mission or achi-eve 
the vision. 

• Makes a complete and 
timely disclosure of informa
tion about events, prob
lems, and actions. 

• Encourages critical evalua
tion to find better solutions< 

• Uses coaching, mentoring, 
and training to develop 
followers. 

Unethical leadership 

• To satisfy personal needs 
and career objectives. 

• Favors coalition partners of 
who offer the most benefits. 

• Attempts to sell a personal 
vision as the only way for 
the organization to succeed. 

• Does what is expedient to 
attain personal objectives. 

• Avoids necessary decisions 
or actions that involve 
personal risk to the leader. 

• Uses deception and 
distortion to bias follower 
perceptions about problems 
and progress. 

• Discourages a nd suppresses 
any criticism or dissent< 

• De-emphasizes development 
to keep followers weak and 
dependent on the leader. 

these critcrj~l are shown in Table 11-1. The criteria appear plausible, but they may not 
take into ad.xmnt ~111 of the complexities and dilemmas in evaluating ethictlleadcrship. 
lfo\-v [he various lTlteri:l can he applied remains a question of discu$,,>ion and dehate. 

Summary Evaluation of the Theories 

The theories descrihed in this chapter are still in [he early stage of development, 
and like most new theories there is substantial conceptual ambiguity (Cooper, 
Scan dura, & Schriesheim, 2005). Conceptual confusion is increased and theoty testing 
made more difficult when theories include many different types of constructs (i.e., 
leader traits, skills, values, and behaviors; follower values, perceptions, and needs; 
dyadic, group-level, and organizational explanatory processes; and several different 
outcome criteria). The development of new measures for research on the theories has 
only begun, and more validation research is needed for them. Only a few studies have 
compared different theories or examined the implications for improving leadership in 
organizations. The research involves mostly anecdotal accounts: and testimonials, plus 
a few case studies and field survey studies, More research, including some intensive, 
longitudinal studies, will be needed to clarify the relationships proposed by the theo
ries and determine their utility for explaining effective leadership. 
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Increasing Ethical Leadership 

Several different approaches can be used to increase ethical behavior by leaders 
and followers. One approach is for individual leaders (and followers) to encourage 
ethical practices and oppose unethical activities or decisions (e.g., Nielsen, 1989). 
Another approach Is to use organizational programs to help individuals develop posi
tive values, increase awareness of ethical issues, encourage ethical behavior, and dis
courage unethical practices. Each approach will be described briefly. 

Influence of Leaders on Ethical Behavior 

Examples of leader actions to encourage ethical behavior and discourage uneth
ical behavior are shown in Table 11-2. The two approaches are not mutually excluSive, 
and both can be used at the same time. 

Leaders can do many things to promote ethical practices in organizations. The 
leader's own actions provide an example of ethical behavior to be imitated by people 
\vho admire and identify with the leader. Providing advice and guidance about correct 
hehavior on the joh and avoidance of ethical problems is useful, but [0 reduce deviant 
and unethical hehavior, it is essential for the leader to model proper behavior as well as 
espousing it (Dineen, Lewicki, & Tomlinson. 2006). Leaders can set clear standards and 
guidelines for dealing with ethical issues (e.g.. help to establish an ethical code of con
duct), provide opportunities for people to get ,ldvice about dealing with ethical issues 
(e.g, ethics hotline), and initiate discussions about ethical issues to make them more 
saHent. Leaders can reinforce ethical behavior by including it in the criteria used to 
evaluate and reward follower performance. The leader can help to mediate contlicts in 
a way that is consistent with ethical standards and procedural justice. The leader can 

TABLE 11·2 Two Aspects of Ethical Leadership 

Promoting an Ethical Climate 
• Set an example of ethical behavior in your own actions. 
• Faci/itate the development and dissemination of a code of ethical conduct. 
• Initiate discussions with followers or colleagues about ethics and integrity. 
• Recognize and reward ethical behavior by others. 
• Take personal risks to advocate moral solutions to problems. 
• Help others find fair and ethical solutions to conflicts. 
• Initiate support services (e.g., ethics hotline, on-line advisory group). 

Opposing Unethical Practices 
• Refuse to share in the benefits provided by unethical activities. 
• Refuse to accept assignments that involve unethical activities. 
• Try to discourage unethical actions by others. 
• Speak out publicly against unethical or unfair policies in the organization. 
• Oppose unethical decisions and seek to get them reversed. 
• Inform proper authorities about dangerous products or harmful practices. 
• Provide assistance to others who oppose unethical decisions or practices. 
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help people find an integrative solution, but even if one cannot be found, it is still de
sirable to promote trust, fairness, and mutual respect among the factions, 

Opposition to unethical practices can also take many different forms, and it 
should be viewed as a responSibility of all people, not just formal leaders (Hinrichs, 
2(]07; Nielsen, 1989), Examples include refusing to comply with unethical assignments 
or ruies, threatening to complain to higher management, making actual comphlints to 
higher management, threatening to publicize unethical practices to outsiders, and ac
tuaUy revealing unethical practices to outsiders or a regubtory agency. Oppo"ition to 

UOt"thical practices is usual1y a difficult and risky course of action. Speaking out 
against injustices and opposing unethical practices may put one in danger of rewliation 
by powerful people in the organization, Many "whistleblowers" discover that their ac
tions result in loss of their job or derailment of their career, OppOSition to unethical 
practices may involve the use of questionable tactic's, such aH coercion, deception, and 
manipulation. An unintended result of using such tactics for worthy purpo;;;es may be 
to increase the legitimacy of using the same types of tactics for unethi<.:al purposes. 
Thus, deciding whether the means justify the ends can become a difficult dilemrna for 
leaders who want to stop unethical practices. 

Organizational Programs to Promote Ethical Behavior 

An indirect form of leadership influence on the behavior of followers is to estab
lish programs and systems (:'jet Chapler 13), Many large organizations have ethical 
program!;, and they often involve both an attempt to strengthen relevant inten);li val
ues, and features t() enforce compliance \vith ethical guidelines and p( )licies (Weaver, 
Trevino~ & Cochran, 1(99). Examples of t)'picnJ featur("S .of dh]!.':;: programs include a 
formal code of ethics, an ethical committee that is responSible for developing policies 
~md practices, n1t'thods of reporting ethical concerns to the ethics committee or top 
management, ethics education prograrns, methods to 1110nitor ethical behaVior, and 
dbdplinary processes to deal with unethical behavior, 

A study contilH.1:t:d in brge l;S corp(jr:ltions (Weaver et a!., 1999) found that top 
executives \vith a strong concern for ethical beluvior are more Hkely to implement ethi
cal programs, and fhe scope of the programs is likely to be broader, 'nK" types of lead
ersilip values assot.:iated with the Use ()j' ethics pn)gral11s an:: similar t<) tile ones dis.('llSsed 
earlier in this ch¥lpter (e.g.. treating people fairly, doing what is right, ensuring ju~tice is 
done). The rese:;J,:fch also indkates that responsibility for elhics should be taken serious
ly by aU executives and not simply delegated to staff professionals. Some ways a top ex
ecutive can influence the ethical climate in an organization include talking about the im
portance of positive values, setting an example of ethical behavior, making decisions that 
show integrity is valued as much as profits, and enforcing discipline for ethics violations, 
The use of ethical programs in an organization is also influenced by environmental pres
sures, such as media anention for ethical failures and corporate scandals in similar types 
of companies. H(Jwever, as was demonstrated tor several companies mentioned at the 
beginning of the chapter, it is better to avoid public scandals and financial failure by 
being proactive and creating a strong ethical climate, An example of the type of policy 
that can be used to avoid problems is provided hy the warehouse store Costco, The 
company ethics policy includes not accepting gifts from vendors, Costeo also sends a 
yearly letter to the president of evety vendor stating that gratuities are not accepted. 
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Cultural Values, Laws, and Professional Standards 

Environmental influences on ethical leadership involve cultural values, social 
norms, legal requirements, and professional standards in countries where an organiza
tion is located (Svensson & Wood, 2007). It is much easier for managers to oppose un
ethical practices when there is strong and explicit support for such opposition and the 
standards for unacceptable behavior are clear rather than ambiguous (Reynolds, 
2006a). It is more difficult to discourage unethical behavior in countries where bribes 
and kickbacks, gender and religious/ethnic discrimination, child labor abuse, haz
ardous working conditioIL.<;, unsafe produCL'i, deceptive advertising, sexual harrassment, 
and falsifying accounting records to evade taxes are Widely accepted practices in 
organizations. Top executives, political leaders, religious leaders! and opinion leaders 
in universities, the news media, and professional associations (e.g., International 
Professional Managers Association, Academy of Management) all can help to establish 
clear ethical standards and a strong concern for the social responsibility in companies, 
nonprofit organizations, and government agencies. 

Summary 

Imerest in ethical leadership has been increased by cynicism about the motives, com
petence, and integrity of business and political leaders. Conceptions of ethical leader
ship include nurturing followers, empowering them, and promoting social justice. 
Ethical leadership includes efforts to encourage ethical behavior as well as efforts to 
stop unethical practices. Ethical leaders seek to build mutual trust and respect among 
diverse followers and to find integrative solutions to conflicts among stakeholders with 
competing interests. Such leaders do not foster distrust or pJay favorites to gain more 
power or achieve personal objectives. Determinants of ethical behavior by a leader in
dude situational influences and aspects of leader personality such as level of cognitive 
moral development. 111e criteria for evaluating ethical leadership include leader val
ues and intentions) and the extent to \vhich leader behavior is morally justifiable. 
Evaluation of morality for individual leaders is complicated by multiple stakeholders, 
the diverse consequences of a leader's actions, and disagreements about the extent to 
which ends justify means. 

The importance of ethical leadership and integrity is emphasized in theories of 
ethical leadership. Transforming leaders seek to raise the consciousness of followers by 
appealing to ideals and mami values rather [han to materialistic desires or negative 
emotions such as fear and jealousy. Another theory describes how ethical leaders influ
ence followers to recognize the need for adaptive problem solving that will improve 
their long-term welfare rather than denying the need or settling for superficial remedies. 
Setvant leadership theory explains why the primary concern of leaders should be to 
nurture, develop, and protect followers. Spiritual leadership theory explains how lead
ers can enhance the spiritual meaning in the work experienced by followers. Authentic 
leadership theory describes an ideal leader whose behavior is guided by strong positive 
values. The theories all emphasize the importance of leader consistency between val
ues and behavior. The positive values include honesty~ altruism, kindness, compassion, 
empathy, fairness, gratitude, humility, courage, optimism, and resilience. 
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The theories of ethical leadership described in this chapter emphasize leader val
ues rather than behavior, and the long-term welfare and development of followers 
rather than financial performance. The theories provide important insights about ef
fective leadership by making explicit ethical concerns that are only implicit in most 
mher leadership theories. 111e theories are still evolving, and they have not been ade
quately tested with strong research methods. Nevertheless, some ways to encourage 
and support ethical practices have been identiHed. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

J. Why is it so difficult to evaluate ethics and morality for individual leaders' 
2. What are some examples of ethical and unethical leadership' 
3. Can unethical behavior occur for a leader who has proper values and intentions? 
/}. \Vhy is it important to study ethical leadership? 
.:;. \Xllar arc the key prupositions of Burns' tnll1sforming leadership theory? 
6. \Vhat :lrc the key propositions the Heifetz theory of leadt.~rship? 
- \Vhat are the key pn )positions of servant leadership theory? 
8. What are the key propositions of spiritual leadership theolY? 
9. ,What are the key propositions of authentic leadership theoty? 

10, Compare serVant, spiritual, and authentic leldership thc-ories. 
11. What are some individual and situational determinants of ethical leadership? 
12. W11at can be done to increa:;e ethical behavior and decrease unethical practices? 

Key Terms 

adaptive problem solving 
authemic leadership 
ethical dilemlnas 
ethical leadership 

integrity 
fnultiple stakeholders 
servant leadership 
self-awan:ness 

spiritual leadership 
stages of cognitive moral 

development 
transf()fIuing leadership 



Leadership in Teams and 
Decision Groups 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

• Understand the processes that determine group performance. 

• Understand how leaders can influence group processes and improve performance. 

• Understand why different types of teams need somewhat different types of 
leadership, 

• Understand how leadership is shared in self-managed teams and why it is 
effective, 

• Understand the advantages of cross-functional teams and the difficulties for 
leaders, 

• Understand procedures to facilitate team learning and build tlust and cooperation. 

• Understand the primary leadership functions in decision groups. 

• Understand procedures for leading successful meetings. 

A growing trend in organizations is to give more responsibility for important aCtivities 
to teams. In many ca,<;;es, the teams are empowered to make decisions that were for
merly made by individual managers. As the use of teams increases, so does the 
amount of research on leadership in teams. This chapter examines what has been 
learned about leadership in various types of teams, including cross-functional teams 
and self-managed teams, Top executive teams are discussed in Chapter 13, A related 
topic is leadership in the context of group meetings, As we saw in Chapter 5, meet
ings are commonly used to make decisions in organizations. Behavioral scientists 
have been studying leadership processes in such meetings for more than four decades, 
and practitioners have also contributed to our knowledge about the subject. The last 
section of this chapter examines what has been learned about effective leadership in 
meetings held to solve a problem or make a decision, 

355 
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The Nature of Teams 

Most organizations have small subunits (department>, sections) that perform a 
functional task (e.g,) production, operations, sales, an:ounting) research) under the su
pervisioo of an appointed manager. In many of these subunit> the members perform 
rhe same type of work, but they work alone, do not depend on each other, and need 
little coordination {e.g., ~ales representatives, professors. tax accountants, machine (jp
erators). This type of \vork unit is somdimes called <t "coacting group" heciUse there 
is little role interdependence among the mernhers, 

The word team usually refers to a smaH task group in which the members have 
a common purpose~ interdependent roles, and complementaty skills. To clarify the 
distinction, interacting teams are found in cricket and football, whereas in bowling or 
wrestling the "teams" are actually coacting groups. Dyadic leadership theories 3rc use
ful for describing leadership in coacting groups, but for interacting: teams S0111e add i
tiona 1 leadership processes are needed to explain te:l111 performancc< These processes 
are especi3l1y complex \vhen an extt.·nsive amount of shared leadership OCcur~ among 
tV~:lm lllCIl1:hers. 

~z-'h~ral dislincl types of teams em be found in organizations, including function
al work teams, cross-functional tt:ams, self-managed teams, and top executive teams, 
Table ! 2-1 compares the different type.s of teams \vilh regard to authurity of the inter
nal leader, autonomy to determine t he team mission, autonomy to determine work 
processes, duration of the team's existence, stability of teHn memhership over time, 
;md the functional djversil~/ of members. The extent to which memhers are co-located 
Of geographically dispersed eVirtu:tlteams"j is another hasis for desctihing tL'ams, but 
functional, tTtJCSs"iitlflClionaL self-managed, and executive teams can also have some 
degree of virtuality. 

TABLE 12·1 ~ Clmacteristics of Four lYpes of Teams 

Functional Cross- Self-managed Top 
Work Functional Operating Executive 

Defining Characteristic Team Team Team Team 

Autonomy to determine low low to low to High 
miSSion and objectives Moderate Moderate 

Autonomy to determine low to High High High 
work procedures Moderate 

Authority of the internal High Moderate low High 
leader to high 

Duration of existence for High Low to High High 
the team Moderate 

Stability of the member- High Low to High High 
ship Moderate 

Diversity of members in Low High Low High 
functional background 
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Functional Work Teams 

lbe members of a functional work team usually have different responsibilities, 
but they are all helping to perform the same basic function (e.g ... equipment operat
ing crew, maintenance crew, combat squad, submarine crew, SWAT team). The teams 
typically continue operating for a long duration of time, and the membership is rela
tively stable. There is usually an appointed leader who has considerable authority for 
internal operations and managing external relationships with other parts of the organ
ization. In a functional work team, leadership responsibilities are usually concentrated 
in a formal leader, although other group members may assist in performing specific 
leadership functions. 

Cross-Functional Teams 

Cross-functional teams are being used increasingly in organizations to improve 
coordination of interdependent activities among specialized subunits (Ford & 
Randolph, 1992). The team usually includes representatives from each of the func
tional subunits involved in a project, and it may include represematives from outside 
organizations such as suppliers, clients, and joint venture partners. The team is given 
responsibility for planning and conducting a complex activity that requires consider
able coordination, cooperation, and joint problem solving among the parties. 
Examples of these activities include developing a new product and hringing it into 
production, implementing a nevI;' information system, identifying ways to improve 
product quality, planning an ad campaign for the client of an advertising agency. car
rying out a consulting project. developing a new health care program in a hospital, 
and developing a new MBA program in a university. 

Separate cross-fun('tional teams may be formed in an organization for different 
activities, projects) or clients. Some cross-functional teams may be permanent addi
tions to the formal structure of the organization, but most are temporary and exist only 
until they complete their task or mission. The membership may he stahle over the life 
of the team, or it may change as some functions become more important and others 
decline in importance (e<g .. product development teams). The members may \vork for 
the team either on a part-time Of full-time basis. In many cases the members of a 
cross-functional team are also members of a functional subunit of the organization (a 
"matrix structure"). In some organizations people are members of more than one 
cross-functional team. 

Cross-functional teams offer many potential benefits to an organization (Ford & 
Randolph, 1992; Manz & Sims, 1993). The teams allow flexible, efficient deployment 
of personnel and resources to solve problems as they are discovered. Functional 
expertise is preserved because team members maintain close contact with their respec
tive functional areas. When the right people are selected for the team, it is likely to 
have more expertise than individual managers to make important design and operating 
decisions. Coordination is improved and many problems are avoided when people 
from different functions come together to work on a project at the same time, rather 
than working on it sequentially. The diversity of member backgrounds fosters com
munication with external sources of ideas and information, and it increases creativity 
in the generation of ideas and problem solutions (Keller, 2001). Working on a 
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cross-functional team helps members learn to view a problem or challenge from differ
ent perspectives, rather than from only a narrow functional viewpoint. Members can 
learn new skills that will be carried back to their functional jobs and to subsequent 
t(;ams, 

Many organizations have reported great success with cross-functional teams. For 
example, a cross-functional team at Chrysler developed ;In innovative new suhcompact 
uhe Nt."'on) in a t\::cord time of on ly 42 months and at a fraction of the cost of develop
ing new models at other car companies (Woodruff) 19<)j} At l-L.!llmark Cards, the USe 

of tearn'> drastically reduced dle time needed to bring new holiday and greeting cards to 
market from more than 3 years to less than 1 year, while also improving quality and 
responsiveness to changing customer preferences (George & Jones, 1996) However, 
cross-functional teams are not always successful, and effective leadership is required to 
meet the challenges inherent in the lise ()f these teams_ 

The same conditions that create potential advantages for a cross-function~ll team 
abo create difficulties for the team leader (Denison, Han, & Kahn, 1996; Ford & 

RandOlph, 1992), Meetings are time consuming, ~Ifld it C,-In be difficult to get sufficient 
rurticipation from team members who also have fc:'"!ponsihililies in a fUflction<il 
department _and may he on more than on(' team. The functional diversity of the mem
bers incrt~ases communication harriers (Cronin & \V'eingart, 20(7). Each function usu
ally has its o\vn jargon :lI1d W;lYS of thinking about things. The functional subunits 
represented by team HK'mbers often have dHTerent ohjectives, time oriemation, and 
priorities. These differences tend to create conflicts, as the following cxarnple shows 
(Stern. 1993). 

A team was formed in a large Pdrocht.'mic~jls company to develop ~j better plastk 
resin. Membcr~ from fesearch and dcye!opmt.'nr w;±nted to spend several months 
developing a new resin, wheft.:';Js the memlwfs from production and marketing 
wanted to alter the existing prodw:t and qukkly get it into production. The proj
ect ·was stalled l)Ccau:-;e the difTerent ractions C( luJd not :lgree about a strakgy. 

Memhers whose priluary loyalty is to tb.:ir functional units may be more con
ccrned about prote-cting their functional turf than about accomplishing (earn objec
tiVt:s. Decisions can hel.x)me difficult and time consuming if members need to get 
approval from their functional superiors before agreeing to a major change. The 
tel!11 usually has a tight deadline to meet for completing its work, which puts addi
tiunal pressure on the leader to resolve disagreements and maintain steady 
pn)gress. 

Self-Managed Teams 

In self-managed work teams (or ;'semi-autonomous work groups"), much of 
the responsibility and authority usually vested in a manager's position is turned 
over to the team members (Cohen, 1991; Katzenbach & Smith, 1993; Orsburn, 
Moran, Musselwhite, & Zenger, 1990; Wellins, Byham, & Wilson, 1991). Most self, 
managed work teams are responsible for prodUcing a distinct product or service. 
Any type of team can be "self-managed," but this form of team governance is typi
cally used for teams that perform the same type of operational task repeatedly and 
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have a relatively stable membership over time. Unlike cross-functional project 
teams composed of different specialists, the members of these self-managed work 
teams typically have similar functional backgrounds (e.g., maintenance technicians, 
production operators). The members often take turns performing the various tasks 
for which the team is responsible. When members learn to perform multiple tasks, 
it increases· team flexibility, makes the work more interesting, and provides an 
opportunity to learn new skills. 

Self-managed work teams are used most often for manufacturing work or 
process production, but they are also finding increasing application to service work. 
Examples of companies that have used self-managed teams include AT&T, Colgate
Palmolive Company, Cummins Engine Company, Digital Equipment Corporation, 
General Electric, General Foods, Goodyear Tire and Rubber, Motorola, Procter and 
Gamble, TRW, Volvo, Xerox, and the Saturn division of General Motors. 

The parent organization usually determines the mission, scope of operations, 
and the hudget for self-managed teams. The amount of authority for other types of 
decisions varies greatly from one organization to another. Each team is usual1y given 
authority and responsibility for operating decisions such as setting performance 
goals and quality standards, assigning work, determining work schedules. determin
ing work procedures, making purchases of necessaty supplies and materials, dealing 
with customers and suppliers, evaluating team member performance, and handling 
performance problems of individual members, The teams are usually allowed to 
make small expenditures for supplies and equipment without prior approval) but in 
most organizations any recommendations for large purchases must be approved by 
management. SOInetimes self-managed teams are also given the primary responsibil
ity for personnel decisions such as selecting, hiring, and firing team members, and 
determining pay rates (Within specified limits). Table 12-2 shows results from one 
survey of the different I(Jrms of authority delegated to self-managed teams. 

Self-managed work teams offer a number of potential advantages, including 
stronger conunitment of team members to the work, more effective management of 
work-related problems, improved efficiency, more job satisfaction, less turnover, and 
less absenteeism. Having team members cross-trained to do djfferent jobs makes the 
work more interesting for members and increases the flexibility of the team in dealing 
with personnel shortages resulting from illness or turnover. Their extensive knowledge 

Set work schedules. 
Deal directly with external customers. 
Set performance targets. 
Conduct training. 
Purchase equipment or services. 
Deal with vendors or suppliers. 
Prepare budgets. 
Hire team members. 
Fire team members. 

Based on Gordon (1992) 

69% 
59% 
57% 
55% 
47% 
46% 
35% 
29% 
21% 
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of work processes helps team members solve problems and suggest improvements. 
Finally, the changeover to self-managed groups typically reduces rhe number of man
~gers and staff specialists in an organization~ which lowers costs. 

How many of these potential advantages are realized depends greatly on how 
the teams are implemented in an organization. The potential advantages depend in 
part on the amount of aut(momy th:lt is provided to the team) and member feelings of 
collective empowerment (Kirkman &; Rosen, 1999; Tcsluk &; Mauhieu, (999). As in the 
case of psychological \;~mpowerment ror individuals (see Chapter S), giving authority to 
a self-managed team f'dlher than to an individual leader does not necessarily result in 
coHective feelings of empowerment. The team may use the same type of social pres
sure on members to conform to strict group norms and established procedures 
(Barker, 1993, Sinclair, 1992). 

Reviews of the literature on self-managed teams (Cohen & Bailey, J997; Goodman, 
Devadas, & Hughson, 1988; Kirkman & Rosen, 19<-)9; Pearce & Ravlin j J9B7) suggest that 
this form of employee empcwverment can improve job satbraction and team perform
ance. Ho\vever, much of the eviden,'c favoring seU:managed teams is hased on we;lk 
research methods or anecdotal reports published in husiness pcriodic~ds. Only a small 
number of z"xperimemai or quasi-experimental fidd studies have heen conducted to 
evaluate seff·managed teams (e.g., Banker, Fidd, Schroeder, & Sinha, 1996; Cohen & 
Ledford, Cordery, Mueller, & Smith, 199]; Pasmore j J97B; Pearson, 1902; Wan, 
Kemp, Jackson, & Klegg, 1986), These studies f<)und some favorable outcomes for sdf
managed teams, but the n:suks were not consistent from study to study and did not suh
stantiate the large performance improvements reponed in the anecdotal reports. 

Sdf~J1:1J:naged teams are difficult to implement, and they can be a dismal failure 
\vhen used in inapproprlme situations or without competent leadership and SUppOi't 

(Hackman, 19H(); Lrvvler. 19B6). If interpersonal conflicts cannot be resolved in a 
c'onstrucrl"e way that wHl ensure a high level of interpersonal trust and cooperation, 
rhen the te<.lm may restructure itself \Vith more independent roles, thereby reducing 
the potential benefits and performance gains (Langfred, 20(7). The research on self
managed teams suggest.s several conditions under which the potential advantages 
are likely to be realized. and they are listed in Table 12-3 (Carson, Tesluk, & 
!vhlffone, 2007; Cohen & Bailey, 1997: Goodman, Deva&ls, & Hughson, 198B; 
Hackman, 19H6: Kirkman & Rosen, 1999; Mathieu, Gilson, &; Ruddy, 2006, Pearce &; 

Ravlin, 19H7, Sundstrom, DeMeuse, &; Futrell. 1990). 

T~ 12-9 fadlitatilllJ Conditi911S for Self-Managed Teams 

• Clearly-defined, shared objectives 
• Complex and meaningful task 
• Small size and stable membership 
• Substantial member influence over work processes 
• Access to relevant information 
• Appropriate recognition and rewards 
• Strong support by top management 
• Competent external leader 
• Members have strong interpersonal skills 
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Virtual Teams 

In virtual teams, the members are geographically separated and they seldom if 
ever meet face-to-face (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002), Most of the communication among 
members relies on computer and telecommunications technology (e.g., e-mail, video
conferencing, groupware, cellular phones). There has been a rapid increase in the use 
of virtual teams in organizations, and some writers have predkied that they will revo
lutionize the workplace of the future (Townsend, DeMarie, & Hendrickson, 1998). 
There are several reasons for increased use of virtual teams, induding the rapid pace 
of globalization, increased interorganization cooperation (e.g., joint ventures, partner
ing), employee desire for more flexibility in work arrangement') (e,g., telecommuting, 
independent contractors), growing emphasis on service and knowledge management 
activities, and need for more flexibility and innovation in product development and 
delivery of ctlstOlnized services, Virtual teams can provide potential benefits in rela
tion to each of these reasons for using them. 

Any type of team can be viltual, but the most common fonn is a cro&'i-funcrional 
team. A virrual team may be either a tempoi<I1Y ariJngement to cany out a spedfic task, 
or a more dUidble arrangement to cany out ongoing responsihilities such as solving tech
nical prohlems, phlnning recurring events, coordinating activities among dispersed unit') of 
an organization, and maintaining external coordination with supplierS and clients. With 
virtual teams it is possible to involve the most qualified persofL<; who are available to work 
on .1 project or make a decision, regardless of where they arc kX'ated. For example, in a 
2-year proj~x.1 to develop a new type of refrigerator, \1(fhirlpool used a virtual team with 
experts tium Italy, Brdzil, and the United State, (Gcber, 1995). The membership of vittual 
teams is utten fluid, because the tcchnolot,'Y makes it easy t<:x people to participate in dif
ferent ways only when they are needed. As compared to teams \Vilh members who work 
together in the same location ("co-located teams")J a virtual team is more likely to have 
members from different cultures, times zones, and organizations. However, a diverse, fluid 
membership creates additional problems that may prevent the team from realizing the 
potential benefit.... These problems are described later in the chapter. 

Determinants of Team Performance 

In order to understand leadership in teams, it is helpful to examine the collective 
processes that determine team performance. Leaders can improve team performance 
by influencing these processes in a positive way < Several theorists have proposed 
models of team performance (Gladstein, 1984; Hackman, Brousseau, & Weiss, 1976; 
Hewett, O'Brien, & Hornik, 1974; McGrath, 1984; O'Brien & Kabanoff, 1981; Pearce & 
Ravlin, 1987; Shiflett, 1979; Wofford, 1982; Zaccaro, Rittman, & Marks, 2001). A similar 
model was used for the multiple linkage theory described in Chapter 6. Table 12-4 
lists key performance determinants and ways for leaders to infuence them. 

Commitment to Shared Objectives 

Group performance will be higher when its members are highly motivated to 
attain shared objectives (e.g., Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Ahearne, 1997). Task com
mitment is higher when the team considers the objectives worthy of their best 
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Leadership Behavior 

Visioning, expressing confidence, 
celebrating progress 

!nvoiving members in making decisions, 
leading meetings to make decisions 

Recruiting and selecting competent 
team members 

Coaching, training, and clarifying role 
expectations and priorities 

Planning and organizing team activities 
and projects 

Facilitating team learning (e.g., after
activity reviews) 

Team building and constructive resolution 
of conflict 

Networking, monitoring/scanning 
of the externai environment 

Representing, promoting, lobbying, 
negotiating 

Mediating Variable 

Task commitment, collective efficacy 

Task commitment, quality of performance 
strategies 

Member skills, collective efficacy 

Member skills and role clarity, individual and 
collective efficacy 

Efficiency and internal coordination, collective 
efficacy 

Adaptation to change, quality of performance 
strategies, collective efficacy 

Mutual trust and cooperation, member 
identification with the team 

Adaptation to change, external coordination, 
quality of performance strategies 

Resources and political support, external 
coordination 

efforL An important leadership role in teams is to ensure that all members ~1fe 
highly committed and \viHing to make a maximum effort to sLlcces .. '>fully carry out 
the team mission, A shareD vision among members and strong confidence in the 
team (collective efficacy'J Lh.'lIitates team\vork (Pe~irce & Ensley, 20(4). Leadership 
hehIlviors that are especially relevant for in<..Teasing !1K'mber commitment to shared 
objectives include articulating an appealing vJsion of what can he accomplished by 
the team, describing the task in a \vay that links it to member values and ideals, 
e1Cplaining why a project or task is important, involVing members in planning stratc-

for attaining the objectives, and empowering l1lt'mbers to find creative solu
tif-ms to problems (see Chapters 5 and 9). 

Accurate, Shared Mental Models 

How someone perceives the nature and cause of a problem and likely solutions is 
sometimes called a "mental model" (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993). A 
shared understanding about assumptions and cause-effect relationships can facilitate 
the development of effective strategies and plans by a team and increase their commit
ment to implement them CKlimoski & Mohammed, 1994). Research on teams found 
that they are likely to have higher performance if members have a shared mental model 
that is accurate (Edwards, Day, Arthur, & Bell, 2006; lim & Klein, 2006). Leaders can 
help members identify their assumptions about cause-effect relationships and determine 
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ways to assess the accurac'Y of these assumptions and reach agreement about them. 
Initial diversity in beliefs about cause-effect relationships can be an advantage if it 
results in eventual agreement on a more accurate set of beliefs (Kellerman, Floyd, 
Pearson, & Spencer, 2008). Possible ways to improve understanding and agreement 
about causes of problems and methods for improving performance include implement
ing more aCcuFate measures of team processes and determinants of perfonnance, hold
ing dialogue sessions and after-activity reviews (see description later in this chapter), 
holding problem-solving meetings, and conducting controlled experiments. 

Member Skills and Role Clarity 

Team performance will be higher when members have the knowledge and skills 
necessary to do the work and they understand what to do, how to do it, and when it 
must be done. Memher skills and dear role expectations are more important when 
the task is complex and difficult to learn. A leader can do several things to improve 
member skills. When the team is being formed, or replacements are needed for 
departing members, the leader can influence the selection of new members and 
ensure an approptiate mix of complementalY skills (Klimoski & Jones, 199')). In a 
newly formed team, or when the ream has a nc\v type of task to perform, the leader 
can clearly explain member responsibilities and relevant procedures for performing 
specific types of activities (Marks, Zaccaro, & Mathieu, 2000). At appropriate times in 
the performance cycle, leaders can assess the skills of current members [0 identify 
training needs, provide constructive feedback and coaching, and arrange for members 
to receive necessary instnJCtion in other ways (e.g., from more experienced members, 
or in workshops and courses). 

Internal Organization and Coordination 

The performance of a team depend,;; not only on the motivation and skills of mem
bers, but also on how members are organized to use [heir skills. The design of work 
roles and the assignment of people to them determine how efficiently the team carries 
out its work. Performance will sutTer if a team has talented people but they are given 
tasks for which their skills are iJTelevant, or if the team llses a performance strategy that 
is not consistent \vlth member skills, Team performance also depends on the extent to 
which the interdependent activities of different memhers are mutually consistent and 
synchronized. A high level of coordination is especially important when the team per~ 
form,,, a complex task under I"dpidly changing conditions. Coordination is determined by 
decisions made during the planning phase prior to the start of a new task, and a team 
will usually perform a new task better if it takes the time to plan an explicit strategy that 
takes into account potential obstacles and problems that could limit performance 
(Hackman & Morris, 1975; Tesluk & Mathieu, 1999). Coordination is also facilitated by 
adjustments in member behavior during the team's performance of the task (Rico, 
Sanchez-Manzanares, Gil, & Gibson, 2008). 

There are several things a leader can do to ensure that necessary activities are 
well organized and carried out in a timely, efficient way. Relevant leadership behav
iors include planning how to make efficient use of personnel and resources, making 
contingency plans to deal with possible obstacles and emergencies, involving members 
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with relevant expertise in planning operations for the team, and leading meetings to 
collectively solve problems and plan activities. teaders can improve coordination by 
planning how to schedule and sequence activities to avoid unnecessary delays and 
wasted time, and by actively monitoring the team's performance and using this infor
mation to direct and synchronize melJ1ber activities, 

\Vhen the team performs a complex task under rapidly changing conditions) it 
may be neces5ary for rnembers to share some of the rcsponsihiHty felr internal coordi
nation, The leader can help members learn 10 antidpate each other's reactions to 

changing conditions and quickly adjust their own behavior as needed. Developing 
member skills about how to work together as a team is facilitated by ensuring that they 
understand how their roles are inter-related (team process mental models) and hy fre
quent rehearsal of cOlnplex activities, Training together under realistic conditions is 
especially important for teams that have difficult, dangerous activities to perfonn (e.g., 
combat teams, disaster relief teams, emergency medical teams, S\V'AT teams, fireflght
ing teams) 

External Coordination 

The pCff()l111anct;' of a h:'~un ;lIso depends upon adjusting their activities to be 
consistent with the activities of interdependent units inside or outside the organiza
lion, The importance of external coordination increases as teams become more 
dependent upon each other (Marks, DeChurch, ,\-btbieu, Panzer, & Alonso, 200~). 
It is essential for leaders to facilitate communication and coordination nOl only with 
other teams in the same organization, but also \vith outsiders such as clients who 
must be accommodated (Ancona, 1990; Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Galbraith, 1973; 
Sundstrom, DeMeusc, & Futrell, 19(0), External coordination requires timely and 
accurate information about client needs and outsk1t: events that aflc'ct the work of the 
team. The abiHty of a team to identify an effective strategy for dcaJing with the exter
nal envirOfi111ent depends in part on memher agreement about the impHcations of 
external events and the requiremL"nts for effectively responding to them (Marks, 
Zaccaro, & Mati1ic:u, 2()(jO), 

Many speciflc types of leadership behaviors arc relevant for improving extenul 
coordination and adaptation. Examples include m;lintaining a network of contal.-'ts 
\\"110 can provide relevant information. encouraging members to develop their own 
networks of useful contacts, monitoring external events to identify threats and oppor
tunities for the team, meeting with dients or users to learn more about their needs, 
consulting with other uniL'i of the organization about plans and decisions that affect 
them, and facilitating shared mental models that accurately describe the relationship 
between the team and its environment. 

Resources and Political Support 

Group performance also depends on getting information, resources, and political 
support needed to do the work (Dmskat & Wheeler, 2003; Peters, O'Connor, Eulberg, 
& Rudolf, 1980; Peters, O'Connor, & Eulberg, 1985; Tesluk & Mathieu, 1999), Relevant 
resources may include budgetary funds, tools and equipment, supplies and materials, 
and facilities. A production team cannot maintain a high level of output without a 



Mutual Tntstand CoOJ)eration 
Even a talented, well:org~nized team my fail in ~al'ryJng .. o"t its 

there is a of cooperation and tt!lst;;imong th., w.enlb."s, 
mernberrdeshighJy interdependent, flxthem to ifil'otlna:tlO1(l 
and resooR'esand help each other. !ru(lrnlation . related ttl ." perfonn-

it ca" be facilitat~dhyaspects ofrelatiotlS-oriemedand empowering lead"r
Sri~"'ttav",Bjut()li .&. Lbcke, 2(06): (;010perar.i<;>nJs,alsolmp<'rtll:!!t when rhe 

mifi$ion requires memb<:tS to work together!n dose proxlmity. f<;>f long periods of time 
under stressful eomJjtions (e:g., crew of fls\1bm rine), 

C~)Ofjerati'mism('re likely ,when .rnefjj!?"rs. identify with the '. leam,v!,l!.!'" their 
imrinsicallymotivflted rosuppol1.iLCuoperation is.also 

,~~~:~.~:~!tr~(U~a';~~no;et;::and l~:quen! a;: 

represent competingunitsi in te2111"'· with 
in teflmS withemotionflllyilnIllaturemem

Neubert, & Mount, 1998; Watson, J(uffi"r, & Mkhaelsen, 
~"' .. "~"'l 'WliIYS a l<;;Idercan.ln<:rease .. mutual .. tmsrandco1!ec,ivejden, 

rifkation . the team, Different aspects of "team buildmg' and guidelines about 
hoI" to do it.are described later mtllisch;i:pter, Activities used by consultants to 
increase mulufl! trust .aredescribed in Chapter 14. 

Collective Efficacy· and Potency 
Member commitment depends in. Parton. the sbared belief of members that the 

team .is capable of successfully Clrrying out its mission and achieving specJflc task ob
jectives (Bandura, 2000; Guzzo, Yost, Campbell, Ii<: Shea, 1993; Pearce, Gflliagher, & 
Ensley, 20(2). This.share<.! belief is called "collective efficacy" or "potency." A highly 
col1fiden! team is also likely to have a more positive m(}Od (Pirola-Medo, Hartel, Mann, 
& Hinlr, 2(02). Collective efficacy is likely 10 be higher for a team with strong meltlber 
skills, a high level of mutual truS! and conperation, amPle resources, and fl relevant 
pertot!llltnce strategy. Prior success canlOcrease collective efficacy, which m tum can 
efihance a team's subsequent performance. A downward spira! can also occur for a 
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team, with failure resulting in lower collective efficacy, negative affect, and declining 
performance, 

Severa! studies provide evidence that collective efficacy (or potency) is related to 
team performance, (e,g" Campion, Papper, & Medsker, 1996; Chen & Bliese, 2002; 
Gibson, 2001; Gibson, Randel, & Earley, 2000; Gully, lncalcatemt, Joshi, & Beaubien, 
2002; Mulvey & Klein, 1998; Pearce, Gallagher, & Ensley, 200Z), Recent evidence 
shows lhat a leader can influeflz-e colk:dive efrk~KY with types of behavior tlsuaHy 
assOCiated with empowering leadership and transfOfIllational {)1' ch~lrismatic leadership 
(e,g" Bass, Avolio, Jung, & Berson, 2003; Gil, Rico, Alcover, & Barrasa, 2005; Lester, 
!\1eglino, & Korsgaard, 2002; SOsik, Avolio, & Kahai, 1997; Sivasubrarnaniam, Muny, 
Avolio, & lung, 2()02; Srivastava et aI., 20(6), To build member confidence in the team 
a leader can display optimism, express confidence in the team, set realistic goals or tar
gets that will provide an 0pp011uniry to experience early success) help the team find 
ways to overcome obstacles, and celebrate progress and important achievements 
O·:den, 1990; Pescosolicio, 2002; Sutton &. \Voodman, J989; Kouzes & Posner, 19H7). 
\X-'hen Ihe mood of team llll'mbl'fS is I),-)siti\'e, they afe likely to have Ix:ttcr perform
:d)Ce (Sy. COle, '* Saavedra, 2(J(Y;;), The iL";.un k'<lder C;H1 influence the mood of the 
other members and should Ix Cart:ful 10 convey a po."itive mood rather than acting 
depressed or fearful. 

Leadership in Different Types of Teams 

Some k:adership rok's are rdev'::ll1l for an type.:; of team.">, and effective le~ldership 
usually requires a mLx of task-oriented and reiations---{Jricnted behaviors (see Chapter 4 
for listing of specific component hehaviors). A mda~analysis (Burke, Stagl, Klein, 
Goodwin, Sahts, &. Halpin, 200() found that both types of behavior were mOre relevant 
for improving team performJ,J1ce \vhen there Vias a high amount of task interdepend
ence among members. The res(~arch did not include change-oriented behaviors as a 
separate f1icta-category, hut the authors f()und that transformational leadership was rele
vant for leading teams, ~rnd it includes :J mix of ret.ltions-oriented and change-orient("d 
hehaviors. The change-oriented hehaviors -;ire most important for a team that has unique 
types of activities and assignments and ch;,mging conditions that require frequent adjust
ment. The three behavior meta-categories include many different types of specific 
behaViors, and the appropriate pattern of behavior \vill depend on the situ~ltion con
honting the team, This section ()f the chapter \viU revk'\v the lin1ited research on skills 
and specific behaviors relevant for effective leadership in cross-functional teams, self
managed teams, and virtual teams. 

Cross-Functional Teams 

The difficulties in gaining commitment from members with other duties and con
flicting loyalties increase the need in cross-functional teams for a designated leader 
with significant position power and good interpersonal skills, Most cross-functional 
teams have a formal leader who is selected by higher management. When a cross
functional project team is self-managed, an excessive amount of time may be con
sumed by process problems and unresolved conflicts, leaving less time ro perform the 
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1. Technical expertise: The leader must be able to communicate about technical matters 
with team members from diverse functional backgrounds. 

2. Project management skills: The leader must be able to plan and organize the project 
activities, select qualified members of the team, and handle budgeting and financial 
responsibilities. 

3. Interpersonal skills: The leader must be able to understand the needs and values of team 
members, to influence them, resolve conflicts, and build cohesiveness. 

4. Cognitive skills: The leader must be able to solve complex problems that require creativity 
and systems thinking, and must understand how the different functions are relevant to the 
success of the project. 

5. Political skills: The leader must be able to develop coalitions and gain resources, assistance, 
and approvals from top management and other relevant parties. 

primary mission of the team. Research on cross-functional project teams indicates that 
they are less likely to be successful when self-managed (Cohen & Bailey. 1997). 

Despite the extensive use of cross-functional project teams during the past 20 
years, research on the skills required for effective leadership in these teams is still lim
ited. Because the tasks of many cross-funt.tional teams require innovation) research on 
leading creative people is also relevant for understanding effective leadership in these 
teams. Reviews of the relevant research (Ford & Randolph, 1992; Mumford, Scott, 
Gaddis, & Strange, 2002) suggest that leaders of cross-functional project teams need 
technical expeltise, project management skills, cognitive skills, interpersonal skills, and 
political skills (see Table 12-'»). 

In their review of research on leading creative teams, Mumford and colleagues 
(2002) found three themes that described essentjal processes: (1) idea generation, 
(2) idea structuring, and (3) idea promotion. With regard to idea generation, it is 
essential for the leader to stimulate and facilitate creativity by members. With 
regard to idea structuring, it is important for the leader to provide dear objectives 
for the project and explain how it is relevant for the organization. but also to allow 
ample autonomy with regard [0 how the project objectives will be attained. With 
regard to idea promotion, necessary resources and support for the project must be 
obtained from the parent organization. These themes indicate specific roles or 
types of leadership behavior that are relevant for each process. 

From interviews and observations of teams, Barry (991) identified four leader
ship roles that appear to be essential for teams that solve problems, manage projects, 
or develop policy. The roles include (1) envisioning, (2) organizing, (3) social inte
grating, and (4) external spanning. Envisioning provides a shared objective, organiz
ing helps the team decide how to attain it, social integrating helps to maintain internal 
cohesiveness, and external spanning helps to keep group decisions compatible with 
the needs of stakeholders outside the team. The four roles also provide a parsimo
nious way to describe the specific leadership behaviors used in cross-functional 
groups to build task commitment, develop effective performance strategies, ensure 
member trust and cooperation, obtain necessary resources, and maintain external 
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Envisioning 
• Articulating strategic objectives or a vision that inspires commitment by team members 
• Helping the team understand and improve their assumptions and mental models regarding 

the relationships among task variables 
• Suggesting creative ideas and encouraging the team to consider innovative performance 

strategies 

Organizing 
• Planning and scheduling team activities to achieve coordination and meet project deadlines 
• Helping the team establish standards and methods for assessing progress and performance 
• Arranging and conducting meetings to solve problems and make decisions in a systematic 

way. 

Social Integrating 
• Encouraging mutua! trust, acceptance, and cooperation among team members 
• Facilitating open communication, equal participation, and tOlerance of dissenting views 
• Mediating conflicts among members and helping them find integrative solutions 

External Spanning 
• Monitoring the external environment of the team to identify chent needs, emerging prob

lems, and political processes that will affect the team 
• Promoting a favorable image of the team among outsiders 
• Influencing people outside the team to provide adequate resources, approvals, assistance, 

and cooperation 

coordination. Tahle 12-6 shows a modified vl"r~ion of the four-role taxonomy that 
incorporates other findings in wam leadership. 

The relative importance of the different leadership roles varies somewhat 
lk1x:nding on the stage of group development. For example, envisioning is especially 
irrtportant when the group is forming, whereas organizing is more important after the 
group has agreed on an objective. Even VI/hen the capacity to provide each type of 
leadership is present, the tt:\lm will not be slJ(:cessful unless the leader and members 
understand that difft'R"l1t patterns of leadet:<.;hip are needed at different times. Research 
on cross-functional teams indicates that the leader must he flexible and adaptive as con
ditions change (e.g., Lewis, \Velsh, Dehler, & Green, 2002). 

The difficulties and obstacles facing many cross-functional teams are so great that 
the formal leader may be unable to carry out all of the relevant leadership roles alone. 
The different lines of research on leadership in cross-functional teams all indicate that 
success requires the efforts of multiple leaders (Barry, 1991; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 
Mumford et aI., 2002). Some of the internal leadership responsibilities may be shared 
at times with individual members of the team who have special expertise about a par
ticular aspect of the project. With regard to idea promotion and external spanning, it 
may be necessary to enlist the aid of one or more project champions who are not 
members of the team. Finally, it is important for higher management to provide a clear 
miSSion, necessary resources, and political support for the implementation of ideas 
developed by the team. 
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Self-Managed Work Teams 

When describing leadership in self-managed teams, it is helpful to differentiate 
between internal and external leadership roles. The internal leadership role 
involves management responsibilities assigned to the team and shared by group 
members. It is typical for self-managed teams to have an internal team leader who 
is elected by the members, and the position may be rotated among different mem
bers on a regular basis (e,g" quarterly or annually). Whether elected or appointed, 
the team leader does not simply replace the former first-line manager. In self
managed teams, most important responsibilities are usually shared by group mem
hers, not concentrated in the team leader. The primary responsibility of the internal 
leader is to coordinate and facilitate the process of making and implementing team 
decisions (e.g., conduct meetings, prepare work schedules and administrative 
paperwork) , 

Shared leadership in self-managed teams can take many different forms besides 
rotation of the team leader position among memhers. Moreover, the amount of 
sh~lred leadership and what aspects are shared can vary significantly (Carson, Tesluk. 
& Morrone, 2007\ One form of shared leadership occurs wht.:n members meet to 
discuss important matters and make a group decision. At various times. one mem
ber may assume responsihility for providing coordination and direction on specjfic 
team activities, depending on who has the most expeltise. Houtine administrative 
tasks may be assigned to individual memlx:rs, Of someone with a strong imere·;t in a 
task may take the initiative to do it without being asked. However, difficult supervi
sory functions such as enforcing group norms may he performed collectively, as in 
the following example described hy Barker (199,3). 

A small manubcturing company changed from traditionally managed \york groups 
to sdf+managed teams. The team members collcctiv<:ly formulated swnuanJs of 
appropriate behavior, The new stand:m.ls were more demanding than the t'.lr1Jer 
work rules. and compared to the supervisors of the traditionally managed work 
groups. the team was less tolerant of unacceptahle behavior. Memhers first con
fnmh:d :m offender with a reminder of the standards or a warning to improve, 
then they used their coercive power to dismiSS anyone who was not wllling to 
do what was expected. 

The role of an external leader involves managerial responsibilities not delegated 
to the team. The external leaders may be middle managers, special facilitators, or 
some of the previous first-line supervisors. Each external leader usually works with 
several teams. One leadership role that is especially important when the team is 
formed is to serve as a coach, facilitator, and consultant to the team. Considerable 
coaching and encouf'J.gement are usually necessary to get a new team off to a suc
cessful start. The type of coaching needed to facilitate shared leadership is different 
from providing specific advice about better procedures for doing the work. 
Leadership coaching includes helping members learn how to plan and organize the 
work, make group decisions, resolve conflicts, and cooperate effectively as a team. 
Most of these skills are difficult to learn, and it may take several months for the team 
to become proficient in managing its own task and interpersonal processes. During 
this learning period, an important function of the external leader is to build the 
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self-confidence of team members. As the group evolves, members can gradually 
assume more responsibility for coaching new members and improving their own 
working relationships. 

Another important role is to obtain necessary information, resources, and politi
cal support from the organization. Becauseexterna! leaders serve as a linking pin be
tween the team and organization, it lS essential to build and maintain cooperative 
relationships and an effectin: exchange of inf{xmation. The external leader must be 
;ible to influence teanl members to think and behave in ways that jncrG1Se !e"Hll dTec
tiveness, and to influence other people in the organization to do what is necess:try to 
facilitate team effectiveness. As compared to leaders of traditional functional wams) 
effective external leaders of self-managed teams are less likely to use their legitimate 
power in directive ways to influence the team; instead they are more likely to ask 
questions and use influence based on their expcl1 and referent power (Druskat & 
Wheeler, 2003). 

Some writers have assumed that once a team is formed, n108t of the leadership 
functions will he carried out by lelm memhers, nuking an extern;]] leader redun
dant. This position is challenged by olher writers (e.K, Druskat &. \\Theder, 2003; 
Hackman, 19R6) \\110 contend that the externalle;lder is important for the success of 
sdf-managt:d teams, not only jn the early stages but later 30 welL As the team -con
tinues to develop, the external leader should communicate cle~lr expectations about 
new responsibilities of members for regulating their own behavior. To improve 
external coordination in a dynamic environment, the external leader should dearly 
communicate new onjectives and changing priorities. The external leader should 
cominue U) Serve J5 a champion and advocate for the team, hdping it to ohtain nec
essary resources and political SUppOlt f1'om the organization. This repn.:'sent<llive 
role is especially imponant whcn other man;Jgers tt-ar [hat the uSe of self-managed 
groups will cause major shifts of power and auth()rity in the organization. Finally, it 
is often necessary for the external leader to aHsibt the team in deiding with unusual) 
disruptive events (Morgenson, 200'5; Morgen'>on & DeRue, 2006). Helping the team 
to understand the problem and coaching members in how to respond are especially 
useful forms of lc~!dershjp in this situation. 

Virtual Teams 

In comparison to traditional, co-located teams, virtual teams pre~ent some 
unique challenges for leaders, The lack of face-ta-face contact makes it more difficult 
to monitor the performance of members, to influence members, and to develop mutu
al trust and collective identification. As in cross-functional teams, it is difficult to gain 
commitment from diverse members who are doing many other things and may have 
different objectives or priorities. The leadership challenges are increased when mem
bers represent different organizations and are located in different time zones and cul
tures. Virtual teams also face greater coordination problems when the task is complex, 
members have highly interdependent roles, and the environment is dynamic and 
volatile. 

Researchers have begun to examine the possible differences between co-located 
and geographically dispersed teams (see Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; Bordia, 1997; Duarte 
& Snyder, 1999). There has been considerable speculation about the implications for 
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effective leadership in virtual teams, but only a few field studies bave been conducted 
(Kirkman, Rosen, Tesluk, & Gibson, 2004). It is likely that the same leadership roles 
relevant for co-located teams are also relevant for virtual teams, but the relative impor
tance of these roles and how they are carried out may differ somewhat for virtual 
teams. Much more research is needed to clarify these issues. 

Procedures for Facilitating Team Learning 

The extent to which a team can learn how to work more effectively and adapt its 
performance strategies to changes in the nature of the task and environment is proba
bly an important determinant of long-term team effectiveness. Team leaders (and 
members) can encourage and facilitate the use of team learning. Two procedures that 
appear useful for facilitating team learning are after-activity reviews and dialof,rue ses
sions. 

After-Activity Reviews 

Learning from experience is more likely when a systematic analysis is made after 
an important activity is finished to discover the reasons for success or failure. The after
a<.-tivity review (also called an "afler-action review," an "after-event review," or a "post
mortem") is a procedure for collectively analyzing the processes and resulting outcomes 
of a team activity. Members of a team meet to examine what was done well in the 
activity and wJut can be improved the next time a similar activity is conducted. They 
review their initial plans and objectives for the activity I the procedures used to carry out 
the activity, problems or obstacles encountered in doing the actiVity, key decisions that 
\vere made, and the outcomes. Then tile group plans how to use what they learned to 
improve performance in the future. For long projects or training simulations, it is also 
useful to conduct progres .... review sessions at convenient intermediate points. The use 
of after-activity reviews fi:Jf evaluating activities and planning improvements: is pervasive 
now in the u.s. Army, and it is slowly gaining acceptance in civlllan organizations as 
well (Baird, Holland, & Deacon, 1999; Ellis & Davidi, 20(5), 

A reviev.r meeting may be conducted by the team leader or an outside facilitator. 
The role of the leader or facilitator is to guide the review process and keep it focused 
on constructive problem solving< The team is encouraged to objectively analyze ,vhat 
happened and find ways to improve group performance in the future, not to criticize 
individuals for what they did or failed to do. Use of an outside facilitator is common 
when the group is participating in a training activity or simulation, but for regular work 
activities it is seldom feasible to have an outside facilitator. 

In after-activity reviews, task decisions and work processes usually get much 
more attention than interpersonal relationships or leadership issues. In groups with a 
formal leader, subordinates may be afraid to point out mistakes made by the leader or 
to suggest ways the leader could be more effective in the future. Most leaders are 
reluctant to have their actions and decisions critiqued by subordinates in an open 
meeting. Feedback about leadership and interpersonal processes is most likely to be 
offered when the leader and team members are emotionally mature and there is a high 
level of mutual trust (Bradford, 1976). An outside facilitator can encourage the team to 
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discuss leadership processes and may provide personal feedback to the leader in pri
vate, much like an executive coach (see Chapter 14). 

There has been little researcb to evaluate the benefits of after-activity reviews, 
the facilitating conditions, or the best procedures. Tannenbaum, Smith-Jentsch, and 
Behson C199S) conducted a study to evaluate the effect.of training team leaders to 

increase their skills in conducting after-activity reviews. Five-member teams carried 
ont a series of realistic exercises in a simulated combat information center for a 
navy ship. Teams with leaders trained to conduct reviews \vere compared 'with 
untrained 1eadcrs. In the training:, team leaders learned the importance of review
ing and analyzing team activities and processes, and they practiced specific behav
iors for facilitating the discussion. The trained leaders subsequently displayed more 
of the effective behaviors than untrained leaders, and their teams had greater 
improve111cnt in performance. 

Ellis and Davidi (2005) conducted a field experiment with two companies of 
Isr~H:~li soldiers to compare activity revk'\vs that fOC1JS only on lessons learned from fail
ureS to reviews that analyze successes as well as failures. Both groups improved their 
suhsc·quent performance, but the group tbat analyzt.:.'d both failures ~md successeS had 
significantly more improverncnt in performance. The reaSon'..; for sucCt:~" may be more 
Jjffkulr to iclt:nlify, but they can .aid in lhe development of more complex and accurate 
mental models about the detefl11inants of perifJrmance. 

A subst::quent study eX:Jmined the iearnjng processes in m'Ore detail (Ellis, 
Mendel, & Nif, 20(6). For students who individually played a business game but had 
after-activity review discussion in groups, perfoDnance improved more than groups 
\\'ith no review. Performance improved more after an initial success if the review ex
amined not 'Only what was done \veIl! but also what could be done better next time. 
Performance improved more \vhen the discussion \vas focused on specific causes in
volving individual actions th<.lt can he improved rather than generaJ causes or external 
conditions affecting performance. Focusing only on success can increase complacen~ 
cy and reduce attention to \veaknesses and potential problems that may not be avoid
ed next time. 

The studies nn after-activity n:views and the literature on feedback suggest sev
eral leadership [){:haviofS that can improve the effectiveness of after~activity reviews. 
Table 12-7 lists guidelines for thc-.;e leadership behaviors. 

TAIIUa 12·7 Guidelines for Conducting an After·actM4t Review 

1. Near the beginning make a self-critique that acknowledges shortcomings. 
2. Encourage feedback from others and model non-defensive acceptance of it. 
3. Ask members to identify effective and ineffective aspects of team performance. 
4. Encourage members to examine how group processes affected team performance. 
5. Keep the discussion focused on behaviors rather than on individuals. 
6. If necessary, provide your own assessment of team performance. 
7. Recognize improvements in team performance. 
8. Ask members for suggestions on how to improve team performance. 
9. Propose improvements not already included in the team's suggestions. 

Based on Tannenbaum, Smith-Jentsch, and Behson (1988) 
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Dialogue Sessions 

An important prerequisite for team learning is for members to understand each 
other. Members who understand each other's perceptions and role expectations are 
able to coordinate their actions more easily (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993). 
Mutual understanding is also important for implicit assumptions about task issues. 
Problem solving is more difficult when team members have different assumptions 
about the cause of the problem, and these assumptions are not openly examined and 
evaluated. The discussion is likely to become a debate about competing proposals, 
with little consideration of implicit assumptions, Unless the group examines these 
a,ssumptions and reaches an agreement about the cause of the problem, a good solu
tion is unlikely to be found. 

Team learning also depends on accurate interpretation of feedback about the 
consequences of an action (Senge, 1990). How feedback is interpreted depends on 
one's assumptions about the causal relationship among task variables and the timing of 
effects. A poor mental model about causal relationships is likely to result in an inac
curate conclusion, For example, a team that does not understand how long it will take 
for a new quality improvement progr:1m to improve sales may judge the prograrn a 
failure if sales do not sho,v an immediate improvement. A team with a more accurate 
mental m(xlel ,vould underst:.lnd when it b appropriate to evaluate sales, and it would 
measure mediating variables that are affected earlier to assess how well the program is 
being implemented, Team members \vith different mental models are likely to dis
agree about the meaning of feedback, Unless their implicit mental models are directly 
discussed, the team members will not even understand why they cannot agree. 

Implicit assumptions are unlikely to be examined closely when team members 
exhibit excessive advocacy, which means they act as if the group discussion is a 
debate to be won, They make exaggerated claims, present inferences as LKts, Inake 
assertions or forecasts unsupported hy any evidence, and try to deflect or refute dis
sent rather than consjdering it seriollsly. Little effort is made [0 understand the feel
ings and assumptions of people who take a different position on an issue, Excessive 
advocacy makes it difficult to find an integntive solution that would satisfy all the 
parties to a dispute and get their commitment. Integrative problem solving requires 
open disclosure of assumptions, preferences, and exclusive information about a 
problem (Walton, 1987). 

To facilitate mutual understanding, improve problem solving, and increase team 
learning, advocacy should be balanced with inquiry (Senge, Roberts, Ross, Smith, & 
Kleiner, 1993} Inquiry occurs when assumptions are openly discussed, evidence is 
carefully examined, and risks are identified along with benefits. Any team member 
can encourage greater use of inquiry, but it is helpful to have an outside process facil
itator conduct a "dialogue session" to help team members become less defensive, more 
open, and more tolerant of dissent (Schein, 1993b; Senge, 1990). The facilitator 
encourages team members to identify implicit assumptions, inquire into the reasons for 
them, and explore alternative ways of looking at an issue. Members are encouraged to 
view each other as colleagues in a mutual quest for insight, not as antagonists seeking 
converts to their own viewpoint. People tty to build on each other's ideas and 
improve them rather than just ignoring or attacking them. Members of the team iden
tify the points of agreement and disagreement in their respective mental models of 
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how the task variables are interrelated, Possibilities for an integrated consensus model 
are explored, and members plan ways to obtain information useful for refining the 
models and resolving disagreement, (e,g" experiments, better data), 

Applications: Guidelines for Team Building 

The purpo.<3e of team building is 10 increase cohesiveness, mutual cooperatlOn, and 
identification with the group (Dyer, 1971). Results from rese-arch on the elfects of team 
building are mixed, but they suggest that team-building activities can be beneficial under 
some conditions (Sund,trom et aI., 1990; Tannenbaum, Beard, & Salas, 1992). Most of 
the team-building literature describes large-scale interventions that are conducted by an 
external facilitator, However, a team leader can also do things to improve member 
cohesiveness and cooperation-two common objectives of team-huHding interventions, 
The following guidelines based on research! theory, and practitioner insights describe 
team-huilding procedures that can he used alone or in various combinations that are 
relevant for the CUl1'ent situation (s(;·c also Taille 12~x), 

• Emphasize common interests and values. 

Collct,Jjve identification with a group is stronger when the memhers agree 
ahout objectives, v~llues, prioritie:-;, strategies, and the need for cooperation, The 
leader should empha-size mutua! interests, identify shared objectives, and explain why 
cooperation is necessary to attain them. An example of an appeal to shared v:ilucs 
and objeclives is provided by the following critied incident from the Korean War 
(Yuki, 1989, p, 328). 

lhe {'omm~mding officcr of a squadron (~1 lieutcnant ('olnnel) learnt:'£l that interf;l
cial trouble had ~lrisen among airmen in hi.s squ:ldron, ~md he was determined 10 
stop it hefore it got out of hancL He called togcther the officers and airmen in his 
outfit and gave them an jnspiring speed:! :llx)ut democracy and discrimination, H.L' 
pt)intt'd oul thaI 11K"), \'VL'1"l' over there to pn::sern: Jcmocr~\cy :md democratic prjn~ 

and discrimination among rliemst.-'lv{"s was no \\,:ly [0 ~main this purpose, 
i It.' put lil(' challenge directly to lhe men and had the two raCial gn lllpS appoim 
repn:'st.'ntalivt's th~lt could hold !lK"i.'tings to iron (Jut any diffit:uities fhat might ~trise 
in the fUlLIte, :'\ot only did Ihb help JefUSL' rhe conflict, hut working conditions 
and 'squadron m{)wie wefe improved also, 

TABLE 1~..s Team-BIllldinS8ehaviors and Procedures 

• Emphasize common interests and values. 
• Use ceremonies and rituals. 
• Use symbols to develop identification with the group. 
• Encourage and facilitate social interaction. 
• Tell people about group activities and achievements. 
• Conduct process analysis sessions. 
• Conduct alignment sessions. 
• Increase incentives for mutual cooperation, 
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• Use ceremonies and rituals~ 

Ceremonies and rituals can be used to increase identification with a group and 
make membership appear speciaL Initiation rituals are used to induct new members 
into a group! and retirement rituals are used to celebrate the departure of old mem
bers. Ceremonies are used to celebrate special achievements or mark tbe anniversary 
of special events in the history of the group, Rituals and ceremonies are most effective 
when tbey emphasize the group's values and traditions. 

• Use symbols to develop identification with the group. 

Symbols of group identity such as a team name, sloganj logo, insignia, or emblem 
may be displayed on flags, banners, c1otbing, or jewelry. Even a particular type or color 
of clothing may indicate group membership, as in the case of many urban gangs. 
Symbols can be effective for helping to create a separate identity for a team. Group 
identification is strengthened when members agI-ee to wear or display the symbols of 
membersbip. 

• Encourage and facilitate social interaction. 

Development of a cohesive group is more likely if the members get to know 
each other on a per50nal basis and find it satisfying to interact socially. One way to 
facilitate pleasant social interaction is to hold periodic social activities such as din
ners, lunches, anJ parties, Various types of outings can be used to facilitate social 
interaction (e.g" going to a sports event or concert together, or on camping or rafr
ing trip). \X1hen group members work in the same facility, soci;:d interaction can be 
promoted by designating a room for the group to use for meetings and coffee 
breaks. The room can be decorated with symbols of the group's accomplishments, 
statements of it.s values, and charts sho\.ving progress in accomplishing group objec
tives. 

• Tell people about group activities and achievements, 

People tend to feel alienated and unappreciated when they receive little infor
mation about the plans, activities, and achievements of their team or department It 
is important to keep members informed about these things and to explain how their 
work contributes to the ,Success of the mission. An example is provided by Admiral 
Elmo Zumwalt's description of an early command assignment in which he attempted 
to keep every person on the ship informed about the reason for each tactical exercise 
and maneuver. 

We made frequent announcements over the loudspeaker about the spedfic event 
that was going on. At the beginning and the end of each day, I discussed with the 
officers who, in tum, discussed with their men what was about to happen and 
what had just happened, what the competition was doing and what we should do 
to meet it. We published written notes on the plan of the day that would give 
the crew some of the color or human interest of what the ship was doing. I had 
bull sessions in the chief petty officers' quarters, where I often stopped for a cup 
of coffee. More important than any of the details, of course, was the basic effort 
to communicate a sense of excitement, fun and zes[ in aU that we were doing. 
(Zumwalt, 1976, p. 186) 
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Within 18 months of initiating these practices, his ship moved from last to first 
place in the squadron with regard to efficiency ratings. 

• Conduct process analysis sessions. 

Process analysis' sessions involve frank and open discussion of interpersonal 
relationships and group processes in an effort to improve them. One approach is to 
ask each person to suggest ways 1() make the grouf-! more effective. These sugges
tions should focus on how members communicate, \\-'ork togdhc:r, rnake ciecisions) 
and resolve disagreements rather than on the technical aspects of the work A sim
ilar approach is to ask each member to describe \"\'hat other memlwrs could do to 
make his or her role in the group easier. The discussion should result in a ILst of 
concrete suggestions for improving working relationships. Follow-up meetings can 
he used to chart progress in implementing the suggestions. 

It 1S usually better to have a trained facHitator conduct the procl..:'ss analysis SeS
sion instead of the team leader. Discussing interpersonal relationships is more difficult 
than disc'ussing work proct'chJres) and it t:tkes cOfL..,idcrable skill to conduct Ihis type of 
~ession. A team leader \Vlthoul training in process consultation may make team rela
lionships worse rather than bdter. An outside facili1ator is liJ.;:ely 10 be more ohjective 
:md impartial, wbich is cspeciaHy important if the leader is txmtributing to the difficul
ties the group iws in \yorking together. 

• Conduct alignment sessions. 

There is le:-:.s mutual trust and acceptance among people who view each other in 
terms of negative stereotypes and attributions. Negative stereotypes afe common in 
tC':lm5 wjth very diverse memhers, and negative attributions are common when mem
bL'fS disagree abolit task issues. Fur example, someone who takes the opposing side 
on a contfovt:'r$i~ll issue is considered unrea$onable~ selfish, devious, insensitive, or 
unintt:'lligt:nL Personal anributions tend to per.sist r even when incorrel.:t, and they can 
become self·fulfilling pf()phecies. Pet)ple usually notice confirming evidence about 
stcreotypt:s and attributions more dun dis(.'onfirming evidence, Actions b:lsed on a 
false al1ribution about a person em dkit a n:.'~lction that appears to confirm the attribu
tion. For exa.mple, a. person treated as an enemy is likely to become one, Defensive 
routines used to avoid emharmssment ITl.ake it difficult for people to examine person
,Ii anributions CArb,)Tis, 1985), In an 1,;.{fOl1 to appear rational and tolerant of team 
members. most people avoid expressing suspicions about personal intentions or dis
pleasure about behavior that is irritating or disruptive. If people talk about these 
things :it all, it is with someone else such as another coworker or a friend who is not a 
member of the team. 

The purpose of an alignment session is to increase mutual understanding among 
team members (Mitchell, 1986). Prior to the session, each member is given an open
ended questionnaire about values, concerns) and personal objectives. Examples of 
questions include what you want to accomplish in your career, how you want to be re
membered, what about you is most often misunderstood l what work experiences are 
most satisfying, what work experiences are most fmstrating, and how you would like 
to change your work role. Members are asked to prepare responses that will help oth
ers understand and appreciate them. At the session irself, each member spends some 
time describing and explaining these answers. A facilitator keeps the session focused 
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on increasing mutual understanding. The intervention was tested in an experiment 
with teams of MBA students working on field projects (Mitchell, 1986). Relations 
among team members 2 months after the intervention improved in the alignment con
dition hut not in a control group Of a feedback workshop (the feedback was ratings of 
each member's traits by the other members). 

• Increase incentives for mutual cooperation. 

Incentives based on individual performance encourage team members to com
pete with each other, whereas incentives based on group performance encourage 
cooperation. One way to increase cohesiveness and team identification is to empha
size formal incentives such as a bonus based on improvements in team performance. 
Another way is to use spontaneous, informal rewards to emphasize the importance 
of service to the team. For example, give the members extra days off after the team 
completes a difficult project, especially one that involved working overtime or on 
weekends. Hold a special celebration party for ream members and their families 
after the team achieves an important objective. 

Decision Making in Groups 

Groups are used frequently to solve problems and make decisions in organiza
tions. As noted in Chapter S, using a group to make a decision has several potential 
advantages over decisions made by an individual leader. Groups have more relevant 
knowledge and ideas that can be pooled to improve decision quality, and active par
ticipation will increase member understanding of decisions and member commitment 
to implement them. On the negative side, group decisions usually take longer, the 
members may be unable to reach agreement if they have incompatible objectives, and 
process problems may undermine the quality of decisions. 

The process by which a group arrives at a decision is a major determinant of 
decision quality. Many things can prevent a group from effectively utilizing the infor
mation and achieving its full potential. The quality of a group decision depends on 
[he contribution of information and ideas by group members, the clarity of communi
cation, the accuracy of prediction and judgments, the extent to which the discussion 
is focused on the problem, and the manner in which disagreement is resolved. 
Common process problems that reduce decision quality include member inhibition, 
groupthink, false consensus, hasty decisions, polarization, and lack of action planning 
for implementation, 

Determinants of Group Processes 

Decision group processes are influenced by several characteristics of the group 
Of team (Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Hackman, 1992). Each characteristic will be described 
briefly. 

1. Group size. Large groups may have more information and a wider variety of per
spective about a problem, as well as more opportunity to involve all parties who 
will be affected by a decision. However, as the number of members increases, 
communication becomes more difficult, less time is available for each person to 
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speak, factions are more likely to form, and it is more difficult to reach a consen
sus (Hill, 1982; Shull, Delbecq, & Cummings, 1970). 

2. Status differentials. Large differences in member status can inhibit information 
exchange and accurate evaluation of ideas. Low-status members are usually 
reluctant toctiticize or disagree with high-status memhers, Moreover, the ideas 
and opinions of bigh-status m.cmbers have more influence and tend to be evalu
ated more favorably, even wlwD the basis of their status is irrelevant 10 the deci
sion problem (Berger, Cohen, & Zelditch, 1972; Harvey, 1953), 

3. Cohesiveness. 'I11e amount of mutual affection :Ullong members anJ attraction to 
the group is an important determinant of group processes) but high cohesiveness 
can be a mixed blessing. A cohesive group of people with similar values and 
attitudes is more likely to agree on a decision r but members tend to agree too 
quickly without a complete, objective evaluation of the alternatives. Members of 
a cohesive group are le~s willing to l1Sk social rejection for questioning a maj()rity 
vie\vpoint or presenting a dissenting opinion" Consequently! the critical ev~lIua
tion of ideas is inhibited during decision making, and cfeativity is rCdl){.x:d during 
prob!ern solving. Highly colw:;ive groups somctimes fosler a phenomenon ('ailed 
"grollpthink" that undennim:s effective decision making (janj"" ]972), The group 
strive:; to maintain the illusion of internal harmony hy avoiding open expression 
of disagrceml!l1t. Member;;, develop ~m illusion of invulnerahility, and the group is 
likely to overestimate the prohability ()f StH..'C('$$ for a risky course of action, 
Moreover, the group's illusion of mC)!.l] superiority makes it easy to justif)' a course 
of action that would normally be considered unethical by individual members, 

4. Membel·diversily. 'Illt.: extent 10 \vlikh members vary with regard to pers{)J1ality, de
mographic attributes (e,g" age, gt..:nder, ethnic identity, education), and functional 
Spt:ci~IJization lus implicJtions for group pron:sses and outcome!) (Triandis, 
Kurowski, & Gelfand, 1994; \\faison, Kumar, & IViichaelsen, 1993), Groups with 
diverse mt:mbership are likely to be less cohesive, hecause people tcnd to be less 
accepting of others who have different beliefs, values, and traditions. As nOled 
earlier, diversity em also impede communicatlon when members use different 
language, jargon, measures, or criteria. On the positive side, having members 
with different pL"fspectives, experiences, and knowledge can result in more cre
~Hive solutions to prohk'ms, It is easier to convert diversity into cooper;nive prob
lem solving when HJe1nbers are highly interdcpendc3f1t I<.)r attainment of impoltant 
shared ohjectives, hut 111<lking it happen is a major leadership challenge. 

5. Emotional maturity. Groups with memhers who are low on emotional maturity tend 
to have more disruptive self-oriented behavior (e.g., making provocative com
ments; downing, bragging, showing off) and aggressive behavior (e.g., intemlpt

ing or "shouting down" other members, making threats or personal insults), This 
kind of member behavior can reduce group cohesiveness and mutual trust 
(Bradford, 1976; Fouriezos, Hutt, & Guetzkow, 1950), 

6, Physical enrironment, The physical environment for a meeting can affect group 
processes (Bradford, 1976; Golde, 1972; Jay, 1976), The seating arrangement can 
create psychological separation of the leader from members, resulting in a climate 
of stiff formality, A long rectangular table may emphasize status differentials and 
inhibit conversation, whereas a round table or a circular arrangement of chairs is 
more conducive to open communication and informality. 
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7. Communication technology. The communication technology used by the group can 
affect group processes and the resulting decisions (Nunamaker, Briggs, & 
Mittleman, 1995). Advances in communication technology offer benefits not only 
for virtual groups but also for groups with face-to-face meetings. Networked 
computers can be used as a decision support system for meetings among people 
who are in the same room or thousands of miles apart, Some types of groupware 
allow members to anonymously suggest or evaluate ideas, and the collective ideas 
and ratings provided by group members can be compiled and displayed in the 
form of lists, charts, or graphs without the source being identified. This technolo
gy can reduce inhibition about expressing attitudes and domination of the discus
sion by assertive or high-status individuals. 

Leadership Functions in Meetings 

Process problems are a major obstacle to effective problem solving and decision 
making in a group that has relevant information and ideas widely distIibuted among 
the members (Brodbeck, Kerschreiter, Mojzisch, & Schulz-Hardt. 20(7). Appropriate 
leadership can facilitate the use of effective decision processes and help to avoid 
process problems (Basadur, 2(04). The leadership role (an be shared to some extent, 
but members of decision groups often prefer to have one designated discussion leader 
who has primary responsibility for conducting the meeting (BerkOWitz, 19'53; 
Schlesinger, Jackson, & Butman, 1960), An effective leader ensures that the group uses 
a systematic decision process ("process control"), but does not dominate the discus
sion ("content contror). The job of conducting a meeting is a difficult one~ because 
the group is likely to be ineffective if the leader is either too passive or too domineer
ing. A considerable amount of skill is needed to achieve a delicate balance between 
these two extremes. The behaviors and procedures used to achieve this balance are 
discus6ed in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

We saw in Chapter 4 that leadership behavior can be classified as task-oriented 
or relationship-oriented, and a similar distinct jon can be made for leadership behav
ior in group meetings. Of course, specific aspects of leadership behavior often 
involve both task and relationship concerns simultaneously, hut the distinction helps 
to remind group leaders how important it is to balance task and relationship concerns 
in leading meetings. Several writers have proposed two-factor taxonomies of grou p 
leader behavior (Bales, 1950; Benne & Sheats, 1948; Bradford, 1976; Lord, 1977; 
Schein, 1969). Table 12-9 shows a simplil1ed, composite taxonomy of task-oriented 
and group maintenance functions and their prhnary objectives. 

Task and Group Maintenance Functions 

Task-oriented behavior in a group meeting facilitates the systematic communica
tion, evaluation, and analysis of information and ideas, and it aids problem solving and 
decision making. Some examples of task-oriented behavior include developing an 
agenda for the meeting, presenting a problem to the group, asking members for spe
cific information or ideas, asking a member to explain an ambiguous statement, help
ing the group understand the relevance of ideas, explaining how different ideas are 
related, keeping the discussion on track, reviewing and summarizing what has been 
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Task Function 

1 , Process structuring 
2, Stimulating communication 
3, Clarifying communication 
4, Summarizing 
5, Consensus testing 

Group Maintenance Function 

1 . Gatekeeping 
2. Harmonizing 
3. Supporting 
4. Standard setting 
5. Process analyzing 

Specific Objective 

Guide and sequence discussion 
Increase information exchange 
Increase comprehension 
Check on understanding and assess progress 
Check on agreement 

Specific Objective 

Increase and equalize participation 
Reduce tension and hostility 
Prevent Withdrawal, reduce tension 
Regulate behavior 
Discover and resolve process problems 

said or done, checking on the amount of agreement among mt.,~mhefs, suggesting 
procedures for making a deCision, assigning responsibility for f()How-up action, and 
recessing or ending ~1 meeting, 

It is not sufficient for a leader simply to carry (Jut the behaviors; a sense of prop
er timing is also essential (Bradford, 1976). Any task-oriented behavior can be usek'ss 
or even detrimental if it is premature or overdone. For eX:.l111pk, summarizing too 
S( )on may discourage txmtribulioti of additional ideas on a sflhjecL A diSCUSSIon may 
be excessively prolonged if the leader keeps on stimulating communication instead of 
testing for a consensus. It is also impOl1ant for the leader to have considerable skill in 
the USe of each kind of task-oriented behavior. For example, an unskilled leader who 
tries to clarify a memher's statement may su{x:et~d only in cr'eating Inore confusion. A 
leader \\.'ho is unskilled in summatizing may make a sllmmary that leaves our key 
points and fails to organize contributioDf> in a meaningful way_ 

Group maimenance behavior in a group meeting increases cohesiveness, improves 
interpersonal relations, aids resolution uf conniet, and satisfies the personal needs of melTI
lx"1"S for acceptance, respeci. and invoivt'11k::'nt Some examples of gtUUp maintenance 
ht.:.'havior include encouraging participation by quiet members, preventing dominant melTI
!)Crs ff()In mon(}polizing the discussion, :;m(x)thing over conflict, suggesting compromises, 
asking members to resolve differences in a constructive way, using humor to reduce ten
sicm, expressing appreciation for suggestions and ideas, suggesting nonns and standards 
of behavior, reminding the group of norms agreed upon earlier, asking members for their 
perception of group processes, and pointing out process problems to the group. 

Just as machines need periodic maintenance to keep them running smoothly, so 
also do human relationships in a group. As with machines, preventive maintenance 
should be carried out frequently rather than waiting to do corrective maintenance after 
a serious breakdown. Group maintenance should be an ongoing activity designed to 
build teamwork and prevent the development of chronic apathy, Withdrawal, interper
sonal conflict, and status struggles, If allowed to develop, these problems will disrupt 
the task-oriented activity in a group and reduce the effectiveness of the group, 
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Some group maintenance behavior occurs in any meeting, but it is neglected 
by many leaders who are unaware of its importance, Standard setting and process 
analyzing are the aspects of behavior least likely to occur, perhaps because they re
quire an explicit recognition of maintenance needs. As in the case of task-oriented be
haviors, the group maintenance behaviors require skill and a sense of proper timing to 
be performed effectively, 

Who Should Perform the Leadership Fundions 

Behavioral scientists gener.llIy agree that task-oriented behavior and group main
tenance behavior are both essential for the effec'tiveness of decision groups, but they 
disagree about who should perform these functions and about their relative priority. 
One part of the controversy began when some behavioJdl scientists prOIX)sed that the 
two functions are basically incompatible and should be performed hy separate task and 
maintenance leaders in each group (e.g., Slater, 1955). Other behavioral scientists took 
the position that it is best for the designated leader in a group to pc,rfonn both roles if 
capable of doing so (Borgotta, Couch. & Bales, 1954). "I11is early controversy has been 
largely superseded by a debate over whether leaders should perform both kinds of 
functions alone or encourage group members to share responsibility for performing 
them. Table 12-]0 summarize~ the t\VO viewpoints identified by Bradford (976). 

The traditional view is that the formal leader should direct and control the activ
ities of the group. According to this "leader-centered H view, the group leader should 
keep discussion focused on the task, discourage expression of feelings, retain control 
OVer the finaJ decision (Le., use consultation rather than group deCision), and protect 
his or her authority in the group. According 10 Bradford, this kind of group leadership 
produces some favorable results but at an unacceptable price. Meetings are orderly 
and decisions get made, but members hecome ~lpathetic and resentful, which leads to 
a loss of potential contributions and a reduction in quality of decisions. Acceptance of 
decisions by group members may also be reduced if members feel manipulated and 
unable to influence the decisions significantly. 

With "group-centered" leadership, the role of the leader is to serve as a consult
ant, advisor, teacher, and facilitator, rather than as a director or manager of the 
group. The group maintenance functions are considered to be as important as the 
task-oriented functions, because feelings and interactions profoundly affect the prob-

TABLE 12·10 Comparison of Two Viewpoints on Leadership in DeciSion Groups 

Basis For Comparison 

1. Responsibility for group 
2. Control over final choice 
3. leader position power 
4, leader perception of group 
5. Task-oriented functions 
6. Group-maintenance functions 
7. Socio-emotional processes 
8, Expression of needs/feelings 

Based on Bradford (1976) 

Leader-Centered 

leader responsible 
Held by leader 
Emphasized and guarded 
As a set of individuals 
Carried out by leader 
Not done systematically 
Mostly ignored by leader 
Discouraged 

Group-Centered 

Shared by leader and group 
Vested in group 
De-emphasized 
As a collective entity 
Shared by leader and group 
Emphasized, shared with group 
Observed closely by leader 
Encouraged and discussed 
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lem-solving and decision-making processes in a group, Responsibility for both kinds 
of functions is shared by group members, because no one person can be sensitive to 
all of the process prohlems and needs of the group, The leader should encourage 
expression of feelings as well as ideas, model appropriate leadership behaViors, and 
encourage members taleam to perform these behaviors themselves, According to 
Bradford, sharing responsibility for leadership functions will improve the quality of 
the decisions and make mernber:-; more salisfied with the group. 

Bradford (1976) recognized some difficulties in impleml!nting gr()Up-centered 
leadership, He noted that this kind of leadership requires considerable interpersonal 
skill, maturity, and trust in both the leader and group members. Some leaders are 
afraid to risk shaling control with gronp members or dealing openly with emotional 
behavior. Such leaders may abo be concerned that the new approach will make them 
appear weak or incompetent. Some members may be unwilling to deal openly with 
emotions or may prefer to avoid assuming more responsibility for leadership functions 
in the group. Many decision groups are only temporary and do not meet over a long 
enough time to develop tl1t': ncc~~ssary trust, skills, and memher commitment. Some 
cornmittees have unvdlling memhers \\'ho prefer to meet as seldom as possihle and to 
assume a~ little n:~ponsibHiry as possible for committee activities. Tht: traditional ap
proach is often reinforced by filtHi and estahlbhed pnxedures, which represent addi
tional ohstades to the intro(h]("tion of group-centered leadership. For example, some 
decision groups are legally required by their charter or bylaws to follow cumbersome 
procedural rules Robert's mles of order) that are more appropriate f()r large, f()f

mal groups. Despitt.' these many obstacles, Bradford is optimistic about the prospects 
for successfullmplementatinn of group-centered leadership. 

Applications: Guidelines for leading Meetings 

Tbis section describes specific procedures that leaders can use to l111prove group 
effectiveness in solving problems and making decisions. The guideHoes f{Jf leading 
mt'('tjngs (see Table 12-11) .;ire based on ideas proposed by various scholars over the 
w;!rs kg" Basadur, 2004; Janis & Mann, ]977; Jay, 1976; Maier, 1963; Ti'Opman, 1996), 

'fABL£ 12·11 Guidelines for Leading Decision Group Meetings 

• Inform people about necessary preparations for a meeting, 
• Share essential information with group members. 
• Describe the problem without implying the cause or solution. 
• Allow ample time for idea generation and evaluation, 
• Separate idea generation from idea evaluation. 
• Encourage and facilitate participation, 
• Encourage positive restatement and idea building, 
• Use systematic procedures for solution evaluation. 
• Look for an integrative solution, 
• Encourage efforts to reach consensus when feasible, 
• Clarify responsibilities for implementation, 
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• Inform people about necessary preparations for a meeting. 

A problem-solVing meeting will be more effective if people know how to prepare 
for it. To ensure that people plan to attend the meeting, they should be informed in ad
vance about the time, place, and important subjects on the agenda. People who are ex
pected to present briefings, provide technical information, or evaluate a proposal should 
be given clear guidance and ample time to prepare. Any reports or proposals to be stud
ied in prepamtion for the meeting should be provided in advance with the agenda. 

• Share essential Information with group members. 

When the problem is presented, essential facts known to the leader should be re
viewed briefly, including how long the problem has been evident, the nature of the 
problem symptoms, and what if anything has been done about it up to that time. The 
amount of information that should be presented depends on the nature of the problem 
and the group's prior information. The information may be provided prior to the meet
ing, at the beginning of the meeting, or as the problem diagnosis is made. The leader 
should be careful to present facts with as little interpretation as fX)ssible. For example, 
if the problem is how to increase sales, it is better simply to revic\v sales figures t<Jr 
each district than to make judgments such as "sales are terrible in the centml district.·' 

• Describe the problem without implying the cause or solution. 

The problem should be stated objectjvely in a way that does not assign blame for 
it to some or all of the group memhers. Implying blame will make members defensive 
and reduce their willingness to help in solving a mutual problem. The problem state
ment should not suggest the reasons for the problem or possible solution.s to it This 
kind of statement would limit the consideration of different problem diagnoses by the 
group. Instead, the problem statement should encourage explorAtion of a variety of 
causes and a variety of possible solutions. 

• Allow ample time for idea generation and evaluation. 

The leader should plan meetings so that enough time is available to diagnose the 
prohlem, develop alternative solutions, and explore the jmplications and conse
quences of each alternative. Even when a group has members who are not inhibited, 
a strong majority coalition may propose a favored decision and ram it through before 
the critics have an opportunity to explain their concerns and gather support. The pres
sure of time is another reason for hasty deciSions, and they often occur when a meet
ing is about to end and members desire to resolve matters quickly to avoid another 
meeting. When an important decision is being considered but time is not sufficient to 
evaluate solutions, the leader should try to postpone the decision until another meet
ing. If an immediate decision is not necessary and it is obvious that more information 
is needed, the leader may want to adjourn the meeting and aWdnge for additional in
formation to be obtained. 

• Separate idea generation from idea evaluation. 

Research has found that idea generation is less inhibited when it is separated 
from idea evaluation (Maier, 1963). Procedures have been developed to reduce inhi
bition and facilitate idea generation in groups. With "brainstorming," members are en-
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couraged to suggest any idea about the problem that comes to mind, the ideas are 
written on a blackboard or flip chart, and no positive or negative evaluation of ideas is 
permitted (including scowb, groans, sighs, or gestures), The rationale is that inhibition 
would be reduced by deferring evaluation of ideas, domination would be reduced by 
making contributions brief and spontaneous,and creativity would be increased by mu
tual facilitation of ideas and a climate of acceptance for strange and nove! ideas, 
Brainstorming improves idea generation in comparison \vith a regular interacting 
group, bUl some inhibition may still occur (\Vhitc) Dittrich, & Lang, 19HO), 

The "nominal gronp technique- was developed to correct the deficiencies of 
bminstorming (Delbecq, Van de Yen, & Gustat:son, 1975), Members are asked to write 
their ideas on a slip of paper without discussing them; then the leader pOStS the ideas 
for everyone to see, Group members are invited to build on ideas already listed or 
add new ideas stimulated by seeing the list. Then the leader re\-'it~\VS the list IO see if 
there are any questions about the meaning of an idea or its relevance to the problem. 

In a recent improvement of this pH)ccdure (called "I)fain \\:riling"), the evaluation 
of ideas if' postponed until a later mCI,;;ting. and participants arc encouraged to continue 
thinking about the problem :md \\-Tiling new kll::h in the interim <Paulus &. Yang, 20(0). 
The rationale for a follo\v-up meding is that members do not have adequate time 10 re
flect upon each other'S idt:as \vhen lhey arc busy writing idea.., of their own, and an "in
cubation" period is necess~t1y to realize the potential for mutual stimulation of ideas. 

• Encourage and facilitate participation. 

When some members loudly advocate a particubr solution and other members 
remain silent or fail to take a position, the silent ones afe usually assurned to he in 
agreement In I~lct, :-;ilence may indicate dissent rather than agreement, 111e leader 
can dn mu,ch to bdlitate complete particilXltion i)y engaging in appropriate gatekeep
ing hehavior. Each member should be c-l1collraged to contribute ideas and concerns, 
and membl;Ts should he discouraged from dominating the discussion and using s-oz'ial
pressure tactics (e,g., threats: derogatory comments) to intimidate people \vho di:->agree 
with them. \\!hen computer-based groupwarc is avaibbk\ it can be used to facilitate 
anonymous interaction during tht: posting and evaluation of ideas. Members generate 
ideas on their individual computer:-;, and the composite list of ideas can be displayed 
on each member's computer screen. D1:-,play of the initial lists can be delayed for sev
eral minutes to ensure they are gent:r:Hed independently (as in the nominal group 
techniqne), or ideas can be dj;-,played immediately after they 3re generated (as in 
hrdinstorming). Any member can add new ideas stimulated by seeing the list, request 
more information from the (anonymous) source of an idea, or suggest ways to im
prove an idea, Duplicate ideas can be combined if desired, and a rating procedure can 
be used to determine which ideas are most acceptable, 

• Encourage positive restatement and idea bullding. 

Two procedures that are especially useful to create a more supportive climate for 
idea genemtion are positive restatement and idea building, One of the most useful tech
niques for nurturing new ideas is to ask group members to restate another member's idea 
and find something worthwhile about it before saying anything critical, TIle procedure 
works even better when a member who points out a deficiency or limitation of another's 
idea is reqUired to suggest a way to correct the deficiency or overcome the limitation. 
This approach also emphasizes careful listening and constructive, helpful behavior, 
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• Use systematic procedures for solution evaluation. 

Procedures have been developed to help decision groups evaluate and compare 
potential solutions. These procedures are especially useful when members appear to be 
divided into opposing factions ("polarization") that each strongly supports a different 
altemative. With the two-{Column procedure, members mutually identify and post the ad
vantages and disadvantages of each alternative (Maier, 1%3). Members then discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages and try to agree on an overall ranking of alternatives. A 
similar but more detailed procedure is cost-benefit analysis. This procedure can be us~'Ci 
when the consequences of each solution are fairly certain and it is possible to make rea
sonably accurate estimates of the benefits and costs in monetary terms. The analysis 
should be conducted in a systematic manner, and care should be taken to avoid biasing 
estimates of costs and benefits to support a preferred solution. After the alternatives have 
all been analyzed, the group selects the best one by using whatever economic criterion 
seems most appropriate (e.g., maximize net benefit, maximize return on investment). 

• Encourage members to look for an integrative solution. 

When a group L., sharply divided in support of competing alternatives, it is some
times feasible to develop an integrative solution that involves the best features of the 
rival solutions. One way to begin this procedure is to examine both alternatives 
closely to identify what features they have in common as well as how they differ. This 
comparison develops a better understanding and appreciation of the opposing alterna
tive) especially if an group members become actively involved in the discussion. The 
leader should encourage participation, keep the discussion analytical rather than 
critical, and post the results of the comparison to provide a visual summary of the sim
ilarities and differences. It is also useful to list for each faction the essential qualities of 
a solution and the relative priorities of different criteria or objectives. Even when it is 
not possible to develop a hybrid solution, the process may help the group identify an 
entirely different solution that is superior to the others. 

• Encourage efforts to reach consensus when feasible. 

Voting is a common procedure for making a decision, but whenever feasible, the 
leader should encourage the group to try to reach a consensus rather than deciding on 
the basis of a simple majority. A consensus occurs when all members of the group 
agree that a particular alternative is acceptable, even though it is not necessarily the 
first choice of every member. A consensus decision usually generates more commit
ment than a majority decision, but more time is typically needed to make the decision, 
and a group consensus is not always possible. When the group has a large majority in 
support of one alternative, but a few dissenters still remain, the leader should careful
ly weigh the possible benefits of winning them over against the cost of additional dis
cussion time. If adequate time has already been devoted to discussion of alternatives, 
it is usually not worthwhile to prolong the discussion merely to persuade one or two 
stubborn members. In this situation, the leader should take the initiative and declare 
that a group decision has been reached. 

• Clarify responsibilities for implementation. 

Before the meeting ends, the leader should make some provisions for implement
ing the decision. Necessary action steps should be specified and responsibility for each 
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action step assigned to individuals. Many good decisions made by groups arc unsuc
cessful simply because nobody bothers to ensure that they are implemented. If a foUow
up meeting is needed, the preparations required for that meeting should be determined 
and responsibilities assigned. Also, the date and time should be determined, if possible, 
when everyone is present. After the meeting, the leader should distribute a summary of 
what lVas dL.;,;<..--u-;scd and dedded l and what responsibilities were assigned to whom. 

Summary 

OrganiZations increasingly rely on teams to improve qualiry, efficiency, and adaptive 
change. Cross-functional teams help to improve coordination among the different 
parties involved in eartying out a joint project. Self-managed teams are delegated 
most of the responsibility and authority traditionally vested in first-line supervisors. 
Virtual teams can 1)(~ used to involve the people who are most quaHfied to t:any out a 
project or solve a problern. 

The potential advantages of teams indude greater employee satisfaction and 
commitment better quality of products and .servk~es, ;lnd greater effidency and pro
ductivity. However, the benents do not occur automatkaBy, and successful imple
mentation depends on a variety of facilitating conditions, including the quality of 
leadership. Some essential leadership processes in teams include building commit
ment for shared objectives, identifying effective petformance strategies and organiz
ing team activities, enhancing member skills and role darity, building mutual trust 
and cooperation, identifying and procuring needed resources, maintaining confidence 
and optimisln, and facilitating external coordination. In a self-managed team, many 
of the leadership roles are carried out int1:xmally and shared among the members. 
Howeverl even in teams that have a fonnalleader) it is often beneficial for other mem
bers to share responsibility for some of the leadership roles. 

The Sth.X:ess of a team also depends in part on its capacity to learn from experi
ence. Two types of group processes that can facilitate team leanling are after-activity 
reviews and dialogue sessions. An after-activity revic\v is a m(""L'1:ing hdd to determine 
what worked well and what did not. A dialogue session is a problem-solving meeting 
in which team members examine thdr impHdt assumptions, emphasize inquity rather 
than advocacy, and try to agree on appropriate mental mcxlels. 

Team,·buikling activities are used to increase (,:ohesiveness, group identification, 
and cooperation. Some examples include enlphasizing common interests and values, 
using ceremonies and rituals~ using symbols to develop group identification, facili
tating social interaction among members, informing members about group activities 
and achievements, conducting process analysis sessions, conducting alignment sessions, 
fostering appreCiation and tolerance for diversity, and creating incentives for mutual 
cooperation. 

A group decision is potentially superior to a decision made by a single individual 
such as the leader, but many things can prevent a group from realizing its potential. A 
major determinant of group effectiveness is the quality of leadership. Leadership func
tions in the context of group meetings can be divided into task -oriented functions and 
group maintenance functions. Both leadership functions appear essential for the success 
of a decision group, and they reqUire skill and a sense of proper timing to be effective. 
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The leadership role is difficult, because the decision process will be adversely 
affected if the leader is either too passive Of too domineering. To improve group 
problem solving and avoid common process problems, a leader should present the 
problem in an unbiased manner, encourage the group to consider alternative concep
tions of the problem, separate idea generation from idea evaluation, and use system
atic procedures for solution evaluation. 

Research on leadership in teams has increased in recent years, but it continues 
to lag behind the pace of change in the way teams are used in organizations. A case 
in point is the increasing use of virtual teams in organizations. The extent to which 
effective leadership is different in virtual teams has yet to be determined, and rapid 
advances in technology make it difficult to predict whether the results from current 
research will still be relevant in the future. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. What factors determine the performance of a team? 
2. What leadership processes are important for cross-functional teams? 
3. Why is leadership more difficult in cross-functional teams than in traditional func-

tional teams? 
4. What leadership roles and processes are important for self-managed teams' 
5. Under what conditions are self-managed work teams most likely to be successful? 
6. Explain how after-activity reviews and dialogue sessions can improve team learning. 
7. What can be done to improve group cohesiveness and collective identification? 
8. What factors determine the quality of group decisions? 
9. What are the major types of task-oriented and group maintenance leadership func

tions in decision groups? 
10. What can a leader do to improve decision-making processes in a group meeting? 
11. Compare the leadership processes in functional work groups, cross-functional 

teams, and self-managed teams. 
12, What are some implications of the new telecommunications and computer tech

nologies for leadership in teams, now and in the future? 
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Strategic Leadership 
by Executives 

Learning Objectives 

Alier studying this chapter you should be able to: 

• Understand what org:~H1izational processes determine an organization's 
performance. 

• {rndersrand how top executives can influence organizational processes and 
improve organizational performance, 

• Understand the conditions that make ,trmegic leadership especially important 

• Understand the conditions that make it more difficult for a chief executive to 
make {'hanges in an organization. 

• Understand how personal tmits and tenure in office are related to a chief 
executive'S leadership behavior. 

• Understand the primary types of res.earch used to assess the importance of 
strAtegic leadership and what has been found. 

• Understand the potential advantages of executive teams and the conditions that 
increase their effectiveness" 

• Understand the procedures that can be used to monitor the environment and 
formulate a good competitive strategy. 

Much of the early leadership literature was concerned with supervisors or middle 
managers in organizations, but in recent years there has been increased interest in 
"strategic leadership" by top executives (Cannella & Monroe, 1997). The shift in focus 
reflects an increased interest in understanding how executives can transform their 
companies to cope with globalization, increasing international competition, and more 
rapid technological and social change. This chapter exmnines relevant theories and 
research On strategic leadership in organizations, and it draws upon the literature in re
lated areas such as organization theory, strategic management, and deCision making. 
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One controversial issue examined in the chapter is the importance of exeeutives 
for the performance of large organizations, Some writers argue that top executives have 
a major influence on organizational performance (e,g" Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996; 
Hambrick, 2007; Katz & Kahn, 1978), whereas other writers contend that they have 
little influence on performance (e,g" Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Meindl, Ehrlich, & 
Dukerich, 1985; Pfeffer, 1977b), The doubters provide several related arguments 
against the importance of an individual leader such as the chief executive officer (CEO), 
One argument is that the performance of an organization is largely determined by 
factors beyond the leader's control, including economic conditions, market conditions, 
governmental polides, and technological change, A second argument is that the 
discretion of an individual executive is limited by internal and external constraints, so 
that only political coalitions have enough influence to make major changes in organiza
tions' A third argument is that people exaggerate the influence of individual leaders 
and give them more credit for successes and more hlame for failures than they actually 
deserve. 

This chapter examines what has been learned about the importance of strategic 
leadership by top executives, The chapter begins with a description of leadership 
processes that explains how top executives can influence the financial performance of an 
organization, Then the chapter reviews conditions that determine how much influence 
top executives are likely to have on the organization, including constraints on executive 
action, external conditions that deternline the need for strategic change) political 
processes that detemline the relative influence of different parties on strategic decisions, 
and the implications of executive tenure for change-oriented leadership> Three rypes of 
research on the importance of stmtegic leadership are fL"Viewed next, including studies 
on the effects of CEO succession, case studies of successful and unsuccessful CEOs, and 
survey field studies on the relationship between charismatic behavior by CEOs and the 
financial performance of their companies, An alternative to leadership by a single "hero
ic" CEO is shared leadership by an executive team, and the conditions in which these 
teams are likely to be effective are described, The last section of the chapter provides 
guidelines for two important responsibilities of strategic leaders, namely monitoring the 
external environment to identify threats and oppoltUnities, and formulating strategy for 
the future survival and prosperiry of the organization, 

How Leaders Influence Organizational Performance 

One of the most important research questions in strategic leadership is how lead
ers can influence the overall effectiveness of large organizations, Even though it is 
clear that the influence of top executives on the performance of an organization is 
greater in some situations than in others, it is less clear how this influence is actually 
achieved, The Flexible Leadership Theory (Fl T) was formulated to answer this ques
tion (YukI, In Press; Yuki & Lepsinger, 2004), FLT incorporates ideas from earlier lead
ership theories and from related areas of study, including organization theory (e,g" 
Katz & Kahn, 1978; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969; Tushman & Romanelli, 1985), strategic 
management (e,g" Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Porter, 1996), human 
resource management (e,g" Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; Wright & Snell, 1998), and change 
management (e,g" Beer & Nohria, 2000; Zajac, Kraatz, & Bresser, 1999), The four 
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types of constructs in FiT include organizational performance (or effectiveness), per
formance determinants, leadership processes, and situational variables, 

Organizational effectiveness is the long-term prosperity and survival of the 
organization, aod it depends on three types of performance determinants: (1) efficien
cyand process reliability, (2) human relations and resources; and (3) adaptation to the 
environment. The relative importance of these performance deterrninant."I will differ 
across organizations and over time for the same organization. Aspect.;; of the situation 
that detennine the relative importance of the performance determinants include the 
type of organization, the type of products or services it provides, and the amount of 
volatility and competition in the external environment (e,g" economic and poUtk;;1 
conditions, amount of competition from other organizations, changes in customer pref
erences, changes in technology), Complex interdependencies and tmde-offs among 
the performance determinants create difficult challenges for leaders, hvcause attempts 
to influence one performance determinant can affect the others in a positive or nega
tive way (Beer, 2001; Quinn, 1988; YukI & Lepsinger, 20(4), 

Primary Performance Determinants 

The three types of performance determinants and the conditions that increase 
their itnpoltance will be described in more detail hefore looking more closely at the 
leadership processes. 

Adaptation to the Environment. The effectiveness of an organization a1", depends 
on responding in appropriate ways to external threats and opportunities. Adaptation 
is more important when the external environment is volatile and uncertain, which is 
likely in situations of rapid tt:chnological change, political and economic turmoil 1 or 
new threats from competitors or external enemies. A company is more likely to adapt 
successfully 1.0 its environment if it has a relevant competitive strategy specifying the 
types of products or services to offer and ways to influence potential customers or 
clients. Sl;H::cessful adaptation sometimes requires major changt>s in the organization's 
products and services, or the procedures for marketing and supplying them. A rapid 
response to changing conditions and the actions of competitors is especially important 
for an organization \vith a strategy that emphaSizes unique, Jeading-edge products or 
services to satist}' tht...' changing nec"'tt., of customers and clients. 

Adaptation is enhanced by accurate interprer<:nion of information about the 
enviromnent; collective learning by members (understanding of processes and causal 
relationships); effective knowledge management (retention and diffusion of new 
knowledge within the organization); flexibility of work processes (capacity to change 
them quickly as needed); innovations in products, services, or processes; and avail
ability of discretionary resources (to support new initiatives and crisis management). 

EjJiciency and Process Reliability. Efficiency is the use of people and resources 
to carry out essential operations in a way that minimizes costs and avoids wasted effort 
and resources, Efficiency is especially important when the competitive strategy of the 
organization is to offer its products and services at a lower price than competitors. or 
when a financial crisis occurs and there are insufficient funds to support essential 
operations. This performance determinant is less important when an organization is 
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able to pass along cost increases to customers, or the organization is highly subsidized 
by the government. Efficiency can be increased by redesigning work processes, using 
new technology, and coordinating unit activities to avoid unnecessary activities and 
wasted resources. 

Process reliability means avoiding unnecessary delays, errors, quality defects, 
or accidents. It is an important component of efficiency when defective products or 
unreliable processes increase costs. Examples include employee theft or misuse of 
resources, expenses for correcting or replacing defective products or inadequate 
services, expenses for repairing or replacing damaged equipment, and lawsuits by 
customers or employees who are injured by errors, accidents, or exposure to harm
ful substances. Process reliability is conceptualized primarily as a component of 
efficiency because it usually increases costs, but sometimes it can also affect adapta
tion (e.g., if defective products eventually lower sales) or human resources (e.g., if 
essential employees are seriously injured or killed by avoidable accidents and haz
ards). Process reliability can be improved by using extra resources to ensure that 
quality and safety standards are maintained, products or services are delivered on 
time, and accidents are avoided. However, effiCiency will not he improved unless 
the savings from improved process reliability exceeds the cost of the extra resources. 
Sometimes it is possible to redesign products and simplify work processes in ways 
that will reduce errors and delays as well as the direct cost of operdtions (e.g., with 
re-engineering or Six Sigma programs). 

Human Resources and Relations. The term human capital is sometimes lIsed to 
describe the quality of an organization's human resources, which include the relevant 
skills and experience of members (Hitt & Ireland, 2002), Performance also depends 
on member motivation and the quality of their social relationships and networks 
(sometimes called social capital). Collective work is performed more effectively by 
people who have strong skills, strong commitment to task objectives, confidence in 
their ability to achieve challenging objectives, a high level of mutual trust, and strong 
identification with the organization and its mission (Gelade, & Ivery, 2003; Harter, 
Schmidt, & Hayes, 2002; Pfeffer, 1994, 2005). Human reSources and relations are relat
ed to efficiency and adaptation in complex ways (Becker & Gerhart, 1996; Becker & 
HuseHd, 1998; Huselid, Jackson, & Schuler, 1997; Wright & Snell, 1998). The effects of 
human resources and relations on a firm's financial performance are primarily mediat
ed by these other two performance determinants. Talenred, dedicated employees are 
often instrumental for the achievement of both efficiency and innovative adaptation, 
but the importance of human capital is often overlooked by top executives fIxated on 
short-term fInancial performance (Hatch & Dyer, 2004; Pfeffer, 1994, 2005). 

Human resources and relations are more important when the work is complex 
and difficult to learn, new members require extensive training, successful performance 
requires a high level of skill and motivation, and it is difficult to recruit and train com
petent replacements for people who leave (e.g., hospitals, consulting firms, legal fIrms, 
advertising agencies, research universities). The importance of human relations and 
resources is increased by a competitive strategy that relies on services delivered by 
unique experts who, if dissatisfIed, can fInd jobs in competing companies or start their 
own competing company. This performance determinant is relatively less important 
for an organization with highly automated processes and few employees, for a "virtual 
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organization" that has outsourced nearly all functions, and for an organization that has 
an ample supply of people willing to work for low wages in jobs that require little skill 
or cooperation, 

Ways to Influence the Performance Determinants 

Leaders can enhatK'C the pert()rmance determinants with a comhination of meth
ods, induding 0) leadership behaviors; (2) changes in programs, systems, and struc
ture; and (3) competitive strategy. The different types of leadership influence are 
closely interdependent. 

Leadership Behaviors. As noted in Chapter 4, most forms of direct leadership 
behavior can be classified into three general types or metucategol1es that are differentiat
ed by tlleir primary obiettive. The task-oriented behaviors are used primarily to improve 
efficiency and process reliability. 1be change-oriented behaviors are usc'd primarily to 
improve adaptation to the external environmenL The reiatiomH)riented heh;wiors are 
used primarily to improv<:: human relations :and human resources. Specific types of 
behavior in each melacategOlY \vere described in Chapter :1; and some lx'haviors will be 
more useful than others in a pmtkular situation or for a pal1icular type of le':lder. For 
example, most of th(' change-oriented behaviors are more relevant in a rapidly changing 
environment than in a n:1Jtively stable environnlcnt: and they are used more by top 
executives than by low-leVel supervisors, 

Programs, Systems, and Structure. Another way for leaders to influence the 
performance determinants is by irnplementing or modifying formal programs, man
agement systems, and aspects of formal "tructur(:', As noted in Chapter 1, this type 
of influence is sometimes called indirect leadership, because no direct interaction 
with followers is necessary 10 influence their attitudes ';:lnd behavior. Mtk"t leadership 
theories describe the direct influence of leaders on subordinate attitudes and motiva
tion, but the potential influence from changing programs and systems is Hkely to be 
greater and is seldom acknowledged. Table J5~ 1 li,<.;t.:.; examples of improvement pro
grams, management systems, and structural forms used in many organizations. 

The use of direct behaviors and changes in progmms or systems are complemen
[ary rather tlktn mutually exclusive {()fIns of leader influence. The direct behavjors can 
1)(' used to facil5t4'lte the lIny)iementation of new programs or systems and their success
ful use. A major change is more likely to be accepted when top management explains 
why it is needed, and how it will henefit the organization. A new knowledge manage
ment system is more likely to be successful when managers encourage subordinates to 
input relevant information and use the system in appropriate ways. A new training 
program is more likely to he successful when managers encourage subordinates to 
attend the program and provide them with opportunities to use newly learned skills on 
the job. 

Management programs and systems can enhance the effects of direct leadership 
behaviors. For example, encouraging innovative thinking is much more likely to in
crease the development of new products and processes when an organization has a 
well-deSigned program to facilitate and reward innovation. Without such a program, 
employees may doubt that their creative ideas will be supported and eventually adopted 
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Efficiency and Process Reliability 
• Performance managementandgoal setting programs (e.g., MBO, zero defects) 
• Process and quality improvement programs (quality circles, TQM, Six Sigma) 
• Cost reduction programs (downsizing, outsourcing, just-in-time inventory) 
• Structural forms (functional specialization, formalization, standardization) 
• Appraisal, recognition, and reward systems focused on efficiency and process reliability 

Human Resources and Relations 
• Quality of worklife programs (flextime, job sharing, child care, fitness center) 
• Employee benefit programs (health care, vacations, retirement, sabbaticals) 
• Socialization and teambu!lding (orientation programs; ceremonies and rituals; social events 

and celebrations) 
• Employee development programs (training, mentoring, 360 feedback, education subsidies) 
• Human resource planning (succession planning, assessment centers, recruiting programs) 
• Empowerment programs (self-managed teams, employee ownership, industrial democracy) 
• Recognition and reward programs focused on !oyalty, service, or skill acqUisition 

Innovation and Adaptation 
• Competitor and market analysis programs (market surveys, focus groups, consumer panels, 

comparative product testing, benchmarking of competitor products and processes) 
• Innovation programs (entrepreneurship programs, quality circles, innovation goals) 
• Knowledge acquisition (consultants, joint ventures, importing best practices from others) 
• Organizational learning (knowledge management systems, after-activity reviews, joint ventures) 
• Temporary structural forms for implementing change (steering committee, task forces) 
• Growth and diversification programs (mergers and acquisitions, franchises, joint ventures) 
• Structural forms (research departments, smail product diviSions, product managers, cross

functional product development teams) 
• Appraisal, recognition, and reward systems focused on innovation and customer satisfaction 

by the organization. As noted in Chapter 6, programs and structures can also limit the 
use of leadership behaviors or nullify their effects. For example, it is clifficult to em
power subordinates when there are elaborate rules and standard procedures. 

Management programs and systems can also serve as substitutes for some types of 
direct behaviors (see Chapter 6). For example, company-wide training programs can 
reduce the amount of training that managers need to provide to their immediate subor
dinates. Management programs and systems provide a way to ensure that common 
activities are earned out in an efficient and uniform way across subunits. A company
wide bonus system with clear guidelines is likely to be more equitable than having each 
subunit manager determine the size and frequency of bonuses and the criteria for allo
cating them. Training of generic skills that are relevant for all employees is likely to be 
more efficient and consistent if provided by expert trainers as part of a company train
ing program rather than by many individual managers in the company. 

Decisions about Competitive Strategy, Top executives usually have primary 
responsibility for making decisions about competitive strategy, and these decisions are 
an especially important source of influence on an organization's perfonnance (Adner 
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& Helfat, 2003; Hambrick, 2007), Competitive strategy includes decisions about the 
types of products or services to offer, the basis for appealing to potential customers 
(e,g" price, quality, customer service, uniqueness, patriotism), and the methods used 
to influence potential customers or clients (e,g" advertising, discounts, promotions), 
The strategy may also involve decisions about ways wobtainnecessary financial re
sources (e,g.: stocks, bonds, loansJ donations), and ways to grow the organization and 
expand into new markets (e.g., acquisitions! mergers, joint ventures, strategic allhtnces, 
franchises) , 

Decisions about competitive strategy affect the relative importance of the per
formance determinants and their optimal level, The primary focus of strategy is on 
adaptation, but the interdependence among performance determinants makes it diffi
cult to improve adaptation unless consistent changes are made in efficiency and 
human capital. For example, the decision to offer lower prices as the ptimary basis for 
increasing sales and profits may require a reduction in the cost of operations (e,g" by 
using improved technology, by using less expensive materials, by reducing the pay 
and benefits of current or newly hired employees, or by outsourcing high paying jobs 
to low-wage counttie:;). The decision to provide more unique products or improve 
customer service may make it neccs..",ary to retrain current employees or to reenlit more 
skilled employees, 

Stmtegy formulation is facilitated by the use of specific leadership behaviors such 
as monitoring the external environment, assessing threats and opportunities, identify
ing core competencies, and evaluating alternative strategies (Yuki & Lepsinger, 2004), 
Some types of programs and systems for monitoring the external environment provide 
additional information necessary to identify an appropriate strAtegy for the organiza
tion, Several leadership behaviors can be useful for implementing a new strategy or 
major change {see Chapter lOl Implementing a new strategy usually reqUires some 
modification of managenlent progrAms, systems, and structures in the organization, 
and it may also involve negotiation of new agreements with other organizations (e.g., 
dients, distributors, suppliers, strategic partners). 

Need for Flexible. Adaptive Leadership 

Decisions and actions that are intended to improve one petformance determinant 
often have implications for the other performance determinants as well. These side 
effects may not be intentional, and they may not be beneficiaL A leader who puts too 
much emphasis on influendng one performance determinant may have an adverse 
effect on another performance determinant) and the result may be lower organization
al performance, The following example from Home Depot, the world's largest home
improvement retailer, shows how attempts to improve efficiency can adversely affect 
both human relations and adaptation (Foust, 2003), 

The company had always encouraged its store managers to view their stores as their 
own and to manage them as they saw fit. While this approach motivated employees 
to be entrepreneurial and customer-focused, it increased the COst of operations, 
When Bob Nardelli became chairman and CEO, he decided to cut costs by centraliz
ing purchasing decisions, reducing inventory, and establishing clearer performance 
standards, However, less freedom to make their OVln decisions was upsetting to the 
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store managers, and many chose to leave rather than surrender their autonomy to 
headquarters. Reductions: in inventory meant that customers could no longer be 
sure of finding what they needed. Hiring more parHime people (up to half of the 
workforce) as a cost-cutting measure led to more complaints by customers that they 
could no longer get advice from knowledgeable, experienced salespeople. Sales 
declined and there was a sharp drop in the stock price. 

When there are difficult trade-offs, it is essential to find an appropriate balance 
that reflects the relative priorities of the performance determinants and the potential 
for improving each one (Beer, 2001; Ebben & Johnson, 2005; Gibson & Birkinshaw, 
2004; QUinn, 1988; YukI & Lepsinger, 2004). In some cases one cannot be improved 
without consistent changes in the others, For example, it is difficult to improve effi
ciency and innovation if the necessary changes depend on employees who lack the 
motivation and skills necessary to achieve these objectives. Whenever possible, lead
ers should look for ways to enhance more than one performance determinant at the 
same time. The performance of an organization is likely to be better when leaders are 
able to enhance innovative adaptation and efficiency simultaneously, which is some
times called "organizational ambidexterity" (Gibson & llirkinshaw, 20()4, He & Wong, 
2004; Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996). The same is true for team performance when it 
depends on both efficiency and innovation. For example, one study (Gilson, Mathieu, 
Shalley, & Ruddy, 2005) found that equipment repair teams with highly skilled mem
bers (human capital) were able to achieve low costs (efficiency) as well as good 
(ustomer service (adaptation) with a combination of standardized best practices and 
creativity in using new approaches. Success in achieving potential synergies requires 
a good understanding of the complex relationships among performance determinants, 
leadership behaviors, and management practices (YukI & Lepsinger, 2004) 

The task of balancing trade-offs among the performance determinants is further 
complicated by changes in conditions affecting the relative importance of the perform
ance determinants. A leader may achieve a good halance only to find that changing 
conditions have upset it again. It is essential to continually assess the situation and de
termine what types of behavior, programs, management systems, and structural forms 
are relevant and mutually compatible. Using a particular type of behavior, program, or 
strategy be<..<1use it proved successful in the past or for other leaders may not yield the 
desired results. Considerable skill is required to monitor and diagnose the situation ac
curately and integrate diverse leadership activities in a way that is relevant for chang
ing conditions (Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Hooijberg, Hunt, & Dodge, 1997; YukI & 
Lepsinger, 2005), The recent rese-arch on leader traits and skills (see Chapter 2) pro
vides insights into the types of skills and personalry traits that are needed for flexible, 
adaptive leadership. 

Coordinating Leadership Across Levels and Subunits 

Leadership in organizations is a process that involves many formal and informal 
leaders at all levels and in different subunits of the organization. The fates of differ
ent leaders are closely intertwined in complex ways, and the overall performance of 
the organization is likely to suffer if decisions made by different leaders are not com
patible with each other. Even though top executives have primary responsibility for 
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strategic decisions, they are unlikely to be implemented successfully without the sup
port and commitment of middle and lower-level leaders in the organization (Beer, 
Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990; Huy, 2002; Wai-Kwong, Priem, & Cyeyota, 2001), 

Even in organizations with a powerfUl CEO, prolonged conflict about the CEO's 
vision or competitive strategy can prevent it frum being implemented effectively 
(Connor, 1995; Kotter, 2002; Robhins & Duncan, 1988), Resistance hy managers at dif
ferent levels may stem from disagreement about the nature of external threats and 
opportunities j the reasons for past success or failure. the priorities for different objec
tives, and the feaSibility of alternative strategies, A good understanding of these 
diverse perceptions is needed to identify a vision or competitive strategy that will elic
it sufficient cooperation and commitment. 

A firm's performance depends in part on how well top executives deal with 
subunit competition and disagreements about objectives and priorities 
(Edmundson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003; Smith & Tushman, 2(05), It is important 
for each executive to understand the complex interdependencies that determine 
the <:onsequcnces of strategic decisions for other executives and for the overall 
organization. The primary responsihility for resolving disagreements and achiev
ing integration usually falls on the CEO, and it ,can he facilitated with the use of 
appropriate decision processes. However j an :::dternative approach is to make the 
entire executiVe team responsible for integration. The facilitating conditions and 
essential processes for a "leader centric" or "team centric" approach are described 
by Smith and Tushman (2005), 

It is difficult to achieve cooperation and coordination across levels and subunits 
in an organization unless the managers have shared ideals and values to gUide their 
decisions. Companies with a strong, relevant "core ideology" are more likely to sur
vive and he successful over a long period of time (Collins & Porras, 1997). A primary 
responsibility of top management is to ensure that the (>rganization has a relevant core 
ideology, but leaders at all levels Illust help to build support for the Core ideology and 
ensure it is understood and used to guide daily actions. 

Top executives do not have ;:1 monopoly on relevant information or ne\v ideas, 
and as nott'd in Chapter 1 O~ innovative changes in organizations often originate 
from lower levels (Marion & Ubi-Bien, 2001; Yuki & Lepsinger, 2004), There are 
seveml ways top management can increase the involvement of middle and lower
level managers in making strategiC decisions (Denis, Lamothe & Langley, 2001; 
Sundaramutthy & Lewis, 2(03), Managers at different levels can be invited to par
ticipate in face-la-face or virtual meetings about strategic decisions. Task forces 
with representatives from different subunits and levels can be formed to develop a 
new initiative or determine what types of changes are necessary. Relevant pro
grams and systems can be used to encourage and support proposals from lower
level managers for improving efficiency, adaptation, and human relations. 

Constraints on Executives 

The power and discretion to make major changes is an important determinant of 
a leader's potential influence on organization performance, In Chapter 3 we saw that 
managers face many strong constraints on their actions. This section of the chapter 
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examines the situational constraints on the discretion of executives and aspects of the 
situation that determine how much influence top executives can have on the perform
ance of their organization. 

Internal Constraints 

The CEO's discretion can be limited by a variety of internal organizational fac
tors (Hambrick & Finkelstein, 1987), One type of constraint involves powerful inside 
forces or coalitions in the organization. There is less discretion when the CEO must 
operate in the shadow of the company founder, satisfy a dominant owner (e,g" the 
organization is a family-owned firm or the subsidiary of another firm), or answer to a 
strong board of directors with rigid ideas about the appropriate way to do things, 
Power and discretion are greater when the CEO is a major owner or shareholder of 
the firm or when the board of directors is easily influenced ro support the CEO. 
Discretion is limited when internal factions and coalitions have sufficient counterpow
er to block changes a leader wants to make (e.g., labor unions, other executives with 
a strong power base} Discretion is increased when surplus financial reserves are 
available to fund new ventures, or the firm's prosperity makes it easy to finance inno
vations by borrowing funds. 

Another type of internal constraint is a strong organization culture that is resistant 
to change. Large organizations with a strong bureaucracy and standardized ways of 
doing things have an inertia that is difficult to overcome. People resist change that 
threatens their status and power, contradicts their values and beliefs, or requires learn
ing new ways of doing things. 

External Constraints 

External constraints on the discretion of a CEO include the nature of the organiza
tion's primary products and services and the type of markets in which the organization 
operates. Managerial discretion is greater if the organization is in a gro\\iih industry that 
has rapidly increasing demand rather than flat or declining demand, if the organization's 
products or services can be differentiated from those of competitors (not a standardized 
"commodity" such as petrol or cement), and if the organization dominates its markets 
and faces little or no direct competition (e.g., it is a monopoly or has a dominant share 
of the market). 

Discretion is also constrained by powerful external stakeholders who <.-'an dictate 
conditions, as when a few major clients account for most of the company's sales, or when 
the company is dependent on a single source of key materials. The decisions and actions 
of top executives are limited by environmental regulations, labour laws, safety standards, 
and legal obligations. Even when the organization is a monopoly, discretion in key areas 
such as pricing, technology, and product changes may be severely limited by government 
regulation. 

The discretion of an executive to make major changes depends in part on how 
internal and external stakeholders perceive the performance of the organization. In a 
crisis situation where organization performance is declining and the survival of the 
organization is in doubt j leaders are expected to take more decisive, innovative actions 
to deal with the crisis. Innovative changes are less likely to occur in periods of relative 
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stability and prosperity for the organization. When people do not perceive any crisis, 
attempts by the leader to make major changes are likely to be viewed as inappropriate, 
disruptive, and irresponsible. 

Constraints and EXeCutive Traits as Joint Determinants 

Internal and external constraints interact with each other and with the leader's 
personality and skills to influence the leader's behavior. Over time pressures arise 
that favor a match between the type of leadership situation and the type of person fill
ing it The most restrictive situation is one in which internal and external constraints 
are so seVere that the CEO is merely a figurehead who cannot implement any signifi
cant strategy changes or innovations. This type of position is unlikely to be filled by 
an ambitious, innovative leader, in part because such a person would not normally 
seek (or remain in) a figurehead position, and in part because the organization selec
tion process will favor a conservative, risk-averse, compliant person. 

The opposite extreme is the situation with few internal and external constraints 
and ample discretion. Ambitious) dynamic leaders will be attracted to this type of 
position. Ample di,,,cretion providt:s opporlllnities for innovative leadership but does 
not guarantee it. Even in a situation with ft"w con;:,iraints, some it.:aders lack the cog
nitive skill to perceive innovative options Or the motivation to pursue them. 

Conditions Affecting the Need for Strategic leadership 

The opportunity of top executives to exert strong influence on the performance 
of an organization depends in part on historical factors such as the evolutionaty stage 
of the organization (Lord & Maher, 1991; Miller & Friesen, 1984; Tushman & Romanelli, 
1985; Tushman, Newman, & Romanelli. 1986). Tushman and Romanelli (1985) formu
lated a '"'punctuated equilibrium model" to describe how organizations evolve over 
time and the role of top executives in this evolutionary process. The evolution of an 
organization was described in terms of alternating periods of reorientation and conver
gence that typicalJy occur over the lifetime of an organization, 

Periods of Reorientation 

A performance decline may occur at any point, and eventually it will trigger a 
period of reorientation, which, if successful, will renew and revitalize the organization. 
Reorientation occurs as a relatively short period of intense activity during which top
level leaders make major changes in the organization's strategy, structure, and work 
processes. Reorientation may be initiated in response to a variety of environmental 
changes, including new competition, major changes in technology, declirting demand 
for the organization's products and services, or a different political-regulatory climate. 
For example, in the automobile industry, the emergence of strong foreign competition 
combined with changing consumer preferences and new government regulations 
(safety, gas mileage, pollution controls) created the need for major changes in strategy. 
Changing technology in the computer industry has created major upheavals, making 
products rapidly obsolete and allowing the emergence of new competitors. In the 
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financial services industry (banks, insurance, stocks and bonds) deregulation created a 
sudden need for major changes after many years of stable conditions. 

A major shift in strategy will cause ripples of change throughout the organiza
tion. Changes will be necessary in the distribution of power (some will gain at the 
expense of others), structuring of subunits and reporting relationships, allocation of 
resources to various activities, patterns of required interaction and communication! 
operatlonal procedures, norms and values about how things are done, assignment of 
formal and informal roles, and the staffing of key positions. To succeed, reorienta
tion requires concurrent changes in interrelated aspects of strategy, structure, work 
processes, and people. It is essential to overcome inevitable pockets of resistance 
that will emerge as some people attempt to protect their advantages and maintain 
the old, familiar ways of doing things. Top-level executives should guide and coor
dinate the change effort and provide the vision, energy, and guidance needed to 
make it succeed. 

Periods of Convergence 

The periods of upheaval and revolutionary change are typically followed by 
much longer periods of convergence. During periods of convergence, only small, 
incremental changes are made to solidify and reinforce the new strategy and increase 
the consistency between strategy, organization structure, culture, and people, 
Examples of this type of "fine-tuning" include refining policies and procedures, creating 
specialized units and linking mechanisms, clarifying roles and relationships, modifying 
reward systems to be compatible with the strategy, selecting and developing personnel 
suited to the strategy, and building commitment to the strategy. The convergence 
period also includes minor changes in strategy to adapt to the environment. However, 
these incremental changes do not add up to proclu('e fundamental transformation in an 
organization (Romanelli & Tushman, 199,t). 

The incremental changes made during a convergence period have hoth advan
tages and disadvantages. The advantage is that they make the organization more 
efficient in carrying out its strategy. Mutually reinforcing patterns of strong cultural 
values, dearly understood work procedures, and dearly defined relationships make 
it easier for members of the organization to carry out operations without much con
fusion, conflict, and politics, The disadvantage is that internal forces for :;tability are 
strengthened, making it harder for executives to make major changes when they are 
eventually required due to changes in the environment. Furthermore, some top 
executives pursue a winning strategy to extremes, which can weaken an organiza
tion and make it more vulnerable to competition (Miller, 1990). 

Influence of Top Management 

Top-level executives are viewed by Tushman and Romanelli (1985) as the mech
anism for mediating between forces for stability and forces for change. The forces for 
stability increase during periods of convergence as the culture becomes stronger and 
the organization develops standardized, familiar ways of doing things. The forces for 
reorientation occur when the organization becomes so misaHgned with the environ
ment that incremental changes are nO longer able to prevent a crisis of declining 
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performance. How executives perceive these forces and deal with them has major 
implications for the performance of their organization (Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996; Yuld 
& Lepsinger, 2004). 

The effect of a CEO on the performance of an organization depends on where it 
is in the evolutionarycyde. The CEO has less potential impact when the environment 
is stable and the fit between the organization and environment is still good and likely 
to remain so. Managing incremental changes during convergence requires consider
able expertise, but much of the responsibility can be delegated to managers at lower 
levels. The potential intluence of a CEO on organization performance is much larger 
when major changes in the environment threaten to undermine the effectiveness of the 
existing strategy, or they provide unusual opportunities to pursue a new strategy. A 
CEO who foresees the need for change and takes bold steps to deal with threats and 
capitalize on opportunities can have a dramatic effect on the long-term survival and 
effectiveness of the organization. Organizations that afe the early pioneers in the use 
of new technologies or development of new markets can gain an advantage over com
petitors who decide much later to pursue a similar strategy (Tushman & Anderson, 
1986). 

Unfortunately, an t::'ntrenched management is likely to continue making incre
mental changes rather than initiate a l1Kljor strategy reorientation, Executives are 
strongly in!1uenced by the implicit beliefs, assumptions, and values underlying the 
current culture and strategy_ Many executives persist too long in the belief that a pre
viously successful strategy is 8tm relevant despite changes in the external environ
ment (Audia, Locke, &. Smith, 2000; Lam. Milliken, &. Batra. ]992; Miller &. Chen, 
1994). Faced with dedining performance or new c()1npetilion l most executives 
attempt to improve implementation of The existing strategy rAther than questioning it. 
Efforts to strengthen the current strategy by CUlling costs and tightening controls often 
results in a tempomry improvement in performance, making top management appear 
to be successful (Johnson, 1992). However. even when such efforts fail to yield 
improvements) SCHne CEOs will continue to invest more resources in a strategy rather 
than admit failure (Staw &: Ross, 1987). 

It is difficult for a CEO to get support for major changes when the need for them 
is not ohvious. In the ahsence of an obvic)Us crisis, powerful members of the organ
ization will question the nt:ed for changing things, and they may succeed in blocking 
the changes or removing the CEO, A-fujor changes usu;lHy cause a temporary decline 
in performance, as resources are diverted to implement them and people learn new 
ways of doing things (Lord &. Maher, 1991). It usually takes considerable time to ver
ify the success of a major change (3-5 years), and the delay is an additional risk that 
many executives may prefer to avoid. Thus, to lead an organization through a suc
cessful reorientation in the absence of a crisis requires unusual talent, energy, and 
power. Even when a crisis is finally evident, the current top management may not be 
able to formulate a new strategy that is credible. By then attributional biases will 
work against the current leadership, making it easier for a coalition of powerful stake
holders to replace the CEO. 

Tushman, Newman, and Romanelli (1986) found that reorientation was initiated 
by the current CEO in only 15% of the 40 companies they studied, and in each of these 
six cases the CEO replaced some of the executive team with new people who had 
different skills and a fresh perspective. Thus, most reorientations were initiated by 
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new leadership, and the new CEO was often an outside successor with a mandate for 
major change, A different pattern of CEO turnover is typical during periods of conver
gence, Consistent with the emphasis on continuity of the existing strategy, CEO 
turnover during convergence periods is due more often to retirement or voluntary res
ignation than to forced succession; outside successors are seldom selected, and succes
sors are unlikely to have a mandate for major change, 

The tendency for major changes in strategy to be initiated by new leadership is 
supported by other research as well (e,g" Lauterback, Vu, & Weisberg, 1999; 
Samuelson, Galbraith, & McGuire, 1985; Schwartz & Menon, 1985; Virany, Tushman, & 
Romanelli, 1992), In a study of 28 large and medium-sized British companies that 
went from declining performance to sharply improving performance, the turnaround 
was led by a new CEO in 55% of the companies, and significant changes in the exec
utive team occurred in 85% of the companies (Grinyer, Mayes, & McKiernan, 1990), 
The sharp turnaround in these companies was attributed to a new vision, high energyt 
and a positive, action-oriented approach taken by the new executive team. The suc
cessful executive teams focused on improving the core business and exploiting oppor
tunities related to it. 

Political Power and Strategic Leadership 

How much change occurs in an organization is determined not only by the CEO, 
but also by power struggles among different factions or coalitions, As noted in 
Chapter 7, stmtegic contingencies theory attempts to explain how changes in the envi
ronment of the organization affect the relative power of different subunits (Hickson et 
aI., 1971), According to the theory, subunits with unique expertise in solving critical 
problems gain more power to influence the organization'S strategic decisions, The 
most powerful subunit is often able to get one of its members selected as the CEO of 
the organization, and the representatives of this subunit have more influence in groups 
responsible for strategic planning (e,g" executive committee, board of directors), 
Thus, according to the theory, there is a process of natural selection wherein the peo
ple who are most qualified to help the organization adapt to the environment gain the 
most influence in strategic deciSions, thereby facilitating successful adaptation. 

Some support for the theory was found in several studies (Brass, 1984, 1985; 
Hambrick, 1981; Hinings, Hickson, Pennings, & Schneck, 1974; Hills & Mahoney, 1978; 
Pfeffer & Moore, 1980; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1974), However, the theory is not able to 
explain how a subunit sometimes retains power even after changes in the environment 
make its expertise less criticaL This explanation is provided by extending the theory 
to include political processes in organizations (Pfeffer, 1981; Salancik & Pfeffer, 1977). 

The process by which powerful individuals or subunits use political tactics to 
increase their power or protect existing power sources is called "institutionalization." 
Salancik and Pfeffer (1977) proposed that a coalition of top executives (induding lead
ers of the dominant subunit) can use political processes to maintain power even after 
their expertise is no longer critical to the organization, Ambiguity about the nature of 
the environment and how it is changing provides an opporturtity for top executives to 
interpret events in a biased manner, to magnify the importance of their expertise, and 
to justify their policies, Control over distribution of information about how well the 
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organization is performing allows top executives to exaggerate the success of past 
decisions and cover up mistakes. The power of top management can also be used to 
deny others the resources and opportunity needed to demonstrate their superior 
expertise. Critics and potential rivals can be silenced, co-opted, or expelled from the 
organization(Pfeffer, 1981). 

The evolutionary shift in power described by strategic contingencies theory can be 
delayed by the use of these political. tactics, but the reprieve for top management is not 
unlimited, When major changes occur in the envirofl1llcnt and top nutnagement lacks 
the expertise to develop an appropriate strate;;,'}', the performance of the organization 
will decll.ne. This process will occur much faster when the organization has strong com
petition for its products and services, and competitors are able to adapt more rapidly to 
changes in the environment. Unless the organization replaces top management, it will 
eventually go bankrupt or be taken over by outsiders who desire its assets. 

Executive Tenure and Strategic Leadership 

A CEO's strategic leadeftihip behavior is also affected by time in office. 
Hambrick and Fukutomi 0991l presented a "life cycle" model to explain the pattern of 
changing behavior observed in many CEOs over a period of several years. The chang
ing patterns of behavior have important implications for the effectiveness of a CEO, 
and the model helps to explain why a major reorientation is seldom initiated by a CEO 
who has been in office for many years. 

Behavior in the initial stage is greatly influenced by tbe implicit mandate given 
the CEO by the board of directors or the owner of the firm (e.g., an individual, family, 
or another corporation). The mandate may be to make major changes or to keep 
things the same. Out.side succeSsors tend to make more immediate changes than in
side successors, probably because they are usually brought in with a mandate to do so. 
The new CEO will attempt to demcmstrate early successes in order to gain more discre
tion later. Initial changes are usually made in the functional areas where the executive 
has the most experience (Gabarr", 1985). For example, a CEO who was formerly a 
production executive is likely to make changes in manufacturing processes, a market
ing executive is likely to make changes in marketing and advertising, and a finance 
executive is likely to make changes in financial arrangements. The initial changes will 
also reflect the prior experience of the new CEO in earlier executive positions, espe
dally if the relevance of this experience was a major reason for selecting the person. 
If the CEO assumed office in the midst of a crisis, initial changes will be made to seek 
some immediate relief and buy time for longer-term solutions. However, if initial 
changes are costly to implement and disruptive to operations, the net effect may be a 
further decll.ne in organizational performance until the benefits of the change finally 
begin to materialize (Gabarro, 1987; Haveman, 1992). 

After tryl.ng to satisfy the irtitial mandate and get a political foothold, the execu
tive is likely to experiment with various approaches. The early period rypically 
l.nvolves l.ntense information gathering from internal and external sources to identify 
problems and opportunities. The CEO also tries to evaluate the effects of initial 
changes before making additional ones. Eventually (usually in the second or third 
year), the executive may gain enough knowledge and influence to select an enduring 
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theme or strategy and begin to implement it. Subsequent behavior consists mostly of 
incremental steps to bolster the new theme or strategy. If the mandate was to main· 
tain continuity or the executive is conservative and risk averse, then the new theme 
may be much like that of the former CEO. . 

Once a theme or strategy is selected, commitment to it tends to increase over 
time. The CEO becomes increasingly narrow-minded and inflexible about considering 
other alternatives. The task becomes less exciting, and the behavior of the executive 
becomes more habitual and routine. Less search for external information occurs, neg
ative information tends to be discounted or ignored, and the CEO puts forth less effort 
to learn and improve. Early successes tend to make the CEO complacent about the 
effectiveness of the strategy. The longer a CEO is in office, the more power will be 
institutionalized in the ways described earlier. This power makes it more difficult for 
others to question the CEO's strategy. Thus, when the external environment is dynam
ic and strategic changes are needed more olien, it may be dysfunctional for the organ
ization to have a CEO with extended tenure. 

Hambrick and Fukutomi (991) remind us that this pattern is not inevitable. 
Various aspects of the environment, organization, and individual interact to decrease 
the likelihood that a CEO will become complacent and inflexible. For example, in a 
dynamic! hostile environment, a CEO who is oriented toward achievement, has a 
high tolerance of ambiguity, seeks information from a diversity of sources (induding 
negative feedback), and learns from experience, is likely to remain vigilant and flex
ihle. However, a CEO with a low tolerance of ambiguity and less ambition is likely 
to take refuge in a single-minded theme as a way to cope with the ambiguity and 
threat of an uncertain environment. More flexibility and vigilance are facilitated also 
by strong internal stakeholders (e.g., owners, boards of directors, unions, and 
employee associations) who demand continued high performance from the CEO as 
a condition of remaining in office. Thus, one approach to help avoid the dysfunc
tions of long tenure is to avoid concentrating power in the hands of a single, domi
nant CEO. It is better to have a diverse team of empowered executives who will 
provide different perspectives and insist on continuous improvement It is also ben
eficial to have a strong, independent board of directors who are mostly outsiders 
rather than executives of the firm. 

Although the life cycle model was developed to describe the effects of CEO suc
cession, aspects of the model may also apply to succession in leadership positions at 
lower levels and in some types of teams. Several studies suggest that stagnation effects 
are likely when a leader has been in office for a considerable period of time (e.g., 
Gabarro, 1987; Giambatista, 2004; Katz, 1982). The life cycle model of leader tenure 
has some empirical support, but longitudinal studies on leadership are still rare, and 
more research is needed to examine and explain the processes that occur during a 
leader's tenure in office. 

Research on Effects of CEO Leadership 

Three types of research on the effects of CEO leadership on company performance 
include succession studies, case studies, and survey field studies. Each type of research 
is reviewed briefly in this section, and the limitations of each method are discussed. 
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Studies of CEO Succession 
Research on the consequences of changing the chief executive of an organization 

is especially relevant to the issue of leadership importance, The dominant research 
method. for studying .the effects of executive leadership succession is an archival field 
study on business corporations or professional sports teams (Giambatista, Rowe, & 
Riaz, 2005), The "succession studies" attempt to determine hmv a change in top lead
ership affects indicators of organizational per/{)tmance, Reviews of the succession 
research proVide evidence that changes in the chief executive have important effects 
on firm performance (Giambatista, Rowe, & Riaz, 2005; Kesner & Sebora, 1994), 
Progress has been made in understanding the reaSOns for succession, how successors 
are seleeted, and the consequences of succession for the organization, Nevertheless, 
many theoretical and methodological problems remain to be resolved, 

The succession studies demonstrate the difficulties involved in doing archival field 
research on leadership effects, The criterion used to measure change in organizational 
performance has been a particular problelTI. In a review of the early succes...,ion re
search, Day and tord (j 988) found that some results were understated due to method
ulogical and these studies V~'ere erruneously interpreted as demonstrating that 
CEO leadership b not important. Examples of the problems include failure to correct for 
the effectS of organization size, failure to correct dollar-denominated criteria for effeets of 
inflation, and failure to allow enough time for new leaders to influence quantitative per
rormanc'C outmmes (Bertrand & Schoar, 2003), For example, Lieherson and O'Connor 
(972) examined the relative effecls of year, industry, and company CEO on the earnings 
of 167 companies in 13 industries, Leadership succession accounted for only 7,5% of the 
variance in net income with no bg time or corre<.tion for size. In contrast; leadership 
succession explained 32% of the profit margin (i.e., net incolne corrected for size of or
ganization) for a 3-year lagged effect In studies of succession effec'lS over a period of 
several years, more support has been found for the importance of strategic leadership, 
For example, Weiner and Mahoney (1981) examined 193 manufacturing companies over 
a 19-year pt,'11od and found that leadership explained 44% of the variance in profits as a 
percentage of assets, Thomas (988) studied the performance of 12 retailing companies 
in England over a 20-year period and found that leadership explained 51% of the vari
ance in profit n1argins after controlling for some nonleadership variables. 

Another problem in the succession research is that most studies do not take into 
account the effects of CEO skills, The company's performance is likely to improve if 
the successor has stronger skills than the previous CEO and to decline if the successor 
has weaker skills, The influence of successor ability on organizational effectiveness 
was examined in a study on church ministers (Smith, Carson, & Alexander, 1984) and 
a study on basketball coaches in the National Basketball Association in the United 
States (Pfeffer & Davis-Blake, 1986), In both studies, leadership succession resulted in 
improved performance only for leaders with a previous record of effectiveness, al
though the effects were small even for these leaders, A plausible explanation for the 
weak results in these two studies is that they involved ntiddle-Ievel administrators 
rather than top executives and types of organizations for which the potential influence 
of leaders may he smaller (Day & Lord, 1988), 

A related problem is the need to consider external and internal constraints on a 
successor CEO, including the company's financial condition and changing economic 
conditions, It is easier to make substantial improvement in a company with flat or 
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declining performance than in a company with rapidly improving performance, and it 
is easier to improve performance if economic conditions are favorable during the suc
cessor's term of office than if they are unfavorable, Prior performance also influences 
the choice of a successor, which can affect future performance. For example, an insid
er successor is more likely to be effective in a firm that is already prospering, whereas 
an outsider is more likely to make the major changes required to turn around a firm 
that is faltering (Giambatisra et aL, 2005), 

The timing of succession and the timing of the performance outcome are also 
important (Rowe, Cannella, Rankin, & Gorman, 2005), If a faltering organization has 
unique problems, an outside SUC('essor may need more time to understand them, iden~ 
tify good solutions, and build the trust and support necessary to implement major 
change effectively, The timing of succession is also a factor if major changes are only 
feasible at certain times of the year, as in the case of professional sports teams or retail
ers that make most of their profits during one or two months of the year. Succession 
can be more disruptive if it occurs during an intense period of activity that must be 
planned months in advance. The amount of time between the succession and when 
the consequences are measured is also important, because it is essential to allow 
enough time for the effects of the successor's actions and decisions to be reflected in 
the organization's performance. 

In summary, the results from the succession research on the importance of CEOs 
are incondusl\ie due to the many methodological problems in measuring leader effects 
and isolating the influence of other variables. The research seems to indicate that chief 
executives can have a substantial effect on organization performance, but most succes
sion studies do not measure the executive's actions, the organizational processes that 
would explain how a chief executive influences performance, or the conditions that 
determine how much potential influence the leaders can have (Day & Lord, 1988; 
Giambatista et a!., 2005; House & Singh, 1987), 

Case Studies of Strategic Leaders 

Case studies are another method used to study the influence of a CEO on the 
perfonnance of an organization. Many different sources of information can be used to 
obtain information for cases, including interviews, questionnaires, company records, 
annual reports, and financial databases. Some cases also use information from second
ary sources such as biographies, autobiographies, and magazine articles about organi~ 
zations and their leaders. Case studies of chief executives usually examine the types of 
decisions and actions that account for the success or failure of an organization over a 
period of several years, 

Some researchers use an intensive case method that involves an analysis of the 
decisions and actions of an individual during several years of the person's tenure as the 
leader of an organization, The studies often involve the chief executive of a large 
company in times of uncertainty and change (e,g" Hunt & Ropo, 1995). Intensive case 
studies provide an alternative way to explore the effects of CEO succession, and they 
are especially useful to examine how a new chief executive leads a dramatic turn
around by a company in decline (e,g" Ghosen & Ries, 2002; Grinyer et aI., 1990; 
Wyden, 1987) Other researchers use a comparative case approach to see if a similar 
pattern of strategic decisions and behavior can be found for several successful execu
tives (e,g" Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Nadler et aL, 1995; Peters & Austin, 1985), An 
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alternative approach is to compare more and less successful CEOs in similar types of 
companies, or to examine CEOs who were initially successful but later experienced fail
ure (e.g., Finkelstein, 2003, Probst & Raisch, 2005). Case studies of top executives are 
not limited to corporations, and some are conducted with military leaders, political 
leaders, Or leaders of nonprol'itorganizations (e.g., Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Bums, 1978). 

One limitation of case studies is the difficulty in getting accurate information 
about the perceptions and behavior of chief executives. Inf{lflnation provided by a 
current or former CEO may be bias-cd by a desire to present a [;IVomble image. 
Celebrity CEOs may decline to reveal weaknesses and claim more credit than is 
deserved for successes. Inforrnation from other sOUrces may also be unreliable, Few 
members of the organization have an opportunity to directly observe most of a chief 
executive's actions. The people who are close to the CEO may be unwilling to discuss 
controversial deCisions or evenL"i in which they were involved l out of loyalty) fear for 
their own reputation, or because of non-disclosure agreements. Even when accurate 
information can he obtained, it may be difficult to asse';s the influence of a singJe CEO. 
Many of a chief executive's strategic decisions and actlons only indirectly affect the 
finandal performance of a company, and the effects may not he clear until sev
eral years later. Pinancial performance is affected by many ditlerent events and by the 
actions of many parties (e.g,: the board of directors) other top executives; competitors, 
strategic partners, regulatory agencies). 

When people are asked to provide information about the decisions and ac~ions 
of a CEO, their memory and interpretation of events are likely to he aflected by bias
es, attributions, and implicit theories of leadership. As noted in Chapter 8, attributions 
about leaders are inlluenced by a number of interrelated factors. A CEO who takes 
decisive action to deal with a crisis is likely to be viewed as more competent if the per
formance of the organization improves soon aftctward. In contrast, a CEO who fails to 
take decisive action in a crisis j or who takes action that fails to resolve the crisis quick
ly, is likely to be viewed as incompetent. Leaders of profitable organizations who 
Illaintain existing strdtegies or make only incremental improvements are likely to be 
seen as less competent than leaders who make innovative changes. Follower percep
tion of leader competence is influenced more by highly visible actions to deal with an 
inunediate crisis than by actions to improve conditions and avoid a future crisis, Thus, 
a leader who makes slow, ddibemte changes to avoid potential problems gets less 
credit than a leader who allows problem, to develop and then aekS directly to solve 
them in a very visible way. How Visible, dramatic actions intluence attributions about 
CEO competence can be seen by comparing two automobile executives: Lee Iacocca 
and Philip caldwell (Lord & Maher, 1991; Trice & Beyer, 1991). 

By the time Lee Iacocca took over as CEO in 1979, Chrysler had experienced 
major losses for several years, and few people believed it could survive. He car
ried out a series of dramatic, highly visible actions such as persuading the u.s. 
government to guarantee bank loans of $1.5 billion to the company, negotiating 
more than $1 billion in reduced wages and benefits with the labor unions, promot
ing his vision and the company's products by appearing in television commercials, 
and publishing a best-selling autobiography (Iacocca, 1984) that extolled his own 
leadership. Dramatic strategic decisions included the acquisition of American 
Motors, the introduction of extended warranties on vehicles, reintroduction of 
convertibles (none had been built in the U.s. for years), and production of the 
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innovative and popular minivan. Symbolic actions included slashing his own 
salary to $1 in 1979, replacing the glossy, full-color annual report with a plain 
document printed on recycled paper, and getting the United Auto Worker's union 
president appointed to the roJrd of directors. Iacocca also changed the manage
ment processes of the company to improve production planning, product develop
ment, and quality. Many of his decisions and leadership actions were viewed as 
hold and radical (O'Toole, 1985). By 1983, Chrysler was making profits again and 
had paid back the government-backed loans before they were due. 

Philip Caldwell, the CEO of Ford Motors from 1980 to 1985, also assumed leader
ship of a company in financial distress. Although he took some direct leadership 
actions such as extensive cost cutting and the decision to "bet the company» on 
the Taurus program (Doody & Bingaman, 1988), he mostly concentrated on less 
dramatic actions to change the corporate culture, strategic orientation, and deci
sion processes (Lord & Maher, 1991). He created a new externally oriented 
approach to product design with more emphasis on consumers (e.g., information 
from market research was used in making design decisions). He emphasized 
quality, teamwork, and worker participation in decisions to improve quality and 
productivity. He modified the reward system to support the new c-ulture byestab
lishing a profit sharing program for hourly workers, After three years of losses 
(1980-1982), the company became profitable again. Ford earned record profits for 
the auto industry in 1986 and 1987, and it was the only U.S. auto company to 

increase market share at that time, Several of Ford's products became the best 
sellers in their vehicle class and they continued to seIt well into the early 19905. 

Caldwell's accomplishments were at least as great as those of lacocca, yet he 
never attained lacocca's public reputation for successful leadership. Many people 
viewed Iacocca as the heroic savior of Chrysler, whereas Caldwell was unknown to 
most people outside the auto industry. One explanation for this difference in leader
ship attributions is that Caldwell's actions were less visible or dramatic and the turn
around in company performance less evident (performance improved but did not 
become exceptional until after he had already left office). 

The information obtained in a case study will be more accurate and complete if 
researchers make a systematic effort to gather relevant information from multiple 
sources at relevant times with a variety of different methods. Despite all the difficul
ties involved in doing case studies, this research has provided additional evidence that 
top executives can exert significant influence on the performance of their organiza
tions. The descriptive research also provides insights into the reasons why strategic 
leaders can influence organizational performance. The findings suggests that the suc
cessful top executives identify important threats and opportunities for their organiza
tion, take decisive action to resolve serious problems, build support for a relevant 
competitive strategy, and foster a strong core ideology that is consistent with the mis
sion and strategy. 

Survey Field Studies on CEO Behavior and Firm Performance 

In recent years some attempts have heen made to extend aspects of charismatic 
and transformational leadership to explain the organizational-level effects of chief 
executives. For example, Waldman and Yammarino (1999) proposed that a CEO can 
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influence organizational performance by using a combination of actions (e.g., articulat
ing an appealing vision, symbolic behaviors, "role modeling")' These actions will have 
direct effects on the commitment and cohesiveness of top executives, and the effects 
are more likely when the external environment is volatile and uncertain. Some of the 
more visible decisions and actions will also have indirect effects on people at lower 
levels in the organization. Moreover, the effects of the CEO's transformational behav
ior will cascade down the authority hierarchy as managers at each level follow the 
example set by their bosses. 

Several studies have examined the relationship between CEO charismatic leader
ship and organizational performance (Angle, Nagarajan, Sonnenfeld & Srinivasan, 
2006; lung, Chow, & Wu, 2003; Waldman, Ramirez, House, & Puranam, 2001; Tosi, 
Misangyi, Fanelli, Waldman, & Yammarino, 2004; Waldman, Javidan, & Vare!la, 2004; 
Zhu, Chew, & Spangler, 2005). Tbe studies used a combination of survey question
naires and archival data. Subordinates of each CEO were asked to rate the charismat
ic leadership of their boss on an adapted version of a questionnaire such as the MLQ 
(see Chapter:J). The composite leadership score for each CEO was correlated with 
corporate financial performance. Both accounting-hased measures (e.g., return On as
seb, net profit margin; sales increase) :lnd stock marki.:t indicators (srock returns) were 
induded in most of the studies. The annual score for a company was usually averaged 
across multiple years and adjusted for differences among industries. Four of the stud
ies also included a measure of environmental uncertainty or turbulence as a situation
al moderator variable. Mediating vatiables were measured in only two of the studies; 
subjective ratings of the amount of organizational change were obtained from respon
dents by Tooi et aL (2004), and a rating of the company's human resource management 
practices was obtained from respondents by Zhu et at (200;). 

A direct relationship was found between CEO leadership and objective meas
ures of financial performance in some studies (Angle et aI., 2006; Waldman et aI., 
2(04) but not others (Tosi et aI., 2004; Waldman et aI., 2001; Zhu et aI., 2005). 
EVidence that environmental uncertainty is a situational moderator that enhances the 
effects of leader behavior on financial performance was found in two studies (Tosi et 
aI., 2004; Waldman et ai., 20(1) but not in two other studies (Angle et aI., 2006; 
Waldman et aI., 2004). The lack of stronger, mOre consistent results may be due in 
part to differences among studies with regard to their samples and measures. 
However, there are also good reasons to doubt that a strong relationship exists 
between charismatic leadership behavior by the CEO and financial performance, even 
when there is a turbulent environment. 

As noted in Chapter 9, the deSCriptive research on successful chief executives 
finds that most are not perceived to be charismatic by members of their organization. 
Theories of transformational and charismatic leadership are focused primarily on the 
way leaders influence human relations (commitment, cooperation, loyalty), which is 
one determinant of organizational performance. However, these theories do not ex
plain a chief executive's impact on other organizational-level determinants of financial 
performance such as the ones identified by flexible leaderShip theory. Some of the 
most important aspects of strategic leadership are typically classified as "managing" 
rather than "leading" (YukI & Lepsinger, 2005)' which may help to explain why these 
leadership processes receive so little attention in the theories of transformational and 
charismatic leadership. 
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More comprehensive research is needed to assess the influence of chief execu
tives on the financial performance of their firm..;;, The research should examine a much 
broader range of actions and decisions hy chief executives, including how they influ
ence strategy\ structure. programs) systems, and culture. The research should include 
measures of other relevant mediating processes and performance determinants in 
addition to member motivation, con1Jnitment, and cooperation. Finally, to avoid the 
common bias to attribute too much influence to a single, heroic (or Hawed) CEO, it is 
essential to gather information about the influence of other top executives and leaders 
at middle and lower levels in the organization. 

Strategic Leadership by Executive Teams 

All organizations have a top management group that include;.; the CEO and other 
top executives, hut organizations differ greatly in the way this group operates, The tra
ditional approach is ro have a dear hierarchy of <lUthoriry with a chief executive officer 
(usually the ch~1irm~m of the board, hut sometimes the president of the organization), a 
chief operating ()fficer (usually the president ()f the ()rganJz3.ti()D), and several sub()f{.ii
nate executives (e.g., vice presidents) who head various subunits of the urganization. 
This structun: is still prominent, hut an increasingly popular alternative is to share 
power within the top management team (Ancona & Nadler, 1989). Ex(:(·utives in the 
team collectively as::.;ume the responsibilities of the chief operating officer in managing 
the internal operation::; of the organization, and they assist the CEO in formulating strat
egy. Another, less common variation is the "office of the ch::lirperson" structure in 
which the responsibjlities of the CEO are shared, even though one executive (the chair~ 
per.<-:on) usually has more power than the others (the vice chairperson..;;). Executive 
teams are becoming more acceptable due to their effective use in other countries (such 
as Japan) and a growing awareness that the stereotype of the heroic, individual leader 
is unrealistic for complex organizations in a turbulent environment. An example of a 
company that has long used executive teams is Nordstrom Inc., a depattment store 
chain (Yang, 1992), 

During the 19BOs the executive team consisted of three of the founder's grandsons, 
BmcC', John, and James. The title of President rotated among the three executives. 
Later in the 19905, \vhen Nordstroms encountered sluggish sales and lower profits, 
the executive team was modified. The three c(}~presidents and one other rdative 
were elevated to co-chairmen. They focus on strategy issues, such as expansion 
plans and selection of store sites. Four non-family member!) were promoted to the 
pOSitions of co-preSident. They are jointly responsible for making operating deci
sions on how to conduct the day-to-day affairs of the company. Each co-president 
is responsible for a different type of merchandise. Although they have consider
able autonomy in their own domain of responSibility, they operate as a unified 
team. They hold weekly meetings and communicate frequently with each other. 
Despite lively debates, they cooperate in finding solutions that will be best for the 
customer, their common goaL 

Regardless of the formal structure of an organization) differences will occur in the 
extent to which strategic leadership is actually shared among the top executives. Even 
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an organization with an executive team may have an autocratic CEO who allows other 
executives little influence over strategic decisions. And even an organization with a 
traditional hierarchy may have a CEO who empowers other top executives to share 
responsibility for making strategic decisions. As noted earlier in this chapter. it is much 
easier to t'Xerdsc control' over keY' decisions' when the CEO has substantial ownership 
p()wer~ when the board ()f directors is "\vcak or submissive) or \vhen the CEO is given 
a mandate by ~1 powerful hoard of directors to make major changes in the :-:trakgies 
and structure of the organization (Finkelstein, 1992; Hambrick & Finkelstein. 1987). 

Potential Advantages of Executive Teams 

Executive teams offer a number of potential advantages for an organization 
(Ancona & Nadler, 1989; Bradf(Jrd & Cohen, 19;:;4; Ebenstat & Cohen, 1990; Hambrick, 
1987; Nadler) 1998). An executive team has the pott:ntiai to m~lke better strate~lc deci
sions when members have relevant skills and knowledge that the CEO lack:...;. Team 
memhers can t..-'ompC11S<lK' for \veakncs.ses in the skills of the CEO.. The decisions 
made hy ;l team are more likely to repn'sent the diverse interests of organization mem
bel'S. hnportam tasks ;1fC Jc.S$ likely to be negit:cted if several people are available to 
share the hHHk~n of leadership. 

Communk:nion and cooperation among executives from different suhunits is 
improved meeting regularly as a tt:am. The participation of team members in mak
ing strategic decisions will improve their understanding and commitment to implement 
these deCisions. A recent study t(mnd that whl:n the CEO allowed other members of a 
top cxecutlv{:' kam to influ('nce a ~tratcgic decbion, the decision qU~llity was betteL the 
decision W':l:;; perceived as more fair, team rnvmbC'fs \VL"fC' mon..: committed to imple
ment the decision. their trust in the leadt,'r increased, and they identified more 'with the 
learn (KorsgaardJ Schweiger, & Sapienze, 1995), A study of top management teams 
fronl 116 Israeli firms found that a high level of mutual under;)tanding and colbbora
;t,lon am<mg: luemlK'rs (called "lx:havI{wal integrati<m") was rebted to better quality ()f 
ntrategic decisions and more trvorable ratings of organizational performance (Carmeli 
&: Schaubroeck, 20()(). 

The potential advantages of hadng an executive team depL-~nd in part on the 
situation, and they afe especially important in a complex, rapidly changing environ
,H:'lcnt that places many external demands on the CEO (Ancona &: Nadl<.~r, 19R9; 
:Edmond.,on, Robct10, &: '\V'atkins, 20(5). Gro\ving turbulence in the environment of 
nrganizations due to rapid technological changes and emergence of an interdepend
ent world economy has made the responsibility for developing successful strategy 
even more difficult than before. Teams are also mOre important when the organiza
tion has diverse but highly interdependent business units that require close coordi
nation across units. In an organization with several diverse business units, a single 
leader is unlikely to have the broad expertise necessary to direct and coordinate the 
activities of these units. 

The team approach is also a way to facilitate leadership succession in large, 
diverse organizations. The development of leadership skills is likely to be greater for 
executives who have experience in dealing with the major issues and decisions fac
ing the organization. Moreover, when several executives share responsibility for 
strategic leadership of the organization, it is easier for the current CEO and the board 
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of directors to determine which executive in the team is most qualified to become 
the next CEO. 

There is no guarantee that the potential advantages of an executive team will be 
realized. As Bmdford and Cohen (1984) point out, new teams typically progress through 
a series of developmental stages hefore the members come to trust and respect each 
other and arc able to resolve conflict.') in a constru<-tive way. This difficult developmen
tal process causes some chief executives to abandon the effort in an early stage and 
revert to autocratic leadership. Whether a CEO is ahle to develop an effective executive 
team depends in part on his or her attitudes, personality, and skills. For example, a com
parative case study of 17 CEOs (e.g., Peterson, Smith, Martorana, & Owens, 20(3) found 
that CEO personality was related to the top management team chardcteristics (optimism, 
cohesiveness j flexibiHty, and moderate risk taking), which were related in turn to a 
measure of financial performance. Team SUccesS also depends on aspects of the situa
tion. It is more difficult to develop mutual trust and cooperation when team members 
represent subunits with different objectives or members are competing to become the 
successor to the current CEO. 

Research by Eisenstat and Cohen (1990) with top management teams found that 
they are more likely t<} he successful when the CEO selects team members with rele
vant skills and experience, clearly defines objectives consistent ,<vith shared values, 
gives the team considerahle discretion but clearly specifies the limits of team authority 
in relation [0 CEO authority, helps the team establish norms that will facilitate group 
processes, facilitates learning of skills in working together effectively, and encourages 
openness and mutual trust among team members. The CEO should avoid actions that 
encourage competition or distrust, such as overtly making comparative evaluations 
among team members and meeting with individual eXc'cutives to dcal with issues that 
should be addressed by the entire team. It is also essential for the CEO to help the 
team avoid process problem:-; that may prevent them from making good decisions (see 
Chapter 12). 

Executive Teams and Organizational Effectiveness 

In an executive team, strategic decision making is affected nor only by the attributes 
of the CEO, but also by those of other members. A number of studies have investigated 
how characteristics of executive learns are rdated to organizational effectiveness (e.g., 
Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Edmondson. Roberto, & \1(!;ukins, 2003; Hambrick, 19i17; 
Hambrick & Mason, 19tH: Hitt & Tyler, 1991; Keck & Tushman, 1993). Most of the early 
research examined how the composition of the team and the mix of member attributes 
(e.g., age, education, functional area, and tenure as a board memher) affect the type of 
decisions made and the performance of the organization. 

One characteristic that appears to be important is the functional background or 
specialized field of the team members. Executives with a different functional back
ground usually develop different values and attitudes that affect their interpretation 
of the environment, preference for particular types of strategy, and capacity to gen
erate innovative solutions to problems. For example, an executive team dominated 
by marketing executives is likely to pursue a different strategy than one dominated 
by finance executives or production executives. The cognitive skills of team mem
bers and their knowledge of the industry also determine the capacity of the team to 
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analyze environmental information and develop an innovative, adaptive strategy. 
Team members with relevant skills and knowledge can offset the CEO's biases and 
improve flexibility of decision making (Nl1t~ 1993). For example, Pascale (1990) 
found that the CEOs of successful companies such as Fmd, Honda, and Hewlett
Packard included executives with complementary strengths in their top management 
team, 

Results from research on the 'composition of top management learns have not 
been consistent from study to study, and scholars h11VC identified some serious limita
tions in the research (Edmondson <::1. aLt 2003; Pettigrew, 1992; Priem, Lyon, & Dess, 
1999\ Demographic attributes such as 1unctional background, age, Of tenure in oHk"e 
are only proxies for other constrUCtS such as attitudes and behavior, and the research 
seldom examined these other constructs or the proL"esses by which team composition 
affects OUtCOll1CS. Moreover, most of the research makes the unre;:llistic assumption 
that conditions are consistent over time and the relation of tealn composition to per
formance is the same, regardless of the situation. The optimal mix of executive Ch;1f

~lCtc-rL-'}tics depend.., not only on the diversity of team members, but also on the nalure 
of the elwirunment. the organiz:nionai context in which the team must operate, and 
the uccision style and leadership skills or the CEO. 

A diver::>ity of backgrounds and perspectives can improve the quality of the strate
gic decision;,; made hy :J. team if the knowledge and skills of memhers are relevant for 
understanding the threats and opportunities in a turbulent, uncertain environnwnt 
(Hamel & Jackson, 19H9; Murray, 19S9), However, as found in the research on decision 
groups (see Chapter 12), the potential bent...·fits of diven.,'ity will not be achieved llnle.~~ 
the team can process information and make decisions in a way that urilizes Ihe relevant 
kno'wledge and ideas of memlX'rs. I Jighly divergent interests and differences in prefer
ences and priorities n:gardlng company objectives also make it more dHlkult to achieve 
mutual under;<-;tancling (Simsek, Veiga, Lubatkil1, & Dim\ 2(05). Implicit assumptions 
~1hout the distribution of information and expertbe among members can impede com
munication and undermine problem solving, It is more difficult to determine when rel
evant information needs to be shared svhen a member assurnes it is '\viddy known, and 
the group is less likely to have an adcqua{(:' disclls;,lnn of rdcvant optiuns and potential 
risks (Edmondson et ai., 200}). Int()fJl13.tion sharing, coopel'::.Ilion, and mutual trust are 
t's,p:(;:Tially irnpottant when the ml"mhCfS are highly interdependent and overall perform
aoce depends on c0l11patible decisions and ·c'oordinated [1-(1ions. 

Mental models include assumptions, perceptions, and beliefs about the detenni
Iu:-ots of organizational performance, their relative importance, and how they can be 
influenced to improve performance. Making strategic decisions jointly is more likely 
to yield high quality decisions if the executives have an accurate, shared "mental 
model" about the determinants of organizational performance (Cannon-Bowers, 
Salas, & Converse, 1993; Klimoski & Moham.med, 1994; Senge, 1990), More accurate 
models can be developed by explicit discussion of differences among executives in 
how they view the world, by improving measures and information systems (to ensure 
accurate, relevant, timely information about key variables), and by conducting exper
iments on the effects of different types of changes and improvement programs 
(Senge, 1990). 

The quality of a strategic decision is likely to be better if influence over the deci
sion is greater for individuals with the most expertise for that type of decision, espe-
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ciaUy if the environment is turbulent and uncertain. If the CEO dominates decisions, 
the potential benefits of diverse members with relevant knowledge may not be real
ized. Haleblian and Finkelstein (1993) found that computer firms with the best per
formance had larger top management teams and less concentration of power in the 
CEO. In the more stable natural gas industry, team size and CEO dominance of the 
team were not related to a firm's petformance. 

It is not enough to make good strategic decisions; they must be implemented 
effectively to be successful. Member commitment is important for effective imple
mentation of strategic decisions made by executive teams (Schweiger & Sandberg, 
1991). It is not necessary for every member to agree on all aspects of a strategic 
decision, but some degree of consensus is necessary (Bourgeois, 1980; Eisenhardt, 
1989; Priem, 1990). If the decision process involves affective conflict (i.e., accusa
tions, name calling, blaming), it will be difficult to achieve a cooperative effort to 
implement the decision (Amason, 1996). Although it is desirable to confront dis
agreements openty in order to make use of the team's collective knowledge, the 
discussjon of differences must be done in a way that does not CAuse personal hos
tility and resentment among team members. The discussion should be focused on 
cognitive differences relevant to the decision, and criticism or blaming of individu
als should be avoided. 

In a dynamic, turbulent environment, it is important to make decisions in a 
timely way. Eisenhardt (989) conducted a study of eight minicomputer firms to 
investigate how the speed and quality of strategic decisions were affected hy the 
decision processes in these firms, The study found that strategic decisions were 
both faster and hetter when the executive team conducted a simultaneous evalua
tion of several alternatives rather than using the common "satisficing" procedure of 
examining alternatives sequentially until a satisfactory one is found, An intensive 
decision process helped the team evaluate the strength~ and \vcaknesses of each 
alternative, avoid premature commitment to a particular alternative, and identify a 
fallback pOSition to use if attempts to implement the chosen alternative encountered 
unexpected obstacles. The study also found that a team was more effective when it 
considered how a decision was related to other strategic deciSions, and when it 
considered tactical plans (e.g., action steps, budgets, schedules) for implementing a 
strategic decision as part of tbe process for evaluating its feasibility. This integrative 
approach appears to provide a hetter understanding of the alternatives and their 
implications, and it tends to reduce anxiety about possible adverse consequences, 
thereby increaSing confidence in the team's evaluation and Willingness to move for
ward with a decision, Decisions were made faster when the CEO sought advice 
Widely but relied more on a few executives who had the most relevant expertise 
and experience. Finally, decisions were made faster when the CEO emphasized the 
need for consensus among the executives _most affected by a decision, rather than 
prolonging the process in an effort to achieve consensus among everyone in the top 
management group. 

In summary, research findings on top management teams are generally consis
tent with findings in research on small decision groups, but the complexities are 
greater for executive teams. Strategic decision processes in executive teams have rich 
potential for improving OUf understanding of organization effectiveness, and 
researchers are making progress in studying these processes. 
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Two Key Responsibilities for Top Executives 

Strategic leadership involves some respoosibilities that are usually more important 
for top exemtives than for lower-level leaders in an organization (sc"", Chapter 3). Two of 
these responsibilities are monitoring the organization's external environment andJormu
bling competitive strategy, TIlts final section of the chapter examines these nvo respon~ 
sibHities more closely and offers tentative gUldclines about ways to carty them out 
effectively. The guidelines are based on prior theory. research, and pral~itioner insights. 

Monitoring the Environment 

One of the most important activities of executives is to monitor the external en
vironment and identify threats and opporttmities for the organization. Most leaders 
need to be sensitive to a wide range of events and trends that ;lre likely to affect their 
organization (Ginter & Duncan, 1990). Some representative questions Hkely 10 be im
portant for a business organization are shown in Table 13-2, h is essential to learn 
about the concerns of CHstomers and clients, the availability of suppliers and vt-~ndors, 
the actions of competitors, market trends, economic conditions, government policies, 
and technological developments. 111e ini(Jrmation may be gathered in a variety of 
ways (e.g., reading government reports and industry puhlications, attending profes
sional and trade meetings; talking to customers and suppliers, examining the products 
and repc)tTs of competitors, conducting m~lrket research). 

External monitoring (aho caHt~d "'environmental scanning") provides the informa
titm needed for strategic planning and crisis management. Bourgc()ls (1985) studied 20 
ncmdiversif:u::1"J companies and found that profitability was greater when executives had 
an accurate l)Crception of the amount of industry volatility in markets and technology> 

TABLE 13-2 Questions fOl' External Monitoring 

1 > What do dients and customers need and want? 
2. What is the reaction of clients and customers to the organization's current products and 

services? 
3> Who are the primary competitors? 
4> What strategies are they pursuing (e>g>, pricing, advertising and promotions, new products, 

CU$!omer service. etc)? 
5. How do competitors' products and services compare to those of the manager's organization? 
6. What events affect the acquisition of materials, energy, information, and other inputs used 

by the organization to conduct its operations? 
7. How will the organization be affected by new legislation and by government agencies that 

regulate its activities (e>g>, labor laws, environmental regulations, safety standards, tax 
policies, etc)? 

8. How will new technologies affect the organization's products, services, and operations? 
9> How will the organization be affected by changes in the economy (employment level, interest 

rates, growth rates)? 
10. How will the organization be affected by changing population demographics (e.g., aging, 

diversity)? 
11. How will the organization be affected by international events (e>g., trade agreements, 

import restrictions, currency changes, wars and revolutions)? 
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Grinyer, Mayes, and McKiernan (J 990) studied 28 British companies that experienced a 
sharp improvement in performance and a matched sample of firms with only average 
performance; the top management of the high-performing companies did more exter
nal monitoring (e.g., environmental scanning, consultation with key customers) and 
were qUicker to recognize and exploit opportunities, The amouot of change and turbu
lence in the environment will determine how much external monitoring is necessaly. 
More external monjtoring is needed when the organization is highly dependent on out
siders (e,g., clients, customers, suppliers, subcontractors, joint venture partners), when 
the environment is rapidly changing, and when the organization faces severe competi
tion or serious threat" from Dut'5ide enemies (Ginter & Duncan, 1990). 

Monitoring of the external environment is usually conSIdered more important 
for upper-level managers than for lower-level managers (Kraut, Pedigo, McKenna, & 
Dunnette, 1989; Pavett & Lau, 19B3)' However, the difficulties involved in scanning 
and interpreting information about environmental changes make this responsibility 
one that should be shared by managers in an organization. One study found that 
most middle and upper-level managers did some external monitoring, regardless of 
their area of functional specialization, and this monitoring was usually not limited to 
the cnvironrnenral sector that corresponded to their area of specializarion (Aguilar, 
1967; Hambrick, 1981b; KefaJas & Schoderhek, 1975). For example, production 
executives examined market conditions as \vell as developments in production 
technology and procedures. Other studies show that more active participation in 
external monitoring improves accuracy of perception about the environment 
(Sutcliffe, 1994; Thomas & McDaniel, 1990), 

Guidelines for External Monitoring. The following guidelines describe what 
leaders can do to learn ahout events and changes in the extemal environment that are 
relevant for the organization (see summary in Table 13-3). 

• Identify relevant information to gather. 

A broad focus can overwhelm an executive with information, and collecting too 
much information is costly. On the other hand. a narrow focus on the environment is 
likely to overlook important trends and developments. How to deal with this trade-off 
is a dilemma for executives. One of the most important choices is to determine what 
information deserves their Jttention. Top management needs relevant, timely informa
tion about the specific sectors of the environment upon which the organization is high
ly dependent Top management also needs information about the performance of the 
organization in relation to competitors, progress in attaining objectives, and the orga
nization's current capabilities. A useful approach for identifying relevant information 

TABLE 13-3 Guidelines for External Monitoring 

• Identify relevant information to gather, 
• Use multiple sources of relevant informatjon. 
• Learn what clients and customers need and want 
• learn about the products and activities of competitors. 
• Relate environmental information to strategic plans. 
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is to develop a causal model that specifies the environmental variables that affect the 
organi72tion (Bates, 1985; Narchal, Kittappa, & Bhattacharya, 1987), Another useful 
approach is to begin each scanning cycle (e,g" once a year) with a broad perspective 
that examines an potentially relevant sectors, identifies the issues in each seClOr m( }st 
likely to have an imponartt impact on the organization, and then monitors and ana
lyzes these issues more closely during the remainder of the cycle (Bates, 1985). 

• Use multiple sources of relevant information. 

As in the Case of interna1 monitoring! it is unwise to rely on a single sourCe of 
information about something impottant. All individuals are biased in their selection and 
interpretation of information, and they may discount or distort information about 
important developments and trends (Milliken & Vollrath, 1991). Moreover, an individ
ual who provides information m;ay deHbeLltely bias it to influence a strategic deci~ion. 
Independent sources of information should be used whenever feasihle. A leader 
should be continualJy alert ahout finding new sources of relev~Hlt infofl1tl!ion about the 
external enviromnenL In addition to informal network contacts, useful information can 
he ohtained from a v:lriety of printed publicath1J1s, such as journals and nc\vs!ettcrs 
pu!)lisllcd I)'y pn)l<':ssi()lUl ~l:nd trade orgdniz:ltj{}nS; r~:I)()I1S and datalxlses prepared by 
information services; and documents and repoJ1s published by government agencies 
(jain, 198/f). Just as it is llscfullO have multiple SOUftt.'S of information, it is also useful 
to have sever:tl people interpret information ahout the external environment. 
lnterpretation..., afe likely to be morc accurate, and the experience is likely to facilitate 
the devel()plnent ()f strategic management skills among participants. 

• Learn what clients and customers need and want. 

It is t'sSL'fltbl to lC;1rn as much as possible about the specific needs and require
ments of customers and \vhat they think about the organization's products and servic
es. 1t is usdul to di-;cover what they Bke, what they dislike, and how the product':; or 
services could be improved. Market surveys are one common source of information 
about clients and customers, but more personal contacts ;JfL' also (k'sirahle. Some 
manufacturing organiz:nions have teams of production, cnginl"ering" and sales 
employees from different levels t)f the organization visit with major clients to learn 
more ahout their needs and get ideas for product improvements (Peters & Austin, 
1()H5). Clients and suppliers are also invited to visit the org~tnization's facilitieS, meet 
\\'ith production and engineering personnel, and attend meetings on how to improve 
qu~lity, product design, or customer service. 

• Learn about the products and activities of competitors. 

Knowledge about the products and services of competitors is essential for 
making strategic decisions. Studying the products and activities of competitors is a 
good way to assess what they are doing. This information provides a basis for eval
uating your own products and processes (a process called benchmarking;, and it 
provides a source of good ideas on how to improve them (see Chapter 10). 
Detailed information about the products and services of competitors is sometimes 
difficult to obtain but worth the effort. Learning about competitors' products can be 
accomplished in a variety of ways: use them yourself, conduct comparative product 
testing, read evaluations conducted by product testing companies or governmental 
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agencies, have customers directly compare the organization's products and services 
to those of competitors, visit the faciHties of competitors, read competitors' advertis
ing literature, and attend trade shows where competitors display and demonstrate 
their wares< 

• Relate environmental information to strategic plans. 

Information about the external environment should he used to evaluate and 
revise strategic plans (Hambrick, 1982). DiscovelY of emerging threats and oppor
tunities is of little consequence unless the manager plans how to deal with them. 
Relating environmental information to the organization's current strategies is also 
helpful for evaluating the relevance of the various types of measures and indicators 
that are being used. 

Developing Competitive Strategy 

For business organizations, a major part of the strategy is how to compete effec
tively in the marketplace and remain profitable (Ponn, 19BO). Some examples of pos
sible competitive strategies include the following: selling a product or St~rvice 31 the 
lowest price: having superior quality, customer service, or the most innovative prod
ucts and services; providing a unique product or service in a segment of the market ig
nored by competing organizations ("niche'· strategies); and being the most flexihle 
about customizing products or services to meet each client's needs. Sometimes it is 
feasihle to pursue a mix of strategies at the same time (e.g., have the least expensive 
"standanr product or service as well as the best customized versions of the product or 
service). Str::ltegy may ~llso involve the \vay the product or service is produced, deliv
ered, marketed, financed, and guaranteed, 

A meta-analytical review of research on strategic planning found support for the 
proposition that strategic planning by top executives improves an organization's per
formance (Miller & Cardinal, 1994). They also found th~lt strategic planning was more 
important as the complexity and ambiguity of the environment increased, However, 
a limitation of most studies on effects of strategic planning is the lack of attention to 
strategy content and implementation. Strategy formulation will not improve organiza
tion performance unless the strategies are relevant and feasible, they are communicat
ed to middle and lower-level managers, and these managers hecome committed to 
implement the strategies. 

A relevant strategy takes into account changes in the external environment, and 
it is realistic in tenlL"> of the organization·s strengths and weaknesses. The strategy 
should reflect the core mission and high-priority objectives of the organization. 
Although strategy may include changing structure or management processes, such 
changes should be clearly relevant to strategic objectives. For example, it is not 
enough to propose downsizing, elimination of management layers, or reorganization 
into separate product divisions without providing a clear purpose for such changes. 
Unfortunately, many executives under extreme pressure to improve weak short-term 
perfonnance succumb to the appeal of faddish remedies. 

Guidelines for Developing Strategy. One of rhe most difficult responsibilities for 
executives is to develop a competitive strategy for the organization, and there are no 
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• Determine long-term objectives and priorities. 
• Assess current strengths and weaknesses. 
• Identify core competencies: 
• Evaluate the need for a major change in strategy. 
• Identify promising strategies. 
• Evaluate the likely outcomes of a strategy. 
• Involve other executives in selecting a strategy. 

simple answers on how to do it effectively. The following guidelines (see Table 13-4), 
which are based on relevant theory ~ research, and practitioner insights, provide a brief 
overview of the process (Bennis & ?'ianus, 1985; Kotter, 1996; Nanus, 1992; Nohria, 
Joyce, IX Roberson, 2003; Wall IX Wall, 1995; Worley, Hitchin, IX Ross. 1996). The 
guidelines do not depict a rigid sequence of steps, hut rather a set of overlapping, 
cyclical activities that must be interwoven in a meaningful \"vay. 

• Determine long-term objectives and priorities. 

It is difficult to make strategic pl<111s \vlrhom knowing the objectives to be 
attained and their relative priority. Long-term objectives and priorities should be based 
on the stated mission and vision for the organization. .strategic objectives for a bu.si
ness organization may involve such things as maintaining a specified profit margin or 
return on investment, improving market share, and providing the best products or 
service in the industry, Strat('gic ohjectives for an organization with a humanitarian 
missinn may include such things as finuing a way to cure or prevent a disease, elimi
nating illiteracy in a specified population, and ending deaths from drunk driving. 
Strategic objectives for an educational instirution mily include improving the learning 
(,f essential skills, preparing students for srx:dfic careers, and increasing the number of 
students wht) graduate. 

• Assess current strengths and weaknesses. 

Strategic planning is facilitated by J comprehensive. objective evaluation of cur
rent performance in relation to strategic objectives and compared to the performance 
of competitors. Much of the inti:xmation needed f()l' this evaluation is provided 1--))1 
internal and cXlernal monitoring, Several types of analysis are usefuL Review indica
tors of organiz~ltjonal performance for the past several years and progress toward 
achieving strategic objectives, Examine performance (e,g., sales, market share, costs, 
profits) for each product, service, and market. Identify products or services that are 
successful and those that are not meeting expectations. Compare the organization's 
products or services to those of competitors to identify strengths and weaknesses. 
Compare [he efficiency of the organization's processes to that for similar organizations. 
Identify tangible resources that currently provide an advantage over competitors. such 
as financial assets, unique equipment and facilities, and patents on products or tech
nology used to do the work Identify conditions that proVide an advantage, such as 
low operating costs, employees with relevant skills, a special relationship with suppli
ers, and an outstanding reputation for quality or customer service. Identify weakness
es as well as strengths. 
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Estimate how long current strengths and weaknesses are likely to continue. 
The competitive advantage to be gained from current strengths depends on how 
long they will last and how difficult they are for competitors to overcome or dupli
cate. For example, a pharmaceutical company with a patented new drug that is bet
ter and cheaper than any alternatives has a strong competitive advantage that will 
likely continue for several years. In contrast, a seIVice company that devises a new 
and attractive promotion (e.g., special discounts) may enjoy its competitive advan
tage only for a few weeks or months (as long as it takes competitors to imitate it). 
An organization that is first into a new market has an advantage, but only if it is dif
ficult for competitors to follow quickly. A product or service that is costly to devel
op but easy and cheap to duplicate offers little advantage. Capabilities should be 
evaluated together, not in isolation. A unique resource (e.g., an improved product 
or process) may offer no competitive advantage jf organizational weaknesses or 
external constraints prevent it from being used effectively. A \veaknes5 may not be 
so serious jf it can be corrected quickly or offset by other strengths. 

• Identify core competencies. 

A core competency is the kno\vlcdge and capability to carry out a particular 
type of activity (Barney, 1990. Lnlike tangible resources, which are depleted \vhen 
used, core competencies increase as they are used (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). A core 
competency usually involves a combination of technical expertise and application 
skills. For example, a core competency for W. 1. Gore is their expertise about a spe
ciaJ type of material (GORE-TEX) and their capability to discover and exploit new 
uses for this material. Core competencies provide a potential Source of continuing 
competitive advantage if they are used to provide innovative, high-quality products 
and services that cannot ea;:;;ily be copied or duplicated hy competitors. Core com
petencies can help an organization remain competitive in its current businesses and 
diversjfy into new husinesses. Canon's core competencies in optics, acquired as a 
producer of quality cameras, enahled the company to become a successful producer 
of copiers, fax machines, semiconductor lithographic equipment, and specialized 
video systems, while continuing 10 be a successful producer of cameras and the first 
to develop .1 microprocessor-controlled camera. Competence in display systems, 
which involves knowledge of microprocessor design, ultrathin precision casing, 
material science, and miniaturization enabled Casio to be successful in such diverse 
businesses as calculators, miniature television sets, digital watches, monitors for lap
top computers, and automotive dashboards (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). 

• Evaluate the need for a major change in strategy. 

One of the most important responsibilities of executives is to help interpret 
events and detennine whether the organization needs a different strategy or just incre
mental improvements in the existing strategy. A new strategy may be needed when 
there is a performance crisis for the organization and established practices are not suf
ficient to deal with it. When a serious crisis is imminent, it is appropriate to be prag
matic and flexible rather than defensive and tradition bound in deciding how to 
respond. In this situation, a leader who attempts to defend the old, obsolete strategy 
rather than proposing necessary changes is likely to be replaced. However, proposing 
a different strategy when the current strategy can be easily fixed is also dangerous, 
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both for the organization and the leader. A new strategy may not be needed if disap
pointing performance seems to be caused by a temporary worsening of conditions or 
by problems in implementing the current strategy. 

• Identify promising strategies. 

If a major change in strategy is nece&~<.l1y, it is better to begin by exploring a 
range of possible strategies> Focusing attention 100 quickly on one strategy will pre
dude finding better ones that are less obvious. Succes~ in finding a nc\v strategy wiH 
be greater if the quest is guided by a dear, meaningful conception of the organization's 
mission, long-ten1l strJ,tegk objectives l core competencies, and current performance. 
Sometimes it is necessaty to redefine the mission of the organization to include new 
activities that are relevant for the environment and the organization's core competen
cies. For example, the enerl,'Y finn Williams Company was making pipeline, for trans
porting oil and gas, but it \vas losing business to larger competitors ,,'lith lower costs. 
Recognizing that it was unlikc1y to find a way to compete successfully in the pipeline 
business, top management looked around for other Oppoltunities to use the compa
ny's COfe competencies. They discovered that their piping was perfect for hou;.;,ing 
filx:r optic cable. :1 newly emerging market, and they could market it to cable televi
sion and telecommunications companies at ;t lower price than other suppliers in that 
industry (Worley, lletchin, & Ross, 1996). 

• Evaluate the likely outcomes of a strategy. 

A strategy should he evaluated in terms of the likely consequences for the 
attainment of key objectives, Relevant consequences include benefits and costs for 
the various stakeholders in the organization, The costs include the extra resources 
and Jost productivity associated with any organizational changes necessary to sup
port the strategy. It is difficult to forecast the consequences of a strategic change, 
especially when competitors can adjust their own strategies to C()pe with your 
changes. A number of procedures have heen developed to assess likely customer 
response to a new product or service (mArker surveys, focus groups) product trials in 
selected locations or markets). Scenarios provide another way to improve the eval
uation of likely consequences for a proposed change (Van der Heijden, 1996). A 
scenario is a detailed description of what the future will be like if a proposed change 
or strategy is pur:;ued. SCt.'narios can be developed to describe what would happen 
under the most and least favorable conditions, as well as under the most likely con
ditions. The process of developing the scenarios often provides insights about unex
pected consequences of a strategy and implicit assumptions that were not realistic 
(Sosik, Jung, Berson, Dionne, & Jaussi, 2005), 

• involve other executives in selecting a strategy. 

A key responsibility of executives is to make strategic decisions that will improve 
the organization. However, few leaders are so brilliant that they can make such deci
sions alone. Research on strategy decisions in fums with an autocratic CEO shows that 
they are more likely to have a dramatic failure despite earlier successes (Finkelstein, 
2003; Probst & Raisch, 2(05). The strategy should be developed with the full participa
tion of other members of the top management team. In the event of considerable uncer
tainty and disagreement about the best strategy, it is wise to select one that is flexible 
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enough to permit later modification after more knowledge about it, effectiveness can be 
obtained. Moderate risk taking is usually benefidal, but it is not wise to take extreme 
risks with irreversible decisions. Systematic procedures have been developed by schol
ars and consultants to facilitate the process of strategy fom1Ulation by a group of execu
tives. Oneexample isthe scen.ario development procedurecaUed "Quest- (Bennis & 
Nanus, 1985), which is a two-day exercise held with executives and relevant ([utsiders to 
discuss long-range opportunities and risks, and possible reactions by the organization. 

Summary 

A major controversy in the leadership literature is whether chief execotives have 
much impact on the effectiveness of an organization. Critics argue that a CEO has 
little influence on organization performance due to constraints sllch as powerful 
stakeholders, internal coalitions, rt strong culture, scarce resources, strong competi
tors, and unfavorable economic conditions. According to the critics, the importance 
of top executives is often exaggerated because people with biased attributions dis
count the importance of other explanations such as industry performance ~lfld eco
nomic conditions. However, the different types of research described in this chapter 
show that despite all the constt:-lints on top executives, they can still have a moder
ately strong influence on the effectiveness of an organization. 

The flexible leadership theory explains how chief executives and other strategic 
leaders can influence the prosperity and survival of the organization by improving effi
ciency and process reliability, human relations and resources, and innovative ad~lpta
rion. The relative importance ()f these perfofl11ance determinants for organizations, and 
the potential trade-otIs among them, are determined by aspects of the situation such as 
the type of organization and the amount of change in the external environment. \V'hen 
changes in the external environment affect the capacity of the organization to carry out 
its miSSion, successful ad~1Ptation requires recognition of threats and opportunities, and 
the willingness to make changes in the processes, products, services, or the competitive 
strategy of the organization. The leadership challenge is greatest when all three per~ 
formance determinants are highly important and there are difficult trade-orfs among 
them. FleXible, adaptive leadership is essentiaJ to deal successfully with the tldde-offs, 
competing objectives. and changing situations. 

A chief executive has the most potential impact on the performance of the organ
ization when there is a crisis and the strategy of the organization is no longer aligned 
with its environment. However, effective leadership must be provided by the mid-level 
and lower-level managers as well as by the top executives. The leadership decisions at 
different levels and in different subunits of the organization must be consistent and 
coordinated jf it is to achieve optimal performance. A major change is more likely to be 
successful if initiated early before a crisis becomes serious and the organization nO 

longer has any slack resources to finance it. However, it is more difficult to initiate a 
major change when there is no need for it and resistance is strong. 

How much change occurs is also affected by power struggles among different 
subunits or coalitions. According to strategic contingencies theory, the evolutionary 
process of power acquisition and loss will ensure that strategic decisions are made by 
the most qualified people. However, this evolutionary process may not occur if the 
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dominant faction's power is institutionalized through political processes, Major strate
gie change is less likely to be initiated by a chief executive who has been in office for 
a long period of time, or by an intL"fnal successor, 

An executive team is lflore important in a complex, rapidly changing environment 
places many external de,mmJs on me CEO, Teams are also more important ioan 

organization \'\ith diverse hut highly interdependent busim:;.}s units, because a sing-Ie leader 
is unlikely to have the broad expertise necessary to direct and integrate the activities of 
these units. 111(' executive charactcristk'H neceSS3lY for team effix .. tivcm:s;" depend on the 
oq:.,:Janizational context in which the team must operate, on the nature of the environment, 
and on the leadership behavior of me CEO, Diversity of backgroundS and perspectives 
improves the quality of me strategic dedsions made by a team facing a turbulent, uncertain 
environment, but cliversity also makes it more difficult to reach consensus, 

External monitoring provides information needed for strategic planning and cfi
nis management. To detect threats and discover opportunities in a timely \'V,IY, top 
managenlel1t must actively monitor relev::!llt sectors of the environment, sources of 
dependency for the organization, and current performann.\ Developing a strategy for 
~Hbpting t(1 the environment is an imporunt responsibility for top executives, :md the 
strategy is more likely to be effective if it builds on ('on.: cl'ompett:ncies, is relevant to 
long-term objectives, and is feasible in terms of current c8.pabilities. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. W'har are the major performance detenninmlts for organizations? 
2. How can leaders influence each type of performance determinant? 
3. W'hat condiHons limit the discretion of a CEO? 
4. How is CEO influence relatl:d to the evolutionary cycle of the organization? 
5. How is organizational change affected by political Pf()ccsses and the relative influ-

ence of different factions over strategic decisions? 
6. How is CEO behavior related to tenure in office? 
7. "W'hat are the potential benefits ~md problems with executive teams? 
8. "W'hat conditiuns determine the effectivent..'ss of an executive team? 
9. \V'hat are sume guidelines for external monitoring? 

10, W'OOt are some guidelines for strategy formulation? 
1 L How important is executive leadership in organizations? 
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Developing Leadership 
Skills 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should he able to: 

• t:nderstand the impcHtance of leadership training and development in 
organizations, 

• Understand how to use coaching, mentoring, action learning, special J.ssignments, 
simulathms, and 360-degree feedback. 

• Cnderstand the benefits and limitations of the primary methods for leadership 
training and development. 

• Understand the findings in research conducted to evaluate the methods. 

• understand the organizational conditions that facilitate leadership training and 
development. 

• Cnderstand what leaders can do to encourage and facilitate the leader.ship 
development of their subordinates. 

• Understand what leaders can do to develop their own skills. 

• Cnderstand why leader development should be integrated with human resource 
management and strategic planning. 

The increasing rate of change in the external environment of organizations and the 
many new challenges facing leaders suggest that success as a leader in the twenty-first 
centuty will require a higher level of skill and some new competencies as well. As the 
need for leadership competencies increases, new techniques for developing them are 
being invented, and old techniques are being refined. Leadership development is a 
multibillion dollar business in the United States (Fulmer & Vicere, 1996). 

Leadership competencies can be developed in a number of ways, including 
(1) formal training, (2) developmental activities, and (3) self-help activities, Most for
mal training occurs during a defined time period, and it is usually conducted away 
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from the manager's immediate work site by training ptofessionals (e.g., a short 
workshop at a training center, a management course at a university). Developmental 
aC1ivities are usually embedded within operational job assignments or conducted in 
conjunction with those assignments. The developmental activities can take many 
i()rms, including coaching by the boss or an outside consultant, mentoring by some
one at a higher level in the organization) and special a,-ssignments that provide nc"w 
challenges and opportunities to learn relevant skills. Self-help activities are carried out 
by individuals On their own. include reading books) viewing vidc'os, listen
ing to audiotapes, and using imemctive computer pro!,'f'dmS for skill building. 

The effectiveness of training programs, developmental experiences, and sdf-help 
activities depends in part on organizational conditions that fadlitate or inhihit learning 
of leadership skills and the application of this learning by managers. Facilitating con
ditions include things such as suppOrt for skill development from top management) 
reward systems that encourage skill development, and cultural values that support 
continuous learning. This chapter examines various approaches for kc.adership devel
()pml..'l1t and the key faCilitating nmdirions. 

leadership Training Programs 

Formal tflljnjng program.s are widely used to improve leadership in organizations. 
l\t1()st large organizations have m;;lnagement training pn)grarns of (me kind or another, 
JruJ many organization!") send their managers to outside seminars and workshops 
(Saari, Johnsan, Mdaughlin, & Zimmerle, 1988). Most leadership training programs 
are designed it) increase generiC skills and behaviors relevant for managerial eftectiveness 
and advancement. The training is usually designed more for Iower- and middle-level 
managers than for top managt:'lTH.:t1t, and there is usually more emphasis on skiHs 
needed by managers in their curr<:nt position than on skills needed to prepare for 
promotion to a higher position (Rothwell & Kazan~s, 1994). However, the old pattern 
of selecting mostly "fast tra(:k" managers for leadership training and providing it only 
once Of twice during a manager's career is gradually being replaced hy a series of lead
ership training 0ppoltunitles that arc available to any Inanager in the organization at 
appropfiate points in his or her career (Vlcen.: &. Fulmer, 1997), 

Leadership training can t~1 kt: many forn1')1 from short work"'hops that last only a 
few hours and focus on a nan-ow set of skills, to pn >grams that last for a yell' or more 
and cover a wide mnge of skills. :vbny consulting companies conduct short leadership 
workshops that are open to managers from different organizations. Other conSUlting 
companies design leadership training programs tailored to the needs of a particular or
ganization. Most universities offer management development programs (e.g., 
Executive MBA) that take 1-3 years to complete on a part-time basis. Manyorganiza
tions compensate employees for the cost of attending outside workshops and courses. 
Many large organizations (e.g., General Electric, Motorola, Toyota, Unilever) operate a 
management training center or corporate university for employees (Fulmer, 1997; 
Meister, 1994). 

A number of training programs are based on the application of a particular lead
ership theoty. Some examples include training programs based on least preferred 
coworker (LPC) contingency theoty (Fiedler & Chemers, 1982), the normative decision 
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model (Vroom & Jago, 1988), transfonnational leadership (Bass, 1996; Bass & Avolio, 
1990b), situational leadership theory (Hersey & Blanchard, 1984), and managerial mo
tivation (Miner, 1986). Reviews of research on these theory-based training programs 
find evidence that they sometimes improve managerial effectiveness (Bass, 1990; 
Latham, 1988; Tetrault, Schriesheim, & Neider, 1988). Bowever, it is important to note 
that most of the studies fail to estahlish whether improved effectiveness is the result of 
actually applying the theory, or is merely the result of gaining more interpersonal and 
administrative skill. 

Designing Effective Training 

The effectiveness of formal training programs depends greatly on how well they 
are designed. The design of training should take into account learning theory, the spe
cific learning objectives, characteristics of the trainees, and practical considerations 
such as constraints and costs in relation to benefits. Leader training is more likely to 
be successful if designed and conducted in a way that is consistent with findings in 
research on learning processes and training techniques (see reviews by Baldwin & 
Padgett, 1993; Campbell, 198R; Howell & Cooke. 19H9; Lord & llall, 2()(J~; Nne & Ford, 
[992; Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Tannenhaum & YukI, 1992). Key findings are 
summarized brieBy in this section (see also Table 14-1). 

Clear Learning Objectives 

Learning objectives describe the behaviors, skills, or kn(}wlecige trainees are expect
ed to acquire from the training. Specific learning objectives help to darify the purpose of 
the training and its relevance for trainees. In rnost cases it is useful to explain not only 
what will be learned, but also why the training is worthwhile for trainees. Thus, at the be
ginning of a training program, the trainer should identify clear learning objectives and 
explain why the training will help people improve their leadership effectiveness. 

Clear, Meaningful Content 

The training content should be clear and meaningful. It should build on a 
trainee's prior knowledge, and it should foclls attention on important things, The training 
should include lots of examples that are concrete and relevant. Peri<xlic summaries 

TABLE 14-1 Conditions for Successful Training 

• Clear learning objectives 
• Clear, meaningful content 
• Appropriate sequencing of content 

• Appropriate mix of training methods 

• Opportunity for active practice 

• Relevant, timely feedback 

• Trainee self~confidence 
• Appropriate follow-up activities 
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and restatements of key points should be used to facilitate comprehension and memo
rization of material. Conceptual learning can be increased by prOViding relevant cate
gory systents, diagrams, analogies, and models. The models and theories should he 
simple enough to he remembered and relevant enough to help trainees interpret their 
experiences. 

Appropriate Sequencing of Content 

The training activities should he organized and sequenced in a way that will fa
cilitate learning. For examplc l it is better to learn prerequisite cOnCepL"i, symbols! 
rules, and procedures before doing activities that require this knowledge. Training 
should progress from simple to more complex ideas. Complex material should be bro
ken into componenL<; or modules that are easier H) learn separately. Appropriate inter
vals between training sessions prOVide opportunities for repeated practice, and rest 
breaks help to avoid fatigue during long training sessions. 

Appropriate Mix of Training Methods 

The choke of training methods should take into account the trainee's current 
skill levd, motivation, and capacity to understand and remt:mber complex infonna
Hem, The methods should be appropriate for the knowledge) skilb, attitudes, or be
luvior to he learned. For example, it is usually better to demonstrate a procedure than 
to describe it in abstract terms, The methods should be appropriate for the training: 
conditions and setting, For example, role plays are diffkult to use in a very large class. 
Training methods should be varied as needed to maintain trainee interest. Lectures 
longer than 30 Ininures may lose the interest and attention of trainees, so it is desirable 
to shift periodkally from lecturing to discussions and exercises. 

Opportunity for Active Practice 

Trainees should actively practin:' the skills 10 be learned (e,g., practice behaViors, 
recall information from memory. apply principles in doing a task), Retention and 
transfer are greater when a trainee mu.""t restate principles (rather than just recognizing 
or recalling them) and must apply the principles to varying ;';iituations and adapt them 
accordingly (rather than just learning one \\';Jy to deal with one type of situation). 
Practice should occur both during the training sessions and shortly afterward in the job 
situation, Skills involving team activities should be practiced by the team under realis
tic conditions. 

Relevant, Timely Feedback 

Trainees should receive relevant feedback from a variety of available sources, 
and feedback should be accurate, timely, and constructive. Learning of tasks that re
qUire analytical processing is facilitated by helping trainees to monitor their own 
progress and evaluate what they know and don't know. Feedback may be of little 
value if the learner is using an inappropriate mental model and the feedback does not 
help the trainee develop a better one. Learning can be facilitated by shOWing people 
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how to seek and use relevant feedback about their strategy for doing a task (e.g., what 
strategy was used, what was done correctly and what mistakes were made~ what might 
have been done instead.). Diagnostic questions, analytical procedures, and clues 
about the meaning of various patterns of results help people analyze and interpret per
formance feedback. 

Enhancement of Trainee Self-Confidence 

The instructional processes should enhance trainee self-efficacy and expectations 
that the training will be successful. The trainer should communicate expectations of 
success and be patient and supportive with tf'dinees who experience learning difficul
ties. Trainees should have ample opportunities to experience progress and success in 
mastering the material and learning the skills. For example, training should begin with 
simple behaviors that can be mastered easily, then progress to more complex behav
iors as trainees become more confident Praise and encouragement should be used 
whenever appropriate to bolster the confidence of trainees. 

Appropriate Follow-Up Activities 

Complex skills are difficult to learn in a shorr training course \-\lith limited oppor
tunities for practice and feedback Learning of such skills can be enhanced by appro
priate follow-up activities. One useful approach is to hold a foUow"-up session at an 
appropriate interval after the training program is completed to review progress in the 
application of learned skills, discuss sllccesses and problems, and provide additkmal 
coaching and support. Another useful approach is to have trainees Glny out specific 
projects that require the use of skills le::lfned in the training. Meetings are held period
ically with the trainees to revie\v progress, discuss what was learned, and provide 
additional support and coaching. Other types of follow-up activities include short 
refresher courses and periodic coaching sessions with individuals. 

Special Techniques for Leadership Training 

A large variety of methods have heen used successfully for leadership training 
(Bass. 1990; Burke & Day. 1986; Latham, 1988; McCauley & Van Velsor, 2004; Tetrault. 
Schriesheim, & Neider, 1988). Lectures, demonstrations, procedural manuals, video
tapes, eqUipment simulators, and interactive computer tutorials are used to learn 
technical skills. Cases, exercises, business games, simulations, and videotapes are 
used to learn conceptual and administrative skills. Lectures, case discussion, video
tapes, role playing, and group exercises are used to learn interpersonal skills. Three 
techniques widely used for leadership training are behavioral role modeling, cases, 
and large-scale simulations. These techniques will be examined in more detaiL 

Behavior Role Modeling 

Behavior role modeling uses a combination of two older methods (demonstm
tion and role playing) to enhance interpersonal skills. The theoretical basis for behav
ioml role modeling is Bandura's (1986) social learning theory. Early proponents of 
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bebavior role modeling (Goldstein & Sorcher, 1974) argued that merely presenting and 
demonstrating behavior guidelines is not sufficient to ensure people will learn and use 
behavior that is awkward, difficul~ or contrary to typical ways of dealing with a tense 
interpersonal sittuliOfl. sdch behavior is unHkely to be learned unless trainees actual
ly pmctice it 3iid' receive encouragement and feedhack in a nonthreatening learning 
environment. 

In behavior role modeling training) small groups of trainees observe someone 
demon'Strate how to handle a particular type of interpersonal problem provide 
corrective feedback, provide coaching), then they practice the behavior in a role play 
and get nonthreatening feedback The effective behav;ors arc: usually sho"n on a short 
videotape, An alternative approach is for the trainer to model the appropriate bebav
iors in a role play conducted in front of the class with a trdinee or another trainer. 
Sometit11es both positive and negative behaviors are modeled to show the difference. 
The research on the benefiL') of including negative behaviors is still incondu:-;ive but 
suggests that the mixed models are slightly more effective for behavior change on the 
joh (Baldwin, 1991, 1992; l'lylor, RUSS-Eft, & Chan, 2W5; Trimble, Nathan, & Decker, 
199D. In most programs the trainer explains the learning points prior to the modeling 
deln(JIlstrati()D, then trainees ()l)serve them enacted in the video. S(Jmetil11cs learning 
points abo appear on the video as the behaviors occur. 

The next ,<;tep 15 for trainees to panidpate in a role play to practice applying 
tbe le;lrning points, Thc"'Sc role plays can be conducted in front of the dass or in 
small groups. The latter approach gives several trainct:s the opportunity to practice 
at the same time and is less threatening to them. Feedback can be obtained from a 
variety of sources, including the trainer, other trainees who serve as ohservt:rs, or a 
videotape of behavior in the role play, In most programs trainees are asked ro de
velop specific action plans for inlpiementing the behavior guidelines back on the 
job, After writing these action plans, trainees can discuss them in dyads, in small 
groups, or with the trainer privately to do s()me reality te:-;ting and obtain guidance 
and encouragement. 

Burke and Day (986) conducted a meta-analysis of studies evaluating bduvior 
modeling and concluded dut it was one of the most effective training methods for 
managers. SUbscqlK'nt studies ;:Ind reviews ;'11."10 support the utility of this training 
method (e,g" Latham, 19t59; Mayer & RusselL 19fP; Rohcl1son, ]990: Smith-Jentsch, 
Sabs, & Baker, l')t)(); Taylt)f et at, 2(05)' but the revic\vers also L"XPK"Ssc-d concerns 
about the limitations of the research. Most studies found evjdence of learning, but few 
studies measured actual behavior change back on the job or improvement in manage
rial effectiveness. Few studies investigated issues such as when, why, and for whom 
the behaVioral role modeling training method is effective. 

Another major question is the type of skills for which this training method is ap
propriate. Behavior role modeling seems useful for concrete behaviors that are known 
to be effective in a particular type of leadership situation, but there is little evidence 
that the method is effective for teaching flexible adaptive behaviors Or cognitive 
knowledge. Behavior modeling programs that empbasize rigid, arbitrary learning 
points are unlikely to promote flexible, adaptive behavior (Parry & Reich, 1984; 
Robertson, 1990). Unless trainees are encouraged to understand the general principles 
upon wbich the learning points are based, they are not prepared to deal with situa
tions where some of the learning points afe inappropriate. A possible remedy is to 
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explain general principles) then encourage trainees to devise alternative ways for 
applying them in varying situations. More research is needed to resolve these ques
tions and determine the most effective procedures for behavior modeling programs. 

Case Discussion 

Cases are descriptions of events in an organization, There are many types of cases, 
ranging from detailed descriptions of events that occurred over a period of severdl years 
to brief descriptions of incidents lasting only a few minutes, Cases are used in a variety 
of ways in courses to develop management t>kills, Long cases about an organization's 
competitive strategy and finandal performance are used to practice analytical and deci
sion-making skills, Trainees analyze a detailed description of a business situation and 
use management principles and quantitative decision techniques to determine how to 
deal with it The case may be discussed in the class as a whole or in small groups that 
report back on their findings ~md recommendations. ese of small groups requires more 
time, nut it increases the level of active participation. After recommendations are pre
sented, they arc evaluated and compared to what was actually done by the org:.lI1izatJon. 

One potential benefit of a case is to incre~tse understanding anout situations man
agers encounter. A case can be used to show how a problem or event may appear dif
ferent to people who do not have the same values, interests, and assumptions. For ex
ample, a connict or controversial decision may be described from the perspective of 
different parties. Most cases are still in \vTitten form, but dramatized video cases are 
increasingly being used to help people vicariously experience some of the more stress
ful and difficult situations they may encounter, 

Another use of cases is to increase understandIng atx)Ut effective managerial he
havior. Trainees analyze a detailed description of a manager's actions to identjfy ap
propriate and inappropriate behavior and make recommendations about what the 
manager should have done or should do next. This type of case is usually short, and 
it emphasizes human relations aspects of man,:lgement. Such cases may be used also 
to assess a person's ability to analyze the reason for human relations problems and 
identify effective ways of handling interpersonal situations. 

Research on the effectiveness of lIsing cases for leadership training is still limited. 
The following guidelines for trainers summarize prevailing opinions abollt conditions 
likely to facilitate learning. 

• Clarify expectations for trainees, Explain the purpose of the case, how it will be 
used, and what trainees are expected to do. 

• Ask questions to encourage and facilitate participation in the discussion, Be 
receptive to alternative viewpojnts, and avoid dominating the discussion. 

• Emphasize the complexity of problems and the desirability of identifying alterna
rive remedies. 

• Use different diagnoses as an opportunity to demonstrate how people approach 
a problem with different assumptions, biases, and priorities. 

• Ask trainees to relate the case to their work experience. Discussing prior experi
ences reduces dependence on the case to provide insight and provoke thought. 

• Vary the composition of discussion groups to expose trainees to different pOints 
of view. 
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Business Games and Simulations 

Business games and simulations have been used for many years for management 
training. As with cases, simulations require trainee.s to analyze complex problems and 
make decisions, However) unlike ca.scs, trainees must deal with the consequences of 
their dc"Cisions. After decisions Life made. trainee.'; usually receive feedhack about 
what happened 3S a result of their decisions. Most business games emphasize quanti~ 
{:lHve financial information and are used to pnu':"lice analytical and decision skllls 
t:ltIght in a f{)nllai training program. Games can be used Jl.so to assess training net.::'ds, 
the success of pl10r training l or the validity of a manager's mental model for a particu
lar decision situation. The most sophisticated simulations are based on a systems 
model of the complex causal relationships among imp01tant variables for a particular 
type of company and industry. Participants work individually or in small groups to 
make managerial decisions about Pf{Kluct pricing, advertising, production Olltput, 
product dev·elopment, and capital investment. Following is an example of one partic
ipanfs experience in :.l computerized simulation of :1 start-up airline company: 

S:J!Jy stared blankly off into span;. What had started out so well had turned into a 
nightman.'. She hrld t:lkt .. 'n ov'-.."r an airline company that had three planes :md 
gross n.:·venucs of $32 million a year, and in just four years she had grown lile 
company 10 a h:dr-billion~d(lHar flnn wifh ~l Heet of lOO airn'"J.fL She had swt.·ated 
over decisions in the areas of hurnan resources, airnah. acquisition, marketing, 
pricing, and serdce scope, and in each Glse. her airiine had triumphed. But then 
she had reached a fUming point. I Ie!" market had collapsed. Her service quality 
11;ld eroded. Lusst::-, had piled up so idS! that the ahility of lwr company to absorb 
them was in doubt. It would all turn ~lft)uJ1d though. it had to. AU she nct.:ded 
\vas one more quarter. . But instead of the next quarter's finandal r-cports she ft.:

ceived DOlification that 111..:1' L'reditors \-vcre forcing her into IXlnkruplcy. Time had 
nm out, . \vl1:lt did I do wrong, ~he thought. All hcr decisions had Hcemcd to 
make sense at the time. She re~lChj/d over and pn::sscd the save huiton. She 
\'vouki fl;lve to analy%e ht:r decision;.; !o see what went wrong later. Right now she 
had another strategy she v<lllted to try. Shv hit the rest.:it1 hurton to lX'gio the sim
ukltlol1. She \v;!}; back to having three planes and gross revenuc:-; of $32 million. 
(KrelItler, 1994, p, 536) 

Large-scale sin1uiations evolved from business g;1mes, but they combine many of 
the features of other uaining methods such as human relations cases, role playing, the 
in-basket exercise, and group problem-solving exercises. Large-scale simulations 
emphasize interpersonal skills as much as cognitive skills and decision making. A large
scale simulation typically involves a single hypothetical organization with multiple di
visions (e.g., bank, plastics company). Participants are assigned to different positions 
in the organization and cany out the managerial responsibilities for a period of one or 
two days. Prior to the Simulation, each participant is prOVided extensive background 
information, such as a description of the organization's products and services, financial 
reports, industry and market conditions, an organization chart, and the duties and re
sponsibilities of the position. Each participant is also given copies of recent correspon
dence (e.g.! memos, repofts) with other members of the organization and outsiders. 
Participants have separate work spaces, but they are allowed to communicate by vari
ous media (e.g., memos, e-mail) and to schedule meetings. Participants make strategic 
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and operational decisions just as they would in a real organization. They react to each 
other's decisions, but unlike business games, they usually do not receive information 
about the financial consequences of their decisions during the simulation itself. 

After the simulation is completed, participants receive feedback about group 
processes and their individual skills and behaviors. Feedback is usually provided by 
observers who track the behavior and decisions of the participanLs. Additional feed
back can be provided by videotaping participant conversations and meetings. The 
facilitators help the participants understand how well they functioned as executives in 
collecting and processing information, analyzing and solving problems, communicat
ing with others, influencing others, and planning strategy and operations. The best 
known large-scale simulation (called Looking Glass) was developed by the Center for 
Creative Leadership (Kaplan, Lombardo, & Mazique, 1985; Van Velsor, Ruderman, & 
Phillips, 1989). It is a simulation of a glass manufacturing company. Other large-scale 
simulations have been developed to depict specific types of organi.%3tions such as 
banks, insurance companies, chemical-plastics companies, and public school systems. 

What participants learn from a large-scale simulation depends in part on \\'ho 
participates. If participants afC strangers from a variety of different organizations, most 
of the learning will he at the level of individual self-awareness of strengths and \\/c<1k
nesses, However, if the participants are a "family group" of managers from the same 
organization, their behavior in the simulation will reflect tbe prevailing culture and re
lationships in that organization. The feedback to participants in family groups can be 
used to help them understand and improve their decision-making and conflict resolu
tion processes. For example, most of the managers from one company that participat
ed in the Looking GIas:) simulation m~:lde hasty decisions and looked for information to 
justify them, rather than carefully gathering information to determine the nature of the 
problem and available opportunities. During the debrief, participants became aware 
of their ineffective behavior and realized that it was consil'tent with the culture of their 
company, 

The research on business games and simulations is stilI limited, but there is in
creasing evidence they can be very useful for leadership development (Keys & Wolfe, 
1990; Thornton & Cleveland, 1990; Wolf & Roberts, 1993). Neveltheless, more research 
is needed to determine what types of learning occur and the conditions that facilitate 
learning. It was once assumed that interpersonal skills and problem~solvjng skills 
would be learned automatically by participants in a simulation. Now it is obvious that 
the potential henefits are unlikely to be achieved without extensive preparation, 
planned interventions '\vith specific feedback and coaching during the simulation, and 
intensive debriefing with discu&."ion of lessons learned after the simulation. 

Some serious limitations in most large-scale simulations need to be addressed. 
The short time period for the simulation makes it difficult for participants to make 
effective use of behaviors that necessarily involve a series of related actions over time, 
such as inspirational leadership, networking, team building, developing subordinates, 
and delegation. A possible remedy is to spread out the simulation sessions over sev
eral weeks, which also provides more opportunity for facilitators to provide feedback 
and coaching after each session. Improved communication technology makes it easier 
to use virtual meetings among team members who normally work in widely dispersed 
locations, which can solve some of the logistical problems of holding repeated 
meetings for team members over a longer period of time. There is a continuing effort 
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to design more flexible and realistic simulations that incorporate more challenging de
velopmental activities and provide more feedback about participant behavior and its 
consequences for the organization. 

learning from Experience 

Much of the skill essential for effective leadership is learned from experience 
rather than from fonnal training programs (Davies & Easterby-Smith, 1984; Kdleher, 
Finestone, & Lowy, 1986; Lindsey, Homes, & McC;dl, 1987; McCall, Lombardo, & 
Morrison, 1988). Special assignments provide an opportunity to develop and refine 
leadership skills during the performance of regular joh duties. Coaching and mentor
ing can be used to heIp managers interpret their experiences and learn new skills. 
Managers can emulate the effective behaviors modeled by competent bosses (McCall 
d at, 1988; Manz & Sims, 1981). Managers can also learn what not to do li'om superi
ors who are ineffective (Lindsey et at., 1987; McCall el aI., 1988). 

The extent 10 whit'h le<ldership skills and values an: developed during opera
tional assignments depends on the type of experiences afforded hy these assignments. 
Re~earchers at the Center fZ)f Creative Leadership have titudied the relationship be
tween specific types of job experiences and leadership development (Lindsey et at., 
1987; McCall et at., 1988; McCauley, 1986; McCauley, Lombardo, & Usher, 1989). A 
more recent study by Mumford and his associates (MUlnf(}rd et a1., 2(00) examined the 
It:lationship between experience and development of leadership skills for ofTicers in 
the V.S, Army. The research on learning from experience indicates that it is affected 
hy amount of challenge, variety of tasks Of assignment;L and quality of feedback. 

Amount of Challenge 

A challenging situation is one that involves unusual problems to solve) difficult 
obstacles to overcome, and risky dt'cision.s to Inake, The research at eeL found that 
challenge was grc~ltt'st 1n jobs that required a manager 10 deal with ch~mge, take re
sponsibility for high-visihility problems, int1uence people Without authority, handle 
external pressure, and work 'without much guidance or SUppOft from superiors. 
Some exanlples of challenging -situations iacludt: dealing with a. merger or reOlganiza
tion, leading a cross-functional team Of task force, implementing a major change t cop
ing with unfavorable business conditions, turning around a weak organizational unit, 
making the transition to a different type of managerial position (e.g., from a funLuonal 
line position to a general manager or staff position), and managing in a country with a 
different culture. These situations required managers to seek new information, view 
problems in new ways, build new relationships, try out new behaviors! learn new 
skills, and develop a better understanding of themselves. Researchers at CCL devel
oped an instrument called the Developmental Challenge Profile to measure the 
amount and types of challenge in a managerial position or assignment (McCauley, 
Ruderman, Ohlolt, & Morrow, 1994). 

Experiencing success in handling difficult challenges is essential for leadership 
development. In the process, managers learn new skills and gain self-confidence. 
Learning from experience involves failure as well as success. The research at eeL also 
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found that managers who experienced adversity and failure earlier in their career were 
more likely to develop and advance to a higher level than managers who experienced 
only a series of early successes. Types of hardship experiences found to be significant 
for development included failure in business decisions, mistakes in dealing with im
portant people, career setbacks, and personal trauma (e.g., divorce, serious injury or 
illness). However, experiencing failure may not result in beneficial learning and 
change unless a person accepts some responsibility for it, acknowledges personal lim
itations, and finds ways to overcome them (Kaplan, Kofodimos, & Drath, 1987; 
Kovach, 1989; McCall & Lombardo, 1983). Moreover, when the amount of stress and 
challenge is excessive, support and coaching may be needed to prevent people from 
giving up and withdrawing from the situation before development occurs. 

Variety of Tasks or Assignments 

Growth and learning are greater when job experiences are diverse as weJl as 
challenging. Diverse job experiences require manager:.; to ad~lpt to new situations and 
deal with new types of problems. Repeated success in handling one type of prol )I<:.'m 
reinforces the tendency of a person to interpret and handle ne\V problems in the same 
way, even when a different approach may be more effective. Thus, it is beneficial for 
managers to have early experience with a wide variety of problems that requjre differ
ent leadership behavior and skills. Some ways to provide a variety of job challenges 
include making special developmental assignments, rotating managers among posi
tions in different functional subunits of the organization, providing assignments in both 
line and staff positions, and making both foreign and domestic assignments. 

Relevant Feedback 

More learning occurs during operational assignn1ents when people get accurate 
feedback ahout their behavior and irs consequences and use this feedback to analyze 
their experiences and learn from them. Unfortunately, useful feedback about a man
ager's behavior is seldom provided within operational assignments, and even when 
available it may not result in learning. The hectic pace and unrelenting demands make 
introspection and self-analysis difficult in any management job. The extent to which a 
person is willing to accept feedback depends on some of the same traits that are rdat
ed to managerial effectiveness (Bunker & Webb, 1992; Kaplan, 1990; Kelleher, 
Finestone, & Lowy, 1986). People who are defensive and insecure tend to avoid or ig
nore information about their weaknesses. People who believe that most events are 
predetermined by uncontrollable external forces (I.e., people who do not have a high 
internal locus of control orientation) are less likely to accept responsibility for failure 
or to view feedback as a way to improve tneir skills and future performance. Hard
driving! achievement-oriented managers are more likely to be successful early in their 
careers, but these traits may also interfere with learning how to adapt to cbanging 
situations. 

The obstacles to learning from experience are greatest at higher levels of man
agement (Kaplan, Kofodimas, & Drath, 1987). Executives tend to become isolated 
from all but a small number of people with whom they interact regularly in the organ
ization, and these people are mostly other executives who are also isolated. Success 
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• Multi-source feedback workshops 
• Developmental assessment centers 
• Special assignments 
• Job rotation 
• Action learning 
• Mentoring 
• Executive coaching 
• Outdoor challenge programs 
• Personal growth programs 

in attaining such a high position of PO\VC"f and prestige tend,,:> to give executives se1f
confidence about their style of management. This confidence may even pnJgress t<) a 
feeling of superiority that causes the executive TO ignore or discount criticism from oth~ 
ers who are not $() sliccessfui. Moreover, dS eXt:Cl1tjvt.~!'i become more po\v(~rftll, people 
become mort' reluctant to risk offending thcm by providing criticism. 

Developmental Activities 

A number of activities can be used to facilitate learning of relevant skills from ex
perience on the jon (see Table 14-2). These developmental activities can be used to 
supplement informal coaching by the boss or coworkers; and most of them can be 
used in conjunction with formal training programs. For example, multisource feed
back from the workplace is provided {n participants in some leadership training 
progr:1lTIs. Each rype of activity or technique will be reviewed and evalu:ned hriefly. 

Multisource Feedback 

Providing behavioral feedback from multiple soun:t:s has hecome a popubr 
method for management development, anJ it is \viddy used in large organizations 
(London & Smither, 1995) This approach is called by various n~l1nes, including ·':,60-
degree teedback" and "mu!tirater feedback.·· Multisource feedback programs can be 
used for a variety ()f purposes, but the pritmlIY purpose is to assess the strengths and 
developmental needs for individual managers. The design and use of 360-degree 
feedback programs is described several books (e.g., Lepsinger & Lucia, 1997; Tornow & 
London, 1998). 

In a feedback program, managers receive information about their skills or bebav
ior from standardized questionnaires filled out by other people such as subordinates, 
peers, superiors, and sometimes outsiders such as clients (see Figure 14-]). The ques
tionnaires used to provide feedback may be customized for a particular organization, 
but most feedback workshops still utilize standardized questionnaires. Sixteen survey 
instruments commonly used in feedback workshOps are described by Van Velsor, 
Leslie, and Fleenor (1997), who also reviewed the empirical evidence about the 
strengths and limitations of each instrument. Each participating manager receives a re
port that compares ratings made by others to self-ratings by the manager and to norms 
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FIGURE 14-1 Sources of Information for 360-Degree Feedback. 

for other managers. Sometimes managers receive a feedback report with built-in aids 
for interpreting the results, but in other programs, managers attend a \\'orkshop con
ducted by an experienced bdlitator \vho provides assistance in interpreting the feed
back and identifying developmental needs. 

Feedback is likely to be more accurate when the rating questionnaire tracks 
behaviors that arc meaningful and easy to observe. Accurate feedback also depends 
on gaining the cooperAtIOn of a representative set of respondents who interacted fre" 
quently with the manager over a period of time and had adequate opportunity to 
observe the behaviors in the questionnaire. Respondents are more likely to provide 
accurate ratings if they understand the purpose of the survey, how the results will 
be used, and the procedures to ensure confidentiality of anSWtTS. Ratings are more 
likely to be accurate if the feedback is used only for developmental purposes and is 
not part of the formal performance appraisal process (London, Wohlers, & 
Gallagher, 1990). 

Behavioral feedback can be presented in a number of different ways, and the for
mat of the feedback report helps to determine how clear and useful the feedback is to 
the recipients. Providing feedback separately for each direction (e.g., subordinates, 
peers, superiors) makes it more informative and easier to interpret. It is a common 
practice to highlight large discrepancies between what others say about a manager's 
behavior and self-ratings by the manager. Self-ratings that are much higher than rat
ings by others indicate a possible developmental need. Interpretation of feedback is 
facilitated by norms (e.g., percentile scores) based on a large sample of managers. 
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Ratings of the manager's behavior that are well below "normal" provide another indi
cator of a possible developmental need, 

There has bt.'en much discussion but little research on tIle advantages of different 
types and forms of feedback Some writers have questioned the value of providing 
feedback based on quantitative ratings for abstract traits and vaguely defined behaviors 
that are diffjcult to observe and remember. Moses, Hollenhack, and Sorcher 0')93) 
su&.gested providing feedback on \vhat the rater expects the m~mager would do in a 
\1leH-defined: representative situation, Kaplan (1993) suggested supplementing numer
ical feedback with concrete examplt:s of effective and ineffective behavior hy the man
ager. The examples would be ohtained by interviewing respondents Of induding 
open-ended questions on fhe survey questionnaire, An example of an open-ended 
question is to ask respondents what they think fhe manager should start doing, stop 
doing) or continue doing (Bracken, 1994). Quantitative feedback about a man~lger's 
current behavior can be supplemented with respondent recommendations about desir
ahle changes in the manager's hehavior. 

The tdfectivcness of multisource feedback programs depends not only on the 
type and form of f(Txlback, but <ibn on how it is presented to Immagcrs (Kaplan, 1991: 
'y'ukl & Lcp:;inger, 199'5). Three nHnmun variations are the following: (1) manager.s 
just receive a feedhack report and are len to interpret it alone; (2) managers receive a 
feedback r,,'port followed by a ont..:-on-one meeting ,ivith a fadliLltor; and (3) managers 
attend a group workshop with a facilitafor to help interpret their feedback report'). A 
facilitator can explain the rating categories and their relevance for leadership effective
ness. prepare panidpants to be receptive to behavjor~:d feedback, encourage panid
p~lnts to interpret the feedhack in light of their lC~ldership situation, stres.s the pOSitive 
aspects of feedback as well as negatives, help participants work through feelings about 
adverse k4:..'dlxlCk, and encourage participant<; to pbn how to use the feedback to im
prove their leadership effectiveness, A field experiment by Seifert, Yuki, and 
i\-fcDonald (200J) found that a feedback workshop with a facilitator was more effective 
for enhan{:ing the int1uent:e behavior of bank managers than merely giving them a 
fetxlback report to read, Individual mL"L-1ings can be l..L...;ed following a group workshop 
to provide an opportunity for IXl11k'ipants to meet with a facilitator to di:-;cuss their 
feedback data privately (Chappelow, 199ti), 

Despite the widespre~td lISt' oj" multisouro.: feedback in recent years, its effective
ness has nf)t heen adequately dt.:I<,:rmined (\X'aldman, Atwater, & Antonioni, 1998), 
Several studies ex;l1ninco the effects of up\vard feedback to leaders from subordinates 
kg" Atwater, Roush, & Fischtal, 1995; Hegarty, 1974; Nemeroff & Cosentino, 1979; 
Reilly, Smither, & Vasilopoulos, 1996; Smither et aI" 1995; Wilson, O'Hare, & Shipper, 
1990). A much smaller number of studies evaluated the effects of multisource feed
hack (e,g" Bernardin, Hagan, & Kane, 1995; Hazucha, Hezlet!, & Schneider,1993; 
Seifert, YukI, & McDonald, 2003), Evidence of positive change in leader behavior was 
found in some studies but not others, 

With so few studies fhat are directly relevant for evaluating multisource feedhack 
to managers, it is worthwhile to also consider results from research on feedback in 
other contexts. A meta-analysis of 131 quasi-experimental studies and experiments 
(many conducted in the laboratory) found a weak positive effect of feedback on per
formance (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). The results varied greatly across studies, and a 
negative effect was found in one third of the studies. Taken together, the different 
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types of empirical research suggest that behavioral feedback can be useful in some 
situations, but the evidence fails to support for the widespread assumption that it is a 
potent method of leadership development (Waldman et aI., 1998). 

Feedback from other people can help a manager identify strengths and weak
nesses, but the manager may not be willing or able to apply the feedback. When mul
tisource feedback is used only for development, managers are usually not required to 
share the feedback with their boss or to discuss it with the raters. Some participants 
may dismiss negative feedback or distort its meaning (Conger, 1992). Even when a 
participant acknowledges a skill deficiency and wants to improve, how to improve 
may not be evident. 

The extent to which the feedback results in improvement of skills may also de
pend on what training and follow-up activities occur afterward. A study by Walker and 
Smither (999) found that managers were more likely to improve if they held a meet
ing with the raters (who were subordinates) to discuss the feedback received from 
them. Such a meeting provides an opportunity to gdin a better understanding of the 
reason for discrepancies in self and other ratings, and it may increase the manager's 
sense of accountability to make use of the feedback. Other types of follow-up activi
ties that may facilitate behavior change include skill training, (oarhing, having more 
than one feedback cycle, and linking the manager's developmental action plan to sub
sequent appraisal and reward decisions (London & Smither, 1995). 

In summary, there is insufficient evidence to reach any firm conclusions about the 
utility of multisource feedback for improving leadership skills. More research is need
ed to determine what form of feedback is most useful, the conditions under which feed
back is likely to result in beneficial change, the types of skills or behavior likely to be 
improved, :and the lypes of managers likely to benefit from multisource feedback, 

Developmental Assessment Centers 

As noted in Chapter 2, traditional assessment centers utilize multiple methods to 
measure managerial competencies and potential for advancement. These methods 
may include interviews, aptitude tests, personality tests, situational tests, a short auto
biographkal essay, a speaking exercise, and a writing exercise, Information from 
these diverse sources is integrated and used to develop an overall evaluation of each 
participant's management potential. The assessment center process typically takes 2 to 
3 days, but some data collection may occur beforehand. In the past most assessment 
centers were used only for selection and promotion decisions, but in recent years as
sessment centers have increasingly been used for developing managers (Boehm, 1985; 
Goodge, 1991; Munchus & McAlthur, 1991; Rayner & Goodge, 1988). 

Compared to feedback workshops, developmental assessment centers use more 
intensive measurement procedures and a more comprehensive set of measures to in
crease self-understanding, identify strengths and weaknesses, and aSsess developmen
tal needs. Information about a manager's behavior may be obtained from people who 
interact with the manager regularly and from observation of the manager in simula
tions and exercises. The facilitators also collect information about the manager's prior 
experience, motives, personality traits, skills, interests, and aspirations. Information 
about behavior and skills is integrated with information about motives, background, 
experience, and career aspirations to provide a more complete picture of the person's 
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strengths, weaknesses, and potential, The rationale is that behavioral feedback alone 
is insufficient to change ineffective behavior supported by strong motives, values, and 
self-concepts, Helping the person to confront weaknesses and develop a better self
understanding increases the likelihood of behavior change, Participants also receive 
counseling abOut developmental needs and career chokes, To avoid the inherent dan
gers in this enhanced fec>(lback, Kaplan and Palers 09')4) emphasize the need I'lr care
ful selection of p<l1ticipant5 to screen out people who would not benefit from it (or 
who may not be able to handle the stress), 

Studies on participant perception') of the benefiL'i from developmental assess
ment centers and similar ;'feedback intensive programs" suggest that they can enhance 
self-awareness, help to identify training needs, and facilitate subsequent development 
of leadership skills (e,g, , Fletcher, 1990; Guthrie & Kelly-Radford, 1998; Young & 
Dixon, 1996). Two studies found evidence that developmental assessment centers can 
improve the later performance of managers {Engelbracht & Fischer, 1995~ Papa & 
Graham, 1991\ hut the results are difficult to interpret because other developmental 
activities were involved (e.g., skill lraining, special assignments, additional c():lching). 
As with fef.xlhack \vorkshops. developmental a~sessment workshops are likely to he 
mon: successful '\vhen follo\\/l'd by rdc-yam training or devdopmental activities. \'(Ie 
still do not know much ahout the underlying psychnlogical processes that OCcur in de
yelopmental assessment centers, and more rese~m:-"h on this suhiect is needed. Finally, 
the benefits of a developmental assessment center may not be limited to participants; 
managers who serve on the staff of these centers rnay also experience an increase in 
their managerial skills {Boehm, 19H5\ 

Developmental ASSignments 

Some devclopm'l..'ntal assignments can be carried out concurrentl"y with regular 
job responsibiljtit:~s, whereas others require raking a tcmpor~l.Iy leave from one's regu
lar joh. L01nbardo and Eichinger (]989) cataloged types of special assignment'> that 
can be used to dt've!op managerial skills in lhe CUffent job. Sorne exampk-s of these 
~!Ssignmenrs indude managing a nt'\\' projcct or ::;tart-up operation~ serving as the de
partment representative on a cross-functional !Cam, duiring a special t~lsk force to 
p-Lm a major change Of deal with a serious operational problem, developing and con
ducting a training program t()f the ()rg~mizational unit, and assuming respunsibility for 
some administrative activities previously handled by the buss (e.g., preparing a budget, 
developing a st1'<ltegic plan, conducting a meeting). Some examples of developmental 
assignments away from one '5 regular job include working in an assessment center, 
serving as an understudy or staff member for an exceptional leader in another part of 
the organization, serving in a temporary liaison pOSition in another organization (e.g., 
a client or supplier), and serving in a visiting assignment to another organization (e.g., 
a manager is loaned to a government agency to help implement a major change), 

An example of a systematic use of developmental assignments is proVided by 
Citibank in the 1990s (Clark & Lyness, 1991). The development of interpersonal and 
strategic skills was considered important to prepare managers for advancement to sen
ior executive positions, High potential managers were given two types of special as
signments, each lasting from 3 to 4 years. One assignment involved a major strategic 
challenge and the other involved difficult people-management challenges, 
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Research on the effectiveness of developmental assignments is still limited. The 
longitudinal research at AT&T (see Chapter 2) provided evidence that diverse, challeng
ing as.'3ignments early in one's career facilitated career advancement TIle research at 
CCL and elsewhere suggests that different skills are learned from different types of chal
lenges and hardship experiences (Lindsey et aI., 1987; McCall et aI., 1988; McCauley et 
aI., 1994; McCauley, Eastman, & Ohlott, 1995; Valerio, 1990). However, this research 
relied on the managers' retrospective reports of their own development, not on a sys
tematic comparison among different types of assignment'). using meaSUft.."'S of competen
cies taken before and after the assignment. We still have much to learn about what 
types of assignment> are effective for what type of skills and what type of people. 

An important research question is the amount of time required to optimize learn
ing in developmental assignments. Brief assignments may not provide an opportunity 
to see the consequences of one's actions and decisions or to reflect on one's experi
ences and comprehend what was learned (Ohlott, 1998). On the other hand, staying 
in the assignment too long can result in boredom and lost opportunities for more 
meaningful experiences. 

A related question is the optimal sequencing of developmental assignments, 
which is an important determinant of the amount of challenge in each assignment. 
Before taking on a big, difficult assignment, it is better to first le~trn bask knowledge 
and relevant skills in sma Her. less challenging assignments. OtheJWise, a person is 
likely to spend too much time learning the basic things, and may not have sufficient 
time to learn more complex things that are neceSS3ty for later success as a leader. 
Thus, attempting to move someone too quickly through different developmental as
signments can be counterproductive, and the planning of developmental assignments 
requires careful analysiS and a long-term perspective (McCall, 2()04). 

McCauley, Eastman, and Ohlott 099'5) suggested some ways to improve the 
planning and use of developmental aSSignments, The challenges and learning oppor
tunities provided by each type of assignment should he matched to the manager's de
velopmental need.s and career aspirations. Managers need to become more ~lware of 
the importance of developmental aSSignments, and they should share in the responsi
bility for planning them. The challenges and benefits provided by special assignments 
should be tracked, and this information should be reb ted to career counseling and 
succession planning. After a developmental assignment is completed, it is important 
for a manager to reflect on the experience and identify the lessons that were learned. 
This pnX'ess of retrospective analysis is likely to incre;lse learning from experience, 
and it can be facilitated by the boss, a mentor, or a training and development profes
sional (Ohlott, 1998). 

Dechant (1994) suggested that learning from special assignmenls can be facilitat
ed by preparation of a concrete learning plan. The person who has the assignment 
analyzes the task objectives, context, and job requirements for everyone who will be 
involved in the task. Skill requirement> are compared with available skill resources, 
any gaps in necessary skills or knowledge are identified, and plans are made to ac
quire the skills or knowledge needed to carry out the assignment successfully. This 
process should increase the likelihood that a person will recognize and take advantage 
of learning opportunities in a special assignment. Learning needs for others are also 
identified and incorporated into the action plan for the assignment, which fosters a 
systems perspective. 
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The effectiveness of developmental assignments is reduced when bias and dis
crimination are widespread in the organization, A variety of studies suggest that 
women are less likely than men to be given challenging, high-visibility aSSignments 
(e,g" Ruderman & Olliott, 1994; Van Velsor & Hughes, 1990), Despite the existence of 
laws prohibiting it, diseriminatiim based on gender, race, or age stil!oceurs in making 
:assignments and awarding promotions (see Chapter 15). 

Job Rotation Programs 

In TIlost job rotation programs, managers are assigned to w{)rk in a variety of dif
ferent functional subunits of the organization for periods of time varying from 6 months 
to 3 years, Individuals change jobs for developmen~dl reasons, not as Ihe result of a 
promotion decision. In most formal job rotation pr{)gr~imsl the pattern of assignments 
is similar for each participant and 1:-; not based on an analysis of each individual's cur
r(;'nt skiHs or deficiencies. Joh rotation programs with substantive aSSignments in dif
rl.;~rent subunits of an organization offer a number of developmental opportunities, 
:v1anagers f~HX:' the challenge of quickly learning how to esrahli:·dl cooperative n:btion
ships and deal vdill new types of techn1.:<11 problems for which they lack adequate 
preparation. Managers can learn ahOl.H the unique problems and processes in differ
ent (functional or product) suhunits :lnd the interdependencies among different parrs 
of the organization. Job rotation also provides managers the opportunity to develop a 
Llrge netv\iork of contacts i11 different pans of the organization, 

Despite the widespread use of joh rotation in industry, only a few studies actual
ly evaluated thi8 developrnental activity. A study on scientists and engineers found 
that they henefited in several ·ways from participating in a job rotation program 
(London, 1(89), Participants reported developing higher mutual respect for other 
functions, a greater appreciation {)f the ne{:'d for collaboration, and a ,Stronger belief in 
the value of vic\,ving problerns from different perspectives, 

A study Campion, Cheraskin, and Stevens (994) surveyed employees in a 
variety of organiz:ttions to examine the costs and benefits of job rotatlon, 
Participants reported that job rotation resulted in increased managerial, 1echnic:1!, 
and business .skill Jnd knowledge, The Jmount of job rotation was po:-;itivdy cor
related with the participants' rate of advancement, hut the direction of causality W;J.S 

not dear. One intt~rpretalion is that rotation increases skills and suhsequemly facil
itates prOIl1otJon. An alternative interpretation is that managers viewed as highly 
skilled and promotahle are more likely to be selected for job rotation programs. To 
clarify the relationship of job rotation to skill acquisition and advancement, we need 
longitudinal research with repeated measurement of key variables al appropriate 
intervals. 

The study by Campion and colleagues (1994) showed that job rotation also has 
some costs. One cost is lower productivity for the rotated individuals, which is due to 
the normal learning curve for a new type of job, When the rotated individuals occupy 
managerial positions, their lack of technical expertise is likely to adversely affecI the 
productivity of subordinates as welL Another COSI is lower satisfaction for people in 
the functional units who are required to accommodate and assist the managers. These 
people often resent having to do extm work to help a "fast tracker" get promotions to 
better jobs for which they are not eligible, 
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In the absence of more information about the costs and benefits of job rotation, 
it is difficult to determine how much rotation is desirable or how long managers 
should remain in each position. Little is known about how long it takes for the desired 
learning to occur, or about the necessary facilitating conditions. The feasibility of job 
rotation programs may be limited by some of the current trends in organizations. For 
example, downsizing leaves fewer available positions to support jon rotation pro
grams. Furthermore, managers in a downsized organization will be more reluctant to 
lose an experienced subordinate in exchange for an inexperienced, temporary substi
tute (Hall & Foulkes, 1991). A question that deserves more attention is whether the 
benefits of job rotation can be achieved with other types of special assignments that 
are less costly. 

Action Learning 

Action learning is an approach that is often used for combining formal [raining 
with learning from experience (Dotlich & Nod, 1998; Margerison, 19HH; Revans, 1982). 
Individuals or teams conduct field projects on complex org~lnizatjonJI problems and 
develop solutions that are often 3pplied by the organization. The projects are lIsually 
selcl,tt:d to f~lcilitate the developmt~nt of cognitive and interpersonal skills rather than 
technical knowledge. The types of project that can he used are v~'ry diverse, and they 
may take from several weeks to several months. The participants meet peri<xHcaUy 
with a skilled facilitator to discuss, analyze, and learn from their experiences. \\fhen 
multiple teams are involved, they may meet periodically in a seminar to share their 
experiences ~tnd learn from each other. 

lviany auion learning projects are linked to formal training, but an a1tern~ltive ap
proach is to link the projects to a process of mutual coaching and memoring (Smith, 
19(0). An individual manager identifies an important organizational problem that can
not be solved alone and also identifies some people who can contribute to the prob
lem solving, The project participants identify learning objectives for themselves and 
each other. The group meets periodically tu devise solutions to the problem, evaluate 
progress, and discuss what was learned. 

The effectiveness of action learning f{)f developing leadership skiHs depends on 
the type of project, the comp()sitjon ()f the team, and the type of c(xiclling provided. If 
the scope of the project is narrow, managers may learn specific skiHs that do not apply 
to other types of situations (Baldwin & Padgett, 1993). Unless the project involves 
considerable challenge, it is unlikely to provide much learning of leadership skills. 
More learning is likely when projects are assigned to teams rather than to individual 
managers. Marsick (1990) found that action learning works best when teams are com
posed of people with diverse backgrounds so that participants are exposed to different 
viewpoints and perspectives, 

Only a few studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of action learning, 
and the results were inconclusive (Marson & Bruff, 1992; McCauley & Hughes-james, 
1994; Prideaux & Ford, 1988). A limitation of these studies was reliance on self-reported 
benefits rather than objective indicators of behavior change and performance improve
ment. Research is needed with experimental designs to determine the unique benefit~ 
from developmental projects and to identify the project characteristics likely to em
body sufficient challenge and opportunity for learning leadership skills. 
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Mentoring 

Formal mentoring programs are used to facilitate management development in 
many organizations (Giber, Carter, & Goldsmith, 1999; Noe, 1991). Mentoring is a rela
tionship in which a more experienced manager. helps a Ie;;., experienced protege; the 
mentor is usually at a higher m.anageriaJ level .and is not the protege';s immediate boss 
(McCauley &. Douglas, 1998). Research on mentors (Kt~m1, 1985; Noe, 19HH) finds that 
they provjde two distinct types of functions for the protege: it psychosocial function 
(acceptance, cncouragement1 coachingt counseling) and a career-fat"jHtation function 
(:spc)flsorship, protection, challenging a;:.;signmt:Dts, cxpo.sure and visibility). Mentors can 
facilitate adjustment, learning, and stress nx.iuction during difficult job transitions! such as 
promotion to one's first luanagerial position, a transfer or promotion to a different func
tional unit in the organization l an assignment in a foreign country" or ~lssigml1ents in an 
organization that has been merged, reorganized, or downsized (Krarn &. Hall, ]989; Zey, 
1988). Several studies show that mentoring results in more Career advancement and suc
cess for the protege (Chao, Walz, &. Gardner, 1992; Dreher & Ash, 1990; Fagel"'ln, 19H9; 
Scandura) 1992; Turban & Dougherty, I t)-)4; \·'fhitely & CnctsicT, 1993). A study of the 
L.S. Nation;ll Collegiate Alhk:lic Association O'\"CAA) wOlHen's basketball coaches :.md as
sistant coaches f<:Jtmd that the bendkial effects on protege perfonnan~e ;lre greater 
when the lllcntor IS succes.sful and the relationship bsts for a long period of time 
(Tonidandel, Avery, & Phillips! 2007). Mentors may also benefit from the mentoring ex
perience because it is likely to inox:ase their job satisftK1ion and help tht"1n develop their 
own leadership skills. A study by Wilhur 09B7) found that G.lreer advancement in a 
service c(Jmlxmy was predicted both by mentoring given ~md mentoring received. 

Despite the potential hcllefits from ment01ing, it is not alw:rys ;succes.sfut Research 
on conditions likely to increase the effectiveness of menIt )ting suggests that informal mel1-
toring is U5Uillly more successful than a formal mentoring program (Not:, Greenberger, & 
\Vang, 2002), The' difference may he due prin1:uify' to the way a formal program is con
ducted, induding the selection and training of the mentors. The succes,,', of a formal men
toring program is probably increased by m~lking pa111cipation voluntary, by providing 
mentors S0111e choice of a protege, by e.xplaining the lx:ncfits and pjtf~lllS. and hy clarify
ing the expected roles and processes for both mentor ;i.nd protege (Ch~lO et :d .. 1992; 
Hunt & Michael, 19H31. Proteges can be proactive in initiating mentoring relationships 
4.4:7her th:m waiting for a mentor to sdt'ct tht:m, especially in an organization that supports 
t-h-is type of developmental activity, Turban and Dougherty (994) found that proteges 
were more likely to lnirime mentoring relationships and get more memoring if they had 
high emotional stability, self-monitoring, and intemallocus of control orientation. 

Mentoring is also affected by some demographic factors such as age, gender, 
and race, Women and minorities have more difficulty finding successful mentoring 
reiatIonships (llgen & Youtz, 1986; Ohlott, Ruderman, & McCauley, 1994; Noe, 1988; 
Ragins & Cotton, 1991, 1993; Ragins & McFarlin, 1990; Thomas, 1990). Common dif
ficulties for women include stereotypes about appropriate behavior, concern about 
intimacy with men, awkwardness about discussing some subjects, lack of appropriate 
role models, resentment by peers, and exclusion from male networks. Some of these 
difficulties remain even when women mentor women< Despite the difficulties) empir
ical studies found no evidence that gender affects the success of mentoring (e.g., Dreher 
& Ash, 1990; Turban & Dougherty, 1994). 
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In general, the research suggests that mentoring can be a useful technique for fa
cilitating career advancement, adjustment to change, and the job satisfaction of a pro
tege, Mentoring also offers advantages such as stronger organizational commitment 
and lower turnover (Payne & Huffman, 2005), However, the effect of mentoring varies 
depending on the type of mentoring provided and the type of outcomes examined 
(Allen, Eby, & Lentz, 2006), As yet few studies have assessed the relationship between 
the characteristics of mentoring programs and the various outcomes. Little is known 
about the skills, values, and behaviors most likely to be acquired or enhanced in a 
mentoring relationship) the conditions facilitating development, or the ways a mentor 
actually facilitates development of leadership competencies in a protege, 

Executive Coaching 

In recent years individual coaching has become popular as another type of de
velopmental inter-lention for leaders in business organizations (Hail, Otazo, & 
Hollenbeck. 1999; Kilburg, 1996, 2000; Peterson, 1(96), The type of leader who re
ceives coaching is usually <-t high-level executive. The person who provides the coach
ing may be an external or internal consultant The coach is usually either a successful 
former executive or a behavioral scientist with extensive- experience as a management 
consultant Use of an external coach provides some advantages such as wider experi
ence, greater objectivity, and more confidentiality. An internal coach offers other ad
vantages, such as easy availability, more knowledge of the culture and politics, and a 
hetter understanding of the strategic chalJenges and core competencies. 

The primary purpose of executive coaching is to faciHtate learning of relevant 
skiHs. Coaches also provide advice about how to handle specific challenges, such as 
implementing a majof change, dealing with a difficult boss, Of working with people 
from a different culture, Having a coach provides the unusual opportunity to discuss 
issues and try out ideas with someone who can understand them and provide helpful, 
oDjecOve feedback and suggestions, while maintaining strict confidentiality. Executive 
coaching is especially useful in conjunction with techniques that provide infonnation 
ahout developmental needs but do not directly improve skHls (e.g., multisource feed
back, developmental assessment center). 

An executive coach is not a permanent mentor, and the coach is usually em
ployed for a limited period of time ranging from a few months to a few years. 
Coaching may be provided on a weekly or biweekly oasis, and in extreme cases, the 
coach may be "on call" to provide advice whenever needed. Sometimes the decision 
to obtain coaching is made by the executive, and other times it is made by higher man
agement to help prepare an executive for advancement, or to prevent derailment. 

Executive coaching offers several advantages over formal training courses, in
duding convenience, confidentiality) flexibility, and more personal attention. One ob
vious disadvantage is the high expense of one-an-one coaching, even when used for a 
limited time, The high cost is one reason why personal coaching is used primarily for 
executives. Another limitation is the shortage of competent coaches. It is important to 
find a coach who is able to establish a good working relationship with the executive 
while also remaining objective and professional. The coach should not have a person
al agenda such as excessive bias for a particular theory, the desire to sell more consult
ing time (for an external consultant), or the desire for more power (for an internal 
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consultant). Organizations need dear gUidelines regarding the selection and use of 
executive coaches to avoid the potential problems with this developmental technique 
(Ha II et aI., 1999). 

The executives who are being coached usually value honest, accurate feedback 
about strengths and weaknesses, as well as dear, relevant advice aboltt ways to be
come more efft,->(llVC. Exampl~"i of the types uf behaviors and skill:-> that can be en
hanced by a coach include listening, communicating, influencing people, building 
re1ation~hips, handling conflicts j team huilding, initkHing ckmge, conducting meet
ings) and developing subordinates. The coach can also provide advice about other 
things the executive can do to acquire relevant knowledge and skills. Guidelines for 
effective coaching of executives can be found in books on the subject (e.g., DOllich & 
Cairo, 1999), C""ching in leadership skills is not limited to individuals, and coaching 
the top management team coHectively offers some advantages for irnproving shared 
leadership processes (Kets de Vries, 2(J05). 

Research on the effects of ex{:'cutive coaching on personal development Jnd 
leadership effectiveness is limited, hut the evidence so far is Llvorabh.:. HaJJ and col
leagues (1099) interviewed a sample of 7S executives from six companies who had ex~ 
pt'Tienced executive coaching. Most of the respondt:nts evaluated the coaching as 
very sarisi~!Clory. 'The l:'xccutives reported that it helped them acquire new skHls, ani
tudes, or perspectives. As a result of the cO:lChing, they \Vere able to solve p1'obl1 .. '111S 

better and accomplish things they could not do previously. Tn another study (Bowles, 
Cunningham, De La Rosa. & Picano, 20(7), coaching of middle managers and exeCll
tives resulted in improved skills (rated by the coaches): and the middle managers also 
improved on an objective meaSure of unit performance. 

A quasi-experimental study by Olivero, Bane, and Kopelman 00/)9) ass:esSt-~1 the 
effects of executive cO~lching in a public agency. Managers in the agency n.:ceived a 
3-day training workshop, followed hy H weeks: of coaching rdated to individual action 
learning projects. 'I11C training resulted in higher productivity for the managers, and per
sonal coaching augmented this increase. The coaching had a stronger effect than the 
training, A limitation of the study was the lack of information ahout changes in the man
ager;.;' attitudes, skills, or behaviors, \vhich could explain \-vhy pnxluctiviry increased, 

Outdoor Challenge Programs 

Outdoor challenge programs involve physical actl\'itiefj performed by a group of 
people in an outdoor setting (Galagan, 19B7). The typical program involves a se
quence of increasingly challenging physical aLtivities that require mutual trust and co
operation among group members, An experienced facilitator conducts the activities, 
provides coaching and encouragement, and helps participants understand the link be
tween their experiences in an activity and organizational life. One type of activity 
commonly used early in the program is to have each group member fall backward off 
a wall into the hands of waiting teammates. An example of a more difficult activity is 
the pole climb; each participant must climb a 25-foot pole to a small platform at the 
top, then jump to a tmpeze hanging 12 feet away. The exercise is actually quite safe, 
but participants perceive it to be very risky. Despite wearing a helmet and a harness 
with a safety line held by teammates, most participants experience fear when standing 
at the top of a swaying pole that seems much higher than it actually is. Teammates 
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below watch the person on the pole with rapt attention, provide continuous encour
agement, and share in the feeling of accomplishment after a successful jump, In some 
outdoor chalJenge programs, groups travel to a real wilderness area to perform activi
ties such as rappelling down a cliff or whitewater rafting, 

The purpose of outdoor adventure programs is personal growth and team build
ing (Conger, 1992), Personal growth comes from increased awareness of one's own 
feelings, and the possibility that feelings can be discrepant from cognitions (e,g., de
spite "knowing" an activity is safe, you are still scared). The developmental activities 
are designed to increase self-confidence, self-control, risk taking, and willingness to 

give and receive trust. Team building is facilitated by exercises that help participant.s 
learn the importance of mutual trust and cooperation, A series of such exercises by 
the same group over a period of 2 or more days provides a "bonding" experience that 
usually results in strong group identification and cohesiveness. When the group is an 
intact management team from an organizatjon, the hope is that increased trust and 
cohesiveness will transfer back to the workplace. 

Only a t(~\V studies have investigated the effectiveness of outdoor challenge pro~ 
grams as a developmental technique for improving leadership_ Gall 09B7) found that 
vacancies dropped 10(\/;) for a group of managers who were in an outdoor challenge 
program but remained constant for a group of managers not in the program. tvbrsh, 
Richards, and Barnes 09B(}) found long-term improvements in the sclf-L'oncept of 
managers who p~uticjpated in an oUffi'ard bound program. Bakhvin, \vagner, and Roland 
(1991) compared the attitudes of program participants to nonparticipants :3 months after 
an outdoor challenge program and found no significant difference in positiH' sclf
concept or trust. However, they found that perceptions of teamwork and individual 
problem solving increased for participants, especially when intact groups were used. 
In summary, the results are somewhat inconsistent, and more research is: needed with 
objective indicators of improvement in leadership effectiveness. 

Personal Growth Programs 

Personal growth programs are designed to improve self-awareness and over
come inner barriers to psychological growth and development of leadership compe
tencies, These programs evolved from the humanistic psychology movement in the 
19605, and many of the founders had prior experience in programs emphasizing devel
opment of human potential, such as the Peace Corps and the National Training 
Laboratories in Bethel, Maine (Conger, 1993). 

Personal growth workshops are based on a series of interrelated assumptions 
about people and leadership. One key assumption is that many people have lost touch 
with their inner feelings and values. Inner fears and conflicts, which are often uncon
scious, limit creativity and risk taking. Before one can become a successful leader, it is 
necessary to reconnect with one's feelings, confront the latent fears, and resolve the un
derlying conflicts. Another key assumption is fhat successful leadership requires a high 
level of emotional and moral development. A person with high emotional maturity and 
integrity is more likely to put devotion to a worthwhile cause above self-interest and be
come a supportive, inspiring, and empowering leader. Understanding your own values, 
needs, and feelings is necessary to determine whefher you are able to provide this type 
of leadership, and indeed, whether it is really what you want to do. 
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Personal growth programs are usually conducted at a conference center, and the 
program may last from 2 days to a week. Participants are usually managers who do 
not \vork together, but sonK"timt..-"S a pL-'1'sonal growth program t<.; conducted for an int:K1 
management group. The programs typkally include a series of psychological exercises 
in which participants attempt to tinderstandtheir purpose for living and working and 
>Jwre this understanding \\,lth each other, Somdimcs iJutdOOf challenge acth.iities arc 
incorporated into the program to increase the ex(X'rience of shared risk taking, An 
experienced facilitator presents conceptual models and conducts the exercises. The 
models usually describe how hurn;:m development occurs, how organizations change 
over time, and the role of leadership in organizational change, 

The process of developing self-understanding begins when participants are 
asked to explain their reasons for attending the program, In another, more intensive 
exercise, participants are told to imagine their company has been :lcquired and only 
the three best leaders \.vill be retained in the newly merged organization. Each person 
has ') minutes to prepare a 2-minute appeal descrihing his or her positive leadership 
qualities and rClsons 10 be retained (a vari:llion of this exercise is to im:l.gine that you 
:lfe :It seJ in a _'"'inking boat with ;t sm:t1llit~· r:ift th;n will only allow Ihrce people to he 
sa\'vd). Participants discuss each appeal ~lHd VOle to del ermine the three people \vho 
bave made the most conYlndng CJSC. 

An import:mt exercise near the end of mo.-;1 programs is for each participant to 
develop a pL'fsonal vision for the future and present it to the rest of the group. To fa
,-'ilitate development of a vision, participants are encouraged to imagine they are at the 
end of their lin:s and have achieved a sense of completion and gratitude; now they 
must consider \vhar they have done and how they have lived to reach that state> After 
each presentation, the Judience provides feedhack on whether they perceive the 
vision to he sincere and right for the person. 

Personal gru\vth pn 'grams usually involve strong emotional experiences and are 
more likely than most training programs to have a lasting enect on pmtidpants. 111(; 
changes may include an increase in interper;:;onal skills relevant for leadership, 
However, it IS also possihle that sume palticip~lI1ts will change in W;iYS thm reduce 
leadership effectiveness (Conger, 1993). :-';ucccssfu! leadership otten involves a pas
sionate pursuit of ;t vision or cause, which sometimes requires sacrificing aspects of 
nne's personal and family life. The nei <-'fleer of personal growth programs that en
courage peopk to find a better balance between their \vork and personal life may be 
to reduce commitment to the organization. Mon.:over, increased awareness of uncon
scious needs and conflicts does not necessarily result in their resolution, and the expe
rience is sometimes more detrimental than helpful to the person. As yet, there are few 
studies on the consequences of personal growth programs for leaders, followers, or 
the organization, 

Self-Help Activities 

The focus of this chapter was on what organizations can do to develop the lead
ership skills of their members, not on what an individual can do to develop his or her 
own skills. Nevertheless, as noted in the introduction to the chapter, self-help activi
ties provide another approach to enhance leadership skills. Many self-help techniques 
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• Develop a personal vision of career objectives. 
• Seek appropriate mentors. 
• Seek challenging assignments. 
• Improve self-monitoring. 
• Seek relevant feedback. 
• Learn from mistakes. 
• Learn to view events from mUltiple perspectives. 
• Be skeptical of easy answers. 

are available for improving leadership, including practitioner books, instructional 
videotapes or compact disks, and interactive computer programs. Some of these tech
niques are intended to be a substitute for formal training programs, some are used to 
supplement training, and others are intended to facilitate learning from experience. 
Unfortunately, there is almost no empirical research on the effectiveness of self.·learning 
techniques (Bakiv.rin & Padgett, 1993). We know little ahout the benefits or the extent 
to which they can substitute for formal instruction. Re:-;carch is needed to evaluate 
how much the self-help activities <lid development of leadership competencies, and 
the conditions under whkh these activities are most effective. Table 14-3 provides a 
list of tentative recommendations for self-development of leadership skills. 

Facilitating Conditions for Leadership Development 

Regardless of the developmental methods that are used (formal training, expe
riential learning, self-learning activities), the acquisition of leadership skills can be 
facilitated or inhibited by conditions within an organization. These conditions help 
to determine how much training is provided, how much job challenge people expe
rience, how much feedback is provided, how much people are encouraged to learn 
new skills, how much people are motivated to help others learn, and how people in
terpret mistakes and failure. A few of the facilitating conditions will be examined 
briefly. 

Support by the Boss 

The immediate boss can facilitate development of leadership skills in subordi
nates (Hillman, Schwandt, & Bartz. 1990; London & Mone, 1987; Valerio, 1990). 
However, a manager who does not understand the importance of coaching and men
toring is unlikely to provide much of it to subordinates. Managers who are preoccu
pied with immediate crises or their own career advancement are unlikely to spend 
much time developing subordinates as leaders. Managers who are insecure are unlike
ly to develop subordinates who could become potential competitors. Development 
will also be impeded by managers who treat mistakes by subordinates as personal fail
ures rather than learning experiences. Even for managers who want to develop sub
ordinates, it is difficult to find the right balance between providing necessary guidance 
and encouraging them to solve problems independently. A manager who is overly 
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Before the Training 
• Inform subordinates about opportunities to get training. 
• Explain why the training is imporiant and beneficial. 
• Ask others who received the training to explain how it was useful. 
• Change the work schedule to make it easier to attend training. 
• Give a subordinate time off if necessary to prepare for the training. 
• Support preparation activities such as distribution of questionnaires. 
• Tell suhordinates they will be asked to report on what was learned. 

After the Training 
• Meet with the person to discuss what was learned how it can be applied. 
• Jointly set specific objectives and action plans to use what was learned. 
• Make assignments that require use of newly learned skills. 
• Hold penodic review sessions to monitor progress In applying learning. 
• Provide praise for applying the skills, 
• Provide encouragement and (oaching when diffjculties are encountered. 
• Include application of new skills in pt:rformance appraisals, 
• Set an example for trainees by using the skills yourself, 

protective of subordinates and faib to provide enough chalk~nge ana honest feedhack 
10 them is unlikely to be successful in developing their leadership skills. 

Motivation to learn leadership skills and appJy them at work 1S also influenced 
hy the extent to \vhieh a person's boss promotes and supports training activities 
(Facteau, Dobhins, Russell, Ladd, & Kudisch, 199~; Ford, Quinones. Sego, & Sorra, 
1992; Hand, Richards, & Slocum, 1973; Huczynski & Lewis. 1980; Kozlowski IX Hults. 
1987; Noe & Schmitt, 1986; Rouiller & Goldstein, 1993; Tracey, Tannenbaum, & 
Kavanagh l 1995), Some thing~ that em enhance learning and Its subsequent applica
tion are listed in Tahle 14-4. 

Learning Climate 

The amount of management training and development that occurs in an organi
zation depends in part on prevailing attitudes and values about development, some
times referred to as the "learning climate" (Ford & Weissbein, 1997), These general 
conditions augment the influenc'e of a manager's immediate boss. More leadership de
velopment is likely when individual learning is regarded as highly important for orga
nizational effectiveness. In such an organization) more resources will be devoted to 
training, and more effort will be made to explicitly measure and reward learning. 
Managers will provide more coaching and memoring when these activities are explic
itly measured and rewarded. More members of the organization will be encouraged to 
seek opportunities for personal growth and skill acquisition. For example, a person is 
more likely to accept a difficult, high-risk assignment if performance in the assignment 
will be evaluated in terms of skill development as well as task success. A supportive 
organizational dimate and culture also encourages managers to apply the skills they 
have learned in training Or developmental experiences. 
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Many things can be done to create and maintain a supportive climate for contin
uous learning and development. Some examples include the following: (1) make job 
assignments that allow people to pursue their interests and learn new skills; (2) estab
lish work schedules that allow enough free time to experiment with new methods; 
0) provide financial support for continuing education by employees; (4) arrange spe
cial speakers and skills workshops for employees; (5) establish a sabbatical program to 
allow employees to renew themselves; (6) establish a career counseling program to 
help employees develop self-awareness and find ways to achieve their full potential; 
(7) establish voluntary skill assessment and feedback programs; (8) make pay increases 
partly dependent on skill development; (9) provide awards for innovations and im
provements; and (10) use symbols and slogans that embody values such as experimen
tation, flexibility, adaptation, self-development, continuous learning, and innovation. 

Developmental Criteria for Placement Decisions 

At present, most organizations do not make job assignments that explicitly pro
vide adequate developmental opportunities and a logical progression of learning 
(Baldwin & Padgett, 1993). The idea of using .iob assignments for leadership develop
ment is sonH:what at odds \vith the traditional approach to selection and placement in 
an organization, which seeks a good match between manager skills and job require
ments (Ruderman, Ohlott, & McCauley. ]990). It is common practice to label someone 
;15 a specialist in a pa11icular type of activity or problem and assign the same types of 
activities or tasks repeatedly to the person, Most organizations promote individuals to 
higher positions \vithin the same functional specialty rdther [han moving them to man
agement positions in a different functional specialty. 

Assigning a challenging job to someone who does not already possess all of the 
necessary skills is likely to increase development, but it entails a risk of serious mis
takes and failure. Even if the person is successful, it will reqUire a longer learning pe
riod to master the job. Thus, it is not surprising that most organizations try to select the 
person with the best skills for a managerial position. More leadership development is 
likely to occur when executives are aware of the developmental OppOliunities in oper
ational assignments and value development enough to risk giving impOliant jobs to 
people who have not already demonstrated experience in performing them (Hail & 
Foulkes, 1991). Evidence from one study shows that consideration of developmental 
needs when making succession planning decisions is likely to result in better perform
ance for the organization (Friedman, 1986). Developmental ohjectives are more likely 
to be incorporated into placement decisions when top executives have a systems per
spective on leadership development. 

A Systems Perspective on leadership Development 

A limitation of leadership development in most organizations is the lack of a sys
tems perspective. The skills and behaviors of leaders are influenced by many different 
Chings. Training programs and developmental activities are less likely to be effective if 
they are compatible and used in a mutually supportive way. Improvement of leadership 
processes is less effective if development is focused on individual leaders rather than on 
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the collective leadership provided by many members of the organization. Developmental 
activities are less beneficial if guided by a narrow focus on current job requirements rather 
than a long-term perspective on career aspirations and the future needs of the organiza
tion. Developmental activities are unlikely to have much success if they are inconSistent 
\vith the organization stratCl-,ry1 culture; 'arid reward 5ystem~ and \vith group-level process
eS and values, These issues are disLl1S:-;ed in this final section of the chapter, 

Relationships Among Approaches 
The distinction among f~)rmal training programs I developmental activities; and 

self-help activities is useful up to a point, bur it implies that the categories are mutual
ly exclusive. In facl. the different categories overlap and are interrelated in complex 
ways (see Figure 14-2), Learning acquired from one approach can faci1itall~ or en
hance learning from the other approaches. For example) a sclf-heJp activity such as 

using a computer interactive program may be useful to prepare for a deVelopmental 
~lSsignmenL Short courses or workshops :ue useful (0 prepare SOI1lt.:'{ me for ;1 spec1<11 
operarional assignment, or to strengthen skills identified as deficient in a developmen
tal aSseSS1Hent Center {)j" 360-degree feedback. 

Sometimes the approaches are used in conjunction \vith each other. Action 
learning projects often combine formal training with learning from experience, and 
participants are encouraged to use sdf-help activities :Jnd peer coaching to acquire ad
ditional knowledge as needed for the project. Realistic simulatiuns can be used as a 
self-contained developmental experience or as pan of a formal training cnur:-.e. Some 
formal leadership development courses now include 360~degree feedback for partici
pants from their coworkers. Personal growth activit1cs afC also inciudt'd now in some 

Self-help 
actMties 

Formal 
training 

FIGURE 14--2 Three ways to Acquire Leadership Competencies. 

Developmental 
activities 
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leadership courses. Special mentors can be assigned to people who have develop
mental assignments, or designated resource people may be available on the Internet to 
provide advice and coaching as needed. 

There has been little research on the relative advantage of training, development, 
and self-help activities for different types of leadership skills. Likewise, little is known 
about the best way to combine training, development, and self-help activities to maxi
mize their mutual effects. There is dearly need for a more systematic approach to the 
study of leadership development activities. 

Integrating Developmental Activities 

In most organizations there is little integration of leadership training and devel
opment activities with each other or with related human resources practices such as 
performance appraisal, career counseling, and succession planning. Decisions abollt 
what types of training and development to provide are often influC'nced by ct.Irrent 
fads and vendor hype rather [han by a systematic analysis of essential competencies 
that need to he enhanced, Promotion decisions are often influenced more by a person's 
prior performance than hy rigorous assessment of competencies needed to perform ef
fectively in the next position. As a consequence of poor sekction and development, 
many top executives end up derailing for weaknesses that could have been predicted 
in advance (McCall. 1998). 

Planning of developmental experiences for individual managers is often haphazard 
and unsystematic when i1 is determined independently by each manager's current boss 
and is passed on to the next boss. Ff:W organizations have a specialized position with 
primary responsibility for planning and coordinating the overall process of leadership 
development for the organization. ~-1cCall (1992) recommended using a developmental 
facilitator or committee to identjfy essential competendes for the organization, design 
trdcking systems to assess current skills and developmental necdo; of individual man
agers, identify assignments with high developmental potential, sponsor special trainjng 
programs when needed, find ways to strengthen rewanl., for managers who develop 
subordinates, and promote greater use of developmental activities such as mentors, spe
cial aSSignment'>, and feedback workshops, A recent review of best prac1:ices in leader
ship development t(JUnd that it is facilitated by an integrJted approach that includes: 
systematic needs analysis, alignment of development with succession planning, top 
management support, cultural values for personal development, a program of mutually 
consistent developmental activities, recognition and rewarding of improvement, and sys
tematic assessment of effectiveness for developmental activities (Leskiw & Singb, 2007). 

Leadership Development vs. Leader Development 

Most of the literature on leadership development has been focused on improving 
the skills and behavior of individuals. The emphasis has been on leader development 
rather than leadership development (Day, 2000). However, as the conceptualization of 
leadership evolves, so must ideas about leadership development (Day & Harrison, 2007; 
Van Velsor & McCauley, 2004). If leadership is a shared process that involves the coop
erative efforts of many people, then leadership development must also consider how to 
prepare people to participate in this collective process. Development of individuals is 
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still important, but there is also a need to develop effective leadership processes in 
teams and in organizations. Progress in understanding what must be done and how to 
do it will depend in part on progress in theory and research on leadership processes at 
the group and organizational leveL It will also require more intensive, longitudinal re
search on ways to intluence and enhance these leadership processes. 

Leadership Development and Competitive Strategy 

To be optimally effective~ leadership development must be consbtent with an or
ganization's competjtive strategy as ·well as with other human resource activities (Day) 
2000; McCall, 1998; 1kCauley, 200]; Vicere & Fulmer, 1996). Unfortunately, the devel
opmental activities in most organizations arc not based on strategic business objectives, 
and there is seldom any effort 10 determine if the activities aft:' relevam to the;.;c 
lives. The disconnect between developmental activities and strategic objectin:s probably 
reflects a bLk of understanding about the in1t'rdependencies between them. \Ve are 
only beginning to learn how developmental activities affect the acquisition of leadership 
cOlnpetencies, :lnd how the compdencics an.: related 10 organizational effectiveness. In 
a time of f:Jpid rhange, it is not casy to predict the extent tu which spedfir competencies 
will continue to be relL-vant in the future. Thus, even when top executives realize lead
ership development should be guided by strategic ohjectives, it is difficult to design 
development;li systems that \vill med the needs of an organization in a turbulent envi
ronment Some suggestions on ho\v to do it can be found in recent books (e.g., London, 
2002; McCalL 199H; Moxley & O'Connor-Wilson, 199H: Vkere & Fulmer, 1996). 

Summary 

Training of leadership skills is conducted hy universities, consulting companies, and or
ganization training centers. Despite thL" massive volume of fonnal It:adership training 
that O(X'UfS, there is rdatively lin Ie rest:ardl to assess it" effectiveness, Training methods 
such as beh~lvior role modeling, ",-ases, and simulations appear promising, hut we need 
to learn more about how to use these techniques for enhancing leatkrship skills. 

The jmportance of learning from experience on the joh is no\v widely ackno\vl
edged, and rest..'archers arc no\\' mapping the relationships Detwe<..'"'I1 spedfic experit-nces 
and specific leadership competencies, In general, more development occurs for man
agers who experience challenges that require adaptation to new situations and provide 
opportunity to learn to deal with a variety of different types of problems and hardShips. 
More learning also occurs when people get accurate feedback about their behavior and 
its consequences and use this feedback to analyze their experiences and Ie-am from them. 

Developmental techniques with the potential to increase learning from experi
ence include multisource feedback workshops, developmental assessment centers, 
special assignments, job rotation~ action learning, mentoring, personal groVith pro
grams, executive coaching, and outdoor challenge programs. Although most of these 
developmental techniques are widely used, the amount of research to evaluate their 
effectiveness is still limited. We are just beginning to learn what types of leadership 
competencies are enhanced by each technique, the optimal conditions for using a 
technique, and the type of people most likely to benefit from it 
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The extent to which leadership competencies are acquired and used depends on 
the type of developmental activities that occur (e.g., training, experiential learning, self
learning), facilitating conditions (e.g., boss support, learning environment), and quali
ties of the individual managers (flexible, pragmatic, learning-oriented). Training and 
development arc more effective when they are coordinated with each other, supported 
by a strong learning culture, and integrated with other human resource activities such as 
career counseling, staffing decisions, performance appraisal, and succe~<;ion planning. 
It is also essential far leadership development to include the enhancement of shared 
leadership processes that are necessary for the effective performance of teams and or
ganizatians. Finally, leadership development should be consistent with an organiza
tion's strategic objectives. A systems approach to leadership development will become 
more common as more organizations realize that this activity is as strategically impor
tant for long-term organizational effectiveness as product development, marketing, and 
customer service (Hall & Seibert, 1992; McCall, 1992). 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. How useful are cases, behavioral role modeling, anu large-scale simulations for 
leadership training? 

L What features of a training program are likely to make it more effective? 
3. What conditions facilitate learning from experience by managers, anu what obsta~ 

des impede learning? 
4. I-low are special assignnlent5 and joh rotation programs relevant for development 

of leadership skills? 
5. What are the likely benefits of mentoting for developing leaders' 
6. What are the similarities and differences hetween multisource feedback work

shops and developmental assessment centers? 
7. What is action learning, and ho\v is it relevant for leadership deVelopment? 
8. What are the objectives and common assumptions of outdoor challenge programs 

and pers(mal gf{)wth programs? 
9. What conditions in an organization enhance leadership development? 

10. What can be done to integrate the leadership training, development, and self-help 
activities? 

11. ~rhy is it important for the leadership development programs in an organization to 
be consistent with the human resource management practices and the competitive 

& 
strategy? 

Key Terms 
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CHAPTER 

Gender, Diversity, 
and Cross-Cultural 

Leadership 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapler you should be able to: 

• Understand why cross-cultural research on leadership is important. 

• Underst.and {Jiffer(;71t types of cross-culturdl research. 

• Understand the difficulties of C'tudying cross-cultuf<ll leadership_ 

• Understand how cultural values are relatcd to beliefs aboLit effective leadership. 

• UndersTand how cultural values can influence leader behavior. 

• Understand how gender issues have been studied and the limitations of this 
research, 

• Understand the findings in research on gender differences in leadership. 

• t~nJerstand how to manage diversity and provide equal opp0l1unities. 

Most of the research on leadership during the past half centUlY was conducted in the 
United States j Canada, and Western Europe. However, during the past decade interest 
in studying leadership in non-Western cultures has increased rapidly (Dickson, Den 
Hartog, & Michelson, 2003; Dorfman, 2003). A major issue is the extent to which 
leadership theories developed and tested in one culture can be generalized to different 
cultures. A related question is to identify differences among countries with regard to 
beliefs about effective leadership and actual management practices. 

As noted in Chapter 1, globalization and changing demographic patterns are 
making it more important for leaders to understand how to influence and manage people 
with different values, heliefs, and expectations. The diversity of people in leadership 
positions is also increasing, and there is strong interest in studying whether the ability 
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to provide effective leadership is related to a person's gender, age, race, ethnic back
ground, national origin, religion, sexual preference, or physical appearance (height, 
weight, attractiveness), This chapter will examine three distinct but interrelated sub
jects: (1) cross-cultural research in leadership, (2) gender differences in leadership, and 
(3) management of diversity, 

Introduttion to Cross-Cultural Leadership 

The topicS in this first section on cross-cultural leadership include the importance 
of the research, and the processes by which culture can influence the values, beliefs, 
and behavior of leaders, 

Importance of Cross-Cultural Research 

Cross-cultural research on leadership is important for several reasons (Dorfman, 
1996; House, Wright, & Aditya, J997). Increasing gloi)alization of organizations makes 
it more important to learn about effective leadership in different cultures, Leaders are 
increasingly confronted with the need to influence people from other cultures, and 
successful influence requires a good understanding of these cultures, Leaders must 
also be able to understand how people from different cultures view then1 and interpret 
their actions. To understand these issues, it is essential to validate a theory of leader
ship in cultures that differ from the one in which the theory was developed. Some as
pects of a leadership theory may he relevant for all cuitures, but other aspects may 
apply only to a p,"ticuiar type of culture, 

Cross-cultural research also requires researchers to consider a hroader than usual 
range of variables and processes, which can provide new insights and improve leader
ship theories. Research to develop or validate taxonomies of leadership behavior in 
different cultures can reveal new aspects of behavior that are relevant for effective 
leadership. Examination of cross-cultural differences may cause researchers to pay 
more attention to possible effects of situational variables not usually included in cur
rent theories of leadership (e.g., religion, language, history, laws, political systern_'5, ethnic 
subcultures). Finally, cross-cultural research poses some unique methodological chal
lenges that may result in improved procedures for data collection and analysis. 

Cultural Influences on Leadership Behavior 

CulturJI values and traditions can influence the attitudes and behavior of man
agers in a number of different ways (Adler, 1997; Fu & YukI, 2000; House et at, 1997; 
Lord & Maher, 1991), The values are likely to be internalized by managers who grow 
up in a particular culture, and these values will influence their attitudes and behavior 
in ways that may not be conscious. In addition, cultural values are reflected in socie
tal norms about the way people relate to each other. Cultural norms specify accept
able forms of leadership behavior and in some cases may be formalized as societal 
laws limiting the use of power to influence the decisions and actions of others. 
Regardless of whether they internalize cultural values about influence behavior, most 
managers will conform to social noons about this behavior. One reason is that deviation 
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from societal norms may result in diminished respect and socia! pressure from 
other members of the organization, Another reason for conformity with social norms 
is that use of unacceptahle behavior is likely to undermine the effectiveness of the 
behavior, 

Leadership behavior is influenced by other situational variables besides national 
culture (!lass, 1990; House et 1997,20(4), Some examples indude the type of or
ganization (e.g., profit "\";';. l1('mprofit, public corporati{m vs. private o\vnership). i)-pC 
of industry (e.g.) retailing, flnandalservlces, manut~lclUring, tciecomrnunicatinns, etc), 
and charat-1eristics of the managerial position (e.g" level and function of the manager, 
position power, and authority). Strong values in the organizat1onal culture mayor may 
not be consistent with the dominant cultural values, especially if an organization is a 
subsidiary of a foreign-owned company, The different determinants of leader behav
ior are not always congruent with each other, Some situational variables may have 
pamHd effects across national cultures, but other situational variables may interact 
'kith national culture in complex ways. 

Even when S0I11,,' types of leadership behaviors arc not clearly supported by the 
prevailing cultural values and tr:ltHlions in a country, it does not necessarily rnean that 
rh,'sc heh:1Viors would he ineffective if used more often. ,IIvianagcrs who lw.ve lillie 
experience with a p;:Jnicular type of leadership behavior may not understand how ef
fective it could be (I-louse el aL 1997). Finally, it is impon<.lm to remember that the 
values and traditions in a national culture can change over time, just as they do in an 
organization culture. For example, countries in wltich the tradhion:al autocratir politi
cal systems are replaced by democratic systems are likely to hecome more accepting of 
particip~ltive le~!dership and empowerment in organizations. Countries in \vhieh 
strong gender dit1'erentiation is replaced by gender equality can be expected to be
come more aCt.1.:pting of lea(lt:rship practices that rt:l1ect traditional feminine attributes 
(e.g., nurturing. developing, buHding cooperative rdatioll;-.;hips). As values change, 
beliefs about the skills and behaviors necessary for effective leadership are likely to 
change in con",i:;rent \val's. 

Cross-Cultural Leadership Research: Types and Difficulties 

11115 section of the chapter describes different typc"'S of (Toss-cultural research on 
leadership, explains \vJ1y it is difficult to conduct this research, and provides examples 
of studies comparing managers in different countries with regard to their leadership 
behaVior and how it influences subordinates. 

Types of Cross-Cultural Studies 

As in the case of the leadership research conducted within a single culture, much 
of the cross-cultural research on leadership involves leader behavior, skills, and traits, 
The growing body of cross-cultural research has examined different types of research 
questions (Brett, Tinsley, Janssens, Barsness, & Lytle, 1997), Some studies examine 
cross-cultural differences in beliefs about effective leadership behavior, skills, and 
traits, Differences in the actual pattern of leaderShip behavior from one country to an
other is another type of study, Yet another type of study examines differences in the 
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relationship of leadership behavior, skills, and trailS to outcomes such as subordinate 
satisfaction, motivation, and performance. 

Methodological Problems 

Several methodological problems make cross-cultural research especially difficult: 
(1) lack of equivalence of meaning for measures developed in one country and then 
used in other countries; (2) confounding effecls of demographic and situational vari
ables that are not controlled by sampling or by covariance analysis; (3) response biases 
that differ across cultures (e.g., more central tendency in some A."ian countries); (4) lack 
of representative samples from which to generalize about countries with large regional 
differences; and (5) levels of analysis problems caused by using an overall culture score 
for the predictor (e.g., value dimension) but the behavior or attitudes of individuals as 
dependent variables. The utility of many cross-cultural studies is limited by their failure 
to acknowledge these problems and deal with them in an adequate way. 

Even for well-designed studies, the interpretation of resuits is often difficult 
Many studies fail to include variables that will explain the reason for cfos:"H,-'ultural 
differences in leadership, For example, it is useful to learn that a particuJar type of 
leadership behavior has stronger effects in a particular culture. but it is even better to 
learn why. Interpretation of resuiL,> is also complicated by cultural differences in un
derlying values and assumptions about human nature and about organizations 
(lloyacigiller & Adler, 1991). To minimize this type of problem it is advisable to have 
a research team with qualified represematives from the different cultures included in 
the study. 

Finally, the conceptual frameworks used to describe cultural dimensions affect 
interpretation of results from cross-cultural research on leadership. The identification 
of appropriate value dimensions is itself a difficult challenge. Different sets of dhnen
siems have been proposed (e.g., Hofstede, 1980, 1993; House et aI., 1997; Schwartz, 
1992; Trompenaars, 1993), but scholars do not yet agree abollt their relative merits. All 
of the cutTen! taxonomies have limitations, and researchers continue to seek a more 
comprehensive and useful way to describe cultural dimensions. 

Cross-Cultural Research on Behavior Differences 

Much of the cross-cultural research examines differences among countries with 
regard to patterns of leadership behavior and use of specific managerial practices. 
Some cross-cultural differences involve quantitative analyses of ratings on behavior 
questionnaires to determine whether a type of behavior is used more in one culture or 
country than another. For example, Dorfman and colleagues (J 997) found that 
American managers used more participative leadership than managers in Mexico or 
Korea, However, a quantitative comparison of scale means from behavior description 
questionnaires is complicated by methodological problems such as confounding and 
lack of equivalence (Peng, Peterson, & Shyl, 1991). For example, lower scores may be 
obtained in one country because the behavior items have a different meaning there, or 
because respondents in that culture typically use extreme ratings on a questionnaire. 

A smaller number of cross-cultural studies attempt to identify qualitative differ
ences in the way a specific type of behavior is enacted in each country, For example, 
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one study (Podsakoff, Dorfman, Howell, & Todar, 1986) found that positive reward 
behavior was important for leadership effectiveness in different cultures, but the types 
of behavior rewarded and the way rewards were used differed across cultures< 
Another study (Smith, Misumi, Tayeb, Peterson, & Bond, 1989) found differences in 
the way managers {'ommunicated dircLLions and feedback to subordinates, American 
managers were more likely to use a fac{"~t{) ... f~ice meeting to prOVide directions to sub
ordinates and to nt-'gative feedback (criticism), \-vhereas Japanese managers were 
more Hkdy to use written memos for directions and to channel negative feedhack 
through peers< 

Examples of Research on the Effects of Behavior 

Cross-cultural studies also examine differences in the relationship of leadership 
behavi()f to outcomes such as sul)ordinate satisfaction anu petformance. For exarnple, 
Scanuura, Von Glinow, and Lowe (999) found that supportive behavior by leaders 
was significantly related to suhordinate saiisfa<-'tion and le~ldL'rship effectiveness in the 
Cnitcd States but not in two Middle Eastern countries (Jordan and S,1udi Arabia), In 
contrast, suucturing behavior by h::adcl>; was significantly related to hoth nircrion vari
ables in the Middle Eastern countries but not in the United Statt::s. 

Another study (Dorfman et aL, 19(7) found that directive leadership was rdated 
to organizational commitment in Mexico ,Jnd Tal\yan, but not in the United States, South 
Korea~ or Japan. Supportive leadership was related to satisfaction with the manager in 
ali five c(amtries, Imt cross-cultural differences were f()und for the relatIon of SllPP()rt

ivc leadership to subordinate performance and organizational commitment. Leader 
contingem reward was related to subordinate organizational commitment in the enited 
States, Mexico, and Japan, but not in Korea or Taiwan. Participative leadership was re
lated to suhordinate pcri{)fmance in the United States but not in Mexico or Som]1 Korea. 

A study by SchJubroeck, Lam, and Cha (2007) examined leadership by bank 
hranch managers in the United States and Hong Kong. They found tlu! the If:1nsfor
rnational leadershjp of the branch manager (r~lted by subordinates) was related to 
br~inch performance (rated by higher management) in both countries. The effect of 
tr:.msform;;ltional leadership on branch performance W<lS enhanced by power distance 
and collectivism values, which were higher in Hong Kong than in the United States, 

The GLOBE Project 

The GLOBE project is a cross-cultural study of leadership in 60 different coun
tries representing all major regions of the world (House et aI., 2004). The acronym 
GLOBE means "Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness<" The 
project includes more than 150 researchers in different countries working together in a 
coordinated, long-tenn effort 

The researchers hope to develop an empirically based theory that describes the 
relationships between societal culture, organizational processes, and leadership< The 
research questions include the extent to which effective leadership is similar or differ
ent across cultures, and the reasons for these differences< The GLOBE project is also 
examining how leaderShip and cultural values are affected by other situational variables, 
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including type of industry, economic development, type of government, dominant re
ligions, and type of climate conditions for a country. 

Multiple methods of data collection have been used, including survey question
naires, interviews, media analysis, archival record.;;, and unobtrusive measures. The 
strategy for sampling and analysis was designed to control for the influence of indus" 
try, management level, and organizational culture. The research indudes an in-depth, 
qualitative description of each culture as well as analyses of quantitative variables. 
The researchers hope to use laboratory and field experimenLs to verify causal relation
ships and moderating effects of national culture. 

One of the most important research questions in the GLOBE project is the extent 
to which there are uniform beliefs about effective leader attributes. The researchers 
asked respondents in different countries to rate the importance of various traits and 
skills for effective leadership, TIle amount of variance in mean ratings across countries 
was examined, and leader attributes that were rated nearly the same in each country 
were identified. The results for these uniformly effective attributes are shown in Table 
15-1. The research also found severa] leader attributes that were widely rated as inef
fective and they were usually the opposites of the positive ones (e.g., ruthless, uncoop
erative, dictatorial, . .;;elf-centered, self-defensive). Other attributes were found to valY 
widely in relevance across cultures, and these attributes are also shown in Table 15-1. 

Another important research objective was to explain the cross-cultural djffer
ences on leadership beliefs and hehavior. The explanation involved the joint influence 
of cultural values and organizational values. The researchers extended the taxonomy 
of value dimensions developed by Hofstede (1980, 199.3), and they identified nine 
value dimensions. The- new taxonomy includes some not identified by Hofstede and 
some that were obtained by subdividing earlier dimensions. Another innovation was 
to differentiate between current values and ideal cultural values. This distinction made 
it possible to determine if people were dissatisfied with the current societal values and 
wanted to see a change in the future. However, the differences among countries for 
ideal values are much smailer than for actual values, and it is not yet clear how to in
terpret the results for ideal values. The next section of the chapter describes several of 
the value dimensions and how they ,ire likely to be related to leadership beliefs, 
behavior, and development. 

TABLE 15·1 Cultural Beliefs about Ideal Leader Attributes 

Rated Effective in Most Cultures 

Visionary 
Decisive 
Dynamic 
Dependable 
Encouraging and positive 
Excellence-oriented 
Honest and trustworthy 
Skilled administrator 
Team integrator 

Based on Dorfman et aI., 2004. 

Ratings Varied Across Cultures 

Ambitious 
Cautious 
Compassionate 
Domineering 
formal 
Humble (self-€ffacing) 
Independent 
Risk taker 
Self-sacrificing 
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Cultural Value Dimensions and Leadership 

The most common research design for studying the relationship between cultural 
values and leadership is a comparative study that involves surveying respondents in 
countries with different cultural values. The researchers examine how the cultural 
value djmension~ for nations are rehned to leadership beliefs l leadership behavior, and 
leadership development pmctices. The value dimensions to be discussed include (1) 

power distance, (2) uncertainty avoidance, (3) individualism/collectivism! (4) gender 
egalitarianism, (5) performance orientation, and (6) humane orientation. 

Power Distance 

Power distance is defined as the extent to which people accept an unequal dis
lribution of power and status in organizations and institutions. In high power dh,tance 
cultures, people expect leaders to have more authoritYt and they are more likely to 
cornply \\/ith mks and dirc"ctiv<-"S \vithout questioning or challenging them (Dickson et at, 
20(3)- Suhofdinates afe less wilting to dulk-nge bosses or express disagreement with 
them (AdSit, London, Cn.:ml, &jones, 1997). 

Participative leadership is viLwed as a mOfe favorable leadership attribute in low 
power distance cultures such as W-L'."tern Europe, Ne\v Zealand, and the United States 
than in high power distance countries sllch as Russia, China, Taiwan, Mexico) and 
Venezuela (Dorfman, Banges, & Brodbeck, in press), Formal policies and rules set by 
lOp management are more often used to handle events, and managers consult less 
often with subordinates \\--'hen making decisions (Smith, Peterson, Schwartz, Ahmad, 
et aI., 20(2), 

In high power distance countries, transformational leadership (supportive and in
spirational) is likely to be combined with a directive, autocratic style of decision mak
ing, whereas in low power distance countries, it is more likely to be combined with a 
jxtrtkipative style of dectsi-on making (Den Hartog et aL, 1999), In developing coun
tries \\--'ith a high po;.ver distance culture, people often prefer a "lxl.ternalistic" style that 
combines autocratic decisions with supportive heluvior (Dickson et a1., 2003; Dorfman 
et aI" 1997), 

Uncertainty Avoidance 

Unceltainty avoidance is the extent to which people feel uncomfortable with 
ambiguous situations and inability to predict future events. In cultures with high 
avoidance of uncertainty) there is more fear of the unknown, and people desire more 
security, stabiHty, and order. Social norms, tradition, detailed agreements, and certified 
expertise are mare valued, because they offer a way to avoid uncertainty and disorder 
(Dickson et aI., 2003; Den Hartog et aI., 1999). Examples of countries with high uncer
tainty avoidance include France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Russia, and India. 
Some countries with a lower concern about avoiding uncertainty include the United 
States, United Kingdom, Canada, Denmark, and Sweden. 

When there is high uncertainty avoidance, valued qualities for managers include 
being reliable, orderly, and cautious, rather than flexible, innovative, and risk taking. 
Managers use more detailed planning, formal rules and standard procedures, and 
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monitoring of activities, and there is less delegation (Offermann & Hellmann, 1997). 
There is more centralized control over decisions involving change or innovation. For 
example, one study found that managers in the United Kingdom expected more inno
vation and initiative from subordinates, whereas managers in Germany expected more 
reliability and punctuality (Stewart, Barsoux, Kieser, Gamer, & Walgenbach, 1994). 
The study also found that management development in Germany emphasizes acquisi
tion of specialized knowledge and experience in a functional area, whereas in the 
United Kingdom, there is more emphasis on general skills attained from a variety of 
job experiences. 

Individualism (vs. Collectivism) 

Individualism is the extent to which the needs and autonomy of individuals are 
more impOItant than the collective needs of groups, organizations, or society. In an in
dividualistic culture, individual rights are more important than social respons1bilities, 
and people are expected to take care of themselves (Dickson et aI., 2003; Gelfand, 
Bhawuk, Nishi, & Bechtold, 2004; Hofstede, 1980). Examples of countries with strong 
values for individualism include Australia, England, the United States, and the 
Netherlands. 

The implications of collectivistic values depend in part on whether they are 
more important for in-groups or the larger society, but most of the cross-cultural re
search has emphasized in-group collectivism. The in-groups may be based on family 
ties, religious or ethnic background, membership in a political party, or a stable, 
collaborative business relationship. In a collectivistic culture, membership in cohesive 
in-groups is an important aspect of a person's self-identity, and loyalty to the group is 
important. People afC less likely to change jobs, and members arc more likely to vol
unteer their time to do extm work and "organizational citizenship behaviors" (jackson, 
Colquitt, Wesson, & Zapata-Phelan, 2006). In tum, the groups are expected to take 
care of their members. Examples of countries with strong collectivistic values include 
China, Argentina, Mexico, and Sweden. 

Because people are more motivated to satisfy their self-interests and personal 
goals in an individualistic culture, it is more difficult for leaders to inspire strong com
mitment to team or organizational objectives (Jung & Avolio, 1999; Triandis, 1995). 
The preference for rewards based on individual achievements and pt.~rformance also 
makes it more difficult for leaders to use team-based rewards and recognition 
(Kirkman & Shapiro, 20001. The emphasis on individual rights and autonomy makes it 
morc difficult to create a strong culrure of shared values involving social responsibility, 
cooperation, and ethical behavior. Because of the transitory nature of careers, selec
tion is likely to be more important than training and development for ensuring that 
people have adequate skills. 

Gender Egalitarianism 

Gender egalitarianism is the extent to which men and women receive equal treat
ment, and both masculine and feminine attributes are considered important and desir
able. In cultures with high gender egalitarianism, sex roles are not dearly differentiated, 
and jobs are not segregated by gender. Women have more equal oppottunity to he 
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selected for important leadership positions, although access is still greater for public 
sector positions than in business corporations, In the absence of strongly differentiat
ed gender-role expectations, men and women leaders are less limited in their behav
ior, and there is less bias in how their behavior is evaluated by subordinates and by 
hosses, Examples ofc{)untries with strong gender egalitarian values include Norway, 
S\veden, Denmark, and the Netherlands. Countries with a low level of gendc-f egalitar
ianism include Japan, Italy, Mexico, and Switzerland, 

Cultural values for gender egalitarianism have implications fOf the selection and 
evaluation of leaders) and the types of leadership behavior that are considered desir
able and socially acceptable (Dickson et aI., 2003; Emrich et 2004), In cultures with 
strong "masculine" values for toughness and assertiveness, "feminine" attributes such 
as compassion) empathy, and intuition are not viewed as important for effective lead
ership (Den Hartog, 2004; Den Hartog et aI., 1999), Leaders are more likely to use cli
n:ct) confrontational forms of interpersonal influence rather than indirect, subtle forms 
of influence (e.g" Pu & Yuki, 2{)(Xl; Holtgraves, 1997), Leaders whose actions display 
humility, compassion, or condliation are more likely to be viewed as wC~lk and inef
fective in a "masculine" culture, P:lnkipative le~ldcrship, supportive leadership, and 
relations-oriented aspecL<.; of transformational leadership Jrc viewed less favorably in 
such cultures. 

Performance Orientation 

The extent to which high performance and individual achievement are valued is 
called performance orientation Qavidan, 20(4), Related values and attributes include 
hard work, responsibility. competitiveness, persistence, initiative, pragmatism, and ac
quisition of new .~kills. In societies with strong perfonnance orientation values, results 
are emphasized more than people. What you do is more hnportant than who you are 
(e,g., gender. family or ethnk hackground), and individual achievements can be an im
portant source of status and self-esteem. Accomplishing a task effectively Can take pri
ority over individual needs or family loyalty. Pt,::Tt(xmance orientation l-; affected by 
the climate of a country and tends to be higher in latitudes with colder climates, per
haps because at One time survival was more dependent on it. In earlier centuries per
f{)nnance orientation values were also strongly related to religion) and countries \vith a 
strong "protestant ethic" (e.g .. the United States, England, Germany, Netherlands) had 
more rapid industrial development than countries in which the Catholic religion was 
dominant (e,g .. France, Italy, Spain. Mexico), 

Performance orientation has implications for leadership, because some types of 
leadership behavior are more relevant for improving performance and efficiency. 
Examples include setting challenging goals or standards, developing action plans with 
schedules and deadlines, expressing confidence that subordinates can improve per
formance, developing job-relevant skills in subordinates, encouraging initiative, and 
providing praise and rewards for achievements. Relevant behaviors for team leaders 
also include planning and scheduling the work to improve coordination, monitoring 
operations to detect problems that need to be resolved, and facilitating the work hy 
obtaining necessary resources and information, In a high performance orientation 
culture, the selection of members for a team with an important task is likely to be 
based on talent, not on friendship or family relations, 
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There is not a simple relationship between beliefs about effective leadership and 
cultural values for performance orientation. A strong concern for task performance is 
widely believed to be a requirement for effective leadership, even in some countries that 
do not have strong performance orientation values, Economic development is aided by 
a strong performance orientation, but concern for improving performance may be 
stronger in rapidly developing countries than in a country where widespread prosperity 
already exists (Javidan, 2004). Cultural values may have less influence on performance
oriented leader behavior than the organizational culture and a leader's individual needs 
and personality traits (e.g., achievement motivation, internal locus of control). Taken to
gether, these factors help to explain the lack of consistent results in cross-cultural studies 
of the relationship betv.reen performance orientation and leadership. 

Humane Orientation 

Humane orientation means a strong concern for the weJf~1fe of other people and 
the willingness [() sacriflce one's O\\/n self-interest to help others. Key values include 
altruism, benevolence, kindnes..s, compassion, loVt:\ and generosity. These values tend 
to be associ~lted with stronger needs for affiliation and belongingness than for pleas
Uft:', achievement, or pc)\ver. AJtruism and kindness are not limited to "l person's family 
or ethnic/religious in-group, but instead include a humanitarian concern for all people. 
The humane values tl:)r an individual are strongly influenced hy family experiences, 
parenting, and religious teaching as well as by cultural norms. Societies with a strong 
humane orientation encourage and reward individuals for being friendly, caring, gen
erous, and kind to others (Kahasakai & Bodur, 20(4). Such societies are likely to in
vest more reSources in educating and training people for careers and in providing 
health care and sodal services to people. 

Humane orientation values encourage ,,-;upportive leadership behaviors such as 
being considerate of a subordinate'S needs and feelings, showing sympathy when a sub
ordinate is upset, providing mentoring and coaching \'vh('n appropriate, otTering to pro
vide assistance when needed to deal with a personal problem, and acting friendly and 
accepting. A leader \'lith strong humane oriemation values is likely to be more tolerant, 
patient. and helpful \vith subordinates \vho make mistakes 01' are having difficulty learn
ing a new task. }-iumane orientation values are also associated with participative leader
ship, servant leadership. and team-building behaviors (encouraging cooperation and 
mutual trust) The key values are (onsistent with a diplomatic. concHiato'Y style of ll:)O

fliet management that seeks to restore harmonicJus relations and satisfy each party's im
pOl1ant need'). The interest in building friendly, cooperative relationships can extend to 
people outside of the leader's team or unit, such as developing a network of external 
contacts by socializing with people and doing favors for them In some countries hu
mane orientation can also take other forms, such as SOCializing infonnal1y with subordi
nates and acting paternalistic with regard to the career and social welfare of subordinates 
and their families. 

Culture Clusters 

The cultural value dimensions are moderately intercorrelated, and examining 
differences for a single value dimension without controlling for the others makes 
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it difficult to determine their independent effects on leadership beliefs and behavior. 
For example, in a country tbat has bigh power distance and low uncertainty toler
ance, it is not dear how much each value influences the emphasLs on centralized de
cisions for a company. For this reason, researchers have grouped countries into 
clusters based' on' thdr regi()naJ pr{)ximity arid similarity in ethnk/re1igious back
ground (Gupta, Hanges, & Dorfman, 2002; Gupta IX Hanges, 20i}4). The GLOBE re
searchers grouped 60 countries into 10 dllsters based on regional proximity and 
similarity in language, (1.hnie background. and rdigion.s, Then a discriminant an~tly
sis confirmed that the classification of countries into dusters accurately reflected dif
ferences in the nine cultural values for each countty. The nations in each cluster are 
shown in Table 15-2. 

The dusters are compared with regard to leadership beliefs, and differences 
were fi::mnd among clusters for some of the beliefs about effective leadership. For ex
ample, participative leader!':ihip is considered more imp()J1ant in the Anglo, Germanic 

TABLE 15-2 Globe Culture Clusters 

Eastern Europe 
Albania 
Georgia 
Greece 
Hungary 
Kazakhstan 
Poland 
Russia 
Slovenia 

latin America 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
ECtJador 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Mexico 
Venezuela 

latin Europe 
France 
Israel 
Italy 
Portugal 
Spain 
Switzerland (French) 

Based on Dorfman et aL (2004) 

Anglo 
AustralJa 
Canada 
Ireland 
New Zealand 
South Africa (white) 
United Kingdom 
USA 

Nordi< Europe 
Denmark 
Finland 
Sweden 

Germanic Europe 

Austria 
Germany 
Netherlands 
Switzerland 

Middle East 
Egypt 
Kuwait 

Morocco 
Qatar 
Turkey 

Sub·Saharan Africa 
Namibia 
Nigeria 
South Africa (black) 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

Confucian Asia 
China 
Hong Kong 
Japan 
Singapore 
South Korea 
Taiwan 

Southern Asia 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 
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Europe, and Nordic Europe clusters than in the Eastern Europe, Southern Asia, 
Confucian Asia, and Middle East dusters. Showing a strong humane concern for oth· 
ers is considered more important for effective leadership in the Southern Asia and Sub· 
Sahardn Africa clusters than in the Germanic Europe or Latin Europe clusters, Future 
research will look more closely at differences in actual leadership behavior that corre· 
spond to the differences in implicit theories about effective leadership. 

Evaluation of the Cross-Cultural Research 

The research on cultural values finds important differences that are relevant for 
beHefs about effective leadership and actual behavior of leaders. However, much of 
the early research used convenience samples from only a few countries, rather than 
samples from many different countries with controls for type of organization and a 
representative set of respondents in each counBy. Many of the studies used large sam
ples that make significant differences easy to find but too weak to have much practical 
significance. The studies have not been consistent about reporting the magnitude of 
rhe effects of culture. 

A more systematic appro:1ch to cross-cultural research on leadership was taken in 
the GLOBE project, and the controls ano systematic sampling made the results easier 
to interpreL Nevenheless, the use of broadly-defined leadership behaviors makes it 
more difficult to get a clear picture of cross-cultural differences in behavior. As noted 
in earlier chapters, broad hehavior categories such as conSiderate, transformational 
and participative leadership tend to ohscure important differences among the compo
nent behaviors. As researchers examine the jOint influence of cultural and organiza
tional values on actual leadership behavior, it is essential to measure specific aSpe(1S of 
this behavior in addition to the broad categories. Even so, because of the difficulty 
people have in rating leader behaviors in questionnaires, the qualitative research ex
amining descriptions of actual leadership behavior (e.g., incidents, cases) is likely to 
provide more useful insights [han quantitative comparisons based on ratings of the 
bnMdly-defined behavi()rs. 

Many research questions need to be examined more closely in the future. 
Ex<ttllpJes of relevant questions for future cross-cultural research on leadership include 
the following: 

1. How does actual behavior of leaders differ across cultural value clusters and for 
different countries? 

2. How are leader values and behaviors jointly influenced by personality (and devel· 
opmental experiences), company culture, and national culture? 

3. How useful is the distinction between q.ctual and ideal cultural values for under
standing implicit theories of leadership and patterns of leadership behavior? 

4. How difficult is it to change an organization's cultural values when they are not 
consistent with the societal values where the organization's facilities are located? 

5. How fast are cultural values changing, and what are the primaty determinants of 
culture changes that are relevant for leadership? 

6. What types of leadership traits, skills, and developmental experiences are most 
useful to prepare someone for a leadership aSSignment in a different culture? 
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Gender and Leadership 

A topic of great interest among practitioners as well as scholars is the possible 
difference hetween men and women in leadership behavior and effectiveness. A related 
topic of great importance is the reason for cominued discrimination against women in 
leadership selection. This section of the chapter will briefly discuss hoth topics and 
rt:view what has been learned about gender and leadt~rship. 

Sex-Based Discrimination 
Widespread discrimination is dearly evident in the low number of women who 

hold important, high-level leadership positions in most types of organizations. The strong 
tendency to favor men over women in filling high-level leadership positions lIas been re
felTed to as the "glass ceiling.!' According to Adler (996), in 1995, about ,)!}() of nations 
had a fernale head of state {e.g., prime minister, president). The number of women in top 
executive positioIl,,) in large busines.s organi:tiltion'i is aiso very small, although it is gradu-

increasing (Catalyst, 2003; Powell & GraVes, 2003: Hagins, To\vnsend, & Matti;.;, 199;-H. 
In the romplete absence of sex-based discrimination, the number of \vomen in chief 
executive positions in business and government should be dose to 509;'0, 

111foughout the twentieth century, gender-based disoimination \Vas supported by 
age-old belief., that men are more qualified than women for leadership roles. These be
liefs involved assumptions about the tmits and skills required for eftective leadership in 
organizations (implicit theOries), assumptions about inherent differences hetween l11en 
and women (gender stereotypes), and assumptions about appropriate behavior t(Jr rHen 
and \vomen (roll' expectations) As nOled earlier, the implicit theories and gender stereO

types are also inHuenced by cuJtura.i values fur gender egalitarianism. There is no empir
ical support for the belief that men are H10n: qualified to be leaders, and laws now exist 
in numerous countries to stop sex-based discrimirotion" Ihe antidiscrimination iaVI"S :uc 
hased on the that men and women are equally qualified to hold leadership posi
tions in busint":'is txganizations. Gender stereotypes h~lve been slo\vly changing, but the 
belief that men are more qualified to be leaders :-.liU Pt'fSi£>ts in st-'gmenb of the popula
tion, and it remains strong in countries where it is supported by cultural values. 

Explanations for the Glass Ceiling 
Biased beliefs about the skills and behaviors necessary for effective leadership 

are one reason f()r sex -based discrimination. For a long time it was assumed that ef
fective leaders must be confident, task-oriented, competitive, objective, decisive, and 
assertive, all of which were traditionally viewed as masculine anributes (Schein, 1975; 
Stogdill, 1974). As shown in earlier chapters, effective leadership also requires strong 
interpersonal skills, concern for building cooperative, trusting relationships, and use of 
behaviors traditionally viewed as feminine (e.g., supporting, developing, empower
ing), These values, skills, and behaviors were always relevant for effective leadership, 
but now they are more important than in earlier times because of changing conditions 
in work organizations (see Chapters 2 and 3). As popular conceptions of effective 
leadership become more accurate and comprehensive, role expectations for leaders 
will become less gender biased. The rapidiy growing number of practitioner-oriented 
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books on leadership in recent years may help to create a more accurate popular con
ception of the relevant traits, skills, and behaviors. 

Sex-based discrimination in leadership selection also reflects the influence of 
popular stereotypes and role expectations for men and women (Heilman, 2001). For 
a long time, women were assumed to be unable or unwilling to use the masculine be
haviors considered essential for effective leadership. Some labof'dtory studies found 
that even when women leaders use masculine behaviors, they are evaluated less favor
ably than men who use them (e.g., Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992; Rojahn & 
Willemsen, 1994). However, the effects of gender stereotypes on evaluation of female 
managers may be overstated in laboratOly studies with students. The experience of 
working for men and women leaders over a period of time can reduce the effects of 
gender stereotypes on evaluation of the leaders (Powell, 1990). As gender stereotypes 
change over time in the general population, they will probably become less important 
as a source of biased role expectations for leaders. Unfortunately, gender stereotypes 
and aspects of implicit theories relevant to gender are changing more slowly than ,ve 
would prefer, especially among male managers (Brenner, Tomkiewicz, & Schein, 1989; 
Epitropaki & Martin, 2004; Powell, Butterfield, & Parent, 2002). 

Other possible reasons for the glass ceiling have been suggested (Ragins et aI., 
1998; Schein, 2001; Tharenou. l,atimer, & Conroy, 1994). The explanations include 
0) a lack of opportunity to gain experience and visihility in types of positions that 
would facilitate advancement, (2) higher standard", of performance for women than for 
men, (3) exclusIon of women from infonnal networks that aid advancement, (4) lack 
of encouragement and opportunity for developmental activities, (5) lack of opportunity 
for effective mentoring, (6) lack of strong efforts to gain access to leadership positions, 
(7) difficulties created by competing family demands, (8) a lack of strong action by top 
management to ensure equal opportunity, (9) bias to select and promote individuals 
who are similar to the managers who make the decisions, and (10) intentional efforts 
by some men to retain control of the most powerful positions for themselves. The ex
planations are not mutually exclusive, and they may combine to create an inhospitable 
corporate climate for female managers. 

The research on barriers to advancement for women has been increasing. A 
study by Bell anel Nkomo (2001) found that one of the major barriers to advancement 
of women (especially black women) was limited access to social and informal net
works in their organizations. A study by Babcock and Laschever (2003) found that 
women were less likely than men to ask for promotion and initiate the types of nego
tiations likely to favor it. A study by Lyness anel Heilman (2006) found that women 
needed more of the required skills than men to advance to executive positions, and 
the difference was greater for the line positions traditionally held by men than for the 
staff positions. These studies and others are slowly increasing our knowledge about 
barriers to advancement for women, but more research is needed to determine the rel
ative importance of different causes and how the different causes interact to limit the 
number of women in top leadership positions. 

Theories of Feminine Advantage 

A more recent controversy is fueled by claims that women are more likely than 
men to possess the values and skills necessary for effective leadership in modern 
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organizations (Book, 2000; Carr-Ruffino, 1993; Grant, 1988; Hegelsen, 1990; Rosener, 
1990). The difference is a result of childhood experiences, parent-child interactions, 
and socialization praetle"s that reflect cultural sex-role stereotypes and beliefs about 
gender differences and appropriate occupations for men and WOmen (Cockburn, 
1991). These experiences encourage "feminine" values such a,; kindness, compassion, 
nurturing, and sharing. Proponems of the "feminine advantage" theory contend that 
\vnmen are more concerned with consensu:<> building, inclusiveness, and interpersonal 
relations; they afe more willing to develop and nurture subordinates and share power 
\\'ith them. Women are believed to have more empathYt rely more on intuition, and be 
more sensitive to feelings and the quality of relationships. 

Proponents of the feminine advantage claim that the changing nature of leader
ship in organizations has increased the relevance of skills and values that are stronger 
in women than in men. However, as with earlier daims that men afe more qualified 
to be leaders, the claims that women are more qualified appear to be based on weak 
assumptions and exaggerated gender stereotypes. Evaluation of assertions about gen
der superiority in leadership reqUires a careful consideration of the findings in the em
pirical research. 

Findings in Research on Gender Differences 

Many studies have <.'ompared men and women leaders with regard to their lead
ership behavior. Reviews of this resc.trch on gender and leadership disagrc"C about the 
results (e.g., Bass, 1990; Dobbins & Platz, 1986; Eagly, Darau, & Makhijani, 1995; Eagly 
&: Johnson, 1990; Powell, 1993). Some reV1cwers concluded that there is no evidence 
of important differences in leadership behaviors or skills. Other reviewers con
cluded that there are gender-related differences for some behaviors or skills in some 
situations. A recent debate pubHshed in Leadersbip Quatter{y shows the complexity of 
the issues aud the extent to which scholars disagree (Eagly & Carli, 2003a, 20mb; 
Vecchio, 2002, 20l",,). 

Many of the early studies on gender differences in leadership behavior involved 
LiiSk and n:btionship behavior, Eagly and Johnson (990) conducted a meta-analy.sis 
of the gender studies with actual managers and found no gender differences in the use 
()f task-oriented behavior or supponive behavioL Ho\vt:ver, their study did find that 
participative leadership was used slightly Illore by women than by men. In a more 
recent meta-analysis (Eagiy, Johannesen~Sdllllidt, & Van Engen, 2003\ women used 
slightly more tf'Jnsformationalleadership behavior than men, and the primary difference 
was for individualized consideration, which includes supportive behavior and efforts 
to develop subordinates skills and confidence. Results for transactional leadership 
were mixed. Women also used slightly more contingent reward behavior, and men 
used slightly more passive management by exception. 

Resnlts from studies on gender differences in leadership effectiveness are also 
mixed. A meta-analysis by Eagly and colleagues (1995) found no overall difference in 
effectiveness for men and women managers. However, when role requirements for 
different types of managerial positions were identified, male managers were more ef
fective than women managers in positions that required strong task skills, and women 
managers were more effective in positions that required strong interpersonal skills. 
Because most leadership positions require both types of skills, gender is unlikely to be 
useful as a predictor of leadership effectiveness for these positiuns. 
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Limitations of Research on Gender Differences 

Serious limitations in much of the research on gender differences complicate in
terpretation of the results. One major problem is the lack of a dear definition of gen
der (Ely & Padavic, 2007). In some cases it refers to anatomical sex (male vs. female). 
and in others 'it refers to a set of personal characteristics often associated more with 
one sex than with another. These conceptions of gender characteristics are not con
stant across studies, and it is seldom clear how much empirical support exists for 
strong differences between men and women. 

In comparative studies a major problem is contamination from extmneous vari
ables (see Ely & Padavic, 2007; Lefkowitz, 1994). Gender is often correlated with other 
variables known to affect leader behavior (e.g., level, function, time in position, type of 
organization). Most studies of gender differences in leadership do not control for the 
differential effects of organizational and cultuml vatiables on men and women leaders. 
The lack of attention to eflect'i of organizational variables can result in several types of 
problems. People may be attracted to a profession (e.g., women to nursing, men to po
lice world because it involves the use of "natural" skills and behaviors, or because their 
opportunities are limited and their choices influenced by strong sex-role stereotypes. 
The unequal distribution of males and females for many types of leadership positions 
can bias the results for a comparative study of male aod female leaders. For example. 
if a study includes more \vomeo than men in types of le;.ldership positions that require 
a lot of supportive and participative behavior, then (unless type of position is con
trolled) the results will seen1 [0 indicate that women leaders arc generally more sup
portive and participatIve. If the study has more men in types of leadership positions 
that reqUire assertive and decisive behavior, then the resultH will seem to indicate that 
men generally have more of these attributes. Unfortunately, most comparative studies 
reporting male-female differences do not control for this type of contamination. 

Another type of biased result can occur in a comparative study that fails to take 
into account how organizational factors may have a differential influence on the skills 
of men and women who are in the same type of leadership position. For example, if 
strong interpersonal and political skills facilitate advancement into executive positions 
hut the standards for selection are more difficult f{)f women than for men, then fewer 
women wilJ advance hut they \vill have more of these skills than the Buies who advance, 
Unless this bias in taken into accollnt, the results comparing male to female executives 
may be incorrectly interpreted as showing that women generally have stronger inter
personal and political skills. 

Differential role expectations can also influence the measurement of leader 
behavior, skills, or performance for men and women in the same type of leadership 
position. For example, if most raters share common gender stereotypes, then their rat
ings will reflect a combination of a person's real behavior and the rater bias to interpret 
behaviors in a way that is consistent with expectations. Thus, stereotypes about gen
der (or race, ethnic background, age, education) can result in inflated differences 
when in reality there is no difference. 

For male and female leaders in similar positions, role expectations that influence 
le-ader behavior can make gender differences more difficult to discover. For example, if 
strong role expectations in an organization influence women to exhibit masculine behav
ioral attributes such as toughness and assertiveness, then it will be more difficult to find 
Significant differences between men and women on these attributes. In an organization 
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without these strong role expectations, actual gender differences would be more likely to 
emerge and be noted, Even if the women in some type of leadership position have more 
of the relevant skilt, than the men in fIlat position, rdtings of overall leadership effective
ness may fail to reflect this difference if the ,aters have different role expectations for 
women, or the iaters have a biased belief rhatwomen are less able to do the job effectively 

Another difHculty in evaluating results in research on gender differences in lead
ership is caused by the type of data analysis and reporting of results, As in the cross
cultural fe:-;carch, non-equivalence of measures can bias the results unless taken into 
account iu the data analysis (Anderson, Lievens, van Dam, & Born, 2006), Another 
problem is the common practice to report tests of statistical differences without report
ing effect sizes, In comparative studies with large samples it is possible to find a dif
ference that is statistically significant but has no practical significance, A statistically 
significant hut small difference in the means for two groups or people is of tinle inter
est or value when differences among people in each 5ubs;Hnpie are very large, 
Knowing the sex of a leader is of no practical help for predicting the person's behav
ior or effectiveness in this situation. L'nfol1unately, :;tudies that fail to provide evi
dence of practical significance as well as statistical significance perpetu.:ne exaggerated 
stereotypes about men and women. 

The utility of meta-analyses for interpreting research on gender differences is lim~ 
ited when the results in the publisht:d literature are not representative. Assessment of 
gender differences is seldom the primaI)' pUlpose for conducting a survey field study 
on leadership, and leader gender is only included to provide demographic information 
about the sample. Because gender differences are a popular topic, significant rdation
ships will be reported more often than nonsignificant relationships. clilu5) a significant 
but small gender difference in a meta-analysis may result from unrepresentative 
sampling of studies as wen as from confounding within some studies. 

Identifying causes and RedUCing Discrimination 

l\-lost studies on gender and leadership are focused on determining if there is a 
difference between men and women, not on determining the cause. If the research is 
able to find differences with both statistical and practical signifkance', and cont()unding 
can be ruled out. then it is essential 10 discover the reasons for the differences. One 
possible explanation involves biological ditlerences created by L-~volutionaIY prtx:es.,es 
that occurred over thousands of years in primitive times (Browne, 2006; Gemy, 199H). 

Another explanation is that differential treatment during childhood causes men and 
women to have different values, traits, skills, and ways of dealing with situations. 
Although not mutually exclusive, these explanations lead to different implications for 
the selection and training of leaders and the elimination of unfair discrimination. 
Unfortunately, most studies on gender differences in leadership provide liule irtfonna
tion about the reasons for any differences that are found in skills, values, or behavior. 
In the absence of such evidence, people are more likely to attribute gender differences 
to inherent biological factors than to things that could be changed, 

Equally imponant to understanding the reasons for any gender differences that 
are real is the need to find ways to eliminate unfair discrimination, The essential skills 
and behaviors for effective leadership differ somewhat across situations, and some 
types of leadership positions may provide a slight advantage to men or to women, 
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However, any gender advantage is likely to be a small one, which means that many 
members of the other gender are still qualified for the position. Research indicates that 
for many types of leadership positions, female candidates are likely to be rated as less 
qualifIed than male candidates unless accurate information about each person's quali
fications is collected and used in the selection decision (Heilman, 2001; Heilman & 
Haynes, 2005), To avoid bias from gender stereotypes and prejudice, a special effort 
should be made to ensure that the relevant skills and competencies of candidates for a 
leadership position are accurately assessed. If possible, selection and promotion deci
sions should made by people who understand how to avoid bias resulting from stereo
types and implicit assumptions. Affirmative action guidelines can provide helpful 
guidance for avoiding unfair discrimination in the selection of leaders. For leadership 
positions that really do provide an advantage to male candidates or to female candi
dates, more equal opportunities for advancement can be created by providing relevant 
training and developmental experiences to people who need them. 

Summary of Leader Gender Research 

More systematic and comprehensive research is needed to determine the extent 
of any gender differences in leadership and the reasons for them. It is essential to ex
amine how organizational and cultural f~tctors influence the perceptions and behaviors 
that shape gender identity. For now, given the weak, inconsistent findings on gender 
differences in leadership and the many limitations of the research, the conclusions 
reached by Powell 0990, p. 74) still seem appropriate: 

There is little reason to helieve [hat either women or men make superior man
agers, or that women and men are different types of managers. Instead, there are 
likely to be excellent, average. and poor managerial performers within each sex, 
Success in today's highly competitive marketplace caUs for organi7.ations to make 
best usc of the talent available to them. To do this, they need to identif').l, develop, 
encourage, and promote the most effective managers, regardless of sex. 

Managing Diversity 

Diversity can take many forms, induding differences in wee, ethnic identity, age, 
gender, education t socioeconomic level, and sexual orientation. The amount of diver
sity in the workforce is increasing in the United States (Milliken & Martins, 1996). More 
women are entering traditionally male jobs, the number of older workers is increasing, 
and there is more diversity with regard to ethnic, religious, and racial backgrounds. 
The increasing number of joint ventures) mergers, and strategic alliances is bringing to
gether people from different types of organizations and national cultures. 

As noted in earlier chapters, diversity offers potential benefits and costs for a 
group or organization (Cox & Blake, 1991; Kochan et a!., 2003; Milliken & Martins, 
19%; Triandis et a!., 1994). A greater variety of perspectives increases creativity, and 
full utilization of a diverse workforce will increase the amount of available talent for 
fIlling important jobs. However, diversity can also result in more distrust and conflict, 
lower satisfaction, and higher turnOver. An organization is less likely to have shared 
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• Set an example in your own behavior of appreciation for diversity. 
• Encourage respect for individual differences. 
• Promote understanding of different values, beliefs, and traditions. 
• Explain the benefits of di1i'ersity for the team or organization. 
• Encourage and support others who promote tolerance of diversity. 

• Discourage use of stereotypes to describe people. 
• Identify biased beliefs and role expectations for women or minorities. 
• Challenge people who make prejudiced comments. 
• Speak out to protest against unfair treatment based on prejudice. 
• Take discipHnary action to stop harassment of women or minorities. 

values and strong member commitment \vhen it has many diverse rnemhers who iden
tify primarily with their uwn suhgroup. lhus, managjng diversity j:-. an important but 
djfficulty n: . ..,ponsihility of leaders in the t\h:nty-first century. 

Fostering Appreciation and Tolerance 

Leaders can do many things to fosler appreciation and tolerance for diversity. 
Some recommended action steps i()r individualleadcrs arc listed in Table 15-3. ll1ese 
actions can be divided into two categorie~ that are similar to the distinction made ear
lier for ethical leadership behavior. Senne actions seek to encourage tolerance and ap
preciation, whereas oIher actions challenge discrimination and intolerance. 

Diversity training programs provide a formal approach [0 encourage tolerance, 
understanding; and appreciation (Cox & Blake, 1991). One type of training seeks to 
create a iX4:ter understanding of diversity problems and the nL-x:-d f(x self-awaIt'ness 
about stereOlyping: and intolerance. Another type of diversity training seeks to educate 
employees about cultural differen(\&s and how to respond to them in the \vorkplace. 
The specific aspects of diversity that are induJed vary depending on the program 
(c.g., ethnic background, religion, national culture. age differences, employee sex, sex
ual orit:ntation, physical disabilities). Th<: fwo types of diversity training can be USL'd 
either alone or together. Avon, Hewlett-Packard, Mobil Oil, Proct<:r & Gamble, and 
Xerox are just :1 few examples of companies that have L1sed such programs" A proh
lem with sonl{: diversity training programs is their emphasis on placing blame for dis
crimination rather than on increasing self-awareness and mutual understanding 
(Nemetz & Christensen, 1996). Leaders who implement diversity training should en
sure that the content of the program remains consistent with an appealing vision of 
what appreciation of diversity can mean for all members of the organization. 

Structuml mechanisms to uncover discrimination and reward tolerance are also 
helpful. Examples include (1) appraisal c'riteria that include diversity issues, (2) task forces 
or advisory committees to help identify discrimination or intolerance and develop 
remedies, (3) measures that allow systematic monitoring of progress, and (4) hotlines 
Or other special mechanisms that make it easier for employees to report discrimina~ 
tion and intolerance. Efforts to change attitudes are more likely to be successful 
when diversity training is directed at people who have not already formed strong 
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prejudices, and the organization has a culture that supports appreciation for diversity 
(Nemetz & Christensen, 1996). 

Providing Equal Opportunity 

To make full use of the talent represented by the diverse members of the organ
ization, it is essential to eliminate constraints that prevent qualified people from selec
tion for important positions, Many things can be done to facilitate equal opportunity 
and reduce discrimination in personnel decisions (Cox, 1991), Surveys of employee 
attitudes can be used to identify problems and assess progress. The organizational 
communications media can be used to describe what is being done to promote equal 
opportunity and report achievements. 

lJ nfair discrimination can be reduced by the use of selection criteria based on rele
vant skills rather than biased conceptions. The as..sessments used for selecllon and promo
tion decisions will be more accurate if the raters who make them are tldined or othetwise 
helped to reduce biases caused by rAcial or gender role stereotypes. For example, this 
type of bias cdn be reduced with the "stnK-lured tree recall" intetvention (Baltes, Bauer, & 
Frensch, 2007; Bauer & Baltes, 20(2). The raters are asked to recaJ1 examples of lx)th pos
itive and negative behaviors by a person before making their ratings of the person. 

The advancement by \vomen and minorities is facilitated by mentorship programs 
that provide adequate adVice, encouragement, and assistance. Leadership development 
programs should provide equal opportunities for people who want to learn relevant 
skills and gain valuable experience. Affirmative action progranL<;; can be helpful if they 
are well designed and implemented (Harrison, Kravitz, Mayer, Leslie, & Lev-Arey, 2006). 
The prog1".lm,s are likely to be less controversial and more successful if the need for 
them is dearly understood by the members of an organization, and ways are found to 
encourage affirmative action without imposing reverse discrimination. 

The human resources management department usually has primaty responsibility 
for many of the processes that affect diversity and equal opportunity, such as recruit
ing, selection, employee orientation, performance appraisal, training, and mentoring. 
However, the responsihility for providing equal 0pp01tunity should not be relegated 
solely to human resource staff specialists. A successful effort to improve diversity and 
equal opportunity :reqUires strong support by top management and by the managers at 
all levels of the organization. 

Summary 

With the rapid pace of globalization and economic development, cross-cultural leader
ship has become an important topiC for research. The research has examined the re
lationship between cultural values and beliefs about effective leadership. Some leader 
attributes are considered important for effective leadership in all cultures that have 
been studied, but other attributes vary in importance from one culture to another. 
Cultural values and beliefs are likely to influence actual leader behavior, especially 
when they are also consistent with core values for the organization, 

The amount of cross-cultural research is increasing, but the methodological diffi
culties in conducting this type of research are substantial. In many of the studies, 
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equivalence of meaning is not assured, the sampling procedures are inadequate, con
trols for contaminating factors are absent, explanatory variables are not included, and 
intc"'preration of results is questionable. Faster progress may require greater use of 
large-scale research projects such as GWBE. 

Sex-based discrimination in the selection and promotion of leaders continues to 
be a serious problem in large organizations, l11ere are several different reasons for 
such discrimination, hut more n..:.search is lktdcd to under~tand the problem bener 
and find ways to deal with it. Many studies have examined gender-based differences 
in leadership behavior and effectiveness, hut the findings are weak and inconsistent. 
Future studies need to control for etTects of likely contaminating variabk:s, report the 
magnitude of any significant differences that arc found, and measure processes that 
provide insight into the reasons for the differences. 

An important responsibility for leaders in this new century is the management of 
diversity) which can take many fonns, Leaders play an essential role in helping to 
bring about equaJ opportunity and elimination of unfair discrimination in selection and 
promotion decisions. Lt'~lders can do many things to encourage toJemnce and appre
ciation of diversity in organizations. All Icaders in the org:mizalion should share the 
n:C'ipon~ibility for improving diversity and ensuring equal opportunity. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

L \X/hat are rhe major research questions in studies of cross-cultural leadership? 
2. Why is C;ftJ;Ss-cultural research on leadership imponant and worthwhile? 
j. What are some of the difficulties en('ountered in conducting cross-cultural re-

search on leadership? 
4. What cultural v<llue dimensions have heen used most often in leadership research? 
S< How are these cultural value dimensions related to leadership? 
6. What is the GLOBE project, and why is it important? 
"7 \X/hat leadership attrihutes are univel's:,llly viewed as effective and desirable? 
8. What leadership attributes have the gre~llest cross-cultural variability? 
9. What are SOllK' likely reasons for the ·'glass ceiling" for women in organizations? 

10. \X!hat can be done to reduce the harriers and create a "level playing field" for 
women? 

11, Summarize the findings in research comparing male and fenule leaders. 
12. What can leaders do to manage diversity in organizations? 

Key Terms 

cross-cultural differences 
cultural sensitivity 
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Overview and Integration 

Learning Objectives 

After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

• Summarize major finding;; ahout leadership traits, skills, behavior, intluence 
processes, and situational variables. 

• l:nderstand key points of convergence in findings from these different approaches 
for studying leadership. 

• IJnderstand what progress has been made in integrating the findings in different 
approaches for studying leadership. 

• Understand similar explanatory processes in dyadic, group, and organization-level 
theories of effective leadership. 

• Understand how biases in the conceptualization of leadership affect theory and 
research. 

• Understand emerging conceptions of distributed, relational, and adaptive 
leadership. 

• Understand how the methods used for studying leadership affect what is learned 
about it. 

• Understand what has been learned about the essence of effective leadership. 

111is final chapter summarizes the major findings from earHer chapters and examines con
vergence across different approaches for studying leadership. An integrating conceptual 
framework is presented, and some essential leadership qualities are identified. The chap
ter also re-examines some conceptual and methodological biases that limit progress in 
theory development and empirical research on leadership. The chapter begins with a 
summary of what researchers learned about leadership in the past half-century. 

Major Findings in leadership Research 

The field of leadership was in a state of ferment and confusion for decades. 
The field rushed from one fad to the next, but the actual pace of theory development 
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was quite slow. Several thousand empirical studies were conducted on leadership 
effectiveness. but the results are often inconsistent and inconclusive. The confused 
state of the field can be attributed in large part to the sheer volume of publications, 
the disparity of approaches, the prolifemtion of confusing terms, the narrow focus of 
most research, the preference for Simplistic explanations, the high percentage of 
studies on trivial questions) and the scarcity of studies using strong research meth
ods. A;.;, the old adage goes, it is difficult to '<-)CC the forest for the trees. Nevt-~rthe1t'ss, 

the preceding chapters of this hook demonstrate that substantial progres',. has heen 
made in learning about effective leadership. The majt)r findings from different lines 
of leadership research are summarizeJ briefly. 

The Leadership Situation 

People in leadership positions t~tce relentless and conflicting demands on their 
time. l11ere is a constant stream. of requests, prohlems, inquiries, and repol1s from the 
many different people who interact wilh a leader. The p~ltlt:rn of necessary interac
tions with subordinates, peer~, superiors, and outsiders is determined by aspens of the 
situation such as the nature of the work (e,g., repeti!.ive or variable, uncertain or pre
dictable,) and dependencies involving the difk~rent pal1ies. The people \\'l1O imer'J(.t 
\"'lth ;1 leader communicate role exrx .. ·-ct.ations about appropriat.e behavior, and competing 
demands from different people (insiders vs, ()ulsitier:-i, subordinat.es vs, bosses) create 
role conflict.s. Hole expectations and activity IxlHern,S are also affected hy the nature of 
the position (e.g., level, function, type of unit or team), the type of organization, the 
culture of the organization, and the national cuhure. The decisions and actions of 
leaders are Bnlited by many internal and external constraints, such as policies, rules, 
standard procedures, budgetary requiremem:-;, and labor laws. 

Aspects of the situation also determine the importance of leadershjp and what 
type of leadership i.s needect A group with memhers who are confuseu and discour
aged needs more leadership than a I..:ohesive. well-organized group with committed 
members, An organiz~ltion in a highly turbulent t:nvironment needs more strategic 
leadership to survive and prosper than an organiz~1tion that is already operating effi
ciently in a more stahle environment. Despite an the situational demands and COfl

stl..l.ints on leaders, they stilliuve choices about \vhat aspects of the joh to ernph~lsize, 
how to allocate their time. and with whom to interact. Effective leaders seek to under
stand demands and o)f1strJ.ims, and Ihey adapt their hehavior accordingly. They are 
ahle to reconcile the role conflicts, and they take advantage of role anlbiguity as an op
portunity for discretionary action. They seek to exploit opportunities, expand their 
range of choices, and shape the impressions formed by others about their competence 
and expertise. 

Leadership Behavior 

More research has been conducted on leader activities and behavior than on any 
other aspect of leadership. The descriptive research found that effective leaders devel
op a mental agenda of short-term and long-term objectives and strategies. The agen
da is used to guide their actions, manage their time, and help them become more 
proactive. Effective leaders identify problems that are both important and solvable, 
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and they take responsibility for dealing with the problems in a systematic and timely 
way, By relating problems to each other and to informal objectives, they find oppor
tunities to solve more than one problem at the same time. 

Effective leaders find task, relations, and change-oriented behavior that are ap
propriate for the current situation. The task-oriented behaviors are used to improve or 
maintain internal efficiency and coordination in a team or organization, Effective lead
ers plan and schedule activities in a way that will make better use of people, resources, 
information, and equipment. They assign tasks, determine resource requirements, and 
coordinate interrelated activities. They encourage and facilitate efforts to ilnprove 
quality, productivity, and utilization of resources, They help to clarify objectives, pri
orities, and standards for evaluating results. They monitor the internal operations of a 
group or organization to assess performance and detect problems to be resolved. 

Relations-oriented behaviors are used to build commitment to work objectives, 
mutual trust and cooperation, and identification with the team or organization. Effective 
leaders u.se a variety of different relations-oriented behaviors. They are supportive to
ward people (show tnIst and respect) and provide recognition for accomplishments and 
contributions. They provide coaching and mentoring to build follower skills and self
efficacy_ 111ey consult with people hefore making decbions that \vill affeLl those individ
uals in important ways. They empower people to resolve operational problems in their 
work and provide better service to customers and clienLs. They use team-building behav
iors to increase identificatjon with the group and build member bust and cooperation. 
Finally, these leaders huild and maintain a network of cooperative relationships with out
siders who are a valuable source of information, assistance, and political support. 

Effective leaders use change-oriented behaviors to modify objectives, strategies, 
and work processes and facilitate adaptation to the external environment A major re
sponsibility for leaders at the executive level is to formulate an adaptation strategy that 
is relevant for rhe external environment and consistent with the organization's core 
competencies and ideology. Effective leaders monitor the external environment to ob
tain information about trends and events that require adaptive changes. The leaders 
interpret external event"" f(xus attention on threat., and opportunities, and relate pro
posed ch;1nges to a clear, appealing vision that is relevant to follower values, ideals, 
and core competencies. The leaders encourage and facilitate innovative thinking and 
the creation, acquisition, diffusion, and application of new knowledge to improve 
products, services, and work processes. To gain approval and support for major 
change, it is usually necessary to forge a coalition of internal and external supporters. 
Effective leaders also empower competent change agents to facilitate effective imple
mentation of strategic decisions throughout the organization. Symbolic actions and 
role modeling are used by leaders at all levels ro show continued personal commit
ment to a new strategy or major change, Providing opportunities to experience 
progress and repeated "small wins" gives followers more confidence in themselves, the 
vision, and the leadership, 

Power and Influence 

Influence is the essence of leadership, and much of the activity of formal leaders 
involves attempts to influence the attitudes and behavior of people, including subordi
nates, peers, superiors, and outsiders. How much power and influence a leader needs 
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depends on the situation. More influence is needed to make major changes in strate
gy when strong resistance to change is encountered. Less influence is needed when 
people have the same objectives and are intrinsically motivated to do what is needed. 
Influence derived from position power is especially important when it is necessary to 

control rebels who try to disrupt the activities of the organization or criminals who 
\vant to steal its resources, Inspirational influence and confidence building are impor
tant for successful performance of a difficult task that frustrates and discourages peo
pie, or a dangerous tatik that makes them fearfuL Upward and lateral influence are 
irnportant for the leader to provide satisfactory benefits, obtain adequate resources, f;:t

cilitate the work of the team, buffer subordinates from unreasonable demands, and 
represent their interests effectively. 

Position power is derived from aspect') of the situation such as the amount of for
mal authority, control over distribution of rewards and punishments, control over in
formation, and access to important people. Exdu:'live access to information about 
internal and external events provides an opportunity to interpret n::;dity for people Jno 
iIlnuence their decisions, Influence Over subordinates is enhanced by hJving a mod
~'ratc amount of authority to m,lke necessalY changes and dispcns<.: tangible rewards 
and benefits, How<.:ver. 100 1ll1..Kh position power emails the risk that the leader \vill 
he tempted to rely on it and neglc(1 more clTective forms of inflw:nce for building 
commitment. Effective leaJers develop referent and expert power to ;-iupplement their 
pn~ition PO\VCT and use it to make non routine reque;-;ls and motivate ~'ommitment to 
tasks that require high effort, initiative, and persistence, Ref(~rcnt power is developed 
by being suppoI1ive, caring, fair, and ac'cepting. Expert power is acquired by success
fully handling external threats ~md internal prohlems. 

The manner in which a leader exercises po\\'er largely detemlines whether it re
sults in enthusiastic commitment, passive compliance, or stubborn resistance, 
Effective leaders exeI1 both position power and personal power in a subtle, easy fash
ion that nlinimizes status differentials and avoid;.; threJtening the self-esteem of others. 
These leaders ust-' po\ver in ethical ways and seek to integrate the competing interests 
of different stakeholders. Effective leaders attempl to empOWer followers in ways that 
are appropriate f<)r the situation. 

A variety of social influence techniques G:ln he used for developing commitment 
[0 task objectives and compliance with requests. Effective le'lders use proactive influ
ence ta(1ics that are apprt>tmate for the objective,'i, context, ~iI1d relatiOIL'ihip. These 
leaders also use indirect \vays of influencing people. such as management systems, re
ward systems, improvement programs, structural forms, and facilities. Political tactics 
are used to influence strategic decisions, especially in situations characterized by 
strong disagreement about organizational objectives and priorities. 

The distribution and sharing of power over decisions has important implications 
for leadership effectiveness in groups and organizations, especially in cultures that 
value democracy. Extensive participation can result in better decisions when relevant 
information and ideas are distributed among people, they are willing to cooperate in 
finding a good solution, and anlpie time is available to use a participative process. 
Participants are more likely to understand and accept the decision if the decision 
process allows sufficient opportunity to present ideas and influence the outcome, 
The quality of group decisions depends to a considerable extent on whether essential 
leadership functions are carried out and the group is able to avoid common process 
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problems such as hasty decisions, polarization, and groupthink. Successful empow
erment of individuals or groups requires substantial agreement about objectives and 
priorities) a willingness to assume responsibility for making decisions, and a high de
gree of mutual trust. 

Traits and Skills 

Technical, conceptual, and interpersonal skills are needed for most leadership 
roles and functions, Cognitive skills are necessalY to analyze problems, develop cre
ative solutions, identify patterns and trends, differentiate between relevant and irrel
evant information, understand complex relationships, and develop effective mental 
models, Interpersonal skills are needed to influence people, develop cooperative re
lationships, establish and maintain networks, understand individuals, facilitate team
work, and resolve conflicts constructively" Technical skills are needed to understand 
activities, operational processes, product.') and services, technology, and legal/con
tractual requirements. The relative importance of different skills vane::; greatly from 
situation to situation, but some specific skills are probably useful in all leadership 
positions. 

Personality traits seem less important than skills for effective leadership_ 
Nevertheless, individual needs, core values, and tempenlment are dearly relevant to 
effective leadership. Traits affect a person's willingness and ability to assume leader
ship responsibilities and tolerate the stress and relentless pressures of the job. Traits 
also heIp to determine a leader's desire to accumulate power, influence people, devel
op relevant skills, and learn from feedback. 

Some traits and skms seem especially relevant to the accumulation and use of 
power, Leaders with a personalized power orientation seek to accumulate more 
power, and they exercise it in a manipulative, impulsive, domineering manner intend
ed to aggrandize themselves and gain personal loyalty from suhordinates. In contr,ast, 
leaders with a socialized power orientation and a high level of cognitive moral devel
opment use their influence to build commitment to idealized goals, and they seek to 
empower subordinates by sharing information and using more consultation, delega
tion, and development of subordinate skills and confidence. Leaders with an internal 
control orientation, high need for power, and high self-confidence make more influ
ence attempts. Self-confidence, persuasive ability, expertise, and political insight facil
itate the effectiveness of the influence attempts. 

Some traits and skills appear to be especially relevant for effective task-oriented 
leadership, People with high self-confidence, internal control orientation, and 
achievement orientation are more likely to take the initiative to identify and resolve 
task-related problems. Cognitive and technical skills are needed for planning projects, 
coordinating complex relationships, directing unit activities, and analyzing operational 
problems. Cognitive and interpersonal skills are needed to conduct effective problem
solving meetings. 

Some traits and skills appear to be especially relevant for effective relations-orient
ed leadership. Communications skills (listening and presentation), emotional maturity, 
and emotional intelligence facilitate development of cooperative relationships and 
make influence attempts more effective, Personal integrity is essential for maintaining 
mutual trust and credibility, A leader with a socialized power orientation is more likely 
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to support, develop, and empower subordinates. An appreciation for individual and 
cultural differences can help a leader influence people in diverse groups and facilitate 
cooperation and teamwork 

Some traits and skills appear to be especially relevant for effective change
oriented leadership. A strong achievement orientation can be a source of motivation 
to strive for excellence and pursue innovative improvemenL';;. Strong cognitive skills 
and rdeV;lnt technical knoV\-'ledge help a leader to recognize threats and oppmtunl
ties in the external environment and formulate an appropriate strategy based on the 
organization's COre competencies. A socialized power orientation) strong integrity, 
and a high level of moral development are found in leaders whose primary concern 
is the welfare of followers and the organization, not their O\~ln career advancement 
or personal gain. Social and emotional intelligence help a leader determine who 
needs to be jnflu{~n('ed to support change and how to do it. Communication skiBs 
help a leader articulate an appealing vision and persuade people of the need li.)f 
change. 

The willingness and ability to learn and adapt are imp0rIant requirements for 
effective leadership in tOl.-by's uncertain and turbulent world. EfJective lea~krs arc 
flexible enough to adjust their hehavior as conditions change, and they nnd \A'ays to 
balance competing values and resolve role conflins. Relevant skHls and knowledge 
can be :Kquired through a combination of formal training, developmental activities, 
and self-learning activirj(,~L HO'0.'cver, a person's motivation and personality also influ
ence the desire to learn new skills~ the willingness 10 take risks in trying new ap
proaches, and the readiness to accept feedback ahout deficiencies. 11108, the effective
ncs.") of a leadership development program will depend in part on the personality traits 
of the individual participants. 

Explanatory Processes and Levels of Conceptualization 

An integrative model of effective leadership will require a multi-level approach 
to descrihing leadership influence. ExplanatOly constructs that appear similar across 
levels of conceptualization can be useful for developing multi-level theories. Some 
explanatory constnKl.'; serve the same fun(tion <it each level and have similar effects 
on performanc..:e criteria (Morgeson & Hoffman, 1999} However. similar explanatory 
constructs can be useful for multi-level theories even if they have different effects on 
performance. Explanatory constructs at one level of conceptualization may also 
serve as mediating variables for the effects of leadership at a different level, and 
higher-level constructs may serve as moderators for the effects of leadership on 
lower-level constructs. Finally, it is essential to understand that beneficial effects for 
a mediating process at one level may not have a beneficial effect on a similar process 
at another level. A leader who focuses too much on improving performance deter
minants at one level may overlook the possible consequences of deCisions and ac
tions at other levels, and sometimes these cross-level effects are negative. Table 16-1 
lists several sets of similar constructs that are relevant for explaining effective lead
ership in dyads, teams, and organizations. Each set of constructs will be briefly de
scribed, and likely cross-level relationships will be discussed. 
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Dyadic 

Subordinate knowledge 
and skills 

Small Group or Team 

Level & diversity of team 
member skills 

Organization 

Human capital, employee talent 

Role specialization for sub
ordinate 

Role specialization in the team Differentiation among major 
or department subunits 

Subordinate self-efficacy 
and self-confidence 

Subordinate trust and 
cooperation with leader 

Personal identification with 
the leader 

Leader role modeling influ
ences a subordinate 

Colledive efficacy or potency 
for the team 

Cooperation & coordination 
among members 

Collective identification with 
the team or unit 

Leading by example influences 
members 

Subordinate autonomy and Team or unit autonomy 
empowerment and empowerment 

Internalized values and 
beliefs for subordinates 

Creativity & learning by 
individual subordinates 

Group norms and values, 
shared mental models 

Creative problem solving, 
collective learning by team 

Role Specialization and Differentiation 

Shared optimism and hope 
among organization members 

Integration among major 
subunits 

Collective identification with the 
organization 

Cascading of behavior down 
levels of management 

Decentralization and power 
sharing in the organization 

Corporate culture & core values 
for the organization 

Organizational learning, and 
innovation 

An individual's perfonnance is better when the task is appropriate for his or her 
skills and sufficiently specialized to facilitate masrery in a reasonable time period. 
Thus, a primary responsibiliry of the leader in dyadic theories of leadership such as 
path-goal theory (House & Mitchell, 1974) and the high-high leadership theory (Blake 
& Mouton, 1982; MislIl11i & Peterson, 1985) is to assign tasks to subordinates who have 
relevant skills and to design jobs with an appropriate level of role specialization. 

Many reams have complex, nonroutine tasks for which performance can be en
hanced by role differentiation ~lnd assignments that take into account the differences in 
member skills. In such groups, organizing, planning, and scheduling of activities are 
an important leadership function. Group-level theories of leadership such as the mul
tiple-linkage model (Yuki, 1994) emphasize this type of task-oriented leader behavior. 

Decisions about organizing and structuring the operations of an organization are 
the responsibility of top management, and they are an important aspect of strategic 
leadership. The appropriate stmctural forms depend in part on the corporate strategy 
and the nature of the environment (e.g., Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969; Mintzberg. 1979), 
Too much specialization or an inappropriate form of it can adversely impact financial 
perfonnance. In some cases there are trade-offs inherent in the choice of structural 
fonns (e.g., between efficiency and fleXibility), and it is the responsibility of top man
agement to find an appropriate balance for these competing objectives. 

Decisions about structural forms and differentiation of activities for the organiza
tion have implications for leadership in teams and subunits (Mintzberg, 1979; 
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Lawrence & LO£sch, 1969), The implications include the extent to which leadership 
will be shared or distributed, the extent to which key decisions will be decentralized, 
and the types of skills and behaViors needed by subunit leaders, For example, the 
decision to use functional subunits r'dther than product divisions has implications for 
leadership processes in the top management leam as well as in the subunits, The de
cision to use cross-functional projel..:t teams creates a need for team leaders who are 
Jble to facilitate cooperation among people with different perspectives, interests, and 
loyalties. The decision to use self-managt:d operating teams creates the need f()[ in
dividuals who are able to provide shared leadership for these teams, and the need for 
external leaders to support and coordinate these teams changes the responsibilities of 
middle maoagers, 

Employee Talent and Human Capital 

At the dyadic level, job-relevant skills and knowledge are a major determinant of 
an individual's performance, There are several ways for leaders to enhance subordi
nate skiH~, induding: instruction and coaching, This leadcr;;hip function b part of in
strumental leadership 1n path-goal theory (House & MilLhell, 1974), :and it involves 
both task-oriented and relations-oriented behavior (YukI et at, 20(2). In LMX theory 
(Graen & LIhl-Bien, 1(95)) suh<xdinarc skill is one determinant of a 1eflder's decision to 
delegate 1110f(:, responsibHity and assign moore difficult tasks to a suhordinate. 

The amount of skills possessed by members is also :111 important determinant of 
team performance, espedaiIy when the task is difficult and mistakes can cause serious 
problems. For tasks that require dose coordination ;md a rapid R"Sponse to a crisis, 
team perfonnance is enhanced by appropriate rehearsals and contingency planning, 
'I11C neeu for more instfuctit)J1 and coaching when subordinates are inexperienced is 
included in the multiple-linkage model (YukI, 1994), The substitutes for leadership the
ury (Kerr & ]ermier, 1978) proposes that less instruction and coaching are needed 
when subordinaK'S already possess strong skills a'3 a result of their prior training and 
t:xperience, and less contingency planning is needed when there are standard proce
dures for dealing with prediCtable crises and accidents, 

There is ample evidence that the quality of human talent ("human capital"') is an 
important detenninant of organizational performance (Pfeffer, 2005). Talented employ
t't"S are especially important when tasks are highly complex and require unique skills 
that are very difficult to learn. Leaders can improve human capital by implementing 
relevant human resource programs and systems, such as recruiting, training, compen
sation, staffing and succession planning (e.g" Becker & HuseHd, 1998; Bowen & 
Ostroff, 2004), However, because acquiring and retaining talented employees can be 
expensive, leaders must find an appropriate balance between the two objectives (level 
of talent and cost of talent) when deciding what human resource management pro
gr"ms and policies are appropriate (Yuki & Lepsinger, 2004). 

Leadership decisions that maximize the use of a subordinate's current skills are 
not necessarily the best decisions for the team or organization, For example, individual 
performance can be ma.ximized by assigning tasks that make the best use of a person's 
current skills and experience, Assigning more difficult tasks may initially result in more 
mistakes but facilitate development of skills relevant for higher-level positions, The 
same type of trade-off occurs when assigning individuals to teams, or tasks to teams. 
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Difficult tasks or assignments can enable the development of employee skills that will 
be very valuable for the team or organization at a later time. 

Efficacy and Optimism 

Confidence and optimism about the possibility of achieving difficult task objec
tives are motivational concepts that help to explain the performance of an individuaJ~ 
team~ or organizatjon. Without confidence that their effort.;:; will succeed, people are 
unlikely to persist in attempting to accomplish a difficult task objective. Confidence 
and optimism depend on skills, task difficulty, resources, and the relative capability of 
competitors or opponents. 

At the dyadic level, a leader can influence the self-efficacy of individual subordi
nates in several ways, most of which are indicated by leadership theories such as 
path-goal theory (House & Mitchell, 1974), multiple-linkage model (YukI, 1994), trans
formational leadership theory (Bass, 1985), and charismatic leadership theory (Shamir 
et aL, 1993). Examples of relevant leader behaviors include providing encouragement, 
expressing confidence in the ability of a subordinate to cany out ~l difficult aSSignment, 
providing cletr explanations when assigning tasks (to reduce role ambiguity), provid
ing necessary instruction and coaching. and providing any necessary resources, infor
mation, and assistance. 

In groups, collective efficacy (or potency) is the perception of members that the 
group can successfully carry out its task or mission. Several studies found that collec
tive efficacy mediated the effect of charismatic or transformational leader behavior on 
group performance (e.g .. Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1996: Lester, Meglino, & Korsgaard, 
2002). Collective efficacy for a group with low role interdependence can be enhanced 
by the sallle types of task-oriented and relations-oriented behaviors that are relevant 
for influencing self-efficacy (e.g., clarifying roles, providing instruction in how to do 
the work, prOViding resources and assistance, providing encouragement and recogni
tion for achievements). However, some additional leadership behaviors are needed to 
influence collective efficacy in a team with high role interdependence (Chen & BHese, 
2002). A team is unlikely to be effective unless aU members have the skills needed to 
cany out their roles (no "weak links"), and activities are coordinated effectively to 
avoid mistakes, delays, and wasted effort. Essential task behaviors include making as~ 
signments that take into account member skills, planning and scheduling activities to 
avoid delays and meet project deadlines, and solving immediate problems (e.g., acci
dents, equipment failures, supply shortages, schedule changes initiated by clients or 
other units). Team performance is also facilitated by a high level of mutual trust and 
cooperation, which can be influenced by relevant relations-oriented behaviors (see 
Chapter 2). 

At the organizational level, the relevant efficacy constructs include optimism that 
a change or new strategy will be successful, and confidence that top management is 
able to guide the organization through difficult times. As emphasized in theories of 
transformational and charismatic leadership, and theories of crisis management, it is 
possible to increase confidence and optimism by making inspiring speeches, acting 
confident and optimistic, explaining what will be done to overcome obstacles or deal 
with crises, keeping members informed about progress, celebrating achievements, and 
taking highly visible actions to deal with problems. 
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Collective efficacy at the organizational level can be defined and measured in 
many different ways, If the measure is a composite score based on the average rating 
by a large number of members, it may be difficult to interpret unless there is high 
agreement among members. If some subunit') or faL'tions are very optimistic about the 
organization's future performance and oth"" are very pessimistic, the meaning is not 
the same as for an organization where most members share a moderately optimistic 
\dew for the future. High v2riance may reflect deep dis;Jgreclnent about the organiza
tion's current strategy and serious conflicts about ch.:tnging it. 

High efficacy is associated \\1th stronger commitment to achieve task objedi\'es~ 
but it may also have negative consequenc'es. When f-,'tfong optimism i<; ba..;;ed on wish
ful thinking rather than a realistic assessment of actual conditions, it can result in risky 
decisions or the failure to recognize serious threats that require immediate action by 
the team or organization in order to avoid a disaster. High self-efficacy for an individ
ual can result in resentment if rewards and status are not commensurate with the adu
al differences among rnembers in their skills and contributions to group performance. 
The same is true for a high-performing group that does not receivl: an equitable level 
of rewards and status in the urganiz<-1tinn. 

Trust and Cooperation 

Dyadic theories of eftective leadership uHlaUy include some aspect of mutual 
trust and cooperation as a key determinant of reciprocal jnnuenee. An example is 
leader-member exchange theory, which describes ho\\/ a dyadic relationship develops 
over lime bet\-veen a leader and a suhordinate (Gmen & Chl~I3ien, 1995). According to 
this theory, a leader gives more resp( msibility and benefits to a suhordinate \vh{) is per
ceived to be competent and trustworthy, and the subordinate reciprocates this trust by 
being more loyal, coopemtivc, and dedici,lted to 1he w()rk Leaders can improve rela
tions with subordinate~ by the use of supportive, considerate beh~lVioTh described in 
path-goal theory mouse & Mitchell, 1974), transformational leadership theory (Avolio 
c'<1 Bass, 1995; Podsakoff, MacKensie, Morrman, & Fetter, 1990), and the high-high lead
cf:ship model (Blake & Mouton, 1982; Fleishman & Harris, 19(2). An irnpon;.mt deter
minant of subordinate trust is the leader's integrity, which includes honesty, fairness, 
and consistency' hctwz:en the leader's actions and espoused values. A study of critical 
incidents f<:)und that a lack of leader integrity was the most frequent reason for erosion 
of trllst by subordinates (Llpidot, Kark. & Shamir, 20(7). 

The performance of a team usually depends on mutual trust and cooperation 
among the members, which is more likely when members have shared values and they 
identify strongly with the group. To enhance and sustain cooperation, leaders can use 
behaviors such as emphasizing the importance of cooperation and teamwork, making 
rewards contingent on contributions to team performance, involving members in deci
sions that affect the team, facilitating the constructive resolution of disagreements, and 
doing things that build collective identification with the team (Burke et aI., 2006, 2007), 

Top executives can facilitate the performance of an otganization by ensuring that 
there is an appropriate level of cooperation and coordination among subunits, which is 
sometimes called "integration" (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969), The importance of integration 
increases as subunits become more interdependent, and for highly differentiated sub
unit.'> integration is more difficult to achieve. Top executives can facilitate integmtion 
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by providing structural forms such as cross-functional teams, matrix structures, and in
tegrator positions (e.g., product managers), and by structuring reward contingencies to 
emphasize contributions to overall firm performance. Other ways to enhance trust and 
cooperation include articulating an inspiring vision, emphasizing values that include 
concern and respect for people, sharing sensitive information about problems and de
cisions, and giving people a voice in important decisions that affect them. 

Social Identification 

Personal identification by a subordinate with the leader provides potential influ
ence (referent power) over the subordinate. In charismatic leadership theory, person
al identification is one explanation for a subordinate'S loyalty to the leader (e.g., 
Conger & Kanungo, 1998; Shamir, House, & Arthur, 1993). However, problems will 
occur if loyalty to the leader is much stronger than loyalty to the miSSion, and the 
leader's objectives are not consistent with mission requirements or the objectives of the 
team or organization> 

Social identity theories of effective leadership describe the processes by 
which leaders help to define the identity of a group or orgunizarion and the mean
ing of membership (e.g., van Knippenberg, van Knippenberg, De Cremer, & Hogg, 
2(04), Collective identification by members with a team or small group has poten
tial benefits such as greater cohesiveness and cooperation and lower vacancies. 
Leaders can increase collective identification by helping to create a unique identity 
and a favorable reputation for the team. Symbols, rituals, and ceremonies can be 
used [0 t..~nhance the visibility of the group and to encourage members to express their 
loyalty and dedication. Stories, myths. and celebration of current and past achieve
ments can also enhance collective identification. In addition to the potential bene
fits, strong identification with a subunit has potential risks. ror example, members 
may be unwilHng to express concerns or dissent that would improve the group's 
decisions. Disagreements with other subunits or with top management are more 
likely to escalate into serious conflicts, In extreme cases, the unit may seek to 
withdraw from the organization or to use political tactics to undermine opponents 
in the organization, 

Collective identification with the organization can provide benefits in terms of 
increased organizational commitment and loyalty, reduced vacancy, and higher per
formance. Member loyalty is especially important for organizations that have diffi
culty recruiting and retaining qualified members. The process by which leaders 
build member loyalty and commitment to the organization is similar to that de
scribed for groups, Leaders seek to interpret events in terms of social identities re
lated to past experiences and shared values of followers (Reicher, Haslam, & 
Hopkins, 2005). Successful constructions of social identity are likely to be linked to 
a vision and strategy for achieving objectives that would make membership worth
while. Social identification is strengthened by recognizing progress in achieving the 
shared vision. Success involves mobilizing collective power) which is probably eas
ier for an organization than for a small subunit. However, a compelling vision for 
the organization can provide the basis for a subunit vision that will make the work 
of members more meaningful and significant (even if they provide only routine sup
port services). 
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Role Modeling and Cascading 

Role modeling involves setting an example that can influence people who iden
tify with the leader to imitate this hehavior. It is especially important for leaders to be
have in a way that is c0115isrent with the espoused values and beliefs, because to do 
otherwise undermines their credibility. Sometimes called leading by ex"mpie, this 
form of leader influence is equally relevant for effective leadership of individuals) 
teams, or a large organization. Lf..."ading by exmnple L;;; a component of trans!()rm:tltion
al leadership in the theory and measures by Podsakoff et a1. (l990} It is consistent 
\vith the emphasis on integrity, commitment, and self-sacrifice in theories of authentic 
leadership and servant leadership (see Chapter 11). 

Cascading is the repetition of role modeling from a top executive down through 
the authority hierarchy of an organization to the members at lower levels (Waldman & 
Yammarino, 1999), This process has been used 10 explain the effects of a transf"nna
tional or charismatic CEO on tIle organization (W-aldmal1 & Yamrnarino, 1999). As yet 
there is only very limited evidence for cascading of leader behaViors, And it only in
volved !\I/O levels of managers (Bass, \Valdman, Avolio, & Bcbh, 19X7). No t-.Tudy h~lS 
shown that the bd13\iiors of lOp executives cascade dc)\\·'n 10 lo\ver levels of the organ
ization, and there is good reason tu doubt that it wiiI occur for most types of leadership 
heh~l\d()L The rcason is that many leadership hehaviors relevant for top executives are 
not relevant for managers at 10\\/e1' levels of a large org.anization. As described in 
Chapter 3) research using methods such as critical incidents, observati< lt1, interviews, 
and diaries tInds: maj(}f differences in the types of behaviors that are relevant at differ
l:nt levels. It is not evident why lo\ver~level managers and employees would imitate 
leadership behaviors that are irrelevant for them, and if such imitation occurs it may 
n()t improve performance. 

Even when the behavior of top executives and lower-level managers is sirni1ar~ 
the rcason may involve ()ther processes besides cascading, Top executives can influ
ence people with the use of communication media that do not require direct, face-to
face interAction (e.g" teleVision, radio, e-01;:11L newsletter), Top executives can interact 
directly with lower-level empioyet':S by arranging videoconferences or meeting with 
small groups of employees in different subunits of the organization, Additionaloppor
tunitit:s for direct influence on managers :1t low'er levels are provided when top exec
utivcfj participate in training sessions for these managers, 01' they attend meetings of 
cross-level teams and task forces. l\-icntoring of lower-Ie-vel managers provides top ex
ecutives another opportunity for cross-level influence on their behavior. Finally, exec
utives can influence the Jeadership behavior of lower-level managers by their design of 
management programs and reward systems, and by creating strong cultural values 
about appropriate behavior. 

Human Resource Programs and Systems 

Most large organiZations use several types of human resource programs and sys
tems (e.g., Becker & Huselid, 1998). Examples include recruiting and selection pro
grams, compensation and benefits programs, training and development programs, 
appraisal and assessment programs, talent management programs, and succession 
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planning programs, These HR programs are designed to improve employee skills, mo
tivation, and organizational commitrnenc 

In organizational-level theories of leadership, an important form of leader influence 
on organizational performance is through modification of human resource programs and 
systems (YukI & Lepsinger, 2004) Top executives in an organization have primary respon
sibility for decisions to implement or modify these programs and systems, A srudy by 
Zhu, Chew, and Spangler (2005) found a relationship between transformational behaviors 
by CEOs and the company's use of human resource management practices, However, 
decisions about programs and systems are seldom made by a single individual such as the 
CEO, Multiple executives are likely to be involved in making these decisions, and lead
ers at all levels of the organization will be involved in implementing them Without the 
support of middle and lower-level managers, new systems or progmms may not be suc
cessful (e,g, , Beer, Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990). Programs and systems are both determi
nants and outcomes of leadership, and they are related to other explanatory processes 
such as empowerment, collective learning and innovation, and corporate culture. 

Management programs are seldom included in dyadic or group-level theories of 
leadership, except as situational variables that enhance or limit the influence of the 
leader. For example. the compensation system may determine how an annua] lxmus is 
awarded and the maximum amount that can be given to a subordinate. Human resource 
programs and systems can also serve as substitutes for some types of direct behaviors 
(Kerr & ]ermier, 1978). For example, company-wide trainjng programs can reduce the 
amount of training that managers need to provide to their immediate subordinates. 

Empowerment 

Empowerment involves autonomy, shared responsibility, and influence in mak
ing important decisions. Sinlilar concepts of empowerment have been used at all three 
conceptual levels to explain effective leadership (Seibelt, Silver, & Randolph, 2004; 
Spreitzer, 1986), 

In dyadic theories empowerment is primarily a result of a leader's use of delega
tion or consultation with individual subordinates (e,g.,Vroom & Yetton, 19TD. The po
tential benefits include improvements in deci;.;ion quality, employee task commitment, 
employee initiative in problem solving, and development of employee skills. 
Facilitating behaviors include providing dear role expectations, and providing any 
necessary support and coaching. The extent to which an individual leader can em
power subordinates depends in large measure on the leader's own authority and au
tonomy, For example, it is ditIicult to empower subordinates when they must follow 
elaborate rules and standard procedures for doing the work 

Empowerment is more complex for teams than for dyads, and it usually means 
allowing the members of a team to make important task decisions collectively, 
Empowerment may include member influence over selection of an intemalleader, the 
selection of new members, decisions about work procedures, the assignment of tasks 
to members, and evaluation of each member's performance. In extreme cases, em
powerment may include determining the mission and task objectives (e,g" for a top 
management team, consulting team, or research team). Several leadership behaviors 
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can facilitate the decision process, and these behaviors may be shared among the 
group members (see Pearce & Conger, 2003), In general, there is a positive correlation 
between empowerment and group performance (Burke et aI., 2006). However, em
powerment is not always successful, and many conditions facilitate or inhibit the ef
fectsof empowerment in teams (Cox, Pearce, & Perry, 2003; Seers, Ke.ller, & 
\Vilkerson) 2003). Examp]es include group diversity of members, interpersonal 
skills and maturity of members, competing loyalties of members to external con
.',tltuents; the nature of the task or mission, and the nature of the relationship between 
a group and the parent organization. 

One primary fonn of empO'Werment for organizationalleadL"fsrup is decentraliza
tion of authOrity for important decisions to subunits and leaders at lower levels, 
Decentralization can help to avoid overload of top executives, errors reSUlting from de
ciSIons by leaders '\\'ho do not understand the problem, delays in reacting to immedi
;Ue problems, and failure to develup competent leaders for promotion to higher levels, 
Empowerment by top executives is a situational determinant of empowerment by mid
dlt' and lower-level leaders. Empowerment in an organization is facilit:ned by the use 
of structural forms and empo\v('rmcm programs (e.g.) self~nwnaged teams, quality cir
cles, innovation programs). Many political, volunt:lry, and profe~sional organizations 
or a .... sociatl0ns empower members by allowing them to participate in selecting and 
evaluating leaders, and by giving them influence OVer major decisions (e,g., through 
direct votes or representatives on the board of directors). Po\ver sharing \\/1th lower
!e\'el employees is rarely found in business organizations, but some European coun
tries have more support for empowerrnent practices than in the United States. 

Empowerment hJS both advantages :md risks for organizations, Extensive de
centralization to interdt:pendent suhunits means that many leaders are making inter
related decisions that f1wst be mutually consistent to avoid detrimental effects. 
Dect:ntralization also means forgoing some of the potential advantages offered by stan
dardization of work processes and human resource managem:ent practices. Thus, it is 
t~ssential to tind an appropriate mix of centralized ~lnd decentralized decisions, and to 
ensure c(x>peration and coordjn~Hion among subunit le~iders \vho have different ohjec
tiveK and priorities (Gebert, Boerner. & Lanwehr, 2003; Locke, 2003; O'Toole, 
Galbraith, & Lawler, 20(3). Many diHerent approaches have bt:'en used to 111t---et thL"i 
challenge, including structural forms (integrator roles, cross-functional teams), shared 
c{}re values, ft.."Vit.:'\VS of ck'X1sions made by lower levels, cros,s-ievel meetings to im
prx_we communication, and multi-level task forces to guide the implementation of 
change. 

Shared Beliefs and Values (Culture) 

Organizational culture is usually defined as the shared values and beliefs of 
members (Schein, 1992; Trice & Beyer, 1991), Cultural values can enhance the per
formance of an organization if they are consistent with the types of processes needed 
to accnmplish the mission and adapt to internal and external challenges (Gordon & 
DiTomaso, 1992; Kotter & Heskett, 1992), For example, shared values such as flexibil
ity, creativity, and entrepreneurial initiative can facilitate innovation and organizational 
learning (Baer & Frese, 2003), Shared values about reliability, meeting deadlines, error
free performance, controlling costs, and responsible use of resources, and adherence 
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to best practices and standard procedures can enhance efficiency (Miron, Erez, & 
Naveh, 2004). However, a strong corporate culture is not always an advantage; it can 
be a weakness if shared beliefs and values are not consistent with the strategies neces
sary for the organization to prosper and survive. 

Some theorists have proposed iliat top executives can indirectly influence indi
vidual employees at allleveJs of the organization by influencing the corporate culture 
(Schein, 1992; Trice & Beyer, 1991; Tsui, Zhang, Wang, Xin, & Wu, 2006; Waldman & 
Yammarino, 1999). One form of leader influence on the organizational culture is the 
use of ideological appeals and repeated articulation of an inspiring vision for the or
ganization. Anoilier example is to engage in highly visible symbolic actions and deci
sions that are relevant to cultural values. Even when the actions or decisions of a 
leader are not directly observed by most members of the organization, they can be
come the subject of stories and myilis and be propagated Widely, Top management 
can also influence corporate culture by changing the management systems and pro
grams used in the organization. One example is a selection program that includes val
ues in the criteria for hiring new members. Another example is a reward program that 
makes rewards contingent not only on level of performance, but also on behavior that 
is consistent \vith corporate values. 

Other scholars question the proposition that a single CEO (an have a large in
fluence on cultural beliefs and values for an organization (see review by Tsui et ai., 
20(6), Even though the CEO usually has more influence than other individual man
agers, the corporate culture reflects the influence of many djfferent leaders over a 
considerable period of time. The influence of an individual CEO on culture may he 
greatest for the entrepreneurial founder of a successful company who has led it for 
many years, O[ for a turnaround CEO who saves a dying organization by making 
major changes in strategy and operating practices. The potential influence of leaders 
on corporate culture increases in a crisis that requires major changes, but the CEO is 
not the only source of this influence. \Vhen one subunit is clearly more important 
than the others for the continued success of the organization, key elements of its 
subculture may emerge and hecome central in the corporate culture (Pfeffer, 1992; 
Trice & Beyer, 1991). 

For small groups and teams, group norms and shared mental models are con
structs that appear similar to organizational culture. Appropriate norms, values, and 
mental models can facilitate team performance, and inappropriate ones can impede 
performance. In an organization with a strong corporate culture, the norms and men
tal models of most teams and subunits afe likely to reflect this culture. However, not 
an organizations have a strong culture with widespread agreement about beliefs and 
values. In some cases, different subunits or groups of employees have very diverse 
subcultures with incompatible values, and the result can be a lack of trust and cooper
ation. 

The leaders of teams or subunits can influence the shared beliefs and values of 
members by their actions and statements, including symbolic actions, leading by ex
ample, and articulating an inspiring vision. Influencing a strong team or subunit 
culture is an especially difficult challenge for the leader of a temporary project team 
or committee when members represent different functional subunits or product di
visions with diverse beliefs and inconsistent values. The success of subunit leaders 
in influencing shared beliefs and values of subordinates is not always beneficial for 
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the organization. The effect may be to undermine the corporate culture by foster
ing competing subcultures (Trice & Beyer, 1991), 

At the dyadic level of leadership, organization culture is relevant primarily as 
a situational variable that influences both the leader and subordinates, A strong 
culturecau lucre-dse the potential for leaders to make inspirational appeals to link 
a task or proposed change to values shared subordinates. For eX~lmple, a 
strong commitment t() quality and customer service can facilitate attempts by a 
leader to reduce errors and improve service, Shared beliefs and values facilitate 
mutual trust and make it easier to empower a subordinate, Howevert ~tr()ng cul
tural values can also serve as a substitute for leadership by maki ng it unnecessary 
for a leader to motivate strong commitment by subordinates (Kerr & jermier, 1978; 
Yuki, 1994), 

Collective Learning and Innovation 

An important form of lC<-ldership influence involves improvements in collective 
lean1ing about efft;'ctive processes and strategies. LeJrning: is essential for improving 
,idaptation 10 external change, ~md it is also a source of jncremental improvements in 
efficiency and human capit~d, The learning OCcurs at individual) group, and organiza
tionallevels j and learning at each level influences learning at the other levels (Crossan, 
Lane, & White, 1999). 

At the dyadic level, there are severa] ways a leader can encourage and facilitate 
creaHvity by individual subordinates. EXiimples include encouraging innovative think
ing <intellectual sthl1uJation), allowing enough autonomy and time to pursue creative 
ideas, setting innovation goals, and being receptive to suj){)rdinate suggestions aJ:'Iout 
ways to irnprove products! services, or processes, The concept of collective learning 
is not pan of dyadic theories of dTeclive leadership, although it has potential applica
lions to joint learning by the leader and subordinate. 

At the group level there afe rnany ways leaders can influence member creativity 
and collective learning by a team (lby, Gronn, & Salas, 2004; Mumford, Scott, Gaddis, 
& Stnmge, 20(2), Groups usually h<lve more potential than a single individual for crc
:aive problenl solvjng~ but the potential benefits depend on appropriate group 
processes, The leadership bduviors relevant for influencing creativity by an individ
u;11 are stHl relevant, but .additiot1.111eadership behaviors are needed to explain the syn
ergy and interactive aspects of collective learning and problem solving by a group. 
The behaviors that facilitate creativity, collective learning, and systematic problem 
solving can be shared among the members of a team, and in mature, effective teams, 
shared leadership is likely to occur. Leaders can influence the group to use systemat
ic procedures for analyzing problems, encourage the use of helpful procedures for 
generating creative solutions (e,g., brainstorming), encourage discussion of a broad 
range of options, and prevent the team from rushing to a decision without carefully 
considering the potential COSts and benefits (e,g., by developing best-and worst-case 
scenarios), Leaders can encourage group members to build on each other's ideas 
rather than being too critical. To facilitate collective learning, relevant behaviors in
clude encouraging the team to experiment with competing solutions to assess their 
consequences, and to use after-activity reviews to identify effective and ineffective 
practices for a repetitive activity. 
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Whether an organization is able to achieve a high level of flexibility and innova
tion depends to a great extent on its leaders (Damanpour, 1991; lung, Chow, & Wu, 
2003; Popper & Lipshitz, 1998), Examples of relevant change-oriented leadership be
haviors by top executives include encouraging people to import best practices from 
external sources, encouraging and funding internal efforts to develop innovative ideas, 
encouraging and facilitating the use of systematic procedures to determine which ideas 
are worth developing and implementing, proViding appropriate recognition and re
wards for creative ideas, encouraging diffusion of good ideas and new knowledge 
throughout the organization, planning and guiding the implementation of innovations, 
and promoting flexibility and innovation as key values in the corporate culture. In ad
dition to these behaviors~ top management can encourdge and facilitate innovation 
and organizational learning by implementing relevant programs, systems, and structur
al forms (see Yuki & Lepsinger, 2004), 

Toward an Integrating Conceptual Framework 

Leadership re~earch has a narrow focus, and there has been little integration of 
findings from the different approaches. Most of the early tr.lit rese'arch did not include 
measures of leadership behavior. even though it is evident that the effects of leader 
trdirs on criteria of leadership success are mediated by this behavior. Most of the early 
behavior research did not include leader traits or power, even though [hey influence a 
leader's behavior, or intervening variables that would explain how leader behavior af
fecls success criteria. The po\ver-inf1uence approach includes some research on influ
ence tactics, but other types of leadership behavior were not induded. Cntil recently 
little research was conducted on the relationship of leader and follower traits to influ
ence behavior, Finally, most situational theories examine how the situation enhances 
or nullifies the effects of selected leader behaviors or traits, rather than taking a broad
er view of the way traits, power, behavior, and situation interdct to jointly determine 
leadership effectiveness. 

Despite the prevailing pattern of segmentation in research on leadership over the 
past 50 years, the number of studies that straddle more than one approach is increas
ing, and the different lines of research are gradually converging, Most of the findings 
from different lines of research are consistent and mutually supportive, Table 16-2 
shows examples of convergence in key concepts from different perspectives on lead
ership, 

When the different approaches are viewed as part of a larger network of inter
acting variables, they appear to be interrelated in a meaningful way, Figure 16-1 
provides an integrating conceptual framework that encompasses each set of vari
ables, The proposed conceptual framework is based on the assumption that a core 
set of intervening variables determines performance for individuals, groups, and the 
overall organization. Intervening variables such as follower motivation, skills, role 
clarity, and self-efficacy mediate tbe effects of leadership behavior on the perform
ance of individual followers, Intervening variables such as cooperation and mutual 
trust, coordination, collective efficacy, and collective identification mediate the ef
fects of leader behavior on team performance. Intervening variables such as process 
efficiency, human and social capital, collective learning, product and process inno-
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···t~1fj.1~~*,n,<lte~~~~n(e~d~~pt$·.iri·Qi¥e,e~¥~()~~ 

Influence Influence 
Behavior Power Process Tactic Leader Trait leader Skill 

Planning Expert & Modify Persuasion Achievement Cognitive 
operations Legitimate expectancies orientation 

Clarifying Expert & Modify Persuasion Achievement Technical 
roles/goals Legitimate expectancies orientation 
Monitoring Legitimate Instrumental Pressure Achievement Technical 
performance compliance orientation 

Contingent Reward Instrumental Exchange Personalized Technical 
rewarding compliance power mot 

Contngent Coercive Instrumental Pressure Personalized Technical 
punishing compliance power mot. 

Supporting Referent Increase per- Collaboration Socialized Interpersonal 
sonal identifi~ self-efficacy power moL 
cation 

Recognizing Expert Increase self- lngratiation Socialized Technical & 
efficacy power mot Interpersonal 

Coaching & Expert & Increase self Persuasion, Socialized Technical & 
Mentoring Referent and collective Apprising power mot Interpersonal 

efficacy 

Role modeling Referent Personal Inspirational Self- Interpersonal 
& self-sacrifice identification appeals confidence 

Team Referent & Collective Inspirational Socialized Inl€rpersonal 
Building Legitimate identification appeals power mot. 

Visioning Expert Internalization Inspirational Achievement Cognitive & 
Increase appeals orientation Interpersonal 
potency 

Explaining Expert Modify Persuasion Achieve. Cognitive 
need expectancies orient~ Self-
for change confidence 

Encouraging Refemnt & Increase po- Persuasion, Socialized Interpersonal 
innovation Legitimate tencyand Insp. appeals power mot 

self-efficacy 

Participative Legitimate, Empowering Consultation, Socialized Interpersonal 
leadership Referent & In1emalization Coalition power mot 

vation, and relevant competitive strategies mediate the effects of leaders on organi
zational performance. Leaders can directly and indirectly influence the intervening 
variables in a variety of ways, and these effects are described in many of the leader
ship theories reviewed in this book. 

The arrow from situational variables to the intervening variables is similar to 
"substitutes" for leadership that reduce the importance of leaders or make their job 
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FIGURE 16·1 An Integrating Conceptual Framework. 

easier when the situational effects are favorable. Over a longer period of time the 
leader may be able to influence some of these situational variables, and this effect is 
shown by the arrow from leader behavior to situational variables. By taking actions to 
make the situation more favorable, leaders can indirectly influence the intervening 
vdriables and the overall performance of the organization. The arrow from situational 
variables to the success criteria reflects the direct effect of external conditions that are 
usually beyond the influence of the leader (e.g., the economy, market conditions, gov
ernment regulations). These other determinants of organizational effectiveness are 
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sometimes strong enough to overwhelm the efforts of leaders to save an organization 
from finandal ruin, 

The model allows for reciprocal influence processes, Leader behavior is both 
an independent and dependent variable at the same time, Leader behavior is influ
enced by a variety o[factors, including leader traits, leader power, situational 
mand<; and cOQ..:;traintsf feedback about the success criteria, and feedback about the 
results of prior attempt-") to change the intervening variables, The reciprocal influence 
processes occur in the causal links bet\veen leader behavior and the intervening vari
ables and are depicted by arrows in both directions, Leader power is determined 
joimly by leader traits such as technical expertise and persuasiveness, aspects of tbe 
situation such as formal authOl'ity and control over rewards, and by the feedback 
effects of success or failure, 

The model applies to any level of management in a large organization, but the 
intervening variable.s and situational vaIiahles change somewhat from levd to levd. 
lndirect effects are especially important for top rnanagement. Aspects of the situation 
that rop-level lC£lders Can usually influence Over a longer period of time include the 
core ideology ::md cultural values of the organization, tht' fornul structure and man
(igement systems, the skills and capabHities ()f {)rganization menlbers j the cOlnpclitive 
::-;tralegy, and the net\vork of cooperative relationships and joint ventures with other 0[

ganiz:Hions. Some intervening variables for executives are situational variables for 
managers of suhunits. For example) top executives determine the overall structure of 
the organization, "\vhereas a subunit manager organizes subunit activities \vilhin the 
constraints imposed by the larger structure. 

Biases in the Conceptualization of Leadership 

Efforts to reconcile findings and develop an integrating framework are limited 
by the biases, narrow focus, and supt:rficiaHty of most le::-:tdership theory and re
search. In Chapter 1, different ways to conceptualize leadership were introduced. 
Some conceptions %%-'nd assumptions have been more dominant th:J.n others in theo
ries and research on effective leadership. The way leadership is ponrayed in most 
of the theories reveals some strong biases. In this section these hiases are briefly 
reviewed and progrK'ss in improving the scope of leadership theory and research is 
discllssed. 

Focus on Individual Leaders 

Much previous research and theory on leadership emphasized the primary im
portance of a single, heroic leader. It is a basic postulate of most recent theories of 
transformational or charismatic leadership that an effective leader will influence fol
lowers to make self-sacrifices and exert exceptional effort, Influence is unidirectional, 
and it flows from the leader to followers, When a correlation is found between lead
ership behavior and unit performance, the results are interpreted as showing that the 
leader influenced followers to perfoon better, 

The emphasis on individual leaders can be explained in teons of human cogni
tion. Organizations are complex social systems of patterned interactions among people. 
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In their effort to understand the causes, dynamics, and outcomes of organizational 
processes, people interpret events by making simplified assumptions about causality 
and exaggerating the importance of individual leaders (Calder, 1977; pfeffer, 1977b). 
Leaders are pictured as heroic figures who are capable of determining the fate of their 
organizations. The mystical, romantic quality associated with leadership is similar to 
the common stereotype for other heroes particularly in some Western cultures, such as 
the lone cowboy who single-handedly vanquishes the bad guys, and the secret agent 
who act..:; alone to save the world from nuclear destruction by terrorists. The emphasis 
on leadership as a cause of organizational events reflects a cultural bias in Western na
tions toward explaining experience primarily in terms of the rational actions of people, 
as opposed to uncontrollable natural forces, actions by supernatural beings, or random 
events not susceptible to human comprehension. 

Beliefs about heroic leadership may help to justify large salaries for chief ex
ecutives, but they also foster unrealistic expectations. The heroic leader is expect
ed to be wiser and more courageous than anyone else in the organization and to 
know everything that is happening in it. Leaders are seldom able to live up to these 
expectations. Just as they are given too much credit for success, they arc also 
blamed for failure. 

Evidence from seveml types of research reviewed in earlier chapters indicates Ihat 

shared responsibility and empowerment of subordinates is more effective than leader
ship by a single individual. Some leadership functions (e.g., making important deci
sions) may be shared by all members of a group, and some leadership functions may 
be allocated to individual members (e.g., whoever is most qualified) Different people 
may perform a particular leadership function at different times, and much of the influ
ence may be informal and emergenL These ideas are included in the emerging con
ceptions of leadership reviewed later in the chapter. 

Emphasis on Dyadic Processes 

Most theory and research on leadership effectiveness takes a dyadic-level per
spective that emphasizes the influence processes between a leader and a single fol~ 
lower. Although the research has investigated worthwhile questions, the dyadic 
perspective does not take into account some of the most important aspects of lead
ership. It is rarely possible to understand why an organization is effective by study
ing only a single, heroic leader. To understand the effects of leadership actions, it 
is necessary to consider the complex network of causal relationships in which they 
are embedded, including the actions of other people inside and outside the team or 
organization, 

Conceptualizing leadership not only as an interpersonal influence process, but 
also as an essential organizational process for improving collective work, will facilitate 
the explanation of effective leadership. This alternative perspective encourages re
searchers to pay more attention to external leadership roles, lateral and upward influ
ence processes, shared and emergent leadership, power and politiCS, organization cul
ture, organization structure, and the external environment, The influence processes 
include gaining acceptance and political support from other stakeholders who have a 
vested interest in the activities and performance of the group or organization (e.g" 
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owners, shareholders, lenders, customers, governments), How the leadership func
tions are perforn1ed in an organization is itself strongly influenced by the priorities of 
these different stakeholders, and by cultural norms and soCietal laws, The growing in
terest in strategic leadership and distribuled leadership in teams, networks, and organ
izations indicates progress is being made in overcoming the fixation. on dyadic 
processes. 

Inadequate Explanatory Processes 

Most theories developed to explain effective leadership involve a prediction 
model that changed little in more than a half-century, The theories usually involve 
one or more predictor variables (e.g., lC<.lder traits or behaviors) and one or two cri
terion variables (e.g., suhordinate satisfaction or performance} SOluctimcs the the~ 
ories include situational moderator variables as welL The weakest link in most 
leadership theories is the ahsence of dear mediating variables that afe necessary to 
explain leaderShip influence on individuals, group processes, and organizational ef
fecriveness, 

To explain effective leadership, dyadic theori{:s usually rely on inllucnce and mo
tivational processes .such as aroused needs, increased self-efficacy, task goals that are 
specific and clullenging, new self-identifies, internalized heliefs and values, increased 
identification with the leader or gn..'iUp, and altered perceptions of equity and justice. 
Even when tmdt:rlying motivational processes are identified, the explanation of how 
they mediate the effects of leader hehavior is usually 100 narrow. There is seldom a 
dear description of the causal paths from specific types of leader behavior through 
mediating processes to outcomes, 

To explain leadership influence in group-level theOries, researchers have exam
ined group level processes such as cooperation -:md mutual trust, collective identifica
tion, potcncy~ emotional contagion, improved organization and coordination, and col
lective ,learning. including these mediating variables helps to explain the performance 
of a ,su1;;di team or \vork unit, but much of the research has been narrowly focused on 
dyadic-level conceptions of the leadership behavior such as transformational leader
ship. The explanation of team performance is gradually improving as mOre attention 
is paid to mort' :;pedfic and relevant aspects of team leauership, 

Recent eft{xts to develop .stfatt--gic leadership theories that emphasize organiza
tional processes have identified mediating variables that can explain how leadership 
influence is translated into better performance (e.g., Osborn, Hunt, & Jauch, 2002; 
YukI & Lepsinger, 2005), For example, the importance of favorable exchanges with 
outside parties (getting resources, satisfying customers) and efficient internal processes 
(making products and services) is found in most theories of organizational effective
ness and strategic management, Collective learning, leveraging of human capital, 
coordinated action by leaders, and a culture with relevant values can enhance both ef
ficiency and innovative adaptation, As yet few studies of strategiC leadership have in
cluded mediating variables, 

Biases in the theories are reflected in the design, analysis, and interpretation of 
the research based on them, Results are often interpreted as showing causality that 
reflects simple explanatory processes described by the theory used to justify the 
study, Alternative explanations are seldom examined, and they may provide a better 
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explanation of the results. It is becoming more common for researchers to include 
one or two explanatory mediating variables in a study, but unless all relevant media, 
tors are included, it is not possible to assess their relative importance. Moreover, re
searchers seldom use experiments or even survey studies with repeated measures 
over time and analysis of lagged effects to provide a stronger test of mediation. 
Finally, researchers should pay more attention to alternative explanations such as re
ciprocal influence, reverse causality, and different types of mediation and moderator 
effects. 

Lack of Attention to Context 

It is widely acknowledged in the leadership literature that context is imponant 
for understanding effective leadership, and the need to pay more attention to situation
al variables has been recognized by many scholars (e.g., Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; 
Osborn, Bunt, & Jauch, 2002). Context is important because it can determine what 
types of leadership are relevant and how much impact leaders are HkeJy to have. 
Nevertheless, an analysis of leadership articles from 1990 to 2005 found tbat context 
was seldom emphasized, and when included in a study it \vas usually treated as a 
minor aspect rather than the primary focus (POIter & McLaughlin, 2006). 

The over~emphasjs on dyadic leadership processes can be viewed as another ex
ample of the disregard for context. The relationship between a leader and a single 
subordinate is likely to be "rongly influenced by the relationships both parties have 
with other people in the organization, and by contextual variables at the organization
al and group level, as well as by dyadic-level situational variables such as the type of 
task and the leader's authority to reward performance. The lack of adequate concern 
about context is also evident in the common assumption that findings in studies con
ducted in a unique setting (type of organization, type of subunit, national culture) will 
generalize to very different settings. A meta-analysis on the effects of leadership that 
does not assess the potential moderator effects of situational variables conveys the im
pression that they arc not very important. 

As noted jn Chapter 6, most studies on situational theories of effectjve le~idership 
use survey questionnaires to measure ledder behaviors and the situational variables. 
There is seldom an adequate check on the accuracy of the ratings, the presence of ad
equate variance for each situational variable, and the extent to which measured vari
ables are confounded with unmeasured ones. Perception of the situation is often im
portant, but it may vary greatly among individuals and may not be an accurate 
reflection of objective conditions. More comparative studies are needed with a sam
pling plan that provides large, systematic differences on the key situational variables. 
Whenever feasible, it is also desirable to conduct longitudinal experiments with inde' 
pendent manipulation of situational variables, 

Summary 

How leadership is conceptualized has important implications for theory and 
research. The heroic bias strongly influenced theory development and research on ef, 
fective leadership, and as a result, some important aspects of leadership did not re' 
ceive as much attention as they deserve. The assumption that effective leadership can 
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be explained in terms of dyadic influence by a heroic leader limits the scope of re
search and theory and discourages exploration of shared leadership, collective 
processes, and reciprocal influence, A more balanced perspective is desirable in the 
future, Most leadership fheones are also limited by a lack of adequate attention [0 ex
planatory processes and contextual variables, The theories often propose relationships 
or causal effects without explaining why they occur or the fadlitating and limiting con
clitions for these dfects, Future theories must do more to explain as well as predict the 
effect') of leaders on indiViduals, groups, and organizations, 

Biases in Research Methods 

The choice of research methods can also affect the rate of progress in learning 
about effective leadership, Beliefs about the most useful research methods and the 
type of information needed to understand leadership processes are related to biases in 
the conceptualization {if leadership. The assumptkms that underly the me1hods used 
in most leadership studies are questionable, and available femedies for improving the 
method are seldom llsed (Hunter, IkddJ-Avers) & Mumford, 20(7). The issues about 
research Inethods include 0) the utility of quantitative, hypothesis-testing methods 
versus de13Crjptive, qualitative merh(xls, (2) the utility of survey studies versus exp(~ri
mental studies, and (3) the appropriak k'vei of analyses for quantitative and qualitative 
data, This section of the chapter provides a brief review of the issues and implications 
for theory and research, It abo includes a brief description of common methodologi
cal limitations that undermine the potential contributions of leadership studies, 

Qualitative vs. Quantitative Methods 

More research is conducted on leader behavior than on any other aspect of lead
ership, and most of the studies use questionnaires that ask subordinates or peers to 
retrospectively rate how often or how much a leader exhibited S()1ne behavltx over a 
period (jf several months or years. As noted in Chapter 4, leader behavior deSCriptions 
are biased by attributions, sten:otypt:s, and implicit theories about leadership, The ev
idence of rater hias, high intel'('olTeiation among aspects of behavior widely viewed as 
effective, low correspondence among people rating the same leader, and the lack of 
evidence that behavior ratings are consistent with other me<:l";ures of leader behavior 
(such as observations, interviews, and diary incidents) all raise serious doubts about 
what the questionnaires actually measure, Critics of this type of research contend that 
it has an inherent bias toward exaggerating the importance of individual leaders) and 
this bias is consistent with the emphasis on heroic leadership, Another criticism is that 
survey questionnaires are poorly suited for studying leadership as a dynamic, shared 
process embedded in complex social systems, 

One alternative approach advocated by some scholars is to make greater use of 
qualitative methods (Bryman, Bresnen, Beardworth, & Keil, 1988; Strong, 1984). 
Examples inc1ude intensive, longitudinal case studies and comparative case studies) 
and the data collection methods that may be used include interviews, observation, di
aries, critical incidents, company records, and questionnaires with open-ended ques
tions, Leadership studies using qualitative methods were reviewed by Bryman (2004), 
The qualitative methods offer some advantages for studying leadership, but these 
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research methods also have limitations (House, 1988a; Martinko & Gardner, 1985). 
Standards for the application and evaluation of qualitative methods are not as explicit 
as those for traditional quantitative methods, and interpretations based on qualitative 
methods are sometimes very subjective. Descriptions of past events may be biased by 
selective memory for aspects of behavior consistent with the respondent's stereotypes 
and implicit theories about effective leadership. Direct observation is also susceptible 
to selective attention and biased interpretation of events. Attribution errors may occur 
if an observer or interviewer has information about unit performance, When observers 
immerse themselves in an organization for long periods of time in an effort to under
stand the context and meaning of what they see, they are likely to become involved in 
the very processes under observation, thereby risking objectivity. 

The limitations and advantages of quantitative and qualitative methods make it 
appropriate in many leadership studies to use a complementary combination of both 
methods (Bryman, 2004), For example, in survey questionnaire studies researchers 
could interview some of the respondents to verify that the questionnaire answers are 
accurately measuring the intended constmct and to discover the underlying reasons for 
some of the quantitative results. A longitudinal case study that lIses interviews or ob
servation can include quantitative questionnaires administered periodically to some of 
the participants. An obstacle to more frequent use of dual methods may be the strong 
bias of some researchers who favor one method and fail to appreciate the comparative 
advantages of the other method, or who lack sufficient expertise to use the other 
method. 

Survey vs. Experimental Studies 

Another issue in the design of leadership re.search is the relative advantage of 
survey studies and experiments. Survey studies are easier to conduct, but as noted 
earlier, they have many limitations when used for research on leadership processes. 
Controlled experiments in laboratory and field settings are appropriate for many types 
of leadership research (Brown & Lord, 1999; Dipboye, 1990; Wofford, 1999). Some ex
amples of laboratory and field experiments on the effects of leadership behaVIor can 
be found in Chapters 4 and 9. Unfortunately, lab and field experiments constitute only 
a small proportion (less than 5%) of the thousand..;; of studies conducted on leadership 
over the past half-century, 

The most important advantage of an experiment is the opportunity to determine 
causality. Researchers can manipulate leader behavior or situational variables and as
sess their independent and joint effects. Moreover, with labordtory experiments it is 
easier to measure mediating processes) control for extraneous variables, and examine 
the effects of conditions seldom found in actual organizations. However, many labo
ratory experiments have limitations, such as the use of weak manipulations, the lise of 
tasks that do not accurately simulate realistic conditions, the use of convenience sam
ples of students who have little work experience, and the use of brief interactions 
among strangers to study processes that in most organizations would involve people 
with established relationships. Unless it is possible to design a laboratory experiment 
to avoid these limitations, the potential benefits are unlikely to be realized. 

Field experiments are even more difficult to conduct than laboratory experiments 
but offer some unique advantages. Most field experiments involve realistic working 
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conditions and people with experience working together. Field experiments can be 
used to assess the effects of different patterns of leadership behavior. and they also 
a How a good way to assess the utility of interventions made to improve leadership 
(e.g., training, feedback, executive coaching). Common limitations of field experiments 
on leadership are weak rnanipuiMionsofindependent variables, failure to ensure ran
dom assignment to experimental treatments, \veak assessment of outcome v;lJ"iables, 
failure to measure mediating processes) and usc of an unrepresentative sample that 
limits external validiry. A field experiment on leadership is likely to be more useful if 
it is based on a well~specified model, it is conducted over an appropriate time period, 
and it includes multiple Ineasures of relevant variables, It is easier to gain approval for 
having a control group if the researcher is willing to provide an opportunity for mem
bers of the control group to participate in the same intervention (e.g., training) at a 
later time. 

Level of Analysis 

l\'lost survey research on leadec')hlp behavior uses an individual, dyadic, or group 
level of an;,Jlysb. Analy;-;is at the indi\'idu~lllevd usually involves correlations between 
variables that arc measured \\'ithin individuals. For example, a subordinates ratings of 
leader behavior are correlated with the subordinate's ratings of task commitment 
across all ~11bordinatt"5 in the smllple. DY:ldk ;:lnalyses usually involve data obtained 
from hoth members of a leader-subordinate dyad. such as correlating subonlinate rat
ings of leader behavior with the leader's r~Hings of subordinate peJfonnance across all 
dyads in the sample. Group-level analyses often involve individual data that are aggre
gated to the group level. For example, the leader behavior ratings provkh::d by sever
al subordinates are averaged; then the compu~jte scores are corrdated with another 
variable (e.g., group performance, collective effiGlCY) across all groups in the sample. 

The appropriate type of analysis for qllantitative data from survey studies de
pends on the underlying theory of leadership processes and the level of measurem("11t 
for the variahles. The level of data analysis should correspond to the level of measure
ment and the proposed relationships in the theory (Klein, Dansereau~ & Hall, 1994), 
Unless an appropriate level of analysis is used, the results from a study may be misin
terpreted. Tht-, analysis i:-; more complex for a multilevel theory tlut includes (ross
level effects. Different methods for multilevel ~malysis are described and compared in 
a ;,;pedal issue of D?adct:"hip Quarterly (see Bliese, Halverson, & Schriesheim, 2002). 

One method for ;:malyzing results at different levels simultaneously is called 
"within and between analYSis," or WABA (Dansereau, Almto, & Yammarino, 1984). Use 
of this method in several studies indicates that the data may suppOrt different conclu
siems about leadership depending on the level of analysis (e.g., Dansereau, 
Yammarino, & Markham, 1995; Yammarino, 1990; Yammarino & Bass, 1990). The 
WABA method provides some unique inSights, but it also has limitations. The results 
are strongly dependent on the size of the groups selected for the study, and it is not 
feasible even to do the analysis when some of the data are collected only at the group 
level. Furthermore, deficiencies in the measures can make it difficult to understand the 
reasons for incon.<;istent results at different leveJs of analysis. 

The major contribution of recent research on levels of analysis may have been to 
focus more attention on finding the appropriate levels of conceptualization and meas-
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urement when formulating and testing leadership theories (Klein et aI., 1994; 
Rousseau, 1985). In the past, many leadership theories were not clear about the level 
of conceptualization for each variable, and the analyses used in empirical studies are 
not always at the appropriate level (Yammarino, Dionne, & Chon, 2002; Yammarino. 
Dionne, Chun, & Dansereau, 2005). When proposed relationships involve variables at 
different levels of conceptualization or effects that occur at more than one level (e.g., 
the leader's vision affects both individual self-efficacy and collective efficacy for the 
team), then it may be necessary to include more than one level of analysis. 

The new approaches for analyzing multilevel data can be helpful, but they do 
not solve some difficult problems inherent in aggregating the subjective perceptions 
of individual members to measure qualities of a team or organization (e.g., climate, 
culture, potency). The measures of mter agreement commonly used to justify this pro
cedure have assumptions that are often ignored (e.g" sample size) and may not ade
quately reflect how much disagreement remains among several observers who are 
supposedly describing objective conditions. One promising approach to improve the 
measures is to have a group meet to discuss and reach consensus on their r~ltings 
(Kirkman & Rosen, 1999; Tesluk, Zaccaro, Marks, & Mathieu, 1997), In other won.ls, 
instead of averaging the separate ratings of five members, they try to reach a consen
sus on one rating to describe e'dch group attribute. 

other Methodological Issues 

The samples used in many leadership studies are far from ideal. The common 
approach is [() use a convenience sample, one that is easy to get. mther than to plan 
the type of sample that is appropriate for the research objectives and design. In com
parative studies the use of convenience samples makes it difficult to identify the effects 
of extraneous variahles that are confounded with the samples. The use of conven
ience samples consisting of undergraduate students with little practical experience in 
organizations complicates the interpretation of fjndings in laboratory experiments, 

Most leadership studies examine events that occur during a brief time interval. 
Longitudinal studies are needed to examine leadership processes that evolve over 
time, and to assess the delayed effects of leaders on followers. Processes such as de
veloping dyadic relationships, bUilding effective teams, and leading change often re
quire months or years of study. Unfortunately, few researchers are willing to invest 
that much time in a study. What usually passes for longitudinal research in leadership 
is a survey study with measures taken a few months apart, rather than an intensive ex
amination of evolving relationships, emerging problems, protracted deciSions, sequen
tial changes, and reciprocal influence processes. 

The leadership research seems to be biased toward easy methods and faddish 
topiCS. Too many studies are merely replications of earlier studies on a popular topic. 
One researcher publishes a study that is interesting and easy to conduct, and others 
imitate it with only minor variations (a different sample, a different criterion measure). 
Too many studies simply correlate one questionnaire with another, even though there 
is no underlying theory and little reason to expect that important relationships exist. 
The questionnaires are often filled out by the same respondents, and interpretation of 
results is difficult. Finally, too many studies attempt to prove a theory, which usually 
yields only inconclusive results. It is better to design research that will "improve" a 
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TAIlU!16-3· Common and UncOmmon ~te5 in Leadership~tudies 

Feature Common Uncommon 

Research method Survey.study Experiment 

Level of processes Individual/Dyadic Group/Organizational 

Short-term Longitudinal 

Criterion One or two Several 

Mediating variables Few or None Several 

Data sources Multiple 

Sample Convenience Systematic selection 

Level Supervisor Executive 

theory by testing alternative explanations, examining possibk conf()Unds; identifying 
limiting conditions, and assessing practical significl11ce. 

Tilble 16-3 provide,...; an overvk:w of the methodological biases discusst.'d in this 
section of the dUPlCr. Common features of leadership .studies are contrasted with al
ternative but less common features. The prim,-lIY message is the need for better hal
ance in the design of leadership research. C-reater use of the uncommon features 
would make leadership r('search more productive. Lowe and Gardner (20tH) re
viewed the reseaKh methods used in ;J. decade of leadership studies puhlished in 
Leadership Quarlet1v and reached simibr conclusions, 

Summary 
Even tlvmgh !nan)! different 111eth{xJs ()f coHe('ting inf(mnation ancl analyzing it arc 

available, mn~t of the le:ldefship R"scarch during the pa<:;t half-century h~lS rdk'd on ,1 few 
methods such as stuvey studies with que.stionnaires filled out by leaders or their subordi
nates. 11 is impol1ant to select methods that are appropriate for the type of kno\vledge 
sought, rJther than merely using the most convenient methods. l11c research question 
should dictate the l11Clh(xlology and choice of samples, not the other way around. Given 
the limitations of each type of methodology, it is desirable to use mUltiple methods when
ever feasible for research on leadership (lick, 1979; YukI & Van Fleet, 1982), It is also im
portant to consider the appropriate level of analysis for the theoretical constructs and 
measures. Multilevel analysis can provide new insights about leadership processes and 
help to determine whether parallel processes occur at different levels. 

Emerging Conceptions of Leadership 

Some different ways of conceptualizing leadership have emerged in recent years, 
and they are eliciting interest among scholars who believe that the currently popular 
theories are too limited. Examples include shared and distributed leadership, relational 
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leadership and social networks, and emergent processes in complexity theory, These 
approaches are still evolving r and as yet there is little conclusive research on them. 
Each of the newer approaches will be described very briefly, 

Shared and Distributed Leadership 

The theory and research on leadership has long recognized that effective leaders 
empower others to participate in the process of interpreting events, solVing problems, 
and making decisions (Argyris, 1964; Uken, 1967), How leaders involve and empower 
others was described in Chapters 5 and 7, How leadership is shared in self-managed 
teams was described in Chapter 12, How strategic leadership is shared and distributed 
among executives was described in Chapter 13, How responsibility lor change leader
ship is shared and distributed in organizations was described in Chapter 10, In most of 
these approaches, the focus is on the process by which focal leaders encourage and en
able others to share responsibility for leadership functions< The emphasis in most of the 
trdditional approaches is on finding ways to make an individual leader more effective. 

An alternative view of organizations is that distributed leadership, power sharing, 
and political activities are inevitable in organizations, not something determined by a 
single all-powerful leader, Proponents of this perspective recognize that the actions of 
any individual leader are less important than the collective leadership provided by 
many members of the organization, including both formal and informal leaders (Day, 
Gr()nn~ & Salas, 2004). Moreover, it is possible to view the Ie-ddership capacity of a 
team as both an outcome of their past interaction and as an input for improved team 
processes at a later time (Day et aI" 2004; Iigen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005} 

There are many different ways to share and distribute power and authority in 
organizations, and some are more successful than others (e.g., Cox, Pearce, & Peny, 
2003; Gronn, 2002; Locke, 2003; O'Toole, Galbraith, & Lawler, 2003), A few initial at
tempts to develop theories of shared leadership are promising (e,g" Iigen et aI" 
2005; Pearce & Sims, 2000; Mayo, Meindl, & Pastor, 2003; Seers, Keller, & Wilkerson, 
2003), It is easier to develop a comprehensive theory of distributed and shared leader
ship in small teams than in organizations, especially if the purpose is to explain ef
fective leadership. In addition to the leadership literature, insighL"; about shared and 
distributed leadership in organizations are provided by several other literatures (e.g., 
organization theory, public administration, strategic management, and social net
works theory), 

Several researchers have considered how shared and distributive leadership is re
lated to team or organizational effectiveness (e.g., Brown & Gioia, 2002; Brown & 
Hosking, 1986; Denis, Lamothe, & Langley, 2001; Hunt & Ropo, 1995; Lawler, 1986; 
Pearce & Sims, 2002; Semler, 1989), Despite these effons, much more research is need
ed on the distribution of leadership responsibilities among the members of a team or 
organization, The extent to which different types of leadership roles and decisions can 
be shared or distributed effectively, the conditions facilitating the emergence and suc
cess of shared leadership, and the implications for design of organizations are all im
portant questions that require more attention. 

Viewing leadership in terms of reciprocal, recursive influence processes 
among multiple leaders is different from studying unidirectional effects of a single 
leader on subordinates, Distributed leadership involves multiple leaders with distinct 
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but inter-related responsibilities, and both formal and informal leaders may be in
volved. If the various leaders are unable to agree about what to do and how to do 
it, performance of the team or organization is likely to suffer (e.g., Mehra, Smith, 
Dixon, & Robertson, 2006). Effective shared leadership in a team improves the de
terminants of team performance (e.g., shared undefstandingofcause-effect rela
tionships; agreement ahout objectives, priorities, find relevant strategies; mutual 
trust, cooperation l and coordination of collective activities). Survey research to as
sess how often a leader and the other members of the team use specified leader
ship behaviors is not very helpful for understauding these processes. Effective 
leadership for a team is not primarily a matter of how much leadership behavior 
occurs overall for the team, or even the relative amount of leadership behavior ex
hibited by memhers and the designated leader. More intensive, descriptive, ,md 
longitudinal research is needed to understand the complex processes involved in 
shared and distributed leadership. 

Relational leadership 
Most thCOlY and research on leadership Vlt;\VS it as an influence process and fo

cuses on the actions of people designa1<,d as leaders. Relationships are acknowledged 
to be hnportant in much of the leadership literature. f low leaders use relations-orient
ed behaviors to improve relationships was described in Chapter 4. How leaders devel
op favorable exchange relationships oVer time with individual subordinates was de
scribed in Chapter 8. How leaders can develop a network of outside contacts and 
supporters was described in Chapter 3. How leaders influence followers to identify 
with theIn and cooperate in achieving shared objectives was described in C}upters 2 
and 9, How relationships moderate the effects of leader behavior on subordinate lTIO

tivation and performance was described in Chapter 6. In each of these "traditional" 
approaches to relationships the focus is on how leaders can develop and maintain co
operative relationships) and a f(xal1eader is the primalY causal agent. 

An alternative view of leadership is to describe it as the evolving social order 
that results from interactions, exchanges, and innuence processt$ among many 
people. According to this perspective, leadership cannot be understood a part from 
the dynamics of the social system in which it occurs (Dachler, 1984, 1992; Drath, 
2001; lJhl:-Bit:n, 2006). Instead of the traditional fot-us on a single leader, scholars 
examine the social processes and patterned relationships that exp1ain how collec
tive activity can accomplish shared objectives. Organizations and other social enti
ties (e.g.) teams, coalitions, common interest groups) are defined more by the web 
of interpersonal relationships than by formal charters, structures, policies, and rules. 
The relationships are continually being modified as changes occur in the people 
who are involved in the collective activity, and as changing conditions elicit adap
tive responses. Leaders are defined as the people who consistently influence rela
tionships and collective activities and are expected by others to have this influence 
(Hogg, 2001; Hosking, 1988; Uhl-Bien, 2006). Their influence is accomplished by in
terpreting events and explaining cause-effect relationships in a meaningful way, 
and by influencing people to modify their attitudes, behavior, and goals. Many dif
ferent people participate in this leadership process, and their diverse and some
times conflicting interests make it a political process involving the use of social 
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power as well as rational and emotional appeals. Individuals develop and use so
cial networks to gather information and build coaHtions to increase their influence 
over decisions (e.g., Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005), 

The methods most appropriate for studying relational leadership are seldom 
used in leadership research (uhl-Bien, 2006), It is impossible to understand evolving 
relationships and reciprocal influence processes among multiple parties by analyzing 
data from survey studies in which most information is obtained with fixed-response 
questionnaires at one point in time. Instead, it is necessary to use intensive longitu
dinal studies and qualitative methods that allow researchers to explore different ex
planations of unfolding events. An example is the study conducted by Reicher, 
Haslam, and Hopkins (2005) of leadership in the BBe prison simulation. 

Complexity Theory 

To accurately describe effective leadership in organizations requires theories that 
are more complex than most of the earlier ones. Distributed leadership, relational dy
namics, and emergent processes are not adequately described in the hierarchical lead
ership theories that focus on the inllucnce of a chief executive or the top managen)cnt 
team. Complexity theolY involves interacting units [hat are dynamic (changing) and 
adaptive, and the complex pattern of behaviors and structures that emerge are usually 
unique and difficult to predict from a description of the involved units. Compkx 
adaptive systems are used to explain how emergent processes can facilitate adaptation 
by organizations to turbulent environments. The emergent processes provide an alter
native explanation for organizational learning, innovation, and adaptation. However. 
rather than replacing hierarchical theories, it is likely that the two perspectives can be 
integrated to provide a more complete explanation of effective leadership in large or
ganizations (Osborn & Hunt, 2(07). 

One recent complexity theory of leadership identifies three types of leader
ship processes (e.g., Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001; l!hl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 
2007). Administrative leadership involves actions and decisions by formal leaders 
\vho are responsible for planning and coordinating activities for the organization. 
This type of leadership is similar to the hierarchical leadership in many earlier the
ories. Adaptive leadership is an emergent process that occurs \vhen people \vith 
different knowledge, heliefs, and preferences interact in an attempt to solve prob
lems ;:md resolve conflicts. The result of this process is the production of creative 
ideas and new conceptions that can facilitate the resolution of conflict and an adap
tive response to a threat or opportunity. Enabling leadership facilitates the process 
of emergent solutions by fostering interaction among people who need to be in
volved, increasing the interdependence among these people, supporting the value 
of dissent and debate, increasing access to necessary information and resources, 
and helping to get innovative ideas implemented in the organization. Enabling 
leadership also involves efforts to keep the administrative and adaptive processes 
consistent and mutually compatible. For example, it is essential to prevent admin
istrative leaders from dominating or suppressing the interaction and exploration 
needed to produce creative solutions, but it is also important to prevent adaptive 
processes from creating destructive conflicts or undermining the essential mission 
of the organization. 
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As in the case of distributed and relational leadership, the dominant research 
methods do nOt appear to be very useful for studying complexity leadership. 
Complexity theory involves emergent processes and adaptive outcomes that are 
often unpredictable in advance. Research is needed to learn how interactions and 
relationships change over time, how the historical and contextual factors affect these 
proZ:esses, and how the three forms of leadership interact to create adaptive OUl

cornes for an organization. Instead of relying on survey studies conducted 11t one 
point in time, it will be necessary to conduct intensive, longitudinal studies that in
clude qualitative descriptions of the relevant processes and relationships (e.g., 
Plowman, Soiansky, Beck, Baker, Kuklarni, & Travis, 2007; Schneider & Somers, 
2(06). Computer simulation is likely to be a useful tool for testing models based on 
the descriptive studies (Hazy, 2007). Examples of methods relevant for studying 
complexity theories of leadership are described in recent publications (e.g., Hazy, 
200B; Schreiber & Carley, 200B). 

Summary 

The nevv< conz:eptions of ll'adt.:rship attempt to avoid some of the biases and 
limitations in the more traditional conceptions. Each approach has a somewhat dif
It:rent focus, hut they are sirnHar in many ways. 'Research on the new theories will 
require difk'rent methods than the ones used for most previous leadership studies, 
:tnd it may be necessJ.ly to develop new methods or in1pOrt them from other scien
tific fields. 

Concluding Thoughts 

This final section presents my observations ~lhout the essence of leadership and 
some final thoughts about the state of the field. 

The Essence of Effective Leadership 

The hook takes a broad perspective and examines many different aspe(,'ts of 
leadership. The multi1ude of different theories and the lack of consistent findings 
H%ake it difficult to identify the es.. ... ence of effective leadership. This section presents 
what I think are the 10 most important leadership functions for enhancing collective 
work in teams and organizations. In a large organization, the conditions that create a 
need for these leadership acts are played out at every level of management and in 
every subunit. The functions can be performed by any member of the organization, 
but they are especially relevant for people who are elected, appointed, or informally 
recognized as leaders for a collective activity > 

1. Help interpret tbe meaning of events. Helping people to find meaning in com
plex events is important, especially when the pace of change is accelerating and 
touching every part of our lives. Effective leaders help people to interpret events, 
understand why they are relevant, and identify emerging threats and opportunities. 
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2. Create alignment on objectives and strategies. Effective performance of a col
lective task requires considerable agreement about what to do and how to do it. 
Helping to build a consensus about tbese choices is especially important in newly 
formed groups, and in organizations that have lost their way. Effective leaders 
help to create agreement about objectives, priorities, and strategies. 

3. Build task commitment and optimism. The performance of a difficult, stressful 
task requires commitment and persistence in the face of obstacles and setbacks. 
Effective leaders increase enthusiasm for the work, commitment to task objectives, 
and confidence tbat the effort will be successful. 

4. Build mutual trust and cooperation. Effective petformance of a collective task 
reqUires cooperation and mutual trust, which are more likely to exist when peo
ple understand each other, appredate diversity, and are able to confront and re
solve differences in a constructive way. Effective leaders foster mutual respect, 
twst, and cooperation. 

5. Strengthen collective identity. The effectiveness of a group or organization re
quires at least a moderate degree of collective identification. In this efa of fluid 
teams, virtual organizations, and joint ventures, boundaries are often unclear and 
loyalties are divided. Effective leaders help to create a unique identity for a group 
or organization, and they resolve issues of membership in a way that is consistent 
with this identity. 

6. Organize and coordinate activities. Successful performance of a complex task 
requires the capacity to coordinate many different but interrelated activities in a 
way that makes efficient use of people and resources. Effective leaders help peo
ple get organized to perform collective activities effiCiently, and they help to coor
dinate theRe activities as they occur. 

7. Encourage and facilitate collective learning. In a highly competitive and tur
hulent environment, continuous learning and innovation afe es;.;ential t'()f the sur
vival and prospel1ty of an organization. Members must collectively learn better 
ways to work together towards common objectives. Etfe-ctive leaders encourage 
and facilitate collective learning and innovation. 

8. Obtain necessary resources and support. For most groups and organizations, 
survival and prosperity require favorable exchanges with external parties. 
Resources, approvals, assistance, and political support must be obtained from su
periors and people outside of the unjt. Effective leaders promote and defend unit 
interests and help to obtain necessary resources and suppcnt. 

9. Develop and empower people. The performance of a group or organization is 
likely to be better if competent members are actively involved in solving problems 
and making decisions. Relevant skills must be developed to prepare people for 
leadership roles, new responsibilities, and major change. Effective leaders help 
people develop tbeir skills and empower people to become change agents and 
leaders themselves. 

10. Promote socia/justice and morality. Member satisfaction and commitment are 
increased by a climate of fairness, compassion) and social responsibility. To main
tain such a climate requires active efforts to protect individual rights, encourage so
cial responsibility, and oppose unethical practices. Effective leaders set an exam
ple of moral behaVior, and they take necessary actions to promote social justice. 
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The State of the Field 

People have heen interested in leadership since dle heginning of recorded history, 
and the study of leadership as a scientific discipline started tuore than half a centmy 
ago. The massive literdture produced f;ythis effort.is beset With confusion and ambi
guity, but the selective review of theory and research in this book shows that we are 
making substantial progress in learning about leadership. Nevertheless, much remains 
to be learned. It becomes clearer every year that effective leadership at all levels of so
ciety and in all of our organizations is ess.entiai for coping with the gro\ving sodal and 
economic problems confronting fbe world. Learning to cope with these problems is 
not a luxury but a necessity. 

Progress in understanding leadership has heen slower than expected from the 
large volume of publications and fbe immense amount of effort expended on leadership 
research. Fortunately, the last decade witnessed an increase in the richness of research 
questions and the variety of approaches used to study them, and the field appears to 
be undergoing an accelerating pace of discovery, With such a vilal subject. it is imper
ative that \ve c(Jntinuc to uPbrrade the quality of leatkrship reSL:3fCh and theoI)'< Faster 
progn.:ss will require the efforts of dedicated fl.-'searcilers \vllo value discovery of use
ful knowledge and are willing to invest the time and effort needed to conduct good 
research. 

Review and Discussion Questions 

1. What are some maj{)f pOints of convergence :among the research on traits and 
skilb, behaViors, inlluence processes, and situational variables? 

2, What are some of the most important fIndings about effective leadership in organ
izations? 

3. What are some constructs and processes that appear similar in dyadic, group, and 
org~lnj7.ationat level theories? 

4. \vhat are some biases in the \vay leadership is usuaUy defined and studied? 
S. What are some new conceptions of leadership that can improve our understand-

ing of effc.'ctive leackTship in organizations? 
6. \Xfhat are the limitations of the methods used most often for leadership research? 
7. What improvements could he made in the way leadership L.., studied? 
8. If you were asked to identify the 10 most essential functions of leadership, what 

would he on your list (which may differ from the list suggested by the author)' 

Key Terms 

complexity theories 
distributed leadership 
dyadic perspective 
essence of leadership 

heroic leader 
integrating conceptual 

framework 
levels of analysis 

methodological weaknesses 
multimethod research 
relational leadership 
shared leadership 
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Chapter 2: Managerial Traits and Skills 
National Products 

Susan Thomas is the vice president for human resources at National Products, a man
ufactuting company in Australia with 500 employees. The company has an opening for a 
general manager in one of its product divisions, and the president asked Susan to review the 
backgrounds of three depaltment managers who are interested in being promoted 10 this 
position. She is expected either to recommend one of the three internal candidates or to 

begin recruitment of external candidates. The internal candidates are Ch~lrley Adalns, Bill 
Stuart, and Ray Johnson. The following information about each candidate was obtained 
from performance records, interviews with the candidates, and discussions with the lx)ss of 
each candidate. 

Charley Adams 

Charley Adams has been a production manager for the past 8 years, He is an easy-going 
person who loves to swap jokes and tell st()Iies. Charley stresses the importance of coopera.
tion and teamwork. He is uncomfortable with conflict, and he tries to smex)th it over quickly 
or find an acceptahle compromise. 

Before becoming a manager, Charley was always willing to take on extra assignments for 
his hoss and to provide helpful advice to less-experienced coworkers in his department 
Charley is proud of his reputation as a "good team pJayer" and a loyal "company man." It is 
important to Charley to be liked and appreciated by people in the organization. 

Charley comes from a cultural background emphasizing the importance of close family 
ties. He holds frequent Sunday dinners at which the entire Adams dan gathers for an after
noon of swimming, cricket, eating, and singing. On Saturdays, Charley likes to play golf with 
friends, including some of the other managers in the company. 

Charley wants his department to have a good performance record, but he is reluctant to 
jeopardize relations with subordinates by pushing them to improve their performance beyond 
current levels, which he believes are adequate. When Charley gives out performance bonuses 
to subordinates, he usually tries to give something to everyone, 

BillStuarI 

Bill Stuart has been the manager of an engineering department for 3 years. He was pro
moted to that position because he was the best design engineer in the company and was 
ambitious to further his career by going into management. At the time, Bill had Iirtle under
stancling of what the job would be like, but he saw it as both an opportunity and a challenge. 
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Bill grew up as somewhat of a loner. He still feels awkward around people he 
doesn·t know well, and he dislikes social functions such as cocktail parties and company 
picnics. As a design engineer, Bill preferred as&igrunents where he could work alone 
rather than team projects. He Ls impatient with hure,lUcratic authority figures, and he is 
critical of wrporate polides that he legards as too restrictive. Bill geLs along well with 
his present boss, because he is left alone to run his engineering group in his own \vay, 

Bill Hke<.; challenging a&'iignmeilts) and he nies to save the most difficult and inter
esting design projects for himself. Although Bill usually performs these tasks effectively, 
his preoccupation with them sometimes takes time away from some of his managerial 
responsibilities, such as developing and mentoring suhordinates. 

RayJobnson 
Ray Johnson has been a corporate marketing manager for 5 years, He grew up in 

a poor neighborhood \vhere he learned to be tough in order to survive, He has -\vorked 
hard to get where he is, but for Hay, goo<..l performance has heen a way to get ahead 
rather than something he enjoys for its O\Vn sake. 

Ray lives in a large house with a hig s\vimming pool in the best part of town, and 
he Hkes to throw hig parties at his home. He \Vears expensive ('l(}thes~ drives a luxury 
car, and he belongs to the hest country" dul,. Hay is married, but fandes himself as quite 
a piaylx)y and has had many aftJ.irs, including some with female employees. 

Ray views the org~{niz:Hion as a poIltieal jungle, and he is quick 10 defend himself 
against any threats to his reputation, authOrity, or position. He nies to undermine or dis
credit anylxxiy who criticizes or opposes him. He kt-"eps a tight control over the opera
tions of his department, and he insists that subordinates check ·with him before taking 
any <:lGion that is not routine. 

SOFRCE: Copyright © 197B by G:1ry YukJ 

QUESTIONS 

1. Wehat are the dorninant motive,s for each candidate? 

2. What afe the implications of these traits for the success of each candidate if se
lected for the general manager position? 

3. Should Susan recommend one of these candidates for the position, or look for ex
ternal candidates? 

Chapter 3: The Nature of Managerial Work 
Acme Manufacturing Company 

Steve Arnold is a production manager at Acme Manufacturing Company in 
Birmingham, England. When Steve drove into the parking lot at the plant on Tuesday 
morning at 8:35, he was already 35 minutes late for work. Steve had overslept that 
morning because the night before he had stayed up late to finish the monthly produc
tion report for his department. He parked his car and entered the rear of the plant 
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building. Passing through the shipping area, Steve spotted his friend George Summers 
and stopped to ask how work was progressing on the new addition to George's house. 

Entering the office at 8:55, Steve greeted his secretary, Ruth Sweeney, and asked 
wbether anything urgent needed his immediate attention. Ruth reminded him of the 
staff meeting at 9:30 with Steve's boss-Fmnk Jones, the vice president for Production
and the other production managers, Steve thanked Ruth for reminding him (he had for
gotten about the meeting) and continued on to his adjoining inner office. He went to his 
desk and began looking through the piles of papers to find the memo announcing the 
meeting, He vaguely remembered getting the memo last week, but had not had time to 
read it or look at the attached materials. 

His phone rang, and it was Sue BracUey, the Sales vice president, who was inquir
ing about the status of a nlsh order for one of the company's important client">. Steve 
promised to look into the matter and get hack to her later in the day with an answer. 
Steve had delegated the rush order last week to Lucy Adams, one of his production 
supervisors, and he had not thought about it sjnce then. Stepping back into the outer 
office, Steve asked Ruth if she had seen Lucy today. Ruth reminded him that Lucy \\'as 
at a training workshop in Brussels. She would he difficult to reach until the session 
ended late in the aftern(x)fl, becau.se the vv'orkshop facilitators regard cell phone calls 
and text messages as an unnecessary distraction. Steve asked Ruth to leave a message 
for Lucy to call him during a break in the training. 

Going back into his office, Steve resumed his search for the memo about the 
meeting with his boss and the other production managers. After 10 minutes of frantic 
searching, he finally found it. The purpose of the meeting W,lS to discuss a proposed 
change in quality control procedures. By now it was 9:25, and there was no time to 
read the proposal. He hurried out to get to the meeting on time, During the meeting, 
the other production managers participak'd in the discussion and made helpful com
ments or suggestions. Steve \vas not prepared for the meeting and did not contribute 
much except to say that he did not anticipate any problems with the proposed changes. 

The meeting ended at 10:30, and Steve returned to his office, where he found 
Paul Chen, one of his production supervisors., waiting for him. Paul wanted to discuss 
a problem caused in the production schedules by a major equipment breakdown. 
Steve caBed Glenda Brown, his assistant m~lnager, and asked her to join them to help 
rearrange the production schedules for the next few days. Glenda came in sholtly 
and the three of them worked on the production schedules. At 11 :25, Ruth came in to 
announce that a Mr. Ferris was waiting and he claimed to have an appOintment 
with Steve at 11 :30. Steve looked at his calendar but could not find any entry for the 
appointment. Steve asked Ruth to teIl Mr. Ferris that he would be ready shortly. 

The schedules were completed around 11:40. Since it was nearly noon, Steve in
vited Mr. Ferris to join him for lunch at a nearby restaurant. During lunch Steve learned 
that Mr. Ferris was from one of the firms that provided materials used in the production 
process at Acme, and the purpose of the meeting was to inquire about some changes in 
material specifications the company had requested. As Mr. Ferris talked, Steve realized 
that he would not be able to answer some of the technical questions, 

When they returned to the plant at 1:15, Steve introduced Mr. Ferris to an engi
neer who could answer his questions. Steve walked back to his office, where his sec
retary informed him that Lucy had returned his call while he was out to lunch. Just 
then, Steve's boss (Frank Jones) stopped in to ask about the quality figures he had 
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asked Steve to assemble for him last week Steve explained that he had given top pri
ority to finishing the monthly production report the last few days and would do the qual
ity information next. Frank was iDitated, because he needed the quality data to finalize 
his proposal for new procedures, and he had made it clear to Steve that this task was 
more urgent then the production report. He told Steve to get the quality data to him 
as soon as possible and left. Skye immediately called Glenda Brown and asked her 
to bring the quality data to his office. 1he task of reviewing the data and preparing a 
short summary waS not difficult, but it took longer than he amlcipateJ. It was 2:40 by 
the time Steve completed the report and attached it to an e-mail to his boss. 

Looking at his calendar, Steve noticed that he was already late for a 2:30 meeting 
of the plant safery committee. The committee meets weekly to review safery prob
lems, and each department sends a representative. Steve rushed out to the meeting, 
which was held in another part of the plant. The meeting was dull this week, without 
any important issues or problems to discuss, 

The meeting ended at 3:30, ano as Steve walked back through hi,; section of the 
plant, he stopped to talk to his assistal11 manager. Glenda "vanted SOffi(' advice on 
how to rcsolV(~ a prohlem in the production assignments for the next day They dis
(·u.s:sed the problem for about a half-hour. \Vhen Steve returned to his office at 4:05, 
his secret~lry \vas just leaving. She reported that Ll.JCY had called again at 4:00 before 
leaving to fly home from the conference. 

Steve waS feeling tired and dedded it \-vas time for him to go home also. As he 
drove out uf the parking lot, Steve reflected that he \Vas getting further behind in his 
work He wondered what he could do to get herter control over his job. 

SOVRCE: Copyright © 198K by Gary YukI 

QUESTIONS 

1. What specific things did Steve do wrong, and what should have heen done in each 
instance? 

2. \Vhat should Steve do to become fnore effective as a manager? 

Chapter 4: Perspectives on Effective Leadership Behavior 
Consolidated Products 

Consolidated Products is a medium-sized manufacturer of consumer products 
with nonunionized production workers. Gaston Tremblay was a plant manager for 
Consolidated Products for 10 years, and he was well liked by the employees. They 
were grateful for the fitness center he built for employees, and they enjoyed the social 
activities sponsored by the plant several times a year, including company picnics and 
holiday parties. He knew most of the workers by name, and he spent part of each day 
walking around the plant to visit with them and ask abeut their families or hobbies. 

Ben believed that it was important to treat employees properly so they would 
have a sense of loyalty to the company. He tried to avoid any layoffs when produc-
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lion demand was slack, figuring that the company could nnt afford to lose skilled 
workers that are so difficult to replace. The workers knew that if they had a special 
prohlem, Ben would try to help them. For example, when someone was injured 
but wanted to continue working, Ben found another job in the plant that the person 
could do despite having a disability. Ben believed that if you treat people right, 
they will do a good job for you without close supervision or prodding. Ben applied 
the same principle to his supervisors, and he mostly left them alone to run their de
partments as they saw fie He did not set objectives and standards for the plant. and 
he never asked the supervisors to develop plans for improving productivity and 
product quality. 

Under Ben, the plant had the lowest vacancies among the company's five plants, 
but the second worst record for costs and production levels. \Xlhen the company was 
acquired hy another firm, Ben was asked to take early retirement, and Phil Jones was 
hrought in to replace him. 

Phil had a growing reputation as a manager who could get things done, and he 
quickly began making changes. Costs were cut by tlimming a number of ~Ktivitjes such 
as [he fitness center at the plant, company picnics and parties, and the human rebUons 
training programs for supervisors. Phil Ix~Jj(:'vcd that training supt'I'iisors to he suppoltive 
was a waste of time. His mouo was: "If employees don't \vant to do the work, get rid of 
them and Hnd somebody else who does. ,. 

Supervisors were instructed to establish high performance standards for their 
departments and insist that people achieve them. A computer monitoring system was 
introduced so that the output of each worker could be checked closely against the stan
thirds. Phil told his supervisors to give any worker who had substandard performance 
one warning, then if performance did not improve within two weeks, to fire the person. 
Phi! believed that workerS don't respect a supervisor who is weak and passive. When 
Phil ohserved a worker wasting time or making a mistake, he would reprimand the per
son right on the spot to set an example. Phil also checked closely on the performance 
of his supervisors. Demanding objectives were set f()f each department, ;Jnd weekly 
meetings were held with each su~rvisor to review department performance. Finally, 
Phi! insisted that supervisors check with him first before taking any signific'3.nt actions 
that deviated fn>m establishe(l plans and policies, 

As another cost-cutting move. Phil reduced the frequency of equipment mainte
nance, which required machines to be idled when they could be productive. Because 
the machines had a good record of reliable operation, Phil believed that the current 
maintenance schedule was excessive and \-vas cutting into production. Finally, when 
business was slow for one of the product lines, Phil laid off workers rather than finding 
something else for them to do. 

By the end of Phil's first year as plant manager, production costs were reduced 
by 20 percent and production output was up by 10 percent. However, three of his 
seven supervisors left to take other jobs, and vacancy was also high among the ma
chine operators. Some of the vacancy was due to workers who were fired, but com
petent machine operators were also quitting, and it was becoming increasingly difficult 
to find any replacement" for them. Finally, talk of unionizing was increasing among 
the workers. 

SOURCE: Copyright © 1987 by Gary Yuki 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Describe and compare the managerial behavior of Ben and PhiL To what extent 
does each manager display spedfic relations behaviors (supporting, developing, 
recognizing) and specific task bebaviors (clarifying, planning, monitoring)? To 
what eAtent does each manager use participative or inspirational1eadershjp? 

2. Compare Ben and Phil in term.s of their influence on employee attitudes, short
term performance, and long-term plant performance, and explain the reasons Ii" 
the differences. 

3. If you were selected to be the manager of this plant, what would you do to 
achieve both high emploree satisfaction and performance? 

Air Force Supply Squadron 

Colonel Pete Nov~k ,,"vas assigned to command an .air force squ~tdron that ~jirlift
cd supplies to combat units during W.Hlime. The squadron had more than 200 men 
and several cargo planes. \Xrhen he assumed command, the situation was bleak They 
\Vcre short of supplies, personnel,. and replacements. Organization and coordination 
\Vere pOOl~ and thc"fc was little cooperation and teamwork among different !-'ections. 
Morale was low due to the unrelenting workload, the constant bickering and dbagree
ments, and the stress of flying into combat zones. 

Colonel Novak held a meeting of the squadron to introduce himself and talk about 
how impo11am their mission was to the succes-s of the war effort. He talked about how 
the men in the front lines were counting on the squadron to bring them the supplies and 
ammunition they needed to keep the enemy from ovetrunning the country. He reminded 
them that evety man had a vital nm(tion in the opemtion of the squadron, 

Then Colonel Novak set out to learn about more about the men in his unit, 
beginning with the officers. He held frequent staff meetings with the section head, 
and some key noncommissioned officers (NCOs) to discuss the methods used to C~tfry 
out the Inission of the squadron. He visited the enlisted men at work and off duty, 
talking to them and showing a personal interest in them. He listened to their com~ 
plaints, and whenever possible tried to deal with their concerns about the poor lhiing 
conditions at the base. He flew along with the airplane CfLWS on some of the supply 
missions. On one occasion when supplies \-\tere desperately needed at the from lines 
and the squadron was shorthanded, he pitched in and worked beside the men all during 
the night to load the planes. 

It was not long before Colonel Novak had learned each person's name, what his 
job was, and something about his background. As he found out more about the capa
bilities of the men, he reorganized the squadron to place people where the best use 
could be made of their skills and experience. In staff meetings, disagreements were dLs
cussed and worked out, and responsibilities were assigned when aU concerned were 
present. AuthOrity was clearly delegated to reduce confusion and duplication of orders. 
The NCOs were held responsible for the actions of their men and, within limits, their 
decisions were enforced without question. 

Within two months the effects of the changes were evident. The officers and 
enlisted men learned what was expected of them and began to see themselves as an 
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essential part of a well-run organization. They began to take pride in their ability to 
accomplish their mission despite the hardships. Morale and teamwork improved, 
Before long the squadron became one of the most effident in Korea. 

SOURCE: Copyright © 1985 hy Gary YukI 

QUESTIONS 

1. What effective leadership behaviors were exhibited by Colonel Novak? 

2. What does this case illustrate about effective leadership' 

3. Compare the leadership behavior in this case with the leadership behavior in the 
preceding case, 

Chapter 5: Participative Leadership, Delegation, 
and Empowerment 

Echo Electronics 

Paul Sanchez is the production manager for Echo Electronics, a small company 
that makes and distdbutes communications equipment. Paul's direct subordinates are 
the su pervisors of the four production departments in the company" s manufacturing 
plant. Six months ago, the engineering manager at Echo Electronics proposed a plan 
to install new computerized workstations to increase productivity in the plant It 
seemed to be a good idea to PauL and he welcomed the change, The CEO also ap
proved the plan, and the neW equipment was installed immediately. 

Three months later, Paul was surprised and disappointed to find that (he ex
pected increase in productivity did not OCCUL In fact, productivity and quality 
actually decreased. The marketing manager told Paul that several of their hest cus
tomers complained about receiving Echo equipment that was defective. Paul does 
not believe that the problem lies with the new workstations. Technicians from the 
firm that built the workstations recently checked them and found that they were op
erating properly< Paul talked to someone at another company that uses the work
stations, and his cont.act reported that they were having great success with them. 

When Paul discussed the problem with his four production supervisors, he found 
that they shared his concern but did not agree among themselves about the cause of the 
problem. Reasons given for the decline in performance included poor design of the 
workstations, inadequate training of the production workers who operate them, and 
lack of financial incentives for increasing productivity. The supervisors also told Paul 
that the production workers have strong feelings about the workstations. Morale de
clined, and two employees quit because they were upset about the changes made in 
the way the work is done. 

This morning Paul received a phone call from the CEO who just received the pro
duction figures for last month and was calling to express concern about them. The CEO 
indicated that the problem was Paul's to solve, but he must take immediate steps to deal 
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with it The CEO wants to know by next week what steps Paul will take to reverse the 
decline in productivity and product quality. 

SOURCE: Adapted from a case by Timothy R. Hinkin and uscu with his permission, 

QUESTIONS 

L What actions could Paul have taken to prevent the problem? 

2. What steps should Paul take now to deal with the problem? 

Alvis Corporation 

Kathy McCarthy was the manager of a production department in Alvis 
Corporation, a firm that manufactures offlce equipment. 'DIe workers are not union
ized. After re~lding an ;.trtiele that strc:ssed the bem:fib of participative Inanagement, 
Kathy bdi-eVtxl that these henefits could be realized in her department if the 'workers 
were allowed to palticipate in making f:\omc decisions that affect them. Kathy selected 
t\'l/O decisions for an experiment in participative management. 

The first d<"-"cision invo]"t.:'d holiday schedules. Each SUlnmer the workers are given 
two weeks holiday) but no more than two \vorkers can go on holkbi-Y at the same time. 
In prior years, Kathy made thi~ decision herself She \\'ould first ask the \vorkers to 
indicate their preferred dates. then she considered how the work would be affected if 
different people wel\:' out at the same time. It \\/a,.;; hnportant to plan a holiday schedule 
that would ensure adequate staffing t(}r all of the essential operation., performed by the 
department \Vhen more than two \vorkers \vanted the same time period, and they had 
similar skills, she usually gave preference H) the workers \vith the highest productiVity, 

The second decision involved production standards, Sales luid been increasing 
stt'adily over the past few years, and the company recently instaI1ed some nc\v equip
ment to increase productivity, 111e new equipment would make it possible to produce 
more with tht.~ same number of workeL". lne company had a pay incentive system in 
which workers received a piece rate for each unit produced above a b1andard amount. 
Separate standard1-i exi;.;Ied for each type of product, based on an industrial engincering 
study conducted a few years earlier. Top management wanted to readju:'1 the produc
tion standards to rel1(;,'(1 that fact that the new equipment made it pos..-.ible for the workers 
to earn more without working any harder. The savings from higher produLiivity were 
needed to help pay for the new equipment. 

Kathy called a meeting of her 15 workers an hour before the end of the work day 
and explained that she wanted them to discuss the two issues and make recommenda
tions. Kathy figured that the workers might be inhibited about participating in the discus
sion if she were present, so she left them alone to discuss the issues. Besides, Kathy had 
an appointment to meet with the quality control manager. QUality problems had increased 
after the new equipment was installed, and the industrial engineers were studying the 
problem in an attempt to determine why quality had gotten worse rather than better. 

When Kathy returned to her department just at qUitting time, she was surprised to 
learn that the workers recommended keeping the standards the same. She had assumed 
they knew the pay incentives were no longer fair and would set a higher standard. The 
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worker speaking for the group explained that fhelr base pay had not kept up with infla
tion and fhe higher incentive pay restored fheir real income to its prior level. 

On the holiday issue, the group was deadlocked, Several of the workers wanted 
to take their holiday during the same two week period and could not agree on who 
should go. Some workers argued that they should have priority because they had 
more seniority, while others argued that priority should be based on productivity, as in 
the past. Because it was quitting time, the group concluded that Kathy would have to 
resolve the dispute herself. After all, wasn't that what she was being paid for? 

SOURCE: Copyright © 19B7 by Gaty Yukl 

QUESTIONS 

1. Were the two decisions appropriate for a group decision procedure according 
to the Vroom-Yetton model? 

L \Vhat mistakes were made in using participation, and what could have been 
done to avoid the difficulties the manager encountered? 

3. Were these two decisions appropriate ones for introducing participation into the 
department? 

Chapter 6: Early Contingency Theories 
of Effective Leadership 

Foreign Auto Shop 

Part 1 

Alan has been the owner and manager of a small auto repair shop for 7 years. 
The auto shop has a steady and loyal clientele who appreciate the fact that they 
receive quick, reliable service at a fair price. Alan employs seven mechanics and 
two office workers. 

Gil and Han') are the two oldest mechanics, and they are the easiest to supervise. 
When Alan assigns work to them (mostly high-precision, specialist johs), they do it 
quickly and hardly evef make a mistake. Bart and Herbie are a150 skilled mechanics. 
Bart specializes in repairing motorcycles, and Herbie is a whiz at troubleshooting engine 
problems. Three younger workers do the jobs that call for lower-level skills, under 
Alan's more careful guidance. Kirk has a degree in Industrial Arts, but he couldn't get a 
job in his specialty wifhout moving to another city, and he seems to have resigned him
self to auto repair work. LaMont enjoys working on sports cars and is gerting to be quite 
expert at operating the electronic diagnostic machines. Joanie does general mechanical 
work and does it well. 

Alan takes care of customers when fhey drop off their cars in the morning, then he 
plans the work schedule and assigns fhe mechanics to work on particular cars. Most of 
the work is done by individual mechanics, but occasionally a job requires two mechan
ics to work together. The work of repairing cars and conducting routine maintenance on 
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them is well-defined; there are standard procedures and standard times to perform 
each type of repair task, Mechanics receive feedback about the quality of their work 
from testing the car and from cus~omers (who will complain if something is not fixed 
properly) .. Alan does not spend much time actually directing or supervising the repair 
M)rk, He leaves the mechanics alone unlessthe;iare having a problem and need tech
nical advice. He almost never teUs S{Htlcone to do something in a directive way, 
In>;read, he suggests various ways to de~ll with a problem, or he shows them how he 
would have handled i1, Wben not busy with administrative responsibilities. Alan enjoys 
working alongside his mechanics, where he is available to answer any questions aix)Ut 
the work Alan's style of leadership suits his easygoing personality, 

Alan also encourages his emp]oyees to participate in making decisions such as 
what new equipment to purchase or how to improve quality. They know tbat Alan is 
sincere in asking for their opinions and is not just doing it as a manipulative 6'trJtegy to 
minimize their opposition to decisions that have alrc~dy been made. Alan's fairness and 
opcnnes.s have earned him the continuing respect and trust of his employees. 

S{>t 'j{CF: A(bprcd from Willbm J. \Xi;l"mllth and tl'on~lrd Grc(>nlulgh. 1{Ifi'clil'c Superrisirm: 

VCt!eioIAIJR YourSkil!s 'lllYough Crilicdl inddetJts, Pn:nrlcc Ball, Copyright t; 1979 

QUESTIONS 

1. W'hat is the usual leadership situation in the auto repair shop (consider the na
ture of the task, subordinates, and environment)? 

2, Descrihe Alan's typical leadership style and evaluate whether it is appropriate for 
the leadership situation, 

F-drt 2 
Alan looked anxiously out of his office window, The sky was very dark over the 

nearby hills, and the storm seemed to he advancing rapidly to\vard the valley where his 
auto repair shop was located. Just [0 be on the safe side, Alan wem out and rolled up 
the windows of the customers' car.s in the car park. He noticed the creek \vas already 
running high, the result of melting snow during the warm spring days. Before he could 
get back into the .shop, a sudden downpour of huge drops of rain soaked his clothing, 
Some of the mechanics laughingly teased him for "not having enough sense to come in 
out of the rain. " 

After 15 minutes of the pelting rain, Alan realized that this was no ordinary 
rainstorm. He went out to look at the creek again and found that it had already risen 
to almost the height of its banks, Alan figured it wouldn't be long before the muddy 
water would flood the car park and come swirling around the shop doors, He ran 
back into the shop and announced in a loud voice that the creek was going to flood. 
He told three of his mechanics to drop everything and starr moving cars, The cars 
that were parked next to the creek needed to be driven, pushed, or towed up to the 
high ground across the road, Alan told the other mechanics to put the tools away 
and help move all the boxes of parrs and supplies off the floor and into the storage 
racks in the storeroom and the office, Alan had evetybody's attention, but nobody 
seemed to be moving, If anything the mechanics seemed to be amused. 
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Kirk strolled over to Alan with a tolerant smile on his face. "Come on, Alan," he 
said. "There's no sweat. The water's never been more than a few centimeters deep in 
the parking lot. We've never had any inside. ." Alan interrupted him, looking him 
right in the eye, and said in an assertive way, "Listen Kirk, and listen good l You and the 
rest of the crew are going to do what I say, and you're going to do it now' We can talk 
later about whether it was a good idea." 

This time, the mechanics dropped everything and began preparing for a flash 
flood. Alan barked instructions as he helped them move everything that could be dam
aged by water. All of the boxes were off the floot before the first trickle of water came 
under the dex)f. By the time the water was ankle-deep, all the cars inside the shop had 
been jacked up and were sitting on cement blocks. 

At its peak, the water was 25 centimeters deep in the shop, but by then the rain 
had stopped and the sun was already shining. The water level began to recede slowly, 
but it didn't drop below shop-flex)f level until after 9 p.m. At ]() p.m. the mechanics vol
untarily returned to the shop to help with the cleanup, which was not completed until 
3 a.m. Alan pers.onally thanked each one and gave them all the next morning of£, 

111e next afternoon, Alan gave an inf<:>rmal "speech" during the coffee hreak He 
gave the mechanics all the credit for avoiding thousands of dollars of property damage. 
He even went to the tfouble of pointing out particular contributions each of them had 
made. For instance, he thanked LaMont for his quick thinking in throwing the master 
switch before the water reached the electric outlets. He thanked Kirk for the idea of 
jacking up all the disabled cars inside the shop. And so on until everyone's. contribution, 
no matter how minor, had heen recognized. 

At 5 o'clot.-'k, everyone left but Gil, the oldest mechanic. He decided to stay and 
chat with Alan. "You really surprised us yesterday:" Gil told Alan. "We wuld hardly be
lieve it was you." 

"Whaddaya mean?" Alan asked, pretending to be offended. "You sounded like my 
old drill sergeant!" Gil chucklecl. "Usually, you're so mild mannered \ve forget you're the 
boss!" "Maybe I'm a little tex) mild mannered," Alan replied. "When I told you guys to 
prepare for the flcKld you all laughed at me." 

QUESTIONS 

1. Describe Alan's le~ldership style during the flood, and evaluate how appropriate 
it was for the leadership situation. 

2. Identify effective behaviors by Alan after the flood subsided. 

3. How should Alan behave toward his employees in the future' 

Chapter 7: Power and Influence 
Restview Hospital 

Mary Carter was the accounting manager at Restview Hospital, a large residential 
health care facility. The facility administrator, Jack Morelli, explained that he wanted 
to modernize Restview's system of accounts billing, He asked Mary to investigate 
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available software packages that would be compatible with their computer system 
Jack explained that he and the Restview board of directors would like to make a deci
sion about this matter at the board meeting next month, 

A week later, Jack asked Mary about her progress, and she reported that she had 
identified tWo vendors with appropriate software packages, Jack asked why her list of 
pOl-cntiai vendors did not indude St::mdanJ Softw~ue Systems) the vendor from which 
they purchased the software cUl1'Cndy used to process Restview's payrolL Sundard 
had juS! recently developed a software package for accounL'i billjllg as a new :lddition 
to their product line, but few hospitals were using it. The prclimin.:uy inforrnation 
gathered by Mary suggested that Standard's software package was less appropriate for 
Restview than the packages offered by the other vendors, However, Mary knew that 
the president of Standard Software was a personal friend of Jack, and she agreed to in
clude Standard among the vendors selected for further consideration. 

During the next t\Vo weeks) sales representatives from each vendor \VCt1:: invited to 
make a presentation at Restview to demonstrate and explain their product. Mary had 
planned to invite the hoard members to these prcseI11alions, but Jack said they \vefc [00 
husy to attend, \Xfhen the presentations were held, iYbry and her office statf asked many 
questions, but Jack lookt_xl bored and said very liaic. !\'lary also visited sume other hos~ 
pitals that were ~tlrcady using each type of software package to get firsthand opinions 
about how welt the)? work(xt and the ditJicuities experienced in instaIHng them. During 
the course of her investigation, she le:lrnt:d that Swndard's new software package was 
Ie",", flexihle and less user-friendly than the others. AU three software packages were 
ahout the same price, but the software package from Reliable Computer was dearly the 
best ()nc for Restview's needs. She prepared a ShOll report to J:lck detailing the advan
tages :lnci disadvantages of each product and making her recommendation. 

11K' next day Nlary met with Jack to give him tht..~ written report and summarize her 
findings in person. She explained the reasons for her recommendation to purchase the 
sofuvare package from Reliable Cornputers, and she revjewed the evidence supporting 
it MrlIY also offered to present her findings to 1he btYJrd of directors at their next meet
ing, hut Jack said he could handle it hinbelf. The board meeting W;1S held the follOWIng 
week. and afterward Jack infonncd \bry that they decided to go \'\'i1h the software pack
age from Standard. lIe ('xl)lained tlut the board \vantcd to rewnrd Standard for excellent 
<""ustomer service last year \vhen installing their payroll software at Re5tvk~\v. Two years 
l::1tcr, after thousands of dollars of unneCt_'Ssary (,XPL"Tl"C, the account., billing software 
was still not operating smoothly for Restview. 

SOURCE: Copyright © 1992 hy Gary Yuki 

QUESTIONS 

L How would you explain the board's decision to purchase the software package 
from Standard? 

2, How much power relative to this decision did Mary, Jack, and the president of 
Standard Software possess, and what rype of power was it? 

3, What could Mary have done to gain more influence over the decision' 
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Sporting Goods Store 

Bill Thompson is the new manager of a retail sporting goods store in Victoria, 
Australia, that is part of a national chain, Bill, who is 25 years old, has been working 
for the company for four years, Before his promotion he was the assistant manager for 
two years at a company store in South Australia, Last week he was briefly introduced 
to the employees by his boss, the regional manager. 

The profit perfonnance of this store is below average for its location, and Bill is 
looking forward to the challenge of improving profits, When he was an assistant man
ager, he was given mostly minor administrative duties and papenvork, so this a&')ignment 
will be his first opportunity to show he can be an effective manager. The base salaries 
of the 20 employees who work in Bill's store are set by the company, but appraisal 
ratings by the store manager influence the size of an employee's annual merit raise. 
These recommendations must he justified to the regional manager, especiaUy if they are 
not consistent with individual and depamnent sales. BilI can suspend or fire employees 
with the approval of his hoss, but in practice it is difficult to do so unless the recommen
dation is supported by a strong c-asc< 

The store layout and most prices are set by the headquarters office. lIowever, 
store performance can he affected to a limited extent by the store manager. One way 
is to keep the cost of employees low is by making sure they ~lfe \vorking efficiently 
and not taking excessive sick days< Another way is to ensure that employees are pro
viding a high level of customer service so that cllstomers will return to make other 
purchases rather than going to a different store next time, Customer service depends 
on knowing the products well. being polite, providing prompt service, and making 
sure that inventories of popular goods arc maintained so that customers can find what 
they want. Pay is low for this type of retail selling job, v<\cancies are high, and it takes 
a few months for a new employee to learn the merchandise well enough to be help
ful to customers. Thus, it is also desirable to keep competent employees satisfied 
enough to stay with the company. 

Although it is only his first week on the job, Bill believes that he has already dis
covered some of the problems at this store. Among the various departments in the store, 
the ski department has the highest potential profits during the winter, because skiing and 
snowlxMrding arc popular winter sports in Victoria. At the current time the department's 
sales are about averJge for company st< lres in the region, with potential for considerable 
improvement. On several occasions Bill noticed a line of customers waited to be served 
in the ski department, and he overheard some of them grumbling about how long it 
takes to get served. One customer said he was leaving to go to another store that didn't 
make him "wait all day tn have the privilege of spending hundreds of dollars on ski 
eqUipment," Bill observed that Sally Jorgenson, the department manager, spends a lot of 
time socializing with her salespeople and with customers, including friends who drop in 
to visit and talk about ski conditions, resorts, fashiOns, equipment, racing, and so forth. 
Bill, who doesn't ski, cannot understand what they fmd so interesting to talk about, He 
wonders why anybody in their right mind would want to spend a small fortune and risk 
permanent injuty to hurtle down a mountain in blizzard conditions, and then stand in 
long lines and ride Up a free7Jng chairlift just to do it allover again! 

SOURCEo Copyright © 1987 By Gary YukI 
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QUESTIONS 

L How much of each type of power does Bill have at this time? 

2. What influence tactics could be used in this situation to influence Sally? Explain 
what you would actually say to Sally in the proct.'Ss of using each tactic. 

5. What should Bill do to improve store performance? 

Chapter 8: Dyadic Relations, Attributions, and Followership 
Cromwell Electronics 

Dan Dalton was the marketing VP for Cromwell Eiectronics. Ten months earlier 
he had appointed Ed Corelli as the manager of a newly formed marketing unit for the 
C~lstcrn region. The unit was responsible for developing m~uketing presentations, ad
vertising campaigns, and promotions for the sale of Cromwell products in the eastern 
ft.'gion. The unit had six marketing specialists: two \-vere long-time employees, and the 
other four were newly hired, Ed was promott:d to the position based on a good repu
tation as a rnarketing spt'dalisL Even though the marketing unit \-vas new) Dan expected 
its performance to be bener by now> The rnarketing unit fc}r the weStern region was 
formed at the same time. and it had higher performance> Dan reflected on the com
ments m:lde by two of Ed's subordinates when asked how they liked working for him. 

Pat Posner had worked for the company fOf nearly 10 years, He commented that 
Ed \vas "a great H"Kmager" Pat c'''ipedally liked the high level of autonomy he was al
lowed. Pat said, ·'Ed gives me complete discretion to plan the marketing campaigns for 
my st1. of prOdl.lLts. If 1 have a problem, he encourages me to look at it from different 
perspectives, but he do(~sn't say what he wants me to do ahout it. He trusts me to solve 
my own probk"1rts. \Vhen I make a mistake, which seldom happeDi'll he doesn't get 
upset Instead, he expect-.;; me to learn from il," Pat also noted that Ed showed sincere 
appreciation for good perfonmmc'C. "My' marketing campaign for the new pnxlucl \vas 
very successful, and I really uppreciak'd the recognition Ed gave me in the monthly unit 
meeting. He also told me that he would try to get me a lXty increase." 

Katie O'Toole, one of the new employees, was less satisfied with Ed as a manager. 
~Sometinles I \vish Ed wcruld give me rnore dire(lion. He is a.l\vays pushing 111e to l1lake 
my own decisions, Maybe jf I had J110re experience I would like it, but right now it 
makes me fed very insecure. I never really know if I am doing what he expects. When 
I go to him for help with a problem, he turns the question around and asks what I would 
do. He doesn't seem to understand that I wouldnt ask if I already knew the answer. 
And when I do something wrong. he doesn't seem to care. Ed likes to pretend that mis
takes will go away if you don't talk about them." Katie had another complaint as well. 
She said, "He seems to favor the two employees who have been with the company 
longer. He gives them the most interesting assignments, he consults with them more 
about his plans for the unit, and he recommends them for larger pay increases." Katie 
noted that Sally and George, both new employees, agreed with her complaints about Ed. 

At lunch later that day, Dan asked Ed how things were going in his unit. Ed 
replied that he was disappointed in some of the new marketing specialists. Only one of 
the new employees (Linda) was performing well. The others seemed to lack: drive and 
initiative. Ed emphasized that he tried to avoid any faVOritism, which had been a serious 
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problem for a former boss. Although he gave the most complex assignments to the mar
keting specialists with more <experience, everyone had challenging assignments and op
portunities to excel. Ed had attended the company workshop on empowerment, and 
he was ttying to give employees the autonomy they needed to learn and develop new 
skills on the job. He was careful not to supervise too closely or criticize mistakes. He 
provided recognitjon for outstanding achievements and recommended pay raises for 
good performance. Ed asked his boss, "What am I doing wrong'" 

Copyright © 1990 by Gal)' Yuki 

QUESTIONS 

1. What theories from this chapter are relevant for analyzing the case? 

2. Evaluate Ed's behavior as a manager, and identify effective and ineffective "Ktions. 

3. What should Dan say or do now? 

American Financial Corporation 

Betty Powell is the manager of human resources for American Financial 
Corporation, a large financial services company. When she arrived back in her office 
Monday after being away for a week, she discovered that a staftlng report due the day 
before was still not finished. The fepon was for the vice president of the company's 
brokerage division, and Betty was supposed to give him the report by Wednesday. 

Six weeks earHer Betty had asked Don Adams, one of her suhordinates, to coUeet 
the information and to write the staffing repol1. At that time she told him what should 
be induded in the report and when it was due. It is not the first time Don has missed a 
deadline. His work is careful and meticulous, hut he appears to be cOlnpulsive ahout 
checking and rechecking everything severJI times to avoid any mistakes. 

Betty called Don and asked him to mt-"et '\lith her immediately. When Don came 
into her otTice, she greeted him and asked him to sit down. The following dialogue 
occurred. 

"Don, I understand the staffing report for the brokemge division is not completed 
yee The division vice president need') that report to prepare his annual budget, and he 
is putting a lot of pressure on me to get it to him immediately. When I gave you this 
assignment, you assured me that six weeks was ample time to do ie" 

"I'm sorry that the report wasn't ready on schedule," responded Don, '<but it 
turned out to be much more complex than I initially expected. I had to spend extm 
time verifying the figures from the branch offices, because they just didn't look right. 
Just when I thought. 

"Look Don," intenupted Betty, "this is not the first time you have been late on an 
important project. You're supposed to be a professiona!, and professionals plan their 
work and get it done on time." 

"It would not be very professional to do a report full of mistakes," replied Don. 
"It's important to me to do quality work that I can be proud of. It's not my fault that the 
branch managers don't keep accurate records." 

"What types of mistakes did you find when you checked their records?" asked 
Betty. 
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"Well ... , I didn't actually find any mistakes," replied Don, looking embarrassed, 
"but after I entered the information into the computer and did the preliminary analysis, I 
discovered that the record, were ml%ing for one of the branch offices. I lost a week 
waiting to get the missing information, but without it the report would not provide an 
accurate picture of the division's staffing needs. It's a good thing I noticed the. 

Betty interrupted imp3tiently, "Don, we have clerical workers to do things like 
checking records and making sure they are complete. It sounds to me like you ~lfe not 
very efficient anout managing y< ,ur time. If you delegated some of these simple tasks to 
(Jther people, you wouldn't get so far lx:hind in your work." 

"The dedcal workers were tied up finishing the new employee manual," Don 
protested. "1 don't get enough clerical help on any of my projects, and that's why they 
arc sometimes late." 

;'Why didn't you inform me there were problems that might delay the report?" 
asked Betty, her voice sho'\ving she was becoming very annoyed. "} could have found 
YI}ll some derical support." 

Don ww"; now becoming more defensive. "I tried to let you know last week. hut 
you were on the \"X!est Coast for the management training \vorkshop. I left a message for 
Y(ft) to call 111e." 

"'Don, you have an excuse for everything, and nothing is ever your t~lult," Betty 
s;lid sarcasri{'ally. "You seem to he inGl{xthle of planning the action steps needed to 
do a project like this one, You should have checked the records before you began the 
d~Jla analysis. As for the rnissing records, it wouldn't surprise me if they are buried 
~ol11ewhere under the piles of stuff laying around your office. You have the me,,,iest 
(ltfice in thL' company"" 

Don looked sullen but did not reply. Betty continued her tir:lde. 
"Don, your career in this cumpany is going 10 be vCly short unless you get your act 

together, J want that report in my hands hy noon tomorrow, and no more excuses." 

(:opyright © 19R8 by Gary Yukl 

QUESTIONS 

l. What did Betty do wrong prior to the meeting, ~lIld what could have been done 
to avoid missing the deadHnt:? 

2. What did Betty do wrong in the meeting itself, and \vhat could have been done 
to make the meeting more effL'X-1ive? 

3. What should Don have done to be more effective? 

Chapter 9: Charismatic and Transformational Leadership 
Metro Bank 

Marsha Brown was the new manager of a suburban office of Metro Bank. The 
branch office was experiencing low morale and lower productivity than expected. 
One of the difficulties was that the office served as an informal training center for 

Mehrdad
Underline
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young managers. New hires who needed experience as loan officers or assistant 
branch managers were assigned here for training. When they reached a certain level 
of competence. they were promoted out of the branch office. This practice was de
moralizing to the less mobile tellers and other assistants, who felt exploited and saw 
no personal reward in "training their boss." After some checking with her boss and 
other people at corporate headquarters, Marsha concluded that it would be impossible 
to change this program. Her branch was one of those considered to be essential for 
executive development in Metro Bank. 

During her first few months on the job, Marsha got to know her employees quite 
well. She reviewed performance records and met with each employee in the branch 
to talk about the person's career aspirations. She learned that many of her employees 
were quite capable and could do much more than they were presently doing. 
However, they had never seen themselves as "going anywhere" in the organization. 
Marsha searched for a unique vision for the branch office that would integrate the 
needs of her employees with the objectives of the execlltive development program, 
and in the process better serve the bank's customers. She formulated the foHo\ving 
strategic objective: "To be the branch that best develops managerial talent while still 
offering quality cllstOmer service." 

From this decision flowed a series of actions. First Marsha declared th~lt dcVt.:'l
opmem opportunities for growth would be open to ail, and she initiated a career de
velopment program for her employees. For those who wanted career advancement. 
she negotiated with the central training department for spaces in some of its pro
grams. She persuaded [he personnel department to inform her regularly about job 
openings that might interest her employees, including those not involved in the exec
utive development program. Next, she built rewards into the appmisal system for 
employees who helped others learn, so that even those '\vho did not aspire to ad
vance would get some benefit from contributing to the new ohjective. To provide ad~ 
equate backup in service functions, she instituted cross-training. Not only did this 
training provide a reserve of assistance when one function was experiencing peak 
workloads, it also contributed to a better understanding of the policies and proce
dures in other functions. Marsha also used developmental assignments with her own 
subordinate managers. She frequently had the assistant managers run staff meetings, 
represent the branch office at corporate meetings, or carry out some of her other 
managerial resp(msibilities. 

The changes made by Marsha resulted in major gains. By repeatedly stressing 
the strategiC objectives in her words and actions, she gave the branch office a dis
tinctive character. Employees felt increased pride and morale improved. Some of 
the old-timers acquired new aspirations and, after developing their skills, advanced 
into higher positions in the bank. Even those who remained at the branch office 
felt good about the advancement of others, because now they saw their role as cru
dal for individual and organizational success rather than as a thankless task. The 
new spirit carried over to the treatment of customers, and together with the in
creased competence provided by cross-training, it resulted in faster and better serv
ice to customers. 

SOURCE: Adapted from Bradford and Cohen, Managing For E"'-t'cellence (pp_ 106-107\ Copyright © 
1984 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. What leadership behaviors did Marsha use to change the hranch office and 
motivate employees? 

2. Describe Marsha's 'lision for her branch office of the bank 

3. Do you think Marsha should be classiflcd as charismatic, transformational, or both' 

Astro Airlines 

Part 1 

Arthur Burton established Astro Airlines in 1980 Burton's vision t{)r the new airline 
has two key elements. First, the airline would provide low-cost, no-frills service to pt-'XJ
pIe 'who formerly could not afford to travel by air. Second) uw airline would have a 
novel type of organization that provided a better way for people 10 work together, there
by unleashing their creativity and irnpnwing productivity. Bulton was a dyn<:unic, emo
tionally stin-ing speaker ,ovith a kind 1.)f evangdkal fervof, and he t{)ok aJv~1I1tage of every 
opportunity 10 teach and affirm his vision, He was regarded by many employees as an 
inspirational leader viho made you beHeve that you could do anything, The climate at 
Astro Airlines in the initial years wa", one of emhusiasm, excitement~ and optimism, 

Instead of the typic:al bureaucratic organization, the new company had only three 
levels of management and few support .staff ]11e emphasis was on equality: infonllality, 
participative leadership: and self-managemt:nt. Employees were organized into reams 
with shared responsibility for determining how to do their work The teams elected 
members to represent them in advisory and coordinating councils that met \vith top 
management, thereby enabling them to participate in making important decisions, 
Managt.'fs \vere expected to provide direction but nm to dictate methods or pt)lice 
efforts. Empl()}~"'s Were expected to perfoml mUltiple jobs and to learn new skills. 
Even the managers \Vt'fe expected to spend smne time doing regular line jobs to keep 
informed about pf{)bh:ms and customer nt.'eds, The "status perks" found in most large 
organizations were eliminated, For example, executives ~lI'L<.;wered their own telephones 
and typed their own letrers, New employees were carefully screened, because Burton 
sought to hire young; cnthusia~tic t..'1nploy1;,,'t?s who \Vefe \villing to learn new jobs and 
who could function as part of a cooperative team, AU permanent employees \-vere re
quired to share in the ownership of the company, and they could purchase shares of 
stock at a reduced price. 

Burton believed that a strategy of discount fares and convenient schedules with fre
quent flights would attract new passengers who would normally travel by car, train, or 
bus, or who would otherwise not travel. By keeping operating costs low, Astro Airlines 
was able to offer fares that were much lower than those of competitors. The salaries of 
managers and employees were lower than normal for the airline industry, although 
employees also received generous fringe benefits, profit sharing, and stock dividends. 
Costs were also reduced by purchaSing surplus aircraft at bargain rates, by reconfiguring 
aircraft to carry more passengers (e.g., converting first class into coach seats), and by 
innovative scheduling that allowed the planes to fly mOre hours each day. Customers 
were charged for some frills such as meals and baggage handling that other airlines 
included in the price of the ticket. To reduce space normally needed for ticket 
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counters at terminals, the ticketing for flights was done either in advance by travel 
agents or on the plane itself with innovative ticketing machines. 

The new company was an immediate success) and passenger volume expanded 
rapidly. In less than three years the company grew from a few hundred employees with 
three planes to more than 3,000 employees with 22 planes selYicing 20 cities. This suc
cess occurred despite dismal conditions that caused widespread operating losses in the 
airline industry, including a severe economic recession, a crippling national strike of air 
traffic controllers, and brutal price wars. The flexibility of the company and the commit
ment and creativity of its employees aided its early grov"th and facilitated rapid adapta
tion to crises such as the strike of air traffic controllers. 

SOCReE, eopydght © 1993 by Gary Yuki 

QUESTIONS 

1. Describe BUI1on's leadership behavior. 

2, Was Burton a charismatic leader in the company at this time? Explain your 
answer. 

Part 2 

Despite the early successes, the rapid growth of the company was also creating 
some serious organiz.ational problems. Employees believt-"XI that after the initial chaos of 
starring up the company, things would settle down and the intensely heavy workload 
would be alleviated. They were wrong; communication problems in(Teased, the work
JUdd remained ovetwhelming) decisions were taking too long to be made, and too many 
decisiofl.." had to be resolved by top management. These problems were due in part to 
the informality and absence of structure. As the number of routes, facilities, and flights in
creased, operational problems became more complex) but formal structures were not de
veloped to deal with them effectively. The number of managers did not increase nearly 
as fast as the number of nonsupervisory employees. Bulton refused to recruit experi
enced managers from outside the company, prefen-ing to promote current employees imo 
positions for which they initially lacked sufficient expeltise. Overburdened managers 
lacked adequate SUppOI1 personnel to which they could delegate routine responsibilities. 
Managers complained about the pressure and stress. They spent too much time in meet ~ 
ings, they could not get issues resolved and implemented, and they could not provide ad
equate training for the rapidly increasing number of new service employees. The new 
employees were not getting the extensive training and socialization necessary to prepare 
them to provide quality service, rotate among different service jobs, and use team man
agement practices. Opemting problems (e.g., canceled flights) and declining customer 
service (e.g., rude attendants) alienated customers and eroded the company's reputation. 

Adding to the confusion was the worsening conflict between Burton, who as 
CEO was responsible for strategic planning, and the company president, who was re
sponsible for operational management. In 1982 the president resigned, and Burton as
sumed his responsibilities rather than finding an immediate replacement. At this time 
Burton finally decided to appoint a task force composed of executives to develop 
ideas for improving the organization. The task force presented some initial proposals 
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for new managerial roles and srructures. Employees were subsequently promoted to 
these roles. and management training activities were initiated for them. Burton was 
heavily involved in this training; he conducted some of it himself, and he faitllfully at
tended sessions taught by others, thereby indlcatlng the importance he placed on it, 
However, other necessary changes in management processes were not implemented, 
and the position of president was still not filled. In short, Burton seemed unwilling to 
take the steps necessary 10 trdnsform Astro Airlines fronl an entrepreneurial start-up to 
~m established organization. Indeed, his remedy for the firm"s problems was to set out 
on a new growth path rather than to concentrate on consolidation. He believed that 
what the company needed was an even bigger vision to get people excited again. 
Thus, he began yet another period of rapid expansion. The airline added new routes. 
purchased new and larger aircraft, and hired more new employees. 

By 1984, Burton no longer seemed content to run a successful regional airline. He 
continued to make changes designed to transform Astro into an international airline that 
would compete \vith the major carriers, He decided to acquire some other regional and 
commuter aifline~ that were financially weak. 1 Hs stratct-,ry of rapid exp~l11sion was overly 
()ptimistic, and it ignored some important changes that \Vt'ft? occuning in the external 
t_'nvironment Bunon t~tiled to anticipate the likely reactions of major airlines that were 
stronger financially and prepared to conduct a long price-cutting war to protect their 
market lx)'sition. New piL"iSenger traHk did not increase enough to justify the cost of the 
added flights, and Astro was unsuccessful in attracting luany business travelers accus
tomed to inns and bctter service. The company began to experience losses instead of 
profits. 

Internal problems also \vorscned in 1981). There was an attempt to unionize 
the pilots, and a substantial number of pilots qUit. complaining that they were ex
plOited and mistreated. Other employees began questioning Burton's sincerity and 
accused him of being a manipulator. The perception among many employees was 
that he was now acting like a dictator} and no one dared to cross him, When asked 
about the absence of independent outsiders on the board of directors, Burton replied 
that he was the founder and largest shareholder, and he could determine what was 
best for the company. He fired a key managing offker who had been with the com
pany since it was formed; presumably for challenging him and 3sking questions he 
no longer wanted 10 hear. Another founding executive ""vhom Burton had appointed 
as pre.sident resign(:d and took several other employees \vith him to establish a new 
airline, 

In 1986, as financial perfom¥dnce continued to deteriorate, Burton abruptly aban
doned the dbtinc~ive strategy of discount fares and no-frills seIVice and began offering 
full service with higher fares to lure business travelers. However, operating losses con
tinued to mount, and in a last desperate move, Burton changed back to his original 
strategy. It was all to no avail. By the summer of 1986, the losses increased and the 
company entered bankruptcy proceedlngs. 

SOURCE, Copyright © 1993 by Gary YukI 

QUESTION 

L What dysfunctional aspects of charismatic leadership were displayed by Burton? 
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Ultimate Office Products was an old, established manufacturing company in the 
turbulent office products industry. Discount mercbandisers and office product super
stores were spreading rapidly and altering the traditional distribution channels once 
dominated by wholesalers and smaller retail stores. The growing power of d1e superstores 
was forcing manufacturers to improve customer service. The traditional manufac
turers were being challenged by new companies more willing to cut prices and use 
technologies favored by the superstores, such as electronic orders and billing. Ultimate 
Office Products was losing market share and profits were declining. 

Richard Kelly was the director of information system'), a newly created position in 
the company. When the CEO met with Richard to discuss his new respon.,ibiHties and 
objectives, she expjained that it was essential to speed up order processing and improve 
customer service. Richard knew that the order processing system used by the company 
was oosoiete. He prepared a plan to automate the system and got approval from the 
CEO for it. Then he purchased new computer vvorkstations and a software package to 
SUppOI1 them. The software would enable customers to make electronic orders, and it 
would improve order processing, billing, and inventory control. However, months after 
the equipment and softvvare arrived, it was still waiting to be used. The managers from 
sales, production, accounting, shipping, and customer service could not agree about the 
requirements of the new system, which was necessary to get it operating. These man
agers Were Richard's peers, and he had no direct authority over them. Even though he 
encouraged cooperation, meetings among the managers usually ended with heated ac
cusations about who was responsible for the company's problems. Most of the man
agers disagreed about the reason for the delays in filling orders, and some questioned 
the need for an expensive new system. Meanwhile, the CEO was becoming impatient 
about the lack of progress. She made it clear that, after spending a small fortune on new 
technology, she expected Richard 10 find a way to resolve the problem. Richard decided 
it was time to take a different approach. 

His first step was to gather more information about the redsons for delays in pro
cessing and filling orders. He began by having his statf map the workflow from the time 
orders were received until the filled orders were shipped. As he suspected, many un
necessary activities created bottlenecks that could be eliminated to speed up the process. 
The problems extended across functional boundaries and required changes in all depart
ments. The preliminary results were presented to the CEO, who agreed on the need for 
dramatic improvements and authorized Richard to begin reengineering the process. 
Despite having the support of the CEO, Richard knew that widespread commitment 
would be needed for major changes to be successful. Richard met with the department 
managers to get their assistance in forming some cross-functional task forces. Although 
he knew that one task force would probably be enough to detennine what changes 
were needed, he wanted to involve more people in the change process so that they 
would understand and support it. An outside consultant was secured to advise the task 
forces in their work. 

Each task force examined a different aspect of the problem. They analyzed 
processes, met with key customers to learn what they wanted, and visited other compa-
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nies to learn how they processed orders more efficiently. As people began working to
gether to understand the system. they began to realize how serious the problems were. 
The participants were able to put ,"side their functional biases and cooperate in finding 
ways to improve efficiency and customer service. Each team made reco1nmendations to 
thesteeril1gcommittee. composed of Richard and the department managers. The CEO 
abo attended these meetings to their important "e. When one of the department 
managers opposed a change, cvc"ly0ne in the meeting looked at the CEO, who made it 
clear that she supported the task force recommendation, Within a year, the company 
eliminated many of the s!Cps formerly requir<x\ to proc"ess an order, and the average 
number of days to fill an order was reduced by nearly half, Many more orders were 
heing made electronically, and most mistakes in the b!1ling process were eliminated, As 
people discovered that they could actually change things for the better, many of them 
volunteered to serve on teams that would continue to look for \\tays to improve quality 
and customer service. 

soc ReE: Copyright t) 19% by Gary Yuki 

QUESTIONS 

1. \'Vhy did Richard fail in his first atternpt to implement change? 

2. Identify subsequem ;.1('tiOI1S hy Richard that were more effective for implement
ing change in the orga.nization. 

:\, Evaluate the change leadership provided by the CEO, 

Chapter 11: Ethical, Servant, Spiritual, 
and Authentic Leadership 

Unethical leadership at Enron 

Enron was ~m ener14Y and communications company that grew rapidly after the 
19H8 deregulation of the eIK-'f!,Jy markeb in the L'nited Stal~", Early in 2001, the company 
employed around 22,000 people, and at that time Kenneth Lay \vas the Chairman of the 
Board and the CEO Vias Jeffrey SkilHng, H)t1lme magazine named Enron "America's 
Most Innovative Company" for 6 consecutive years from 1996 to 200], The comp'any 
was on Fortunes list of 100 best companies to work for in America for the year 2000, 
and it was widely praised for having good benefits and for effective management. 
However, the public image of benevolence and effective management was false, and the 
company was not as successful as it appeared, 

With the help of their accountants and attorneys, top executives created sub
sidiaries that looked like partnerships and made it possible to sell assets and create false 
earnings, Offshore entities were used to avoid taxes, inflate assets and profits, and hide 
losses. Risky new ventures were initiated, such as EnronOnline, a web-based service for 
buying, selling, and trading energy contracts, Conflict-of-interest rules were relaxed to 
allow executives to benefit personally from questionable venrures that in most cases 
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were a drain on company fund\) and resulted in losses, Contorted financial deceptions 
were used to hide losses and create the illusion of billions in profits. This practice drove 
up the price of Enron stock to new levels, and in August of 2000, the stock reached its 
highest value of $90. 

Unethical practices were not limited to top executives, and the company culture 
of individualism, innovatioD1 and unrestrained pursuit of profits eroded the ethical be
havior of many Enron employees. In one scheme used to increase profits, energy was 
transferred out of California to create blackouts and increase the price of electricity. 
Then the energy was transferred back to California and sold at the higher prices, gen
erating billions of dollars in extra profits. Under Skilling, Enron began using an ac
counting practice in which anticipated future revenues from any deal were counted as 
actual earnings in the current reporting period. To attain unrealistic profit objectives 
and increase their bonuses, employees were encouraged to exaggerate estimated fu
ture protlts from sales. Employees involved in arranging sales \vere pressured to out
perform each other wherever possible. Each year 15 to 20% of the employees with the 
lowest performance were fired Jnd replaced by new employees. Anyone who ques
tioned the unethical practices or conflict of interests at Enron was fired, reassigned, or 
passed over for promotion. 

Top execurives at Enron who knew about the financial deceptions and grow
ing losses began selling millions of dollars \vorth of their o\vn company stock. At 
the same time, they told the investors and employees to buy the stock because it 
would continue to climb much higher. As executives sold their shares, the price 
began to drop, but Kenneth Lay made appearances to calm investors and assure 
them that Enron was headed in the right direction. Skilling resigned in August of 
2001 for "personal reasons" and was allowed to sell significant amounts of stock at 
a premium price. He was replaced as CEO by Kenneth Lay, who pro1nised the pub
lic there were no hidden problems "t Enron. By August 15, 2001, tbe stock price 
was down to S15, but many inves[{)rs still trusted Lay and continued to hold their 
stock or buy more of it. The Hnal plunge in stock values occurred after the discov
ery that Enron's recorded assets and profits were inflated and the company's debts 
and losses were not being reported accurately, At that point some executives at
tempted to cover up their unethical actions by destroying records that could be 
used as evidence against them, and they attempted to shift rhe blame for the prob
lems to others. 

Enron filed for bankmptcy in December, 2001. It was tbe biggest and most com
plex bankruptcy case in U.S. history, and it had a devastating effect on thousands of 
employees and investors. The scandal also caused the dissolution of Arthur Andersen, 
one of tbe largest accounting firms at the time, after employees of the firm were dis
covered to have destroyed documents concerning the auditing of Enron finances. 
Andersen was supposedly serving as an independent auditor of Enron finances while 
at the same time cbarging millions of dollars in fees as a management consultant. This 
conflict of interest could explajn why Enron's financial deceptions were not revealed 
by Andersen audits. 

SOuRCE, Copyright © 2008 by Gary Yuki 

Note: Sources of information for this case include Fox (2003), Fusaro & Mmer (2002), Mclean & 
Elkind (2003), Sims & Brinkmann (2003). 
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QUESTIONS 

1. How can the theories in this chapter and the theories of leader influence on 
organizational culture (Chapter 10) be used to explain the unethical practices 
at Enron? 

2. \'Vhat can be done to reduce tbis type of unethical leadership in the future' 

Chapter 12: leadership in Teams and Decision Groups 
Southwest Engineering Services 

Donna Burke was a systems engineer at Southwest Engineering Servkes for 5 years 
when she was invited to participate in a project to develop a nc\V type of software for 
tht:' company. 111e pnr,ject director was Ron ?vlorrison, \vho had a reputation as a soft
Welfe whiz and rising star in the company. Donna was not Sllre why she was invitt:d to 

\vork on this project, hut she W;1S VCIY excited about it. She underst()od that the work 
would be important, and she knew ih~lt a sucL'cssful project would also provide a big 
boost for her career in the company, 

Ron caned a the first day for the 12 people invited to he PaJt of the proj-
ect team. After introdudng hirnself, Ron gave a Sh011 \vekoming speech to the group. 
"Ail of you are here today because you have special skills that are essential for the suc
cess of this project. Each of you was recommended by your boss, and only the most 
qualified people in the comp~lny were invited to participate. As you know, the volume 
of business handled by Southwest Engineering has heen gro\\'ing steadily. The C0111-

p:.my needs a better type of decision support system for managing engineering projects 
in a way that \\-'ill guarant(,."e quality \vhile keeping costs low. Southwest Engineering 
faces an increasingly competitive market, and this decision support system is essential 
for the c{)mpany to remain profitable. Our ohjt:'(1:ive b to develop a new and innova
tive system thar is better than anything else currently available. It is an extrenle1y ch;otl
lcnging assignment, hut I believe \ve can puB it off if we have total commitment by 
evt.:'ly tnt:mber of the team. If you are going 10 be part of this team, rhe project must 
take priority over t:verything else in your life f()r the next 9 months. We will be \vork-
109 long days and even many weekends. If anyone has re:-;ervation5 about making a 
total commitment. there is still time to v.-;thdraw from the team. Piease let me know 
your decision by 9,00 a.m. tomorrow." The next day, Donna and 10 other employees 
joined the team. The one person who declined to join had family health problems that 
would prevent him from working extra hours on the project. 

As the team plunged into the project, the work was even more intense than 
Donna had expected. On weekdays it was common to order in food and work late 
into the evening. \'Vorking Saturday mornings was taken for granted, and the team 
would often go to lunch together after finishing work on Saturdays. Ron had an 
attitude of enthusiasm and optimism that was contagious, and before long even the 
most cynical and unemotional member of the team was caught up in the excitement, 
Despite the long hours, the work was exhilarating because everyone knew that they 
were part of something that would change the way things are done in the company. 
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Ron provided a dear picture of the specifications necessary for the new system, 
and this piCture was important for guiding the work of team members and keeping 
them focused on the same objective, However, Ron did not dictate how the work 
should be done. Team members were expected to use their expertise to determine 
how to do the work. Ron was available to provide guidance if asked, but he was care
ful not to impose bimself when not needed. When someone was experiencing diffi
culties in doing a task, Ron was supportive and helpful. Nevertheless, it was clear that 
he would not tolerate less than a maximum effort. During the first 2 weeks of the proj
ect, one member of the team failed to do the normal check procedure that would have 
enabled him to find and correct a mistake in a programming document. The person 
was required to explain what happened to the team and apologize for the problems he 
caused them. It was the last careless mistake he would make. 

Ron pushed relentlessly for continued progress in the work. The ream met reg
ularly to evaluate progress and determine how to deal with obstacles and prohlems. 
Every member of the team had an opportunity to influence important decisions 
about the design of the software system, and the actual influence for a particular 
issue depended on one's expertise and quality of ideas rather than on status in the 
company or years of experience, 

An imrx)rtant part of Hon's job as project director was to make sure the tcam got the 
reSOUf(.x:s and assistance it needed from the company. Ron spent considerable time trav~ 
cling to various company facilities to meet with key people whose support and cooperJ.
tion were needed to design and implement the new system, Before leaving on these 
trips, Ron would ask a member of the team to cany out his internal leadership responsi
bilities. \X/hen it was her turn, Donna was at first apprehensive, but she found it to be an 
interestjng and satisfying experience. As Ron debriefed her aftcf\vard, he encoumged her 
to consider a managerial position at Southwest Engineering in her career plans. 

At one point during the fourth month, the team became discouraged over a se
ries of setbacks involving some persistent technical problem"). Ron called a meeting to 
give them a pep talk. He said to them, "I know you are discouraged about these 
setbacks, but it happens in any project that is breaking new ground. We have made 
tremendous progress, and I am really proud of what you have accomplished so far. 
I am confident we can overcome this latest obstacle and make the project a success. 
Let's take the rest of the day off to give ourselves a little rest and meet again tomorrow 
to discuss some new ideas for integrating the system components." 

The following week the team figured our an innovative way to deal with the 
obstacle. They celebrated this breakthrough with a party at Ron's house. lbe project 
was completed 3 months later, which was several weeks earlier than the original deddline. 
The project was a great success, and they felt tremendous pride in what they accom
plished. A final celebration party was held before people dispersed back to their regular 
units or to new projects. Afterward, Donna and another team member reminisced about 
their experiences. Donna gave Ron much credit for being a fantastic coach and facilitator, 
and she hoped to have the opportunity to work with him again on another project. 
However, she also realized that their success was a team effort that could not have been 
accomplished without the siguificant contributions of all the team members and their will
ingness to cooperate and put the needs of the project above individual self-interests. 

SOURCE, Copyright © 199r by Gary YukI 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Descdbe the leadership behaviors Ron llsed and their influence on the attitudes 
and beha\1or of the team members. 

2. Compare this cross-functional proje(.i team to a selfcmanaged operations team 
by identifying similarities and differences in the leadership roles. 

Chapter 13: Strategic Leadership by Executives 
Columbia Corporation 

Columhia corp. is a young. rapidly growing company [hat nmnufactures computer 
accessories and specialized components for networked computer workstations, It has 
some unique products and a strong: reputation for quality. Howevec the market js vety 
competitive! and -continued success requires innovation and high-quality products. The 
company currently employs ')Of) people. a number that ha~ doubled in the past thrt't' 
years. Sales have nearly tripled in the same period, and a recent contract with a large 
computer company Vf'jji increas(' sales even more. l:Inwever, along with this success the 
company is also experiencing some problems, Quality rejects have begun to increase, 
and in recent months the company failed repeatedly to meet delin:ry schedules, 

The top execmives include Matt Walsh, CEO and founder of the company, and 
the vice presidc'nts of production, engineering, sale;;;, and accounting, Walsh is a 
forcefullnanager who tightly controls important decisions in the company, The other 
executives are required to get his approval before making any significant changes in 
operations, \Valsh's style has bL"en to deal with each VP separatdy, rather than meet
ing as a gnJllp to address problems, Relationships between depattments have been 
deteriorating for the past two years, DistlUst, competition! and political m.aneuvering 
have increased, and Walsh intervenes frequently to resolve conflicts hetw~'en execu
tives. The distnlst and hostility has spilled over to relationships ~lmong lower~1evel 
unployees of the departments, 

111C production VI> believes that the rash of quality prohlems is the result of fre
quent changes in product design by the engineering dep~lfIlnenL The production 
supervisors have little warning of these changes and insufficient time to detennine 
how to make neces.sary adjustments in production methods, As for the delivery prob
lems, the prociucti()O VP believes that the sales department makes unrealistic promises 
to win new customers, Production capacity has not increased fast enough to meet the 
growing volume of orders, and additional delays are caused by product modifications 
designed for customers by engineering. The sales VI' blames the late deliveries on 
manufacturing delays. She believes the production people spend so much time trying 
to correct quality problems that they can't get the product out the door. The sales VI' 
and the engineering VI' both believe the production VI' is set in his ways and unwill
ing to adapt to the special needs of important customers. 

The sales VI' is upset with the accounting VI' for tightening customer credit 
requirements without prior notice. She only discovered the new poliey when a key cus
tomer complained after credit was denied On a large order. The sales VI' believes the 
new policy will reduce sales, and the reduction will be blamed on her. She complained 
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to Walsh, who apparently approved the decision without understanding the implications. 
The accounting VI' also upset the production VP by abruptly canceling all overtime for 
production employees for the remainder of this month, This action appears unwarrant
ed, and it put production even farther behind schedule, The production VI' has asked 
Walsh to reverse this decision. 

Concerned about the growing problems, Walsh asked a management consultant 
for advice on what to do. 11,e consultant told Walsh that he needs an etlective top man
agement team that will work together smoothly to guide the company through this 
period of rapid, turbulent gruwth. The executive team need ... to become more adept at 
understanding and resolving key problems such as insufficient production capacity and 
declining quality. Walsh asked the consultant for advice on how to create an effective 
top management team that would take responsibility for shaping the future direction of 
the company. This change would be consistent with his desire to become less involved 
in the day-to-day management of the company so that he can spend more tinlC in out
side pursuit..,. The company has made him a millionaire, and he wants to begin enjoy
ing some of the benefits from his success as an entreprencuL He finds dealing with the 
day-to-day problems of managing an established company much less fulfilling than it 
was to create a new company. 

SOLRCE: Copyright © 1997 by G,uy YukI 

QUESTIONS 

1. What issues must be resolved to crcate an effective executive te~lm? 

2, What types of changes should be considered' 

3. To what extent is Matt \Valsh part of the problem? 

4. If Walsh decided to retire, and you were hired from the outside to be the new 
CEO, explain briefly what you would do during your first year on the job. 

Costco 

Costco is one of the largest retail sales companies in the U.S., and it has more than 
')00 stores in 37 states and eight countries. Despite low profit margins in the retailing in
dustry, the company L'i more profitable than most competitors, and it is growing rapidly. 
In the University of Michigan annual survey of customer satisfaction with U.S. retailers, 
Costco has had the highest mtings in recent years, 

The company's basic strategy is to provide quality products at the lowest avail
able prices, and the products include clothing, electronics, and food, Costeo's leading 
cornpetitor-Wal-Mart's Sam's Club-offers more variety and some lower-priced items, 
but Costco's produ('1s are generally of a higher quality. Around 20% of the products 
consist of limited-time supplies of deeply discounted luxuty goods and other special 
bargains. Examples include Rolex and Movado watches, gourmet imported choco
lates, Waterford ctystal, plasma televisions, and Burberry and Coach handbags, This 
strategy of temporary special bargains creates customer excitement and increases pur
chases of items that shoppers had not intended to buy when they visited the store, 
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Charging customers for the privilege of shopping at Costco provides a steady 
source of revenUe for the company and increases customer loyalty. Costco has two 
types of members: businesses and individuals. Even though the cost of membership 
is a little higher than for competitors, Costco's card renewal ratc was over 86% in 
2006, and memlx:rship incr(;,tsed by 14%. To increase the value of the memberships 
and attract additional customers1 COSiCO 3.150 offers services such as travel plans, 
health and horne insurance, banking, and financial plJnning Individual shoppers av
ef'.1ge twO Costco visits per month1 and many travz-~l great distances to stock up on 
supplies, Unlike most discount biores, COkico has many affluent customers who are 
",reasure hunting" for the special bargains on luxuty goods rather than merely look
ing for low prices on hasic commodities. 

Costco's merchandise buyers have to experiment and take big risks with luxuty 
items, becau;<;e a lot 'Of money is tied up in inventory if the items do not sell quick
ly. The buyers need to rely on their intuition and creativity to find items that will be 
popular and profitable, Innovation in design and packaging is also important for 
making some types of prouucts such as food items more appealing to custom~'rs. 
Hccent initiatives, for inst:::mcc, include the elimination of StyrOf(XaH trays from meat 
packages and the Use of individually se~ded packets. The design is more environ
mentally sound and enables ('onsumers to freezt.: unused pot1ions without repack
aging or rewrapping products. 

Costeo has gene-tons pay, excellent health benefits, and a good 401(k) plan i!:)f its 
more than 120,000 hourly employees in the enited Sr;:Hes, The average wage for a full
lime worker at C05teo is around 40'Jh higher than at Sam's Club, About 82(}AI of COSlCO 

employees have health-insurance coverage, as compared \vilh less than half of the em
ployees at Wal-Mart. and Costeo employees pay much less of their he:.tlth premiums. 
Around 919{i of Costco's employees are covered by retirement plans! as compared to 

64% of employees at Sam's Club: and company contributions to the plan are nearly 
twice as high per employee Ht Costco, The company policy is to promote from with
in the ranks, and workers at aU levels hav·c gex)d opportunities for advancement, 

lbe company has onc of the must loyal and productive work forces in the retail
ing indus-try, -nie high level of organizational comn1itrnent is reflected in the turnover 
rate (around 6!);) for workers nn the job for more than 1 year), which is \vell helow the 
average rate of 44f'!D for the indus-tty The cost from turnover (lost productivity. recnlit
ing and tmining new employ'ccs) is 40% IO\\L'f at Cos-tco than at Sanfs Club. Employee 
theft at Costco is the lowest in the industty. The savings from lower turnover costs, 
lower employee theft, and higher emploYL'e prOdtKtivity 1110re than offset-') the higher 
cost of compensation at Costco. The operating profit per hourly employee in the 
United States is nearly twice as high at Costco as at Sam's Club. 

The high level of employee motivation and commitment is not only because 
they are well compensated; there is also a high level of intrinsic motivation among 
Costco employees. They are encouraged to suggest ways to improve the stores and 
product mix, and creativity is valued. Each moming before the store opens there is a 
conversation about ways to be more efficient and to provide better customer service. 
All employees are trained to be friendly and helpful when customers need assistance. 
When shoppers need assistance in locating an item, employees are expected to show 
them where it is rather than merely pointing to a distant spot or providing vague 
directions. 
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The methods Castco uses to minimize costs include a no-frills approach to their 
stores, which also function as their warehouses. TIle buildings have metal eX1:eriors and 
steel racks. Instead of individual products on shelves, there are pallets on steel frames 
that soar to the ceilings. Abnve every pallet is a card with a simple product description, 
and they keep everything as simple as possihle for the product displays. Marketing costs 
are low because Castro does not do any adverti'iing; there is no public relations manager 
or expensive advertising agency. Instead, Costco depends entirely on happy customers 
who tell their friends abnut the fantastic bargains available at Costco stores. 

The company keeps layouts standard in iL"> stores to reduce costs and give shop
pers a feeling of familiarity at evety location. The products sold in e'dch store are simi
lar, except for foods, which vary according to local tastes. Inventory costs are reduced 
by having only a limited variety of product sizes, and by packaging many products ffJr 
hulk sales. Products move right from the delivery truck to the sales floor, and the sig
nage looks like it was made with a cheap laser printer, TIlere are not even any shopping 
bags for customers. A computer system that tracks sales in the stores makes it possihle 
to determine when more fresh foods are needed in the display cases and reduces costs 
from waste and overproduction. 

Jim Sinegal, the CEO of Costco, is very modest about his contrihution to the 
success of the company and quick to share crcdit with others. He understands how 
important it is to have talented people working fOf a company, and he does many 
things to attrdct and retain them. At the company headquarters in a Se;lttle suburb, 
his office is an open space with no door. His desk is pushed up against the waH so 
that, at first glance, he appears to be someone else's secretary. Sinegal usually 
answers his own phone, he still uses a name tag like other employees, and he 
usually wears one of the low-priced dress shirts sold in his stores. As the cofounder 
of Costco, Sinegal is a major shareholder, but his annual compensation is only 10% 
of the average amount for CEOs. He tries to limit his salary and bemus to no more 
than twice what a Costco store manager earns, and he declined hi5 bonus for the 
last 3 years in order to achieve that objective, 

At the annual Managers' Conference, Sinegal meets with more than 1,000 CosteD 
managers and product buyers to review the past, discuss the present, and plan the 
future. He also has monthly budget meetings with groups of around 70 store managers 
to talk atx)tlt the importance of exercising tight cost controls, getting the details right. and 
adhering to the Costco credo. Important values at Costco indude hard work, respeL1 for 
customers, and high ethical standard". Sinegal communicates a strong concern for high 
performance, but he is not coercive or overly criticaL He is careful not to discourage his 
pr(xluct buyers when they take risks on new products. Employees are empowered and 
encouraged to "think outside the box." Sinegal still attends every new store opening, and 
he tries to visit every CasteD store twice a year. He spends nearly half of his time on the 
road checking out his stores as well as the competition to make sure they are not under
cutting Costco's prices. 

Sinegal has a strong concern for his employees, and he is perceived as dedicated, 
caring, and hardworking. He is able to remember the names of most of his 
managers, and they know him by sight. At a recent annual meeting when he 
answered a question by stating that he had no plans to retire soon, the audience gave 
him a spontaneous standing ovation. In 2003, the rising cost of health care made it 
necessary to increase the employee contribution to their health insurance. Sinegal 
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sent a Jetter to employees explaining why the increase was necessary, and the letter 
generated more than 100 responses, nearly all of which were supportive, 

Sinegal tries to do wbat is right for employees, customers, vendors, and stock, 
holders. Recently a major decision was made to put a 90-day limit on customer returns 
of electronics products, The old policy was unique in American retailing, out it was 
hecoming too costly, The new policy could save the company more than 5100 million 
;J year, but Sinegal did not want to change it \vithout a viable alternative. Thus, ~L'i part 
of the new policy, he decided to extend the manufacturer warranty by a year. 

SOl3RCE: Copyright 1:; 2008 by Gary YukI 

QUESTIONS 

1 < Explain the success of Costeo in terms of the three perf(wmance determinants 
in flexible leadership theory (elJiciency, adaptation, and human GtpitalJ, 

2, Explain how Costco can prOVide higher compensation to its employees and still 
be :->lIcCl:ssfui in the lISC of a low-price com.petitivt' strategy. 

5. Use relevant leadersh.ip theories to analyze the behavior of the CEO and 
describe his influence on thc company. 

Chapter 14: Developing Leadership Skills 
Federated Industries 

Patricia Pater,son is the new vke pre.skh.:'nt for human resources at Federated 
Industries. a conglomemte \vith ~(."V{;'ml diverse .")uhsidiaries. Her primaty responsibility 
is to provide support and advice to each subsidLllY and monitor their personnel practices 
to ensure they are consistent \'vith corporate p()lky and stmleg}'. She n:pOlh"l directly to 
the CEO of Federated. The CEO is concerned Ilnt nol enough capahle lcaders arc com
ing up through the ranks. 11](' subsidiaries havc compk-1:e responsibility for their own 
internal management development, hut the CF<) wonders \vhether it is time for a more 
uniform approach. The CEO asked Patricia to find out what each subsidi;.l1Y is doing to 
develop leadership skills, then report hack with recommendations for improving leader
ship development overall at Federated Industries. Patricia arranged to meet \vith the per
sonnel directors of the three major subsidiaries and asked each director to prepare a 
short briefing, 

The first director to speak was Peter Proskin, from an engineering company, He 
explained mat his company prOVides only technical training, because they lack the staff 
to provide management training. All management training is done outside the company. 
A manager (or an employee who wants to become a manager) can look at the listing on 
available training and request any seminar or workshop that appears relevant. If me em, 
ployee's boss approves the request, the manager is sent to the training at comp;;Iny ex
pense, Some employees are enrolled in the evening MBA degree program at me local 
university, and they are reimbursed for half of me tuition cost. Peter said they do not 
pay complete tuition for degree programs, because it is too costly, After some employees 
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finish their MBA, they leave for higher-paying jobs at other companies eager to get 
people who have managerial as well as technical skills, 

The second director to report was Alice Alston, from a company that makes con
sumer products, She explained that the company provides a program to develop leader
ship skills in high-potential managers, Managers at "'dch level are encouraged to identify 
a promising subordinate to mentor. 1he protege gets lots of personal coaching and is 

given special, developmental assignments. For example, a couple of junior managers are 
put on each executive committee to learn about strategic issues and observe how the sen
ior managers work Other assignments include serving on cross-functional project teams 
and carrying out improvement project') such as studying work processes and recommend
ing ways to make them more efficient Alice said that most of the mentors and proteges 
like the prograrn. However, people not in the program (roughly two thirds of the employ
ees) sometimes complain atxlUt the lack of developmental opportunity in the company. 

The last director to speak was Hal Harwick, from an electronics company. Hal 
explained that they concentrate their training on managers who previously demon
strated their executive capacity. The six most promising managers below the top ex
eCLItive level are selected to participate in a series of seminars held once a month. 
Each seminar is conducted by one of the top executives, who talks about company 
activities in his or her area of expeI1ise. Three or four times a year, Hal arranges for 
an outside consultant to conduct a training workshop on a specific topic such as proj
ect management, budgeting, or delegation. The participating managers know they 
are fast-trackers in line for promotion to top management. They like the program and 
have told him it is vety worthwhile. When one of them is promoted, another prom
ising manager is selected for the program by the top management team. The onJy 
drawback is the political infighting that sometimes occurs vv"hen executives try to get 
their proteges selected for the program, 

SOURCE: Copyright © 1996 by Gary Yukl 

QUESTIONS 

1. Identify strengths and weaknesses in leadership development at Federated. 

2. What types of changes are most likely to improve the leadership development' 

3. What additional information is needed to make a good report to the CEO? 

Chapter 15: Gender, Diversity, 
and Cross-Cultural Leadership 

Madison, Jones, and Conklin 

After graduating from a prestigious business school, Laura Kravitz accepted a job 
at Madison, Jones, and Conklin, a medium-sized firm that did accounting and consult
ing projects for corporate clients. After a series of successful assignments working as 
a member of a project team, Laura was promoted to a team manager position with 
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broader responsibilities, Laura felt confident about her qualifications, The other team 
managers seemed to respect her, and clients were happy with the projects she man
aged, With this record of success, Laura hoped to eventually become a partner in the 
company, However, as the only woman manager in a male-dominated company, she 
knew that there would he some obs(adestoovercome, 

Laura felt that some ()f the senior managers were very conservative and did not 
accept her as an equal. In the quarterly planning ml"etings) these managers were often 
inattentive when she spoke and seemed unreceptive to her suggestions for improve
rnents. Several times she proposed an idea that was ignored) and the same idea V>ias 
later suggested by someone else who received [he credit for it, 

Laura did not have a mentor in the company to tell people about her skills and 
help to advance her career, Moreover, she did not feel accepted into the informal net
work of relationships that provided opportunities to interact with senior managers. 
She did not like to play golf and was not a member of the exclusive golf cluh [0 which 
many of the male manager~ belonged. She was not invited to most ,of the social activ
ities hosted by senior managers for friends and select members of the company. 

LaurJ. also felt that the assignment of projects was hi;1:',('d. 'Ill!: high-profile projects 
were aivvay& to thc male l1Kmagcrs. \Vhcn Laura asked her h()ss for m()re challenging 
prf}jCtt'3, she \vas told that the older clients lJ~ually prefetTcxi to deal with men. Bec;:ru,<;e she 
\Y~IS. not given the more profitable accounts, her pelfonnann.'" numlx:rs ('lid not look as gOlxl 
as the numhers for some of the male managers. Two male managers who had joined the 
company around the same time she "vas hired \vC're prom! )led ahC<ld of her. 

Fnlstrated by the apparent "glass ceiling" at the company) Laura asked to meet with 
the president to talk ahout her Career. The president was surpriSt:d to hear that Luna 
was unhappy about her advancement in the cOlnpany. lie assured her that she was a 
valuable employee and should be patient about a promotion. Ho\vever, after another 
year \vith little improvement in how she \V;1S treated, Laura resignt'-d from the company. 
\\71th 1\.YO friend.; from t,rr'dduate sch(x)! who abo felt unappreciated! she formed a nc"'" 
company and served as the chief executive officer. In a relatively short time, this com
pany became highly successful. 

SOURCE: Copyright '1") 19')9 hy Gary "Yokl 

QUESTIONS 

1. \Xihat f()fI1ls of gender discrimination did Laura experience? 

2. What could Laura have done to overcome the obstacles she encountered? 

3. What could the president have done to create equal opportunity in this company? 

Chapter 16: Overview and Integration 
Turnaround at Nissan 

In 1999, Nissan was in a state of serious decline and had lost money in all but one 
of the previous eight years. Only Renault's willingness to assume part of Nissan's debt 
saved the Japanese company from going bankrupt. As part of the deal, the French auto 
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maker appointed Carlos Ghosn to become Nissan's chief operating officer. However, 
there was widespread skepticism that the alliance between Renault and Nissan could suc
ceed, or that someone who was not Japanese could provide effective leadership at 
Nissan. 

During the three months prior to assuming the position of COO at Nissan, Ghosn 
met with hundreds of people, induding employees, union officials, suppliers, and cus
tomers, to learn more about the company and it<; strengtlh'l and weaknesses. From these 
meetings and earlier experiences with turnaround assignments, Ghosn understood that 
major changes would not be successful if they were dictated by him and the experts he 
brought with him from Renault. Soon after assuming his new position at Nissan in June 
1999, Ghosn creared nine cross-functional teams and gave them responsibility for deter
mining what needed to be done to revive the company. Such teams had never heen 
used before at Nissan, and it was unusual in a Japanese company to involve a broad 
cross-section of managers in determining major changes. 

The cross-functional teams examined different aspects of company operation.s to 
identify problems and rccomrnend solutions to Ghosn and the executive committee. 
Several interrelated problems were identified, and they \vere mostly consistent \-'lith 
Ghosn's initial impressions. The poor financial performance at Nissan was a jOint re
sult of declining sales and excessive costs, and weak management was the primaty 
reason for the failure to resolve these problems, Management lacked a coherent strat
egy, a strong profit orientation, and a clear focus on customers. There was little 
cooperation across functions, and there was no urgency about the need for major 
change. 

One reason for excessive costs at Nissan was that only half of the available capac
ity in the company's factories was being used; production capacity was sufficient to 
build almost a million more cars a year than the company could sell. To reduce costs, 
Ghosn decided to close five factories in Japan and eliminate more than 21,000 jobs, 
which was 14 percent of Nissan's global workforce. To simplify produ(tion operations 
at the remaining factories and make them more efficient, Ghosn planned to reduce the 
number of car platfonns by half and the number of powertrain combinations by a third. 
Plant closings can undermine relations with employees, and Ghosn took steps to ensure 
that employee.s knew why they were necessary and who would be affected. In general, 
he understood that most ernployt-"Cs prefer to learn what would happen (0 them and 
prepare for it, rather than remaining in a state of uncertainty and an.xiety, Ghosn at
tempted to minimize adverse effecl<; on employees by selling subsidiaries and using 
naturdl attrition, early retjrements, and opportunities for part-time work at other company 
facilities, 

Purchasing costs represent 60 percent of the operating costs for an automaker, 
and Nissan was paying much more than necessary for the parts and supplies used to 
build its cars. After comparing expenses at Nissan and Renault, Ghosn discovered rhat 
Nissan's purchasing costs were 25 percent higher. One reason was the practice of pur
chasing small orders from many suppliers instead of larger orders from a smaller num
ber of global sources. It would be necessary to reduce the number of suppliers, even 
though this action was unprecedented in a country where supplier relationships were 
considered sacrosanct. Higher purchasing costs were also a result of overly exacting 
specifications imposed on suppliers by Nissan engineers. The engineers who worked 
with the cross-functional team on purchasing initially defended their specifications, but 
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when they finally realized that they were wrong, the team was able to achieve greater 
savings than expected. Excessive purchasing costs are not the type of problem that can 
be solved quickly, but after three years of persistent effort it was possible to achieve 
Ghosn's gCYdl of a 20 percent reduction. 

Years of declining sales at Nlssan were caused by a lack of customer appeal for 
most of the company's cars. When Ghosn Inade :a detaHed analysis of sales data he 
discovered that only 4 of the 43 diffen:nt NiSS;Jll model:; had sufficient s:lles to he 
profitable. Final decisions about the design of flew models wcre made by the head of 
engineering. Designers were taking orders from engineers who focused completely 
on performance, and there was little effort to determine what types of cars customers 
really wanted. To increase the customer appeal of Nissan vehicles, Ghosn hired the 
innovative designer Shiro NakaHmra, who became another key leader in the turn
around effort The designers would now have more authority over design decisions, 
and GhOSH encouraged them to be innovative rather than merely copying competitors. 
For the first time in over a decade, Nissan hegan coming up with cars that excited 
I.:ustomers hoth in Japan and abroad. Gh05n pbnned to introdlk'c 12 new Inodcls 
over a thre<:-year period, but the time necessalY to bring a lk'W model into production 
meant that few would be available until 2002. 

Another reason for declining sales \vas Nissan's wt-';;k distribution nt~twork. In 
Japan strong hrand loyalty is rdnfon:ed by dTorts to maintain close relationships with 
customers! and it is essential ti:)f the dealerships 10 be managcxi by peopk: 'who can build 
customer loyalty ~lt1d (;On\"e11 it into repeat sales. In 1999, many Nissan dealerships in 
Japan wert.: subsidiaries ITunaged by NjS5~H1 executives nearing retirement, and they 
viewed their role more in social terms th<:m as an entrepreneur n:sponsihle for helping 
the company to increase m~lrket share and profits. Ghosn reduced the number of 
company-o\vned dealerships 00 percent were closed or sold), and he tuok steps to 
improve management at the remaining dealerships, 

Saving Nissan \vould ,:llso require m~ljor changes in human resource practices, 
such as guaranteed lifetime employment and pay and promotion ba~ed on seniority. 
Transforming these strongly embedded aspects of the company culture \vithout 
t:ngendering resentment .md demoralizing employees \vas perhaps the most ditTicult 
challenge. The dunges would primarily affect nonunionized employees at Nissan) 
including the managers. A merit pay pbn was established, and instead of being 
rewarded for seniority, employees were now expected to earn thdr promotions and 
salary increases through effective perfornunce. Areas of accountability were sharply 
defined so that pert{)rmance could be measured in relation to specific goals. New 
bonuses provided employees an opportunity to earn up to a third of their annual 
salary for effective performance, and hundreds of upper-level managers could also 
earn stock options. These and other changes in human resource practices would 
make it possible for Ghosn to gradually replace weak middle and upper-level man
agers with more competent successors. 

In October 1999, Ghosn announced the plan for revitalizing Nissan. He had 
been careful to avoid any earlier leaks about individual changes that would be criticized 
without understanding why they were necessary and how they fit into the overall plan. 
The announcement included a pledge that Ghosn and the executive committee would 
resign if Nissan failed to show a profit by the end of 2000. It was an impressive 
demonstration of his sincerity and commitment, and it made what he was asking of 
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others seem more acceptable. Fortunately. the primary objectives of the change were 
all achieved on schedule. and by 200] earnings were at a reconl high for the company. 
That year Ghosn was appointed as the chief executive officer at Nissan, and in 2005, 
he would become the CEO of Renault as well. 

SOCRCE, Copyright © 2005 by Gary YukI 

Note: This case is hased on information in G Ghosn and P. Ries, Shift: Inside Nissan's Histon'c 
Revival (New York: Currency-DoubJeday, 2005); and k Taylor III, "Nissan's turnaround artist: Carlos 
Ghoso is giving]apan a lesson in how to compete," Fortune International, February 18, 2002, 
p.34. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What was done to improve efficiency, adaptation, and human relations, and 
how \vere the potential t:t'dde-offs among these performance determinants han
dled' 

2, What effective change management practices were used at Nissan? 

3. What traits and skills can help to explain the successful strategic leadership by 
Ghosn? 

4. To what extent can Ghosn be described as a transformationaL authentic 
change-oriented, or empowering leader? 

S. What cross-cultural issues may have be impol1;:mt for changing Nissan? 
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Descriptive theory 

explanation of, 39 
managerial work and, 77, 78 

Development, See Leadership 
Development 

Developmental assessment 
centers, 437-438 

Developmental aSSignments. 
438-440, 450, 451 

Dialogue sessions, 373-374 
Diffusion of knowledge, 

322-323 
Directive leadership, 169 
Direct leadership, 23-24 
Direct report, 27 
Discrimination, sex-based, 

466-467, 470-471 
Disseminator role, 85 
Distant charismatics, 272 
Distributed leadership, 

503-504 
Disturbance handler role, 86 
Diversity 

among taxonomies, 115-117 
equal opportunity and, 473 
management of, 472-473 
overview of, 471-472 

Diversity training programs, 472 
Dyadic perspective 

emphasis on, 495-496 
explanation of, 16-18, 

484-485, 490 
Dyson Company, 62 

Ecological power, 210-211 
Effectiveness. see Leadership 

effectiveness; Organizational 
effectiveness 

Efficiency 
collective, 365-366 
as performance determi~ 

nant, 390-391 
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Emotional contagion theory 
of charisma, 39 

Emotional intelligence 
explanation of, 65-<56 
social intelligence vs,: 67 

Emotional maturity 
expl:mation of, 299 
m:anag~rjal effectiveness 

and,54-55 
Emotional stability, 51 
Emotions, 23 
Employee involvement 

programs, 30 
Empowt:~rment 

advantages and disadvan-
tages of, 488 

d)m;cquences of, 160-161 
cxplan:ttion of, 133 
function of, 168< 171. 487 
guidelines for, 162 
tt) implement change, 317 
methods to increase, 162 
psychological, 151\-159, 161 
on teams, 487 -AB8 

Fmpowermenr pf()grams, 
l59~160 

Empowerrnenr theory) 39 
Energy !eveL 52-53 
Enron Corpordtion, 530-532 
I:mn:prencuriai behavior, 326 
Entrepreneur role, 85-86 
Environment 

adapmtion to, 296, 307, 316, 
320, 321, 323, 390 

monitoring of, 414-417 
Equal opportunity, 473 
r:!hical behavior 

t'nvinmmental Influences 
on, 353 

influence of leaders on, 
351-352 

organizational programs to 
promote, 352 

Ethical dilerrunas, 334 
Ethical leadership 

approaches to increase, 
351-353 

consequences of, 336 
criteria for evaluating, 350 
dilemmas in assessing, 

331-334 

explanation of, 330-331 
individual determinants of, 

334-336 
influence tactics and, 231 
ovelYiew of, 329~330 
personal integrity and, 331 
research on, 337-33B 
situational influences on; 336 
transformational ::md charis-

matic leadership vs., 
348-349 

Exchange relationships, 168, 169 
Exch.mge tactics, 219, 221 
Executive coaching, 443-444 
Executives, See also Chief 

exec-utive officl-"rs (CEOs) 
competitivi:.' stratchry devel-

opment hy, 4-17--421 
('()nSlr~tinls ()Jl, 596-398 
effect--; of, 3B9 
e-nvironmenw] monitoring 

by, 414-417 
int1uence of 399---401 
tenure of, 4{)2~3 

Executive teams, SLY: also Te'dms 

organizational effectiveness 
and, 411-413 

potential advantages of, 
410--411 

str.ltegic leadership by, 
409-410 

Executive tenure. 389, 402--403 
Exemplification IActics, 249--250 
Expectancy, 1()9 
Experimental resean:h 

hias in. 499-')00 
limitations on, 110-111 
on participation, 138 

Expert Ix)wer 
explanation of, 201 
function of, 208-209 
guidelines for using, 209 
legitimate power and, 213 

Exposure, 89 
External attribution, 241 
External constraints, 404-405 
External coordination, 364 
External environment, 70-71 
External monitoring 

explanation of, 414-415 
guidelines for, 415-417 

Factor analysis, 117 
Factor-based taxonomies, 117 
Feedback 

corrtx.--tive, 177 
effects of, .433-434 
multi<;ource, 434-436 

Figun:he-.J.d role, 85 
Flexible leadership, 394-395 
Flexible Leadership Tht:ory 

(FL1'), 389-390 
Folk)wer-centered theory, 39 
Followers 

attributions by 
characteristics of, 30 
as contrihutors to effective 

le;!oership, 252~2')3 
eff ... ·(lS {)f alnhentic leaders 

(m,345-}i6 
explanation of, 27 
guidelines fOf, 254 ..... 2'5B 
impression management by" 

250-251 
integrating roles for leaders 

and, 258 
Functional work teams, 357. 

See also Teams 

Gender 
discrimination and, 470--471 
feminine advantage theories 

and, 467-468 
glass 1..-"'CHing and, 466--467 
research on, 468--471 
sex-based discrimination 

and, 466 
Gender-based discrimination 

background of, 466 
glass ceiling and, 466-467 
reduc'tion of, 470-471 

Gender egalitarianism, 461--462 
Glass ceiling, 466-467 
Globalization 

impact of, 454-455 
managerial work and, 93-94 

GLOBE Project, 458-459, 465 
Goal congruence, 135 
Group-level theories, 34, 

36-37 
Group maintenance behaviors 

explanation of, 380-381 
leadership in, 381~382 



Groups. See also Teams 
characteristics of, 377-379 
foHowers in, 252 
leadership in, 381-386 
size of, 91, 377-378 
task-oriented behavior in, 

379-382 

Heroic leaders, 494, 495, 497, 
498 

High-high leaders 
explanation of, 112-113 
research on, 113-114 

Human capital, 391, 
482-483 

Humane orientation, 463 
Human resource programs, 

486-487 
Human resources, 391-392 

Idea generation, 383-384 
Idealized influence. 278-280 
Implicit leadership theOries, 

248-249 
Impression management 

explanation of, 249 
by followers, 250-251 
by leaders, 251-252 
tactics of, 249-250 

Impression management 
tactics, 217-218 

Indirect leadership, 23-24 
IndiVidualism, 461 
Influence 

hased on reason or 
emotions, 23 

formal progrJms vs., 24 
function of, 198, 329, 

477-478 
idealized, 278-280 
of leaders on organizational 

peru)nnance, 389-396 
outcomes of attempts of, 200 
process of, 22-23, 26, 27, 

200-201 
Influence Behavior 

Questionnaire (IBQ), 219 
Influence processes 

attribution theory and, 265 
self-concept theory and, 

267-268 

transformational leadership 
and,280 

Influence tactics 
agent power and, 224-225 
combinations of~ 230 
ethical use of, 231 
explanation oft 217 
limitations of research on, 

231-232 
power and, 224-225 
proactive, 218-224 
readive, 218, 231 
types of, 217-218 
use and effectiveness of, 

225-230 
Information power, 210 
Ingratiation, 219, 223 
Ingratiation tactics, 250 
Initiating structure, 104--105 
Innovation 

function of, 490-491 
guidelines to increase, 

324-326 
organizational learning and, 

320-321 
sources of, 322 

inspirational appeals, 2]9, 221 
Inspirational motivation, 

278-280 
Institutionalization, 401 
Instrumental compliance, 200, 

201 
Integrating conceptual 

framework, 491-494 
Integrative approach, 33 
Integrity 

ethical leadership and, 331 
importance of personal, 

56-57 
in managers, 51 

Intellectual stimulation, 266, 
278, 280, 282 

Intelligence 
emotional, 65-66 
social, 66-D7 

Intensive case studies 
on charismatic and 

transformational 
leadership, 285-287 

on chief executives, 405 
Interdependence, lateral, 92 
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Internal attribution, 241, 242, 
248 

Internal constraints, 404-405 
Internal coordination, 363-364 
Internalization 

explanation of, 200, 201 
occurrence of, 268 

Interpersonal skills 
of deraHed managers, 51 
of effective managers, 49 
explanation of, 44 
function of, 64-65 

Intervening variables, 29, 31 
Intimidation tactics, 250 
Intra-individual theorieS, 34 

Job as~ignments, 449 
Job deSCription research, 83, 95 
Job rotation programs. 

440-441 
Joint decision, 133 

Knowledge 
diffUSion of, 322-323 
external acquisition of, 322 
internal creation of new, 321 
sharing of, 326 

Lahoratory experimenls, 
282-283 

Laissez-faire le'.ldersrup, 278-279 
Lateral interdependence, 92 
Leader Behavior Description 

Questionnaire, Form XII, 
105 

Leader Behavior Description 
Qu~onnaire (LBDQ)' 104 

Leader-centered theory, 32, 
38-39 

Leader-member exchange 
(LMX) theory 

attributions and, 241, 242 
evaluation of, 239-240 
explanation of, 35, 174, 235 
initial version of, 174-175 
measurement of, 175-176 
research on correlates of, 

176-178 
role-making stages in, 175 

Leader Opinion Questionnaire 
(LOQl. 104-105 
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Leader roles 
integrating follower and, 259 
of rruanagers, 83, 85 

Leaders 
amount of necessary power 

for, 215-217 
characteristics of) 30 
focus on individual, 

494-495 
ft)Hower attributions about, 

246-248 
heroic, 494, 495, 497, 498 
high,high, 112-114 
impn:sslon management by, 

249-250 
influence On organizational 

rx.::rfOf1n~lfict:, 389-396 
leadersllip deveh)pment 'IS, 

development of, 451-452 
se-kelton and J:i'it::ssmem of, 

j,)9 

"hared responsibilities of, 160 
Lt:~!(lership< Sf:;>C also Ethical 

lcadcr,;;hip; Strategic 
leadership 

adl1evement-orlentated, 169 
across levels and subunits, 

595-3% 
J.uthentic, 345-348 
hias in conceptualization of, 

494-498 
charismatic, 35, 263-277 
~'foss~culturaL 455-465 
definitions of, 20-21, 26 
directive, 169 
direct vs. indirect, 23~24 
emerging cODt:t.'ptions of, 

SOl-S06 
by example, 293 
tlexible, 394-395 
fonower contributions to 

effective, 250-251 
future outlook in study 

of, 508 
gender and, 466-471 
influence and, 22-23 
key terms related to, 

26-27 
laboratory experiments on, 

110-111 
laissez-faire, 278-279 

management vs., 24-26 
in meetings, 382-386 
overview of, 19-20 
participative, 32, 108, 

133-14ll, 146-149, 169 
peer, 108 
relational, 504-505 
servant, 340-342, 348 
shared and distributed, 

S03-5\)4 
spiritual, 343-344, 348 
substitute for, 178 
supportive, 125-126, 169 
in teams, 366-371 
transformational, 35, 

263-264, 277-281 
transfofflting, 338--340 

Leadership bt'h;Jyiors 
hackground of research on, 

103-104 
changc-()riemtd, 117-119 
clarification of roles and 

objectives and, 122-123 
cultural influences on, 

455-456, 458 
evaluation of research on, 

128-129 
in groups, 379-380 
limitations of survey 

research on, 109-115 
Michigan studies of, 107-108 
monitoring operations and 

perfoffllance and, 123-124 
Ohio State studies of, 

104-107, 113 
organizational culture and, 

304-305 
partit::ipative, 32, 108 
path'goal theory and, 169 
person-oriented, 113 
relations-oriented, 107, 118, 

119,125-128 
research on, 476 
short-term planning and, 

121-122 
survey research on, 

108-109 
rask,oriented, 107, 113, 118, 

119, 121-123 
taxonomies of, 115-121 
on team performance, 362 

transformational leadership 
and, 278-280 

Leadership behavior tax' 

onomies 
comparison. of, 120-c 121 
explanation of, 115 
factor-lxlsed,1]7 
S{)utces of diversity among, 

115-117 
three·zHmensioD.ll model of, 

117-120 
Leadership development 

action teaming for, 441 
competitive strategy \'5" 452 
design of effecrive, 425-427 
developmental assessment 

centers for, 437--438 
devdopment~ll 3:-;signments 

for, 43&-440 
executive coaching a.<;, 

443-444 
experience and, 432-434 
facilitating conditions for, 

447-449 
job rotation for, 440-441 
leader deVelopment YS" 

451-452 
mentoring for, 442-443 
muhisource feedback for, 

434-437 
outdoor challenge programs 

for, 444-445 
overview of, 423-426 
pcr:-ional growth progi.UUS 

for. 445-446 
;:;elf-help activities for, 

446-;47 
systems perspeL'tive on, 

449-452 
techniques for, 427-432 

Leadership effectiveness 
context and, 497 
contingency theories for 

(See Contingency 
theories) 

crireria for, 29-30 
dyadic model and, 

36, 484 
emotional intelligence 

and,66 
essence of, 506-507 



group-level perspective 
and, 36 

immediate and delayed 
outcomes of, 29 

indicators of, 27-28 
traits for, 52-<52 

Leadership research 
bias in, 498-502 
charismatic, 281-287 
comparative, 28}-284, 

469 
critical incidents, 111-115 
descriptive, 95-101, 128, 

129, 283-284 
experimental, 119-111, 138 
job descriptive, 83, 95 
major findings in, 475-480 
methodological issues in, 

501-S02 
survey, 108--110, 114, 

115-117, 139, 281-287 
trait, 45-52, 71-73 

Leadership substitutes theory 
conceptual weaknesses of, 

179 
evaluation of 190 
explanation of, 39, 176, 

179-180 
group and organization 

characteristics and, 
177-178 

implicatiofi--'i of, 178 
research on, 238-239 
subordinate Chara(1eristics 

and, 176 
task characteristics and, 

176-177 
Leadership theories 

behavior, 31-32 
comparison of, 38 
descriptive vs. prescriptive, 39 
dyadic, 34-36, 495 
explanatory processes and, 

496-497 
flexible leadership (FLn, 

389-390 
group-level, 34 
implicit, 248-249 
integrative, 33-34 
intra-individual, 34 
key variables in, 30-31 

leader-centered VS. 

follower-centered, 39 
level of conceptualization 

for, 33-34, 40 
multi-level, 38 
otg'anizational-leve1, 34 
path-goal, 168-173 
power-influence, 32 
situational (Hersey and 

Blanchard), 173-175 
trait, 31 
universal vs. contingency, 

39-40 
Leader trait research. See also 

Managerial traits; Trd.it') 
applications of, 72-73 
with assessment centers, 

49-S0 
hackground on, 45-46 
evaluation of, 71-72 
on managerial competen

cies, 48-49 
on managerial motivation, 

46-48 
on managers who derail, 

50-52 
Leader traits 

attribution theory and, 
264-265 

self-concept theory and, 
266-267 

Learning 
ability fIX, 68 
approaches to, 450-451 
collective, 490-491 
from experience, 432-434 
gUidelines to increase, 

324-326 
Learning dimate, 448-449 
Learning organizations, 

323-324 
Least preferred coworker 

(LPC), 165, 188. See also 
LPC contingency model 

Legitimate authority, 203 
Legitimate power 

expen power and, 213 
explanation of, 201 
function of, 202-203 

Legitimating tactics, 204, 219, 
223 
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Level of conceptualization 
dyadic processes and, 35-36 
explanation of, 33-34 
explanatory processes and, 

480-491 
group processes and, 36-37 
intra-individual processes 

and, 34-35 
organizational processes 

and, 37 
Levels of analysis, 500-501 
Liaison role, 85 
LMX-7 scale, 237 
Locus of control, .,4 
Longitudinal studies, 49-50 
LPC contingency model 

conceptual weaknesses of, 
167-168 

evaluation of. 190 
explanation of, 195 
leader LPC Score <Ind, 165 
propositions of, 166-167 
relationships in, 166 
research on, 167 
situational vatiables and, 167 

LPC score, 165-168 

Management See also Chid 
executive officers (CEOs); 
Executives 

leadership vs., 24--26 
level of, 90 
of meaning, 288 
that derails, SO-52 

Management progratrr<), 274--275 
Managerial activities 

deciSion processes for, 8-8-
89-82 

involving oral 
communication, 79-80 

involving peers and out-
siders, 78-79 

pace in, 77 
planning in, 82 
reactive, 77-78, 99 
work content and, 77 

Managerial grid, 112-113 
Managerial motivation 

McClelland's research on, 
46-47 

Miner's research on, 48 
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Managerial Position 
Description Questionnaire 
(MPDQ), 83, 84 

Managerial Practices Survey 
(MPS), 121 

{vtanagL'rial roles 
exphtn.ltiOfl of, 83 
H:search on, 90 
rypes of, 83-86 

Managerial skills. See also 
Skills 

conceptual, 63-64 
interpersonal, 64-65 
situational relevance of, 

6t)-71 
technical, 62-63 

:VIan:lgerial traits. See also 
Leader [fait research: 
Traits 

;(('hieVLment ()rk.'1ltatJon 

and, 5H--60 
;tffiliation need and, 60 
hig five personality traits 

and. 60-62 
ernotional stability and 

maturity and, t;!~5') 
energy level and stfL"SS 

101crance and, 52-53 
internal locus of control 

and,54 
narcissism and, 57-58 
personal integrity and, 

56-07 
power motivation and, 

,)'}--56 
"elf-t'tmfJdence and, 

53-54 
;..tanagerial work 

changes in nature of, 93--94 
content of, 77, 82-87 
COfe component., of, 87-88 
decision processes in, 80-82 
descriptive research on, 

95-96, 128, 129 
discretion level and, 94-95 
job description research 

and, 83 
leadership reqUirement for, 

76 
Mintzberg's managerial roles 

and,83-86 

oral communication in! 
79-<30 

pace of, 77 
peer and outsider interac

tions in, 78-79 
planning role in, 32 
problem-solving guidelines 

i{)f, 100-101 
rok conflkt and, &)-87 
situational determinant') of, 
~93 

time-management 
guidelines for, 97-100 

Meaning, management of, 288 
Memher diversity, 378 
Mental imagery, 255 
Mental models, 325 
Mentoring, 126, 442-443 
:viichigan kJ.dcrship studies, 

107-108 
Mission statement, 308 
Monitoring, 123-124 
Monjtor role, 85 
MotivatioG. 278-2BO. See also 

Managt-"fial motivation 
Multidimensional models, 118 
Mtdtifac10r Leadership 

Questionnaire (MLQ) 
constructive validity of, 279 
explanation of. 121, 278 

MUlti-level theories, 38 
Multiple-linkage model 

evaluation of, 18(,.....187, 190 
explan;:njon of, 180 
intervenjng variables and, 

180-183 
long-term effetL'i on group 

perfonnance and, 184, 196 
short-term actions to curfeet 

deficiencies and, 183-184 
Multiple stakeholders, 333-334 
Multisource feedback, 434-437 
MurJal, trust, 181, 365 

Narcissism, 57-58 
Narcissistic Personality 

Inventory, 57 
Needs 

achievement, 58-60 
affiliation, 60 
power, 47, 55-56 

Negative charismatics, 273-274 
Negotiator role, 86 
Networks 

explanation of, 78, 79 
external, 90 
size of, 91, 92 

Neutmlizers, 176-180, 1;;4, 192 
Nominal group technique, 384 
Normative decision theory 

causal relationship in, 141 
conceptual weaknesses 

in, 145 
evaluation of, 190 
explanation of, 140 
research on, 144-145 
revised,142-144 
simplified version of, 144 
Vroom-]ago,142-14.j 
Vro()m~YeWJfl, 1·-H) .... t-i:'! 

Ohio State leadership studies, 
104-107, 113 

Operational planning, 121 
Optimi:>m, 4H3-4B4 
Oral communication, 79-BO 
Organizational change. See 

aLr;() Change 
approaches to 

implementing, 313-315 
guidelines for 

implementing, 315-320 
ofgvdnizatitmal diagnosis 

and, ;302-303 
resistance to, 297-299 
types of, 300-302 

Organizational culture 
explanation of, 24, 303-304, 

488-489 
growth :::;tages of organiza~ 

tions and, 306-307 
leader influence over, 24 
methods to influence, 

304-306 
Organizational diagnOSiS, 

302-303 
Organizational-level theories, 

34,37-38,483,487 
Organizational units, size of, 

91 
Organizations 

changes in structure of, 94 



charismatic leaders and, 
276-277 

executive teams in, 
411-413 

followers in, 252 
growth stages of, 306-307 
life cycle in, 93 
performance determinants, 

390-396 
structure of, 306 
transferability of skills 

across, 70 
Outdoor challenge programs, 

444-446 
Outsiders, managerial 

interaction with, 78-79 

Participation 
effec'ts of, 130-139 
guidelines to encourage, 

148-149 
obj('ctives for using, 136-137 
potential benefit.-.:.; of, 135-136 
varieties of, 133-134 

Participative leadership 
causal model of, 135 
consequences of, 135-137 
explanation of, 32, 108, 

132-133, 169 
gUidelines for, 146-149 
power distance and, 460 
research on, 137-140 

Path¥goal theory 
conceptual weaknesses of, 

172-173 
evaluation of, 190 
explanation of, 168 
explanatory processes and, 

169 
leader behaviors and, 

169 
major propositions of, 

170-171 
research on, 171-172 
situational variables and, 

169-170 
Patterns, 88, 89 
Peers, 78-79 
Performance, 242-246, See 

also Organizational 
performance 

PerformanL'e determinants 
executive constraints and r 

396-398 
primary, 390-392 
ways to influence, 392-396 

Performance orientation, 
462-463 

Performance strategies, 363, 
365, 367, 371 

Personal appeals 
explanation of, 219, 221 
as proactive influence tactic, 

208 
Personal growth programs, 

445--446 
Personal identification 

explanation of, 200, 201, 265, 
267,269-272,274,280,287 

function of, 485 
Personal integrity 

ethical leadership and, 331 
explanation of, 56-57 

Personality traits 
big 23, 60-62 
of effective managers, 

48-49,479 
ethical leadership and, 

335-336 
Personalized power 

orientation, 47, 55, 58 
Personal power 

consequences of, 213-214 
explanation of, 202, 216 

Planning 
action, 121, 122 
for complex tasks, 193 
contingency, 121 
informal and adaptive, 82 
operational, 121 
short-term, 121 
work a<'1ivity, 121-122 

PM leadership theory, 113 
Polaroid camera, 275 
Political power, 401-402 
Political processes, 81-82 
Political tacticS, 218 
Position power 

consequences of, 213-214 
explanation of, 166, 202, 

216,478 
Positive charismatics, 273-276 
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Potency, 365-366 
Power, See also Political power 

acquisition and loss of, 
211-213 

amount of overall, 215-217 
coercive, 201, 205-207, 216 
distribution and sharing of, 

478-479 
ecological, 210-211 
expert, 201, 208-209, 213 
explanation of, 199, 

477-478 
influence behavior and, 

224-225 
information. 210 
legitimate, 201-204, 213 
need for, 47, 55-56 
personal, 202, 213-214, 216 
pOSition, 202, 213-214, 216, 

478 
referent, 201, 207-208 
reward, 201, 204-205 
types of, 201-202 

Power distance, 460 
Power-influence approach, 32 
Power taxonomy (French & 

Raven), 201-202 
Prescriptive theory, 39 
Pressure tactics, 219, 223 
Prior experience, 300 
Proactive influence tactics 

explanation of, 200, 218 
limitations of research on, 

231-232 
personal appeal as, 208 
research to identify, 218-220 
types of, 219 

Problem solving 
adaptive, 339-340 
guidelines for, 100-101 
traits for, 52-53 

Procedural justice, 136 
Process analysis, 376 
Process reliability, 391 
Procrastination, 99 
Profiles of Organizational 

Influence Strategies 
(POlS), 218-219 

Project objectives, 309 
Psychodynamic processes, 

charisma and, 269-270 
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Psychological empowerment 
conditions facilitating, 161 
explanation of, 158-159 
research on, 161 

Qua Ht<lrive research. See also 
Leadership research 

hiAS and, 49&-499 
effects of participation and, 

138-139 
Quantitative research, 

498-499. See also 
Leadership research 

R~l!i(}fial persuasion 
explanation of, 219 
function of, 220, 230 

HC:lctlve intluent't': tactics, 
21B, 231 

Reason, influence based on. 23 
tk:lsoning, deductive, 49 
Reft>r~nt pO\Vef 

explan~Hion of; 201 
function of, 207-208 

ReI1ective planning 
cxplanali(m of, 77-7B 
making time for, ~)t)-lOO 

Regression, 269 
Relational leadership, 

':;04-')05 
Relationships, pattern:; of, 88 
Rdations~oriented behavior 

examples of, 119 
explanation of, 107, 118, 

125-128 
SifU<l!ional leadership and, 

173,174 
i{c()rientation 

explanation of, 398-399 
by new leadership, 400-401 

Resistance 
to change, 297-299 
explanation of, 200, 205, 

218, 226, 227, 230, 231 
Resource allocator role, B6 
Reward power 

explanation of, 201 
function of, 204-205 

Rituals, 306, 375 
Role clarity, 181, 363 
Role conflicts, 86-87 

Role expectations 
in crisis siruations, 92-93 
explanation of, 86-87 
gender and, 469-470 

Role interdependence, 193 
Role modeling 

beh~!vior, 427-429 
explanation of, 2B3, 486 
referent power through, 208 

Role specialization, 481-482 
Routinization of charisma, 

272-273 

Scenarios, 420, 421 
Scope of authority, 199, 203 
Self-awarene&<; 
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